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ABSTRACT

This study treats the conflict that Natsume Soseki (1867

1916), generally considered to be the foremost modern Japanese

novelist, experienced in his own life and the conflict that he

delineates in his later nove)s, Higan sugi made (To the Spring

Equinox and Beyond), Kojin (The Wayfarer), Kokoro (translated

under the same title), Michikusa (Grass on the WaYSide), and

Meian (Light and Darkness). Chapter I constitutes a theoreti

cal discussion of the difference between Japanese and Western

attitudes toward conflict: generally, whereas the Japanese

regard conflict as ugly, West.erners consider it as legitimate.

Soseki may be said to be the first major Japanese writer to

deal so thoroughly with conflict.

Chapter II constitutes an analysis of conflict Soseki

experienced in his life, ~ncluding such conflicts as his

internal conflict and his conflicts with his father, his

foster parents, his siblings, his wife, and society.

The f o Ll o w i n g is the method that has been used in

Chapters III and IV. First, a list was compiled of "terms of

conflict and negativity" from the last five novels of Soseki,

using the original Japanese texts. Second, to examine how

conflicts Soseki experienced in his own life are reflected in

his novels, such terms have been divided into 29 cases of

social relationships. Chapter III treats conflict concerning

six principal social cases, including intrapersonal conflict,

conflict between husband and wife, two male friends, brother
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and sister, father and son, and an individual and society,

which largely reflect S5seki's own conflict. Chapter IV

assesses what characters' conflicts play important roles in

each worK and how effectively they are treated, and how such

treatment relates to the overall literary value of the

oespective novels. Chapter V draws conclusions from the major

points discussed in the earlier Chapters.

In his last five novels Soseki showed a constant progress

in terms of the depth of the analysis of his characters'

conflicts as well as his literary techniques in delineating

these conflicts. By employing the perspective of conflict

Sosek1 su~ceeds in asking p,ofound and universal ontological

questions--the problem of identity, egocentricity, and

alienation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

After the Meiji Restoration in 1868, Japan rapidly began

to adopt not only Western technology, science, industry,

political and educational syptems, but also Western ideas and

values. The intellectual leaders of modern Japan, influenced

by Western individualism and rationalism, criticized authori

tarianism and the traditional family system. Modern Japanese

literature--that is, the literature since l868--often treats

the themes of the awakening of the self, the individual's

struggle to free himself from the constraints of the tradi

tional family system, and criticism of the ~uthoritarian

social structure. But despite the influence of Western

values, including individualism, tradition is still important

in the spiritual life of the Japanese. 1 One of the tradi

tional characteristics that has persisted in modern Japan and

that is to be discussed in this study is the Japanese attitude

t o wa r d conflict.

In the West it is common to consider various kinds of

relationships, such as the relationship between individuals,

between an individual and his family, and between an individ-

ual and society, as ones involving conflict. Concern is

focused on how to deal with the existing conflicts. Conflicts

such as those within an individual, bet~een individuals,

between an individual and natu~e, between an individual and

society, and between an individual and his fate are so often
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the central themes of fiction in the West as to seem almost
')

indisp~nsable.~ Such does not seem to be the case in Japan.

Why is it that the Japanese do not generally view these rela-

tionships from the perspective of conflict?

The answer to this relates to the fact that the Japanese

have valued harmony, t~e antithesis of conflict, since time

immemorial. Because the Japa~ese have valued harmony so much

they did not adopt the Western attitude toward conflict

despite the influence of Western values launched by the Meiji

Restoration. Part of the significance of studying the problem

of conflict in the life and the La t e r novels of Na t s u me Soseki

(1867-1916), the foremost modern Japanese novelist, is that

Soseki may be said to be the first major .Japanese writer to

deal so thoroughly with conflict within an individual, between

individuals, between an individual and his family, and between

an individual and society.

What we mean by the term "conflict" here is defined in

Webster's Third New International Dictionary (1971)" under

items I-a and I-b as follows:

1 a: clash, competition, or mutual interference of
opposing or incompatible forces or qua Lft Le s .•.
b: an emotional state characterized by indecision,
restlessness, uncertainty, and tension resulting
from incompatible inner needs or drives of compati
ble intensity.

MQrton Deutsch, a psychologist who has treated the problem of

conflict in detail, defines and categorizes conflict as

follows:
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A conflict exists whenever incompatible activities
occur. The incompatible actions may originate in
one person, group, or nation; such conflicts are
called intrapersonal, intragroup, or intranational.
Or they may reflect incompatible actions of two or
more persons, groups, or nations; such conflicts are
called interpersonal, intergroup, or international.
An action that is incompatible with another action
prevents, obstruct~, interferes, or in some way
makes the latter less likely or less effective. 3

In order to understand the Japanese attitude toward

conflict fully, we must first explore the predominant concept

of harmony as an ide~l manifested in such areas as religion

(Shinto), law (Prince Shotoku's Seventeen-Article Constitu-

tion), state ideology (Confucianism), aestheticism (aware),

and social relations (~) in Japan.

Nakamura Hajime, a modern philosopher, comments on prim i-

tive Shinto, the indigenous form of wo.ship in early Japan,

and states that the ancient Japanese believed that spirits

resided in all kinds of things such as mountains, rivers,

forests, trees, and stor.es. 4 Nakamur~ further comments that

----nature is conceived nf as~omething opposed to human elements

by the Indian ascetics, whereas in the case of the Japanese,

priests and laymen alike are attached to nature, which is at

one with human beings. 5 Thus, nature and man are viewed as

being in complete harmony, and the Japanese have enjoyed this

union since ancient times.

Prince Shotoku, in his Seventeen-Article Constitution

(604), advocated harmony (he used the term ~) as the prin-

ciple to g0vern the state. Watsuji Tetsuro, another

~ .--. _._---- ---------------- ----------_.----
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philosopher, ~omments that what the prince meant by this ideal

of harmony does not mean the complete obedience of one person

to another but the encouragement of people to control their

anger and resolve their differences peacefully.6 Nakamura;

who also discusses the Prince's emphasis on harmony in human

relationships, translates the first Article of the Constitu-

tion as follows:

Above all else esteem harmony; make it your first
duty to avoid conflict. People are prone to form
partisanships, for few persons are really enlight
ened..•. When those above are harmonious, and
those below are friendly, there is harmony in the
discussion of affairs, and the right views of things
spontaneously gain acceptance. Then what would
there be that could not be accomplished??

Nakamura further maintains: "It was this spirit of harmony

that made possible the emergence of Japan as a unified

state."8

Confucianism was established as or~hodoxy by the Tokugawa

Shogunate in the seventeenth century. The government encour-

aged the spread of education and inculcated Confucian values

in people's minds. Confucianism thus became one of the most

important elements constituting Japanese values and enhanced

the ideal of human harmony in Japan.

"According to Confucius, man is never a mere individual,

but is always an I n " rpersonal entity."9 De r k Podde comments

on the ideal society in Chinese philosophy, in which Confu-

cianism plays the principal role, as follows:
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It [human society] is an ordered hier~rchy of un
equal components, all of which, however, have their
essential function to perform, so that the result
is. a cooperative human harmony. This means that the
ideal society is one in which each individual
accepts h1s own social position without complaint
and performs to the best of his rBility the obliga
tions attached to that position.

In the mind of a Japanese in the Tokugawa period "living in

accordance with one's prescribed role within the fam1ly ana

within a political and social hierarchy was the ultimate basis

of moral values."ll An indi vidual could accomplish his desti-

ny as a human being by playing his proper social role, which

in turn could actualize the "the cooperative human harmony."

Okazaki Yoshie, a modern literary critic, explains the

traditional aesthetic ideal of aware, which is usually asso-

ciated with the literature of the Heian period (794-1185), as

follows:

Aware is linked to such feelings as affection, sym
pathy, pity and sometimes admiration. The state of
~ comes into existence when a person has a
favorable feeling or love toward an object and
attempts to make himself one with the object. 12

Aware does not include any rejection of an object.
There is no conflict between the meaning that the
object has and the value that one seeks in it. The
subject and the object fuse into 0rJ so that there
exists only peace and no struggle.

Doi Takeo, a contemporary psychiatrist, also discusses

~.::.~: "Aware is to be moved by a certain object, wh e t h e r it

be a human being or something in nature, and quietly and

profoundly to make oneself one wi t h that object.,,14 The
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essence of the traditional aestheticism, aware, is a sharing

of sentiment, union, harmony, and identity with ohjects. The

aestheticism denies conflict as something ugly.

Doi also suggests that the basic emotional urg~ that has

fashioned the aware aestheticism is none other than the~

mentality. IS I think it is an oversimplification of the

matter to try to explain the aware aestheticism only by the

~ mentality, but he is probably correct in stressing its

importance in interpersonal relationships in Japan. Doi

explains~ as follows:

Amac is the noun form of "amaeru", an intransitive
verb that means "to depend-and presume upon anoth
er's benevolence," This a mae r u has a distinct feel
ing of sweetness and is geii"er"a.lly used to describe a
child's attitude or behavior toward his parents,
particularly his mother.l 6

Doi further maintains:

Amae, in other words, is used to indicate the seek
ing after the mother that comes when th~ infant's
mind has developed to a certain degree and it has
realized that its mother exists independently of
itself. In other words, until it starts to amaeru
the infant's mental life is an extension, as it
were, of its life in the womb, and the mother and
child are still unseparated. However, as its mind
develops it gradually realizes that itself and its
mother are independent existences, and comes to feel
the mother as something indispensable to itself; it
is the craving for close contact thus developed that
constitutes, one might say, amae... The concept,
in short, serves as a medium making it possible for
the mother to understand the infant mind and respond
to its needs, so that mother and child can enjoy a
sense of commingling and identity.l:
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The essence of 2..~ is also a sense or identity with the other

person.

The experience of identity between mother and infant is a

universal condition of ontogenetic development. What makes

Japan unique, at least in the eyes of th8 Westerners, is that

the~ mentality is fixated in the socialization process in

Japan. Caudill and Weinstein, in their comparative anthropo-

logical study on the socialization process i~ Japan and the

Uni ted States, maintain:

Largely because of different patterns of interaction
with their mothers in the two countries, infants
have learned to behave in different and culturally
appropriate ways by three-to-four months of age .
• In summary, in normal family life in Japan there
is an emphasis on interdependence and reliance on
others, while in America the emphasis is on indepen
dence and self-assertion. The conception of the
infant would seem to be somewhat different in the
two cultures. In Japan, the infant is seen more as
a separate biological organism who from the begin
ning, in order to develop, needs to be drawn into
increasingly interdependent relations with others.
In America, the infant is seen more as a dependent
biological organism who, in order to develop, needs
to be made increasingly independent of others.1 8

Another study, by the sociologist Ezra Vogel, I nd Lc a t e s that

the~ mentality continues to be fixated as the child grows

older. Vogel maintains:

It is assumed that the child will naturally want to
be close to his mother and will be afraid to be
alone. The mother deals with such fears not by
assuring the child that there is nothing to be
af r a id of, but by remaining wi t h him. The implicit
attitude seems to be that the mother agrees that the
outside is frightening, but that while she is there
she will protect the child against all outside
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dangers .... Even though the mother is not con
sciously aware of using such techniques, her atti
tudes and approach tend to arouse in the child a
fear of making independent decisions and to create
anxiety about being isolated from family or friends.
One mother, for example, had explained to her daugh
ter that she could choose her own grade school if
she were fully prepared to pay the consequences.
The consequence was that when the girl later wanted
to change sch001s between junior and senior high
school, the mother reminded the daughter that she
herself had chosen the school and therefore would
have to stay there. The moral was clear: it is
risky to make decisions on one's own.... The
combination of provoking anxiety about the outside
and rewarding intimacy serves to keep the child
dependent on his mother. 19

Takie Lebra, another anthropologist, states, "If amae

behavior is so common, its complementary role behavior should

be equally common."20 Such behavior is termed amayakasu,

which is the transitive verb of amaeru. "The amaeru-amayakasu

interaction is immensely desirable or useful to most Japa

nese,"21 and "Japanese adults in general feel a strong nostal

gia i o i: their happy childhood."22 Doi comments on this point

as follows: "There would seem to be a tendency in Japan to

look on this parent-child relationship as the ideal a~d use it

as a yardstick in judging all other relationships.,,23 When a

Japanese says that he wants to make hiiuself understood to

another, he means that he wants to experience this sense of

identity with the other person. It is very difficult, if not

impossible, to attain a state of identity with another,24 and

yet many Japanese continue to seek it.

The same kind of ideal governs one's relationship with

a group. Before the Meiji Restoration (1868), the
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individualistic attitude that insists that the individual is

more important than the group did not exist in Japan. Being

in an authoritarian society founded on the state ideology of

Confucianism, the individual had to subordinate himself to a

group;25 the best possible way to feel a spiritual stability

and find life worth living was by having a sense of identity

with the group.26

An individual's relationship with his family functions

the same way essentially. The family head repre3ents the

household. Family members are subordinate to him and exist

for the benefit of the family group. The traditional extended

family system in Japan has been a constant target of criticism

since the Meiji Restoration, and is said to have undergone

rapid change since the Second World War with the proliferation

of th e nuclear family,27 Although it is true that the indi

vidual's identity with his family--his willingness to sacri

fice his own interests for the sake of the family--has

weakened, the relationship between any two members of a

family, such as parent and child, husband and wife, or older

brother and younger brother, is that of an intimate two-way

dependency which preserves aspects of the traditional system.

The husband and wife, for instance, alternate in playing the

dependent role. Within the house, the husband depends on the

wife not only for housekeeping and child rearing but also for

taking care of his personal needs, budgeting, monthly pay

mer.ts, and savings; whereas outside the house, it is the wife
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who is dependent as if she were unable to. make any judgment

independen t of her husband I s opinion. 28

In relationships based on ~' the parties involved try

their best to seek an amicable settlement of conflict. It is

considered not only ugly but highly undesirable for one person

to be in conflict with another, for it is so completely

opposed to the ideal of harmony and unity. A Japanese person

is rather reluctant to admit that he is in conflict with

another and sometimes seems to try to conceal or deny

conflict. A propoaition made by Lewis Co~er, a sociologist,

on the relationship between social structure and the members'

attitude toward conflict also explains this Japanese attitude

toward conflict. He maintains:

Closely knit groups in which there exists a high
frequency of interaction and high personality
involvemeHt of the members have a tendency to sup
presss conflict. While they provide frequent occa
sions for hostility (since both sentiments of love
and hatred are intensified through frequency of
interaction), the acting out of such feelings is
sensed as a danger to such intimate relationships,
and hence there is a tendency to suppress rat~9r

than to allow expression of hostile feelings.

Lebra discusses various ways in which Japanese manage

conflict. By conflict management she means a reaction to a

conflict situation which does not necessarily entail a resolu-

t Lo n , She maintains:

The culturally available techniques for management
at thp. interpersonal level (intergroup conflict is
another matter) may be characterized as nonconfron
tational. By confrontation I mean a direct
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challenge launched by A against B when A pe r c e f ve s B
as the source of his conflict. It is not that
Japanese never risk confrontations but that, as long
as harmony, or the appearance of harmony, is to be
maintained, nonconfrontational modes must be ex
hausted first. 30

Lebra also states:

[T]he child is taught to prize interpersonal harmony
and restrain himself to avoid conflict. ..• To
attain or maintain harmony, older children are
taught to be kind and yielding, younger children to
be compliant. The virtue of being~ ("open
minded," "non-resistant," and "trustful") is incul
cated as the most praise~orthy.3l

A person who cannot avoid conflict, especially manifested in a

form of confrontation, is regarded as not sunao.

People around the parties involved in conflict do all

they can to help chern resolve their conflict. 3 2 Though people

must cften pay the price of perseverance, suffering, and

compromise, due to their avoidance of conflict and for the

amicable settlement of conflict, all parties feel they must do

their utmost to maintain interpersonal harmony, or the appear-

ance of harmony.

In the West, on the other hand, harmony as an ideal has

never been as highly valued as it was in Japan. The philoso-

phy of individualism in the West is incompatible with the

Japanese religious and cultural values which have nurtured

harmony as an ideal. As the ideal of harmony in Japan is

related to the Japanese attitude toward conflict, so is
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individualism in the West related to Westerners' attitude

toward conflict.

Individualism is a philosophy which was indispensable for

bu i Ld t n g up the mode r n world in the West. Max Weber, who

explored the problem of the modernization of Europe, maintains

that "the religious &nd cultural basis of modernization in the

West was provided by the series of developments beginning with

the prophetic conception of God.,,33 Robert Bellah, a sociolo-

gist, elaborates on this point as follows:

[T]he prophetic tradition of Israel which traces
back to Hoses said t h a t only God is holy and that no
man is a God. The relationship between the children
of Israel and God is one which transcends any par-
t Lc ul.a r kind of social system •••. Any social
arrangement is deprived of ultimate legitimacy
because ultimately loyalty is to God alone. This
creates the possibility of a new kind of individual
ism, what one might call prophetic individualism,
in which the prophet is related directly to God and
can stand against society or the king or any combi
nation of force~ and proclaim what he believes to be
God's message. 3

The second step which Weber considers to be the prercqui-

site for modernization was the development of the Christian

church. The Christian church was a new form of social organi-

zation based solely on the relation to God. Individuals

entered religion "not as a member of any tribe or kin group

but solely as an individual and found a n e w fellowship on the

basis of a new kind of relationship.,,35 Christian teaching

which implied the direct relation between man and God provided
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a radically individualistic basis £or religion that was not

fully realized until the Reformation.

In the Protestant Reformation the authority of the Roman

Catholic Church was challenged b.y T.uther (1483-1546), Calvin

(1509-1564), and their followers. One of. the chief changes

the Reformers introduced was "an individualistic emphasis on

salvation as a personal rather than a corporate matter, as a

direct and immediate relation between the soul and"God."36

"The conception of the priesthood of all believers made for

the essential equality of church members, and the covenant of

the elect provided for the voluntaristic organization of the

church.,,37 Individualism, as it is usually conceived to be,

emerged first in England. Bellah regards the English revolu-

tion in the 17th century as an application of church democracy

to political democracy. He further argues:

[T]he destruction of the monarchical pri~ciple in
the church, the rejection of the Pope, was trans
lated into the rejectiun of the monarchy in politi
cal life and the establishment of a fundamentally
democratic polity.38

Lastly let us define individualism as a value system

according to the Encyclopedi~ Britannica:

The value system may be described in terms of chree
propositions: all values are man-centered, that is
they are experienced (but not necessarily created)
by human beings; the individual is an end in himself
and is of supreme value, society being only a means
to individual ends (held by some to be divinely
ordained); and all individuals are in some seuse
morally equal, this equality being best expres3ed by
the proposition that no one should ever be treated

------ ------- --
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solely as a means to the well being of another
person •.•• As a general attitude, then, individ
ualism embraces a high valuation on self-reliance,
on privacy and on respect for other individuals.
Negatively, it embodies opposition to tradition, to
authority and to all manner of controls over the
individual, especially when they are exercised by
the state.

Because of their individualistic values Westerners do not

value interpersonal harmony as highly as Japanese do. They do

not give priority to the relationship between mother and child

above all other relationships. The mother-child relationship

which is characterized by the interdependence and identity

between two individuals is idealized as the most harmonious

interpersonal relationship in Japan. In the \.Jest, on the

other hand, ~dependencj is considered a limitation on individ-

ual growth and fulfillment, and so the family and school teach

the child to become self-reliant.~39 Eventually, the ideal is

for parents and children to relate to each other as indepen

dent and equal individuals. 40 When a Westerner says that he

wants to have a good relationship with another person, he does

not mean that he wants to experience a sense of identity with

the person as a Japanese might. For Wescerne~s believe that

one can have a good relationship wi~hout identifying with the

other, as long as each party respects the other's point of

view. Westerners maintain that it is foolish to change one's

view in order to maintain interpersonal harmony, for "t he

highest value rests on the preservation of individual

integrity.~41

--------------- -
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When one seeks freedom, one sometimes cannot avoid inter-

fering with the freedom of another. That is why individualism

maintains that freedom and responsibility are two sides of the

same coin, and one must respect the freedom of others. Yet

even acting responsibly will sometimes interfere with the

desires or interests of another, and interpersonal conflict

will occur. "Most conflict theorists, including Max, Weber,

and Freud, place the origins of conflict in incompatible

interests and goals.,,42

Freud most carefully analyzed psychological conflicts,

which are the major conflicts to be treated in this study.

He analyzes the dynamic conflicts an individual experiences as

follows:

[W]e see this same ego as a poor c'r e a t u r e owing
service to three masters and consequently menaced by
three dangers: from the external world, from the
libido of the id [which is totally non-moral and
contains the passions], and from the severity of the
super-ego [which arises from an identificatio~ with
the father taken as a model and exercises the moral
censorship in the f.orm of conscience] ... . As a
frontier-creature, the ego tries to mediate between
the world and the id, to make the id pliable to the
world and, by means of its muscular activity, to
make the world fall in with th~ wishes of the id..
. . Whenever possible, it tries to remain on good
terms with the id; ... it pretends that the id is
showing obedience to the admonitions of reality,
even when in fact it is remaining obstinate and
unyielding; it disguises the id's conflicls with
reality and, if possible, its conflicts with the
super-ego too.~3

Freud also states:

[T]he development of the individuai seems to us to
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be a a product of the interaction bet wean two urges,
the urge towards happiness, which we usually call
"egoistic," and the urge towards union with others
in the communi ty, which we call "altruistic."
Neither of these descriptions goes much below the
surface. In the process of individual development,
as we have said, the main accent falls mostly on the
egoistic urge (or the urge towards happiness); while
the other urge, which may be described as a "cul
tural" one, is usually content with the role of
imposing restrictions. 44

He further argues as follows:

[T]he events of human history, che interactions
between human nature, cultural development and the
precipitates of primeval experiences (the most
prominent example of which is religion) are no more
than a reflection of the dynamic conflicts between
the ego, the id, and the super-ego, which psycho
analysis studies in the iadividual--are the very
same processes repeated upon a wider stage. 4 5

Thus Freud views human problems from the perspective of

conflict.

Westerners' attitude toward conflict can be summa~ized in

the following statement made by Krauss and others:

Conflict is neither desired nor idealized by most
Westerners, but it is legitimate, accepted, and
expected in the West more than in Japan. The empha
sis on individualism and individualistic expression
in Western culture, especially where Protestant and
utilitarian traditions have been strong, for many
centuries provided a powerful moral counterfo.ce to
the personal desire to avoid conflict. All the
leading social theories of the last few hundred
years postulate and encourage one or another expres
sion of self-interest. 46

Westerners seem to think that recognizing a conflict ~s the

first step toward its resolution. Once the conflict has been
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recognized all their energies are turned toward this resolu

tion, which is reached mainly through confrontation--varying

positions are sharply outlined and their differences analyzed

and clarified.

We have so far discussed the background in the spiritual

life of the Japanese which makes Japanese people regard

conflict as something ugly. We have also examined individual

ism in the West which has been instrumental in making Western

people consider conflict as something legitimate and expect

ed. With such an attitude toward conflict Westerners

naturally treat various kinds of conflicts as the central

themes of fiction. Having a strong desire to avoid conflict,

on the other hand, Japanese do not generally view various

relationships trom the perspective of conflict and do not

usually treat conflicts as major themes.

This does not mean that no Japanese literature has ever

treated the theme or conflict. In the Genji monogatari (The

Tale or Genji), the greatest masterpiece of premodern Japanese

literature written by Murasaki Shikibu in the early eleventh

century, we find many lnterpersonal conflict~ occurring among

characters. We know, for example, the hero, Genji, is in

conflict with Kashiwagi, who seduces Genji's young wife, Onna

san-no-miya (Third Princess), and fathers a son, Kaoru, who is

officially Genji's. Despite the fact that Kashiwagi dies of

his psychological torment as a result of this conflict, the

author does not iocus on the depiction of ~he psychological

_. --_.------
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She rather seems to be

more concerned with Genji's sufferings from the retribution of

his past sin. When Genji was young, he passionately longed

for his stepmother, FUjitsubo, and broke the taboo on incest,

which resulted in Fujitsubo's giving birth to an illegitimate.
child. As Genji holds Kaoru in his arm, it occurs to him that

his own father may secretly have known and suffered about

Fujitsubo's unfai.thfulness, in much the same way that ,'::

himself is now tormented by what the Third Princess has done.

The interpersonal conflict between Genji and Kashiwagi plays a

far less significant role as a theme than Genji's anguish due

to the retribution of his past sin.

In one of the important genres of classical Japanese

literature, gunki monogatari (war tales), political conflicts

which lead to civil wars are described. The existence of this

genre itself may seem to contradict my earlier statement that

Japanese do not usually treat conflicts as major themes.

However, even when a wcrk in this genre treats political

conflict, it is not a c~ntral theme. For example, the Heike

mOnogatari (The Tale of the Heike), the greatest gunki .!!!2..!!..£.=.

gatari, written sometime in the middle of the 13th century,

treats the political conflict between the Genji and the Heike

which culminated in the great civi.l war, the Genpei War (1180-

1185) . It includes vivid and action-filled military scenes,

but the central theme of the work is the tragic decline of the

Heike, and the work as a whole can be viewed as an elegy for
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the Heike clan. By showing that even the mighty Heike was

destroyed at the e~d, the author conveys his message that

nothing is permanent. Thus the theme of conflict plays a much

less significant role in the Heike monogatari than the theme

of i mpe r ma ne nc e ,

~ot only premodern Japanese literature but modern Japa

nese literatur~ which is said to to be traditional also does

not treat the theme of conflict as its major theme. In the

works written by such major modern writers as Tanizaki

Jun'ichiro and Kawabata Yasunari, the evaluation of aesthetics

predominates, overshadowing the explicit treatment of conflict

Kawabata Yasunari's ma s t e r p i e c c , Yama.!!.£ oto (1949), for

instance, is full of intrapersonal and interpersonal

conflicts. The protagonist Shingo's son, Shiiichi, is having

an affair and as a r e s u Lt; is in conflict w Lt h c h d s wife,

Kikuko. Kawabata, however, never delineates or analyzes their

conflict: he merely indicates them by occasional hints of

Kikuko's anguish such as tears shed behind a noh mask. This

scene of a beauty crying silently behind an artistic mask is a

beautiful picture in itself and shows Kawabata's ingenuity.

Though the image is remarkably beautiful ar.d elegant, the

reader never learns what is going on in Kikuko's mind.

Kawabata's interest does not lie in treating the intra personal

conflict of Kikuko nor the interpersonal conflict between

Kikuko and Shiiichi, but rather in delineating what he
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perceives to be beautiful through his aesthetic sensibilities

of rare sophistication.

While conflict as a theme does not seem to playas promi

nent a role in Japanese literature as it does in \vestern

literature, it plays a significant role in the literature of

the major modern Japanese novelist Natsume Soseki. When we

compare Soseki's treatment of intrapersonal, interpersonal,

and intragroup conflict with that of modern writers since

Soseki, it is surprising how few of them have been able to

deal with these conflicts, especially intrapersonal and inter

personal conflicts, as profoundly as Soseki does. Why then do

many modern Japanese writers fail to treat these conflicts

thoroughly and why does Soseki succeed in treating them so

profoundly? The reason is that Soseki looks at i~trapersonal,

interpersonal, and intragroup problems largely from the per

spective of conflict which is a rather unusual perspective for

Japanese writers but a common one for Western writers. This

is not to say that Soseki was unaware of the traditional

Japanese ideal of harmony, for from his youth he had attempted

to identify himself with nature. 4 7 Because the aware aesthet

icism was important to Soseki, he too must have regarded

conflict as something ugly. There is, however, good reason to

believe that he was the first major literary figure in Japan

to depart from the traditional Japanese attitude toward h~man

conflict.

Soseki's childhood was unusual in that he experienced a
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conflicting relationship with his parents and relatives. He

grew up without experiencing a sense of commingling and iden

tity with his mother (~), nor did he receive much genuine

affection from anybody else during the formative years of his

life. Moreover, he was forced from his childhood to look at

human relationships from the perspective of conflict. Because

Soseki did not experience~, which is a mentality radically

different from individualism and which therefore hinders the

development of an independer.: 5pirit in an individual, he was

perhaps better able than many of his contemporaries to adopt

individualism later in his life. It would be rash, however,

to attempt to explain Soseki's adoption of the philosophy of

individualism and the attitude of viewing human relationshipG

from the perspective of conflict only in terms of his boyhood

environment. But in view of the special importance of the

parent-child relationship in Japan, its significance should

not be overlooked.

In his youth, Soseki received the best education availa

ble at the time, and, in his middle years, he studied in

England for two years. He was thus part of the first wave of

Meiji intelligentsia sent abroad to assimilate Western ~ntel

lectual and cultural values of which individualism occupies an

important part. His study of Western literature, especially

English literature, which, as we have discussed above, often

treats conflict as a central theme, was instrumental in his

absorbing a Western attitude toward conflict. After his
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return to Japan he became the first Japanese instructor of

English literature at the then Tokyo Imperial University, but

eventually resigned his position to write for the Asahi news

paper. By the time he p.stablished himself as a writer, an

individualistic philosophy and the attitude of analyzing human

problems from the perspective of conflict were integral parts

of Soseki. The process in which a series of internal

conflicts led to the development of this philosophy will be

described more fully in the following chapter. Thus, as ar.

independent writer he probed intrapersonal, interpersonal, and

intergroup problems from the perspective of conflict.

The fact that Soseki believed in individualism does not

mean that he held to it on all counts. In the Meiji period

(1868-1912) Western thought had only begun to take root, and

his relationships with his wife and disciples 48 were still

quite traditionally Japanese in that they were, for the most

part, vertical, that is, hierarchical, but still with strong

overtones of two-way dependence. As the anthropologist Nakane

Chie points out, vertical relationships are still common in

Japanese society.49 It is natural, therefore, for this

concept to have remained in part within Soseki. Yet, close

scrutiny of his self-awareness, his attitude toward his work,

his relationship with society, and hi~ understanding of the

West reveals that he was perhaps more individualistic than

many present-day Japanese.

Indeed, the problem of conflict between traditional
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Japanese and Western values has been the problem every Japa

nese has faced since the Meiji Restoration. In the early part

of the Meiji period, when Soseki was growing up, the clash

between the two value systems was sev~re, and therefore people

had to suffer all the more poignantly from the sharp conflict.

It was not as simple as discarding one value system and adopt

ing another, and everyone in one way or another was ambivalent

in values. Part of the significance of studying conflict in

the life and the works of Soseki is that Soseki represents the

first group of Japanese intellectuals who suffered from the

problem of conflict between Japanese and Western values, and

that remains a serious problem for Japanese people today.

In the second chapter, I shall examine the conflicts that

Soseki experienced in his own life. In the third chd~ter I

shall deal with Soseki's last five novels, Hig~ sugi made

(Until after the Equinox, 1912), Koji!! (The Wayfarer, 1913),

Kokoro (1914), Michikusa (Grass on the Wayside, 1915), and

Meian (Light and Darkness, 1916). These works show the deep

ening of his art and thought after his critical illness of

1910. The conflicts which Soseki treats in these novels will

be divided according to social relationships (e.g., husband

wife, friend-friend, father-son) in them. Throughout the

discussion I shall examine how conflict in his fiction re

flects his own experiences. In the fourth chapter, I shall

assess what kinds of conflicts play important roles in each

individual work and how effectively they are treated in that
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work, and how such treatment relates to the overall literary

value of the respec.tive novels. In the fifth and the last

chapter, I shall draw conclusions from the major points dis-

cussed in the earlier chapters.

The following is the method that I have used in this

study in order to analyze the treatment of conflict in

Soseki's last five novels. First, I compiled a list of "t e r ms

of conflict and negativity" from the last five novels of

Sfi s e k i , using the original Japanese texts. "Terms of

conflict" refer to the terms which give the reader a feeling,

an impression, or an image that there is conflict of some

kind, either intrapersonal, intragroup, intranational, inter-

personal, intergroup, or internationaL

"Negativity" is the noun form of the adjective "nega-

tive," which is de f Ln e d in Webster's Third New International

Dictionary (1971) under items I-a, 2-a, and 2-b as follows:

1 a: that expresses or implies or contains negation:
rhat denies or contradicts or prohibits or refuses
<a ........ answer> <a ......... opinion> 2 a: that is marked by
the absence of positive features <a colorless ~
personality> b: that is marked by features (as
hostility, perversity, withdrawal) that oppose con
structive treatment or development <delinquents
retarded by their,~outlook on life>

Following the definition of "negativity" as such, "terms of

negativity" refers to the terms which give the reader a feel-

ing, an impression, or an image that a character in the novel

is negative about something or someone else. The reason I

added terms of negativity to the list of terms of conflict is
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that terms such as "unpleasant" (fuyukai), "cowardice" (hikyo)

and "perverseness" (higami), whLc h are clearly not terms of

conflict, are very often used in Soseki's last five novels and

play an important role in describing covert psychological or

emotional conflicts.

When I chose terms of conflict and n e ga t a v i t y , I did not

choose the terms for the meanings that they have independently

of the context in which they appear. When these terms do not

describe or suggest conflict in the context, I excluded them

from the list. For instance, the verb utagau as an indepen

dent word normally meaning "to doubt" suggests the existence

of conflict, but the verb utagau, as used, for example, in

chapter 173 in Meian, does not. It means only "to wonder" in

the following context: "He really wondered whether he would be

able to return to his room by himself." One exception to this

rule is that when, independently of the context, there

appeared terms such as "sword" or "gun" suggesting strong

conflict associated ;lith warfare or murder I always included

them in the list. Soseki's frequent use of terms of warfare

and physical conflict presents an interesting problem, and I

shall discuss the significance of these terms in connection

with the nature of conflict.

Since the list was made in the above-mentioned fashion,

there are obvious limitations to the scope of this study. At

certain times it was difficult to decide whether I should

include certain terms in the ·list. Such decisions were

--------_._--- -
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necessarily part of my personal interpretation. However, I

tried my best to make the list as consistent as possible by

reading all the five novels consecutively within a short

period of time and rechecking the list, which I have attached

as an appendix to the study.

I am fully aware of the criticism that the quality of

literature cannot be quantified. However, as far as Soseki's

last five novels are concerned, we find a close relationship

between the number of terms concerning certain interpersonal

or intrapersonal conflict and the significance of that

conflict. For example, the gre~t significance of the conflict

between Sunaga and Chiyoko, Kenzo and O-sumi, and Tsuda and

O-nobu in Higan sugi made, Michikusa, and Meian respectively

is reflected in the large number of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning these c on f Li c t s (61, 91, and 84 respec-

tively). However, I do not discuss the significance of inter-

personal or intrapersonal conflicts of characters of each work

merely in terms of the number of terms concerning these

interpersonal or intrapersonal conflicl:s. In certain cases

there are some discrepancies between a certain conflict and

the importance of that conflict. For instance, the number of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning the conflict

between Gedanke, the protagonist of the novel that Sunaga

reads, and his friend (10) is relatively large, but the

conflict does not playas important a role as the number may

suggest. This is due to Soseki's unnecessary repetition of
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terms of murder and violence, and points to the fact that

Seseki's skill in using terms of conflict and negativity was

not fully developed at the time when he was writing Higan sugi

made. Also the number of terms concerning Ichire and Jire

(59) in Kojin is larger than that between Ichire and Nao (41),

contrary to our impression that the latter conflict is more

significant than the former one. This discrepancy is partly

related to Seseki's choice of Jire as the narrator, which

illuminates the important role point of view plays in the

novel. This nlso points to a possible interpretation that

Jire's role in Kojin is more significant than people normally

think. Indeed, Jiro plays a crucial role in the work. By

ex pLor i ng such discrepancies as well as the number of terms

concerning the conflicts of the characters in the last five

novels, whether large or small, we are often able to acquire a

better understanding and sometimes rather different interpre

tations of these works than heretofore. Thus, the method

which I am employing in this study substantiates the interpre

tations presented here and illuminates them.

The abbreviations I have used in this study are H for

Higan sugi made, Kj for K5jin, Kr for Kokoro, Mk for

l1ichikusa, and Mn for~. Numbers in parentheses are used

to indicate three different things. First, they are used to

i~dicate the numbEr of instances that a certain term is u~ed,

e.g., displeasure (157). Second, they are used to indicate

where a quotation appears in a text. For Hisan sugi made,
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K5jin, and Kokoro, the place is indicated by the section

number and the chapter number, e.g., (1-3). For ~ichikusa and

Meian, there are only chapters, and in order to avoid confu

sion with the first case, I added ch. before the number of the

chapter, e s g , , (ch. 10). Third, they are used to indicate the

novel and the item number in my list, evg ,; (Mk-35).

The translations I have used in this study are The

\vayfarer (Kojin), translated by Beongcheon Yu, Kokoru (t:1E:

translation has the same title as the original), translated by

Edwin McClellan, Grass ~ the Wayside (Michikusa), also trans

lated by Edwin McClellan, and Light and Darkness (Meian),

translated by Valdo H. Viglielmo. Unless otherwise mentioned,

all the quotations are from these translations. Since Higan

sugi made (Until after the Equinox) was not available in

translation at the time I did the basic research for this

study, unless otherwise mentioned, all the quotations from the

novel are translated by the author .

._._-_._------------ -------- --- -
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CHAPTER II

CONFLICT IN SOSEKI'S LIFE

In order to discuss the conflict that Soseki experienced

in his own life, three biographies of Saseki writter. r€spec

tively by Komiya Toyotaka, Ara Masahito, and Eta Jun and a

chronological table of Saseki's personal history written by

Ara Masahito have been used as basic sources. Komiya Toyotaka

associated closely with Soseki as one of his disciples and was

familiar with many areas of his life including his day-to-day

activities and his work. His three-volume biography, titled

simply Natsume Soseki,l is the first of several biographies of

Saseki. Although Komiya often idealizes Soseki as his ~~,

or mentor, his work, nevertheless, is considered to be a

necessary and valuable research reference. On the other hand,

Hyoden Natsume Soseki (A Critical Biography of Natsume

Saseki),2 writtp.n by Ara Masahito in 1960, and Saseki to sono

jidai (Saseki and His Era),3 a two-volume biography written by

Eta Jun in 1970, treat Saseki's life against the historical

background of his times. Both Ara's and Eta's biographies, in

addition to compensating for the subjectivity of Komiya's

book, present new material on Soseki and provide important

information concerning the historical period in which Soseki

lived. Ara's Soseki kenkyu nempyo (A Chronological Table of

Soseki's Personal Life)4 is the most comprehensive chronologi

cal table in existence and minutely records Saseki's day-to

day activities and major events of his time.
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Three additional works have been used as major reference

materials: Soseki's only autobiographical novel, Michikusa

(1915), and two collections of essays written respectively by

his wife, Kyoko, and his son Shinroku. Though Michikusa is a

work of fiction and not Soseki's autobiographj, the human

interactions and psychological conflicts that the protagonist

experiences in Michikusa are generally considered to be those

that Soseki actually experienced in his own life. Soseki no

omoide (Memories of Soseki),5 published in 1928, twelve years

after Soseki's death, records the memories of Soseki's widow,

Kyoko, as recorded with the assistance of her son-in-law,

Matsuoka Yuzuru. The book straightforwardly describes

Soseki's private life from his wife's point of view. It was

received rather coldly by Soseki's admirers such as Komiya

Toyota~a because of her subjective and one-sided perception of

her husband including her description of his mental illness,

even though this perception was largely true. The book is an

indispensable reference work which sheds light on Soseki as a

human being with both strong points and weaknesses, and also

sheds light on Soseki as a husband. Chichi Natsume Soseki

(My Father: Natsume Soseki),6 written in 1956 by Soseki's

second son, Shinroku, delineates how Soseki appeared as a

father to a little boy (at the time of Soseki's death

Shinro~u was almost eight years old).? He also describes his

feelings toward and understanding of his father forty years

after Soseki's death by introducing his mother's and sisters'
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stories about Soseki and by referring to Soseki's works,

letters, and diaries.

Conflict with His Father and His Foster Parents

Now I shall discuss, in a generally chronological order,

the conflicts that Soseki experienced in his own life. The

first and the crucial one was his conflict with his father and

foster parents. Even before birth Soseki was unwanted. His

father, Natsume Naokatsu, already had two daughters by his

first wife, Koto, and four sons and one daughter by his second

wife, Chie. Soseki was to be the the eighth child of

Naokatsu, who was forty-nine years old, and the sixth child of

Chie, who was forty-one. During her pregnancy Chie is said to

have remarked, "It is humiliating to bear a child at my age."B

She had already gone through the bitter experience of having

to put her first daughter up for adoption, because she was

afraid that she would favor her own daughter over her step-

daughters. She believed that if the next child were another

She could notgirl, she would have to relive the same sorrow.

bring herself to look forward to its birth. 9

Sji s e k i Ls father, Naokatsu, also had reason to be unhappy.

His family for generations had been nanushi, Qr landowners,

under the Tokugawa regime. Although the family of nanushi

officially ranked as commoners, they were privileged to the

point of being considered as minor town-gent.ry and lived in

relative luxury. Neokatsu's status and fortune, however, we.re

about to be lost in the midst of the political upheaval
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immediately prior to the the Meiji Restoration, which meant

the dissolving of the old regime. In such political and

economic circumstances Naokatsu, who was already beyond middle

age and who had already fathered seven children, naturally

felt that the child they were awaiting would be an added

burden.

Moreover, Soseki was born on the cursed day of Koshin

(kano-e ~).lO A person who was born on the day was popu

larly believed to become either a great success or a great

thief. Soseki was named Kinnosuke, because by having a name

which includes the Chinese character meaning gold (kin), one

was believed to be able to evade the curse. The curse

attached to his birthday seems to have made Soseki all the

more unwelcome to his family.

Immediately after his birth, Soseki was given over to a

poor merchant and his Wife. Though we do not know exactly why

this happened, the lack of ' his mother's milk in addition to

all the circumstances surrounding Soseki's birth--the politi

cal unrest of the time, the declining economic situation of

his family, and the popular belief about his cursed birthday-

seem to have prevented Naokatsu and Chie from keeping Soseki

in their family. At age one, he was brought home for a brief

period, only to be sent out again to be formally adopted by a

childless couple.

If there: were any conflict here at all, it must have been

within the minds of Soseki's parents. Considering the
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attitude of Naokatsu toward Soseki years later when Soseki

returned to his own family, he does not seem to have felt any

pain at having given up his son for adoption. He does not

seem to have had any internal conflict between the pressure of

the circumstances which forced him to give up his son and his

affection for him. When Soseki learned about this situation

later, he must have felt deeply hurt by his father's coldness

toward him. Soseki's conflict with his father derives from

his father's abandonment of him without any regret soon after

he was born.

Soseki's mo t he r , Chie, was a daughter of a rich merchant

but had served a daimyo (a feudal lord) as a waiting maid

before she married Naokatsu. This kind of service was common

ly performed by daughters of rich merchants in the hope of

cultivating graceful manners, and proper behavior, and train-

ing their minds. People of the merchant class were willing to

accept the values of the samurai class, Neo-Confucianism,

which, as was cited earlier, emphasizes living in -a c c o r da nc e

with one's prescribed role within the family and within a

political and social hierarchy. Through her service to the

family of the daimyo, Chie's Neo-Confucian values seem to have

been strengthened, Chie's negative reaction to her pregnancy

derives from her keen awareness of her role as a second

wife. 11 She had to consider the welfare of her stepdaughters

before her own children and also the well-being of the family

as a whole rather than the child she was bearing.
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Nonetheless Chie must have gone through turmoil and un-

happiness as any mother would experience when forced to give

up her child. Soseki was reared in the early Meiji period

when Neo-Confucianism still provided the basic moral values of

the society, and therefore he must have been able to under-

stand Chie's anguish. He remembered his mother with warmth

throughout his life and wrote about her in essays which are

among th~ most beautiful he ever wrote. Soseki, for example,

writes at the age of forty-nine as follows:

My mother's name was Chie. I still count her name
among one of the things which I yearn for. I feel
that Chie should be the name for my mother alone and
not anybody else's. Luckily I have not yet met a
woman whose name was Chie except my mother. l 2

Thus, Soseki's relationship with his mother is in sharp

contrast with his relationship with his father in its lack of

conflict..

Soseki's foster father, Shiobara, was also from a family

of nanushi. Sniobara's father died early, and Nlokatsu looked

after Shiobara and acted as a guardian for him when he became

a nanushi succeeding his deceased father. Shiobara's wife,

Yasu, was from a merchant family and used to work at

Naokatsu's household before her marriage. In short, Na o ka t s u

and Chie were in the position of che Shiobaras' patrons. They

could expect that their son would be taken good care of as the

heir of the Shiobara family. Shiobara's status and fortune

were not as stable as they used to be before the Restcration,
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but he had no difficulty in suppurting his small family. The

adoption of the young Soseki by the Shiobaras seems to have

been satisfactory for both the Natsumes and the Shiobaras.

The expectations of Soseki's parents were realized as far

as material matters were concerned. Apart from that, however,

Shiobara's and Yasu's way of looking after Soseki strikes us

as so crude as to serve as a model of how not to raise a

child. The relationship between Soseki and his foster parents

is brilliantly depicted in the novel Michikusa. The first and

the most serious problem in the relationships is that Shiobara

and Yasu did not have genuine affection for Soseki. Nonethe

less, since they did not have any children, they treated him

like a treasure and bought him whatever he wanted in spite of

the fact that they were otherwise very stingy. They did so,

however, not because they loved him, but because they thought

they had to show their kindn~ss in order to win his love. In

their minds they were always calculating the benefits Soseki

would be able to give them in their old age. In short, they

treated him as if he were a proverbial goose who would lay a

golden egg. This is said to have been a rather common view

among people of Shiobara's generation, who were born before

the Restoration and had little formal education. 13 Nonethe

less it was extremely unfortunate for Soseki that he could not

receive much genuine affection from his foster parents during

the formative years of his life.

Largely because of their lack of affection, Shiobara and

--------_._-- --
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Yasu paid no attention to disciplining Soseki: "he was in the

end turned into an utterly spoiled brat" (Mk, c h , 42).

Inside a shop or in the middle of a street--it did
not matter where--he would squat down and refuse to
move if he did not get what he wanted. Once, when
being carried on a servant-boy's back, he got hold
of the poor fellow's hair and pulled out a handful .
. . . In the little world created for him by his
foster parents he was free to do as he wished, and
since this was the only world he knew, he quite
naturally assumed that everyone he encountered was
there solely to please him. He could not imagine
that anyone would refuse to do what he wanted.
(Mk, c h , 42)

Soseki's foster parents constantly tried to make him

'aware of their kindness and did their best to make him their

exclusive possession.

follows:

In Michikusa this is described as

He was never allowed to eat a cake or wear a new
kimono without being told that it had come from
"your father" or "your mother." ... Every time he
was reminded of what "your father" or "your mother"
had done for him, he would immediately want to
escape their clutches and be on his own. (ch. 41)

Their attempt to make Soseki exclusively th~irs resulted in

depriving him of his freedom and making him resentful. Chil-

dren who have experienced a sense of commingling and identity

with their parents entrust themselves to them and usually do

not feel a strong urge to be separated from them or seek

freedom at the age of six or seven. The conflict between

Soseki and his foster parents--their attempt to possess him
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exclusively and his desire to separate from them--made him

aware of the value of freedom from early childhood.

When Soseki was about seven, his foster father had an

extramarital affair. Shiobara and Yasu reviled each other

every night, and their conflict soon developed into an open

confrontation accompanied by beating, kicking, and screaming.

Out of jealousy Yasu repeatedly cursed both Shiobara and his

lover. She also tried even harder to keep the boy to herself.

In addition to the unhappiness of receiving selfish and

possessive love, Soseki was forred to see how ugly and egocen-

tric human beings can be. He also seems to have felt that

though conflict is unpleasant it is often unavoidable in human

rela tionships. Soseki's keen interest in man's egoism as a

theme of his novels and his attitude of viewing human rela-

tionships from the perspective of conflict surely derives

partly from this childhood experience.

The conflict between Shiobara and Yasu finally ended in

divorce, and Soseki was sent back to his real family when he

was eight or nine. To his real father, however, he was just a

nuisance. The relationship between Soseki and his father was

completely devoid of love, as is described in fictional terms

in Michikusa:

To his father he was simply a nuisance. He wo u I d
look sometimes at the boy as though he could not
quite understand how such a mistake had been made.
Ke n z f was hardly a child to him; rather, he was some
animate object that had forced its way into his
hous~hold. And the love that was in Kenzo's
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expectant heart was brutally pulled out by the
roots and left to wither in the cold. (ch. 91)

Since Soseki had a traditional sense of duty to his father and

sent a monthly allowance to him until his father died, he was,

superficially, a fi.lial son. He never forgave his father,

however, for not giving him a chance to love him. He also

must have felt s a d and bitter about the fact that he felt he

had to offer f~nancial help to his father without any warm

feeling toward him. Although the superficial calm of the

relationship was maintained during his father's later years by

the physical separation of Soseki and his father, the conflict

between them was never resolved.

On the other hand, as was mentioned earlier, the rela-

tionship between Soseki and his mother was warm. Here we

should examine in greater detail how Soseki felt about his

mother because his relationship with her plays a crucial role

in his life. Soseki writes in his essay that although he was

not spoiled by his mother as the youngest child in a family

usually is, he had affection for his mother knowing that she

was the one who cared for him most in his family.14 He goes

on to say that she was a dignified woman and looked wiser than

her husband. In the same essay he relates that once he

dreamed that he suffered greatly because he spent an enormous

amount of money which did not belong to him and called his

mother for help. His mother came and pacified him, saying

that she would pay for it no matter how much it would cost
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Soseki says he does not know whether the whole incident

was a dream or only the first half was a dream. Whichever

the case, this incident suggests Soseki's utmost trust in his

mother. It was unfortunate that Soseki's mother died when he

was not yet fourteen years old because this meant he spent.
only five short years with her. This brief experience,

however, was crucial for him, for without this, his view of

human beings would probably have been even gloomier. Although

Soseki's relationship with his father is important because of

its severe unresolved cop.flict, his relationship with his

mother is also important both because of its lack of conflict

and because it prOVided him with a model for a harmonious

human relationship.

Conflict with His Siblings

Among Soseki's four elder brothers, two elder half-

sisters, and one elder sister, three of them died before

Soseki had any memories of them. The remaining ones did not

care much about Soseki except for the oldest brother, Daiichi,

probably because of the physical and psychological distance

created by Soseki's adoption bi the Shiobaras. Daiichi

received a good education and had talent but was unable to

have a ny hope for his own future because of his contracting

tuberculosis, which was a fatal disease at that time. He

seems to have tried to educate Soseki hoping that his youngest

brother would assume the task of bringing honor to the

family.IS For Soseki's two other surviving brothers had

------------ --
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neither talent nor aspiration and were leading a free and easy

life spending their time in dissipation. Daiichi and the

second oldest brother, Einosuke, died in the same year when

Soseki was twenty years old.

Only one elder half-sister, Fusa, and one elder brother,

Nao t a da (or Wasaburo), were left, but Soseki had little affec-

tion fo r ei t he r , Soseki's wife, Ky Ek o , states that in fact

Sosek:' had contempt for them, and the more they tried to curry

favor with him, the more antipathy he had toward them. 16 This

cold relationship between Soseki and his elder brother and

elder half-sister mainly stems from the difference in their

values and views of life. To take Naotada, who was eight

years senior to Soseki, for example, he was born while the

Natsumes were still prosperous. He was lavished with love and

care and inherited the values of the merchant class of the

late T'ok uga wa period: he followed convention, bowed to author

ity, judged people largely by the amount of maney they had,

and was superstitious and pleasure-seeking. Naotada led a

carefree life, spending his youth in dissipation as a son of a

wealthy merchant family often did. On the other hand, Soseki,

due to his unhappy childhood situation discussed above, was

far freer from the traditional constraints and values in which

Naotada was steeped through his fam~ly environment.

In addition to the differing degree of the influence of

traditional values, the brothers received completely different

types of education. Although Naotada received education only
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enough to enable him to survive as the merchants of the

Tokugawa period usually did, Soseki belonged to the first

generation which benefited from the new educational system.

Soseki took advantage of every opportunity given by the new

educational system and fully developed his talent and ability.

Because Soseki was far more brilliant and gifted than almost

all of those who similarly received the new education, we

should not conclude that the differences between the brothers

solely derived from the different environments. Nevertheless,

these differences were something which could be seen every

where in the Meiji period as the generation gap or the two

currents of the times--the old and the new. It is only

Sji s e k i l s genius and great aspiration, on the one hand, and

Naotada's hopeless ffi~diccrity and lack of aspiration, on the

other, which make the gap seem unbridgeably wide.

When Soseki became the first Japanese instructor of

English literature at the Tokyo Imperial University, taking

over Lafcadio Hearn's position, NaotRda and Fusa naively

assumed that Soseki, because of his success. could make as

much money as he Wished. Their understanding of Soseki was

shallow and worldly, and they did not seem to have any respect

for his scholarship. To them, Soseki seemed to have been an

eccentric and unapproachable person. They did not, however,

hesitate in asking him for financial help, for according to

their sense of family it was the natural thing to do.

Although Soseki, out of a sense of duty, could not refuse
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their request, he never changed his bitter feelings toward

them. He seldom visited them, and it was Ky d ko who tried to

keep in touch with them in place of her husband. l 7 Because of

the physical separation the conflict between Soseki and his

elder brother and elder half-sister did not develop into an

open confrontation, but it was never resolved.

In addition to his father, brother, and half-sister,

Soseki's divorced foster parents also came to him asking for

his financial help. Again, Soseki could not refuse their

request. Although Soseki was forced to lead a lonely and

difficult life as if he were an orphan, he did not enjoy the

privilege of an orphan's freedom. Everybody related to him as

a member of his family tried to take advantage of him. It is

only natural that Soseki had a sharp conflict with them.

One fortunate result of all this was that Soseki was not

subjected to the agony most Japanese youths go through when

they leave their parents. Children who refuse to be separated

from their parents are afraid of accepting the responsibility

for their actions. They often prefer to depend on their

paredts forever, and never really become mature. They worry

that they cannot survive the loneliness of being apart. It is

no understatement to say that to the Japanese who feel the

~ relationship characterized by a sense of identity with

the other person to be ideal, individualism, characterized by

high valuation on self-reliance, seems desolate. Soseki had

no feeling of~ toward his father and foster parents during
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Though Soseki had affection for his

mother, he was separated from ~er during the years when mother

and child most intimately enjoy a sense of commingling and

identity. He was forced to depend upon himself. It appears

to have been relatively simple for Soseki to withstand the

lo~eliness that is inherent in individualism. is Thus, the

foundation had already been established to prepere him to

adopt an individualistic outlook.

Among the relatives other than his immediate family,

there was only one person for whom Soseki had affection--the

wife of Naotada, Tose, who was of the same age as Soseki. He

lived in the same house with her for three years before she

died of a pregnancy complication at the age of twenty-four.

Upon her death, Soseki wrote to one of his best friends,

Masaoka Shiki, the foremost modern .haiku poet:

It is difficult to find as f f n e 2. person as she was
even among men, and, of course, among women.
Although I am not saying that she was a perfect wife
to her husband, she was an admirable person. It
goes without saying that she maintained her integri
ty. She was impartial, honest, and frank, and she
felt no concern for trifles to the extent that one
won d e r s i f she had the ins i g h t 0 fan e n ~. i g h ten e dol d
monk by nature. 19

Soseki's admiration for Tose appears to have been even

stronger than his affection for his mother according to what

he wrote. Me expressed his great grief over her death in the

same letter and composed thirteen haiku dedicated to her. He

did not show this much grief, at least in his writings, upon
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the death of his beloved mother or of his oldest brother.

This is extraordinary, even if we consider the fact that

Soseki was probably too young to express his feelings in words

at the death of his mother. 20

This unusually great grief has stimulated the imagination

of scholars. Eto has put forth the hypothesis that Soseki and

Tose were in love with each other, even though their relation

ship probably remained platonic. 21 This hypothesi~ caused a

great controversy, for there is not enough evidence either to

support it or deny it. It is, however, intriguing when we

consider the fact that Soseki frequently treated triangular

relationships in his novels, especially the case in which a

woman is inaccessible to a male character, including the case

in Kojin in which a woman is a sister-in-law (Le., wife of an

elder brother) of a character.

Internal Conflict

Soseki began to have an internal conflict from his early

childhood. To a little child nothing is more important than

parental love. Soseki's foster parents, however, had only a

selfish and possessive love for him, as discussed above. They

thought simplemindedly that if they satisfied Soseki's mate

rial needs and let him have his own way, that would be enough

for him. They did not, however, have confidence in their role

as parents and in their affection for him. They felt it

necessary to confirm their identity through him as his

parents. They often asked him questions such as the ones
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described in Michikusa through the characters of Kenzo and his

foster parents, Shimada and 0-tsune: 22

"Who is your father?" And Kenz5 would point at
Shimada. "All right, who is your mother?" Ken zS
would look at O-tsune and point. The interrogation
would not yet be over; only. partially satisfied,
they would go on to ask, "But who are your real
father and mother?" Kenzo with obvious reluctance,
would once more point his finger at one and the
other. . Sometimes she would ask, "Where were
you born?" And Kenzo would have to describe the
house that he could even now remember--the little
house with the red gate and the grove. His answers
were of course mechanical, since O-tsune had seen to
it that they would be precisely what she wanted to
hear. But this did not seem to detract from her
pleasure at hearing them repeated. "Whose child are
you really? Come on, tell me the truth." It was a
terrible ordeal for Kenzo. Sometimes he felt more
anger than pain, and would stand stiff as a board,
refusing to a n s w e r . (c h , 41)

Soseki was forced to confront the conflict between his

need for genuine love and the reality of receiving selfish and

possessive love, although he may not have been conscious of it

at that time. The result of this inner conflict along with

his conflict with his foster parents was destructive.

Soseki was forced to suppress his natural emotions and

Firo:t,

feelings: he developed the character of a deprived child,

stubborn and unyielding. Second, mainly because of the

repetition of the questions concerning his identity he uncon-

sciously faced an identity crisis of not knowing ex?ctly to

which family he belonged.

Soseki became conscious of his identity problem when he

returned to his real family upon the divorce of Shiobara and
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Because Soseki remained legally the son of his foster

father until he became twenty-one, he was confused over his

relationship with the two families. In Michikusa Sc~eki

s:"~'~es: "Ke n z d had no home, either in the sea or in the hill.

A wandering creature that belonged nowhere, he found his food

sometimes in the water and sometimes on land" (ch. 91). He

had been placed in an environment that did not permit him to

draw his security from identifying himself with the people

around him. As a child of age eight or nine, it was impossi

ble to attain emotional stability by establishing who ~e

really was. Etc maintains that in order to compensate for

this emotional instability Soseki identified with the trend of

the time wherein a person would strive to become important to

the welfare of his country.23 Etc's interpretation is proba

bly right, though we have no way of knowing how Soseki tried

to overcome his first identity crisis because he was too young

to express his problems in words. The only clue we find in

Michikusa is Kenzo's childhood ambition recounted as follows:

"he v a n t e d to study hard and become important" (ch. 91).

In order to understand the trend of the time we must

first briefly examine some of the characteristics of the Meiji

government which brought forth the trend with which Soseki

tried to identify himself. The Meiji government (1868-1912)

was constructed on the principle of the Constitution

(promulgated in 1889) which was "a remarkable combination of

Western political technology and traditional Japanese
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political ideas.,,24 Although the Constitution was "formed on

the basis of modern rule by law,,,25 it defined the people of

Japan as the subjects of the emperor, "an a bs o Lu t e , sacred

monarch, above the government.,,26 "The machinery of

government provided for by the Constitution remained highly

bureaucratic and centralized."Z7 The Meiji government

attempted to strengthen and amplify the collecti\ity structure

of Japanese society in the TOKugawa period--which was charac

terized by a strong emphasis on vertical loyalties (leader

follower, or oyabun-kobun)--and made it provide the energy for

modernization. 28 A traditional Japanese ~alue, loyalty to the

head of a group, such as a feudal lord, was merely transmuted

into loyalty to the sole "divine emperor."

In spite of the conservatism of the Meiji government,

however, it also had many modern aspec t s , which brough t "the

resultant amalgam of thought typif[ying] the 'enlightened

c o ns e r va t ts m' of the late Meiji intellectual.,,29 Two of the

important "enlightened" social changes brought about by t ue

government were the abolishment of the four-class system and

the establishment of the Western educational system. "Free

economic society made wealth, education or political influence

the new measure of prestige.,,30 People were encouraged to be

educated to become a success, and to serve the nation. The

following passage from an elementary school textbook published

in 1874 by the Ministry of Education (Shogaku tokuhon,
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Vol. I), which Soseki probably used, illustrates the trend of

the time:

Some men are clever and others stupid because the
former learn much and the latter do not. It is the
natural way of life that the clever are appreciated
by the public and the stupid are discarded. There
fore, one must learn well from the time one is
little, and should become the clever. Never become
the useless. 3 1

A popular saying of the time also inOlcaces people's strong

ambition for success and shows what they thought would be a

success: "Aspire to become a doctor of l<:!tters or a minister

of the government" (~ wa hakase ka daijin ka).32

Soseki attached considerable value to becoming a success

in life. Accepting the prevailing attitude, he believed that

this was what would give him emotional stability and security.

Having made this decision, he concentrated on carrying it out.

He diJ in fact study hard and acquired good grades. Regard-

less of occupation, he concluded that a man could never become

important in that age of civilization and advancement unless

he had gone to the university. So he decided to do so.

Soseki relates in an interview the circumstances under

which he chose his future course. 3 3 He states that when he

was fifteen or sixteen, he enjoyed reading Chinese and Japa-

nese literature and wanted to devote his life to literature.

His elder brother Daiichi, however, discouraged him saying,

"One cannot make a living by literature. It's only an

a c c 0 mpI i shmen t , ",34 Then he thought of a profession,

----_ -- ..
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architecture, which was interesting and also absolutely

necessary to society, for he was afraid that his stubborn and

rather eccentric character might hinder his dream of becoming

a success. When he decided to go into architecture, however,

he was again discouraged by a friend, Yoneyama Yasusaburo,

who remarked, "No matter what you do in .Ja pa n , you'll never

be able to leave a monument like Saint Paul's Cathedral

behind in the world.,,35

Yoneyama was thinking of his future in terms of what he

could accomplish during his life and leave as a legacy in the

world whereas Soseki was thinking about how he could earn a

living by engaging in work which seemed interesting. Soseki

was impressed by Yoneyama's aspiration to achieve something

great, and immediately changed his mind. Thus, Soseki settled

on becoming a scholar of literature, which was more to his

liking from the very beginning. When he confronted the

conflict between what he really wanted to do and what the

society and his elder brother expected him to do in order to

become a success, he at first c h c s e t h e latter without any

hesitation. He was not yet confident enough to pursue what he

desired to do under the pressure of his family and society at

large. He still had to wait many years before he could

acquire an individualistic outlook which enabled him to dis

regard these pressures.

After singling out English literature, he entertained

hopes of leaving behind a literary achievement in the English
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language which would amaze Westerners. 3 6 Soseki's proud

dream, however, introduced him to another conflict. The ~ore

he studied English literature, the more insecure and depressed

he became. In spite of his facility to appreciate a work, to

study it in depth, and formulate his own opinions, he thought

that if English scholars and critics voiced opinions contrary

to his, being a foreigner, he would be obsessed by the insecu

rity that their views were always correct and his were not.

This was a most difficult position for a person with so much

self-respect. It did not matter, however, whether he could

actually tolerate the distress. As long as he lacked the

strength to ignore his fears, he was constrained to suffer in

silence. The conflict between his highest dream and miserable

reality caused another identity crisis.

Soseki studied in London for a little over two years

(October 1900-December 1902), from the age of thirty-three to

thirty-five. He locked himself in his room day after day and

studied, though his insecurity remained no matter how many

books he read. Finally he began to question the purpose of so

much reading. Soseki gradually came to realize his problem of

slavishly following the opinions of Westerners.

To understand the source of Soseki's dilemma, we must

again look back at the process of Japan's modernization which

began with the Meiji Restoration. Although remarkable

progress took place in the areas of science, industry, and

technology, there can be no real claim that Japan was

-- --------------- ------ -
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successful in modernizing itself psychologically and spirit-

ually through the implementation of such Western principles as

rationalism and individualism. The over-zealousness with

which the intellectuals went about trying to adopt Western

thinking was a prime example of pseudo-modernism. The combi-

nation of their inferiority complex toward the West and their

blind worship of it compelled them to be gullible about any-

thing Occidental. Yet to those unfamiliar with the West, they

turned around and played the role of a superior authority. It

is ironic that those who fawned on Western thought and

flaunted it were the very ones who were prone to displaying

toward their own countrymen the exact opposite, authoritar-

ianism.

It was prouably Soseki's personality and inclination such

as his unusually high self-esteem and anti-authority sentiment

(which will be discussed later) that made him refuse to take

the way of the majority of the intellectuals. Instead of

blindly following Westerners, Soseki felt that he should

assume the following attitude:

A Westerner might say a poem was very fine, for
example, or its tone extremely good, but this was
his view, and while certainly not irrelevant, it was
nothing that I had ~o repeat if I could not agree
with it. I was an independent Japanese, not a slave
to England, and it was incumbent upon me as a Japa
nese to possess at least this degree of self
respect. A respect for honesty, as well, the ethic
shared by all nations, forbade me to alter my
opinion. 3 ?
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Soseki's next step was to strengthen or rather build anew

the foundation on which he stood in his study of literature.

He describes his feelings when he decided to start this

project:

If, before, I had been dependent on others, if I had
been other-centered, it occurred to me now that I
must become self-centered. I became absorbed in
scientific studies, philosophical speculation, anyt
hing that would support this position...• I
resolved to write books, to tell people that they
need not imitate Westerners, that running blindly
after others as they were doing would only cause
them great anxiety. If I could spell this out for
them with unshakable proof, it would give me
pleasure and make them happy as well. This was what
I hoped to accomplish. 38

He returned from England with the intention of dedicating as

much as ten to twenty years in writing a dissertation on his

theory of literature. Circumstances did not, however, permit

him to concentrate on his project. In 1907, only four years

after his return, he collected the lecture notes he used in

his course at the Tokyo Imperial University, and, though not

satisfied with them, published a work entitled Bungakuron (A

Theory of Lf t e re t u r e ) ,

In the process of trying to overcome his identity crisis

caused by the conflict between his lofty hopes and the

distressing reality, Soseki came to realize that cultivating

his own philosophy of individualism was the only possible way

to resolve his conflict. 39 Because Soseki never gave up on

being his own master, he had to fight a long and hard battle

caused by this conflict. Bungakuron, though not a success

------------ -
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despite Soseki's great aspiration, serves as a monument to his

long suffering. It was only when he discovered creative

writing to be his vocation that the conflict between his ideal

and reality was finally resolved.

Another important conflict within Soseki was the one

between his desire to devote himself to what he wanted to do

and the economic pressure which forced him to do work which he

did not like. While in London he began to suffer financially

because of his meager government allowance. Since Soseki was

a devoted scholar, he could not but sacrifice his material

life in order to buy his books. He s~udied frantically,

thinking that he would not be able to study as much as he

would want when he returned home. He wrote to his father-in-

law, Nakane Shigekazu, on March 15, 1902, that he simply

wanted time and money, and that he had dreamed he found one

hundred thousand yen (comparable to more than a million

dollars at present), built a library, and studied in it. 4 0

Soseki spoke of this kind of hope repeatedly to his

brother-in-law even after his return to Japan. 4 1 For his

economic situation did not become any better. He came to

dislike his teaching job more and more, and wanted to devote

his time to creative writing. But his economic situation was

aggravated because of his debts, the birth of another child,

and his relatives' request for financial assistance, and thus

forced him to take up an additional teaching job.

describes his dilemma as follows:

Michikusa
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He was beginning to tire of being neither rich nor
accomplished. But it was too late for a man as
ignorant of the ways of the world as he to start
trying to make money. On the other hand, he was
beset by too many worries to do well what he wanted
to do. (ch. 57)

This conflict between economic pressure and his desire

for accomplishment was finally resolved in 1907 when he

resigned his post as an lecturer at the Tokyo Imperial

University and entered the Asahi newspaper to become a profes-

sional writer. Soseki's change of profession greatly sur-

prised people at the time. For the position of a lecturer at

the Tokyo Imperial University was that of a government offi-

cial greatly respected by the people of the time and was much

higher in status and more secure than that of a newspaperman

and novelist. Although Soseki was careful about planning his

future in economic terms, it was, nonetheless, a big gamble in

his life. 4 2 What mainly forced him to make this choice was

that his conflict was so intense that he had to r e s c l v e it

somehow. The Asahi offered the condition which would enable

him to concentrate on creative writing without worrying about

his family finances. If he had had great respect for authori-

ty and had valued rank and worldly fame, however, he would not

have made this choice. His individualistic outlook--his com-

~itment to himself and to his art and also his anti-authority

feeling--made him take this great risk.

Conflict with Society

Soseki's individualistic outlook and anti-authority
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feeling which make him unique in his time were the major

sources of his cOuflict with society. Among many incidents

and occasions which made his conflict with society--authority

and authoritarianism i~ particular--clear was his rejection of

a Doctor of Letters degree awarded by the Ministry of

Education (1911), one of the most publicized events at the

time. For a doctorate could very well have been called a kind

of national Nobel Prize, with all the dignity and honor that

was implied, and also because it was the thing that every

ambitious youth aspired for, as the slogan~~ hakase ~

daijin ka indicates. Moreover, Soseki was the first man who

ever rejected it.

Here we shall examine in detail how Soseki's rejection of'

a doctorate occurred and how the Ministry of Education reacted

to it. For it is the incident which best sheds light on

Soseki's conflict with authority and also because it shows

that there was a sharp gap between the high degree of Soseki's

understanding and adoption of Western values on the on~ hand

and the government authority's and Japanese people's unchanged

belief in the traditional values on the other.

The incident occurred in the following way. On February

20, a simple note requesting Soseki's presence for the confer

ring of the doctorate on the following morning arrived at

Soseki's house. At that time Soseki was still hospitalized

recovering from a stomach ulcer which had almost killed him in

August of the previous year (Shuzenji QQ taikan). Upon his

------------------
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hearing the news on the following day, he wrote a letter of

refusal to the Ministry of Education. Within the same day,

just after he mailed the letter, however, the Ministry of

Education had a man deliver the doctorate diploma to his

house. In turn, Soseki immediately had the diploma returned

to the Ministry. He thought that he had the choice of dec lin-

ing the doctorate and felt it improper that the Ministry did

not even ask his opinion before sending the diploma to him.

An article entitled "The Outcome of the Doctorate

Problem" (Hakushi mondai no nariyuki) that he wrote for the

Asahi explains his reaction to this incident.

If it is not provided for in the decree to prohibit
the rejection of the doctorate, is it not all right
to interpret the decree to suit oneself? If the
ministry puts value on maintaining its dignity and
insists that "one cannot decline the doctorate,"
cannot I also insist that "one can decline the
doctorate" on the ground of my own will? ...
Anyway, if a person is worthy of being conferred a
doctorate, which the Ministry regards highly as an
honor, they might as well respect the person's
opinion as they value the degree itself.

I do not intend to have a dispute with the
Ministry at all. I also believe that the Ministry
does not have any intention to oppress me .... But
now that it has almost become the fiftieth year of
the Meiji era, the Ministry does not have to main
tain a notion that unless the artificial government
made doctorate is treasured by scholars, the govern
ment's dignity will be destroyed. 4 3

Then he mentions that among those who have a doctorate he

has good friends and people whom he respects. But he also

adds that he does not wish to follow their path. He touches

upon the point that the rejection of the doctorate is
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unprecedented, and argues as follows:

To be told to receive the doctorate following a
precedent is as if I were treated like a machine
such as a train--the latter train must follow the
former. I, who rejected the doctorate, might be an
eccentric in contrast with the former examples, but
judging from the trend in which self-awareness is
developing day by day, I think therp. will emerge
more people w h o will reject the degree as I did. 44

Lastly Soseki refers to the fact that the decree includes

the possibility of the deprivation of the doctorate whereas it

never touches upon the refusal of it. He concludes his com-

ments as follows:

They just say, "Now we shall give you it. Now we
shall deprive you of it," as if they regarded us as
toys. If I must by all means receive something
which is accompanied by such a dishonorable possi
bility, I would feel as if I were burdened with oil
and firewood which could catch fire at any moment.
Because, as far as the deeds which the minister
regards as dishonorable do not coincide with what I
regard as dishonorable, I may dare to do some dis
honora~le deeds (according to the minister's judg
ment) and end up with such a shameful result as
being deprived of the doctorate. 45

In the above article, Soseki states that he believes that

the Ministry has no intention of oppressing him, but he actu-

ally does not believe what he says. Rather, he expects the

Ministry's oppressive reaction, which will completely ignore

his wish. In preparation for that situation, he attacks the

weak points of the argument which the Ministry is most likely

to a dva nc e . The first quotation points out that if the

Ministry does not respect Soseki's wi s h , they should be
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criticized for being too authoritarian, bureaucratic, and for

suppressing an individual's free will. The second quotation

shows that S5seki was a non-conformist, which in itself was

unusual in Japan, where the pressure to conform is particular

ly strong, even today. His nonconformism made him ignore the

norms and the values of the times when he thought them to be

meaningless.

The last quotation indicates that S5seki distrusts the

judgment of those in authority. His distrust is justified

because the government restricted the freedom of speech and

suppressed anyone who would challenge the values on which it

was founded. For instance, in 1911, the same year as Soseki

"rejected the doctorate, a professor of the Kyoto Imperial

University, Okamura Tsukasa, received an official reprimand

because he stated in a lecture that the family system was

unnecessary and that the Japanese should adopt individualism

as the Westerners have. 4 6 It was in the interest of the

government to preserve the family system because it was a

miniature version of the emperor system in which the emperor

was to be viewed as a benevolent father figure to his people.

In conclusion, S5seki flatly states that he values his own

opinion nore than that of the Guthorities. His anti-authority

feeling made him refuse to worship anthority unlike the

majority of the Japanese in the Meiji period. Indeed, this

anti-authority sentiment, in the case of the doctorate

problem, even made him challenge the authorities. If he had
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stayed in his position as professor of the Tokyo Imperial

University under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of

Education, the authorities would have taken action against

him.

In addition to his nonconformism and anti-authority

feeling, Soseki's rejection of the doctorate, of course,

derives from a conr.rete reason: he had always been critical of

the doctorate system. H~ first expressed his anti-doctorate

feeling when he was in England. When Ky dk o Ls sister Ume wrote

to Soseki that she hoped he would return as Dr. Natsume soon,

he wrote to Kyoko in his letter of September 22, 1901: "The

doctorate is ludicrous. No one should show gratitude upon

receiving such a thing. Since you are my wife, you too should

be aware of this.,,47 In another article, also entitled "The

Outcome of the Doctorate Problem,,,48 Soseki explains why he is

critical of the system. He states that no matter how effec-

tive the system may be in promoting scholarship from the

government's perspective, it is bound to create a trend in

which scholars pursue research only to receive their doctor-

a t e s , He also points out that the system creates a false

impression on the part of the public that unless one has a

doctorate one is not a scholar. The granting of such a value

to a doctorate will leave scholarship in the hands of a few

learned "scholar aristocrats," whereas those without a doctor

ate will be completely ignored by the public, thus leading to

many evils. In this sense, he states, he is displeased even
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at the existence of the Acad~mie Fran~aise, He concludes,

"Therefore, ~t was thoroughly a matter of principle that I

declined the doctorate.,,49

This publicized problem was never settled. Almost two

months after Soseki sent the letter of refusal, the Ministry

of Education sent him a short letter simply saying that he

could not reject the degree because it had already been offi-

cially announced. They also stated that regardless of

Soseki's accepting the diploma or not, they still considered

him as having received his doctorate. One wonders why it took

so long for the Ministry of Education to come up with such a

crude answer. Most likely they were at a loss a s to how to

handle the unprecedented matter, as bureaucrats always are.

They had never imagined that anyone would even dare to reject

the doctorate, especially ~hen the conferment of the degree

was regulated by an imperial edict. Because Soseki was not a

government official, the government could not impress the

public with its power by carrying out practical punishment

such as an official reprimand. They could only take such a

was a

passive measure as minimizing Soseki's or other intellectuals'

counter-attack by sending the simple note.

Thus it was left to the judgment of the public as to

whether they regarded Soseki's rejection valid or considered

him as a doctor of letters, supporting the Ministry's

decision. 50 The reaction of the public to this event

mixture of puzzlement, praise, and incomprehension. "Some
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accused Soseki of being too obstinate, or of courting publici

ty, while others admired his personal eccentricity."Sl Here

we shall examine two negative reactions and one favorable

reaction because they shed further light on Soseki's person

ality and his conflict with his relatives and authority.

A ~egative reaction ironically came from his own elder

brother, Naotada. He said, "Even if he doesn't need it, he

should accept it for the ~ake of his children's honor. He's

certGiilly eccentric."S2 This is a typical answer of a man who

holds such values as following convention, bowing to authori

ty, and believing in bringing honor to the family by worldly

fame. Naotada completely misunderstood Soseki's intention

largely because the former was a child of the old age and the

latter a child of the new age, as was mentioned earlier.

Naotada's response to this incident symbolically shows how

great the gap between Soseki and his relatives in terms of

values and views of life was.

The most understanding and favorable reaction of all came

from a Scottish historian, James Murdoch (1856-1921), who had

taught English to Soseki at the First Higher School and later

became a professor of Japan studies at Melbourne University.

Murdoch's comment is the only one that Soseki ever made known

to the public from among many letters and comments which he

person-ally received concerning the doctorate problem. In his

article entitled "The Doctorate Problem and Professor Murdoch

and I" (Hakushi mondai 1.2. M1idokku sensei 1.2. 1...2) Soseki
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expresses his feelings of pleasure and satisfaction about

Murdoch's leLter as follows:

There was a sentence that read "this deed of yours
is a matter for congratulations because it proves
that you have a "n.o r a I backbone" ["moral backbone"
is in English in the original Japanese] .... The
sensei [my teacher] also refers to William
Gladstone, Thomas Carlyle, and Herbert S~encer, and
states "you have a lot of company." I felt very
much flattered because, when I rejected the doctor
ate, the s e pre c e den t s neve roc cur r e-d tom e . Nor did
it comprise even a part of my motives for my deci
sion. The reason why the sensei referred to these
famous people was to indicate that the rejection is
not necessarily impolite, and, of course, not to
compare them to me. The sensei states, "It is
natural as human beings that we make an effort to
stand out above the general public. We should,
however, excel only in our honorable contribution to
society. The utmost right for us to acquire emi
nence always shOuld be solely decided by our person
ality and ac c o mpLd s h me ri t ," 53

Murdoch himself was a dedicated scholar and teacher with

a lofty ideal. He was content with p13in living and did noc

seek wealth and worldly fame. 54 Once he declined the confer-

ment of a decoration on him by saying:

In order to receive a decoration I must have a new
swallow-tailed coat made. The decoration is not
worthy enough to pay the cost of the coat. More
over, many young people whom I have taught occupy
important positions in society now and are working
for their country. They are my living decorations.
I do not need any additional decorations. 5 5

How happy Soseki must have felt that his teacher whom he

highly respected shared his belief! Moreover, Murdoch encour-

aged Soseki by indicating that Soseki had a lot of company.

Although Soseki states that Murdoch did not intend to compare
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him with these famous people, Soseki in his mind perhaps could

not have rejected the temptation to compare himself with them.

We can imagine how much he was encouraged by these precedents,

especially when we consider that he deeply admired Carlyle

and even wrote a short story "The Carlyle Museum" (Karairu

hakubutsukan, 1907).

It is significant that the only person whose opinion of

the doctorate problem Soseki felt compelled to introduce was

that of a Briton. It seems to indi~ate that no Japanese

understood Soseki as much as the British. It elso suggests

that the majority of the Japanese did not understand Soseki

because the Japanese could not comprehend the Briton's reason

ing for this. And this reason could be none other than what

Murdoch called "moral backbone" and what Soseki called "prin

ciple." It seems obvious that these two terms indicate belief

in personal freedom and integrity--the core of individualism-

that the British are known for and also what Soseki absorbed

through the new education, his choice of specialty, English

literature, and his stay in England.

The only negative interpretation of Soseki's doctorate

problem, which has some valuable insight in it, is presented

by a psychiatrist, Kitagaki Ryiiichi. He points out that

Soseki had a sense of resistance like that of a youth against

anyone who is socially superior to him, such as politicians,

bureaucrats, doctors, professors, the rich, and gentlemen. 56

Although it is ~nfair to Soseki to interpret this event only

----------- --
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in this light, Kitagaki's point has a claim which demands

further examination because another example which Kitagaki

uses to support his point is convincing. When the ~inistry of

Education decided to send Soseki to England, he tried to

decline the offer because of the minor reason that the subject

of his research assigned by the Ministry was the English

language and not English literature. Because the president of

the Fifth Higher School, who recommended him, persuaded him,

and also because he discovered later that the Ministry would

allow him more flexibility concerning the subject matter than

he thought, he agreed to go.

\.,Jhen we consider that Soseki tried to save n o n e y to go

abroad five years earlier and also that it is the dream of any

scholar of English literature to study in England, his rejec

tion of this offer seems rather strange. Moreover, he easily

could have negotiated with the Ministry before he tried to

decline the offer. One p0ssible reason for his reluctance to

go to England was his unstable psychological state at the time

due to the conflict between his highest dream and miserable

reality discussed above. He perhaps unconsciously feared that

if he ever would go to England, he would have to face an even

keener conflict and have to confront the problem once and for

all. Even if we take this psychological state of Soseki into

account, the way he declined the o f f e r of the Ministry of

Education seems childish, as Kitagaki points out. Thus,

this event seems to indicate that Soseki sometimes made

-------- ._- --
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things more difficult for the authorities than he should

have, though he was perhaps unconscious of it.

Kitagaki also points out that Soseki's negative feelings

against those who are superior to him are as unreasonable as

if he is avenging himself upon a person in Nagasaki for a

wrong deed done to him in Edo, an old name for Tokyo CEdo.!l..Q.

kataki.£ Nagasaki ~ utsu, which means to avenge oneself at an

unexpected place or for an illogical reason). This reference

to an old saying by Kitagaki has a profound implication when

we look back at Soseki's unhappy childhood.

As we have seen, Soseki was an unwanted child and adopted

by a childless couple who did not give him natural parental

love. When Soseki was about eight or nine, he was sent back

to his real parents because of his foster parents' divorce.

His real father, however, never showed any affection towards

him. Being an unwanted child is a harsh reality for a child

to cope with, but heing rejected twice by his own father is

more than can be borne. It was only natural Soseki developed

a deep hatred towards his father, which is reflected in his

novels: none of Soseki's novels depicts a warm father-son

rela tionshi p, Moreover, as Ara Masahito points out, the third

dream in "Ten Nights of Dream" CYume~, 1908) seems to

indicate Soseki's wish of what Freud calls "slaying of the

father."S? Soseki's anti-authority feeling largely derives

from his deep hatred of his father, who represented authority

to Soseki as a child. Another reason for his anti-authority
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sentiment stems from his ideal of individualism which he

gradually developed. As was discussed earlier, individualism

"embodies opposition to tradition, to authority and to all

manner of controls over the individual, especially when they

are exercised by the state."

It is not surprising that Soseki did not share people's

awe of the emperor, who was the highest authority of Japan and

who was also viewed as a benevolent father figure by his

subjects. Beongcheon Yu comments on Soseki's attitude toward

the emperor, stating that Soseki was no believer in the cult

of the Mikado, and gives the following examples. S8 While

attending a noh performance, Soseki noted that the Empress and

the Crown Prince were smoking despite the fact that smoking

was prohibited. He wrote in his diary: "In this matter, the

Imperial family ought to show deference to us common subjects.

If they consider their own smoking to be proper, the same

freedom ought to be given to their subjects."S9 He further

expressed his displeasure about the fact that they were

assisted by their attendants in filling and lighting their

pipes and states, "No one would ask others to do such a thing

for them unless they were dead or disabled.,,60 Soseki con

cludes his criticism by saying: "The Imperial family is no

collection of gods. They ought to be accessible and friendly.

By appealing to our sympathy they ought to cultivatp. our

respect. This is the surest and most enduring policy.,,6l

At another time when the Emperor was seriously ill, the
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authorities ordered a river carnival canceled. Soseki wrote

in his diary as follows:

His Majesty's condition does certainly deserve the
sympathy of the whole populace, but they ought to be
allowed to carryon their business as long as it
does not aggravate His Majesty's condition. The
autho,ities have no right to interfere with the
people although they are, of course, free to inter
rupt business if their sympathy dictates it.6 2

Soseki did not think that he should give any special

treatment to the emperor and the imperial family, and voiced

his objection against them when he thought their behavior WaS

improper. Although Soseki's attitude may seem natural to us,

considering the historical background of the Meiji period it

would have certainly been treated as dangerous by the authori-

ties if he had ever publicly announced his views. With his

view of the emperor the doctorate did not seem particularly

valuable to Soseki just because it was granted under the

regulation of the imperial edict. Nor did he think it im-

proper to reject it because to Soseki it must have been the

emperor who was improper to agree to establish such a nonsen-

sical system. Having such an attitude even toward the em per-

or, Soseki had no fear of criticizing the authorities.

Among many examples of Soseki's expressions of his anti-

authority feeling, the following part of his random Jottings,

written in 1904 or 1905, is a most radical one:

In the past everything could be done through the
influence of the authorities. Now not everything
can be done even through the influence of the

- -- ------------------------
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authorities. In the future, the time should come
when everything cannot be done precisely because
it is being done through the influence of the
authorities. 6 3

Soseki's rejection of the doctorate proved that not everything

can be done even through the influence of the authorities.

Encounter with the West

Soseki was part of the first wave of Meiji intellectuals

who were sent abroad by the government in the hope of success-

fully carrying out the modernization of Japan. The cultural

gap between Japan and the West of the year 1900 was far

greater than that between Japan and the West of the 1980s.

Today intercultural encounters of all kinds are daily occur-

rences, and yet we often hear of the problems that people

experience in adjusting to a new culture. We can easily

imagine how great the culturs shock must have been to the

Meiji intelligentsia.

Before we proceed to the discussion of Soseki's encounter

with the West, we shall briefly examine the phenomenon of

~ulture shock, the process which people usually undergo while

adjusting to a new culture, For this provides us with a useful

framework in which we can closely examine the meaning of

Soseki's interaction with the West, including his two-year

stay in England. Here we define culture shock as "the psycho-

logical shock an individual experiences when he finds himself

in an environment relatively unfamiliar to him in terms of

customs, habits, values, aestheticism, etc."64
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Oberg and Trifonovitch both discern four stages which

most people undergo while adjusting to a new culture: 1) the

honeymoon stage; 2) the hostility stage; 3) the humor stage;

and 4) the home stage. 6 5 They explain these four stages as

follows. The honeymoon stage is the stage of sheer 2xhilara-

tion and excitement over the new and may last from a few days

or weeks to six months, depending on circumstances. The

second stage is characterized by a hostile and aggressive

attitude toward the new environment growing out of the genuine

difficulty which the visitor experiences in the process of

adjustment. This hostile stage is in a sense a crisis which

the visitor must overcome. If he comes out of it, he stays,

if not, he leaves before he reaches the stage of a nervous

breakdown. The humor stage is the stage when the visitor

begins to feel more relaxed in new situations in his new

environment, and his sense of humor begins to function.

Instead of criticizing, he jokes about the people and even

makes jokes about his own difficulties. The visitor is now on

the way to recovery. The fourth stage marks the period when

the visitor not only retains his allegiance to his old culture

but also begins to "feel at home" in his newly acquired one.

He now accepts the culture of the new environment as just

another way of living.

Trifonovitch further argues:

The stages are easily recognizable; the difficulty
is delineations between the stages are not clear-cut
and they overlap. Thus there is a bit of honeymoon
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mixed in with hostility, hostility with humor, and
humor with home. In some instances, a person may
move back and forth between these stages•...
These four stages are cyclic in nature, not linear,
and a person will encounter periods of adjustment
continuously as he moves from one situation to
another. 66

Soseki's encounter with the West which began when he

chose English literature as his major field of specialization

entered a new stage with his first direct encounter with the

West. On October 17, 1900, he arrived at Naples after a

voyage of forty days. He wrote in his diary that he was not

only impressed by the sublimity of the cathedrals, the magnif-

icence of the museums, and the beauty of the Arcade Royal

Palace in Naples, but he was also surprised to see roads

neatly paved with stone. 6 7 On October 23 he wrote from Paris

to his wife about his impressions of the West. 6 8 He states

that even a small Western city such as Genoa is splendid and

no Japanese city can compare to it. He further writes that

the grr.ndeur of Paris is beyond description: roads and houses

are huge and imposing; a network of horse cabs, trains, and

subways extends afar; men and women have a fair complexion and

are well-dres~cd; and there is a beauty even among maids. The

above descriptions of Soseki indicate that he was deeply

impressed or rather overwhelmed by the advanced material

civilization of the West. The tone of his exhilaration and

excitement which comes through his writings clearly shows that

Soseki was in his honeymoon stage.

On October 28 Soseki arrived at London, but wrote nothing
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Deguchi Yasuo,

who did a most comprehensive study of Soseki's stay in London,

maintains that this silence which is too cold a reaction as a

man who specializes in English literature probably derived

from Soseki's seasickness and the bad weather, rainy and

cold. 6 9 Eto interprets Soseki's silence from another perspec

tive. 70 He maintains that London in the year 1900 was the

most developed modern industrial city in the world covered

with soot and smoke and that it did not appeal to Soseki's

aestheticism. Both Deguchi's and Eto's interpretations are

correct, for Soseki later complained about the bad weather and

the soot and smoke of London over and over again.

During the f Lr s t two months of his stay in London Soseki

almost daily recorded in his diary what he did or where he

went, but he never wrote about his reactions to his new

environment. This probably indicates how busily Soseki was

occupied with the problem of s e t t L'Lri g down: he had to change

lodging houses three times before the end of the year. 7 1 He

also had to decide if he should be affiliated with any aca-

demic institutions of higher learning for his research. Also

a visitor to a foreign country usually feels a strong urge to

share his new experiences with someone close to him who is in

his home country. Feeling lonely, he would rather write a

letter than a diary, for by writing a letter he could feel as

if he were with the person to whom he is addressing the

letter. Thus, during his early stay in London Soseki wrote
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his reactions to his new environment mainly in his letters to

his wife.

Soseki's early letters from London contain more positive

reactions than negative ones. In his first letter from London

he again refers to the way people are dressed, and states that

ordinary men on the street are as well-dressed as a Japanese

higher official. 72 The way people dressed in the West seems

to have made a strong impression on Soseki, who was keen about

what to wear. He also writes that the prosperity of London in

terms of its advanced transportation system is the thing ~hat

no one understands unless he sees it with his own eyes. 73

Praising the people in London, Soseki further writes:

I am deeply impressed that people here are full of
public spirit. If there is no seat on a train and
you are standing, even a lower-class laborer will
make room for you. In Japan there are some simple
tons who take great dE~i~ht in o~cupying se~ts

enough for two people. When you go shopping, you
sometimes find goods displayed in a place easy to
steal. Used books, for example, are often laid out
for sale outside of the windows without a clerk.
The baggages of railway passengers are placed on the
platform and each passenge!'" helps himself to his
own. In Japan smart fellows fancy themselves great
by doing such unworthy things as stealing a ride,
taking a horse cab for two sections for one sen
[which is good for only one section], and lifting a
flowerpot at a fair. I want to bring these fellows
and show them the way things are here. 74

Soseki's ho ne y moo n stage naturally did not last long, for

he was beginning to face difficulties in adjusting to his nel,

environment and had to cope with real conditions of life

there. Starting around the beginning of the year 1901--two

------------- -
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months after his arrival in Europe--Soseki's letters and

diaries began to contain far more negative comments than the

posi ti ve ones. Soseki was in his hostility stage. Kondo

Hiroshi, a psychiatrist, divides the environmental factors

wtich cause people difficulties in their adjustment process

into the following two categories: I) the natural environmen

tal factor and II) the social environmental factor. 75 He

further divides the latter into three subcategories: 1) the

human environmental factor; 2) the psychological environmental

factor; and 3) the material environmental factor. In the case

of Scseki, we find the problematic factors in each category:

1) the climate in London (I); 2) his separation from his

family and friends and his inability to make friends with the

British (II-I); 3) the prejudice against the Japanese on the

part of the British and the inferiority complex toward the

British on the part of Soseki (11-2); and 4) Soseki's lack of

money (11-3).

The problem which Soseki talked about first was the last

one on the list--his lack of money. In his first letter from

Europe to his wife (23 October 1900) he already began to

complain: "Without money I don't feel like staying in Europe a

sin5le day. Though Japan may be shabby, I feel more relaxed

there."76 In everyone of the five letters Soseki wrote to

h i s wife and his friends before the end of the year he com-

plained about his difficult financial situation. He laments

to his wife that the cost of living in London is so high that

----------- -
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how to make do with his meager government allowance is a big

problem. 7 7

Soseki first thought of studying at Cambridge University,

but had to give up the idea because his allowance was insuffi

cient to cover the tuition, the cost of living, and the active

social life there. He attended, as an auditor, Professor

Ker's lectures on medieval English literature at University

College of the University of London for two months, but this

also took much of his time and money. So he decided to buy as

many books as possible and study at home. This is, in

So~eki's words, how he cam~ to be confined in his lodging

house. 78

Should we accept Soseki's words at face value? Eto and

Tsukamoto are both skeptical about them. Eto maintains that

Soseki probably became unable to endure his state of b8ing

exposed to a world foreign to him and that his choice was the

only way to protect himself from the world of which he was not

a part. 79 Tsukamoto maintains that because other Japanese

students with the same government allowance somehow managed

their studies as planned, Soseki might unconsciously have used

his financial difficulties as a pretext for eluding the over

whelming pressure of Western civilization. 80 We also have

Deguchi's study which concretely shows that Soseki's economic

life in London was a stable one and that he was not as poor as

he said he was. 8 1

When Soseki was ordered to go to England for his study by
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the Ministry of Education, he was reluctant to do so at first.

As was discussed earlier, this seems to have been partly due

to his identity crisis caused by the conflict between his

highest dream--of leaving behind a literary achievement in the

English language which would impress Westerners--and his

miserable reality--of feeling insecure about his interpreta

tions of works of English literature as a person studying a

foreign literature often experiences. ~hen Soseki arrived in

England, he unconsciously knew that if he would study at an

academic institution of higher learning, his position of being

a foreign student studying the literature of the country where

he was staying would aggravate his identity crisis. Small

wonder that Soseki felt an urge to avoid confronting his

problem.

Soseki's behavior of s~cluding himself in his lodging

house and of avoiding social intercourse is also explicable

from the perspective of culture shock. For they are two of

the common symptoms that a man suffering from culture shock

often shows. 8 2

Whatever the reasons for Soseki's decision to confine

himself to his lodging house, his academic arrd social life in

London became a limited one. Except when he visited his

tutor, William J. Craig (1843-1906), who was a prominent but

unsociable Shakespeare scholar, he seldom had 2 chance to talk

about subjects of his academic interest. Craig resigned his

post of a university professor in Wales in 1879 in order to

-- -----------
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devote his time and energy to compiling a comprehensive

dictionary of Shakespeare. When Soseki met Craig, Craig had

been devoting himself to his work for many years, sacrificing

his rank and material comfort. Though Soseki respected Craig

for his scholarship, Craig had neither the time nor intention

to develop his relationship with Soseki to more than that

between a tutor and his student.

Apart from Craig, Soseki did not make friends or become

acquainted with any English intellectuals. This inability of

Soseki to make friends with the British is another important

factor which caused him adjustment problems. For everyone

needs someone with whom he may share his experiences and

feelings in order to maintain his psychological stability.

When he is separated from his family in a foreign ccuntry

friends are indispensable.

There were some English ladies who were trying to be kind

to Soseki. Mrs. Ectgehill, for example, invited him to tea at

her house and attempted to interest Soseki in Christianity.

Mrs. Edgehill's kind personality and her dedication to Chris

tianity moved Soseki to promise to read the Bible. Soseki,

like most Japanese of the time, however, was not used to this

type of social gatnering and felt that it was simply a w a s t e

of time. In his fifth lodging house Soseki was impressed by

his landlady, who spoke fluent French and read Shakespeare and

Milton. She was also kind enough to persuade Soseki to ride a

bicycle for relaxation when he suffered from a nervous
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breakdown, which will be discussed later. She, however, was

also a typical English lady whom Soseki was critical of: she

often passed out compliments using such words as "wonderful"

and enjoyed "small talk.,,84

On the whole the English people whom he saw and talked to

daily were mostly commoners of the lower middle class with

little education, such as his landlords, landladies, and their

servants. Through his contact with them, Soseki learned that

there were many different kinds of people among the English:

not all the English were intelligent or refined. For example,

he wrote in his diary that it was not rare that uneducated

Englishmen made mistakes in accent and pronunciation8 5 and

that a female student once asked a p r o f e s c o r how to spell

Keats and Landor. 86 He thought it was foolish for the Japa

nese to respect English people and feel inferior just because

they were English.

Therefore Soseki was angry and hurt when a landlord who

did not even know that Robinson Crusoe was a fictional charac

ter showed contempt toward him just because he was a Japanese.

The more Soseki tried to tell him good things about Japan and

the Japanese, the more he looked down upon him, for since the

landlord had neither knowledge of nor interest in Japan or the

Japanese, he thought what Soseki said was a tall tale or an

expression of his conceit. 8 7 The prejudice against Japan and

the Japanese on the part of the British made Soseki hostile

toward them.

----------------------- ..
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Soseki's hostility toward the British also derived from

his inferiority complex. As we have seen, Soseki was first

overwhelmed by the advanced material civilization cf the West.

However, as he moved from the honeymoon stage into the hostil

ity stage, what greatly impressed him became the source of

irri ta t i on, As Hirakawa Sukehiro rightly points out, Soseki's

ambivalent attitude toward England was one which a student

from a developing country usually has toward a developed

country where he is studYing. 8 8 Hirakawa further explains

Soseki's feeling by stating that the more impressed with

England and English people Soseki became, the more depressed

he became. For when he discovered a good point about a

certain thing in England, he compared it with the situation in

Japan. Unluckily he often found the situation in Japan de

plorable and was compelled to feel inferior to English people.

Soseki also felt inferior when he compared himself with

Westerners in terms of physical appearance. He wrote in his

-----_._------

diary, "Onc e on a street I thought there came a short, queer,

and ugly-looking man and then it turned out to be myself

reflected in a mirror. I have indeed realized that we are the

yellow race now that I am here.,,89 As Eto points out, a pock

marked face was "a fundamental and ontological wound" for

Soseki. 90 Soseki's sense of physical inferiority toward

Westerners was doubly serious because his pock-marked face

made him extremely sensitive to his appearance. 9 1 The fact

that Soseki regularly recorded in his diary when he changed
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his shirts and his collars seems to indicate how much atten-

tion he paid to the way he looked. If he could not look

like a Westerner, he could at least look as neat as a

Westerner.

As Oberg points out, th~ hostility stage of culture

shock, in which Soseki found h i ms e Lf at that time, is a crisis

in a person's life in the new cultural environment, and if he

comes out of it, he stays, but if not, -h e leaves before he

reaches the stage of a nervous breakdown. 9 2 Soseki, who was

selected to study abroad by the Ministry of Education, was

not free to leave on his own. He had no intention of leaving

with his study half-done, either. And yet as a matt8r of

fact Soseki suffered from a serious nervous breakdown.

His nervous breakdown at one time became aggravated to the

extent that someone sent a telegram to the Ministry of

Education saying that Soseki had become insane. In fact he

·-----------

was suffering from a bout of mental illness during his stay in

England, as will be discussed later.

When Soseki was in a poor mental state there were only a

few things which gave him some consolation: 1) fine weather;

2) the beauty of pla~s at the theater; 3) friends from Japan

staying in his lodging house, Ikeda Kikunae in particular; 4)

a letter from Ky d k o , Soseki time and again wrote both in his

letters and diaries how much he was impressed by the startling

magnificence and splendor of English plays: the beauty of the

costumes, sets, and the dances of the actresses. 9 3 However,
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these moments of joy made him forget his anguish only for a

short pe,iod of time. Also Ikeda, a friend whom Soseki highly

respected and whose comp8ny he greatly enjoyed, stayed with

Soseki only for fifty days. In addition, more often than

recording the nice weather" in London Soseki time after time

complained about the fog and soot and the generally bad

weather there. He wrote, for instance. that in London he

never saw as fine weather as what is called Nippon-bare (Japa

nese clear sky).94 He also wrote that people in London did

not mind the bad weather and were more like beasts in that

sense. 95 Soseki seems to have ~een comparatively oversensi

tive and was constitutionally prerlisposed to be influenced by

weather. 97 We should not underestimate the negative effect

that the bad weather in London had on Soseki's psychological

state.

In his worsening psychological state Soseki was craving

for news from home as a thirsty man craves for water.

Soseki's letters eloquently tell how lonely he was in London.

For instance, he wrote to Ky Sk o , "As days go by I often think

about how things are back there. Even an unfeeling man like

myself greatly misses you. You must praise me for that !,,97

At another time he even wondered if Kyoko's letter was lost

w he n a ship named "Rio de Janeiro" bound for England sank soon

after it departed from Yokohama. 98 Though Kyoko had her

reasons for not writing as often as Soseki wanted her to--her

giving birth to a baby girl among other things--her seeming
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coldness deeply hurt Soseki's feelings, and became one of the

reasons for Soseki's later conflict with Kyoko.

Thus, as we have seen, in London Soseki was lonely, sepa-

rated from his family and friends without being able to make

new friends. Moreover he frequently felt pressed for money.

He was also suffering from an identity crisis. He was sur-

rounded by people prejudiced against Japan and the Japanese,

and felt compelled to feel inferior to the British and

Westerners in general. The gloomy weather in London had a

negative effect on his already worsening psychological state.

It is not surprising, therefore, that several years after his

return from England Soseki wrote that his two years in London

were one of th3 most unpleasant periods in his life. 99

This does not mean that Soseki was always in his hostil-

ity stage. His diaries, letters, and random jottings written

in London indicate that Soseki was often able to maintain some

distance from both the Japanese and English peoples.

stance, he comments:

For in-

westerners do not learn to control their emotions
whereas Japanese people do. Westerners do not hesi
tate to boast whereas Japanese people are modest.
Japanese people are hypocrites in a way but at the
same time they are said to be governed by an ideal
that they should not be emotional and that modesty
is a virtue. Westerners do not value what Japa
nese people regard as their ideal. IOO

However, his writings on the whole show that he was

unhappy. if not hostile, during most of his stay in London.

In conclusion, Soseki never reached the well-adjusted "home
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stage" in England. When we consider the tremendous cultural

gap between Japan and England in Soseki's time, his unsuccess

ful adjustment to England is not surprising.

Soseki's study in England from a perspective of cultural

adjustment was a failure. It was also a failure in a more

technical sense: he did not acquire a degree. 10 1 However,

through his anguish and suffering in England Soseki, with far

greater seriousness than ever, confronted the West and its

civilization and came to ask such questions AS "WhAt is the

West?" "What is Japan?" "Who am I?" and "What course should I

and Japan take?" Soseki's most profound conflict with the

West was the ideological conflict within himself between

traditional Japanese values and Western values. He was one of

the first Japanese who confronted this kind of conflict. He

was also one of the rare Japanese in the Meiji period who had

a dee~ understanding of the West. Throughout the rest of his

life Soseki continued to face the problem of conflict between

East and West and seriously struggled to resolve it.

Struggle against His Mental Illness and Stomach Ulcer

Soseki suffered from mental illnes throughout much of his

life. His disciples and admirers, with the possible exception

of Macsuoka Yuzuru and Morita Sohei,102 denied the fact that

Soseki had bouts of mental illness partly because they were

reluctant to mar their idealized image of Soseki and partly

because they seldom witnessed Soseki's eccentric remarks and

behavior themselves. When Kyoko discussed Soseki's mental
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illness in Soseki ~ omoide, they criticized her by saying

that her insensitivity and lack of understanding were respon-

sible for Soseki's eccentricity. As Soseki's two sons,

Jun'ichi and Shinroku, point out, however, Soseki's eccentric

remarks and behavior were more than the expressions of irrita

tion and anger caused by his so-called "bad wife," for they

say that they themselves were sometimes victimized by their

father's mental illness. I 0 3 Moreover, psychiatrists such as

Chitani Shichiro and Doi Takeo recognize Soseki's illness

although they differ in their diagnosis: the former thinks

that Soseki was manic-depressive and the latter that he was

schizophrenic. I 04

Soseki's mental illness seems to have begun in his

childhood. Doi points out that Soseki's "screen memory"--he

remembers the appearance and surroundings of the houses where

he lived and he also remembers clothes, toys, and a fishing

trip, but he cannot remember even a shadow of a human figure

nor can he recall his feelings of the time--about his early

childhood suggests that he became acutely melancholic because

of his separation from the object of love at the age of

one. I OS Ara interprets Soseki's dream about spending a great

amount of money, noted above, as a symptom of neurosis.I06

Although we do not know exactly when Soseki began to suffer

from mental illness, critics and psychiatrists believe that

his unhappy childhood was an important cause of his later

illness.
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Soseki showed the first signs of mental illness about the

time of his graduation from the university, and continued to

suffer from it at appro·~imately ten-year intervals periodical

ly throughout his life. 10 7 These bouts of mental illness,

which controlled his behavior for a period of two to five

years, had a great impact on his life. For they manifested

themselves in greater psychological anguish caused by his

identity crisis, solitude, and alienation from people around

him and society.

During his stay in London, for example, his mental

illness seems to have aggravated his culture shock. For it

made him react more keenly to the prejudice against him than

was actually warranted. Kyoko reports an example of his

delusion of perception during this period. At one time when

Soseki's mental condition was bad he locked himself in his

room day after day and often wept. The kind landlady and her

s~ster worried about him and gave him special attention.

Soseki, however, thought that though they appeared to be kind

to him, they spoke ill of him behind his back and shed false

tears. Moreover, he felt that they kept an eye on him like a

detective and he hated them. 10 8 Soseki's unpleasant feeling

toward England and the English does not necessarily seem to

come from the fact that he hated the place and people in

particular. It partly seems to come from his mental illness

---- - -------

which made him feel all the more keenly the prejudice of the

English against him. Also due to his aggravated mental state
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all the other negative factors which caused him adjustment

problems seemed to him increasingly unbearable.

Toward the end of his life Soseki desperately struggled

f o r peace of mind, and in the process he produced many master

pieces, especially the last five novels, which profoundly

analyze and delineate man's psychological anguish. Doi indi

cates that Soseki's case presents a rare example of a patient

curing his mental illness through an artistic expression of

self-analysis. 109 Doi also gives Soseki credit for his

psychoanalytical method in writing his novels, for there is

little pos~~bility that Soseki was influenced by Freud;

Freud's works were not available in English translation at

that time,110 and Soseki's German was limited. Though Doi

seems to give Soseki a little too much credit, it is unques

tionable that Soseki's works functioned as a catharsis for his

pathological psychology.

Soseki writes in his introduction to Bungakuron that he

was deeply thankful to his nervous breakdowns and mental

illness, for they made him write works such as Wagahai ~ neko

~ ~ ~I Am i:1 Cat, 1905-6), Botchan (1906), a nd Kusamakura

(The Three-Cornered World, 1906).111 Since Soseki would not

have felt that strong an urge to analyze himself and human

beings in general unless he suffered from mental illness, we

can say that such illness was one of the most important stimu

li in creating his art.
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The other great illness which caused Soseki to suffer

agony and which eventually caused his death was stomach

ulcers. Sji s e k Ll s liking for oily food and sweets, his lack of

exercise due to the fact that he spent most of his time at his

desk, and his sensitive disposition seem to have predisposed

him to stomach trouble. He suffered from gastric hyperacidity

occasionally but did not become seriously ill until his later

years. In the slimmer of 1910 he was hospitalized because of a

stomach ulcer for one month and a half. In August he went to

Shuzenji, on the Izu Peninsula, for recuperation after the

illness, but there his condition worsened. On August 24 he

fell into a critical condition: he vomited a great quantity

of blood and passed into a coma. He recQvered sufficiently

to be able to go back to Tokyo on October 11. and was taken

straight to a hospital where he stayed until February the

following year.

While he was still in the hospital he began to write

"Omoi dasu koto nado" (Things I Remember), which includes an

essay explaining the peaceful state of mind Soseki experienced

due to his physiological condition, anemia in p8rticular,

during his illness. l l Z Soseki writes that he felt as if his

soul, extending to the tip of fine nerve tissues, lightened

and purified the internal parts of his body. He also felt as

if his soul and his body floated off the futon in the air.

Comparing his feeling with the ecstasy that Dostoevski expe

rienced before his epileptic fit, Soseki states that his
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rapture was of a milder kind, but he often experienced these

moments of bliss which he later treasured as a monument of

happiness.

Soseki also felt close to nature, which reminded him of

the time when he was a child and enjoyed looking at reproduc

tions of nanga, works of the Southern school of Chinese

painting whose major theme is nature. 1 1 3 In his unhappy

childhood Soseki could forget all his sadness and anguish by

identifying himself with the serene and calm scenes of nature

in nanga. In his sickbed, as Soseki was forgetting himself

identifying with nature and experiencing a harmonious state of

mind, he remembered the time when he experienced a similar

state of mind as a child looking at nanga. Soseki's great

illness at Shuzenji had a crucial significance: it gave him

moments of peace of mind which he sought toward the end of his

life.

Conflict with His Wife

Soseki's first impression of Kyoko on the occasion of

their miai (an arranged meeting between a prospective bride

and groom) was good. When asked by his elder brother and

others, he answered, "I liked her very much, for in spite of

the fact that her teeth are uneven she was unconcerned about

them and didn't even try to hide them.,,114 As this episode

might indicate, Ky dk o was an artless and honest woman, but she

rather lacked amiable feminine qualities and sensitivity.

Soseki's miai photograph (a prospective bride and groom ex-
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change their photographs before an arranged meeting) also made

a good impression on Kyoko: she thought he looked like a

refined, quiet, mild-tempered, and reliable person. l l S

In 1896, when Soseki was twenty-nine and Kyoko nineteen,

they married and started a new life in Kumamoto. Kyoko was

the eldest daughter of an active official and had lived in an

official residence in Tokyo with her parents, six younger

brothers and younger sisters, and many employees. Naturally

she had a hard time adjusting to the country life of a small

family with her husband and a maid. Soon after their mar-

riage, Soseki told Kyoko that because he was a devoted scholar

and had to study hard he would not have much time to spend

with her. 116 Therefore, she could not expect any help from

him in running a household in the way her father had helped

her mother with her shopping.

Kyoko also had a difficult time in getting up early: she

says that since childhood when she got up early she had a

headache and felt dull all day.117 After their maid went back

to Tokyo, she often could not get up early enough to cook

breakfast for her husband. This habit of Kyoko's seems to

have been one of the causes of their minor conflict in those

days. This habit, however, became a cause of their sharp

conflict during Soseki's later bouts of mental illness. It

was a g2~2ral tc~dG~cJ that, during his period of mental

illness, Soseki felt even greater dissatisfaction with and

anger at whomever or whatever ordinarily disturbed him.
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B~th Soseki and Kyoko had high expectations of each

other, which often becomes an important cause of conflict

among newly-weds. In the case of a miai-based marriage of

that time, the husband and wife had little chance to know eac.h

other before their marriage and therefore found it even harder

to adjust to each other. Both Soseki and Kyoko were taciturn,

stubborn, and unable to express their feelings well. Espe

cially Soseki had difficulty in communicating with Kyoko, for

his childhood environment deprived him of a chance to learn to

express his feelings and emotions. Because of the unhappy

family life he had had in the past, Soseki earnestly hoped to

have a warm family life, and unconsciously expected to receive

a kind of motherly love from Ky dko , Ky Eko , however, lacked

warm feminine qualities and sensitivity and could not give him

the kind of love he desired.

On the other hand, Kyoko was probably dissatisfied with

the fact that Soseki devoted too much time to his scholarly

work. She could not, however, express her dissatisfaction

overtly, because of the convention of wifely behavior which

required her to be subservient to her husband and also not to

bother him at his work. In spite of this dissatisfaction and

lack of communication, the conflict between Soseki and Kyoko

at this time was of rather minor importance, for Ky dk o says

that in comparison with her father, who was a tyrant in her

family, who was short-tempered, and who often troubled her
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uother, she was impressed by S5seki's cultured manners: S5seki

was calm, impartial, and did not arbitrarily get angry.118

Ironically, in the early years of their marriage it was

Kyoko who suffered from hysteria. After a miscarriage she

tried to commit suicide by jumping into a river. 119 S5seki

took loving care of her, and her hysteria gave him a good

chance to express his affection for her. Ky Sk o was happy, for

she felt, probably for the first time after their marriage,

that her husband cared for her. Kyoko's hysteria also gave

her and Soseki a chance to com~unicate their affection to one

another. Therefore, their conflict caused by their dissatis-

faction with each other, was r2301v~d for the time being.

Because ~heir conflicts did not have a destructive ~mpact on

th~ir relationship, the first four years of their married life

were relatively peaceful.

During his first six months away from Japan (from early

September 1900 through early March 1901) Soseki wrote Kyoko

seven letters. The mixture of the excitement of staying

abroad and the loneliness he experienced compelled him to

wri teo He was the kind of person who enjoyed writing letters

and could express his feelings and emotions in written words.

Soseki's letters to Kyoko show his great concern about his

pregnant wife and his love for her. As discussed above,

Soseki was yearning to receive Kyoko's warm letters which

would relieve his solitude.
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Kyoko, however, wrote back to him only twice during that

six-month period. This seems too few in comparison with the

number of letters that Soseki wrote to her. Kyoko explains

the situation by saying that she was extremely busy because of

the birth of their second daughter, Tsuneko, who was born on

January 27, 1901. She also says that she had a difficult time

because of the meager stipend given her by the government

during Soseki's stay in England. 120

Soseki received not a single letter from Kyoko for three

months and nine days between her second letter, which arrived

on January 25. 1901, and her. t:hird letter, which arrived on

May 2, 1901. Taking into account the fact that it took one to

two months for a letter from Tokyo to arrive at London at that

time, this period of time corresponded to the time right

before and after Kyoko's giving birth to Tsuneko. When we

consider her tendency to be hysterical during her pregnancy,

we can u n d e r s t a n d that she might not have felt well enough to

write Le t t e r s , For she was the kind of person who found it

difficult to write letters and this was probably more true

when she was feeling unwell. Also the first few months after

childbirth is physically the hardest time for a mother, for

she has not yet recovered her physical strength and yet she

cannot get sufficient sleep because she must wake up to feed a

new-born baby several times at night. Though Kyoko is to be

blamed for not informing him of the birth of their second

daughter for a few months, there were understandable reasons
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on Kyoko's part that she could not write to Soseki before and

after her delivery of a baby.

The number of letters Soseki and Kyoko wrote to each

other from May of 1901 through the end of Soseki's stay in

Englan~ is almost the same; Soseki thirteen and Kyoko twelve.

This is due to the fact that most of the time Soseki wrote

back to Kyoko soon after he received her letter. Ho we v e r ,

Ky5ko did not wr~te to Soseki during a five-month period

toward the end of 1901. As for Kyoko's silence during this

period of time we do not know any specific reasons. A possi

ble reason might have been that she did not have much to write

about, for she was repeating the daily routine of rearing

children and running a household. For she did write letters

to Soseki when she knew exactly what to write. After Kyoko

came up with the idea of writing a diary about the growth of

their first deughter Fudeko, then two years and a half, and of

sending them to Soseki, Kyoko began to write regularly to him.

Lastly we should add some of the psychological reasons

for Kyoko's infreQuent letters to Soseki. The solitude of be

ing separated from his family in a foreign country is something

that one cannot understand unless one actually experiences it.

Loneliness is felt especially keenly by a middle-aged student,

for compared to a young student it is generally harder for him

to adjust to a ~ew environment and to make new friends. 1 21

Kyoko, however, could not possibly imagine how lonely Soseki

must have felt in England. Ky d k o had spent a happy and warm
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family life since her childhood, with the possible exception

of the period when she had difficulty adjusting herself to her

marriage, so that she could not understand how sad it is to be

lonely. Also, since she was living surrounded by her family,

her own parents, brothers and sisters, and children, she did

not feel lonely herself much. As a result, she did not feel

as strong an urge as Soseki to share her experiencee and

emotions with her husband.

To Soseki, however, the fact that Kyoko did not write

often must have seemed to show her lack of consideration and

love for him. Even though she did not intentionally neglect

her husband, her infrequent letters had a negative effect on

their relationship. Soseki must have felt deeply disappointed

in Ky d k o , for she did not help him when he desperately needed

love and support.

The psychological state of Soseki after his return to

Japan did not become any better. As noted above, his psycho

logical anguish because of his identity crisis, his lack of

money, and his relatives' selfishness in taking advantage of

him was aggravated by his mental illness. He could not care

about his wife or anyone else around him, for he was so unhap

py himself that he could not afford to consider other people's

emotions and feelings.

Because Soseki had never told Kyoko about his internal

conflicts or any causes of his psychological anguish, she did

not understand what was disturbing him. He did not even talk

~--------------- --.
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about how much he hated being taken advantage of by his rela

tives, which probably was the only thing that Ky dk o could have

understood if he had told her. Therefore, she could not help

but leave him alone, which, Soseki thought, was a sign of her

coldness. As Doi points out concerning Kenzo's attitude

toward O-sumi in Michikusa, Soseki's attitude toward Kyoko was

not that of a husband toward his wife but that of a child

toward his mother: he expected her full support, although he

exerted no effort to explain his feelings and emotions. 122

In spite of his disappointment in Kyoko, Soseki was still

unconsci~usly expecting to receive the kind of unconditional

love from his wife which he could not receive from his foster

mother and which he wished he had received more of from his

own mother.

Like most young and inexperienced women, Kyoko formed a

general perception about men from her experiences which were

limited to her father, younger brothers, and several of her

father's colleagues and friends. She seems to have judged her

husband according to the standard which she had developed

through her limited experiences. She also seems to have been,

consciously or unconsciously, comparing her husband with her

father. As her father helped his wife with shopping, he

showed that he cared about his family through actual practice.

Therefore, it is most likely that Kyoko was seeking a practi

cal and somewhat domestic husband in Soseki rather than a

devoted scholar who was determined to accomplish something
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great in his life. One of the important causes of the sharp

conflict between Soseki and Kyoko was the difference between

their ideal type of wife or husband and the reality of their

spouses.

Because Kyoko did not show much understanding of respect

for Soseki and also because Soseki neglected his family life

to the extent that he almost ceased to communicate with his

wife, their relationship during the three years after Soseki's

return from London was especially cold. Instead of adjusting

their ideals to the reality of each other by confronting their

dissatisfactions, Soseki and Kyoko allowed the conflict to

become sharper by making no effort to resolve it. For Soseki

was too much occupied with his own internal conflict aggra

vated by his mental illness, and Ky d k o did not know how to

treat him. As a result, during this period Soseki devoted

himself more to his work, and Kyoko turned to her children for

her emotional satisfaction. It ~as only at the times of

Kyoko's hysteria, which probably occurred sever~l times after

Soseki's return from England, that they could communicate

their affection to one another.

Soseki, however, was not always in sharp conflict with

Kyoko in the way that Kenzo is with O-sumi in Michikusa.

Natsume Jun'ichi tells of an episode which shows that Soseki

was a kind and gentle husband when he was not undergoing

severe mental distress. In her later years after Soseki's

death, Kyoko sometimes said something irrelevant and was

--------------- .~
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husband would never have laughed at her in such a case a n d

would have explained things to her kindly.123

Also, whenever Soseki suffered from a stomach ulcer,

Ky d k o devoted herself to caring for him, and he very much

appreciated her care. This was especially true toward the end

of his life after the great illness at Shuzenji. The rela-

tionship between Kyoko and Soseki during his illness was

similar to that between mother and child, which satisfied

Soseki, for a kind of motherly love was exactly what he was

seeking in Kyoko. Kyoko was also satisfied with her relation

ship with him at that time, for she could feel that he needed

her and that he opened his heart to her. In spite of his

not

individualistic outlook Soseki's relationship with Kyoko

definitely reflected the notion of the ideal Japanese human

relationship, that is, the closer the relationship is to that

of parent and child, the more ideal it is. The conflict

between Soseki and Kyoko was resolved only when they could

experience an ~ relationship in which they enjoyed the

sense of commingling and identity.

Conflict with His Children

Soseki's relationship with his own children was a rather

cold one. Natsume Shinroku says that he did not have any

affection for his father while he was alive. 124 This was

because Soseki lacked affection for his children as in the

case of Soseki's father, but rather because he could not
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adequately expres~ his ~arm feelings toward them just as he

could not do so toward his wife.

Kyoko states that Soseki showed much affection for their

first child, Fudeko, and often held her in his arms. 125 She

also states thct during the time when Soseki was not mentally

ill, he was an affectionate father; no matter what his chil-

dren were doing, he would look at them smiling or sometimes

play with them; at other times he would sit among his bois-

terous children and read books without being disturbed by

their noise. 126 His great grief over the death of his

youngest daughter, Hinako, at the age of twenty months, is

another example of how much Soseki loved his children. Soseki

wrote: "There is an ulcer (literally, hibi or crack) in my

stomach. I feel there is also an ulcer in my psyche. When

ever I think of her, an incon~olable grief strikes me.,,127

The conflict bet\!een Soseki and his children in spite of

his love for them was caused mainly by his mental illness

which almost completely shattered the image of Soseki as an

affectionate father. Fudeko, for example, recalls a few occa-

sions when Soseki becalll~ easily disturbed even by the

slightest sound during his periods of neurotic disorder.

[S]ome of the children, forgetting their father's
condition, made shrill noises in another room. As
soon as he heard them, Soseki ordered all the
children to line up and sit in front of him in his
study for a long period of time ...• If one of
them made even the sound of swallowing, he or she
was met by a fierce and glaring look from his
father. 128
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Shinroku also states that because of the memories of his

father's pathologial behavior, such as beating him for no

sensible reason, he could not overcome his fear that his

father might get angry at him at any moment even when his

father was kind and gentle to him. 129

It was only the fourth daughter, Aiko, who inexplicably

did not seem to be afraid of Soseki even during his bouts of

mental illness. Soseki "apparently found much comfort and

solace in [AikoJ, who at least did not avoid him as did some

of his other children,,,131 and he seemed to love her most

among his children. However, Aiko, in fact, was afraid of

Soseki. When asked if she feared her father in her later

years, she stated, "Of course I was terribly scared of him.

We never knew when he would suddenly burst out in rage.,,13l

There was al.'parently no child of his who did not fear him. 1 3 2

Sh i n r ok u , as a middle-aged man, writes that he felt deeply

sorry for his father, for in spite of the fact that Soseki had

much affection for his children he received little affection

from them in return. 13 3

Relationship with His Friends

Since his adolescence Soseki was blessed with good

friends. When he was a student in Higher School, he roomed

with Nakamura Zeko, who later became president of the South

Manchuria Rdilway. They shared many experiences in their

school days: they worked part-time at the same place, they

went to schuol together, they ate together, and they ev~n
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Since Nakamura did not have any taste

in literature, he was not interested in Soseki's literary

works. Even when Soseki became an established writer, he did

not try to read any of his works. As Shinroku points out,

Nakamura's affection for Soseki was in a way more genuine

than that of some disciples, for he did not love Soseki

because of his talent, fame, or achievement, but he loved him

as the man he was. 13 4 Soseki's affection for Nakamura also

had nothing to do with his social status or the money he had.

They continued to have this genuine ~ffection for each other

throughout their lives, even though they were physically

separated for long periods of time.

The relationship between Soseki and Masaoka Shiki was

probably the most important relationship Soseki, as a man of

letters, had in his life. It was also important in the

history of modern Japanese literature, for these two geniuses

of the modern era met during their university days and con

tinued to stimulate each other in such a way that both of them

developed their talent to a great degree. Soseki's talent as

a haiku poet, especially, owed much to Shiki, for his taste

for haiku was mostly cultivated during Shiki's two-month stay

at Soseki's lodging house in Matsuyama in 1895. Even though

they sometimes had conflicts because of the differences in

their views of literature and philosophy of life, these

conflicts had a productive effect on both of them. They made

them think more deeply about the nature of literature and what
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they wanted to achieve in their life. The relationship

between Soseki and Shiki was a warm one until the unfortunate

death of Shiki in 1902 at the age of thirty-five, while Soseki

was in England.

Among other friends who had an important influence on

Soseki were Yoneyama Yasusaburo, who persuaded Soseki to

specialize in literature instead of architecture, and Ikeda

Kikunae, who, as we have seen, stayed with Soseki in London

for fifty days and stimulated him in the area of philosophy,

which was instrumental in Soseki's writing of Bungakuron.

Soseki's relationships .with his friends were among the most

harmonious that he had in his life and were those which were

largely conducted on an individualistic basis--two individuals

had a good relationship on equal terms in spite of the differ

ences in their views.

Relationship with His sensei and deshi

The relationship between a sensei and deshi in Japan is

the one based on an~ mentality--~seudo-parent-childrela

tionship where two or more people enjoy a sense of commingling

and identity. Japanese people often talk fondly about their

sensei in much the same way children talk about their beloved

parents. Soseki, however, never wrote about any of his Japa

nese teachers in this manner. The only teachers about whom

Soseki wrote with affection were all Westerners: James

Murctor.:h, Raphael von Koeber (1848-1923), and William J. Craig.

Soseki belonged to the first generation who took advantage of
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the new Western educational system, and therefore Japanese

teachers who were older than S5seki were children of Lhe old

era. He could not find any models to emulate among his Japa

nese teachers.

Before we begin our discussion of S5seki's relationship

with his teachers we must first examine why S5seki had warm

feelings toward his Western teachers whereas he had negative

attitudes toward England and the English people which repre

sented to S5seki the West and the Westerners. First, the

three teachers S5seki respected were not English: Murdoch was

a Scot, Koeber a German born in Russia, and Craig an Irish

man. 1 3 5 They were a l s o men of free spirit and were free from

conventional Western propri~ties and niceties. For instance,

they did not wear formal clothes, white shirts in particular.

This point may seem insignificant, but has a profound meaning

when we consider the fact that a white shirt was the s y mbo I of

the civilized Western life to S5seki. 136

As was pointed out earlier, S5seki was rrgularly changing

white shirts a n d collars in England in order to look as neat

as an Englishman. Soseki, however, had an ambivalent feeling

toward wearing a white shi-t. He made an effort to look

proper and "civilized" and yet he did not feel at ease. For

though he superficially led the civilized Western life, he

knew that he was not a part of the civilized West. \.Jhite

shirts unconsciously reminded S5seki of his ambivalent feeling

toward the West. Murdoch, Koeber, and Craig, who were
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Westerners but were not wearing white shirts, did not stir up

Soseki's negative feelings toward the West and therefore

Soseki's mind was receptive to them. However, more important

is the fact that, transcending their na t.I o n a l Lt a e s , they all

possessed some common qualities which strongly a~trac~ed

Soseki.

Koeber was a German philosopher and taught Western phi-

losophy, Greek, and Latin at the Imperial University of ToRyo

for eighteen years. He was a man of noble character, leading

a life with an attitude of perfect composure: he played the

piano for himself when in the mood but the rest of the time he

spent reading books. 13 7 When Koeber was about to leave Japan,

S6seki wrote remarks of farewell in the Asahi:

When I was invited to dinner on the fifteenth of
last month, I asked sensei, "Do you have friends
when you go back to your own county?" He answered,
"1 have friends wherever I go except at the North
Pole and the South Pole." This, of course, was a
joke, but he could give me such an a n s we r because he
had a universal concept of locality in his mind
transcending particular locations.

Not only locality but also toward time sensei's
attitude 1s different from ordinary people. When I
asked why he chose a Mail Steamer Company's steam
boat, half of which is loaded with cargo and there
fore is slow, he answered, "1 don't mind floating on
the sea for a long time. I don't understand why
people find it very convenient to travel one day
quicker saying one can get to Berlin from Tokyo in
fifteen days or fourteen days."

To money as well he is so indifferent that he
does not at all seem t o be a Westerner.... \~hen I
met him last, we happened. to talk about a certain
person who accumulated great wealth, and then he
said, "What on earth will he do saving such a lot of
money?" and smiled a wry smile.•..

Having such a character in all respects, the most
important thing to sensei is love and compassion
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which bind man to man. He particularlv seems to
like Japanese students whom he has ta;ght best. 138

Regarding Murdoch we have already discussed his person-

ality earlier in connection with Soseki's doctorate problem.

Here we should add Murdoch's remarks which shed further light

on his personality. Yamagata 1sao, another student of Murdoch

and an outstanding journalist active throughout the Meiji,

Taisho, and Showa eras, recalls that Murdoch once said:

Making a fortune is an easy task. For example, if
fortune is your purpose, you had better buy land at
Moji now. You will be a millionaire within twenty
years. But making a fortune is the purpose that the
second-class man accomplishes. A man of great aspi
ration should have a purpose higher than that. 13 9

Murdoch was also ~nown among Japanese students in that he took

loving care of his students not only academically but also

privately. Murdoch himself was a self-made man who was from a

poor family,140 was sympathetic to students who had financial

difficulties, and gave financial support to them. Murdoch's

affectionate attitude toward his students, which is quite

similar to that of a Japanese ~i to his deshi, perhaps

presented a model of the teacher-student relationship to

Soseki.

Murdoch, however, was different from Japanese teachers in

that he did not have an~ relationship with his students.

For example, when he was writing the second volume of his

History £i Japan, Yamagata, then already a prominent journal-

ist, greatly helped hi~ by translating Japanese materials of
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thousands of pages into English. Yamagata, who was grateful

for Murdoch's financial and moral support in the past, did not

expect anything in return. But Murdoch felt that he should

give credit to Yamagata by publishing the volume under his and

Yamagata's names. 14 l If it were a Japanese teacher, he would

have only acknowledged Yamagata's assistance in the introduc-

tion to the book. Between a Japanese sensei and a deshi it is

not considered to be an unfair use of authority on the part of

a sensei to receive this kind of service from his deshi with

out publicly giving credit to him. Murdoch's attitude toward

Yamagata in this sense is individualistic in that.he respected

Yamagata's right and treated him as his equal.

Not only was Craig a devoted scholar as mentioned earlier,

h~ was also an excellent teacher. According to the obituary

written by Sidney Lee in the Times, Craig was a kind of man who

felt sympathy toward young men's desire, ambition, and enthu

siasm, and lavished his extensive knowledge upon young people

who were willing to learn from him .. Thus he inspired a

feeling of affection among his students which often developed

into firm friendship in later years. 14 2

Soseki wrote about some episodes which show that Craig

treated him as his equal. For instance, once Craig read a

poem by Sir William Watson in front of Soseki. After intro-

ducing the subject of the controversy over whether the poem

had some r e s e mbLa nc e to Shelley's poetry, he a s ke d Soseki's

opinion. Puzzled, Soseki gave a haphazard answer, but, to his
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surprise, Craig tapped his knee and said that he completely

agreed with Soseki. 14 3 Though Soseki did not have a chance to

develop his relationship with Craig to that of friendship, he

seems to have learned that a relationship between a teacher

and a student is not necessarily a vertical one but it can be

a horizontal one between two equal individuals who respect

each other.

Murdoch, Koeber, and Craig we r e all men of high ideals

who were devoted to their studies. They were also affection-

ate teachers who gave inspiration to their students and who

also respected them as equal individuals. They were indiffer

ent to rank, wealth, and fame. Above all they were men of

free spirit. As a scholar, as a teacher, and as a man they

each represented to Soseki a model to emulate. Their simple

and c a l.m life of what we might call an academic hermit of the

modern era undoubtedly pointed to one possible direction which

Soseki began to seek earnestly toward the end of his life.

Soseki's relationship with his disciples reflected his

relationship with his teachers. Like Murdoch he took loving

care of his disciples. In addition to giving instruction and

advice concerning the problems his disciples had about their

work, study, or art, Soseki often helped them in their private

life: he lent money to those in financial difficulties; ~e

f 0 u n d job s for t ~ -:: S 2 ~..~!: 8 :.:: C ~ ~ j ii. (; t iii ci k ~ ci .L.J.. ',i .L u.~ V C ~ a u ~ c V.l.

unemployment; and he even helped those who had problems in

their love affairs. The disciples loved Soseki as if he were
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their own father or sometimes even as if he were the object of

their romantic affection. Suzuki Miekichi, a writer who con-

tributed in elevating the level of juvenile literature, was

famous for his long and passionate letter to Soseki which was

almost like a love letter. 14 4 Komiya Toyotaka, whose father

died when he was young, wrote a letter to him asking him to

become his foster father but was turned down. 14 5 While

Miekichi and Morita Sohei were drinking, they actually called

Soseki, although probably not in front of him, our "old man,"

or oyabun (boss or patron, who protects and provides for an

employee, student, or underling in return for his service and

loyalty).146

S~seki, probably because of his unhappy' childhood experi-

ences, unconsciously craved for love? and tried to satisfy

this desire by showing affection to his disciples. 147 The

fact that his desires for an~ relationship with his wife

as well as for a warm family life were not satisfied mu~t have

strengthened his desire for a warm relationship with his

disci p l.e s , The link between these warm relationships with his

disciples and the rather cold relationship with his family was

ironical in that it gave rise to a vicious circle: the warmer

the relationships with his disciples became, the more time and

energy he spent on them, which inevitably deprived him of the

time and energy to spend with his family, and as a result the

relationship with his family became colder.
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Soseki's mental illness, which had a destructive impact

on his relationship with his family, did not impede him from

bUilding a harmonious relationship with his disciples. For

Soseki played the role of an affectionate father to them most

of the time. This was probably possible because he could keep

an objective distance between him and his disciples, which he

f o u n d difficult to do between himself and his family largely

because of his much greater emotional involvement. It is a

natural tendency that one loses control over oneself more in

front of a blood relative than in front of a friend or a

disciple. In the same way, one tends to show one's pathologi-

cal psychology more in front of a blood relative than in front

of a friend or a disciple. The different images that Soseki

gave to his disciples and his family are reported by Yoko

McClain, a daughter of Soseki's oldest daugher, Fudeko:

My father, Matsuoka Yuzuru, frequented Soseki's
study along with such young writers as Akutagawa
Ryunosuke and Kume Masao, during the last year of
Soseki!s life, and apparently he remembered his
teacher only as a philosophical yet kind scholar
with a calm and lucid mind. At the time of the
conversation my father was trying to get my mother
to agree that Soseki was such a man at least toward
the latter part of his life, but my mother would not
do so. She observed that, as far as she remembered,
her father was just as fierce in his later years.
It is interesting that the same man could present
such entirely different images to two people.l 4 8

Soseki tried to encourage his disciples to say whatever

they had to say to him and seemed to have enjoyed challenges

to his opinions on the part of his disciples. 14 9 In this
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sense Soseki was unlike a Japanese teacher, who tends to

remain an authoritative figure to his students and to dis-

courage students' challenges. He was trying to build his

relationship on the model of a Western teacher-student rela-

tionship--where teachers treat their disciples as equal

individuals--which he experienced with his own teachers. In

spite of this attitude of Soseki toward his disciples,

Soseki's relationship with his disciples, with the possible

exceptions of his relationship with Terada Torahiko, a physi-

cist and a writer, or his relationship with Tsuda Seifu, a

painter, was largely on the Japanese model of ~.

In addition to relating to Soseki's unconscious craving

for ~n ~ rel~tionship with couroh ,.. ........ +-+-,..._ ....-' ......... ~'. ~ t'''''''''''' ........ Lll

seems to relate to the temper of the time in which Soseki

li v e d , Almost no one around him was individualistic in the

true sense of the word, and therefore it was almost impossible

for him to have an individualistic human relationship. We can

probably support this by the fact that Soseki was more indi-

vidualistic about the things which mostly concerned himself

without any direct involvement of another person, such as his

attitude toward authority, his perception of society, and his

understanding of the West. In spite of the fact that Soseki

saw interpersonal relationships from the perspective of

conflict, he unconsciously maintained the traditional ideal of

a harmonious, ~-based, interpersonal relationship, which
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suggests that the pattern of human relationships is something

which does not change easily in Japan.

Lastly we must discuss Soseki's relationship with two

young Zen monks which he developed toward the end of his life.

Though they were in their twenties and were much younger than

Soseki, they were in a way his teachers rather than his stu-

dents. For toward the end of his life Soseki began earnestly

to seek a peaceful state of mind and they were seniors to

Soseki in the sense that they were already dedicated monks in

search of salvation. They impressed Soseki by their simple,

artless, and calm life, which was quite contrary to the life

of people who surrounded Soseki. For example, even his disci-

ples with whom Soseki had had a harmonious relationship began

to give him dissaiisfaction and disappointment. The reasons

for Soseki's dissatisfaction were not as simple as their

failures to listen to his kind advice, ~o keep their promise,

or to live up to his expectations. Though they were all

talented and established in the world, they were men of

nervous temperament and tended to be critical of one another.

They often complained about people and things around them and

made things more difficult than necessary, which greatly

bothered and irritated Soseki. 1SO About one month before his

death Soseki wrote to one o f the monks as follows:

It may sound strange, but I am a fool who has come
to seek the Way the first time in my life when I
have become fifty years old. Thinking when I will
be able to find the Way, I am surprised to see that
there is quite a long way to go. Since you are
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specialists of Zen, which I do not very well under
stand, and are also taking great pains in your
pursuit of the Way, how much happier you must be
than I who have dallied away my time until the age
of fifty! Also what a commendable purpose you have
in life! I deeply revere your laudable intention.
You are much holier than the young people who
frequent my house. This must come from your circum
stance. However, when I think if I were greater,
those youug people who co~e to my house would have
become greater, I feel regrettable about my imper
fection. l SI

Soseki's search for a peaceful state of mind is also

expressed in his own philosophy of sokuten kyoshi (to model

oneself after Heaven and depart from the self), which he came

to advocate just before his death. He briefly explained this

philosophy in the last two Mokuyokai (Soseki's meetings with

his disciples held every Thursday). In order to explain his

philosophy of sokuten kyoshi Soseki gave the following

example: suppose one of his daughters came to say good night

to him and he happened to discover that she was o n e-s e y e d , he

would be able to remain calm wi~hout losing his composure.lS 2

Because Soseki left no writings which explain this philosophy

in his own words and also because he died before he had a

chance to explain this philosophy further we do not know

exactly what he meant by this, and this expression became a

source of controversy among critics. l S3 Here we can only say

that what Soseki was seeking was a peaceful state of mind

which would enable him to transcend all worldly worries,

dissatisfactions, and psychological anguish, which can be very

well called a religious state of mind. However, this does not
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mean that Soseki was trying to become a believer in such

established religions as Christianity or Zen Buddhism. For

Soseki in the same Mokuyokai stated that to him salvation and

enlightenment were almost synonymous. I S4

Some specific clues for the peaceful state of mind that

Soseki was seeking are the scenes and the people that Soseki

had encountered: the serene and calm world of nanga which

Soseki enjoyed looking at as a little boy; his Western

teachers' life of a modern hermit transcending rank, wealth,

and fame; peaceful and blissful moments which he experienced

during his great illness, and two young monks' simple, calm,

and noble life.

Conclusion

Throughout his life, Soseki suffered a great deal from

various kinds of conflicts. These conflicts had a positive

effect on Soseki in the sense that if he had not experienced

the psychological anguish caused by them, his art and philoso

phy of life would have been less profound. However, these

conflicts had a destructive impact on his private life: it was

full of agony, sadness, loneliness, and unhappiness.

These conflicts also influenced him in the way that he

maintained the ugly image of human beings that he was forced

to hold since his early childhood. Soseki gradually came to

conclude that the deep source of conflict among human beings

is essentially man's egocentricity. Soseki was also aware of

the fact that the difference between individualism and
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egocentricity--doing whatever one lYants to do--is often not

as large as people might think. He could neither have a

harmonious relationship with most people on the basis of

individualism nor could he transcend worries, dissatisfac

tions, and psychological anguish by his individualistic

outlook. Gradually he came to think that individualism would

not help him to attain a harmonious state of mind.

During his great illness at Shuzenji he experienced a

peaceful state of mind because of his physiological condition.

His desire for a harmonious state of mind was strengthened

after this event, and toward the end of his life Soselri came

to advocate his own philosophy of sokuten kyoshi. Soseki, who

during his adult life maintained an essentially negative view

of man, was finally turning in the direction of religion in

the broad sense of the word.
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CHAPTER III

CONFLICT IN SOSEKI'S LAST FIVE NOVELS

In order to discuss the nature of the conflict which

Soseki treats in Higan sugi made, Ko jin, Kokoro, Michikusa,

and Meian a list of terms of conflict and negativity compiled

in the above-mentio~ed ways have been utilized in the follow

ing way. First the list, which contains 1777 terms of

conflict and negativity, has been divided into three large

categories: A) terms relating to the emotions and states of

mind of the characters; B) terms relating to the interpersonal

relationships of the characters; C) terms relating to intense

con f 1 i c t: s uc has war, vi 0 len c e , r i val r y , and s pe c i f i c we a p 0 ns ,

Terms in category A are internal reactions toward

conflict within an individual character, between characters,

between a character and his family, and between a character

and society. Introspective states of mind such as suspicion,

resentment, and perverseness are included in this category.

Saseki describes or analyzes, in an introspective manner, his

characters' emotions and states of mind about an incident more

often than he describes the actual conversations or actions of

the characters at the time of th2 incident. His frequent use

of devices such as letters (Sunaga's letter to Matsumoto in

Higan~ made, H's long letter to Jira in Kojin, and

Sensei's even longer letter to "I" in Koko r o) and the telling

of stories (e.g., Sunaga's, Matsumot0's, and Chiyoko's stories

told to Keitara in Higan sugi made) serve to present
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characters who are introspective and analytical, sometimes

overly so. Soseki might have thought that these devices

and the analysis of his characters' internal worlds are indis

pensable in delineating the covert conflicts that the Japanese

quite often have. A character who is not directly involved in

a conflict sometimes overlooks the emotional or mental states

experienced by those who are directly involved. This feature

is especially prominent in Japanese fiction, for in Japan

people often try to avoid confrontations and also do not

express their feelings and emotions overtly. O-nobu and Mrs.

Yoshikawa in Heian, for instance, smile at and flatter each

other. Therefore, O-nobu's husband, Tsuda, does not recognize

their conflicting relationship for over half a year. There

are many such instances in the last five novels of Soseki.

Hence the number of terms belonging to category A is large.

The frequent use of terms relating to negative emotions and

negative states of mind is one of the major characteristics of

Soseki's last five novels.

Category A, which includes 684 terms out of the total

1777, has been further divided into thirteen sub-categories,

although at times it is difficult to assign a term to specific

sub-categories. The order of the listing is in conformity to

the frequency. The thirteen sub-categories are: 1) displeas

ure, ~kai (157); 2) hatred, zoo (134); 3) anger, ikari

(132); 4) suspicion, utagai (126); 5) jealousy, shitto (31);

6) cowardice, hikyo (27); 7) perverseness, higami (21); 8)
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hostility, tekii (14); 9) irritation, iradachi (12); 10) hu

miliation, kutsujoku (9); 11) vengefulness, urami (8); 12)

wounded pride, kizutsuita jishin (7); 13) others (6).

Terms in category B, terms relating to the interpersona~

relationships of the characters, are usually more direct reac

tions toward conflict than those in category A. Terms such as

those of criticism, quarreling, rebellion, and enmity, which

are overt reactions toward conflict, are included in this

c a t e g o r y . ~~v writer who treats the theme of interpersonal

con f 1 Ic two u 1 d use the t e r msin cat ego r y B. It ism y s pe c u La

tion, however, that the frequency of Soseki's use of terms in

this category is higher than that of other modern Japanese

writers.

Sometimes it is hard to decide to which of these catego

ries, A or B, a term should belong. The terms higande iru

(being warped or distorted) and hikyo (cowardic.e), for

instance, overlap both categories. Higande iru (H-293) in "If

you get rid of your warped nature, there'll be no problem"

describes Sunaga's state of mind, but higanda ~ ~ hito .£

mite (look at me with a warped viewpoint, Mk-271) describes

the interpersonal conflict between Kenzo and O-sumi. However,

because higanrle iru is more often used in describing charac

ters' states of mind, and also because it is closely connected

with characters' emotional states such as anger and hatred, I

put these terms related to higami (being warped) in category

A. Similarly, I include hikyo (cowardice) in category A,

- ---- ----
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because it mostly describes characters' states of mind rather

than characters' cowardly acts toward other characters.

Because reactions toward conflict in interpersonal rela

tionships take various forms of action and states of mind,

dividing the terms in category B into sub-categories is more

difficult than dividing those in category A. However, catego

ry B, which includes 723 terms, has been further divided into

sixteen sub-categories, alth~ugh the number of sub-categories

could have been more than twice as large if several of the

related terms were not combined. The sixteen sub-categories

are: 1) contempt, keibetsu (l08): 2) criticism, hinan (76);

3) attack, kogeki (72): 4) discord, fuwa (70): 5) enmity,

tekii (67): 6) quarreling, kenka (57): 7) annoyance, meiwaku

(43): 8) ridicule, azakeri (38): 9) reprimand, kogoto (36);

!O) deceit, azamuki (35): 11) misunderstanding, gokai (22);

12) rebellion, hanko (19): 13) rejection, kyozetsu (16);

14) alarm, keikai (14): 15) deprivation, godatsu (11):

16) others (39).

Terms in category C, those relating to intense conflict

such as war, violence, rivalry, and specific weapons, mostly

describe or suggest the severe interpersonal conflict which is

completely opposed to the Japanese ideal of interpersonal

relationships--harmony. Soseki uses many terms in this

category in spite of the fact that he mainly treats mundane

daily life devoid of dramatic incidents (with the notable

exceptions of K's suicide and Sensei's prospective suicide in
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Kokoro). S6seki thereby was able to give a vivid impression

of the severe conflict which is concealed under the superfi

cial calm of those relationships. He delineates the covert

and internalized aggressiveness of the Japanese by

skillfully using the terms in category C both literally and

figuratively.

In category C, there are 370 terms relating to intense

conflict which I have divided into nine sub-categories:

1) violence, boryoku (96); 2) victory and defeat, shobu (91);

3) specific we a po n s , buki (51); 4) war, sensa (45); 5) murder,

satsuiin (24); 6) scheming, s a k ur va k n (23); 7) s u t c id e ,

jisatsu (19); 8) destruction, E.akai (12); 9) rivalry,

kyososhin (9). [See TABLE IX at the end of the appendix

for the original Japanese terms of conflict and negativity

which are classified under each sub-category.]

If for the sake of convenience, we list the twenty most

frequently used specific terms of conflict and negativity

(though the list includes twenty-two terms because three terms

take the nineteenth place), we get TABLE I below. (The

English equivalents are not precise tran5:ations.)
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TABLE I. A LIST OF FREQUENTLY USED TERMS

H

1. utagai (A-4) 10
[suspicion]

2. keibetsu (B-1) 6
[contempt]

3. ~ (A-2) 4
[distaste]

4. fuyukai (A-I) 14
[displeasure]

5. kirai (A-2) 5
[disliking]

6. okoru (A-3) 9
[getting angry]

7. kenka (B-6) 0
[quarreling]

8. shitto (A-5) 18
[jealousy]

9. haradachi (A-3) 2
[anger]

10. nikumu (A-2) 6
[hatred]

11. fukai (A-I) 2
[displeasure]

12. hikyo (A-6) 14
[cowardice]

13. fuhei (A-I) 0
[complaint]

14. higami (A-7) 12
[perverseness]

14. damasu (B-lO) 3
[deceit ]

16. shikaru (B-9) 2
[scolding]

17. hinan (B-2) 0
[criticism]

17. gokai (B-11) 4
[misunderstanding]

19. nigai (A-I) 1
[bitter]

19. katsu (C-2) 1
[vanquish]

19. korosu (C-5) 6
[murder]

Kj

13

4

8

8

5

21

4

1

6

5

3

3

2

o

o

5

1

o

8

1

o

Kr

17

9

7

20

3

1

4

4

4

6

2

5

1

5

5

o

6

2

2

3

Mk

2

13

10

6

2

4

o

11

7

8

7

2

10

2

8

2

o

3

i-ln

28

47

24

10

12

7

22

4

3

3

5

3

6

4

1

3

7

5

1

10

1

Total

70

67

54

49

48

42

31

27

26

25

24

23

20

19

19

17

16

16

14

14

14

*For each specific term of conflict and negativity all
the linguistic variations of the term are included. To take
utagai, for example, such terms as utagau, utagatte, utagutte,
utagaibukai, and utaguritsukete iru are included.
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In order to ex~mine how conflicts that Soseki experienced

in his own life are reflected in his novels, terms of conflict

and negativity have been divided into various cases of social

relationships. First they have been divided into three large

cases: X) terms concerning the conflict involving two persons;

Y) terms concerning the conflict involving three or more

people; Z) terms concerning the conflict involving one person.

An individual's conflict with people in general is included in

an individual's conflict with society or the world in case Z.

For in Soseki's later novels society and people in general are

used almost interchangeably. In Japanese the word seken

(society, or the world) and seken .!!.£ hito or simply hito

(people in the world, or people) vaguely point to a group of

people who exist outside of an individual and of the group to

which he feels he belongs. For instance, in Kokoro, hito.!!.£

kao .2. miru .!!.£ .B..e. kirai ni ~ (Kr-51) in "It seems that of

late he has come to hate to see people more than ever" is

synonymous with seken .B..e. kirai ni~ (come to dislike the

world, Kr-53).

Case X has been further divided into three medium-sized

cases: I) the conflict between two males; II) the conflict

between a male and female; III) the conflict between two

females. Cases X-I, X-II, and X-III have been further divided

into social relationships such as father-son, husband-wife

relationships, case Y into social relationships such as

family, relatives, and friends, and case Z into an
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individual's conflict with himself, with imgersona1 objects,

and with society or the world. As a result we have twenty

nine cases of social relationships, as is shown in TABLE II

below with the number of terms concerning these cases.

If, for the sake of convenience, we list the cases which

contain more than the average number of terms (1777 terms

divid2d by 29 cases is about 61) in conformity to the frequen

cy of terms concerning each case together with representative

characters (about which more than five terms of conflict and

negativity are used) involving each case, we get TABLE III

below.

Though I am fully aware of the criticisffi that qualities

cannot be always quantified, Table Two indicates that the

importance of conflict concerning a certain social relation

ship is reflected in the degree of frequency of terms of

conflict and negativity concerning that social relationship.

Almost all the major intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts

in the La s t five novels are reflected in the great number of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning those conflicts.

Generally the more important the intra personal or inter

personal conflict is in the novel, the greater the number of

terms concerning that conflict.
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SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP CASES

The Number of Terms

x

x

x

x

Y

Z

I

II

II

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29

father-son
(in-law and adoptive kinship
relationships included throughout
the table)
brother-brother
relative-relative
mentor-disciple
friend-friend
acquaintance-acquaintance
master-servant
(stranger-stranger included)
total

father-daughter
mother-son
brother-sister
husband-wife
relative-relative
friend-friend
acquaintance-acquaintance
master-servant
(stranger-stranger included)
total

mother-daughter
sister-sister
relative-relative
friend-friend
acquaintance-acquaintance
mistress-servant
(stranger-stranger included)
total
total

family
relatives
friends
acquaintances
people in general
total

indiv dual-self
indiv dual-impersonal objects
indiv dual-society
total

70

70
53
34

206
72

7

512

6
33
89

292
78
36
72

7

613

3
48
13
o

22
2

88
1213

47
63
18
27
34

189

240
49
86

375

X,Y,Z total 1777
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TABLE III. THE NUMBER OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY
CONCERNING THE TEN PRINCIPAL CASES

Case Frequency Case Frequency

1. Husband-Wife
(X-II-11 )

Kenzo-O-sumi
Tsuda-O-nobu
Ichira-Nao
Sensei-Shizu
Shimada-O-tsune
Hida-O-natsu

2. Indiviuual-Self
(2-27)

Sunaga
Sensei
Kenzo
Ichira
Tsuda
K
Gedanke
"I"
O-nobu

3. Male Friends
(X-I-5)

Tsuda-Kobayashi
Sensei-K
Jira-Misawa
Ichira-H
Gedanke-his

friend
Keitaro-Morimoto
Sunaga-Keitaro

4. Brother-Sister
(X-II-10)

Tsuda-O-hide
Jiro-O-shige
Jira-Nao
Kenzo-O-natsu

5. Individual-Society
(2-29)

Kobayashi
Sensei
Sunaga

29-2

91
84
41
38
17

9

239

61
35
25
22
18
10

6
6
5

206

72
65
26
22
10

6
5

89

45
18
13

7

86

32
26

8

6. Relatives (Female-
Male I X-II-12)

Sunaga-Chiyoko
Tsuda-O-asa
O-nobu-Okamaoto
Shimada-O-natsu.

7.a Acquaintances (Male
Female, X-II-14)

O-nobu-Kobayashi
Sensei-Okusan

7.b Acquaintances (Male-
Male, X-I-6)

Sunaga-Takagi
Keitaro-Taguchi
Keitaro-his

landlord
Keitaro-Taguc~i's

housp.boy
Keitaro-Matsumoto

9.a Father-Son
(X-I-l)

Kenzo-Shimada
Kenzo-O-sumi's

father
"I"-Father
Ts uda-Fa t her
Jira-Father

9.b Brothers
(X-I-2)

Ichira and Jiro

11. Rela ti ves
(Y-23)

Tsuda and O-nobu
-O-hide

Sensei-his
relatives

77

56
6
6
5

72

26
15

72

38
10

9

6

5

70

35
10

7
7
6

70

59

63

17

9

-------------- --
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We also notice that most of the important conflicts that

Soseki experienced in his own life--his conflict with his

father, with his foster father, with his siblings, with his

wife, and with society or the world, and his internal

conflict--are reflected in the great number of terms of

conflict and negativity concerning those same interpersonal

and intrapersonal conflicts of ~haracters in his last five

novels. (Of course we must recognize that this would be

particularly true of Michikusa inasmuch as it is largely

autobiographical.) One important conflict which Soseki expe

rienced but which is not reflected in his last five novels is

his conflict with the West.

Soseki's problem of conflict with the West, which seemed

crucially important in his youth and in his middle years

before he turned to creative writing, had lost its signifi

cance in his later years. Whether a Japanese or a Westerner,

a deep source of human conflict is man's egocentricity. To

him the universal question, "How can egocentric men have a

harmonious relationship?" was far more important than his

conflict with the West. Moreover, the peaceful state of mind

that Soseki sought in his later years is a religious state of

mind which is universally sought, one transcending nationality

and the problem of the conflict between East and West.

In this chapter I shall focus on the conflicts concerning

the five principal cases of social relationships and case 8.a,

the conflict between father and son, in Table Two in
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conformity to the frequency, and discuss what kind of terms in

categories A, B, and C are used frequently and why these

terms are used with such frequency in order to understand how

well Soseki delineates the nature of the conflict concerning

each sub-case (e.g., the conflict between KenzQ and O-sumi)

and also to understand the novels better. We shall also try

to see if there emerges any pattern for the conflict concern

ing each case (e.g., the conflict between husband and wife) as

well as how the conflicts Soseki experienced in his own life,

discussed in chapter two, are reflected in his novels.

I do not treat the case 6, the conflict between a male

relative and a female relative, and the case 9.b, the conflict

between brothers, because if only one sub-case is significant

and thE! rest of the sub-cases are insignificant (any sub-cases

about which less than about ten terms of conflict and uega

tivity are used may considered insignificant), it is better to

discuss the significant sub-case either in connection with

an o t he r significant sub-case (e.g., Sunaga's conflict with

Chiyoko will be discussed in connection with Sunaga's intra

personal conflict) or in the context of the novel in chapter

four (Ichiro's conflict with Jira shall be discussed in

chapter four). As for the cases 'l ,« and 11, the conflict

between a male acquaintance and a female acquaintance and the

conflict among relatives, since O-nobu's contlict with

Kobayashi and Sensei's conflict with Okusan as· well as Tsuda

and O-nobu's conflict with O-hide and Sensei's conflict with
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his relatives are in no way similar in nature, ~t is also

better to discuss these conflicts either in connection with

another significant sub-case (Sensei's conflict with Okusan

and Sensei's conflict with his relatives will be discussed in

connection with Sensei's intrapersonal conflict) or in the

context of the novel (O-nobu's conflict with Kobayashi and

Tsuda and O-nobu's conflict with O-hide will be discussed in

chapter four). In the case 7.b the conflict between two male

acquaintances, the only one sub-case of the conflict, t he

conflict between Sunaga and Takagi, concerns the protagonist

of the novel, and the rest of the sub-cases all concern the

narrator of the novel, Keitaro, who is a relatively insignifi

cant character in the novel. To analyze Keitaro's several

conflicts with his male acquaintances and compare each one of

them is meaningless, for it does not contribute to the better

understanding of the novel Higan sugi made. Only when some of

Keitar5's conflicts with his male acquaintances play signifi

cant roles in the context of the novel, will they be discussed

in chapter four. Lastly, as for the case 9.a, conflict

between father and son, it ~ill be treated here. For though

only two sub-cases are significant in terms of the number of

terms of conflict and negativity, the conflict between father

and son is the first and the most significant conflict Soseki

experienced in his own life.
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The Conflict between Husband and Wife

The order of frequency of terms of conflict and nega

tivity involving each major couple in the last five novels is

as follows: 1) Kenz f and O-sumi in Michikusa (91); 2) Tsuda

and O-nobu in Meian (84); 3) Ec hLr d and Nao in Kojin (41);

4) Sensei and Sh I z u in Kokoro (38); 5) Shimada and O-tsune in

Michikusa (17); 6) O-natsu and Hida in Michikusa (9).1

Because Higan sugi made does not treat the conflict between

husband and wife as a major theme, the frequency of terms of

conflict and negativity concerning any couple in that novel

does not approach those of the above four couples (the number

of terms of conflict and negativity concerning Sunaga's

parents is the largest [4]).

Kenze and O-surni

Michikusa, which is Soseki's only autobiographical novel,

treats the conflict between husband and wife as a major th2me,

and therefore the number of terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Kenzo and O-sumi is the largest, not only among

those concerning the husband and wife relationship but also

those concerning any human relationship treated in the last

five novels. Among 91 terms concerning KenzQ and O-sumi, 42

belong to category A, 33 to category B, and 16 to category C.

In category A, a group of negative terms describing the

feeling of displeasure between Kenzo and O-sumi is great both

in number (21) and significance. Kenzo and O-sumi find each
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other's remarks and actions disagreeable or unforgivable, but

they seldom express their feelings verbally. Their conflict

is often caused by trifles. For instance, one evening Ken z d

does not feel well and sneezes violently twice. O-sumi.

sittIng beside him, says nothing about it. Kenzo "resents her

lack of concern" (Mk-30),2 and O-sumi "feels unpleasant" (Mk-

31), for he makes no reference to his cold. The next morning

Kenzo has no appetite and does not eat much, but again both

Kenzo and O-sumi remain silent, which makes them irritated and

bitter (Mk-32, 33). When he recovers after two days of high

c _ _. _ ..,
.... c v t:::L , he sees her at his bedside and realizes that she has

been taking care of him. However, he loses his chance of

showing his gratitude both verbally and non verbally. The

failure of communication between Kenzo and O-sumi is depicted

as follows:

"What's the matter with you now?" she said.
"According to the doctor, I've caught a cold."
"Thank you for telling me."
The conversation ended there. In disgust (Mk-35)
she left the room. (c h , 10)

Married life is full of these kinds of unpleasant feel-

ings caused by conflict over minor matters, but it is also

full of positive feelings about small things, such as the

pleasure of talking about a job well-done, a husband's or

wife's concern about his or her spouse's problems, and a

spouse's help and care during illness. What is conspicuous

about Michikusa is that it almost always emphasizes negative
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feelings and that there are very few scenes depicting happy

feelings. This does not mean that Kenzo and O-sumi completely

lack love and consideration toward each other, but rather that

they lack good communication, both verb.al and nonverbal.

Kenzo and O-sumi constantly have trifling confl~cts, but

cannot express their feelings and emotions fully, partly

because of their taciturn and reserved personalities and

partly because of their attitude toward conflict. They try to

avoid face-to-face confrontation as most Japanese people do,

and by doing so they must endure unpleasant feelings and

disgust toward each other. As a result, they internalize and

intensify their conflict.

Kenzo is a scholar who is determi .. ed to accomplish some

thing important in his life and spends most of his time in his

study. O-sumi "blames" (Mk-27, 227) him for this, thinking

that he should spend more time with his family and less time

with his books. She sees an "ideal man in her father. Her

father is a competent government official and a practical man

who tends to judge people only by what they have achieved. He

also thinks that scholars are in general impractical people

who intellectualize everything they do. Having wanted to

marry a man like her father, she naturally and unconsciously

adopts her father's philosophy. Kenzo can never ignore

O-sumi's evaluation of him and "hates (Mk-243) her for her

unwillingness to give him the recognition he feels he

deserves." He "feels not only irritation but disgust (Mk-3)
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at her lack of understanding." "Sometimes he gets really

angry and scolds her into silence" (Mk-4, 5). O-sumi, in

turn, finds her husband's behavior hard to tolerate but does

not confront him, for she knows, through "the verbal quarrels

(Mk-246) repeated between them," that she is no match for him

in an argument, and also she feels she must follow the Japa-

nese patterns of how a wife should behave. As a resul t, she

internalizes and intensifies her opposition toward her

husband. The difference in their beliefs about how a man

s h 0 u 1 d b'e h a vet 0 war d his wi f e and what h e 5 h 0 u 1 d d 0 i nth e

world is one of the most important causes of the conflict, yet

they never fully discuss this source of conflict.

Another important cause"of their conflict is the differ-

ence in their outlook on marital relations.

on marital relations is as follows:

Kenzo's out look

In the book he

Kan z d , for all his superior education, tended to
be more old-fashioned in this respect. He believed
sincerely in personal independence and strove hard
to realize his ideal; yet shamelessly he assumed
that wives existed only to please their husband:
"In all matters, the wife is subordinate to the
husband." (ch. 71)

We can trace this view of marriage back to Onna Daigaku

(Women's Great Learning) written by Kaibara Ekiken, a Confu

cian scholar active about the ye~r 1700. 3

states that a wo rn a n should be subordinate to her parents as a

child, to her husband when she is married, and to her son when

she becomes 01d. 4 The idea that the wife is subordinate to
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the husband was a common view among people in the ~eiji period

even among the intelligentsia of the period. 5 Since the

setting of Michikusa is about 1903-6, Kenzo cannot be blamed

as being old-fashioned. He simply shares the common outlook

on marital relations of the people of his time.

Whenever O-sumi asserts her existence as an independent

individual, he is quick to "take offense" Ulk-214). When

Kenzo says to O-sumi that he prefers a subordinate and devoted

wife such as his sister, O-natsu, O-sumi answers with "antipa-

thy" (Mk-212): "Anachronisms like that don't grow on evei-y

tree these days," and thinks "what incredibly egocentric crea-

tures men are"! (c h, 70) She also thinks:

No one is going to force me to respect this man
simply because he is my husband. If he wants my
respect, he has to show me that he deserves it. He
being my husband says nothing about him as a man.
(ch. 71)

For an u n e d u c a t e d w o ma n of the time in Japan, O-sumi is

surprisingly progressive, because a woman was then taught to

be subordinate to her husband, no matter how unreasonable and

irrational he might be. O-sumi, however, is not totally

against the convention of the h~sband and wife relationship,

and she follows the traditional Japanese pattern of wifely

behavior, at least superficially. Unlike a modern feminist

who asserts equal rights for both sexes, she does not rebel

against her husband in her heart because she believes in the

progressive philosophy. Rather, her internalized opposition

-------- ,------- -------
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toward her husband makes her doubt the convention. She feels

it is not fair that a man is allowej to be egocentric. Her

feeling can be justified in view of the social convention of

the time which freely allowed men to be egocentric. Although

it is conceivable that male readers at that time who believed

in the Confucian view of women were critical of O-sumi,6 most

modern readers, especially Western readers, feel sympathetic

toward her. As both Komiya and Ara have noted, this is made

possible by Soseki's neutral attitude toward Kenzo and O-sumi

throughout the novel. 7

O-sumi is not a sensitive woman who can always tell how

her husband is feeling or what he is thinking nor can she

discern his reactions to certain things in advance. She does

not possess these skills which are very important in Japan

where people often do not express their thoughts and emotions

overtly. These skills which O-sumi lacks and which KenzQ

feels desirable in a wife are what most Japanese mothers

possess when they handle their children. The above-mentioned

inability of Kenzo to express his feeling of gratitude toward

O-sumi on his sickbed partly derives from the fact that Kenzo

was behaving more like a child toward O-sumi; a child does not

often say "thank you" to his mother in Japan. He expects her

to assume a maternal role in life, not be critical of his

personality, give him warm, motherly love, and understand him

as any mother understands her child. In Japan, where the
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mother-child relationship is looked on as the ideal, men tend

to expect their wives to assume a maternal role.

If there is something peculiar about Ke n z d it is a result

of his unfortunate experience in childhood. Kenzo's foster

parents, Shimada and O-tsune, treated him like a treasure, but

they did so not be c a us e they loved him but because he was a

kind of investment who might prove profitable at a later date.

To his father, who had many children to take care of, Kenzo

was no more than an unwanted piece of furniture. Doi makes a

following comment on Kenzo's attitude toward O-sumi: 8

Kenzo's attitude toward his wife clearly reflects
the pattern of his childhood experiences. He
expects the unconditional love that parents give
their offspring, and if she fails, to provide it, he
revolts much as he had done with the Shimadas.

KenzQ blames O-sumi for her lack of womanly sensitivity

and maternal love. O-sumi, however, is unaware of what she

lacKs, and blames her husband for his aloofness, reserved

manner, and lack of consideration and kindness as she tells

him outright:

"I don't care what kind of man I'm married to, so
long as he treats me decently •••• I wouldn't
care. A thief, a swindler, or anything you like.
All a wife wants is a considerate husband. Kindness
at home is what I want. I can't live on your dis
tinction or rectitude, you know." echo 77)

Thus Kenz6 and O-sumi blame each other without ever asking

themselves if there is something wrong with themselves. The

-------------_.--- .~_.
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deep source of the conflict between Kenzo and O-sumi is their

egocentricity.

When Soseki treats serious conflicts such as those

arising from the difference in philosophy of life &nd outlook

on marital relations, he uses stronger terms of emotional.
states in category A such as nikumu (hate), imaimashii

(resentful) and hanka~ (antipathy). He also uses terms in

categor-y B, such as shikaru (scold), hinan-suru (criticize),

baka ni ~ (make a fool of) and hanko-suru (resist), which

express more direct reactions toward conflict. His use of

these terms is natural and effective, for a person's degree of

reaction toward a conflict usually corresponds to the serious-

ness of the conflict. By using the stronger and more direct

terms describing the occasion when Kenzo and O-sumi have

serious conflicts, and also by using terms related to dis-

pleasure throughout the novel, Soseki creates the overall tone

of an unpleasant and unhappy relationship between Kenzo and

O-sumi.

Since Kenzo is in conflict with his wife constantly, as

an escape he turns to his work and spends even more time with

his books. O-sumi; for her part, turns to her children for

her emotional and spiritual satisfaction. Kenzo blames O-sumi

for keeping their children all to herself, and says, "Isn't

that how a dissatisfied wife often strikes back (katakiuchi £

~,9 Mk-236) at her husband?" O-sumi claims that such an

attitude derives from Ke n z dl s perverseness (higami, Mk-237,
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Kenzo's accusation of O-sumi's vindictive-

ness, however, has some truth in it, even though she seems to

be unconscious of it. Sharing love toward their children

unfortunately does not make their relationship any better.

Rather, it creates another conflict between them.

Occasionally the accumulation of these unresolved

conflicts makes the relationship between KenzQ and O-sumi

unbearably tense. It is only O-sumi's hysteria which now and

then provides an occasion for their emotional expression and

therefore a relaxation of tension. Almost all the terms in

category C relating to KenzQ and O-sumi (12 out of 16) are

used in connection with her hysteria. KenzQ has always felt

irritated by O-sumi's habit of getting up late. Although he

"scolds" her many times (Mk-77, 78), she does not try to

change this habit, saying that unless she has had plenty of

sleep she feels so dull that she hardly knows what she is

doing. Now that she is pregnant she rests "her bulging belly

ponderously on the floor" (ch. 54). To Ken z d , it looks as if

she is saying, "Beat (~, Mk-146) me or kick (keru, Mk-147)

me if you like, see if I care." He knows that "in view of her

tendency to hysteria he should not be too critical" (Mk-78),

but he often thinks that her uncouth habit might spring from

mere "perverseness" (tsuraate, Mk-79), and he "murmurs bitter

complaints" (niganigashii tsubuyaki .2. kuchi no uchi de morasu,

Mk-80) against her.
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One evening Kenzo wakes up to find his wife staring

fixedly at the ceiling with "a razor" (Mk-154) in her hand.

He wonders whether she is seriously thinking of "killing

herself" (hamoilo zanmai, Mk-159), or is "resorting to under

handed womanly tricks in order to vanquish him" (uchikato l2.

~~ .!l2. sakuryaku, Mk-16l). He can never answer this

question, and every time O-sumi becomes hysterical, he feels

helpless. Her hysteria, however, gives him an occasion to

feel compassion and affection toward her. He takes loving

care of her, and she is appreciative of it. By using terms in

category C such as kamisori (razor), ~ (beat), keru (kick),

hamono zanmai (kill herself), uchikato l2.~~ .!l2. saku

ryaku (womanly tricks to vanquish), which suggest severe

conflict, Soseki .t r e a t s this climax of tension most effec

tively.

Out of 91 terms of conflict and negativity which concern

the relationship between Kenzo and O-sumi, only 10 terms are

used in conversation whereas the rest of them appear in the

narrative portion. Two of these 10 terms, those in category

A, higami (being warped, Mk-257) and higanda ~ ~ hito ~

mite (look at me with a warped viewpoint, Mk-271) are rela

tively milder than other terms in category A such as those of

hatred and anger. Similarly, 6 of the 10 of those terms in

category B, gatabishi-suru (be not harmonious, Mk-82), kataki

doshi (enemies, Mk-194), katakiuchi .2.~ (strike back, Mk

236), kenka (quarrel, Mk-193), ijimeru (be cruel, Mk-239), and
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baka ni bakari~ (insult, Mk-244), are milder than other

terms in category B such as those of attack and rebellion.

The remaining two of the 10 terms, those in category C,

nejifuseru (beat me down, Mk-26S) and nejifuserareru (crawl

away, t1k-266), are rather strong terms which are used figura

tively, but what O-sumi tries to express by them do not refer

to a strong conflict. They are used to express one of the

many criticisms that O-sumi has of KenzQ, namely that when he

argues, he does so in order to beat her down rather than

explain things. In general therefore we see that these ten

terms are much milder than the terms describing the serious

covert conflicts between KenzQ and O-sumi. Since the

conflicts between KenzQ and O-sumi are mostly covert, they are

narrated rather than expressed in conversation.

Whether the cause of their conflict is trivial or

serious, the major source of such conflict between KenzQ and

O-sumi is egocentricity. Because every human being is egocen

tric to a degree, the problems of the conflict between KenzQ

and O-sumi are problems which every human being faces to a

certain extent. Their case presents an example of an unsuc

cessful and unhappy way of dealing with the conflict: they

internalize and intensify their conflict by avoiding confron

tation.

Tsuda and O-nobu

The interaction between Tsuda and O-nobu is described

using 84 terms of conflict and negativity: 33 in category A,
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15 in category B, 36 in category C. When we consider the fact

that Meian is more than twice as long as Michikusa, this

frequency might seem to be much less significant. But this

does not necessarily mean that the conflict between Tsuda and

O-nobu is insignificant. It indicates rather that Meian

treats the conflicts between more varieties of relationships,

such as that of brother and sister (e.g., Tsuda and O-hide

[45]), that of sisters-in-law (e.g., O-nobu-O-hide [27]), that

of friends (e.g., Tsuda and Kobayashi [72]), that of acquain

tances (e.g., O-nobu and Kobayashi [25], O-nobu and Mrs.

Yoshikawa [20]), whereas Michikusa treats almost exclusively

the conflict among family members and relatives, especially

the conflict between husband and wife.

Another contrast between Michikusa and Meian is that

whereas in Michikusa the causes, the development, and the

consequences of most of the conflict between Kenzo and O-sumi

concern only themselves, in Meian those of the conflict

between Tsuda and O-nobu largely concern other characters,

such as Tsuda's former fiancee, Kiyoko, Tsuda's sister,

O-hide, the wife of Tsuda's superior, Mrs. Yoshikawa, Tsuda's

friend, Kobayashi, O-nobu's relatives, the Okamotos, and

Tsuda's relatives, the Fu j i t s , The conflict between Tsuda and

O-nobu is often aggravated by the interference of these iilter

est e d 0 bs e r ve r s , Th r e e 0 f the m0 s tim p0 r tan t c ha r act e r s , ~I r s .

Yoshikawa, O-hide, and Kobayashi, often meddle in the rela

tionship between Tsuda and O-nobu and make O-nobu suspicious
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of Tsuda and occasionally Tsuda suspicious of O-nobu. Hence

terms relating to suspicion are the ones used most frequently

among the terms relating to the interaction between Tsuda and

a-no bu. (Out of 33 terms in category A, 23 are related to

suspicion. It is also worth mentioning that out of 31 term'

of suspicion involving the husband and wife interaction in the

last five novels, 23 are applied to this couple.)

Tsuda had been in love with a woman named Kiyoko before he

married O-nobu, but when they were about to marry, Kiyoko

suddenly left him for another man. Tsuda could not understand

why she jilted him for another man. The question remains in

his mind, along with a lingering affection for her. This is

one of the re~sons why he ~nd O-nob~ can~0t get alo~g well.

Tsuda's friend, Kobayashi, suggests the existence of this

woman (Kiyoko) to a-nobu and fills a-nobu's mind with "doubt"

(Mn-218). a-nobu also overhears O-hide say to 'I's ud a ; "While

you're caring so much for a-nobu there's still someone else

you're concerned about" (c h , 102). These words sound like "a

final barrage of gunfire (hogeki, Mn-222)" to O-nobu. She

makes every effort to find out about the woman, but Tsuda is

neither frank nor outspoken.

Since Soseki does not tell much about the relationship

between Tsuda and a-nobu before their marriage, we do not know

exactly why Tsuda married O-nobu. One of the reasons seems to

be, however, that he felt his wounded pride was somehow healed

by a-nobu's love for him. Yet Kiyoko's rejection of him still
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hurts him, and he does not want O-nobu to learn about it. He

tries to hide or cover things up, which only deepens O-nobu's

suspicion. Tsuda's lingering affection for Kiyoko and his

attitude toward this affection--he does not admit to it and

tries to conceal the fact from everybody around him, especial

ly O-nobu--is one of the most important causes of the conflict

between O-nobu and him.

As O-nobu becomes suspicious of Tsuda by the interference

of Mrs. Yoshikawa, O-hide, and Kobayashi, Tsuda and O-nobu

often experience displeasure from such interference. When

Okamoto, O-nobu's uncle, invites O-nobu to the theater for the

occasion of her cousin's miai she meets Mrs. Yoshikawa. Even

though she cannot understand the precise nature of the rela

tionship between Mrs. Yoshikawa ~nd Tsuda, she has "unpleasant

thoughts (Mn-78) about her beloved husband" while she is with

Mrs. Yoshikawa.

O-nobu does not forgo going to the theater on the very

day when Tsuda has his operation. When O-nobu tells him that

the operation took twenty-eight minutes, Tsuda suspects her

motive in measuring the time precisely (Mn-49). O-nobu is

actually worried about being late for her appointment with the

Okamotos, but she does not say so partly because of her gUilt

feeling and partly because of her tactics. Tsuda says that

Okamot0 is obstinate in insisting that O-nobu should go on

such a day, but cannot say that he "suspects" (Mn-51, 52, 53,

54) her, for he feels it somehow affects his standing as a
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husband. As a result, he compromises and allows her to go,

but in his heart he feels displeased with his wife, who

chooses to go to the theater rather than sit at his bedside.

Wh·at makes him even more "unpleasant" (Mn-194) is that

O-nobu does not ~isit him at the hospital for the following

two days, and only calls him. O-nobu is only partly responsi

ble for not visiting her h~sband, however. On the day after

the operation, she is infruenced by the unpleasant feeling

toward Tsuda aroused in her by Mrs. Yoshikawa, and decides to

go to visit the Okamotos instead. On the following day when

O-nobu is about to leave for the hospital, Kobayashi, Tsuda's

friend, vi.sits her home to get Tsuda's overcoat, which Tsuda

said he would give to him. All the terms relating to dis

pleasure (9) concerning the relationship between Tsuda and

O-nobu themselves are of relatively minor importance.

While displeasure is the key term characterizing the mood

of the relationship between Kenzo and O-sumi in Michikusa, in

Meian "s u s p ac i o n " is the key term, and a mood of mystery is

thereby created. The reader is kept in the dark about the

identity of Kiyoko until chapter 134. (The total number of

chapters in Meian is 188; unfortunately, the novel is incom

plete because of the author's de a t h , ) By using the term

Iltagai (suspicion) often, Soseki makes the reader share

O-nobu's eagerness to knolv what has happened between Tsuda and

Kiyoko, and also makes him eager to know what will happen to

Tsuda, Kd y ok o , and O-nobu.
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Another important cause of the conflict between Tsuda and

O-nobu is the difference in outlook on marital relations,

which Kenzo and O-sumi also have. Although Tsuda's belief is

not as strong as Kenzo's, Tsuda, as a young man of the 'I'a i s hf

period (1912-i926), has the conventional view of the husband

and wife relationship and looks down upon women in general

(Mn-4). O-nobu, on the other hand, is quite modern in con

sidering that the ideal marital relationship is one in which

an intelligent wife manipulates her husband as she wishes.

O-nobu also v a n t a her husband to think that she is the only

woman in the entire wo~ld; she wants Lo be loved absolutely.

Her concept of love is exclusive and selfish. She fights

Tsuda in order to gain his love. Tsuda, however, does not

love her as she wishes.

"[O-nobu] normally harbored the suspicion (Mn-56) that

although she earnestly and with the best inten~ions showed him

every kindness there seemed to be no limit to the sacrifices

he demanded of her." She wants to ask her aunt about her

relationship with her husband, but she cannot bring herself to

because of her pride. She conceals the fact tr.at she is in

conflict with Tsuda, and, as a result, she must pretend to be

a happy wife in front of her aunt and other relatives. As in

the case of Tsuda, O-nobu also cannot expose her real self to

the people close to her because of her vanity and false nr Lde ,

Both Tsuda and O-nobu regard the husband and wife rela

tionship as one between unequals, and each of them wants to
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become the one who controls or manipulates the other.

Soseki's use of s Lm t l e, "sumo wrestlers facing each other in

the ring every day" (Nn-58), in describing their relationship

is superb. For in ~mo wrestling the wrestlers either win or

lose. O-nobu is always Tsuda's opponent and occasionally even

his "enemy" (Mn-59) in the matches. As sumo wrestlers use

various techniques such as oshi-dashi (pushing the opponent

out of the ring) and uwate-nage (throwing the opponent over

oneself), so do Tsuda and O-nobu use various artifices in

their conflict.

Soseki describes the sharp conflict between Tsuda and

O-nobu by using many of the terms in category C (out of the

total 76 terms in category C involving the husband-wife inter-

action, 36 are about this couple). Especially frequent are

the terms relating to victory and defeat and those relating to

war (out of the total 20 terms of victory and defeat relating

to the husband-wife interaction, 18 are about this couple, and

Qut pf the total 15 terms of war involving the husband-wife

relationship, 12 are about this couple). In chapter 150

Soseki creates a perfect image of "a battle over love" (ai no

sensa, Mn-379) by using six terms of victory and defeat and

five terms of war:

Even though [Tsuda] viewed his married life with
O-nobu as a battle over love (Mn-379) and even
though he had always been the loser (Mn-380), he
also had considerable pride. And since he had been
:..:"bjugated by O-nobu against his will (Mn-381, 382),
he had obviously not given himself up to her (Mn
383) from the heart. It was not that he splendidly
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became a prisoner of love but rather that he was
always being duped (Mn-384) by her. Just as O-nobu,
without realizing that she was undermining his
pride, felt the satisfaction of love only in van
quishing him (Mn-385), so too did Tsuda, who
disliked losing (Mn-386), surrender (Mn-388) each
time that his strength was not equal to hers and he
was pinned down (Mn-387), although he still regret
ted so doing.

Their relationship enters a new phase when O-nobu learns

about the existence of another woman to whom Tsuda is

attached. Since the "battle over love" comes to a climax in

chapter 147, this chapter contains the greatest number of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning Tsuda and O-nobu

among all the chapters in Meian (19 out of 84; it is also

worth mentioning that 14 out of 19 are the terms in category

C). Soseki describes this climax by using nine terms of

victory and defeat, five terms of war, one term of specific

weapons, and one term of rivalry:

This extremely peaceful secret battle (Mn-355) had
to be enacted as a test of nerve and artifice. It
was only natural, however, that since Tsuda had the
vulnerable point which he was defending (Mn-356),
O-nobu, who was attacking (Mn-357), should, to that
extent, have had the advantage. Therefore, setting
aside the natural endowments of the two, and looking
only at their relative positions, one would have had
to say that O-nobu was already the superior (Mn-359)
before the fighting (Mn-358) began. Even if one
made the clear merits of the case the standard, she
was already in a winning position (Mn-36l) before
the contest (Mn-360) started .... It was natural
that their war (362) had to attain a certain phase
on the basis of whether these internalized facts
could be brought to the surface precisely as they
were. If only Tsuda were honest, there could hardly
be an easier contest (Mn-363) than this one for
O-nobu. But if he retained a particular area of
dishonesty. he could also become a fortress w h i c h
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would be extremely difficult for her to breach (Mn
364). Unfortunately fer O-nobu she had not yet
prepared the weapons (Mn-365) with which to expel
him from his strong po s Lt i o n••..

Why could she not conclude everything beautiful
ly, having won the contest (Mn-366) in her heart?
Why could she not be satisfied unless she had the
form of victory (Mn-367) as well as the substance?
The reason was that she did not then have the kind
of emotional margin to allow her to be content
solely with the latter. She had far more important
problems to consider than this contest (Mn-369) •.

And it was not only this, for actually, as far as
O-nobu was concerned, this contest (Mn-370) did not
have primary significance. What she really was
aiming at was rather the true facts of the case.
Her principal objective was to dispel her own suspi
cions (Mn-37l) rather than to vanquish (Mn-372) her
husband.

However, each time O-nobu attempts to get at the true

facts the distance between her and Tsuda only increases. As

she becomes frantic, her conduct results only in destroying

her objectives. She loses her usual determination to maintain

her own self-respect to the end and exposes her weakness. But

happily the outcome is not as cruel as she thinks it will be.

Tsuda "beats" (Mn-389) her for the first time, and now he can

finally "despise" (Mn-390) her. But at the same time he can

show her much more sympathy than he has ever shown before.

Tsuda uses the word dakyo (compromise) to mean an indirect

confession of the secret's existence and promises O-nobu that

she will never be humiliated. He also pacifies her with

gentle words, which remind her of their engagement. She gives

up pressing him any further because she also feels sorry for

him. This is how they temporarily resolve their conflict.
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Out of 36 terms in category C relating to Tsuda and

O-nobu, more than 70 percent of the terms (26) are used in

chapters 147 and 150. This contrasts sharply with the few

terms in category A used in these chapters (only four terms of

suspicion out of the total 34). Among the terms in category

B, out of the total 15, three strong terms of attack are used

in these ~hapters with two milder terms of contempt. The

ratio of metaphor to simile among the terms in category C

is also interesting. While half of the terms in category C

which are used in the chapters other than chapters 147 and 150

(5) are similes, all the terms in catego,y C used in chapters

147 and 150 are metaphors. Soseki's use of metaphors is

effective in creating a clear and strong image of "battle over

love" between Tsuda and O-nobu. By almost exclusively using

strong metaphors of conflict such as those of war, victory and

defeat, and attack, Soseki vividly delineates the climax of

the conflict between Tsuda and O-nobu.

In Meian as well as Michikusa conflicts are mainly

narrated rather than expressed in conversation. When the

characters express their conflicts in crlversatirn, the terms

are relatively mild. The terms used in conversation relating

to Tsuda and O-nobu are those of anger (1), suspicion (6),

discord (1), misunderstanding (1), deceit (1), and victory and

defeat (2). Among these twelve terms, the rather strong terms

such as those of anger and victory and defeat are not used in

the conversation between Tsuda and O-nobu. The term okotte
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kita (angry, Mn-253) is used by Kobayashi in his conversation

with Tsuda referring to O-nobu's anger at Tsuda, and k~san

shikitte iru (capitulate, Mn-262, 263) is used both by

Kobayashi and Tsuda in their conversation referring to Tsuda's

attitude toward O-nobu. The term fuwa (discord, Mn-llO) is

also used by Okamoto in his conversation with O-nobu referring

to her relationship with Tsuda. Therefore, the ratio of the

terms of conflict and negativity used in conversation between

Tsuda and O-nobu to all the terms involving them is 8 to 84.

If Soseki had described the actual conversations between Tsuda

and O-nobu rather than delineating or analyzing their

internal worlds, he certainly would have used more terms of

conflict and negativity in conversation between them. If he

had done so, however, it is certain that he would not have

been able to create a clear image of the severe conflict

between Tsuda and O-nobu. For when the Japanese communicate a

conflict in conversation, they do not talk right to the point.

They prefer "beating around the bush" or suggesting things

rather than asking direct questions or expressing their nega

tive emotions in words. Although Tsuda and O-nobu are more

outspoken than Kenzo and O-sumi, they still are far less

outspoken than most Western couples.

The reason Soseki narrates the conflict rather than

having his characters express their conflict in conversation

also seems to be related to the tactics employed by O-nobu.

O-nobu is an artful wo ma n , Her smiling face is compared to a
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powerful weapon: "By the force of this powerful weapon (Mn-

195), which gleamed for but a moment, she always vanquished

him (Mn-196) instantly." She also creates a startlingly

sharp and interesting impression on Tsuda:

He was about to put his hand on the lattice door of
the entrance, but before he could open it, the
interior sliding-door opened swiftly, and the figure
of O-nobu appeared in front of him before he was
aware of it. (c h , 14)

This is compared to the sharp gleam of a knife (naifu!!.2.

hikari, Mn-ll) in which he senses something menacing. One can

see that O-nobu charms and manipulates Tsuda by her smile and

artifice, which is probably the only way to vanquish her

husband w~thout violating her belief in the traditional

pattern of womanly behavior. For despite her progressive

ideas about the marital relationship, O-nobu is very careful

to retain a sense of traditional femininity. These stratagems

that O-nobu uses and Tsuda's reactions toward them can be

described only in narration. Therefore, Soseki's infreq uen t

use of the terms of conflict and negativity in conversation is

well justified. The frequent use of metaphors is probably the

only possible and effective way of delineating the sharp

conflict between Tsuda and O-nobu which is not communicated in

an overt manner, either verbally or nonverbally.

The conflict between Tsuda and O-nobu stems from specific

causes and differences in points of view, but again the main

source of their conflict is their egocentricity. Their case,
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however, is not as desperate as that between Kenz~ and O-sumi.

First, they do not avoid confrontation as much as Kenze and

O-sumi. Second, they tend to become somewhat more frank and

less egocentric because of their losing battles. Their

actions support the psychological tendency that when one

always wins one does not reflect at all upon oneself; when one

loses, however, one begins to see clearly the reality of one's

inner world and problems. Kiyoko's rejection of him makes

Tsuda experience the loser's state of mind for the first time

in his life although for much of the novel he avoids confront

ing the problem. When Tsuda decides to go to see Kiyoko at

the hot spring, he seriously begins to ask himself why Kiyoko

jilted him, which gives him the first chance to look deep

within himself. Similarly, the reader comes to think that

O-nobu will become aware of her problems in the near future

because she is defeated by Tsuda--the first time in her life

that she has ever lost a battle. Since the novel is incom

plete, of course we do not know what ultimately happens to

fsuda and O-nobu. There is, however, a chance that the

conflict between them will be resolved somehow, for their

losing battles will probably make them more open to each

other, and ready to confront each other sincerely.

Ichir~ and Nac

The number of terms of conflict and negativity involving

the interaction between Lc h i r S and Nao (41, 14 in category A,

14 in category B, and 13 in category C) is far cmaller than
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that of those relating to the interaction between Kenze and

O-sumi (91) and between Tsuda and O-nobu (84). One third of

the novel does not treat the relationship between Ichire and

Nao, which seems to show the relative unimportance of the

conflict between Ichire and Nao in the novel. Neither Ichire

nor Nao appears in section one, which constitutes one fifth

of the novel. In the latter half of section four, Nao does

not appear except when Ichire describes how she has reacted

toward his hitting her.

Seseki's use of the first-person point of view in Kejin

(Tc h i r dt s brother, Jire, narrates what he has seen, heard,

read, thought, or felt) makes the treatment of the conflict

between Ichire and Nao relatively fragmentary. This contrasts

with the detailed treatment of the husband and wife relation

ship in both Michikusa ~rrd Meian where Soseki succeeds in

delineating and analyzing the conflict between Kenze and

O-sumi and that between Tsuda and O-nobu by his use of the

third-person point of view. While we can clearly see the

internal worlds of both parties involved in the conflict in

these novels, in Kojin we c a n only guess what is going on in

Nao's mind through Jire's observations and feeliugs about her.

Ichire's state of mind is delineated in detail through the

eyes of H, Lc h i r d t s friend and colleague, toward the end of

the novel. The conflict between Ichire and Nac described by H

in his letter to Jiro, however, never reveals Nao's state of

mind.
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While O-sumi and O-nobu are of almost equal importance

with Kenze and Tsuda, Nao is clearly a less important charac

ter than Ichire. Ichire's conflict with Nao is undoubtedly

one of the most important conflicts that he expe~iences. His

conflict with Jire, however, sometimes seems to be more i~por

tant than his conflict with her. The frequency of the terms

of conflict and negativity involving Ichire and Jire (57) is

higher than that involving Ichire and Nao (42). When we

consider the influence of the point of view--the conflict

between Ichire and Jire can be well descrihed through Jire's

eyes--the frequency of the terms may not necessarily corre

spond to the importance of the conflict. The rather large

difference in number, however, seems to indicate that Ichiro's

conflict with Jire, which will be discussed later, is almost

as significant as his conflict with Nao.

Kojin treats the problem of how Ichire becomes alienated

from his parents, wife, brother, and others, and, as a result,

alienates himself from the human race as a whole. Toward the

end of the novel the focus of the novel completely shifts to

the description of his spiritual anguish because 0'- this

alienation. Naturally the conflict between Ichire and Nao is

treated much less thoroughly than that between Kenze and

O-sumi and that between Tsuda and O-nobu.

The relationship between Ichire and Nao and that between

Kenze and O-sumi are parallel in many significant ways. Like

Kenze, Ichire devotes so much time to his scholarly work that

--------_.-- ------
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he feels he has no time to spend with his family. Nao's

reaction toward Ichire's neglect of his family is the same as

O-sumi's: because it is Lc h Lr d I s fault t ha t he does not make

any effort to have a warm relationship with his family, she

cannot do anything about it. Being dissatisfied with her

husband, Nao turns to their only child, Yoshie, for her emo

tional satisfaction and keeps her daughter all to herself.

Even as Kenze in Michikusa sees vindictiveness in O-sumi's

monopolizing her children~s affection, so too does Jire in

Kojin see vindictiveness in Nao's attitude toward Yoshie.

Seseki even uses exactly the same expression, katakiuchi Q

~ (to take revenge, Mk-236, Kj-126; in Kojin the adjective

zan k 0 k u l@. [c rue1] i suse d be for e the On 0 un"rev eng e ") , t 0

describe O-sumi's and Nao's actions toward their husbands,

~hich seems to reflect Seseki's criticism of his wife, Kyoko,

for her keeping their children to herself. 10

Nao is described as t~~iturn, aloof, and reserved. The

absence of an amiable disposition expected of a good wife

dissatisfies her husband and in-laws. Partly because of the

problem with point of view in Kejin Nao's personality is

sometimes difficult to understand, and her behavior and

remarks seem mysterious at times. But this is in a way effec

tive, for what is described about Nao through Jire's eyes is

largely what other characters including Ichire see about her,

and therefore the rearter shares the mystery about her with the

other characters.

_. 0 _
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Jire is the only one in the Nagano family who sympathizes

with Nao for her unhappy marriage and does not hold her total

ly responsible for her husband's unhappiness. Jira thinks

that Nao is by no means a warm-hearted woman, but she is the

kind who, once she has received affection, can project warmth.

He also thinks that, though she does not possess any innate

charm, she is the kind of woman from whom one can, with tact,

elicit much charm. Jira concludes that one of the causes of

the conflict between Lc h Lr S and Nao is the fact that both of

them have the same kind of unsociable and reserved temperament

(11-14). This is exactly the same problem that Kenza and

O-sumi have and also seems to have been based on Soseki's own

marital problem.

Unlike Michikusa and Meian, the terms of conflict and

negativity used in delineating the conflict between 1chire and

Nao in !ojin do not usually help us analyze the causes and

development of their conflict. The causes, discussed above,

are not explained in the places where the terms of conflict

and negativity are used, but they are what I have been able to

deduce from the observations made by Jira and other characters

about their relationship. For instance, kimazusa (unpleasant

ness, Kj-240) is the atmosphere of the relationship between

Lc h i r S and Nao that Jira senses when Nao talks about her

marriage, but "as to the immediate cause of that unpleasant

ness (Kj-241) she never spoke a word." We also learn that

"there is the strange tension (wadakamatte iru mvo na kankei,
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Kj-170) that had for some time been brewing between them," and

that their relationship keeps worsening (Kj-239, 243), but we

never learn what exactly are the causes of their conflict and

how Ichire and Nao are dealing with them. Almost all the

terms of conflict and negativity which concern their relation

ship merely describe the superficial situation, whereas in

Michikusa and Meian detailed explanations or analyses concern

ing the causes or development of the conflict between Kenze

and O-sumi and that between Tsuda and O-nobu are given.

Another and perhaps the most important cause of the

conflict between Ichire and Nao is the fact that Ichire

suspects that Nao is in love with Jire (Kj-79, 80). This is

the only case in Kojin in which the cause of the conflict

between husband and wife is described by one of the pair

involved in the conflict, namely Lch i r S, For Nao never says

anything about the causes of their conflict, perhaps because

she herself does not know exactly ~hst is wrong with them.

Lc n i r d says to Jire, "I am married to a woman wh o s e soul,

heart, and whatever it is we call spirit I haven't grasped"

01-20). Indeed, his suspicion of Nao's love for Jire seems

to derive from his despair about his inability to understand

Nao or communicate with her, rather than from any concrete

proof. For the possible reasons for his suspicion are that

Jire and Nao were somehow acquainted with each other before

her marriage to Ichire and that Nao ~eems to be friendlier

toward Jire than toward Ichire. This attitude of hers is
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understandable because even rehire's mother finds it hard to

deal with rchiro's temperament, whereas she can act with

natural affection toward lire.

rehire's spiritual anguish becomes so intolerable that he

asks lire to test Nao's faithfulness by contriving to be alone

with her. lire refuses but happens to do so by coincidence.

The description of the night ~hat Nao and l~re are stranded by

a storm and forced to spend together in one room does not seem

to suggest that Nao is in love with lire. Although lire's

somewhat confused and bewildered reaction toward what Nao says

and does on that night is somewhat problematic, it mainly

seems to stem from his gUilt feelings about testing Nao and

his uneasiness over spending a night with a young woman whom

he likes. The fact that lire tries to avoid reporting what

has happened on that day to his brother also poses a question,

but it seems to be largel.y because he feels uneasy and guilty

about telling of his exciting experience to his suspicious

brother and partly because he is influenced by Nao's aloof and

cynical attitude toward rehire.

rehire and Nao are similar to Ke n z S and O-sumi in that

they, too, allow the conflict to become sharper by avoiding

confrontation. The only genuine confrontation between rehire

and Nao occurs when rehire resorts to violence, but this is

reported only after the event and is not described directly.

Moreover, since rehire mentions only the fact that he has

beaten Nao without giving any detailed explanation of the

--------------- --
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incident, we do not know why he has been forced to do so. We

can only guess that he has taken to beating his wife as a

release for his accumulated anger at her coldness. Nao does

not put up any resistance to Ichiro.

at that time to H as follows:

He explains his feelings

"At a first blow (Kj-298) she is calm. At a second
(Kj-299) she is still calm. And at a third although
I expect resistance (Kj-300), there is none. The
more blows (Kj-301) the more lady-like she becomes.
This helps all the more to make a ruffian out of me.
It is just like venting my wrath (Kj-302) on a lamb,
only to prove the degradation of my character.
Isn't she cruel (Kj-304) to use her husband's wrath
(Kj-303) in this way to display her superiority?
Now look. Women are far more cruel (Kj-306) than
men who resort to force (Kj-305). I wonder why the
devil she didn't stand up to me (Kj-308) when I hit
her (Kj-307). No, she didn't need to resist (Kj
309), but why didn't she say so much as a single
word back to me (Kj-310)?"

This passage is extraordinary in that this short paragraph of

less than a half page contains almost one third (13) of the

whole terms of conflict and negativity concerning Ichiro and

Nao (41). Also the majority of the terms used here are strong

terms of conflict such as utsu (beat), teiko-suru (resist),

zankoku (cruel), and ikari (anger).

When a person resorts to force as a release for his anger

or h2tred, he usually expects the other party to resist him,

either physically or verbally, so that their interaction

provides them a chance for their emotional outlet. By venting

their emotions they can communicate their dissatisfactions or

displeasure, which is the first step toward resolving
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Nao's total lack of resistance, therefore, deprives

them of any chance to resolve their conflict. It only makes

Ichire feel guilty and hate himself. When we consider the

fact that it is somehow unusual for a man of Ichire's class,

education, and intelligence to beat his wife, we can under-

stand how desperate he is. This is the only instance in the

five novels that a major male character beats his wife.

(Natu~ally the terms of violence concerning the husband-wife

relationship in Kojin are literal whereas those concerning the

major characters' husband-wife relationship in Michikusa,

Meiz!!., and Koleoro are all used figuratively except when Seseki

narrates that O-sumi's attitude toward Kenze seems to be

s a y in g "Beat me or kick me if you like" [Mk-146, 147 J). But

even here Kenze of course does not actually beat or kick

O-sumi.

Nao also desperately suffers because of her inability to

do anything to resolve their conflict.

resigned to her fate and says to Jire:

She seems to be

"Menfolk, if they aren't contented, can fly off
anywhere--just like you--but we women cannot. I am
no better than a potted plant; once planted by my
parents' hands, I am never able to move an inch
unless someone comes along and helps me to move.
There can be no other way but to stand still--yes,
no other way but to stand still until blighted."
(IV-4 )

When Ichire beats her, therefore, all she can do is sit still.

In addition to her resignation, her taciturn and reserved

temperament and the conventions of wifely behavior which

-------_ ... -------
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require her not to resist or talk back to her husband are

responsible for her reaction. It is unfortunate that her

reaction turns out to be the cruelest thing that she can do to

Ichiro on that occasion, although we do not know whether she,

consciously or unconsciously, satisfies her vindictiveness by

making Ichiro feel gUilty and hate himself. This incident

not only fails to provide a chance to resolve their conflict,

but it even intensifies and internalizes their conflict

further.

As far as the husband-wife relationship is concerned, the

effect on the reader of terms of conflict and negativity in

Kojin is quite different from that in Michikusa and Meian

While the terms of conflict and negativity in the latter two

novels help the reader understand and analyze the conflict

between husband and wife, these terms in Kojin for the most

part do not. It is almost as if Soseki uses these terms to

increase the mystery about the relationship between Ichiro and

Nao. Except for the one instance of Ichiro's beating Nao,

noted above, the terms are scattered here and there like parts

of a puzzle which are extremely difficult to put together. If

Soseki intended to create a mystery about their relationship,

he certainly succeeded in doing so. If he did not, his skill

in usin~_the te~ms of conflict and negativity perhaps was not

developed sufficiently by the time he Ivrote Kojin.

Another factor which makes the use of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning Ichiro and Nao ineffective
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is related to the problem of the point of view discussed

above. Since the conversations described in the novel are

limited to what Jira could have heard, the reader never learns

about what verbal confrontations Ichira and Nao have, ~or does

he come to know whether they have verbal confrontations at

all. Since their social status and education prohibit them

from having verbal confrontations while the third party is

with them, Jira never witnesses them having a verbal confron

tation. As a result, none of the terms of conflict and nega

tivity is used in the conversation between Ichira and Nao.

All the terms of conflict and negativity used in conversation

(10) appear either in the conversation between Ichira and Jira

(four terms relating to suspicion and one relating to attack)

or the conversation between Nao and Jira (five terms relating

to hatred). Unlike the case of the husband-wife relationship

in both Michikusa and Meian the conflicting relationship

between Ichira and Nao are neither shown by directly depicting

the conversation between them nor by analyzing their relation

ship in the narrative portion. As a result, the delineation

of the conflict between !chira and Nao is neither clear nor

powerful. As far as the real causes of the conflict between

Ichira and Nao are concerned, we are forever kept in the

dark. The terms of conflict and negativity concerning Ichiro

and Nao are used in such a way that it is almost as if they

were used to irritate us, for they arouse our curiosity only

to dissatisfy it.
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Sensei and Shizu

In Kokoro the husband and wife relationship plays an even

less important role than it does in Kojin. The lerms of

conflict and negativity concerning Sensei and Shizu are 38,

19 in category A, 16 in category B, and 3 in category C.

Sensei and Shizu are a happily married couple. The cause of

their conflict derives from Sensei's concealing the f3Ct that

he is somehow responsible for his best friend K's suicide

about fifteen years earlier. K was a poor university

student, and Sensei, K's best friend and a son of a wealthy

landowner family, was helping him financially by allowing K

to room with him and by paying for the rent and food. Sensei

recounts how both he and K fall in love with the daughter of

the landlady of the lodging house, Sh i z u (referred to, in

McClellan's translation, as Ojosan, a Japanese common noun

simply meaning the daughter of the house). Sensei wants to

confess his love for her to K for some time, but before he

finds a chance to do so, K suddenly confesses his love for

the same woman to him. This greatly shocks Sensei because he

never imagined K's feeling toward her and moreover feels that

he is no match for him either in looks or in intelligence.

Sensei is so full of a n x a e t y that K will propose to her

before he can that he asks Shizu's mother for Shizu's hand,

and receives her permission, without saying a word about it

to K. It is, of course, a devious action which completely

betrays K's faith in him, and Sensei wants to apologize to
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him. Before he has a chance to do ~o. however, K commits

suicide.

Because the novel does not clearly describe why K commits

suicide, we cannot say that Sensei is the only one responsible

for K's death. Some other possible reasons are his conflict

with his family and his internal conflict between his high

ideals and miserable reality. Whatever the real causes of his

suicide, Sensei begins to suffer from guilt feelings. He

marries Shizu hoping that his marriage will help him put his

past behind him and start a new life, but his wife turns out

to be a constant reminder of this incident.

Shizu cannot understand why her husband suffers so much

and why his attitude toward her seems somewhat distant. She

finally begins to wonder if he dislikes her. Soseki expresses

this by his frequent use of the terms relating to hatred (the

term kirai [dislike] is used twelve times) which constitutes

more than one-third of the 33 terms of conflict and negativi

ty concerning Sensei and Shizu as husband and wife (four more

terms concern the relationship between Sensei and Shizu before

their marriage). Shizu uses the term kirai five times (Kr

52, 55, 59, 60, 61) in her conversation with "I," the narrator

to the first two sections of the novel and the admirer of

Sensei, and tries to explain why she thinks Sensei dislikes

her. She states that because Sensei for some reason comes to

"dislike the world" (Kr-62) or "dislike people" (Kr-63) in

general, he dislikes her (Kr-64) as a part of it. Her
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observation is essentially correct, for Sensei says to "I"

that he "distrusts the who:i.e of humanity" (Kr-39). He also

states that he even cannot trust himself (Kr-41, 42) and

therefore he "cannot trust others" (Kr-43) including his wife.

Shizu tries to discover why Sensei has come to have a

negative view of man and society, which often leads to minor

confrontations of various kinds. When Sensei tries to forget

everything by drowning his soul in sake, she "reproaches" (Kr

311, 312) him by saying "You have changed," or "You would not

have changed so, had K-san been alive," which torments him

greatly (III-53). All he can do is "apologize" (Kr-313, 315)

to her. They sometimes "quarrel" (Kr-9, 10, 11, 12) because

of her misunderstanding (Kr-13, 14, 16), and at one time this

even makes him lose his temper (Kr-1S, 17) although he is the

one who is responsible.

Here the reader comes to wonder why Sensei does not tell

the truth to Sh i z u , Sensei explains in his last letter to "I"

before his suicide that "he simply did not wish to taint her

whole life with the memory of something that was ugly," and

that it is not due to selfish calculat~on on his part, for he

knows that if he had spoken to her with a truly repentant

heart, she would have forgiven him and cried from happiness

(III-52). What he says here may have made sense to him in his

own way, but when we look at what he says from Shizu's point

of view, it does not make much sense. For she suffers a great

deal because of the psychological distance between her and her

-------------
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beloved husband, and she even blames herself for her husband's

spiritual anguish. We have no reason to believe that his

confession would increase her spiritual anguish. As Sensei

himself says, it is more likely that his confession will

enable her to un de r s t a nd him, to sympathize with him, and to

forgive him, which is the only possible way to resolve the

conflict between Sensei and Shizu. Therefore, it is rather

difficult to take what Sensei says literally. Indeed, when we

consider the circumstance in which Sensei expresses his feel

ings, we cannot doubt that he is deliberately lying.

By relating his treatment of Shizu to his view of women,

we can perhaps see some reason for his statement. Like most

Japanese men in the Meiji period, he had a bias against women:

since women are weak and should be like beautiful dolls, they

should be protected with great care. Sensei's protective

attitude toward Shizu on the occasion of K's suicide seems to

support this kind of view. He thinks if a beautiful person,

such as she, looks at something ugly and frightful, "her

beauty will be destroyed" (Kr-295). He also thinks that to

help destroy such beauty will be no less "unpleasant" (Kr-297)

than to "beat down (Kr-296) a pretty, innocent flower." By

using the term of conflict muchiutsu (beat down), which is one

of the three strong terms of conflict concerning their rela

tionship, Soseki effectively delineates Sensei's image of

Shizu and his protective attitude toward her. Thus, he natu

rally presumes that Shizu suffers less by being kept in the
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dark than by being informed of a tragic secret in which she is

indirectly involved. Another possible interpretation pres-

en ted by Valdo H. Viglielmo is that Sensei's pride does not

allow him to destroy his Lma g e as a respectable man in Shizu's

mind though he may be unconscious of his selfishness. 11 What

ever his motive may be, his avoidance of conflict by keeping

his secret definitely has a destructive and tragic impact on

bot h 0 f t he m: Sen s e i fin a 11 y dec ide s t 0 k ill hd ms elf and Sh i z u

will continue to suffer even after his death.

Despite the tragic impact of Sensei's keeping a secret

about both himself and Shizu, Sensei and Shizu are nonetheless

a happily married couple. Naturally all the terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Sensei and Shizu are much milder

than those used to describe the conflict between the major

couples in Michikusa, Meian, and Kojin. (In Kokoro only three

strong terms of conflict in category C are used. Moreover

they do not denote the actual conflict between Sensei and

Shizu: Sensei is described by "I" as having destroyed himself

before he could destroy [hakai-suru, Kr-25] his wife's happi

ness; Sensei wonders before his marriage with Shizu if she is

a schemer [sakuryakuka, Kr-l85] who is trying to marry him for

his money; as discussed above, Sensei believes that if he had

had Shizu witness the terrible scene immediately after K's

suicide, it would have been as cruel as beating down [muchi

utsu, Kr-296] a pretty, innocent f Lo we r , )
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None of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning

Sensei and Shizu is used in the conversation between them.

All the terms of conflict and negativity used in conversation

(12) appear either in the conversation between Sensei and "I"

(three terms relating to misunderstanding, two relating to

suspicion, one relating to quarreling) or the conversation

between Shizu and "I" (five terms relating to hatred). As

none of the terms of conflict and negativity in Kojin

appears in the conversation between Ichiro and Nao largely

due to the problem of the point of view, so too do none of

these terms in Kokoro appear in the conversation between

Sensei and Shizu largely because of the same problem of the

point of view. Because the delineation of the conflict

between Sensei and Shizu is limited to what "I" has seen,

heard, and read, the reader is never shown the actual conver

sation between Sensei and Shizu. However, though Ichiro never

reveals his actual verbal confrontation with Nao to either

Jiro or H, Sensei confesses to "I" what verbal confrontations

he had with Shizu. Thus in Kokoro the co~flict between

husband and wife is much easier to understand than that in

Kojin though the easiness in understanding the conflict

between Sensei and Shizu owes much to the simplicity of its

cause.

When we compare the delineation of the conflict between

husband and wife in Kokoro with that in Michikusa and Meian we

see that the f o ..-mer is far less powerful than the latter two.
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This is understandable because the husband-wife relationship

plays a far less significant role in Kokoro than that in

Michikusa and Meian. Indeed Sensei and Shizu are the couple

who are the most compatible of all the four major couples.

One unique feature of this couple is that they are happy

because they care greatly about each other, but at the same

time they are unhappy because Sensei's secret creates a dis

tance between them.

Other Couples

The rest of the husband-wife relationships treated in the

last five novels are much less significant than the four major

couples discussed above.

The conflict between Shimada and O-tsune is delineated by

using 17 terms of conflict and negativity: 5 in category A, 9

in category B, and 3 in category C. The major cause of their

conflict is Shimada's extramarital affair. When O-tsune

discovers it, she becomes furious and immediately confronts

her husband. They fight' by t i r s t "reviling" (Mk-96, 98) each

other and then later by striking (Mk-99, 100) and "kicking"

(Mk-10l) each other. They hate each other as "sworn enemies"

(kataki, Mk-184), as Kenz d states, and O-tsune's hatred, espe

cially, is so strong that it makes her say, "I'm going to

haunt that good-for-nothing when I'm dead" (shinde tattate

~, Mk~119). Their conflict finally ends only with the end

of their marriage by divorce. Significantly, this is the only

instance of divorce in the last five novels of Soseki.

----------- _.
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It is no wonder that the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Shimada and O-tsune strike us as being strong. The

powerful impression of the strong conflict between Shimada and

O-tsune neither derives from the great frequency of the terms

of conflict and negativity concerning them nor from the fact

that they are used in the conversation between Shimada and

O-tsune (none of the terms is used in the conversation ~etween

them and only two terms relating to quarreling are used in the

conversation between Kenz B and O-sumi). Rather, it derives

from the strength of the terms themselves. When we compare

the terms belonging to the same categories such as hatred,

anger, and reproach co nc e r ni.n g Shimada and O-tsune with those

concerning Sensei and Shizu, we find those concerning the

former couple are strong whereas those concerning the latter

couple are mild. In the category of hatred, ken'aku ~ ~

(eyes filled with hate, Mk-lll) is much stronger than the term

kirai (dislike), which is used twelve times in Ko k o r o , In tile

category of anger, ikari ni furueru kuchibiru (his lips

shaking with anger, Mk 109) and ikidori (his pent-up venom,

Mk-113) are stronger than such terms as hara £ tateru (lose

one's temper, Kr-lS, be irritated, Kr-237). In the category

of reproach, nonoshiru (revile, Mk-96, 98) is stronger than

semeru (reproach, Kr-311, 312).

The conflict between O-natsu, Ken zSl s sister, and her

husband, Hida, is delineated by using 9 terms of conflict

and negativity: 3 in category A, and 6 in category C. O-natsu
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Hida,

however, is totally unconcerned about his wife even when she

is seriously ill. He has never said a kind word to her during

the thirty years of their married life (ch. 25). There are

even rumors that he keeps a mistress near his place of work.

Despite all this O-natsu inexplicably trusts and loves her

husbann and largely resigns herself to her fate of being

married to a selfish man. However, she is different from Nao

in that she sometimes seems to resist her husband, for we know

that O-natsu and Rida ofte~ had confrontations when they were

young. Two-thirds of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning them belong to category C (five terms relating to

violence and one relating to co~test out of the total of

nine). Their fight is described in the conversation between

O-natsu and KenzQ as follows:

"You remember how violent he used to be--beating
(Mk-l8) and kicking (Mk-17) me, dragging me around
the room by the hair (Mk-l9) •••. "

"You weren't exactly passive y o u r s e I f ,"
"What do you mean? I never laid a hand on him

(Mk-2l). Never."
KenzQ could not help smiling. The fights (Mk-22)

these two used to have were by no means one-sided.

While the powerful image of conflict between Shimada and

O-tsune is created by using strong terms in each category, A, B,

and C, the strong image of conflict between Hida and O-natsu

is created by the fact that the majority of the t e r ms are the

strong ones in category C.
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The cause of the conflict between O-natsu and Hida is

mainly Hida's egocentricity, whic~ is unique among all the

husband-wife relationships, for the conflicts in all the rest

of the relationships, with the single exception of the rela

tionship between Sensei and Shizu, derive from the egocentric

ity of both the husband and the wife.

In their ways of dealing with the conflict, the two

couples of the lower middle class with little education-

Shimada and O-tsune, Hida and O-natsu--are far more open and

direct than the four couples of the upper middle or lower

upper class with good education. 1 2 Even Tsuda and O-nobu, who

do not avoid face-to-face verbal confrontations as much as the

other three couples, are no match for these four people of the

lower middle class in their direct and frank attitude. The

difference in their attitude toward conflict largely relate to

the differences in the patterns of behavior of the different

classes. In Japan it is a general tendency that the higher

the class a person belongs to, the more strictly he follows

the conventions of proper behavior: a respected and mature

person must avoid confrontation, not to mention resorting to

force. Because the delineation of the two couples of the

lower middle class is far less detailed than that of the

upper middle or lower upper class couples, we do not h a ve

enough materials to discuss these differences fully. However,

as far as the couples that Soseki delineates in the last five

novels are concerned, and also as far as their attitude toward
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conflict is concerned we can perhaps say that the couples of

the upper middle or lower upper class reflect the Japanese

pattern--avoidance of conflict--more than those of the lower

middle class.

In our discussion of the conflict concerning the four

major couples, we have concluded that one major problem in

their dealing with their conflict is their avoidance of

confrontation. However, the resolution of a conflict is not

necessarily achieved simply by those who are involved in the

conflict trying to confront each other. For the confrontation

sometimes results in the breaking-up of the relationship as in

the case of Shimada and O-tsune. The four major couples'

conflict show that the avoidance of confrontation does not

help resolve the conflict once and for all, but the case of

Shimada and O-tsune indicates that confrontation does not

necessarily lead to the resolution of conflict.

An Individual's Intrapersonal Conflict

The order of the frequency of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning each character's intrapersonal conflict

is as follows: 1) Sunaga (61); 2) Sensei (35); 3) Ke n z f (25);

4) Ichiro (22); 5) Tsuda (18); 6) K (10); 7) Gedanke (6); 7)

"I" (6); 9) O-nobu (5).13 However, among 25 terms of conflict

and negativity relating to Kenzo 6 terms are about toy weapons

such as sword, armor, and helmet which Kenzo played with as a

result only 19 terms actually concern Kenzo's intrapersonal
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conflict. Therefore here we shall treat the internal conflict

of Ichiro before that of Kenzo according to the order of the

frequency of terms of conflict and negativity actually indi-

eating each intrapersonal conflict.

Sunaga

Sunaga's intrapersonal conflict is delineated using 44

terms in category A (which constitute three-fourths of the

total number of terms concerning Sunaga), 14 terms in category

B, and 3 terms in category C. This proportion of terms is

appropriate in view of the essential cause of Sunaga's inter-

nal conflict: his reserved and overly prudent personality.

For such a personality as Sunaga's (which will be discussed in

detail later) is most naturally characterized by using terms

in category A which describe characters' emotions and states

of mind.

Soseki's use of terms in category B nonetheless is also

effective, as is shown in th8 following delineation of

Sunaga's internal struggle by his clever usc~e of the image of

conflict between head and heart:

Whenever the conflict between the two (H-171) oc
curred, I always submitted to (H-172) demands of my
head. At times I thought I submitted myself to (H
173) them because my head was strong; at other times
I thought it (H-174) was because my heart was weak.
Although this conflict (H-175) was [an] indispens
able [conflict] (H-176) in order to live, [could
not escape from a sense of terror that made me feel
as though it was a conflict that would shorten my
life (H-177). (V-28)
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Perhaps because of his tendency to think too much about every

thing, Sunaga, for an unmarried man of twenty-six or -seven,

has an unusually unworldly view of women. He states that when

he happens to look at a beautiful woman in a beautiful kimono,

he feels happy and cheerful, and sometimes he even feels that

he wants to possess her. But he also says that when he

imagines how t~an~ient that beautiful face and kimono are, he

feels miserable and lonely as if a drunken man suddenly became

sober. He "becomes very depressed" (H-117) whenever this

feeling overcomes him, and wonders if his youthful self had

turned into an old man or a priest (V-17). Sunaga suffers

from the internal conflict between his desire to be normally

attracted to women and his inability to have a usual view of

women.

Sunaga's attitude toward an occupation is also influenced

by his personality. Because he had a g~od academic record at

the university he could have easily acquired a good posi~ion.

At one time a professor even calls him to ask if he is inter

ested in a position. Having never seriously thought of

becoming employed, however, he turns it down. He feels that

it is not worthwhile for him to exert himself in order to be

recognized. He also feels that he is not the type of man who

is born to enjoy great prosperity (V-S). His attitude toward

an occupation or society does not derive from the fact that he

transcends all worldly success, however. For, as Sunaga
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himself states, it is due to his excessive prudence stemming

from his lack of confidence, and that "depresses" (H-85) him.

When he considers the fact that had he had no inheritance

he would have had to take advantage of his Bachelor of Law

degree and "struggle" (H-86) in society no matter how painful

that might be, he feels a renewed sense of gratitude toward

his dead father (V-5). At the same time he feels sorry for

his mother, for he can never live up to her expectation of

bringing honor to the family. Sunaga suffers another internal

conflict between his desire to avoid the struggle in society

and his hope to please his mother. Although the former is

much stronger than the latter, he, nonetheless, feels guilty

for disappointing hi~ mother.

Another and far more important matter which makes his

mother disappointed is th~ fact that Sunaga will not agree to

marry his cousin Chiyoko. Sunaga and Chiyoko were childhood

playmates and they have had a warm relationship. Because of

the way they were brought up, however, they do not seem to

view each other in ~he same way they view other members of the

opposite sex. Moreover, no matter how much his mother desires

their marriage, maintaining that Chiyoko has been promised to

him since birth, Sunaga has some other reasons to believe that

there is little likelihood of their getting married.

First, he has always felt unequal to the purity and

earnestness of Chiyoko's emotions. She i~one of the most

fearless people Su na ga has ever known, and she "despises"
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Sunaga describes her in the

If I could behave to others as fearlessly, frankly,
and domineeringly (H-103) (although often well
intentioned) as Chiyoko did to me, I imagined how
pleasantly even a man full of faults like myself
could make his way in the world, and I envied this
little tyrant very much. (V-IS)

As much as he admires Chiyoko's personality, which is radi-

cally different from his own, he feels he can never satisfy

her, for he knows he cannot give her as much passion and

earnestness as she gives him. Second, he also knows that

because Chiyoko, like his mother, expects a man to take an

active part in society and gain either power or money, he will

only disappoint her if they ever marry. Third, in addition

to the prospect of their unhappy marriage, the Taguchis,

Chiyoko's parents, do not consider their marriage as desirable

as they used to about twenty years earlier when Sunaga's

father was alive and his family was prosperous and when the

Taguchis were not enjoying the prosperity that they do today.

It is also understandable that no parents want their daughter

to marry as unworldly a young man as Sunaga.

Sunaga believes that his affection for Chiyoko is no more

than that he would have toward an old playmate or toward a

favorite cousin whose personality he admires. During the

summer of his junior year at the university, however, he is

thrown into considerable emotional turmoil when he visits the

Taguchis at their summer home in Kamakura and is iptroduced to
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their acquaintance, a young man named Takagi. Because

Sunaga's internal conflict caused by what has happened ~n

Kamakura is closely related to his conflict with Chiyoko, I

shall incorporate the discussion of the conflict between

Sunaga and Chiyoko (which includes 57 terms of conflict and

negativity: 18 in category A, 25 in category B, 13 in category

C) here. I also include Sunaga's conflict with Takagi (which

includes 38 terms of conflict and negativity: 18 in category

A, 4 in category B, 16 in category C) here. For what I call

Sunaga's conflict with Takagi is almost identical with

Sunaga's internal conflict. We never learn if Takagi, for his

part, actually has conflict with Sunaga. All the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning Sunaga and Takagi (38) .

relate either to Sunaga's emotional reaction toward Takagi or

his imaginary action toward him, except for two terms, shitto

nasaru (be jealous, H-246) and bujoku .£ ataeta (insulted,

H-251). These are used by Chiyoko later in her conversation

with Sunaga describing Sunaga's feeling and attitude toward

Takagi, and are the only instances wherein terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Sunaga and Takagi appear in conver

sation.

Takagi is a handsome, affable, and extroverted young man

who has come back from his study in America. As soon as

Sunaga sees him and hears him talk, he feels he is no match

for him, which "makes him depressed" (H-106). As he observes

Takagi, he "begins to suspect" (H-107) him of proudly showing

--------_.---
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Sunaga "begins to hate" (H-I08) him. Because he was the only

son of a well-do-do family and also was intelligent, he never

felt jealous of anybody. Also because he has never fallen in

love largely due to his unworldly view of women, he has never

experienced jealousy over love. Hence, for the first time in

his life, he feels jealous.

time as follows:

He describes his feelings at the

I clearly remember the indescribable displeasure
(H-IZO) I received at that time. When I recognized
that the jealousy (H-IZ1) was aroused by Chiyoko
whom I neither possessed nor had the intention of
possessing, I felt I would be sorry for myself if I
did not suppress my jealousy (H-IZ2), no matter
what. Unseen by anyone I began to agonize over this
jealousy (H-IZ3) in my heart wh~ch had no right to
exist. (V-17)

His reaction toward this incident typically shows his

excessive self-flagellation. In order to resolve his internal

conflict caused by the contradiction between the fact that he

feels jealous and the fact that he has no intention of pos-

sessing Chiyoko, he tries to analyze his feelings. He states

that although he "feels jealous" (H-129) of Takagi, there is

no "sense of rivalry" (H-131) that stirs him. He generally

believes that if he cannot have a woman without as "fierce a

competition" (gekiretsu ~ kyoso, H-132) as the love itself,

he will give her up with a detached air no matter how much

pain and sacrifice he will have to endure. He also believes

that if a woman would love a man only in proportion to hal';

- -- -- - -----_._---------
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fiercely he "competes" (H-133) for her, she would not deserve

such "a competition" (H-134). No matter how hard he thinks,

however, he cannot explain his contradiction, and therefore he

decides to escape from the superficial cause of the conflict-

seeing Chiyoko Bnd Takagi together--and leaves Kamakura the

following day.

Here the reader as well as Su n a ga himself begins to

wonder how Sunaga really "feels about Chiyoko. Two instances

which might be able to be interpreted as signs of his love for

Chiyoko occur after he leaves Kamakura. In the train back to

Tokyo Sunaga imagines that two young men engage in a meaning

less "dispute" (H-1S1). They finally have no choice but to

"use language which brings disgrace on their personalities"

(jinkaku ni kakawaru .Y:2. ~ kotobazukai .£ shi, H-152). In the

end they get up and strike each other (kobushi .£ furuiatta,

H-1S3). This shows that Sunaga has a sense of rivalry toward

Ta k a g ide s pit e what he s a'y san d des pit e the fa c the doe s not

put this sense of rivalry into practice. Another and even

stronger feeling of rivalry and hatred of Sunaga toward Takagi

is expressed in his fantasy of murdering Takagi in front of

Chiyoko after he reads the novel Gedanke, a German translation

of the story Mysl' (Thought) by the Russian author Leonid

Andreev (1871-1919).

When we consider the extreme frequency of terms of

conflict and negativity concerning the conflict between

Gedanke, the protagonist, and his friend (18) and concerning
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Gedanke himself within thre~ pages out of the total 325 pages,

we cannot ignore the significance of SoseKi's inserting a

discussion of this novel here (V-27, 28). The fact that they

are mostly strong terms of conflict such as those of enmity

(2), scheming (2), and murder (10 out of the total 13 used in

Higan sugi made concern Gedanke and his friend) seems to

strengthen the significance. (It is also worth mentioning

that more than half of the terms of mu r ri e r used in the last

fi ve novels [25] appear in Higan sugi ma de . )

Because Gedanke is about how an overly prudent man, who

is a loser in a triangular relationship, carefully plans to

murder his rival, Soseki naturally uses strong terms of

conflict. As far as the frequency of these terms are con

cerned, however, Soseki probably must be criticized for his

unnecessary repetition of the terms. Especially ten terms

relating to murder seem too much. Another justifiable criti

cism here is that it seems too coincidental for Sunaga to read

this story at this point of the novel. Because of these

weaknesses I do not think we should attach as much signifi

cance to this story as the number of terms of conflict and

negativity might indicate.

However, the parallel of the triangular relationship

between Gedanke's story and Sunaga's situation and also the

parallel between Gedanke's personality and that of Sunaga seem

to be the points which cannot be overlooked. Moreover, by

making Sunaga imagine driving a heavy paperweight at the back
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of Takagi's head (Takagi ££ noten ni omoi bunchin ~ hone ££

soko made uchikonda, H-188) exactly as Gedanke does, Soseki

seems to give the reader an impression that Sunaga is in love

with Chiyoko. One more point which gives the same impression

is the fact that Soseki, in treating Sunaga's relationship

with Takagi, frequently uses terms of jealousy (13 out of the

total 31 in the last five novels) and rivalry (8 out of the

total 9 in the last five novels). When we compare these

numbers with those concerning Sensei and K, who are real

rivals over Shizu (4 terms of jealousy and no term of rival

ry), the contrast is interesting. Though the total number of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning Sensei and K (63)

is larger than that concerning Sunaga and ~akagi (37), the

number of terms in category C (14) concerning the former is

smaller than that concerning the latter (16). Because the

focus of Kokoro is not on the triangular relationship and also

because Soseki's use of terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Sunaga and Takagi seems rather repetitious, we

should not perhaps see too much significance in this contrast.

But it is true that Soseki's frequent use of terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Sunaga and Takagi inevitably makes

the reader wonder about Sunaga's real feelings toward Chiyoko.

One possible interpretation of Sunaga's internal

conflict, therefore, is as follows. Although Sunaga is in

love with Chiyoko, he does not try to compete with Takagi to

win her love, for his extreme prudence and self-doubt make him
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aware of the future unhappiness awaiting them if they ever

marry. Nonetheless he cannot help feeling jealous of Takagi

because of his love for Chiyoko.

Another interesting interpretation is given by Doi. He

maintains that because Sunaga is inhibited in discussing the

true nature of the relationship between him and his mother

(actually his stepmother), he feels distance between them.

Therefore, he seeks a substitute motherly love in Chiyoko. In

his unconscious mind he has already decided that she belongs

to him, and so Takagi represents more of a usurper than a

rival. Sunaga perceives him as a menace to his happiness and

experiences great heartache at the prospect that Chiyoko is

about to marry and leave him forever. 1 4 The parallelism

between the secret about Sunaga's identity and the secret

about Soseki's identity--a woman whom he thought to be his

grandmother was indeed his mother--seems to support Doi's

interpretation. As Soseki seeks a substitute motherly love in

his wife, Sunaga may have sought a substitute motherly love in

Chiyoko, the woman to whom he feels closest. Probably Sunaga

is in love with Chiyoko and seeks a substitute motherly love

in her at the same time.

The fact that the relationship between Sunaga and Chiyoko

sometimes appears to be like that between mother and child or

that between elder sister and younger brother also seems to

support Doi ' s point. For instance, in Kamakura Chi y o ko

rebukes (H-124) Sunaga, saying that he looks like a naughty
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boy when he refuses to go along with her to the beach for no

speciai reason that she can discern (V-17). Also she points

out that a quiet and kind woman such as a nurse would be good

for his wife (V-7), which seems to suggest that Chiyoko knows

Sunaga's unconscious desire to be treated like a child by a

woman. As for the real cause of Sunaga's complex psychology,

the reader as well as Sunaga himself does not learn at this

point. This, however, is effective, for the reader is kept in

almost as much suspense as Sunaga concerning what really is

the problem with him.

Sunaga's internal conflict intensifies when Chiyoko

escorts his mother back to Tokyo and stays at his house that

ni gh t. The doubt (H-198) about her artifice which arises for

the first time in his mind in Kamakura fastens itself upon him

that night. By using strong terms of conflict such as those

relating to war (2), victory and defeat (6), and scheming (1)

figuratively, Soseki effectively delineates Sunaga's sharp

conflict with Chiyoko in his mind:

Imagining Chiyoko sleeping soundly in the room below
mine, I could not help but think that I was after
all a los e r (H - 2 0 1) s u f f E: r i n g t his way. • • • I
thought it a shame to make a noise which would show
that I was unable to sleep, for it would sound to
Chiyoko like a sign of her triumph (H-202) ••••
Did she intend to use Takagi as a decoy to catch me
(H-206)? ••• Or did she enjoy watching Takagi and
me fight (H-207) each other? ••• I thought if it
were her artifice I would fight (H-Z08) it. I also
thought that if it were a war (H-209), I would fight
it out till the end (H-210).

I was angry at myself (H-212) for being unable to
sleep and for being a loser (H-211). (V-31)
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Because the conflict between Sunaga and Chiyoko is

narrated by Sunaga in the first person point of view, we do

not know whether Chiyoko suffers from psychological anguish

that night as Sunaga does. We can only guess that she proba-

bly does by the fact that she confronts Sunaga the following.
morning. Largely because of the point of view in Higan sugi

made, the delineation of Chiyoko's psychology is not as

detailed as those of O-sumi and O-nobu, though she is better

characterized than Nao and far better characterized than

Shizu.

The difference in the degree of characterization of major

female characters in the last five novels, of course, derives

from the differences in importance of the female characters in

each novel. But it also seems to stem partly from the differ-

en c e i nth e poi n t 0 f vie w: be c a use Hi g a n s ug i mad e , Ko j in, and

Kokor£ are largely narrated by male characters in the first

person point of view, the characterization of the major female

characters, Chiyoko, Nao, and Shizu, are relatively insuffi-

cient, whereas in Michikusa and Meian O-sumi and O-nobu are

characterized extremely well by Soseki's use of the third

person point of view.

After a sleepless night, Sunaga gets up in a surly mood

and does not feel even up to praising Chiyoko's beautiful

Shimada hairda which he usually finds great pleasure in viel,-

ing. Soseki skillfully describes Sunaga's ugly mood by his

reaction to this mundane scene using strong terms of conflict

------------- ..--
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such as tansho £ godatsu-suru (exacting praise, H-213),

sen jutsu (tactics, H-2l4), and muchiutta (lashed, H-2l7).

Sunaga feels that even a man like himself has better things to

do than trouble himself over "tactics" of Chiyoko's "exacting

praise" about her beautiful hairdo. However, he is a v a r e of

the extent of his boorishness in refusing to flatter Chiyoko's

vanity, and he "hates" (H-2l6) and "lashes" out at himself all

the more (V-33).

The overt confrontation between Sunaga and Chiyoko begins

when Sunaga asks if Takagi is still at Kamakura. The moment

Chiyoko hears the question, her e y e s reveal a kind of "con

tempt" (H-226) that Sunaga has never seen. He stops as if "he

were slapped on the cheek with all her strength" (hirate d~

yokottsura £ chikara-makase ni utareta, H-227). Then she

says, "You're contemptible" (H-229). Her use of the word

hikyo surprises him, but when we look at this incident which

has occurred in Kamakura and Sunaga's attitude toward it from

Chiyoko's point of view, Sunaga's behavior certainly deserves

to be called reprehensible.

Although we do not know exactly how Chiyoko feels about

Sunaga, we have good reason to believe that she is in love

with him. The fact that she treasures the pictures of flowers

which Sunaga drew several years earlier for her seems to shoH

her deep affection for him. Moreover, she states that she

will take them with her when she marries (V-lO), which sounds

very much like a confession of her love for him. Therefore,
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Sunaga's attitude toward her perhaps can be more appropriately

described as cruel than as contemptible. It is not surprising

that Chiyoko finally loses her temper and attacks him openly.

The climax of the conflict between Sunaga and Chiyoko

described from the latter part of chapter 34 through chapter

35 in section five is peculiar in the following ways. First,

this is the only instance in the last five novels in which a

major male character and a major female character resort to

open confrontation. As noted above, all the other major

female characters, Nao, Shizu, a-sumi, and a-nobu tend to

avoid confrontation. Even the most extroverted and modern

a-nobu does not confront her husband, Tsuda, in the way

Chiyoko confronts Sunaga, largely due to her sense of proper

\/ifely behavior. Since Chiyoko is the only one who is unmar-

ried and not influenced by the conventions of wifely behavior,

w(~ may not be able to compare her with the other four female

characters on an equal basis. Despite this difference,

-~------~~~~-

hONever, what makes Chiyoko confront Sunaga largely seems to

relate to her earnest, frank, and artless personality which

the rest of the four lack.

Second, because Sunaga and Chiyoko do not avoid open

confrontation, most of the terms of conflict and negativity

delineating the climax of their conflict a,e used in conversa

tion (25, which is almost eighty percent of the total 32, are

used in conversation; especially in chapter 35 of section five

which includes the greatest number of terms of conflict and
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negativity of all the chapters in Higan sugi made, all 24

terms are used in conversation). This contrasts sharply with

Meian where almost all the terms describing the climax of the

conflict between Tsuda and O-nobu are used in narration

(Chapter 147 includes 20 terms of conflict and negativity of

which only two are used in conversation).

Another contrast is that whereas the terms of conflict

and negativity delineating the climax of the conflict between

Tsuda and O-nobu are mostly strong terms in category C (14 out

of 20), those delineating the climax of the conflict between

Sunaga and Chiyoko are mostly rather mild terms in category A

(27 out of 32; 16 terms of cowardice; 9 terms of contempt; and

one each from the following categories: displeasure, susp~-

cion, jealousy, ridicule, and reproach). However, since these

relatively mild terms are used mostly in conversation, the

effect of them on.the reader is rather strong, as the follow-

ing description of the climax of the conflict between Sunaga

and Chiyoko shows:

"You're a coward (H-229)," she said next. The
sudden use of this adjective surprised me. I wanted
to say it was she who was cowardly (H-230), for it
was she who came to talk to me when she did not have
to. But I controlled myself, thinking it was too
early to use the same kind of harsh word (H-231) to
a weak and young woman like her ...• she seemed to
have interpreted that although I was aware of the
meaning of the word "cowardly" (H-232), I feigned
i g n o r a n c e when she pointed it out to me in order to
conceal my weakness from her ••.. (V-34)

"Viewea by an active person like you, Chiyoko, a
retiring man like me would appear cowardly (H-233).
I'm a very irresolute person who doesn't have the
courage to say immediately what I think, or to
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express it in action. If you call me a coward (H
234) on that point, then • . •"

"I'm not calling you a coward (H-235) because of
that."

"But you do despise (H-236) me. I know that
quite well."

"Aren't you the one who despises (H-247) me? I
know that e.ven better.".•••

"That's the same thing as your looking down on
(H-238) me for being indecisive. I don't mind you
calling me a coward (H-239), but if you think I'm a
coward (H-240) in the moral sense of the word,
you're mistaken. I don't remember ever having
engaged in a morally cowardly act (H-24l) at least
as far as matters with you are concerned. If you
use the word 'cowardly' (H-242) in place of irreso
lute or indecisive, it sounds as if I were lacking
in moral courage, or worse than that, as if I were a
craven individual who does not understand morality,
and in that case, I'm offended (H-243) in the
extreme and should like to correct you •• • •"

"All right then, I'll explain what I mean by
'cowardly. '''.

"You're always sneering at (H-245) me thinking
I'm a reckless fool. You do not ••• love me. You
have no desire •.• to marry me • • •"

"And for all that neither do you. "
"Just listen. You were going to say that it's

the same on both sides, right? Well, all right.
I'm not begging you to take me. Only why is it that
you neither love me nor think of taking me Lor your
wife ••• and yet. "

Here she suddenly faltered. I was not clever
enough to guess what was going to follow. "And
yet--what?" I said, half-urging her on.

"Why are you jealous (H-246)?" she said, breaking
through the barrier with a sudden force and crying
even more.

"You're a coward (H-247), a moral coward (H-248)!
You even doubted (H-249) my motive of inviting you
and your mother to Kamakura. That was already
cowardly of you (H-250). • As a result of having
insulted (H-25l) a guest at my home, you have also
insu1 ted (H-252) me."

"I don't remember having insulted (H-253)
anyone."

"Yes, you did. Your words and external manners
don't enter into it. It was your attitude that was
insulting· (H-254)."••.•

"Men are cowardly (H-255). 'I'h a t l s why you can
make such stupid remarks. Since Mr. Takagi is a
gentleman, he's tolerant enough to accept you, but
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you'll never be able to accept him. That's because
you're a coward (H-256)." (V-35)15

By his extremely frequent use of the term hikyo and also

by using it mostly in conversation Soseki succeeds in creating

a clear image of the conflict between Sunaga, a fearful and

irresolute man, and Chiyoko, a fear.less and resolute woman.

(Literally hikyo means "cowardly," and 16 out of the total 17

instances of its use in Higan sugi made appear in this

climax; it is also worth mentioning that the number of terms

relating to cowardice which appear in Higan sugi made is more

than half of the total 27 in all the last five novels.)

Through this climax of conflict Soseki also illuminates the

source of Sunaga's internal conflict--excessive prudence.

As Matsumoto, the uncle of both Sunaga and Chiyoko,

states, this "clash" (shototsu, H-259) between Sunaga and

Chiyoko is one which they cannot possibly avoid. For their

persona:i..i.i..i.es are pales apart C:1nu their views of liIe are so

d Lf f e r e n t , These differences, however, unfortunately make

them attract each other as man and woman, for the differences

in personality, view of life, and interest often make people

find each other mysterious, and the element of mystery in the

opposite sex in many cases attracts people.

As a result, Sunaga and Chiyoko are caught in a trap:

they have no way of planning their future together because of

the prospect of their unhappy marriage, nor can they stop

being attracted to each other. Therefore, though the
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confrontation between Sunaga and Chiyoko functions as an

outlet for their emotions and a way of communicating their

conflict, their conflict remains as it is without any possible

way of resolving it. Since neither one of them finds it

necessary to change himself or herself to become compatible to

the other, the only way left for them and the way they seem to

take is to keep both physical and psychological distance

between them so that they will avoid further confrontation.

The most important reasons Sunaga has become as overly

prudent and introspective as he is now relates to the secret

concerning his birth: he was a child born of his father's

relation with a maid in their household. Unlike Kenzo in

Michikusa, however, he receives much ·genuine love from his

father and his stepmother, who he was made to believe was his

real mother. Especially his stepmother takes loving care of

him despite the fact that he is her stepchild. Sunaga in turn

loves her deeply and states that if it was a matter of a fault

he had in common with his "mother," he was very happy, and

that even if it was a virtue if it was one that only he

possessed, he was quite unhappy (H-l27). This remark of

Sunaga, however, relates not only to his affection for his

"mother," but also to hi.s "strong suspicion" (atsui giwaku,

H-78) about his identity aroused by his parents' words at his

father's deathbed. His father told him, "Lc h i z S , when I die

you must depend upon your mother. Do you know that? If

you'll be as naughty as you are now, your mother won't take
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care of you. So be a good boy." (V-3) And his mother said,

"Even if your father dies, I'll take good care of you as I

have until now. So don't worry." (V-3) Sunaga had a l wa y s

wanted to ask his "mother" about the meaning of these words,

but when he imagined the cruel result of her "evading"

(hagurakasu, H-79) his question, he could not bring himself to

ask her about it. Soseki was reared by foster parents who

made him believe that they were his real paLents and who also

made him believe that his real parents were his grandparents.

Soseki's confused state of mind over the secret about his

identity is, in fictional terms, reflected in Sunaga's insecu

rity concerning his identity.

The relationship between Sunaga and his stepmother and

that between Sensei and Shizu are parallel in many ways.

First, since they care greatly about each other they are

happy, but they are also unhappy because the secret creates a

distance between them. Second, just as the secret does not

have too destructive an impact on the relationship between

Sensei and Shizu, it does not on the relationship between

Sunaga and his "mother." (The number of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning Sunaga and his stepmother is only two.)

Third, each secret whether directly or indirectly becomes the

cause of the internal conflict of the characters concerned.

Among the four characters, Sunaga, his stepmother, Sensei, and

Shizu, Su na ga and Shizu, to whom the truth is concealed, are

more victimized and suffer because of the existence of the
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secret than the other two. The impact of the secret on Sunaga

is especially destructive, for he has been unconsci0usly

influenced by it since childhood and seems to have cultivated

an overly cautious and introspective character largely by his

habit of dwelling upon his identity.

After his clash with Chiyoko, Sunaga has become more

disgusted with himself, and at one time he asks Matsumoto why

people "dislike" (H-277) him so much. Then Matsumoto points

out that there is "something distorted" (H-288) about his

personality. As Soseki skillfully delineates the source of

Sunaga's internal conflict by frequent use of the term~

(cowardice), he also de Ld ne a t es Sunaga's negative image of

himself as having a distorted personality by frequent use of

the terms relating to such distortion, higami, higande iru.

and higanda, in conversations between Sunaga and Matsumoto in

chapters 3 and 4 of section six (9 out of the total 12 in

stances in Higan sugi made appear in this part of the novel

and all nine of them are used in conversation).

However, unlike Sunaga's conflict with Chiyoko, which is

narrated by Sunaga himself, Sunaga's conflict with Matsumoto

is narrated by Matsumoto and therefore we do not clearly know

what is going on in Sunaga's mind. This leads to the insuffi

cient delineation of Sunaga's intrapersonal conflict. Soseki

was probably aware of this problem of point of view in the

chapter "Matsumoto .!!2. ba n a s h L" (Matsumoto's Story), for his

artistic control of point of view gradually improves in the
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works written after Higan sugi made. Another problem concern

ing point of view in Higan sugi made is that the important

incidents are described to Keitaro, the narrator and Sunaga's

curious friend, by Sunaga or Matsumoto several years after

these incidents actually happened, which inevitably diminishes

the vividness of the description of the incidents. 16

Sunaga's conflicts with Chiyoko and Matsumoto function as

the impetus to make Sunaga discover the source of his internal

conflict--his introverted and overly cautious personality.

But it is only when Matsumoto decides to disclose the truth

about Sunaga's identity that Sunaga finally uncovers the deep

source of his intrapersonal conflict. Matsumoto's revelation

of the secret immediately has a positive effect on Sunaga's

internal conflict, for he now learns what is responsible for

his overly introspective and somehow distorted character.

Although Sunaga states that he suddenly feels lonely and also

that it will take some time before he can come to terms with

the truth about his identity, we feel that Sunaga is moving in

the positive direction of resolving his internal conflict

stemming from his negative self-image and his inability to

change himself. 17

Sensei

Sensei's intra personal conflict is described by Soseki's

using 35 terms of conflict and negativity: 12 in category A,

13 in category B, and 10 in category C. Sensei in Kokoro

shares Sunaga's introspective and cautious personality, but
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the reasons he has developed such a personality are different

from those of Sunaga's. Sensei was born as the only son of a

wealthy family in the country and was reared in a liberal

fashion. As Doi points out, to be reared in a "liberal

fashion" in Japan is another way of saying that as a child

Sensei was left to do as he pleased. Doi continues his spe~u

lation about Sensei's childhood: "Being an only child, he

inevitably spent much time alone and this led to his thinking

to himself a great deal-"IS Partly because of his inborn

personality and' partly because of his childhood environment

Sensei already had tL~ habit of trying to unravel things by

turning them over in his mind and studying them by the time

his parents died when he was about eighteen years old (111-3).

This nature of Sensei's probing things turned into sus

pecting the motives of others and even "doubting" (Kr-133) the

integrity of all mankind when his uncle cheated (Kr-14S) him

of his inheritance while he was in Higher School in Tokyo.

Since Sensei's negative view of man, largely generated by his

conflict with his uncle and other relatives, has a great

impact on hi~ act~6n~ and behavior in his subsequent experi

ence--his falling in love with Shizu and his betrayal of K to

win her love--and also because this experience is an important

cause of his internal conflict, I shall incorporate the dis

cussion of Sensei's conflict with his uncle (which includes 19

terms of conflict and negativity: 5 in category A, 13 in

category B, and 1 in category C), his conflict with his other
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relatives (which includes 9 terms of conflict and negativity:

5 in category A and 4 in category B), and his view of people

in general (which includes 13 terms of conflict and negativ

ity: 3 in c a t e g o r y Band 10 in category C).

One interesting feature of the terms of conflict and

negativity describing the conflict between Sensei and his

uncle is that all the terms except two (sakuryaku [stratagem,

Kr-144], which describes Sensei's uncle's plan of marrying his

daughter to Sensei, and iVa ~ kao Q shita [made grimaces,

Kr-134], which is the reaction of Sensei's uncle upon Sensei's

rejection of the marriage) relate to Sensei's view of his

uncle and his deception. The incident is described completely

from Sensei's side of the story, and we never learn his

uncle's side of the story nor are we told in what ways his

uncle cheated him. This may not be unnatural when we consider

the fact that the story is included in Sensei's testament and

narrated from Sensei's first person point of view. Sensei's

excuse of being in "too much of a hurry to describe the

results of the 'conference' [with his uncle] in detail"

(111-8) may seem sensible, for he obviously has mor~ important

incidents to describe in his testament--his betrayal of K and

K's s u i c I de , However, we nonetheless regret that our

curiosity of wanting to know how the actual "conference"

proceeded is never satisfied. Since Sensei's testament is

already too long (138 pages in the original Japanese text and
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123 pages in translation) to be believable, the addition of a

few pages would not h av e done any harm to the work as a w h o I e ,

This weakness of omitting the description of the course

of the event gives rise to Doi's interpretation--or, more

accurately, speculation--that "Sensei's reasons for doubting

his uncle were irrational" and that "his story would consti

tute a type of delusionary experience.,,19 Though Do i ' s

"interpretation" seems too harsh on Sensei, there seems to

have been a tendency on the part of Sensei to exaggerate the

harm and the injury caused by his uncle.

The following is one probable explanation of what actual

ly happened between Sensei and his uncle. Sensei's uncle had

a traditional sense of family and felt that he could borrow

his nephew's money: after.all the money belongs to the family

to which both he and his nephew belonged. Especially since he

was his nephew's guardian, he could exercise considerable

power in handling the estate of Sensei. While using Sensei's

funds, he lost some money, but he felt that he could make up

for it in the future and did not feel it necessary to explain

the situation to Sensei because Sensei seemed too young to be

able to understand complicated business matters. Sensei's

uncle's treatment of Sensei like a child, which is not unusual

in Japan, however, arouses and later deepens Sensei's suspi

cion of his uncle. It is not that Sensei's uncle is as evil

as Sensei thinks he is. Rather, Sensei does not share his

uncle's sense of family and is also disposed to be suspicious
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and morally meticulous. Thus the conflict between Sensei and

his uncle is not destined to end amicably as conflicts among

relatives are supposed to end in Japan.

Because of the nature of the conflict between Sensei and

his relatives, terms of deceit constitute about one-third (9)

of the total number of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning them. The rest of the terms describe Sensei's

emotional and behavioral reactions toward his uncle's decep

tion (from Sensei's point of view). He was "angry" (Kr-lSl)

with him and hated him (Kr-141). When other relatives of his

stepped in to settle the conflict between him and his uncle,

he "had no trust" (Kr-146) in any of them and even "regarded

them as his enemies" (Kr-147). For he thought that if his

uncle whom his father praised so much could cheat him, then

what reason did he have to trust other relatives (111-9). He

thought of undertaking the extraordinary legal step of "suing"

(Kr-lSO) his uncle, but his fear of wasting valuable time

stopped him. Determined to leave his home town

forever, he went back to Tokyo.

He was filled with "dissatisfaction" (Kr-197), melan

choly, and loneliness. Sensei states to "I" that the "indig

nity" (Kr-91) and the "injury" (Kr-92) that Sensei's uncle and

other relatives inflicted upon him in his youth is still with

him. He further states that although he has never "taken

revenge" (Kr-93) on them, he has done something much worse

than that (Kr-94), for he has come not only to "hate" (Kr-9S)
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This is

how Sensei has come to have a negative view of man. Although

Soseki was not cheated by his relatives in the way Sensei was,

Soseki's experience of being taken advantage of by his rela

tives in money matters seems to relate to his interest in this

kind of conflict over money.

At this point Sensei's suspicion is directed toward

people other than himself and therefore his internal conflict

wh i c h stems from his "cursing himself" (kuyashiku, Kr-143) for

being so trusting and honest and also from his gUilt feeling

of reducing the family fortune is not too strong. His nega

tive self-image which is described by a clever simile,

"behaving like a pickpocket who does not steal" (nusumanai

kinchakukiri mita .i£ .!!1!. .!!!...£.!!..£~, Kr-158), is not too serious,

either. For even though he has come to "distrust" (Kr-159)

people in money matters, he has not yet learned to doubt love.

After he moves to Okusan's (okusan is a Japanese c o c mo i.

noun simply meaning the mistress of the house and us~~ in

Kokoro to refer to Shizu's mother) house, Sensei becomes less

distrustful and begins to feel more relaxed be:ause of the

kind treatment of Okusan and Shizu. When he falls in love

with Shizu, however, his suspicious nature as well as his

introverted personality creates problems and becomes a great

source of his internal conflict. First, whe~ he notices

Okusan is encouraging Sensei and Shizu to become better

acquainted with each other, he begins to suspect (Kr-176) her
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motive and "finds himself on the defensive" (keikai £ kuwaeru,

Kr-181, 182). He wonders if she is plotting to have her

daughter ma~ry him because of her interest in his money as his

uncle did. We do not know, however, if Okusan really is a

"cunning schemer" (kokatsu .!!i! s a k u r y a k uka , Kr-179), as Sensei

thinks she is, for since the conflict between Sensei and

Okusan is narrated by Sensei, it could all be imaginary as in

the case of the conflict between Sunaga and Takagi. It is

natural that all 15 terms of conflict and negativity concern

ing Sensei and Okusan are used in narration, and about one

third of them are those of suspicion (4) and another one third

are those of alarm (5).

Second, when Okusan and Shizu have some male visitor,

Sensei becomes eager to discover his identity but cannot ask

as many questions as he wants to due to his lack of courage.

Since he is young, inexperienced, and introverted, he cannot

deal with his feelings of jealousy adequately. Although he

wants to maintain his dignity and self-respect, his self

respect is betrayed (Kr-188) by his vulgar curiosity shown in

his discontented face. This is enough to make him feel dis

gusted with himself. Therefore, when Okusan and Shizu laugh

at him, he feels hurt, thinking that they are "making a fool

of him" (Kr-190, 191).

K's moving into the house creates more problems. Sensei

suspects that Shizu may be in love with K. For K and Shizu

appear to Sensei's eyes to be friendlier with each other than
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necessary and also, as we have seen, Sensei feels that he is

no match for K either in looks or intelligence. This observa

tion, however, seems to relate not so much to the objective

reality as to a tendency of Sensei to underestimate himself.

Further, his inability to confess his love for Shizu to K

makes him "impat.ient and irritated" (hagayui fukai ni navama

sareta, Kr-218). He tries to find a chance to talk to K about

his affection for Shizu, but K's attitude, which almost gives

the impression that he transcends everything worldly, Sensei's

reserved personality, and Sensei's attempt to appear unint~r

ested in women prevent him from doing so.

Then suddenly K confesses his love for Shizu to Sensei,

which, as noted above, shocks and c~nfuses Sensei so much that

he abandons his usual ethical standards and decides to van

qUish K at whatever cost. It is ironical that Sensei's suspi

cious nature, which was instrumental in making him judge his

uncle's conduct to be immoral, this time makes him act

contrary to his meticulous moral standard. Sensei accuses K

by saying, "Can you will yourself to stop thinking about it

[K's love for Sh i z u ] ? Are you prepared to do that?" (III-42).

K responds "Am I prepared••• ? Why not? I can will myself.

posing marriage to Shizu, Sensei tllinks that he should hurry

and ask Okusan for Shizu's hand before K can propose to Shizu.

Even if we consider the fact that Sensei was blinded by his

love for Shizu and had lost his usual judgment, Sensei's

misunderstanding of K's words largely seems to derive from his
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After having betrayed K's faith in him,

Sensei wonders how he can explain his underhanded conduct to

K. Because of his cowardice (Kr-283), however, he remains

apprehensive without trying to do anything and loses his

chance of apologizing to K forever. Sensei's feelings of the

moment when he discovers K's suicide are described as follows:

My first thought was, "It's too late!" It was then
that the great shadow that would forever darken the
course of my life spread before my mind's eye. And
from somewhere in the shadow a voice seems to be
whispering: "It's too late••• It's too late:.•. "
(V-48)

After K's suicide Sensei's internal conflict intensifies

steadily. It is natural that two-thirds of the terms of

conflict and negativity involving Sensei's internal conflict

(23) describe Sensei's psychology, actions, and behavior a f t e-r

this crucial incident. It is also appropriate that strong

terms of conflict and negativity in category C, such as those

relating to violence (2), war (1), suicide (4), and destruc-

tion (3), are used to delineate Sensei's spiritual anguish

caused by his negative self-image and guilt feelings about K's

suicide.

Sensei's suspicion, which was directed toward people

o the r t han him s elf when hew a s c h eat e d b y his u n c 1 e i s now

directed toward himself. The fact that he himself can do such

-----------

a mean and despicable thing completely shatters (Kr-310) his

self-confidence. As a result, his self-image and view of man

become desperately negative. It is extremely pai~ful and
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difficult to go on living when a person loses faith in him

self. At one time Sensei tries to forget about his guilt

feelings by devoting himself to study, but he only finds

~unhappiness~ (Kr-308) in striving toward a goal which he has

artificially set himself. At another time he attempts to

forget his past by drowning his soul in g~. No matter wh a t

he tries to do, however, his gUilt feeling only intensifies as

years go by. When his desire for punishment .becomes particu

larly strong, he sometimes feels that he will welcome a flog

ging (Kr-3l8) even at the hands of strangers and other times

he feels he must "flog himself" (Kr-320, 321). Then it occurs

to him that he should "k Ll.L himself" (jibun ~ jibun .2. korosu,

Kr-322). The only reason which stops him from putting his

thought into practice is his consideration for Shizu's being

left alone. As a result, he resolves to live as if he were

dead (III-55).

Under the surface of Sensei's quiet, uncomplicated, and

humdrum life, "a painful and unending ba t t l e " (kurushii sensa,

Kr-324) is going on. When he begins to respond to the activi

ty of the outside world, he hears a voice saying, "Yo u have no

right to do anything, St.a y where you a r e " (III-55). In fury

and grief he cries out, ~Why do you stop me?~ (III-55) Then

he begins to wonder about the real cause of K's suicide. He

thinks that the cause of K's suicide is not as simple as

disappointment in love or the conflict between his ideals

and reality but rather that K killed himself because he
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experienced a loneliness as terrible as that which Sensei

himself is experiencing now.

Almost all the terms of conflict and negativity describ

ing Sensei's view of people in general (11 out of the total

13) appear either in conversation between Sensei and "I" or

that among Sensei, Shizu, and "1." Among them, 8 terms

concern man's death. Sensei states, "Surely, there are many

men who dia suddenly•.. shocking deaths are brought about by

unnatural violence (Kr-72)" (1-24). By using the term

fushizen .!!.e. boryoku ~ shinu (die by unnatural violence), by

which Sensei means suicide, four times here, Soseki effective

ly foreshadows both K's and Sensei's suicide. This term seems

especially significant when we consider the fact that Sensei

later hears a voice, whether it be that of conscience, desti

ny, or God, which reproaches him and finally forces him to

take his own life unnaturally.

It is the Meiji Emperor's death and General Nogi's junshi

(following one's lord to the grave) which function as cata

lysts for Sensei's final decision to commit suicide. Because

Nogi's guilt feeling and his desire to kill himself for a long

period of time without being able to do so parallel those of

Sensei, it is understandable that Sensei is deeply moved by

Nogi's junshi. When Sensei states, "When did he suffer

greater agony--during those thirty-five years, or the moment

when the sword entered his bowels?" (katana Eo hara ~ tsuki
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tateta, Kr-326), he almost identifies his spiritual anguish

with that of Nogi.

When Sensei says that he commits junshi through his

loyalty to the spirit of the Meiji era, however, it is not

clear what he means by this. One interpretation of this

expression by Sensei is as follows. What he means by the

spirit of the Meiji era for which he says he c o n mf t s junshi is

the belief of atoning for one's crime by death which is a

traditional Japanese value Meiji society retained to a certain

degree and which Nogi and Sensei share. This, however, does

not necessarily prove that Sensei really intends to atone for

his crime by death. For the reader as well as "1" is never

clearly given the reason why Sensei has to commit suicide or

what he means by committing junshi through his loyalty to the

spirit of Meiji era.

Another possible interpretation is that because of his

instinctive desire for protecting his self-image in the eyes

of "1," Sensei prefers to attach a special significance to his

suicide rather than simply stating that he is exhausted by his

guilt feeling and his desperately negative self-image, and,

unable to cope with them any longer, he will commit suicide.

Whatever the real cause, the Meij~ Emperor's death and General

Nogi's junshi give Sensei the final impetus for his suicid~.

Thus Sensei's internal conflict ends in tragedy when he

"destroys himself" (Kr-26) by taking his own life.

When we compare Sensei's internal conflict with that of
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Sunaga, we see that the former is more serious and stronger

than the latter, but when we look at the terms of conflict and

negativity, we find that the number of those concerning Sensei

is only about six-tenths of the number of those involving

Sunaga. This seems to indicate that the frequency of terms of

conflict and negativity does not necessarily correspond to the

seriousness or strength of the conflict itself and that there

are some other elements to be considered, such as the way

conflict is described, namely, whether in narration or conver

sation, or the strength of the terms of conflict and negativi

ty used to describe the conflict, and the point of view.

'I'h e Ta c t; that quite a few terms of conflict and negativi

ty are used in delineating Sunaga's internal conflict seems to

relate largely to the way it is described. His internal

conflict is described through his conversation with Chiyoko

and Matsumoto as well as the self-analysis of his spiritual

anguish (out of 58 terms concerning Sunaga, 24 appear in

conversation: 13 terms relating to cowardice in conversation

between Sunaga and Chiyoko and 9 terms relating to personality

distortion, one relating to complaint, and one relating to

displeasure in conversation between Sunaga and Matsumoto). If

Soseki had only analyzed Sunaga's indecisive and distorted

perSOlla:i.lty without actually describing the conversation

between Sunaga and Chiyoko and that between Sunaga and

Matsumoto, he would not have used the terms relating to cow

ardice and personality distortion so repeatedly. Here I do
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not intend to criticize Soseki for his seemingly too frequent

use of these terms, but I am merely trying to point out that

the frequent use of the same term should be carefully examined

as to whether the term is really used effectively or whether

the frequency has a special significance. In this case Soseki

creates the two climaxes of conflict, the first between Sunaga

and Chivoko and the second between Sunaga and Matsumoto,

extremely effectively with the repetition of the terms re

lating to cowardice and personality distortion, and also

skillfully sheds light on the nature of Sunaga's internal

conflict.

Sensei's internal conflict is largely described through

the self-analysis of his spiri~ual anguist and only 3 terms of

conflict and negativity appear in conversation between Sensei

and "I." Sensei says, "I don't even trust (Kr-4l) myself.

And not trusting (Kr-42) myself I can hardly trust others.

There is nothing that I can do, except curse (Kr-44) my own

soul." This naturally makes the number of terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Sensei smaller than that of such

terms concErnin~ Sunaga.

Another reason for the discrepancy between the frequency

of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning Sunaga and

Sensei and the seriousness or the strength of their internal

conflicts seems to relate to the strength of the terms of

conflict and negativity used to describe each intrapersonal

conflict. As was pointed out earlier, more than two-thirds of
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the terms delineating Sunaga's internal conflict are mild ones

in category A (44 out of 61) whereas about two-thirds of the

terms describing Sensei's internal conflict are strong terms

in category Band C (23 out of 35). When we compare terms in

category B concerning Sunaga and Sensei we find that only one

term out of the total 13 relating to 3unaga (noroi [curse, H

265]) is strong whereas 7 out of the total 12 relating to

Sensei (four terms of higeki [tragedy, Kr-23, 24, 27, 28], one

term of~ [curse, Kr-44] and two terms relating to betray

al [uragiru, Kr-163, uragiri-shite iru, Kr-188]) are strong.

Another contrast is the small number of terms in category C

concerning Sunaga (3: 2 terms relating to violence, muchiutta

[lashed, H-217], ryoshin ~ gamon, [torture of conscience,

H-180] and one term of scheming, mokuromi [scheme, H-139]) and

the relatively large number of terms in category C concerning

Sensei (10), among which the majority of the terms are ex

tremely strong ones such as jibun ~ jibun Q korosu (Kr-322),

jisatsu-suru (commit suicide, Kr-325, 327, 329), hakai

(rl e s t r uc t do n , Kr-26, 303, 310), and kurushii sensa (a painful

and unending battle, Kr-324).

The impact of the terms on the reader is also influenced

by the point of view. Although the terms of conflict and

negativity concerning Sunaga do not have as strong an impact

as they should on the reader because of the problem of the

point of view discussed above--Sunaga's internal conflict is

narrated not by himself but by his uncle--those concerning
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Sensei have a strong impact on the reader because the majority

of terms (26 out of 34) appear in Sensei's testament in which

Sensei's spiritual anguish is earnestly narrated by himself.

The reader vividly feels the depth of Sensei's suffering.

Thus despite the relatively infrequent use of terms of

conflict and negativity, Soseki effectively delineates

Sensei's internal conflict caused by his sense of guilt,

aiienation, desperately negative self-image, and loneliness

which only ends in his tragic death.

Ichiro

Ichiro's intrapersonal conflict is described by using 22

terms of conflict and negativity: 8 in category A, 9 in cate

gory B, 5 in category C. When we compare Ichiro's internal

conflict with those of Sunaga and Sensei, we notice that

despite the fact that Lc h i r Et s internal" conflict seems even

stronger that that of Sunaga and almost as strong as that of

Sensei, the number of terms of conflict and negativity con

cerning Ichiro (22) is less than half the number involving

Sunaga (61) and two-thirds of that involving Sensei (35).

This, again, seems to be a good example of a discrepancy

between the frequency of such terms and the seriousness of the

conflict.

One element which seems to account for the infrequent use

of terms of conflict and negativity concerning Ichiro is the

point of view. Whereas "Sunaga.!!.2. hanashi" (Sunaga's Story)

in Higan sugi made and "Sensei .!!.2. isho" (Sensei's Testament)
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in Kokoro describing Sunaga's and Sensei's spiritual anguish

are directly narrated by the persons actually experiencing the

internal conflicts, H's letter to Jira describing Ichiri5's

spiritual anguish is an observation made by a good friend,

though H's letter includes what Ichira has said to H about his

anguish.

In this sense Saseki's treatment of point of view in

Kojin is not free from the problem presented by the point of

view in the "Matsumoto .!l£ hanashi" section of Higan sugi made

discussed above. However, in the sense that the spiritual

anguish of the protagonist is narrated at almost the same time

as he experiences it, Kojin represents a considerable improve

ment over Higan sugi made, where, as noted above, the inci

dents which are closely related to the spiritual anguish of

the protagonist are described several years after these inci

dents actually happened, which diminishes the vividness of the

description of the incidents.

Another element which seems to influence the frequency of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning Sunaga, Sensei,

and Ichira is the ilumber of pages devoted to describing the

internal conflict of each character. Although the portion

delineating Sunaga's internal conflicts, "Sunaga's Story" and

"Matsumoto's Story," constitutes forty percent of the whole

story, and the portion delineating Sensei's internal

conflicts, "Sensei's Testament," occupies almost fifty

per.cent, the portion describing Ichiro's internal conflict,

---------------- --
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HIs letter, constitutes only fifteen percent of the whole

story. It is only natural that the terms concerning Ichire

are much more infrequent than those concerning Sunaga and

Sensei.

As the terms of conflict and negativity concerning Ichire

and Nao for the most part do not help the reader understand

and analyze the conflict between them, those concerning Ichire

do not help the reader understand the causes of his internal

conflict very much, either. Most of the terms of conflict and

negativity concerning Sunaga in the first three chapters, in

which 7 terms are used and where Lc h a r d is observed by his

brother, Jire, merely describe how Ichiro looks to people

around him. He is described as a difficult person who becomes

easily "peevish" (Kj-58) at trifles, which reminds us of

Sunaga who is compared to a naughty boy by Chiyoko. Jire

states that he cannot tell whether Ichire "is irritated" (Kj-

64) or merely musing over some difficulties in some scholarly

matter. The reason Ichire has come to have such a temperament

is not clearly explained.

following passage:

The only clue is given in the

My mother, as I have indicated, loved my brother as
heartily as she indulged him. Yet she was somewhat
reserved with him, perhaps because he was her first
born or Eimply because he was a difficult person.
She was very reluctant to give him advice for fear
of offending him. On the other hand, she cended to
treat me like a mere child, and would scold me
unsparingly, "Jiro, don't be so unreasonable." But
for that reason also she pampered me more than my
brother. I remember on several occasions asking her
for pocket money without his knowledge. Nor was it
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rare for her to retailor my father's kimono to fit
me, without my knowledge. Such indulgence on her
part displeased my brother very much (Kj-S7).
(II-7)

Doi analyzes Ichire's psychological reaction toward his

mother's different treatments of himself and his brother as

follows:

UndoubtedlY this has made Ichire jealous, but he has
been adulated far too much to be able to indulge in
an unsightly display of resentment. He cannot find
an appropriate opportunity to release his anger, and
any criticism of his mother's favoritism sounds
self-righteous. 20

It is not surprising that Ichire has developed a rather

distorted and introverted personality due to his resentment

which has not been allowed to find release.

Ichiro's relationship with his family and that of Seseki

are parallel in many ways. Both Seseki and Ichire were

spoiled by either by foster parents or parents, but they did

not experience the truly harmonious relationship that the

Japanese idealize, for Seseki's foster parents' calculating

attitude toward him and Ichire's parents' attitude of adu-

lating him without giving much natural affection create dis-

tance in both parent-child relationships. When Ichire states,

"Not only am I unable to handle my own child, apparently I do

not possess the technique of handling my own parents. And

worse yet, I have no idea how to handle my own wife" (III-IS),

it is almost as if Seseki is confessing his own grief.

Ichire's attitude toward people other than his family. which
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is described by the statement "when he was with outsiders, he

became a completely changed person, an altogether desirable

companion who would seldom lose his gentlemanly manner" (11

6), is also parallel to Soseki's attitude toward outsiders,

which is typically shown in his attitude toward his friends

and disciples.

One episode which seems to illustrate Ichiro's state of

mind is his unusually keen interest in the story of an insane

woman and her special attachment to Jiro's friend Misawa.

Several years earlier a woman who is referred to merely as

musumesan (a Japanese common noun simply meaning the daughter

of the house, musume plus.21!..!!., which adds a friendlier feeling

toward the daughter) by Misawa was staying at Misa~a's home

after hp.r unhappy marriage and divorce. Whenever Misawa went

out, musumesan followed him to the door and would keep say

ing, "Please come back early, will you?" until he gave her his

consent. Misawa for a time was embarrassed but later he

learned that she was mentally ill. Misawa states that he

could interpret her conduct in two ways. Because she was

unmercifully tortured (Kj-48) by her former husband's habit of

coming home late in the early days of her marriage, which

still "haunts" (Kj-49) her even after their "divorce" (Kj-SO),

and because of the onset of ner illness, she was merely saying

what she had wished to say to her husband (1-33). Misawa,

however, does not want to believe this explanation. He rather

wants to believe that musumesan was really in love with him.
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There

are many things people ordinarily cannot speak their mind

about for the sake of decency or obligation, but that when a

pe r so n bec 0 me-s insane like musumesan, he can for ge t hi s

inhibitions and can speak his mind freely regardless of the

consequences. He concludes that "what she said to Misawa

ought to be far more sincere and genuine than the usual empty

amenities" (11-12). Impressed by Ichire's reasoning, Jire

says, "Very interesting, indeed" (11-12), which seems somehow

to "displease" (Kj-67) Lc h Lr d , For when Lcha r S Ls considering

this episode, he is relating it to his relationship with Nao

and his inability to understand her, and thus he does not like

the way Jire expresses himself. Ichire's interest in this

episode is far more serious than Jire 'could ever have

imagined. It is quite pathetic when Ichire sighs and says,

"Ah, then can we never find out what a woman really is like,

unless we make her insane" (11-12). It is ironical that later

it turns out to be not Nao but Lc h I r d himself who becomes

almost insane.

Ichire's internal conflict caused by his inability to

understand Nao intensifies, fo~ both Ichire ann Nao are too

introverted to be able to discuss their marital problems

frankly. Moreover, Lc h i r Ii l s suspicious nature makes him

wonder if Nao is in love with Jire. As we have seen, Jire

happens to test Nao's faithfulness by a mere coincidence and

nothing ever happens between them. Jire and Nao, however, are

------------- --
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somehow attracted to each other and that is enough for Ichiro

to believe that they are actually in love. As Ichiro was

sensitive to and resentful of his mother's favoritism toward

Jiro, so is he sensitive and resentful of Nao's friendlier

attitude toward Jiro. 21

When Jiro decides to leave the house so as not to aggra-

vate Ichiro's relationship with Nao, rchiro expresses his

suspicion overtly. He compares his situation with that of

Francesca's husband in Dante's Divine Comedy who murdered his

brother, Paolo, and his wife, Francesca, because of their

adultery. rchiro maintains that the fact that the name of

Francesca's husband is forgotten indicates that the natural

love of those lovers is more sac Led than the man-made rela-

tionship of husband and wife. Even though people side with

morality and "accuse" (Kj-207) the adulterous lovers at the

moment, as time goes by people begin to take their side,

considering them as those who have followed their natural

feeling.

By using, at this point in the novel, two-thirds of the

terms relating to victory and defeat (10) out of the total 14

used in Higan~ made and also by using them all in conver-

sat ion Saseki effectively delineates Ichiro's feelings of

rivalry toward Jiro:

"Jiro, that's why those who side with morality
may surely be temporary victors (Kj-209), but they
are losers (Kj-210) for all eternity while those who
follow nature may be temporary losers (Kj-21l), but
they will be eternal victors (Kj-212)."
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For all eternity I am a loser (Kj-2l4) of
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I said
"And I

(Kj-2l3).
course."

Still I made no answer.
"Whatever tricks of sumo (Kj-2l5) you may learn,

you must be a poor wrestler when you don't have any
strength••.. If only you have strength you will
win (Kj-216), that's certain. Yes, you are bound to
win- (Kj-217). . • "

"Jiro," said he at last, "You are going to remain
a victor (Kj-218), in the present, in the future,
and throughout all eternity, aren't you?" (I1I-28)

7 out of 10 terms relating to victory and defeat used in this

scene do not directly concern Ichiro or Jiro but concern

mankind in generaL However, Ichiro's rivalry, suspicion, and

criticism are obviously intended for Jiro. The closely rea-

soned argument and the circuitous way of expressing his feel-

ing perfectly suits Ichiro's introverted and pertinacious

character and his intelligence.

Soseki's use of the famous episode in Dante's Divine

Comedy in this scene is more effective and skillful than his

use of the novel Gedanke in Higa~ sugi made, for Soseki does

not unnecessarily and repeatedly use terms relating to murder

here, and also his insertion of this episode in Kojin is far

more natural than his insertion of the Gedanke episode in

All the rest of the two-thirds of the terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Ichiro (15) appear in H's long

letter which records H's careful observation of Ichiro and

what Ichiro has said to H during their trip. Here J shall

incorporate the discussion of Ichiro's conflict with inanimate
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objects (which includes 11 terms of conflict and negativity, 5

in category A, 5 in category B, and 1 in c a t e go r y C). For

rchire's conflict with inanimate objects is closely related to

his internal conflict: his devastated state of mind due to his

intrapersorral conflict makes him feel hcstile to inanimate

objects toward which a person does not normally harbor hostil

ity.

One of the causes of rchire's suffering stems from the

conflict between two contradictory states of mind: one is that

he hates doing anything and the other is that he cannot stand

doing nothing. For instance, when H suggests playing a game

of..8...£ to rchire, Lc h Lr E hates to play but at the same time he

feels compelled to do so. When he starts playing R£, however,

he feels as if the white and black stones scattered o v e r the

board are monsters which are purposely gathering and parting

only to "torture" (Kj-283) his brain and he even feels like

"playing havoc with" (Kj-284) the board to "d r t ve these

monsters away" (Kj-285). rchire further explains that whether

he is reading, reasoning, eating, or walking, he feels uneasy

and cannot find any peace of mind, for he thinks that whatever

he does and no matter how, it becomes neither his end nor his

means (IV-31). This kind of psychology seems to indicate that

he is beginning to show signs of madness. 22

Another cause of rchiro's internal conflict derives from

the fact that he is hypersensitive aesthetically, ethically,

and inte:lectually. rchiro states that there is no reason why
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he should be "b e a t e n" (Kj-324) by those who are not as good,

not as beautiful, not as true as he is, and yet he is "beaten"

(Kj-325). This is what makes him angry (Kj-326). As a result

Ichir6 "detests" (Kj-312) the world which he thinks is not as

spiritually advanced as he is himself, and yet his hatred does

not resolve his "struggle" (Kj-314), but it only makes him

"struggle as desperately as a drowning man" (Kj-313).

Ichir6 also suffers from his excessive thinking which

interrupts the flow of his life at every moment, which S6seki

cleverly compares to a man being called to the telephone every

other minute Ju~ing mealtime. The conflict between his mind

which interrupts him and the other part of his mind which is

interrupted is also described by a clear image of a sharp

conflict--that of a woman and her mother-in-law who accuse

(Kj-316, 317) each other from morning till night. This image

is especially effective to the Japanese, for the conflict

between a woman and her mother-in-law has always been the

major family issue in Japan.

At this point H is convinced that the only way to save

Lc h i r B from his spiritual anguish is to urge him to seek peace

of mind in religious faith. H first refers to the story of

Mohammed which is said to show the true substance of religion.

Once Mohammed commanded the mountain to come to him. When it

showed no sign of motion even after his repeating the command

three times, however, he said that since the mountain seemed

reluctant to come he had no choice but to go to it, and walked

----------------------- - --- ------------
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quickly toward the mountain. Trying to make his point clear,

H states:

"You are the kind of fellow who summons the moun
tain, and who becomes irate (Kj-320) when it doesn't
come, the kind of fellow who stamps the ground with
chagrin (Kj-321), and only thinks of criticizing
(Kj-322) the mountain. Why not walk up to the
mountain 7" (III-40)

In response to H Ichiro says, "God is myself" (111-44) and "I

am absolute" (III-44), which almost convinces H as well as the

reader that Ichire is out of his mind.

H later summarizes Ichire's explanation of what he means

by these words:

He [1chiro] argues that one who has attained a pure
peace of mind should naturally be able to enter this
[absolute] state without seeking it, and that once
he enters the state the universe and all creatures-
every possible object--would vanish, and there would
be only self; and that self at the moment would be
something existing and yet non-existing, it would be
impossible to say which. (IV-44)

Despite his earnest longing for a peaceful state of mind

1chire cannot enter it. He confesses to H with tears in his

eyes:

"Plainly I recognize the absolute state. But the
more distinct my Weltanschduung becomes, the further
the absolute moves away from me. In short, I was
born to explore topography only on a map; yet I have
all along been struggling (Kj-340) to have the same
experience as a practical man in gaiters ,"ould have,
ranging over hill and dale. I am stupid; I am
inconsistent; I know my stupidity; I know my incon
sistency; and yet I still struggle (Kj-341),
nevertheless. I am a fool. As a man you are far
more mature than 1." (VI-45)

---- -- - -- -- ----------
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The fundamental s o n r c e of Ichire',<: internal conflict derives

from the fact that although he knows what kind of state he is

seeking, he does not know how he can attain it. Ichire's

intellect does not help him attain peace of mind but rother

hinders him from doing so.

Lc h i r S also states that in order to become free from his

spiritual anguish there are only three courses left open to

him: to die, to go mad, or to enter religion. He further

states that since he cannot possibly enter religion or take

his own life, being too much attached to it, the only way left:

for him is to become insane. He even wonders if he is already

out of mind. Observing Ec h Lr f carefully, H reports to Jire

that Ichiro's intellect is all right but that something may be

wrong wi th his soul: paradoxically, Ichiro is -d e p e n da ble and

yet "not to be depended upon" (Kj-336).

Although Ichire himself does not come up with any possi

ble resolution of his internal conflict, H suggests a slight

possibility for such resolution at the end of his letter. H

maintains t ' c t if he can provide Lc h i r d with something; such

as a work of art, a grand view of nature, or a beautiful

woman, that can captivate his mind so completely as to leave

no room for his inquiring ati.:itude and also if he can keep him

under its complete spell for a year or so, Lc h i r d might be

able to find peace of mind. The fact that Ichiro enjoys

walking ir. the mountains in the heavy rain shrieking loud

enough to rupture a blood vessel and finds comfort in doing so

-------_... . __ ...- ..
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seems to indicat~ that what F says has some truth in it. For,

as H states, Ichire's splendid feeling seems to stem from the

fact that he is "conquered" (Kj-339) by nature, which harbors

no hostility. Another positive sign is the fact that Ichire

can sleep beside H, who, Ichire thinks, is as good-natured and

unselfish as O-sada, a maid in his family whom he has always

admired. The novel ends leaving unresolved the question of

what will happen to Lc h t r d or how it is possible to keep

Lc h Lr d under the complete spell of nature or a person for a

long period of time.

As the conflict between Ichire and Nao is the most diffi

cult to understand of the four conflicts involving major

couples in the last five novels, so is Ichire's internal

conflict the most difficult to understand among the internal

conflicts of the five major male characters. This difficulty

largely derives from the obscurity of the causes of his inter

nal conflict. We know that Lc h I r d is in conflict with the

members of his family with the possible exception of his

sister, O-shige, and that Ichire's introverted and suspicious

nature is the source of his internal conflict in that it makes

it difficult to resolve his conflict with his family by con

fronting them. This, however, does not seem to be sufficient

reason to make Ichire suffer so desperately as to make him

almost go mad. We are given in H's letter to Jire a detailed

explanation of how he suffers, but as to the concrete and

specific episodes which might have greatly influenced Ichire,
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as Sensei's betrayal of K did in Kokoro or the secret about

Sunaga's birth did in Higan sugi made, we never learn.

One possible interpretation for the obscurity of the

causes of rehire's internal conflict is as follows. During

the time when Seseki was writing Kojin he was suffering from

one of his most severe bouts of mental illness. 23 Seseki felt

compelled to analyze his own spiritual anguish in this novel

hoping that it would function as a catharsis for his patho

logical psychology. Many parallels between Ichire and Seseki

which we have seen--their relationship with either parents or

foster parents, with their wives, with their children and with

outsiders, and then their occupations and status in society--

seem to support this interpretation. Ichire's spiritual

anguish delineated in H's letter seems to have been extremely

close to what Seseki himself was experiencing at that time.

But sin c e S0 s e k i him s elf did t. 0 t h a ve any c 1 ear ide a why h e

had to suffer so much, the causes of his profound distress,

which are transferred to Ichire in the novel, are not explic

itly delineated. Moreover the psychological anguish of a man

suffering from mental illness is extremely difficult for a

normal man to understand: as H states in his letter, we can

reaQ~ly understand his anguish but we cannot really feel it at

all (VI-32).

Another factor which makes it difficult for the reader to

understand rehire's psychology is that although Seseki main

tains a certain distance between rehire and himself by making
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H narrate Ichiro's spiritual anguish,24 when we compare this

distance'with th8t between Soseki and Kenzo in Michikusa, we

find in the former case that Soseki is much less successful in

maintaining it. This relative lack of objectivity and Soseki's

state of mind during the time when he was writing Kojin may be

said to be the major elements which are responsible for the

obscurity and difficulty of Ichiro's internal conflict.

Kenzo

Kenzo's internal conflict is described by using 25 terms

of conflict and negativity: 10 in category A, 2 in category B,

13 in category C. In Michikusa Soseki uses a completely

different way to delineate the internal conflict of the major

male character from that in Kojin. While the internal

conflict of Ichiro is analyzed in an abstract and philosophi

cal way by a long letter written by H, Kenzo's internal

conflict is largely shown through the specific description of

his interaction with people around him. Soseki describes

numerous details of the specific incidents and episodes which

have happened in the past concerning Kenzo's relationship with

his foster parents, real father, his brother, and sister, and

also those which are happening at present concerning his

identity crisis and his relationship with his wife, his wife's

family, his children, and his relatives.

Since Michikusa is closely autobiographical, Kehzo's past

in Michikusa is almost identical with that of Soseki. Even

though we consider the fact that Soseki was looking back and
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writing about the period of two or three years after his

return from England, which was about ten years earlier than

the time when he was writing the novel, his attitude toward

the main character, Kenzo, is remarkably objective. Even when

Soseki writes about Kenzo's unhappy childhood, he is not

sentimental. One important difference between Michikusa and

Soseki's own life is that the former does not include the

harmonious relationships that Soseki experienced in his own

life: his relationship with his mother, his friends, and his

disciples. This makes Kenzo's life even bleaker than that of

Soseki's.

The crucial point of Kenzo's unhappy past is the fact

that he was reared without receiving genuine love from his

father or foster parents. While his material needs were

always satisfied, the emotional aspect of his life was disas

trous. This contrast is effectively shown by the fact that

Kenzo remembers what toys Shimada and O-tsune bought for him

whereas he cannot remember ever having had affection for his

foster parents. Some of the toys that they bought him are a

miniature suit of knight's "armor" (yoroi, Mk-53) and "helmet"

(kabuto, Mk-54), authentic to the last detail, that fitted him

perfectly, and a "real short sword" (wakizashi, Mk-55, 56, ,}7,

58) with the ornamental carving attached to the hilt depicting

a mouse trying to drag a red pepper. These toys, which are

extraordinary as toys given to a little' boy show the extent of

the material satisfaction Shimada and O-tsune gave Kenzo.
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\vhen we c o n s t d e r the fact that they did this while they did

not give him genuine affection, these terms of conflict and

negativity--weapon toys--seem to acquire special significance.

Though they do not in the context indicate Kenzo's internal

conflict, they point to the kind of treatment Kenzo received

from Shimada and O-tsune--the unfortunate combination of pam

pering without love--which is a remote source of Kenzo's

intrapersonal conflict.

Shimada and O-tsune's selfish and possessive affection

made Kenzo suppress his natural emotions and feelings. More

over, they spoiled him to such an extent that he came to

believe that he could do anything he wanted. As a result,

Kenzo developed the character of an unfeeling child, stubborn

and unyielding. This kind of character and his inability to

exp~ess his emotions later become a source of his conflict

with his wife and relatives which consequently alienates him

from people around him. One of the causes of Kenzo's internal

conflict--alienation from people around him--Iargely derives

from his unhappy childhood environment.

After his foster parents' divorce Kenzo returned to his

real family, but his need for genuine love and emotional

stability was not satisfied. To compensate for his emotional

instability he tried to realize his dream of attaining promi

nence in society by studying diligently. Kenzo compares those

lonely years spent in the library and school to the life of a

prisoner (c h, -29). This comparison is appropriate, for in his
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youth he secluded himself both physically and spirituallY from

people around him and society by becoming increasingly

occupied with books as a prisoner physically secludes himself

from people and society.

When he remembers his unhappy childhood and those ~onely

years of his youth he spent merely studying, he feels proud of

having "overcome his environment" (shiii II tatakaioseta, Mk

260) and having been able to become prominent in society as a

university instructor. But at the same time he is aware of

the great price he had to pay for it: his increased loneliness

as a human being. He sometimes feels disgusted with himself

thinking that he even might have lost all human warmth. For

example, when O-tsune writes to Kenzo asking for financial

help more than twenty years after she left him, he turns her

down saying that her remarriage has freed him of all responsi

bility. Kenz E feels relieved when O-tsune ne v s r writes to him

again, but his conscience "is not altogether at ease"

(kokoromochi ££ warui, Mk-123). Since she never gave him a

chance to love her because of her selfish and possessive

attitude toward him, he hates her. Yet his sense of obliga

tion tells him that he is guilty for forgetting the kindness

O-tsune showed him in the past and he blames himself for his

lack of human feeling. Also when he thinks of his sister,

O-natsu, and her husband, Hida, who were so kind to him when he

was a child, he feels bitter (Mk-16) about the fact that he

does not feel any affection for them now. Kenzo is also
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unfeeling toward his brother, Chotaro. Even when he hears

about Chotaro's illness, he is apt to worry only about the

livelihood of the family Chotaro is going to leave behind if

he dies.

One of the specific incidents which made Kenzo ~isgusted

with his brother, sister, and Hida was as follows. Kenzo had

another brother who ~romised to bequeath him his silver

hunting watch while he was sick. When the brother died, the

watch was unfortunately in a pawn shop and Kenzo had no means

to redeem it. Some days later at a family gathering, however,

Hida and O-natsu brought out the beautifully polished watch

and gave it to Chotaro. Kenzo's anger at and disgust with

Chotaro, O-natsu, and Hida on that otcasion is expressed as

follows:

Silently Kenzo watched the three, who seemed
hardly aware of his existence, and kept his thoughts
to himself. He hated them for the way they had
insulted him (Mk-274), and as he watched them gaily
chatting away, seemingly unmindful of all the hurt
they had caused, he could not help wondering why
they had chosen to treat him so cruelly (Mk-27S).

And so he had sat through the meeting not saying
a word, not asserting his claim to the watch nor
demanding any explanation. He had expressed his
disgust (Mk-276) through silence. And in the end he
had found satisfaction in the thought that there was
no worse punishment for his brother or his sister
than to be despised (Mk-277) by someone of their own
blood. (ch. 100)

Many years after this incident Kenzo still feels the anger and

disgust as strongly as he did then. When O-sumi criticizes

Kenzo's vindictiveness, he responds as follows:
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"Maybe I am vindictive. Maybe I would be more of a
man if I could forget. But facts are facts. And
even if I could ignore past events. I couldn't very
well kill off my feelings (Mk-278), feelings that I
had at the time. They will be a part of me always.
I could try to get rid of (Mk-279) them, but the
heavens would never let me." (ch. 100)

This episode vividly delineates Kenzo's introverted and

pertinacious character and alsc his inability to express

self even to his close relatives. Because he cannot communi-

cate his conflict with them, he internalizes and intensi~ies

his feeling of disgust with them. This is exactly the pattern

he has when he deals with his conflict with his wife and also

the pat t ern t hat he has i n d e ali n g wit h his con f 1 i c t wit 'h his

father and foster parents.

Kenzo's encounter with Shimada brings back the "unpleas-

ant" (Mk-126) memories of his past which he has forgotten for

the past several years, especially during his stay in a

distant placp (in the novel he does not specifically mention

England). He tries to "cut his life in two" (seimei .2. rvodan::.

shiyo, Mk-86), severing the past from the present, and yet the

past refuses to "be sliced off" (kirisuterareru, Mk-87).

People around him related to his unhappy past, such as

Shimada, O-tsune, and O-natsu, come to Kenzo to ask for his

financial help. It is as if his past haunts him like a ghost

and forces him to confront the problem of his identity again.

Another cause of Kenzo's identity crisis is the conflict

between his desire to accomplish something great and the

economic pressure which compels him to do work which merely
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uses up his precious time. The fact that he is surrounded by

people, his wife and relatives, who do not highly value his

scholarship only makes his spiritual anguish worsen. More

over, his relatives tend to judge a man's value merely by the

amount of money he earns. Since Kenz5's dream of accomplish

ing something great which is not measurable by money has not

been realized yet, he cannot help being disturbed by their

lack of understanding. As we have seen, his pride is espe

cially hurt by the fact that his wife, O-sumi, does not give

him the recognition he feels he deserves.

Because Kenz5 is in constant conflict with O-sumi he

feels irritated all the time. He is so frustrated and edgy

that he cannot even accept O-sumi's good intentions as they

are. For instance, when O-sumi shows him the new material she

has bought for his kimono in order to improve their relation

ship, he "doubts her sincerity" (Mk-68). Chilled by his

attitude she qUickly leaves the room and Kenz5 becomes "more

unpleasant" (Mk-69). He sometimes thinks that he will go mad

unless he gives vent to his "irritability" (Mk-173). At one

time he vents his ill humor on a pot of flowers that belongs

to the children and "kicks it off" (Mk-174) the verandah. At

other times he angrily "scolds" (Mk-l76) the innocent maid

when she appears with the visiting card of someone such as an

insurance agent. Later he feels astamed and "angry at him

self" (Mk-177) for his inability to treat ordinary harmless

people with a modicum of goodwill.
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Kenzo's spiritual anguish caused by his internal conflict

and his conflict with people around him affects his health.

He is putting up with the ~unpleasantness~ (Mk-248) all by

himself, and each time he worries about his health he ~becomes

t r r t t a t e d" (Mk-249). Although he knows that his health is

steadily deteriorating, he pays no attention and works furi-

o u s Ly , Soseki describes Kenzo's attitude of abandoning

himself to despair by using strong terms of conflict such as

katakiuchi (avenge, Mk-280), chi ni ueta (thirst for blood,

Mk-281), and jibun .!l£ chi .2. susutte (suck one's own blood,

Mk-282):

It was as if he wanted to defy his own body, as if
he wanted deliberately to abuse it for having failed
him so badly. He thirsted for blood, and since
others were not available for slaughter, he sucked
his own blood and was satisfied. (ch. 100)

Only two terms of conflict and, negativity concerning

Kenzji appear in conversation: kanj'Q.2. uchikorosu (Mk-278), and

(kanj'Q £) korosu (Mk-279) are used to describe to O-sumi his

inability to forget his disgust with his relatives. This

contrasts with the relatively large number of terms of

conflict and negativity used in conversation concerning Sunaga

(24, about forty percent of the total 61) and Lc h i r S (9, about

forty percent of the total 22). This contrast seems to relate

to the fact that although Sunaga and rehire have someone such

as Matsumoto and H who try to understand their internal

conflicts and indeed succeed in doing so to a certain degree,
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Kenzo has no one who ever tries to understand his problems.

As for Sensei, only 3 terms of conflict and negativity are

used in conversation. However, Sensei's testament, Sensei's

confession of his spiritual anguish in which the majority of

the terms of conflict and negativity are used, is addressed to

"I," his admirer and great sympathizer, and therefore Sens'ei

has someone who is even more sympathetic than Sunaga's uncle,

Matsumoto, and Ichiro's good friend, H.

Even though Kenzo's spiritual anguish caused by his

internal conflict is less serious than that of Sensei and

Ichiro, the lack of any sympathetic people around him makes it

unbearably painful. Worse yet, people around him who come to

him only aggravate his internal conflict. What Kenzo states

to O-sumi at the end of the novel shows how desperate he feels

about resolving his conflicts: "Hardly anything in this life

is settled. Things that happen once will go on happening.

But they come back in different guises, and that's what fools

us." (ch. 102) This remark of Ken z E is also significant in

view of the fact that the way he deals with interpersonal

conflict with people around him since his childhood remains

the same although the person with whom he interacts changes.

Soseki had friends and disciples who understood him and

admired his talent and achievement, but he did not have anyone

who could understand his spiritual anguish caused by his

unhappy past: his childhood spent without receiving genuine

love and his miserable married life. He probably felt

--------------- --
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compelled to analyze his past, which was one of the greatest

sources of his internal conflict. As we have seen, Kojin

delineates Soseki's own spiritual anguish in an abstract and

philosophical way, but it does not seem to have functioned as

a catharsis for his spiritual anguish as much as he hoped

because of his lack of objectivity and his disturbed state of

mind during the time when he was writing that novel. When he

described the specific details of his unhappy childhood and

his miserable marriage with a remarkable objectivity in

Michikusa, however, he finally came to terms with his past.

Thus he became ready to create truly fictional characters in

the following novel, Meian.

Tsuda

Tsuda's intrapersonal conflict is described by using 18

ter~s of conflict and negativity: 4 in category A, 1 in cate

gory B, and 13 in category C. In Meian the male protagonist

is completely different from male protagonists of the other

four novels. Although Sunaga, Sensei, Ichiro, and Kenzo are

spiritual brothers of Soseki in many ways, Tsuda is not in any

respect. For one thing, Tsuda does not share Soseki's inabil

ity to express his emotions and fp.elings. Though Tsuda usual

ly avoids expressing his emotions and feelings overtly like

the other four male characters, he does so not because he

cannot express himself but largely because he is keen about

protecting his interest. Tsuda is determined to advance in

society and he knows that he must control his negative
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emotions in front of his superiors so as to win their favor.

He also does not want to wound his pride by exposing the fact

that his former fiancee, Kiyoko, jilted him or that he is not

as rich as he pretends to be before his wife, O-nobu. There-

fore he cannot be frank with people around him and must hide

his emotions and feelings more than necessary. One of the

causes of Tsuda's internal conflict is his false pride.

Tsuda's aunt, O-asa, points out Tsuda's problem concise-

Ly , She states:

"The really bad thing is that your [Tsuda's] entire
being is made up of flamboyance and extravagance.
You're like a person who's forever looking around
restlessly to see whether chere's a feast somewhere"
(ch. 27).

She further states that even after his marriage he is still

dissatisfied and cannot settle down. Tsuda thinks that there

is nothing wrong with being extravagant and even feels proud

of that fact, but he also cannot help "becoming unpleasant"

(Mn-34), for he knows that O-asa's assessment is correct and

that his dissatisfaction about his marriage relates to his

unhappy memory of being jilted by Kiyoko.

Tsuda's friend, Kobayashi, also points out that the

source of Tsuda's problem is his spiritual deformity stemming

from his vanity, his egocentricity, and his endless pursuit of

his desires. Kobaya~hi further perceives that Tsuda's dissat-

isfaction with O-nobu somehow relates to his lingering affec-

tion for Kiyoko. By using strong terms of conflict--S terms
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relating to war, 2 relating to victory and defeat, and 1

relating to enmity--all in conversation between Tsuda and

Kobayashi, Soseki creates the perfect image of the battle that

Tsuda is about to fight within himself:

"You v on l t understand unless you actually experi
ence (Mn-44l) it. I predict that, so let's wait
and see. Soon the real battle (Mn-442) will begin.
And then .you'll finally understand that you're not a
match (Mn-443) for me."

"That doesn't matter to me. It would be an honor
for me to be defeated (Mn-444) by someone like you
wh o Is lost to all sense of shame."

"You're quite obstinate, aren't you? But I
didn't "mean you'd fight (Mn-445) with me."

"Well, with whom [would I fight] (Mn-446) then?"
"You're already fighting (Mn-447) right now with

yourself. And in a little while it will actually
express itself in action. Your leisure's egging you
on to fight a vain, losing battle (Mn-448)."
(ch. 160)

Kobayashi's prediction is accurate, for Tsuda, following

Mrs. Yoshikawa's suggestion--or, more appropriately, commands,

since she is his patron--goes to the hot spring where Kiyoko

is staying intending to get rid of his old attachment to her.

Soon after he arrives he considers the three possible path~ he

can take. The first path is that he becomes a guest who has

really come for his health after his operation for an anal

fistula and leaves without meeting Kiyoko. If he chooses this

path, he can never settle anything. The second path is that

he exposes his real self and asks why Kiyoko jilted him,

without being afraid of hurting his pride or making a fool of

himself. Since to avoid confronting his wounded pride will

get him nowhere, this is the only way that he can ever resolve
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his internal conflict. Tsuda, however, is thinking of the

third possibility of getting rid of his old affection for

Kiyoko without hurting his pride. Of course, the possibility

of this outcome is questionable because Kiyoko's "betrayal"

(Mn-485, 486) must have a close connection with his spiritual

deformity. When Tsuda left Tokyo, he had decided on the third

path. But now that he is going to see Kiyoko the following

day, the first and the second possibilities come to his mind.

The occurrence of the first possibility in his mind indicates

that he is still afraid of confronting his source of internal

conflict. Here Kobayashi's prediction, "Your leisure's egging

you on to fight a vain, losing battle," (rtn-448) carries great

weight. However, the occurrence of the second possibility is

significant in that it suggests the possibility of a resolu

tion of his internal conflict and therefore the possibility of

a recovery from his spiritual illness. The novel ends while a

"war [is] raging within Tsuda's heart" (rtn-472) o ve r whether

he should choose the second or the third p~th.

Meian begins with the discovery of the worsening of

Tsuda's illness, and S~seki describes the actual operation in

detail, using 3 terms of specific weapons: hamono (blade, Mn

1), kiremono (scissors, Mn-46), and hasami (scissors, rtn-47).

S~seki's intention is obvious: Tsuda's physical illness sym

bolizes his spiritual illness or deformity. Just as his

physical illness requires an operation, so also does his

spiritual illness. "The gleam of the cold bLa de s " (rln-l),
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w h i c h is a reminder of his ph y s i c a I pain in his first

operation, seems to symbolize the pain that will arise from

the operation which is about to be performed on his spirit

ual illness. "The sound of the instrument" (11n-46) touching

the plate and "the sound of the scissors" (Mn-47) cutting

dully through the flesh which assails his eardrums and m~kes

him imagine a red stream of blood perhaps sug~est that he

must figuratively shed blood in order to recover from his

spiritual illness. Because the novel ends as the operation

on Tsuda's illness is in its early stages, we do not know

what the outcome will be. One possible speculation is that

if we extend the parallelism between his physical illness

and spiritual illness a little further, we can hopefully

expect that his spiritual illness will take a turn for the

better, for Tsuda's operation is a success and he recovers

gradually.

The nature of Tsuda's internal conflict is much less

serious than those of the other four major male characters.

Tsuda does not suffer because of the secret about his birth as

does Sunaga, he does not suffer from a feeling of guilt as

does Sensei, nor does he suffer from an unhappy childhood

experience and miserable marriage as does Kenzo. He is not

alienated from society and the people around him as are

Sunaga, Ichiro, Sensei, and Kenzo. Nor is he as prudent and

as cautious as the other four. Tsuda's S~UL~es of internal

conflict are his false pride, vanity, and egocentricity, which
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often are the sources of internal conflict of an ordinary man.

By using mostly strong terms of conflict and negativity in

category C (13 out of 18), half of which are used in conversa

tion, Soseki vividly delineates the intra personal conflict of

Tsuda who has little to do with tragedy or secret of a grave

importance.

Although Sunaga's, Sensei's, Ken z Sl s , and especially

Ichire's problems are peculiar in their causes and nature,

Tsuda's problem is something that everyone shares to a certain

degree. Therefore, !:!eian in a way is a much more difficult

novel for a serious reader to read than HiK'~ sugi made,

Kojin, Kokoro, and Michikusa, for it makes him confront the

ugly aspect of human nature that he certainly shares and makes

him ask the question how man can resolve conflict which has

its source in his own egocentricity.

Other Characters

All the rest of the internal conflicts delineated in the

last five novels are much less significant than those of the five

major male characters, Among the four other characters whose

intrapersonal conflicts are treated here--Sensei's friend, K

(10), the protagonist of the novel Gedanke which Sunaga reads in

Higan 5ugi made, Gedanke (6), an admirer of Sensei, "I" (6),

and Tsuda's w Lf e , O-nobu (S)--only the first two characters'

intrapersonal conflicts have a significant impact on the internal

conflict of each major male character.

K's internal conflict is delineated by using 1 term of
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conflict and negativity in category A, 1 in category B, and 8

in category C. This proportion of the terms is appropriate in

view of the seriousness of K's inter~al conflict. Here I

shall incorpor~te the discussion of K's conflict with his

foster parents (which i~ described by 5 terms of conflict and

negativity: 1 in category A and 4 in category B) and his

conflict with his original family (which is described by 3

terms of conflict and negativity~ 1 in category A and 2 in

category B), for these conflicts are closely related to K's

internal conflict. Like Soseki, K was an adopted son. His

foster father, who is a doctor, sends him to Tokyo with the

intention of making him a doctor to take over the family

business. But K is determined to study religion and philoso

phy and has no intention of becoming a doctor. He does not

mind deceiving (Kr-195, 199, 256) his foster parents so long

as it leads him to "the true way" 011-19). During the third

sumiller vacation in Tokyo, however, K confesses in his letter

to his foster parents that he has been deceiving them. His

foster father is "furious" (Kr-198) at his deception, and his

original family also sends him a letter of "reprimand"

(kisseki, Kr-200). Someone tries to "act as mediator" (Kr

201) between K and his foster parents, but the relationship

between them grow worse. K not only "hurts his foster

parents' feelings" (Kr-202) but he also "angers" (Kr-203) his

original family as well. As a result, though K becomes offi

cially a member of his original family once more, his original
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family "expels" (kanda, Kr-204) him due to the sense of obli

gation to the family that adopted K.

Here we see a parallel between K's conflicting and com

plicated relationships with both his foster parents and his

original family and those of Soseki. Soseki delineates K as a

motherless child and describes how his having been brought up

by a stepmother is partly responsible for his stubborn charac

ter. He further describes how his stubborn character is also

partly responsible for aggravating his relationship with his

foster parents and his original family. This seems to have

been an attempt on the part of Soseki to try to analyze the

relationship between one's unhappy childhood experiences and

one's later conflicting relationship with one's family,

wh i c h was 0 n e 0 f the rna j 0 r. con c ern s 0 f So s e k i in his 1 ate r

years.

Bp.ing disowned by both his foster parents and his origi

nal family, K immediately finds himself in financial diffi

culty. Now he has to work hard to support himself. He,

however, continues to study as hard as he did earlier. Having

read stories of great priests and Christian saints, he comes

to regard the body and the soul as having to be forced asun

der. At times he seems to think that mistreatment or the body

is necessary for the glorification of the soul (III-24). This

continual strain affects his physical and mental condition.

He seems to believe, however, that once he becomes accustomed

to hardship, he will qUickly cease to notice it. It Is as if
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he is using his strong will-power to proceed to his own

"destruction" (Kr-206). Worried about K, Sensei suggests that

he move into his lodging house so that Sensei can help him

financially without hurting his pride and also help him

improve his mental condition by putting him in a homelike

atmosphere. As Sensei has hoped, K is gradually emerging from

his "fortress of books" (shomotsu ~ joheki .£ kizuite, Kr

210), and his heart is beginning to thaw. Then, as is men

tioned earlier, K falls in love with Shizu, ~onfesses his love

for her to Sensei, and is betrayed by Sensei.

By using 6 terms o~ conflict and negativity relating to

suicide (6), Soseki emphasizes the importance of K's suicide.

These terms, however, are not used to indicate clearly why K

has to kill himself, but rather to show the greatness of

Sensei's shock upon K's suicide. The obscurity of the cause

of K's suicide, however, is in a way effective. For one thing

the reason for anybody's suicide is not explained as simply as

a newspaper article usually does. In K's case one newspaper

reports that "he had been disowned by his family and in a fit

of depression had killed himself" (Kr-300). In another news

paper "K's suicide (Kr-301) had been attributed to insanity."

Also because the reason for K's suicide is obscure Sensei's

life after K's suicide is to be spent in a certain sense in

discovering why K had to kill himself.

K states in his letter to Sensei that he has decided to

"kill himself" (Kr-291) because there seems no hope of his
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ever becoming the firm, resolute person that he has always

wanted to be. As we have seen, Sensei wonders about the real

cause of K's suicide for a long period of time and finally

concludes that K killed himself because he experienced a

loneliness as terrible as that which Sensei himself is expe

riencing. As for the reason K experienced such a loneliness

Sensei does not explain further.

What K states in his letter to Sensei and Sensei's inter

pretation about the cause of K's suicide seem to be both

correct. One possible interpretation which explains and

analyzes K's internal conflict further is as follows. K's

suffering begins when he falls in love with Shizu. It is

understandable that to an ascetic person such as K being

attracted to a woman violates his self-imposed rule of what he

should not do. He is greatly disappointed in himself when he

learns that he cannot forget about Shizu. He feels so despe

rate that he confesses his love for Shizu to Sensei hoping

that he will give him some advice. Therefore, when Sensei

betrays his faith, his shock is extremely deep. K loses two

persons to whom he is very much attached, his best friend and

cne woman ne LOVeS. Moreover, his inability to forget about

Shizu and to forgive Sensei makes him realize how different he

is from the kind of person he has always wanted to b e c o rn e , As

a result he loses faith in himself.

K's experience and that of Sensei are parallel in many

ways. First, they lose faith in man by the betrayal of
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persons whom they completely trust. Second, realizing that

they are not the kind of person that they thought they are or

they should be, they lose faith in themselves. Feeling

unbearably lonely and unable to cope with their internal

conflict, they choose to kill themselves. Although K experi

ences all these within a few days whereas Sensei experiences

them over a period of twenty years, these parallels are sig

nificant. For Sensei states in his letter to "I" that "like

the gust of winter wind, the premonition that I was treading

the same path as K had done would rush at me from time to time

and chill me to the bone" (III-53), and the premonition unfor

tunately comes true.

Gedanke's intiapersonal conflict is delineated by using 3

terms of conflict and negativity in category A, 1 in category

E, and 2 in category C. As noted above, Gedanke is the story

about how an overly prudent man who is a loser in a triangular

relationship carefully plans to murder his rival. This

rather seemingly simple story is in fact quite complicated.

When we try to understand why Gedanke had to kill his friend,

we cannot tell whether it is due to "jealousy (H-156), revenge

(H-157), a serious prank, a whimsical trick (H-158), an

earnest action, a madman'", reasoning, or an ordinary man's

calculation" (V-27). Gedanke plans to kill the man in such a

way that the wife, seeing him do it and knowing that he is a

murderer, can do nothing but look on as a spectator, unable to

take any action against him. First he feigns sudden attacks
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of violent fits at a dinner party. After repeating this act a

few times he succeeds in gaining the reputation of being

insane. Celebrating the success of his "stratagem" (H-164),

he puts the planned murder into practice. One day at the

house of the man he is going to murder he picks up a heavy

paperweight lying on a desk and asks him, "Could you kill a

man with this?" Without waiting for a response, he puts all

his strength into the paperweight and strikes the man in front

of his wife. After being sent to a madhouse, however, Gedanke

begins to "doubt" (H-169) his own vindication of his sanity.

Moreover he tries to vindicate his own "doubt" (H-170). In

the end GedankA. himself is not sure if he is sane or insane.

The great shock Sunaga receives from this story is under

standable. For, as discussed above, there is a parallelism of

the situation between Gedanke and Sunaga and also a parallel

ism between Gedanke's personality and that of Sunaga. The

complexity of human psychology and the undependability of

powers of thought described in the story point to the possi

bility that Sunaga might take decisive action as Gedanke did.

Gedanke's story is significant in giving an impetus for Sunaga

to probe further his intra personal conflict.

When we turn to look at "I'''s internal conflict, we find

that it is of much lesser importance. For "I"'s possible

serious internal conflict caused by his gUilt feelings at

leaving his father's deathbed is not described in the novel.

As might be expected, all the terms of conflict and negativity

---------- -- --- ---
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concerning "I" (6) are mild ones: those of displeasure. At

one time, looking at a couple enjoying flower-viewing, "I"

says to Sensei that they appear to be rather fond of each

other. Then Sensei points out that "I" sounds like a person

who is "dissatisfied" (Kr-29) because he has not been able to

fall in love, though he wants to (1-12). At another time, in

one of his letters, "I" tells his brother to return home

during the summer to see their father before he dies. He

further writes that they should feel pity for their old

parents who lead such lonely lives in the country. When

writing such a letter, he is quite sincere, but after writing

it, he finds himself not feeling as much affection as he has

expressed in his letter. Thinking of this insincerity, he

"becomes dissatisfied" (Kr-l04) with himself. Another

instance when he feels displeased with himself (Kr-112, 113,

114, 115) is the time when he looks back on the daily schedule

for the summer he has set himself before leaving Tokyo and

realizes that he has been able to complete only about one

third of it. This kind of internal conflict caused by the gap

between what one plans to do and what one really succeeds in

doing, stemming largely from a lack of patience and will

power, is what everyone experiences once in a while.

The nature of O-nobu's internal conflict (which is

described using 1 term of conflict and negati.vity in category

A, 3 in category B, and 1 in category C) is also not as

serious as that of K or Gedanke. Once when Tsuda is away
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from home staying at the hospital, O-nobu sleeps late. She

"cannot but despise herself" (keibetsu-shinai wake ni

ikanakatta, Mn-79) for being a thorough sluggard, for she is

not behaving like the ideal wife that she is determined to

become.

Perhaps what is peculiar about O-nobu is her extremely

high self-esteem and strong pride. She believ~s that she can

impress people such as Mrs. Yoshikawa with her charming woman

ly personality. Therefore, when she fails to do so on the

occasion of hA, cousin Tsugiko's miai, she feels unhappy (Mn

92). Moreover, she senses that there is some kind of secret

that Tsuda and Mrs. Yoshikawa are hiding from her. When she

learns that that secret has something to do with the existence

of another woman to whom Tsuda is attached, she uses all her

artifice ann tactics to discover the truth, for she is deter

mined to make Tsuda love her absolutely. She attacks Tsuda's

sister, O-hide, so as to make her tell the truth, but because

of her lack of evidence she fails. It is really a serious

battle for O-nohu and the only serious one relating to her

intrapersonal conflict. Her feeling at that time is described

with an effective metaphor: "O-nobu felt she had lost her

footing and plunged into the mire" (michi .£ ayamatte .i£.£.£

fukada l!.£ naka ~ fumikonda, Mn-302).

In the same way that Tsuda keeps a secret from O-nobu and

people around him, so too does O-nobu conceal the fact that

she is in conflict with Tsuda to her uncle, aunt and ether
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people around her. She despises the honesty which would make

her "destroy her self-respect" (kyoeishin .2. uchikorosu, Mn-

348). As a result, like Tsuda she is forced to hide her real

feelings and emotions to people who are close to her.

O-nobu's internal conflict derives from the fact that Tsuda's

secret might hurt her pride and vanity and also might ruin her

determination to make him love her at whatever cost. The

nature of O-nobu's internal conflict is extremely similar to

that of Tsuda. Whether she can resolve her interp.al conflict,

which has only begun when the novel is broken off, largely

depends upon how much she can free herself from her spiritual

deformity: her false pride, vanity, and egocentricity.

The number of terms of conflict and negativity concerning

other major female characters in the other four of Soseki's

last five novels is extremely insignificant: Chiyoko (1), Nao

(1), Shizu (0), and O-sumi· (1). When we compare these numbers

with those concerning ~sj0r male characters in the same four

novels, the contrast is astonishingly sharp. This sharp

contrast largely seems to relate to Soseki's view of litera

ture. He states, "Art begins with s e Lf e-expr e s c Lon and ends

with self-expression."25 It seems natural that Soseki should

delineate the internal conflicts of male characters, who are

in many ways his spiritual brothers, in a far more detailed

way than those of female characters with whom he cannot feel

such spiritual kinship.
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Conflict between Two Male Friends

The order of the frequency of terms of conflict and nega

tivity involving each of the interactions between two male

friends in the last five novels is as follows: 1) Tsuda and

Kobayashi in Meian (72); 2) Sensei and K in Kokoro (65) 3)

J i r 0 and Mi sa wa in Ko ji n (26); 4) I chi r 0 and H in [0 j in (22)

5) Gedanke and his friend in Higan sugi made (10); 6) Kei taro

and Morimoto in Higan sugi made (6): 7) Kei taro and Sunaga in

Since I have already discussed the

conflict between Gedanke and his friend, I shall treat the

other four important interpersonal conflicts and two rather

insignificant interpersonal conflicts-here.

Tsuda and Kobayashi

The conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi is delineated by

using 8 terms of conflict and negativity in category A, 43 in

category B, and 21 in category C. One outstanding feature

concerning the conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi is its

sharpness. This is clearly reflected in the fact that the

majority of the terms of conflict and negativity are either

those in category B which describe the direct reactions toward

interpersonal conflict of the characters or those in category

C which relate to intense conflict. Another and more out-

standing feature of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi is their extreme freqllPncy

By reading Meian the reader does not get the impression that
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Tsuda's interaction with Kobayashi is almost as important as

his interactio~ with O-nobu, yet the number of terms of

conflict and negativity concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi is

about 85 percent of that concerning Tsuda and O-nobu (84).

The interaction between Tsuda and his sister O-hide, which

seems to be as important as the interactlon between Tsuda and

Kobayashi, includes only about 60 percent (42) of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning the interaction between

Tsuda and Kobayashi. Moreover, this frequency is the third

largest concerning any interpersonal or intrapersonal

conflicts described in the last five novels following the fre

quencies concerning the interpersonal conflicts between Kenz6

and O-sumi (91) and that between Tsuda and O-nobu.

This extreme frequency largely seems to relate to the

peculiarity of Kobayashi's personality. Unlike other impor

tant character3 in the last five novels Kobayashi is a kind of

an anarchist or an iconoclast: he attacks all the conventions

and despises popular beliefs and ideas; he has hostility

toward the upper class and identifies himself with the lower

class. He has no proper education, social position, rank,

money, or even a steady job. He has been driven to such a low

point that he has nothing to lose whatever he says or he does.

He is free from Japanese conventions of proper behavior which

prohibit people from expressing negative feelings or emotions

overtly. For instance, he can say things such as "I despise

you" casually and repeatedly to Tsuda without any hesitation.
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Moreover, he sometimes enjoys annoying people by saying some

thing unpleasant or disagreeable. He even states to O-nobu

that he lives "to be disliked" (Mn-135).

Because Tsuda is an immediate target of Kobayashi's

criticism, a large number of terms of conflict and negativity

are used in conversation between Tsuda and Kobayashi (41,

among which 36 are spoken by Kobayashi). Five more terms are

used in conversation between Kobayashi and O-nobu referring to

the conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi. Altogether 46 terms

of conflict and negativi~y concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi

(about 60 percent of the total terms of contlicc and negativi

ty concerning the relationship) are used in conversation.

This great percentage of the terms of conflict and negativity

used in conversation of the total terms of conflict and nega

tivity concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi contrasts sharply with

the small percentage of the terms of conflict and negativity

used in conversation between KenzQ and O-sumi (about 10

percent) and those between Tsuda and O-nobu (about 15 percent)

of the total numbers of terms of conflict and negativity

concerning them. The conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi is

surprisingly overt, whereas those between KenzQ and O-sumi and

those between Tsuda and O-nobu are covert. This sharp

contrast largely derives from the fact that Kobayashi com

pletely ignores the Japanese pattern of proper behavior,

whereas KenzQ, O-sumi, Tsuda, and O-nobu, for the most part,

follow the pattern faithfully.
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Another outstanding feature of the terms of conflict and

negativity concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi is the high frequen

cy of terms relating to contempt (28, about 40 percent of the

total number of terms of conflict and negativity concerning

this relationship). This percentage is the highest among the

percentages that any most frequently used terms concerning

each intrapersonal or interpersonal conflict in the last five

novels occupy in the total number of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning each intrapersonal or interpersonal

conflict. Some of the terms whose frequencies occupy large

percentages in the total number of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning each intrapersonal or interpersonal

conflict are: 1) terms of jealousy, shitto, concerning Sunaga

and Takagi (about 35 percent); 2) terms of hatred, zoo, con

cerning Sensei and Shizu (about 30 percent); 3) terms of

attack, kogeki, concerning KenzQ and Shimada (about 30

percent; 4) terms of suspicion, utagai, concerning Tsuda and

O-nobu (about 25 percent); 5) terms of cowardice, h i k vd ,

concerning Sunaga (about 25 percent); 6) terms of displeasure,

£uyukai, concerning KenzQ and O-sumi (about 20 percent); 7)

terms of perverseness, higami, concerning Sunaga (about 20

percent). When we consider the fact that all these terms,

except for the cowardice and perverseness concerning Sunaga,

are used mostly in narration, whereas almost all the terms of

contempt (26 out of 28) concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi are

used in conversation, we can see how unusually strong an image

_. - --_._-----
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of contempt Soseki creates concerning the interaction between

Tsuda and Kobayashi. This strong image of contempt effective-

ly indicates the nature of the conflict between Tsuda and

Kobayashi.

The feeling of contempt is mutual between Tsuda and

Kobayashi. Tsuda's contempt for people such as Kobayashi is a

relatively common feeling among well-educated people who have

rat her h i g h 'S 0 cia 1 s tat usa n d who ear n e n 0 ugh m0 n e y t 0 1 i v e a

comfortable life. They tend to despise people such as

Kobayashi who have no proper education, no steady job, no

money, and no social status. They do not think much aoout the

good fortune and opportunities that they have had but that

people such as Kobayashi have not had. Kobayashi keenly

senses Tsuda's contempt for him though Tsuda never expresses

it in words.

Once Kobayashi, contrary to his customary behavior, is

wearing a new suit, and asks Tsuda to give him an old overcoat

that Tsuda used to wear in his school days. This strikes

Tsuda as being inconsistent. Kobayashi states to Tsuda:

"When I'm wearing a dirty suit you despise (Mn-40)
me for being dirty, don't you? And when occasional
ly I have on some clean cloths you then despise (Mn
41) me for being clean. Well then, what in the
world am I supposed to do? How should I behave to
be respected by you?" (ch. 36)

Kobayashi further states that he has had his new suit made so

as to run off to Korea, for he cannot put up with his dreadful

Tokyo life with no future whatsoever. Kobayashi, however, is
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unhappy that he must leave Tokyo as a loser and states that he

really does not want to go to Korea. Tsuda's unfeeling

answer, "Well then why don't you g i ve it up?" "cruelly wounds"

(Mn-43) Kobayashi, who seems to be starving for sympathy.

"Kobayashi then says, "Tsuda, I'm lonely." and tells Tsuda that

he has decided to go to Korea simply because it is much better

to go to Korea than to stay in Tokyo and "be made a fool of"

(Mn-44) by everyone. Kobayashi's remarks are really pathetic,

and yet Tsuda does not feel any sympathy at all. This is the

only occasion in the novel that Kobayashi opens himself to

Tsuda and straightforwardly confesses how lonely and unhappy

he is. In the light of the cold and unfeeling attitude of

Tsuda on this occasion, it is understandable that Kobayashi

comes to hate Tsuda from then on and turns out to be Tsuda's

"enemy" (Mn-480).

Kobayashi makes the best use of every opportunity to have

his "revenge" (Mn-420) for Tsuda's contempt for him.
• -;at••. _

While

Tsuda is in the hospital Kobayashi visits O-nobu to get an old

overcoat that Tsuda has promised to give him. While he is

waiting until the maid checks with Tsuda, he "casts aspersions

on Tsuda's character" (jinkaku .£ utaguru ~.!:!E.., Mn-162) in

front of Ov-no b u and states that there are still many t h i n g s

O-nobu ought to know. When Tsuda hears that Kobayashi is

talking wi th O-nobu, he has "a very disagreeable expression"

(Mn-166), for he is afraid that Kobayashi might tell O-nobu

about Tsuda's old attachment to Kiyoko. Although Kobayashi

.... - ._- ._ ....__.._-----
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does not reveal the secret outright, he suggests that Tsuda

conceals an important matter from O-nobu and arouses her

suspicion toward Tsuda. One of the ways Kobayashi gets back

at Tsuda is through meddling in the husband-wife relationship

between Tsuda and O-nobu and "sowing dissension" (fiifunaka .£

saku, Mn-450) between th2~.

Another instance in which Kobayashi takes revenge on

Tsuda occurs when he visits Tsuda at the hospital. Tsuda is

worried about what Kobayashi has told O-nobu but cannot ask

her about it, for he knows that she will not tell things

frankly once she is determined not to do so. Therefore, the

only way left for him is to turn to Kobayashi as the source of

the information he needs. Being aware of this, Kobayashi

irritates Tsuda by evading telling what he has told O-nobu.

Kobayashi also irritates Tsuda by showing curiosity about how

rich O-nobu's uncle Okamoto is. When Tsuda says he does not

know how much money Okamoto has, he feels as if Kobayashi is

saying, "Would you really ever have married without finding

out how much money Okamoto had!" (ch. 117), and Tsuda "becomes

even more annoyed" (Mn-257). Tsuda begins to wonder if he is

"being made a fool of" (Mn-258, 259, 260).

Kobayashi is not yet satisfied with these instances of

revenge. He further annoys (Mn-282, 283) Tsuda by not showing

any intention of leaving though Mrs. Yoshikawa is about to

visit Tsuda at the hospital. Since Tsuda does not want to let

Mrs. Yoshika ..... a know that he has such a man as Kobayashi among
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his friends, he begins to wonder how he can get rid of

Kobayashi quickly. Tsuda knows that the purpose of

Kobayashi's visit is to get hush money from Tsuda before he

leaves for Korea. Ts uda , however, is "not yet in the mood to

surrender" (Mn-284) to him. Nevertheless he is even more

lacking in the courage to "send him away" (Mn-285) immediate

ly. Knowing what is in Tsuda's mind, Kobayashi does not miss

another chance to irritate Tsuda. He states that since he has

never ber.ome acquainted with such a rich person as Mrs.

Yoshikawa he wants to see her. Tsuda finally gives in and

says outright that Kobayashi "is in the way" (Mn-287, 288) and

that h e wants him to leave right away on condition that as

soon as he, Tsuda, leaves the hospital he will have a farewell

party for Kobayashi and give him some money then.

Tsuda and Kobayashi meet for the last time on the occa

sion of the farewell party. Tsuda feels antipathy toward

Kobayashi, whose method of exacting money from him was tanta

mount to extortion, and thinks it appropriate to be slightly

late "as a simple act of spite" (Mn-404). However, this act

of spite by Tsuda is not a match for that of Kobayashi. When

they sit down for dinner at an expensive restaurant, Kobayashi

begins to embarrass Tsuda by asking if the beautiful ladies

sitting close to them are geishas. Tsuda "rebukes" (Mn-405)

him with "Don't be ridiculous!" (ch. 156) and despises (Mn

406, 407) him for his lack of sensitivity. Kobayashi, how

ever, states that lack of sensitivity is exactly the point he
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He explains his point by referring to another

example. Kobayashi thinks that both the French food at the

high-class restaurant and the sake in the dirty-looking bar

are equally good. Tsuda "despises" (Mn-41S, 4H.. him for his

lack of taste. Kobayashi, however, despises (Mn-417) Tsuda in

turn precisely because Tsuda is too particular about every-

thing. Kobayashi further states:

"On this point which of us, you or I, feels con
fined, and which of us feels free? Which of us is
happy and which of us feels the more restraint?
Which of us is at peace and which of us is disturb
ed? As I see it, you're forever squirming. You're
forever nervous. You're always trying to chase
after the things you like. And why is that? The
answer's quite simple. It's because you've got so
much freedom to be extravagant. It's because you
haven't like me been driven to the low point where
you can accept everything and let everybody do just
as he damn well pleases;" (ch. 157)

What Kobayashi says here seems to be so logical and intelli-

gent for a man of Kobayashi's education that it is almost as

if Sose".i is putting words in Kobayashi's mouth. However,

Kobayshi's remarks ~re essentially correct and clearly point

to Tsuda's spiritual deformity--his vanity, his

egocentricity, and his endless pursuit of his desires.

Kobayashi further annoys Tsuda by stating that Tsuda's

present circumstances make him feel that he does not have to

pay attention to Kobayashi's advice, but that when he is in

difficulty or fails, he will certainly remember it. Even if

he remembers Kobayashi's advice, it will not do him any good

in an emergency, for Tsuda, of course, cannot suddenly change.
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Kobayashi states that Tsuda will then feel that it would have

been better not to have listened to Kobayashi and it is just

then that he will finally have his "revenge" (Mn-420) for

Tsuda's "contempt" (Mn-419) of him (ch. 158). Hearing

Kobayashi's remarks, Tsuda is quite "displeased" (~ln-418)..
Kobayashi's attack on Tsuda is not finished yet. He

again tries to embarrass Tsuda by saying something which would

offend the beautiful ladies sitting close to them. When Tsuda

asks him not to make nasty remarks about complete strangers,

Kobayashi says triumphantly, "You were wrong in inviting a

good-for-nothing like me to such a place" (c h , 159). Soseki

describes Kobayashi's feeling of triumph by strong terms of

conflict such as those relating to victory and defeat (6) and

war (2):

"I've put one over on you (Mn-427, 428), haven't
I? How about it? You've capitulated (Mn-429),
haven't you?"

"Well, if you think you've won (Mn-430), go
right ahead and think so (Mn-431) if you want to."

"What you really ra e a n is t ha t you'll despise (Mn
432) me even more. But I don't give a damn about
what you think of me (Mn-433)."

"If you don't, that's all right with me.
My, but you're exasperating!"

While Kobayashi stared at Tsuda as if to make out
his expression of indignation, he spoke to him:

"Hey, how about it? Have you finally understood?
This is what I'd call [actual battle] (Mn-434). And
no matter how much leisure you have, no matter how
many rich people you know, no matter how high an
opinion you have of yourself, if you're defeated
(Mn-436) in actual [battle] (Mn-435), that's all
there is to it •• • . " Cch, 159)
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Kobayashi's sense of triumph also derives from the fact

that Tsuda is more vulnerable than Kobayashi. For if Tsuda

does not succeed in mollifying Kobayashi--by giving money to

Kobayashi on condition that he will not disclose Tsuda's

secret, his lingering affection for Kiyoko, to O-nobu--Tsuda

has a lot to lose. On the other hand, Kobayashi, as pointed

out ear lier, has nothing to lose. He is free to say or do

whatever he wants to. He does not at all feel that simply

because he must ask Tsuda for money he is in the weaker posi-

tion. He rather believes that it is "leisure" which transmits

money from the high to the low and that therefore he has the

right to receive money from Tsuda. The direct confror.tation

between Tsuda and Kobayashi due to their mutual contempt ends

with a compromise made mainly by Tsuda.

The conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi, however, is

unresolved, as the following scene of their confrontation that

Tsuda imagines at the hot spring indicates:

He could clearly see, in his mlnd's eye, the figure
of Kobayashi suddenly pulling up at the entrance of
the inn in a horse-cart, and storming into his room.

"What the devil did you come here for?"
"For nothing in particular. Just to annoy (Mn

481) you."
"But for what reason?"
"Why in the world do I have to have a reason! As

long as you dislike (Mn-482) me, I'll simply hound
you forever no matter where you go."

"Damn you!"
He '.ould suddenly feel compelled to clench his

fist and punch Kobayashi in the face (Mn-483).
Instead of defending himself, Kobayashi would imme
diately fall flat on his back in the center of the
room with his arms and legs outstretched.
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All right,

Imagining such a hypothetical scene, Tsuda feels a sense of

shame and disgrace. He simply fears scandal. Tsuda, however,

does not try to ask himself why Kobayashi is such a nuisance.

Because he wants to conceal his lingering affection for

Kiyoko, Kobayashi, who holds his secret, becomes a threat. If

Tsuda admits that he has a problem and faces it once and for

all, he does not ha,e to fear Kobayashi. Tsuda, however,

cannot get rid of ~is f~lse pride, and simply condemns

Kobayashi as the source of his difficulty.

This imaginary conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi

points to Tsuda's ambivalent psychological state concerning

his attitude toward his problem. As noted above, the fact

that he thinks of the possibility that he could move ahead,

not caring whether he made a fool of himself in order to

resolve his internal conflict, suggests the possibility of the

betterment of his spiritual illness--his vanity, his egocen-

tricity, and his endless pursuit of his desires. However, the

above-described fight that Tsuda imagines the following

morning indicates that he still cannot face his problem and is

far from resolVing his intrapersonal conflict. This fluctua-

tion of Tsuda's psychology does not point to Soseki's incon-

sistency in his characterization of Tsuda. Rather, it shows

=-

Soseki's skill in his realistic depiction of human psychology:
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man's psychological state advances one step but it also can

fall back again.

Tsuda's conflict with Kobayashi in itself is unique in

its overtness and interesting in its lively attack by

Kobayashi on Tsuda during their conversation. But more impor

tantly it illuminates the sources of Tsuda's problem, his

false pride, extravagance, and egocentricity. By Tsuda's

reaction to Kobayashi's attack on him we learn how far Tsuda

is from the resolution of his internal conflict at the moment

of each confrontation. Kobayashi, though he himself is far

from a perfect man both ethically and spiritually, plays the

role of a doctor who diagnoses Tsuda's spiritual illness. The

fact that the real doctor who treats Tsuda is also named

Kobayashi clearly indicates Soseki's intention of creating

the character Kobayashi in order to play such a role.

Sensei and K

The conflict between Sensei and K is described by using

65 terms of conflict and negativity: 13 in category A, 38 in

category B, and 14 in category C. In Kokoro Soseki uses a

completely different way to delineate the conflict between two

male friends from that in Meian. While the conflict between

Tsuda and Kobayashi is shown through the specific descriptions

of their interaction simultaneously as their interpersonal

conflicts occur, the conflict between Sensei and K is recount

ed in an analytical way almost twenty years after the actual

interpersonal conflicts occu •• cd. This difference is clearly
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conflict and negativity concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi and

those concerning Sensei and K are used. While almost two

thirds of the terms relating to Tsuda and Kobayashi are used

in conversation, not a single term relating to Sensei and K is

used in conversation. This contrast also derives from K's

unusually reserved and stoic personality which makes him

refrain from expressing his feeling and distress as well as

from Kobayashi's anarchic personality which makes him ignore

all the Japanese conventions of proper behavior and say what

ever he wants to. However, the most important and significant

reason for this contrast seems to be that the love triangle

among Sensei, K, and Shizu is perceived only by Sensei until

the last moment. It is only when Okusan reveals the engage

ment between Sensei and Shizu to K that K recognizes the love

triangle that has existed among them for almost a year. When

K is suddenly informed of the engagement, he seemingly accepts

it calmly. But soon after this K kills himself without saying

anything to anyone. Thus, the conflict between Sensei and K

over the love triangle is recognized only by Sensei during

most of the time it is occurring.

The conflict between Sensei and K develops and changes

its nature as important incidents occur. Since Sensei in his

testament is so much occupied with the depiction of the course

of the events and the analysis of his psychology, he does not

clearly describe exactly when these incidents occur. The
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ambiguity of the temporal setting is natural and inevitable

when the incidents are recounted many years later than they

actually happened as in the case of Sensei's testament.

Nevertheless, from the clues given ,occasionally we can mostly

surmise the temporal progression between important incidents.

Thus, we can divide the development of the conflict between

Sensei and K over the love triangle into the following four

stages. The first stage is the period of about ten m8nths

from the time when K moves into Sensei's lodging house until

the time when K confesses his love for Shizu to Sensei. At

this stage Sensei, who is in love with Shizu, regards any

eligible bachelor around Shizu as his potential rival in love.

K is only one of c h e m, b u t .;:i.nce he is the only young man wl,u

is always at Shizu's side except for Sensei himself, Sensei's

sense of rivalry is directed toward K. The second stage is

the period of about a month from K's confession until Sensei's

asking Okusan for Shizu's hand behind K's back. At th~~ stage

the love triangle, which previously existed only in Sensei's

mind because Sensei never imagined that K was also in love

with Shizu, is recognized by Sensei as a reality. However,

since Sensei does nat confess his love for Shizu to K, K is

not yet aware of the love triangle. The third stage is the

period of ~bout a week from Sensei's proposal of marriage

until Okusan's revelation of the engagement between Sensei and

Shizu to K. At this stage Sensei has won his love but has

betrayed his best friend. The fourth stage is the period of
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only two days from K's learning about the engagement until his

suicide. At this stage K finally recognizes that the love

triangle has existed for quite some time. He is suddenly made

to face the cruel fact that he has been betrayed by his best

friend and has lost' the woman he loves.

In the early period of the first stage Sensei and K are

close friends who deeply care about each other and trust each

other. As discussed above, Sensei is worried about K's wors

ening physical and mental condition due to his overwork after

he h-as bee n dis 0 w ned b y his f 0 s t e r par e n t san d his 0 rig ina I

family. Sensei makes K move into his lodging house in the

hope of helping K improve his mental condition by putting him

in a homelike atmosphere. At first K is reluctant to mix with

Okusan and Shizu and asks Sensei, "Why is it that you take so

much pleasure in useless small talk?" (11I-25) K seems to

despise (Kr-207, 208) Sensei, who wastes his precious time

chatting with Okusan and Shizu. Sensei, however, does not

care what K thinks of him. For Sensei believes that though

K's point of view of everything is much loftier than his, K is

hopelessly handicapped as a human being. Sensei feels that he

must make K more human by encouraging him to spend as much

time as possible with Okusan and Shizu. Gradually Sensei's

plan succeeds, and Sensei is happy to see the change in K.

However, as K's familiarity with Okusan and Shizu grows,

Sensei feels displeased, for he begins to regard K as a rival

in his love for Shizu. Here tile relationship between Sensei
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and K is changing from that of close friends to that between

rivals in love in Sensei's mind, as is described in the fol-

lowing passage:

There were times, however, when I found some
consolation in his apparent high-mindedness. And I
would regret having suspected (Kr-221) such 3

person. and inwardly apologize (Kr-222) to him.
[While apologizing (Kr-223)] I would then begin to
hate myself (Kr-224) for my baseness. I was never
contrite for long, however. For very soon I would
be assailed by the same old doubts (Kr-225). At
such times, I would compare myself with K--always
unfavorably, of course, since the desire to compare
originated in doubt (Kr-226). (III-29)

We can also see the change in the relationshio between

Sensei and K in their conflict while they travel in Boshu, the

present Chiba prefecture. When K talks about Nichiren, the

founder of the Nichiren sect of Buddhism. Sensei does not show

any interest in K's comment. K "attacks" (Kr-227) Sensei for

his seeming frivolity by saying that anyone who has no spirit-

ual aspiration is an idiot. Sensei's sense of rivalry toward

K ma ke s him m0 resens i t i '! e t han. us ua 1 to" K'sal m0 s tin s u1 tin g

remarks" (Kr-228). Sensei feels compelled to defend himself

(Kr-229). He "becomes aggressive" (hankoteki, Kr-230) and

tries to point out K's limitations: it is inhuman to lash

one's body in order to find the way as K is trying to do,

emulating great ascetics such as Nichiren. Instead of criti-

cizing K for not being human, Sensei should have confessed his

love for Shizu to K. For it is his love for Shizu which makes

him believe that it is good to be human and that what K is
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trying to accomplish is inhuman. However, the tone of the

friendship between Sensei and K has become intellectualized,

and Sensei's affectation or vanity makes him unable to break

the established pattern of their relationship. As a result

Sensei cannot say anything about his love for Shizu. Because

Sensei conceals his love for Shizu, K does not understand

Sensei's suffering. Sensei also does not understand K's

suffering in his effort to find the way because Sensei's sense

of rivalry toward Kover Shizu hinders him from becoming a

sympathetic listener of K's problem. Sensei's love for Shizu

and his concealment of it cause estrangement between two good

friends.

After Sensei and K return from their trip, Shizu seems to

pay greater attention to Sensei than she does to K. Sensei

has "scored a victory" (gaika .£ sosuru, Kr-234) over K, and

his heart is filled with a sense of triumph. "hen he sees K

and Shizu on good terms with each other, however, he cannot

help feeling jealous (Kr-240, 241, 242). He thinks of asking

Okusan for Shizu's hand, but he cannot bring himself to do so.

For he suspects (Kr-243) that Shizu may prefer K to him, and,

if that is the case, he believes that his love will not be

worth declaring. Sensei begins to regard K as "a confounded

nuisance" (jamamono, Kr-246).

Then K suddenly confess~s his love for Shizu to Sensei.

Sensei's shock is so great that he feels as if he has been

"turned into stone by a magician's wand" (III-36). He feels
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not only torment bu t also "the fear (Kr-249) of a man who sees

before him an opponent stronger than h i ms e l f ;" Being taken by

surprise (fuiuchi ni atta, Kr-253), he simply cannot say a

word. Later he curses himself for not hav~ng interrupted K's

con f e s s ion and "c 0 u n t era t t a c i<-e'd " (g yak us h u , Kr - 2 5 1) him wit h

his own confession. At t h a t moment, however, it seemed unnat

ural and contrived for him to begin to confide in K about his

love for Shizu after K has confessed his agonized love for the

same woman.

With this confession of K the conflict over the love

triangle takes a dramatic turn and enters the second stage.

Sensei's sense of rivalry becomes stronger than ever and makes

him confront K. Naturally the terms of conflict and negativi

ty used at this second stage are much stronger than those used

at the first stage. The terms relating to Sensei and K used

at the first stage are relatively mild terms, mostly in cate

gory A (10) and category B (11) such as utagai (doubt), shitto

(jealousy), keibetsu (contempt), and kenka (quarrel), whereas

those used in the second stage are strong terms mostly in

category B (18) and category C (8), which will be shown below.

The differing intensity of Sensei's interpersonal conflict

with K between the first stage and the second stage is also

reflected in the number of terms used in each stage: the

number of terms of conflict and negativity used at the first

stage (23) is smaller than that used at the second stage (29)
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even though the period of the time treated at the first stage

is ten times longer than that treated at the second stage.

The climax of the sharp confrontation between Sensei and

K occurs when K asks for Sensei's opinion about his agonized

love for Shizu. Soseki vividly describes this climax by using.
twenty terms of conflict and negativity which include such

strong and colorful terms as taryujiai (Kr-257), yosai (Kr-

258), hitouchi ~ kare .2. taosu (Kr-259), sakuryaku (Kr-261),

damashiuchi (Kr-272), and okami no gotoki kokoro .2. tsumi no

nai hitsuji ni muketa (Kr-276):

I watched him carefully, as though I were fencing
with an opponent who represents a different school
(Kr-257) •..• It was as though I received the map
of his fortress (Kr-258) by his own hand and took a
leisurely look at it right in front of his eyes •
• Now is the time, I thought, to beat him by one
blow (Kr-259). I waited no longer to make a sur
prise attack (Kr-260) on him. I turned to him with
a solemn air. True, the solemnity was a part of my
tactics (Kr-261) •••• I said cruelly, "Anyone who
has no spiritual aspirations is an idiot." This was
exactly what K had said to me when we were traveling
in Boshu•..• But I insist that I was not being
vindictive (Kr-262). I confess to you that what I
was trying to do was far more c r u e L (Kr-264) than
mere revenge (Kr-263). I attempted to obstruct his
path of love (Kr-265) by the very words .•.• (III
41)

I walked by K's side, waiting for him to speak
again. I was waiting for another chance to hurt
him. I lurked (Kr-271) in the shadows, so that I
might take him by surprise (Kr-272) .... He was
too honest, too simple, and altogether too righteous
to see through me. I was in no mood to admire his
virtues, however. Instead, I took advantage of (Kr
274) his weakness and tried to be a t (Kr-275) him..
• • I was like a wolf crouching before a lamb (Kr
276). (III-42)
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K finally pleads with Sensei not to talk about the subject any

longer. Sensei, however, continues attacking K by saying, "Can

you will yourself to stop thinking about it? Are you prepared

to do that? What's become of all those principles of yours

that you were always talking about?~ lIII-42) In describing

Sensei's cruelty Soseki uses another superb simile of a wolf

and a lamb, "He was like a wolf sinking his teeth deep in the

throat of a lamb" (okam.i.B1!. suki.2. .!!!.ite hitsuji.!!..£ nodobue ~

kuraitsuku, Kr-277). Finally K says, "Am I prepared? ..

Why not? I can will myself •. "(111-42) Sensei's eyes

betrays the "triumph" (Kr-278).

Sensei's sense of triumph, however, does not last long.

The following day he already "begins to doubt" (Kr-280) if K

is" pre par e d" t a sub mit t a his 1a ve for Sh i z u . As dis c usse d

above, Sensei is so blinded by his love for Shizu that he has

lost his usual judgment and misunderstands K. Sensei decides

to make the final move before K can do anything. Behind K's

back he asks Okusan for Shizu's hand, and obtains her consent.

Thus, Sensei has won his love by betraying his best friend.

At this third stage no overt incident concerning the conflict

between Sensei and K occurs, for K has not yet learned of

Sensei's betrayal. As a result only two terms of conflict and

negativity indicating Sensei's sense of gUilt are used. As

soon as Sensei sees K on that day he begins to feel guilty.

He wants to "kneel before him and beg his forgiveness" (kare

.!!.2. mae ni te .2. !...sui te ayamari taku ~, Kr-281). He also
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feels that if Sensei and K were alone in some wilderness, he

would listen to the cry of his conscience and "beg K's for

giveness" (shazai-shitaro, Kr-282). As Sensei states, in

reflecting on his past, he "was a cowardly soul" (Kr-283)

and did not have enough courage to apologize to K for his

betrayal.

When K learns about the engagement between Sensei and

Shizu from Okusan, the conflict between Sensei and K should

have made another dramatic turn. However, because K neither

says nor does anything in response to Sensei's unforgivable

betrayal, no t h Lng happens. K's manner is so calm that Sensei

has not even realized that K has known about the engagement

for two days until Okusan informs him of the fact. According

to Okusan, "K· received his final blow (Kr-284) with great

composure." Sensei feels that K is much the worthier of the

two of them and says to himself: "Through cunning (Kr-285), I

have won (Kr-286). But as a man, I have lost (Kr-287)" (III

48). Sensei also imagines how "contemptuous" (Kr-288) K must

be of him and blushes with shame. Sensei's conscience tells

him to go to K and apologize for what he has done, but his

pride restrains him from doing so. Tired of his internal

conflict, he decides to wait until the following day. That

night, however, K kills hi mself without saying anything to

anyone. Thus the conflict over the love triangle between

Sensei and K ends leaving mysteries yet to be solved con

cerning th~ reasons for K's suicide. With this tragic death
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of K, however, another tragedy--Sensei's long and hard life

intrapersonal suffering analyzed in detail above--begins.

Jira and ~lisawa

The conflict between Jira and Misawa is delineated by

using 26 terms of conflict and negativity: 16 in category A,

9 in category B, and 1 in category C. In contrast with the

sharp conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi and the serious

conflict between Sensei and K, the conflict between Jira and

Misawa is neither sharp nor serious. For unlike Tsuda and

Kobayashi who are more enemies than friends and also unlike

Sensei and K who were close friends but turn out to be rivals

in love, Jira and Misawa remain close friends throughout the

work. Naturally the terms of conflict and negativity concern

ing Jira and Misawa are much milder than those concerning

Tsuda and Kobayashi and those concerning Se~sei and K.

(Although more than half of the terms of conflict and nega

tivity concerning Jira and Misawa are those in category A,

only less than one-fifth of the terms concerning Tsuda and

Kobayashi and one-fifth of the terms concerning Sensei and K

are those in category A.) The conflicts between Jira and

Misawa are described simultaneously as they occur in the same

way the conflicts between Tsuda and Kobayashi are described.

However, although the great number of terms concerning Tsuda

and Kobayashi (46) are used in conversation, only a few terms

of conflict and negativity concerning Jira and Misawa (3

relatively mild terms, 2 relating to ~nger and 1 relating to
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criticism) are used in conversation. For one thing, the

conflict between Jiro and Misawa is not at all serious. Also

because both Jiro and Misawa have proper education and good

family background, they do not express negative feelings

toward other people as overtly as Kobayashi does.

Most of the conflicts between Jiro and Misawa are those

such as two good friends often have. One instance of such

conflict occurs when Jiro and Misawa plan to climb Mt. Koya

together during the summer vacation. While Jiro is waiting

for Misawa in Osaka he hears that Misawa is hospitalized and

qUickly visits him at the hospital. There Misawa begins to

insist on eating one of the dishes of ice cream which he has

ordered for Jiro. Jiro is afraid that it may be harm~~L tv

Misawa's health and tries to stop him. Misawa becomes angry

(Kj-9) and "starts arguing" (Kj-lO): "Do you know how strong a

stomach one must have to digest a mere dish of ice cream?"

(1-13) This "quarrel" (Kj-12), which ends with the doctor's

permission of Misawa's eating ice cream, actually indicates

that Jiro and Misawa are good friends: the former is truly

concerned about the latter's health, and the latter insists on

having his way because he presumes upon the former's friend

ship.

However, Jiro and Misawa feel rivalry toward each other

when they encounter a beautiful young woman. One day at the

hospital where Misawa is staying Jiro happens to see a beauti

ful woman curled up in the dim corner of a bench in the
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endurance of her suffering, makes a strong impression on Jire.

Jire is certain that Misawa will dismiss Jira's interest in

the woman as nonsensical and "scoff at" (Kj-17) him. But to

his surprise, Misawa says that he may know her. Misawa met

her when she was a geisha at a certain teahouse in Osaka where

he had a drinking party with his friends. Though Misawa had

stomach trouble, he forced himself to drain the cups one after

another. He was "furious" CKj-2l) wi th his o v n stomach and

tried to coerce it with alcohol. He also forced the geisha co

drink though she also had severe stomach trouble. Therefore,

-------- -----

when Misawa meets her again at the hospital and discovers that

her stomach condition is serious, he cannot help feeling

responsible. Because Misawa and Jire are attracted to the

geisha, they feel a sense of rivalry toward each other and do

not wish to see the other person make advances to her.

Ea c h tim e J ire - vis its Mis a \-1<3. a t the h0 s pit a l , 1-1i saw a

mentions her as a matter of his primary concern. Because

Misawa seems to have too much inside information about her,

Jire "doubts" (Kj-22) Misawa and wonders if he sneaks in her

room foe a chac when Jir6 is not at the hospital. Jire

analyzes their psychological states as follows:

Perhaps, it was a secret struggle (Kj-26) we were
neither conscious of; a conflict compounded of that
selfishness and jealousy (Kj-27) inherent in all of
us; a clash of center less interests never capable of
developing into either harmony or discord (Kj-28).
In short, it was a battle of sex (Kj-29), although
neither of us would like to admit it frankly.
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I felt ashamed of my own baseness (Kj-30) as I
walked along, and at the same time I hated (Kj-32)
Misawa's [baseness] (Kj-3l), too. But I was well
aware that, wretched creatures that we were, it
would be virtually impossible to eradicate this
baseness (Kj-33), however long our friendship might
last. (1-27)

The terms such as anto (Kj-26). shitto (Kj-27), shototsu (Kj-

28), and sei .!!2. arasoi (Kj-29) in this passage, which describe

the relatively sharp conflict between Jiro and Misawa at this

point, who are otherwise good friends, are much milder than

the terms, such as taryujiai, yosai, hitouchi ~ kare £ taosu,

damashiuchi, which are used to describe the climax of the

sharp confrontation between Sensei and K. This derives from

the fact that what Jiro calls "a battle of sex" is not a

serious one. Unlike Sensei and K who are engaged in the

serious battle of winning the same woman, Jiro and Misawa do

not intend to win the geisha as the object of their love.

Other instances of conflict between Jiro and Misawa also

relate to women. However, since they are not competing to win

the woman concerned, the conflict between them is even less

serious than the above-discussed case. When Jiro talks about

the intolerably "unpleasant" (Kj-184) atmosphere around the

dinner table in his family and his decision of moving out of

his house, Misawa blames Jiro, saying, "It's because you have

been hanging around Nao too long" (III-23).27 Misawa's remark

which hints at some relationship between Jiro and his sister-

in-law, Nao, surprises Jiro, for Misawa has never mentioned

her before. J ira fix e s " sus pic i 0 use yes" (K j - 18 7) 0 n ~1 i s a \, a .
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i-1isawa finds "indignation" (Kj-188) in Jira's eyes and says,

"Now don't get mad at me" (111-23). Misawa then refers to

musumesan, the insane young lady mentioned above, who seemed

to have been in love with him. He says, "My own peculiar

fantasy--to be loved by a demented girl, and even that a dead

one--might be safer. What do you say?" (111-23) JirE cannot

tell whether Misawa is serious or joking. Perhaps Misawa is

joking in the sense that he feels like making fun of Jira who

seems to be romantically involved with a woman. But he is

also serious in the sense that if the woman with whom Jira may

be in love is his sister-in-law, Jira will be in trouble.

Though JirE is annoyed by Misawa's intrusion on his privacy,

what is conveyed through this scene is Misawa's friendly

concern about Jira rather than the conflicting relationship

between Jira and Misawa.

Another instance of conflict between Jira and Misawa

occurs concerning a marriage arrangement for Jira. Misawa

was deeply attracted to the demented girl mentioned above and

never seemed tired of talking about her. In fact, Misawa's

account of his weird affair with her was repeated to such an

annoying degree that Jira and Misawa sometimes "came near

quarreling" (Kj-23l). But at last Misawa seems to have suc

ceeded in severing his old attachment to her and he is now

engaged. Thinking th~t it is also time for Jira to get rid

of whatever attachment he has toward Nao and to make a fresh

start, Misawa introduces his fiancee's girlfriend as a
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prospective marriage partner to Jira. When Misawa asks if

Jira intends to marry the woman, however, Jira's attitude is

irresolute. Misawa seems rather "annoyed" (shaku ni sawatta,

Kj-266), and says, "I alone am taking your marriage problem

seriously--that's ridiculous. Let's call off the whole thing"

(IV-24). Jira answers, "What does she say? You are blaming

(Kj-268) me alone, but how do I know her mind?" (IV-24) Seem

ing "excited" (Kj-269, 270), MisCi-wa answers, "How can you? I

haven't told her anything yet" (IV-24). He then explains that

he merely placed Jira and the woman within sight of each other

at a concert of gagaku, the ancient Japanese court music and

dances, so that nothing may affect their good name no matter

what the outcome is. Hearing Misawa's explanation, Jira

states, "Then let me think a little about this" (IV-24). Now

Misawa seems "impatient" (jirettaso, Kj-271).

After the depiction of this last conflict between Jira

and Misawa the story shifts completely to the analysis of

Ichira's intrapersonal conflict which has been discussed in

detail above. Therefore we do not know what is going to

happen to the relationship between Jira and Misawa. However,

as their first conflict, which largely derives from Jira's

friendly concern about Misawa's health, and their last

conflict, which mostly derives from Misawa's friendly c onc e r n

about Jira's prospective marriage, indicate, Jira and Misawa

by and large are close friends and will remain so in the

future as well.
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Ichira and H

The conflict between Ichira and H is described by using

22 terms of conflict and negativity: 12 in category A, 4 in

category B, and 6 in category C. Like Jire and Misawa, Ichire

and H are close friends. While the friendship between Jira

and Misawa is one between young men who have not yet encoun

tered the major difficulties of life, the friendship between

Ichira and H is one between middle-agad men who are willing to

help the other person in distress. In the sense that Ichira

and H remain good friends through Ichire's trials of life,

they are close friends in the true sense of the term.

H is deeply concerned about Ichira's neurosis: Ichira is

intellectually restless and disturbed. When Jira explains

that Ichire's neurosis has something to do with his family and

asks H to take Lc h a r E away from home to get a change, H agrees

to take him for a trip at the earliest opportunity. Jire also

asks H to write a letter informing the family of anything

unusual about Ichire's feelings and thoughts during the trip.

At first H is reluctant to do what Jiro asks him because he

thinks it ethically improper to disclose Ichire's private

matters confided in him to anybody, including his family.

However, H is gradually convinced that it is necessary to

write to Jira about Ichire's unusual psychological state. In

this letter written by H to Jire the conflict between rehire

and H is described in connection with Ichira's intrapersonal

conflict in an analytical way. This is similar to the way the

-------------- --
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conflict between Sensei and K is described in connection with

Sensei's intrapersonal conflict in Sensei's testament, though

H describes the conflicts simultaneously as they occur whereas

Sensei describes them about two decades after they actually

occurred. Even as no term of conflict and negativity concern

ing Sensei and K is used in conversation largely due to the

analytical way the conflicts are described, so too is only one

term concerning Ichire and H (okoru, Kj-334) used in conversa

tion largely due to the same reason.

About one-fourth of the terms of conflict and negativity

(6) describe H's inability to understand Ichire's speech and

behavior and do not necessarily indicate interpersonal

conflict between Lc h i r d and H. For instance, while Lc h i r S and

H climb a mountain, Ichire occasionally stops to look at the

lilies among the bushes. Once, pointing to the white petals,

he declares, "Those are mine" (IV-36). When they reach the

summit, Ichire points to the woods and ravines spread out

beneath their feet and says once more, "They are all mine too"

(IV-36). H "becomes doubtful" (fushin .£ okosu, Kj-292) and

asks Ichire what he means by that. However, since Ichire

merely smiles a lonely smile, H's "doubts" (fushin, Kj-293)

are not immediately dispelled at the spot. These terms of

fushin here do not at all indicate the conflicting relation

ship between Lch i r f and H. As H himself states later, they

simply indicate that H doubts (Kj-335) the stability of

Lch i r El s mind: "his [Tc h i r Et s ] brain is all right, but
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something may be wrong with his mind--dependable and yet not

to be depended upon (shin'yo ~ dekinai, Kj-336)."

The rest of the terms mostly delineate the conflict

between Ichire and H which derives from H's hypocrit~cal

attitude in his attempt to help Ichire resolve his intraper-

sonal problem. For instance, after Ichire declares that the

lilies, the woods, and the ravines are all his, which makes H

doubtful of the stability of Ichire's mind, Ichiro asks H,

"How far do your mind and mine meet together and from where

do they part? (IV-36). H's mind is shaken because he wonders

if this question is prompted by Ichire in connection with his

search for religious faith. H has also "contrived a strategy"

(koi ~ sakurvaku, Kj-294) in his attempt to keep the problem

from getting complicated. Thus, he cites a German proverb

which he happens to remember: "Keine Brucke fuhrt ~ Mensch

~ Mensch" (There is no bridge leading from one man to an-

other). Ichire is hypersensitive to anything untruthful, and

immediately sees through H's scheme Ichire says to H:

"One who is not truthful with himself can never
be truthful with others.". ."You are traveling
along as my nurse, are you not? I am grateful for
your good-will. But your behavior thus motivated is
no more than hypocrisy, I think. I as your friend
am moving away from you, that is alL" (IV-36)

At another time, when H tries to urge Lc h i r d to seek

peace of mind by believing in God, Ichire also does not over-

look H's hypocrisy. Lc h i r f says to H, "You'd better bring me

God" (IV-34), and quivers with impatience (jirettaso ~ .!!!.£.!l.2.

------ -.-
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H has not yet given up and once more

The argument between Hand Ichiro

"Now look. When you ride a ricksha, can't you trust
that the puller won't drop you and therefore sleep
peacefully while in it?"

"I do not know of any supreme being as trust
worthy as a ricksha man. You don't either. What
you are saying is a sermon made up just on my
behalf; it is not the religion you yourself are
practicing, is it?

"By all means, it is"
"Then have you renounced your ego altogether?"
"Why yes, in a way."
"That is, death or life, you are at peace, trust

ing that God will take care of you as he pleases?"
"Well, yes."
The more he pressed me the less certain I felt

myself growing. But as I was completely at the
mercy of circumstances there was nothing I could
possibly do. Just then suddenly your brother raised
his hand and slapped me in the face (Kj-328) ....
When for the first time in my life I was slapped in
the face (Kj-332), I immediately took offense (Kj
333) in spite of myself.

"What do you think you are doing?"
"Now you know."
I did not understand what he mean. by this, "Now

you know."
"This is outrageous."
"Now you know. You do not trust God at all. You

get mad (Y.j-334) just the same. You lose your
balance over trifles. Your peace is upset."

I made no answer. Nor could I make any. (IV-41)

This is the only instance in the five novels that a major

male character actually uses violence on a friend. Even the

anarchical Kobayashi who ignores all the Japanese conventions

of proper behavior does not resort to force. Tsuda imagines

punching Kobayashi in the face at the hot spring, but he does

not actually do so. Three terms relating to violence in
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Kokoro, atama ~ doko ka ikkasho 0 tsukiyabutte (Kr-219),

hitouchi ~ kare .£ taosu (Kr-259), and uchitaoso (Kr-275), are

used concerning Sensei and K, but they are all used figura

tively to indicate the sharpness of their conflict. Just as

Lc h i r c l s beating his wife, Nao, is unusual for a man of his

age, class, education, a n'd intelligence, so too is it also

exceptionally uncommon for Ichiro to strike his close friend,

H. Ichiro is the only major male character who ever resorts

to force against others. This probably is one of the signs

that Ichiro's mind is unstable. By using five terms relating

to violence (atama .£ utaremashita [Kj-318], atama .£ utareru

[Kj-319], ~.£ agete watakushi ~ yokottsura .£ pishari lQ

uchimashita [Kj-328], ~ .£ kao ni kuwaerareta [Kj-332], and

atama ~ butaremashita [Kj-345]) concerning Ichiro and H, who

are otherwise good friends, Seseki effectively points to

Ichiro's agonized suffering which almost throws him out of his

psychological balance.

In the above argument o v e r God H is no match for Lc h Lr d

because, as Ichire points out, H tries to persuade Ichiro to

believe in God which he himself has no faith in. Despite the

hypocrisy seen in the argument, H nonetheless is a good

natured man who is deeply concerned about Ichiro's anguish.

At one time Ichiro confesses that he feels uneasy whatever he

is doing and cannot find peace of mind. He further states:

"In short, I gather within myself the insecurity of the whole

human race, and distill that insecurity down into every
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moment, that is the fright I am experiencing" (IV-32). H does

not know what to say, and quietly smokes while he wishes that

he may help him out of his insecurity. Though H does not

expect his strong desire to help Ichire to be communicated to

him, Lch Lr f perceives H'S sincerity in his face. Thus, even

if temporarily, Ichire escapes from his agonizing insecurity.

H exerts a favorable influence on Ichire when H's good-natured

and unaffected personality is automatically mirrored in his

expression.

In addition to the analytical description of Ichire's

intrapersoilal conflict, the interaction between Ichire and H

further illuminates Ichire's personality and problem. The

argument between Iehire and H quoted above clearly demon

strates "the precise and orderly functioning of [Ichire's]

brain" CIV-42). It also shows that Lc ha r Ii is hypersensitive

toward hypocrisy. He is grateful for H'S good will and his

genuine desire to help him. No matter how well-intentioned H

may be, however, Lc h Lr d does not forgive H when he is not

truthful with himself as in the case of his attempt to per

suade Ichiro to seek religious faith. Part of the reasons why

Ichire has to sur[~r Lu the extent he does is that he cannot

overlook hypocrisy in other people: he is hypersensitive ethi

cally. At the same time Ichire is also quick to perceive

auother person's sincerity and is favorably influenced by the

person's good-natured and unaffected personality as is seen in

the above-mentioned reaction of Ichire toward H's expression

-- ------------------ --
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Soseki thus delineates Ichiro's

orderly brain and hypersensitive mind--although paradoxically

he is on the verge of madness--through the interaction of

Iehiro and H, who, despi te Ichiro's using violence on H,

remain genuinely close friends.

Other Characters' Conflict with Their Friends

The conflict between Keitaro and Morimoto (which is

described by using 6 terms of conflict and negativity: 3 in

category A, 2 in category B, and 1 in category C) and the

conflict between Keitaro and Sunaga (which is described by

using 5 terms of conflict and negativity: 2 in category A and

3 in category B) are both much less significant than the

above-discussed conflicts that major male characters, Tsuda,

Sensei, Jiro, and Ichiro, have with their respecitve friends,

Kobayashi, K, Misawa, and H.

The conflict between Keitaro and Morimoto (who refers to

Ke t t a r d as a dear friend in a letter though they are more

acquaintances who live in the same lodging-house than friends)

is partly related to Keitaro's personality. Keitaro is a

carefree "youth with a romantic cast to his personality and a

hatred of mediocrity" (I-4, p. 16).28 Keitaro always enjoys

listening to the interesting and sometimes odd stories of

Morimoto, who seems to have gone through all sorts of barriers

in the world. At one time Keitaro invites Morimoto to his

room to eat and drink together hoping to hear another exciting

story from Morimoto. When Morimoto is about to start a story,
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however, he goes to the toilet and does not come back. Ten

minutes later Keitaro becomes impatient, goes to look for him,

and finds him lying in the middle of his r o o rr , Ke Lt a r d calls

Morimoto a couple of times but he gives no sign of moving.

Ke i t a r f "gets angry" (H-5) and "grabs Morimoto by the scruff

of the neck and gives him a good shake" (kubisuji 0 tsukande

tsuyoku yusubutta, H-6). A man without Ke i t a r Sl s love of

adventure and naivety would probably have given up hearing a

story from a friend and left him sleeping.

Another cause of the conflict between Keitaro and

Morimoto is that they are living in completely different

worlds. Just as we can draw a parallel between the world of

Keitaro and that of Tsuda so too can we draw a parallel

between the world of Morimoto and that of Kobayashi. Just as

Tsuda has a good education and a promising future, so too does

Keitaro, and just as Kobayashi does not have proper education,

social position, money or a steady job, so too does not

Morimoto. Pressed f~r money, Morimoto suddenly disappears

leaving his rent of six months in 3rrears. Later ;'lorimoto

writes Ke Lt a r d a letter in which he states that he will pay up

the debts the following year and asks Keita(o not to doubt (H

16) him just because he has had an unusual past and ~lso not

to "misunderstand" (H-17) him no matter what the landlord may

say. Howe ve r , Ke ita rocann 0 the I p "d e 5 pis i ng" (H- 2 3 ) ~l 0 rim 0 t 0

as Tsuda despises Kobayashi. The only difference between

Tsuda's attitude toward Kobayashi and Keitaro's attitude
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toward Morimoto is that Tsuda is completely negative toward

Kobayashi whereas Keitaro is ambivalent toward Morimoto.

Keitaro envies Morimoto's unusual experiences but at the same

time he feels a sense of "antipathy" (H-310) toward Morimoto

as a man.

We can also find an ambivalent attitude of Keitaro tOlvard

another friend of his, Su na ga , Kei taro "despises" (H-20)

Sunaga who lives so settled and affluent a life but at the

same t~me he envies him for living comfortably on his father's

inheritance though the pattern of his life seems too quiet.

At one time Keitaro says to Sunaga that he wishes to do what

detectives in the Metropolitan Police do because "no other

occupation is so suitable for seizing human mysteries" (II-I).

Keitaro also states that he cannot, however, bring himself to

become a detective because the occupation is founded on the

base intention of trapping others by disclosing their sins and

crimes. Sunaga listens to Keitaro while seeming unconcerned

about his aspirations, and Ke i t a r f "hates" (nikuku .£..!!1~, H

19) Sunaga's indifferent attitude.

Another instance of the conflict between Keitaro and

Sunaga is hypothetical and does not at all indicate their

conflicting relationship. Because Keitaro is having a diffi

cult time finding employment, Sunaga introduces Keitaro to his

uncle Taguchi. When Keitaro makes an appointment with Taguchi

and visits him, however, he receives a rather humiliating

treatment by the houseboy. On his way back he drops in at

--------- --- ._-
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Sunaga's place thinking of "expressing his complaints" (H-39)

about the unfair treatment. Keitaro also plans to "blame

Sunaga by using harsh language" (zuibun kageki ~ kotoba £

tsukatte ill£~ futsugo £ semeru, H-31) for introducing him

to such a man as Taguchi. However, since Sunaga is out and

his mother keeps him company while talking about many sub

jects, Ke i t a r S'.s "feeling of an g e r " (H-32) fades. Thus, we

are shown not the conflicting relationship between Keitaro and

Sunaga, but Keitaro's naive and short-tempered personality.

Through the description of Keitaro's conflict with his

two friends, Keitaro's personality is well delineated. How

ever, since Keitaro is a narrator who simply observes and

listens to the incidents happening to such major characters as

Sunaga and Chiyoko, the delineation of his personality does

not add much to the work. Perhaps one possible significance

of the descriptions of Keitaro's conflict with Morimoto and

Sunaga is that through these depictions Soseki gives a sort of

a bird's-eye view of human types, which leads to the better

understanding of the personality of Sunaga, the male protago

nist of the work. In contrast with the anarchical Morimoto

who is forced to lead an adventurous but difficult life due to

his lack of education, social status, and money, and also in

contrast with the carefree Keitaro who Wnots to lead an adven

turous life but cannot due to his education and meniocrity,

Sunaga seems exceptionally quiet and inactive: he lives so

settled and secure a life on his father's inheritance and is

-- ------------
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also farthest away from adventure due to his overly prudent

personality.

Lastly we must touch upon the relationship between

Soseki's own experiences with his friends and his depiction of

his characters' conflicts with their friends in the last five

novels. As pointed out earlier, Soseki's relationship with

his friends is one of the few harmonious relationships that

Soseki experienced in his life. We can easily imagine that

Soseki as a young man must have had some conflicts with his

good friends in the sam~ way Jiro has conflicts with Misawa.

However, we do not have any material to indicate that Soseki

had as sympathetic and compassionate a listener as H when he

was suffering from a serious bout of his mental illness. Most

likely H is an imaginary and idealized character that Soseki

would have liked to have as a friend. Since he was not

blessed with such a friend, he felt compelled to analyze his

agonized suffering in fictional terms by creating a character

who represents a sane part of Soseki himself.

When it comes to the serious conflict between Sensei and

K, we also do not have any material which proves that Soseki

experienced as serious a love triangle as Sensei experiences.

A Soseki critic, Kosaka Susumu, strongly asserts that the love

triangle among Sensei, K, and Shizu are based on the love

triangle among Soseki, his friend Otsuka Yasuharu, and the

latter's wife, Otsuka Naoko (or Kusuoko),29 in which Soseki

played the part of K though he did not commit suicide. As we
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have seen earlier, Saseki often treat a love triangle as a

major theme of his works including a case in which two friends

fall in love with the same woman. Therefore this hypotnesis

is thought provoking as is Eta's hypothesis which identifies

Saseki's sister-in-law as the object of his passionate love.

The conflict between Tsuda and Kobayashi is the only one

which seems purely fictional. As Tsuda is farthest from

Saseki among the five major male characters of the later

novels, so Kobayashi is farthest from any of Saseki's friends.

Though we know that Saseki happened to become acquainted with

an anarchical person who was a model for his novel Kofu, he

never had a friend such as Kobayashi. However, some anarchi

cal characters of Dostoevski, whose works Soseki read with

interest, may have given him some inspiration in creating the

character Kobayashi.

Conflict between Sister and Brother

The order of the frequency of terms of conflict and nega

tivity involving each of the interactions between a sister and

a brother in the last five novels is as follows: 1) Tsuda and

O-hide in Meian (44); 2) Jira and O-shige in Ka jin (18); 3)

Jira and Nao in Kojin () 3); 4) Kenz S and O-natsu in Michikusa

(7). I am fully ~ware of the considerable difference between

the relationship of real siblings and that of siblings-in-law.

As I have pointed out earlier, there is even a hint of romance

between Jira and Nao. Here, however, for the sake of

------ ---------
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convenience, the relationship between Jiro and Nao will be

treated last, after the discussicn of the other conflicts

which concern real siblings.

Tsuda and O-hide

The conflict between Tsuda and O-hide is delineated by

using 14 terms of conflict and negativity in category A, 25 in

category B, and 5 in category C. One outstanding feature

concerning the conflict between Tsuda and O-hide is its overt

ness. This is clearly reflected in the fact that more than

half of c h e terms of conflict and negativity are those in

category B which describe the direct reactions toward inter

personal conflict of the characters. In its overtness the

conflict between Tsuda and O-hide is similar to that between

Tsuda and Kobayashi. However, the conflict between Tsuda and

O-hide is different from that between Tsuda and Kobayashi ip.

that the former is much less serious than the latter. This

difference in the degrees of seriousness is reflected in the

number of terms in category C concerning each relationship: 21

terms concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi are those in category C

whereas only 5 terms concerning Tsuda and O-hide are those in

category C. Unlike Tsuda and Kobayashi, who are enemies and

have sharp confrontations, Tsuda and O-hide are siblings who

have quarrels due to the differences of their opinions. They

overtly show their negative emotions to each other because,

like any other brother and sister, they do not need to be

reserved.
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The conflict between Tsuda and O-hide in essence can be

very well described by the term kyodai-genka (brother-and

sister quarrel, Mn-236, 264, 268). First of all Tsuda and

O-hide are siblings who do not get along too well. Tsuda

considers O-hide, "who d Lf f e r j s ] from him in temperament, in

acertain sense a rather difficult person to deal with" (c h ,

41). He takes pride in having gone to a university, which is

an indication of high education at the time the novel is set-

the mid-1910s--whereas he despises (Mn-217) O-hide who has

only gone to a girls' finishing school like any other girl

from a good family of the time. Despite her limited educa

tion, however, O-hide is prone to get into argument and freely

"attacks" (Mn-206) Tsuda, which seems to him quite "Ln s o Le nt "

(ch. 102) of her. Thus, as O-hide states, whenever they get

together they are "bound to have a quarrel" (Mn-229).

There are two specific causes for the conflict between

Tsuda and O-hide: 1) money; and 2) O-hiders jealousy of her

sister-in-law, O-nobu. Tsuda's father believes that since

Tsuda has finished school, obtained a good job, and set up a

new household, he should cease to be financially dependent on

his parents. However, Tsuda and O-nobu are both extravagant,

and Tsuda cannot manage family finances with his salary. He

asks Hori, O-hide's husband, to try to change his father's

mind. Thanks to Hori's mediation Tsuda succeeds in receiving

a monthly supplement from his father to make up his monthly

deficiencies on condition that he repay a certain amount with
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his mid-year and year-end bonuses. When Tsuda fails to keep

his promise, Tsuda's father becomes angry, writes Hori "a

letter which [is] practically a rebuke" (kisseki, Mn-187), and

illlJ.ci,... "uri responsible for Tsuda's breaking his prom Ls e ,

Tsuda, however, does not show any sign of repentance, which

makes O-hide angry. Furthermore, she "resents" (gohara ~

~, Mn-193) the fact that her father acted as if her husband

were responsible for the whole incident.

When O-hide discovers that a splendid ring, hardly appro

priate to Tsuda's fina~cial resources, begins to gleam on

O-nobu's finger. she jumps to a conclusion that "although

O-nobu knew about the promise regarding the bonuses she had

purposely influenced Tsuda and had prevented him from sending

the money which had to be remitted" (ch. 95) This misunder

standing on O-hide's part largely derives from her jealousy of

O-nobu. O-hide has married into an extended family and does

not have the freedom that O-nobu enjoys in her nuclear family.

O-nobu seems to be able to have Tsuda buy her anything she

wants and also seems to be able to have him take her anywhere

she wants to go. O-hide .has always disdained O-oobu as being

much too extravagant. Now seeing the shining ring, O-hide

misinterprets the situation as meaning that Tsuda has had to

break his promise due to O-nobu's vanity. The truth of the

matter is that Tsuda has not revealed the true state of his

finances to O-nobu because of his own vanity: he does not wish

to lower himself in her estimation. To make the matter worse,
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O-hide has transmitted her own misunderstanding to her

parents, which makes her father step sending money to Tsuda.

Thus, the conflict between Tsuda and O-hide derives from

O-hide's meddling in Tsuda's financial problem and her antipa-

thy toward O-nobu due to her jealousy.

The direct confrontation between Tsuda and O-hide which

occurs at the hospital where Tsuda is staying after his opera-

tion is described from chapter 94 through 102 by using 24

terms of conflict and negativity, among which 7 are used in

conversation. When O-hide is about to talk about Tsuda's

money problem, Tsuda seems quite "unpleasant" (iya ~ kao .£

nasaru, Mn-178). O-hide, however, is not one to hold back

simply because Tsuda "appears annoyed" (iya ~ kao, Mn-179).

The conversation between them proceeds as follows:

"Have you heard something from Mother and Father
again?"

"Yes, well it actually is about that."..
"And what did she say?"
"You heard something from Father too, didn't

you?"
"Yes I did. I think you know quite well what he

said without my telling you, don't you?" (ch. 94)

Without saying either that she knows or that she does not,

O-hide simply displays a faint smile around her well-formed

mc u t h , which "annoys" (shaku datta, Mn-182) Tsuda because her

s mI I e betrays a note of pride in her having "triumphed over

him" (uchikatta, Mn-181).

Because O-hide has married into a wealthy family, she can

easily offer financial help to Tsuda. She is also in a
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position to help Tsuda in view of the role that her husband

played in the arrangement of the money matters between Tsuda

and his father. Indeed, she has brought ffioney with her and is

about to offer it to ·Tsuda. Tsuda deliberates between the

pain of revealing the actual financial situation to O-nobu and

the "discomfort" (Mn-19l) of receiving assistance from O-hide.

Thinking of choosing the latter course, Tsuda asks O-hide to

have lunch with him at the hospital. Thus they each wait for

an opportunity to probe more deeply into the other's mind.

O-hide then starts talking right to the point as follows:

"Yoshio [Tsuda], I have something here."
"Well, what is it?"
"Something you need very much."
"Really?" •.
"Shall I give it to you?"
"As you ".. ish."
"Father certainly won't give you any, I'm sure."
"He probably won't, that's true." ••
"That's why, I tell you. That's why I say I've

brought some for you."
"To tantalize (Mn-202) me, or give it to me?"

a-hide immediately fell silent as if she had actual
ly been struck physically. In an instant tears
welled up in her beautiful eyes ...

"I suppose you're always thinking that I've
carried tales (Mn-203) to Mother and Father, aren't
you?"

"That doesn't matter to me at all."
"That's not so. That's certainly why I'm always

being looked at askance (Mn-204)." (ch. 100)

a-hide accuses Tsuda that he has completely changed since he

married O-nobu. This "attack" (Mn-206) derives from a-hide's

jealousy of O-oobu discussed above .and from the fact that

a-hide is deeply "prejudiced" (henken ~ buso-sarete ita, ~ln

205) against Tsuda. Tsuda "feels no little discomfort"
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(Mn-207) because a-hide "interpret[s] all his behavior as

directed towards satisfying his wife when it [is] actually

directed toward satisfying himself" (ch. 101)

O-hide's attack still continues. She refers back to the

great worry that Tsuda showed earlier when he heard that

O-nabu was talking with Kobayashi who visited Tsuda's house to

receive an overcoat Tsuda had promised to give him. Tsuda's

worry about what Kobayashi might say to a-nobu was so great

that O-hide asked him, "What do you think of a-nobu, Yoshio?

Do you trust her or don't you?" (ch. 99) a-hide's question

rightly points to Tsuda's weakness, for even if Kobayashi says

something to a-nobu, if a-nobu does not take him up on it,

there is nothing for Tsuda to worry about. In order to avoid

a clear-cut answer Tsuda forced himself to begin to laugh and

said, "My, what an angry look (kenmaku, Mn-199)! It's exact

ly as if I were being cross-examined (kitsumon, Mn-200), isn't

it?" (c h, 99) Now a-hide gives the unusually great worry

Tsuda showed earlier as a proof that Tsuda has changed.

Previously Tsuda treated Kobayashi with utter disdain but now

he is afraid of Kobayashi. For he is afraid of a-no bu.

With this clear proof a-hide feels that she has beaten

Tsuda. Her sense of triumph is expressed by a strong image of

"pushing [Tsuda] head over heels into the deep valley of

repentance" (zange .!:!.2. shinkoku ~ massakasama n1 tsukiotosu,

Mn-210). Tsuda, however, is not yet ready to give in. He

does not want to lower himself before a-hide even to get
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externally, for when he is dealing with his sister he shows

his real self more easily than when he deals with others.

a-hide can no longer tolerate Tsuda's "disdain" (Mn-212) of

her and her attitude suddenly changes:

Previously she had always pointed the tip of her
spear at (Mn-213) O-nobu by passing through him. It
would not have been wrong to say that she was also
attacking (Mn-214) him, but even when she neglected
him ashest 0 0 d :i. nthe fro n t 1 i n e (M n - 2 1 5 ) , her t rue
intent was above all to bring down (Mn-216) her
sister-in-law who lurked in the rear. That situa
tion, however, had now suddenly changed. She had
arbitrarily changed her target. And she was now
advancing in a straight line towards him. (c h , 102)

Here the confrontation between Tsuda and a-hide develops

into the following serious verbal quarrel:

"Does a sister then, Yoshio, have no right to say
anything about the brother's character? ..•

"How dare you be so insolent! Shut up! You
don't know what the hell you're talking about!".

"If you persist in insulting (Mn-217) me that
way, I'll simply tell you as a warning. Will you
let me?"

"I don't have to answer such a damn fool
question! What the hell's the matter with you
anyway! Coming to someone when he's sick, wLt h that
kind of attitude! And you think you're acting like
a sister!"

"It's because you're not acting like a brother.
"Just shut up, will you!"
"I will not, I'll say what I have to say: You

let O-nobu do as she pleases. You care more for her
than you do for Mother and Father or for me."

"It's the most natural thing in the world to care
more for your wife than for your sister!"

"If that were the only thing it wo u Ld n "t matter.
But in your case, Yoshio, it isn't, While you're
caring so much for O-nobu there's still someone else
you're concerned about."

"What in the world are you talking about,"
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more, by being so afraid of h e r e->-"

And,
( c h ,

what's
102)
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At this moment O-nobu suddenly appears in front of Tsuda and

O-hide and interrupts their conversation. The climax of the

verbal quarrel between Tsuda and O-hide ends abruptly.

With the appearance of O-nobu on the scene, the conflict

between Tsuda and O-nobu takes a new turn. For O-nobu has

brought with her the money which her uncle, Okamoto, has given

her. With this money Tsuda no longer has to lower himself

before O-hide. Tsuda and O-nobu who were pot on too good

terms with each other before now find themselves united when

they face their common enemy, O-hide. Because O-hide's only

source of power was her money, she is doomed to failure.

One final feature which we must pay attention to is the

fact that nearly half of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Tsuda and O-hide (19) are used in conversation.

This great percentage (43 percent) is the second largest

following that of the terms of conflict and negativity used in

conversation concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi (60 percent).

Despite their great frequency, however, the terms of conflict

and negativity used in conversation concerning Tsuda and

O-hide do not give as strong an image of the confrontation as

those used in conversation concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi.

This largely derives from the fact that only one-third (7) of

the terms used in conversation concerning Tsuda and O-hide are

used in the conversation between Tsuda and O-hide when they
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are directly involved in the conflict. (Most of the terms

concerning Tsuda and Kobayashi used in conversation [40 out of

46] are used either by Tsuda or Kobayashi in their conver

sation.)

The rest of the terms of conflict and negativity used in

conversation concerning Tsuda and O-hide are used by either

O-hide, Kobayasr-i, or Mrs. Yoshikawa when they refer back to

the earlier confrontation between Tsuda and O-hide. After

Tsuda and O-nobu together treated O-hide very badly (ijimeru,

Mn-309, 314) and made her angry (Mn-270, 278, 279), O-hide

goes to her uncle, Fujii, and gives an account of how unfairly

Tsuda and O-nobu treated her, which Kobayashi overhears. She

also tells of Tsuda's and O-nobu's cruel treatment of her to

Tsuda's superior's wife, Mrs. Yoshikawa. Kobayashi and Mrs.

Yoshikawa, who happen to visit Tsuda at the hospital the

following day, rebuke Tsuda for what he has done to O-hide,

using such words as kenka £ ~ (Mn-265, 271, 305), kyodai

genka (Mn-236, 268), and okoraseru (Mn-270, 278, 279). In

conclusion, despite the seemingly great frequency of the terms

of conflict and negativity used in conversation concerning

Tsuda and O-hide, not many of these terms are used in conver

sation in order to describe the actual confrontation between

them. Also despite the great frequency of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning Tsuda and O-hide (45),

their conflict is less serious than such a conflict as that

between O-nobu and O-hide, which is described by using only 26
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terms. For, though the confrontation between Tsuda and O-hide

is vividly delineated, as their dialogue quoted above shows,

the nature of their conflict is not as serious as the great

frequency of the terms concerning them might suggest. After

all, their conflict in essence is nothing other than a

brother-sister quarrel.

Though Tsuda is not frank with such characters as O-nobu

and Mrs. Yoshikawa, he is surprisingly outspoken to O-hide.

This is partly be c a u s e he does not have to be reserved when he

deals with his sister. Another reason why he freely shows his

negative emotions to O-hide is that he has nothing to hide

from her. When he is with O-nobu, on the other hand, he cannot

be outspoken, for he has weaknesses to hide from her--espe

cially his lingering affection for Kiyoko. Thus, the conflict

between Tsuda and O-hide illuminates another aspect of Tsuda's

ugliness. It shows how selfish and insolent Tsuda really is

in contrast with the fact of how well he can conceal his

negative emotions and feelings when it is to his best interest

to do so.

Jiro and O-shige

The conflict between Jiro and O-shige is delineated by

using 8 terms of conflict and negativity in category A, 8 in

category B, and 2 in category C. The conflict between Jiro

and O-shige and that between Tsuda and O-hide are parallel in

many ways. First, Jiro and O-shige do not get along too well

as brother and sister even as Tsuda and O-hide do not.

-- ----------
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O-shige is also like O-hide in that she is argumentative.

When she starts arguing, "by force of habit, familiarity,

impetuosity, or childishness, she always tends to treat [Jire]

as her equal" (III-8). In view of the fact that a younger

sister had to show her respect to her elder brother in the

1910s when the behavior and speech of fami~y members were

regulated according to the individual's position in the family

hierarchy, O-shige's attitude toward Jire indeed must have

seemed impetuous and insolent to Jire. Also it may not have

been too unusual for well-educated elder brothers such as

Tsuda and Jire to think light of (baka ni~, Kj-144, 147,

148) their younger sisters such as O-hide and O-shige, whose

education in no way matches theirs.

One specific reason for the conflict between Jire and

O-shi~e is indirectly related to the conflict between Ichire

and Nao, As discussed earlier, Jire is attracted to his

sister-in-law, Nao, and tends to be on Nao's side rather

than on his brother Ichire's side when Ichire and Nao are in

conflict. O-shige, on the other hand, has always liked her

eldest brother and is on Ichire's side. As a result, Jire

and O-shige find themselves in conflict with each other

whenever they see that Ichire and Nao are in conflict.

At one time Jire begins to fight with O-shige concerning

the marriage of O-sada, a relative of Jire's family who helps

around the house. Jire has met Sano, O-sada's future husband,

in Osaka. O-shige, who is concerned about O-sada's future,
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Since this is the

second or third time she asks this question, Jiro is annoyed

and treats her in a perfunctory way. Their verbal quarrel

proceedb· db folluws:

"Now O-shige, don't get mad (Kj-141) again.
Sano, as I've already said, is beetle-browed with a
pair of gold-rimmed eyeglasses. Isn't that enough?
The same old story no matter how many times you may
ask." •.

"What exactly did you find out about him?".
"About him?" I asked.
"Yes, about his character."

I never took her seriously (Kj-142), but once
confronted with a serious question of this kind I
really didn't have anything solid in reserve to fend
her off with. Coolly I began smoking a cigarette,
however, much to her humiliation (Kj-l43) ....

Then the topic a b ou t which Jiro and O-shige are in

contlict shifts from the marriage of O-sada to that of them-

selves. First Jiro attacks O-shige by saying that she must

try to get married herself rather than worrying about O-sada.

For their parents will feel relieved if O-shige marries.

O-shige starts crying as she usually does whenever they

quarrel (Kj-144). Now O-shige strikes back at Jiro:

"Then perhaps you too had better find a wife and
become independent. That would make them much
happier than my getting married. You're always
taking sides with Nao . . . "

"And you are too ready to antagonize (Kj-145)
her."

"Of course. I am Lc h Lr d l s sister.". (III-8)
"Why do you take me so lightly (Kj-l48)? After

all, I am your own sister. And even if she is your
favorite, Nao is a stranger, isn't she?". _

"I'm just reminding you. It's none of your
business to tell me to get married quick. Why don't
you marry somebody like your favorite sister-in-
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law?"
I felt like slapping her face (Kj-149) but didn't

dare for fear of the fuss she might make around the
house.

"Well then you too ought to find a scholar' like
Lc h Lr f for yourself."

Hearing these words, she became furious, and
seemed on the point of flying at me (Kj-150).
(III-9)

The above verbal confrontation between Jire and O-shige

shows that both of them are outspoken and freely show their

negative emotions. They can do this because, like Tsuda and

O-hide, they are si blings who do not have to be reserved. In

the sense that both Jiro and O-shige are unmarried they are on

more intimate terms wich each other than Tsuda and O-hide. In

terms of the way they express their emotions and the fact that

O-shige cries each time they quarrel, their quarrel is almost

like that between two much younger siblings. For in Japan

well-educated adults are trained to control their negative

emotions even when they are with their siblings, not to men-

tion with strangers.

Though the above instance 'of their conflict is delineated

by using more than half of the terms of conflict and negativi-

ty concerning Jire and O-shige (10), most of the terms are

mild ones such as okotta, baka ni shite ita, kenka Q~, and

~. The only two strong terms, haritsukete ,aritakatta and

tsukamikakarikanemajiki susamajiki ikioi £ shimeshita, simply

indicate that Jire and O-shige strongly and overtly express

their emotions because, as discussed above, they do not sup-

press their real feelings like two young siblings. The
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mildness of their conflict is also reflected in the small

number (4) and the mildness of the terms of conflict and

negativity used in the conversation ~oncerning them: okotta,

baka ni ~, kenka, and igamiau. Thus, the conflict between

Jira and O-shige is neither strong nor sharp.

A few months after the above confrontation Jira decides

to move out of his house. Jire informs O-shige first of his

intention to leave the house "out of spite" (tsuraate .!!.2. kibun

ni uchikatarete, Kj-190). O-shige's response, however, is

serious. She says, "Please do leave the house quickly. In

the meantime I'm going to marry whomever I can as quickly as

possible" (III-24). Moved by O-shige's sincere response, Jira

says, "O-shige, we've been quarreling (Kj-191) with each other

constantly. From now on there will be little chance for

bickering (Kj-192). Why not shake hands and be friends?"

(III-24). Both Jira and O-shige are aware of the fact that

their taking side with either Lc h I r d or Nao does not in any

way help them resolve their (Le., Ichire's and Nao's)

conflict. Moving out of their home and leaving Ichira and Nao

by themselves is the only way in which they can help them.

When Jire decides to take the first step according to this

line of reasoning, there is nothing left for him and O-shige

to fight about. They now realize that after all they are

brother and sister and that they share the same hope that

Lc h i r S and Nao will get along well so that Lc h i r d will not
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suffer as much as he has until then. This is how lira and

O-shige achieve a reconciliation.

The last instance of the conflict between Jira and

O-shige again concerns Jira's marriage question. But this

time it is of much simpler nature. O-shige has heard about

Jira's miai arranged by Misawa mentioned above and has a

"verbal fencing" (zessen, Kj-280) with Jira concerning whether

she will disclose it to other members of their family.

O-shige finally exposes what she calls his secret (himitsu £

abakareru, Kj-281), which causes no damage to Jira. For he

has not told his family about it simply because he has not

made up his mind yet. As this last instance of the conflict

between Jira and O-shige typically indicates, the nature of

their conflict is a brother-sister quarrel which any brother

and sister sometimes have.

Though the conflict between Jira and O-shige is similar

in nature to that between Tsuda and O-hide, the former does

not function significantly as the latter does in shedding

light on the character of the male protagonist of the novel.

In Kajin we simply learn that Ichiro has at least one person,

O-shige, in his family who is always on his side. Saseki,

however, gives us no real reason for O-shige's support of

Ichira other than her jealousy of her sister-in-law. Th us,

the delineation of the conflict between Jira and O-shige does

not help us understand such important questions as \,hy Ichiro
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is in conflict with Nao or why Lc h i r f suffers as intensely as

he does.

KenzQ and O-nat5u

The conflict between KenzQ and O-natsu, which is delin-

eated by using 2 terms of conflict and negativity in category.
A and S in category B, plays a far less significant role in

Michikusa than the other three conflicts between brother and

sister discussed above play in Meian and K~jin respectively.

At one time KenzQ as a child has a "bitter quarrel" (Mk-

12) with his sister. He is determined "never to forgive" (:lk-

14) her even if she "a po logi zes" (Mk-13). However, since she

does not come to him to apologize (Mk-lS), '"Ie swallows his

pride and goes to see her. Three other terms concern

O-natsu's personal character. One term is about her tendency

to be easily deceived by her husband. O-natsu once asks Kenzo

to give her more spending money. Kenzo has heard that the

allowance he has been sending her often went into the pocket

of her selfish husband, Hida, who is rumored to keep a mis-

tress. KenzQ feels sad for and at the same time "angry" (Nk-

24) with his sister for her naivety of being easily deceived

by her husband. These five terms show that the conflict

between KenzQ and O-natsu is typically a brother-sister quar-

reI like the conflicc between Tsuda and O-hide and that

between Jire and O-shige. Indeed, in view of the fact that

Kenzo's conflict with O-natsu is based on the conflict that

Soseki actually experienced with his elder sister, Fusa, the
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brother-sister quarrel between Kenzo and O-natsu may be said

to be a prototype for the other purely fictional brother

sister quarrels.

Two other terms concern the suspicious nature of O-natsu.

When Kenzo decides to send monthly allowances to O-natsu

through their brother, Chotaro, O-natsu asks Kenzo to let her

know in confidence if the amount Chotaro says is correct. Her

doubt (Mk-202) of Chotaro's good faith angers (Mk-203) Kenzo.

He fee 1s li ke "s h 0 uti n g ( Mk- 204 ) , ' Shu t you r m0 u t h ! "' ( c h . 6 9 )

Though the terms, haradatashiku and donaritsukete yaritaku

~, are mild, what they point to in the context is serious.

Kenzo's conflict with O-natsu presents concrete examples of

why he does not get along with his siblings. Since this

experience of Kenzo is based on Soseki's actual experience, we

also learn one of the reasons why Soseki did not get along

with his siblings. Soseki could not tolerate seeing ugliness

of a kind wherein one of his siblings doubts another of his

siblings in money matters.

Jiro and Nao

The conflict between Jiro and Nao is delineated by using

5 terms of conflict and negativity in category A, 5 in cate

gory B, and 3 in category C. As we have seen, the conflict

between Jiro and O-shige does not help us discover the causes

of rchiro's intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts, but

neither does the conflict between Jira and Nao. Through their

conflict, however, we learn a little more abo~t Nao's personal

..-_._- --- ._- .-_. -. _.__._----------_. ----_.- . _._---------
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character as well as the nature of the relationship between

Jire and Nao ,

When rchira asks Jira to test Nao's faithfulness, Jira

.immediately answers that he would rather not "do [such] a

cruel thing" (Kj-83). He also states that "to test a person"

(Kj-86) at someone's request requires him to abandon his own

integrity. Since Jira refuses to do the cruel thing of

testing Nao's faithfulness, the two terms, zankoku ~ koto ~

shitaku nai and hi to ~ shiken-suru, do not actually indicate

the conflict between Jira and Nao. On the contrary. they show

that Jira is on Nao's side. One more thing worth mentioning

about the above two terms is that they are the only terms of

conflict and negativity used in conversation concerning Jira

and Nao. However, since they are used in the conversat~on

between rchira and Jira, this means no term of conflict and

negativity is used in the conversation between Jira and Nao.

This is understandable because Nao is a taciturn woman and

rarely expresses her emotions overtly to anyone.

Jira has always been sympathetic with Nao whom he has

known before she married rchira, though we are not told what

kind of a relationship there was between them at that time.

When they are trapped in a room of an inn in Wakayama d u e to a

typhoon and are forced to spend the night together in the same

room, Jire seems to begin to realize that he is attracted to

Na.o a saw 0 man. When he t r i est 0 per sua deN a 0 t 0 be ali ttl e

more kind and considerate to rchira, for example, he finds

-------_....._- ----.
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himself unable to speak genuinely for the sake of his brother.

Nao's response to this request of Jiro and Jiro's reaction to

Nao's response well explain the nature of the relationship

between Jiro and Nao:

"Do I really seem so unkind to [Ichiro]?
know, despite appearances I think I'm doing
as I can for him--not just for him but even
am I not, Jiro?"

I lias about to say that I wouldn't mind her being
less kind to me so long as she should try to be a
little more kind to him, but as I looked into her
eyes it came over me once again suddenly what a
sentimental fool I was. I even understood that,
once face to face w i t h her, I was unable to do
anything genuine and sincere for my brother ...

"But no vr you've stopped talking all of a sudden,"
she said as though she wanted to hit me in a sore
spot (Kj-94). (11-31)

At midnight Nao remains much calmer than Jira. Jira

feels that he begins partially to understand Nao's nature:

Indeed, my sister-in-law was the kind of woman who
is unmanageable no matter where and.how you might
approach her. That is, faced up to positively, she
would yield only too easily. And then when you
backed off she would suddenly show great strengths
where they were not in the least expected. Some of
them, indeed, were formidable enough to frighten you
off. Or if you were to decide to contest her,
others would vanish at once even while you hesi
tated. Although throughout our talk I had the feel
ing that I was at her mercy, I derived immense
pleasure from this supposedly unpleasant feeling of
being tossed around. (11-33)

Jira appropriately compares the sensation that Nao stirs up in

him to that of "being entwined by a pliant striped snake"

(aodaisho ni karada .2. karamareru, Kj-119). Though Soseki does

not depict Nao's physical features, he gives us the impression
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that she is physically attractive. A young and attractive

woman who endures her sufferings without complaining about her

unhappy marriage, a major cause of her anguish, naturally

arouses the sympathy of a young man around her. In Waka~ama

Jiro discovers that ~ao possesses something unmanageable and

mysterious. This combination of a calm appearance and a

mysterious side of Nao makes her all the more attractive.

There is little wonder that Jiro is attracted to her as a

woman.

Jiro also feels that he is at Nao's mercy when she sud

denly visits his lodging house after he moves out of his

house. The moment he sees her standing at the entrance, he is

surprised because of uneasiness rather than gladness. This

first reaction of Jiro seems to indicate that though he is

attracted to Nao, he is not in love with her. He is also

struck by a sense of "suspicion" (Kj-237, 238) about why she

visits him in such cold and rainy weather and also at night.

Nao has never commented on her relationship with her husband.

Whenever Jiro asked her about it she simply smiled and said

"Just as usual," or "Oh nothing to worry about" (IV-4). But

now she reverses her attitude and tells him that the relation

ship between lchiro and herself keeps worsening (Kj-243).

This change in Nao perhaps indicates that, after Jiro moved

out of her h o u s e , Nao finally realized how much she had been

dependent on Jiro's kindness. In a house where nobody except

her little child is a blood relative the only person she can
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depend upon is her husband. However, if she does not get

along well with her husband, she cannot but depend upon the

kindness of someone in her husband's family who is sympathetic

with her. Since Jiro is the only one who is always on her

side, she is naturally attracted to Jiro as a dependable man.

\vhen her relationship with her husband keeps worsening after

Jiro has moved out of his house, Nao must have needed someone

to turn to and talk to about her problem. She visits Jiro at

his lodging-house perhaps because Ichiro beat her that day

and she feels compelled to go away from home and see someone

who will lend a sympathetic ear to her. Since the novel is

narrated through Jiro, who does not necessarily understand Nao

despite his sympathy towards her, her feeling toward Jiro is

not clearly delineated. However, the depiction of her behav

ior and speech does not seem to convince us that she is in

love wi th .Jd r d,

Upon hearing of the worsening relationship between rchiro

and Nao, Jiro "smarts as though acid [were] dashed on him

(ryusan £ abisekakerareta i£ ni hiri-hiri 1£ shita, Kj-240).

Jire asks Nao to give some more concrete details regarding her

relationship with rehire, but she ignores his request. As a

result, her visit simply results in heightening his suspense

(jirasareru, Kj-244). Worse yet, he is "incessantly haunted"

(~ yurei ni oimawasareta, Kj-253) by Nao for the next few

days, and he knows no means of "exorcising this curse" (kono

tatari £ harainokeru, Kj-25~). Jiro feels guilty because he
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is partly responsible for tne discord between Ichiro and Nao.

Jiro did not seriously talk about the problem of Nao's faith

fulness to Ichiro after he happened to test it in Wakayama.

Though Jiro and Nao did not commit adultery, they are attract

ed to each other as a man and a woman. How could Jiro have

reported the attraction existing between him and his sister

in-law to his suspicious brother. In any case Jiro's evasive

attitude has resulted in deepening Ichiro's suspicion, and

this undoubtedly has had a negative effect on his relationship

with Nao ,

All the terms of conflict and negativity concerning Jiro

and Nao discussed above do not actually indicate the conflict

between Jiro and Nao , As pointed out earlier, they simply

show that Jiro is attracted to Nao and is always on her side,

which unfortunately deepens Ichiro's suspicion that there is

something more than the intima~y of brother-in-law and sister

in-law between Jiro and Nao. Indeed, the attraction between

Jiro and Nao is one which only exists between opposite sexes.

But, as discussed above, their feeling is not one which would

make them betray Ichiro by committing adultery, as Ichiro

fantasizes. Through the delineation of the interactions

between Jiro and Nao we learn, though not too clearly, the

nature of their relationship. We also learn of a mysterious

part of Nao's nature behind her taciturn and calm personality.

Lastly we must touch upon the question of the model for

the relationship between Jiro and Nao. After Nao's visit at

... _. _.._-----_._------------- _ .. -_.------
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Jira's lodging-house, Ji.ra describes Nao's personality as

follows:

Perhaps from the very day of her marriage she had
been well beyond what even we males could hardly
transcend. Or perhaps from the start there had been
neither a fence nor a wall standing in her way.
From the start indeed she was an unshackled and free
woman. And every single act of hers had been but
the manifestation of this inborn innocence which was
free, bound by nothing.

At one moment she also appeared to me a person of
strong character who would keep everything to her
self, never laying bare her true self. And viewed
in this light she passed far beyond the level of an
ordinary person of strong personality. Her equanim
ity, her dignity, and her taciturnity were all
evidence of just how extraordinary she was, perhaps
even too much so. (IV-6)

The content and the tone cf this description remind us of

those of the above-quoted letter which Saseki wrote to Shiki

describing the personality of his sister-in-law, Tose, upon

her death. This parallelism is certainly a kind of evidence

which points to the fact that the relationship between Jira

and Nao is, at least partially, based on the relationship

between Saseki and Tose. If we extend this parallelism a

little further, we may say that Saseki and Tose were attracted

to each other, but they were not in love, contrary to Eta's

above-mentioned hypothesis. However, as for the question of

how closely the relationship between Jira and Nao reflects

that between Soseki and To s e , v e have no way of knowing.
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Conflict between an Individual and Society

The order 01' the frequency of terms of conflict and

negativity involving each individual's conflict with society

is as follows: 1) Kobayashi's conflict with society (32);

2) Sensei's conflict with society (26); 3) Sunaga's conflict

with society (8).

Kobayashi's Conflict with Society

Kobayashi's conflict with society is delineated by using

9 terms of conflict and negativity in category A and 23 in

category B. One outstanding feature of the terms of conflict

and negativity concerning Kobayashi's conflict with society is

that the majority of the terms (27) are used in conversation.

The large percent of the terms of conflict and negativity used

in conversation out of the total terms is also a feature

concerning the terms of conflict and negativity used in

treating the relationship between Tsuda and Kobayashi. As

discussed above, this feature largely relates to Kobayashi's

anarchical personality. He has been driven to so low a point

of having no social position, money, or a steady job that he

has nothing to lose whatever he says or he does. Kobayashi's

reckless outspokenness is reflected here by the fact that out

of the 27 terms of conflict and negativity used in conversa

tion concerning Kobayashi's conflict with society 20 are used

by Kobayashi. Another reason so many of the terms are used in

conversation relates to the point of view of Meian. Since the
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novel is written in the third person limited point of view-

limited to what Tsuda or a-nobu could have seen, heard, or

observed--Kobayashi's conflict with society is mainly

described through the conversation between Kobayashi and

Tsuda, Kobayashi and O-nabu, or Tsuda and Ov-n o bu,

Another feature of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Kobayashi's conflict with society is that no term

in category C is usen to describe the conflict. This is

largely because an individual's conflict with people around

him and society is seldom of a kind expressed by the terms in

category C, such as violence, war, murder, suicide, and

destruction, unless the individual is a revolutionary or an an

anLi-establishment activist. Though Kobayashi has an anarchi

cal way of thinking, he is neither a revolutionary nor an

activist. Also since Kobayashi freely and overtly expresses

his conflict with people around him Soseki does not have to

use terms in category C figuratively as he does in delineating

the sharp but covert conflict between Tsuda and a-nobu dis

cussed above.

In his conversation with O-nobu Kobayashi describes him

self as follows: "Since I seem to have been born a good-for

nothing, I suppose it's not strange that I should be so

despised (Mn-134)" (ch. 85). This expression, vakuza ni

umaretsuita, is a Japanese set phrase used self-derogatorily

indicating the unfortunate circumstances in which one was born

and reared. Though we are not told specifically what kind of
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negative environmental factors were detrimental to Kobayashi's

sound development, we learn that Kobayashi is a type of man

who resents his unfortunate circumstances which seem to him to

be the reason he turns out to be a good-for-nothing. It never

occurs to him to consider what would have happened if he had

made the best of his ill fortune. The term higamu (to be

perverse, Mn-130, 131, 132, 133), used repeatedly, well

expresses Kobayashi's perception of the relationship between

society and himself. He is the victim of the cruelty and

coldness of society. It is the responsibi~ity of society, not

himself, that he ends up with no position, money, or a steady

job. In conclusion, he feels that he is alienated from people

around him and society in general.

Kobayashi keenly feels his alienation from society when

people show him contempt, which is described by six terms of

contempt. He states to O-nobu, "To telJ. the truth, Tsuda's

not the only one who despises (Mn-127) me. Everybody despises

(Mn-128) me--even the lowest streetwalker. Actually, the

entire world's conspired to despise (Mn-129) me" (ch. 85). He

also feels that he is "made a fool of" (Mn-44) by everyone.

He decides to go to Korea largely because it is much better to

go there than to stay in Japan and be made a fool of by

everyone.

He responds to the people and society that alienate him

in two ways. First he "attacks" (Mn-401) those who are fortu

nate. He "makes nasty remarks (akko-suru, Mn-402) about rich
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people" (ch. 152) and "constantly criticizes (Mn-120) the

upper classes" (c h, 84). His discontent (fuhei, Mn-394, 395),

as Tsuda explains to O-nobu, largely derives from the fact

that he cannot make money. And, as Kobayashi believes and

Tsuda agrees to a certain extent, the reason is that though

Kobayashi has a rather good head on his shoulders, he could

not, due to his unfortunate circumstances, receive a proper

education. For good education is believed to be almost indis-

pensable to become a success in Japan.

Another way he responds to his alienation from people

around him and society is described by him to O-nobu as

follows:

"Mrs. Tsuda, I live to be disliked (Mn-135). I
purposely say and do things people don't like (Mn
136). If I don't, it's so painful I can't stand it.
I can't live any other way. I can't make people
recognize my existence. I'm worthless. And no
matter how much people despise (Mn-137) me I can't
carry out any revenge (Mn-138). Since there's
nothing else I can do, I've actually tried to be
disliked (1'In-139). That's what I really want."
(ch. 85)

O-nabu is surprised to hear Kobayashi's remarks, for "her own

desire [is] to be loved by everybody, and to behave so as to

be loved by everyone" (c h, 85). She has also believed that

her feelings could be applied to everyone else in the world.

Since she was brought up in fortunate circumstances, she

does not understand Kobayashi's distorted psychology.

Because he cannot in any positive way make people recognize

his existence, let alone make them love him, he feels
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compelled to do things people do not like. To be disliked

by people means that they at least recognize him, though in

a negative way. It is much better to be recognized negatively

than to be completely ignored. Kobayashi's attitude toward

people is essentially similar to that of a little child who

does naughty things to get the attention of his mother who

otherwise does not pay attention to him. Though O-nobu's and

Kobayashi's desires seem poles apart on the surface, they are

t h e same down in their heart: both desire to be recognized by

people. Despite his unusual speech and behavior, Kobayashi is

a believable character with plausible and understandable

mental processes.

The most frequently used terms concerning Kobayashi's

conflict with people and society is kenka (quarrel, 7,). For

in order to be recognized Kobayashi often quarrels with people

around him. He tells Tsuda who has had a quarrel with O-hide:

"I'm the sort of fellow that it doesn't matter who I
quarrel (Mn-272) with. I'm so down and out already
I can't lose a thing no matter who I fight (Mn-273)
with. In fact if anything comes of the fight (Mn
274) at all it certainly won't be any loss to me,
because I've never had a thing to lose in the first
place. In fact, any change resulting from a fight
(Mn-275) can only mean some gain for me, so I'm
rather of the type who hopes for them (Mn-276). But
you're different, Tsuda. Your quarrels (Mn-277)
could never possibly be of any benefit to you.
(ch. 119)

Kobayashi further points out that Tsuda clearly knows where

his interests lie and that he always acts in such a way that

he will come off a winner.

_.--- -- ----
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Through Kobayashi's comparison of his quarreling with

that of Tsuda, Tsuda's blatant egocentricity is levealed. As

we have pointed out earlier concerning Kobayashi's criticism

of Tsuda about his being too particular about anything.

Kobayashi's remarks here also seem to be too logical and

intelligent for a man ot Kobayashi's education. It is almost

as if Soseki is putting words in Kobayashi's mouth. However,

what Kobayashi says here is also essentially true. Without

creating Kobayashi's reckless but logical outspokenness Soseki

could not have written as lively a conversation as the one

between Kobayashi and Tsuda. By creating such an anarchical,

recklessly outspoken and yet plausible character as Kobayashi,

Soseki succeeds in delineating the egocentricity of Tsuda, who

is, on the surface, a well-mannered, educated, and socially

respec ta ble person.

Sensei's Conflict with Society

Sensei's conflict with society is delineated by using 26

terms of conflict and negativity: 19 in category A, 5 in

category B, and 2 in category C. One feature about the terms

of conflict and negativity concerning Sensei's conflict with

society is that most terms (three-fourths of the terms) are

those in category A. This contrasts with the feature about

the terms of conflict and negativity concerning Kobayashi's

conflict with society (more than two-thirds of the terms are

those in category B). Though Sensei and Kobayashi share a

negative view of people and society and both feel alienated
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from society, they react in completely different ways. While

Kobayashi attacks or quarrels with people, so that people will

recognize his existence, though in a negative way, Sensei

takes no action against people and nobody except "I" recog

nizes his existence. Naturally the terms of conflict and

negativity concerning Sensei's conflict with society are those

in category A, such as ningen zentai £ shin'yo-shinai (dis

trust the whole of humanity, Kr-39) and seken ~ kirai ni~

(come to dislike the world, Kr-55), which describe Sensei's

negative feelings toward society. These different reactions

of Kobayashi and Sensei arise largely because Kobayashi

believes that it is the responsibility of society, not him

self, that he turns out to be a good-for-nothing, whereas

Sensei feels that it is the responsibility of himself as well

as people around him and society that he comes to hold a

negative view of soci~ty.·

There are two specific incidents which play crucial roles

in molding Sensei's negative view of people and society:

Sensei's uncle's betrayal of him in money matters and Sensei's

betrayal of K, both of which have been discussed above in

detail. When Sensei was cheated of his inheritance by his

uncle, he decided to leave home and never to see his uncle

again. He converted all his &ssets into cash, but the amount

of money he received was much less than what his lands were

worth, for the buyer "took advantage of his difficulties"
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Sensei's feelings at that time are

I was already a misanthrope when I left home for
the last time. That people could not be trusted
must already have become a conviction deeply rooted
in my system. It was then that I began to think of
my uncle, my aunt, and all the other relatives whom
I had come to hate (Kr-156) as typical of the entire
human race. On the Tokyo-bound train, I found
myself watching suspiciously my fellow passengers.
And when any spoke to me, I became even more suspi-
cious (Kr-157). My heart was heavy. I felt as
though I had swallowed lead. But my nerves were on
edge. (I II-12)

By the time Sensei moves into Okusan's house, he has

already "learned to be distrustful (Kr-173) of everyone."

However, Okusan and her daughter, Shizu, take no notice of his

"warped" (Kr-160) and "suspicious" (Kr-161) nature, which

favorably affects Sensei's state of mind. Sensei gr3dually

calms down and before long he falls in love with Shizu. He

thinks of asking Okusan for permission to marry Shizu, but he

suspects that Okusan is plotting to have Shizu marry him

because of her interest in his money. He hates the idea of

"being enticed (obikiyoserareru .!l£ ~ iVa deshita, Kr-192) by

Okusan to swallow her bait" (111-16). After his uncle's

deception (Kr-193) Sensei vowed to himself that he would never

again "be duped" (damasare, Kr-194). Sensei's negative view

of people hinders him from taking any action to marry Shizu,

which later leads to the ot~er incident which crucially

affects Sensei's view of people dud society.

After Sensei was cheated by his uncle, he has come to
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"distrust" (Kr-159) people in money matters, but he has not

yet learned to doubt love. But when he does such a mean and

despicable thing as betraying K who completely trusts him, he

can no longer trust love.

has lost faith in himself:

For, as Sensei confesses to "I," he

"It is not you in particular that I distrust (Kr
38), but [I distrust (Kr-39)] the whole humanity.

"I don't even trust (Kr-41) myself. And not
trusting myself (Kr-42), I can hardly trust (Kr-43)
others." (1-14)

Furthermore, Sensei feels such strong guilt that he feels com-

pelled to visit K's grave every month. He sometimes feels

that he would "welcome a flogging" (Kr-318) even at the hands

of strangers. A man who distrusts himself and suffers from

such a negative self-image cannot love himself.

love himself, how can he love others?

If he cannot

The reasons Sensei· has come to have a negative view of

people and society are delineated in detail. On the other

hand, as we have seen, there is only a brief reference to

Kobayashi's unfortunate circumstances which are considered by

Kobayashi to be responsible for his negative view of society.

These different treatments concerning the reasons for each

character's negative view of people and society mainly derive

from the different foci of the novels as well as the different

degrees of the importance of the characters. In Meian

Kobayashi is not a protagonist and the focus of the novel is

to delineate Tsuda's and O-nobu's egocentric personalities and
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their problems through their interactions with each other and

with other characters including Kobayashi. On the other hand,

in Kokoro Saseki focuses on the reasons the male protagonist,

Sensei, has become a misanthrope.

In the first section of Kokoro Sensei's negative view of

society is observed by the narrator and admirer of Sensei,

"1." More than half of the terms of conflict and negativity

(14) concerning Sensei's conflict with society (including 7

terms of conflict and I1J!gativity relating to hatred and 3

relating to suspicion) are used here in this section hinting

at Sensei's tragic past. For example, Sensei says to "I" as

follows:

"I was once deceived (Kr-90) by my own relations. .
•• The effect of [the indignity (Kr-91) and] the
injury (Kr-92) that they did me in my youth is with
me still •••. But I have never taken my revenge
(Kr-93) on them. When I think about it, I have done
something much worse that [taking my revenge] (Kr
94). I have come not only to hate (Kr-95) them, but
[to hate] (Kr-96) the human race in general."
(I-3D)

In section one, through the descriptions of the conversations

between "I" and Shizu about Sensei as well as the con versa-

tions between Sensei and "I" (which include all the 11 terms

of conflict and negativity used in conversation concerning

Sensei's conflict with society), Saseki hints at Sensei's

tragic past and stimulates our curiosity to a great degree.

Thus, when Saseki finally makes Sensei reveal his tragic past
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in section three, Sensei's testament, we are more than ready

"t o hear his story.

Sunaga's Conflict with Society

Sunaga's conflict with society is described by u~ing 8

terms of conflict and negativity: 5 in category A, 2 in cate

gory B, and 1 in category C. One obvious feature of the terms

of conflict and negativity concerning Sunaga's conflict with

society is its relatively small number. This largely derives

from the fact that Higan sugi made focuses on Sunaga's intra

personal conflict (which is delineated by 61 terms). Almost

all the terms concerning Sunaga's conflict with society indi

cate that Sunaga is suspicious by nature (utaguru, H-II0, Ill)

and that he believes that people have a negative image of him.

For example, though Sunaga has no intention of marrying

Chiyoko, he feels jealous of Takagi in Kamakura and "behaves

in such an irrationally ugly mood" (fugori ni kigen .£ waruku

furumatta, H-203). Sunaga reflects upon his behavior later

and thinks that he is "an unpleasant (H-205) animal who

[mingles] with people only to make them feel uncomfortable

(H-204)" (V-31). He also feels that people will "ridicule"

(azakeru, H-154, 155) him by saying that he is like an old man

because, when he finds himself in conflict with Takagi over

Chiyoko, he avoids taking any action and chooses to leave

Kamakura rather than fighting openly with Takagi. Though

Sunaga's sense of alienation is not as strong as that of

Kobayashi and the reasons why he feels alienated from society
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are not as clear as those of Sensei, Sunaga nonetheless does

feel alienated from society.

Indeed, the vagueness of Sunaga's reasons for his

conflict with people around him and society is one of the

important elements that arouses the reader's interest. For we

feel that there must be some secret behind Sunaga's somewhat

distorted personality. When we discover the secret about

Suna~a's birth at the end of the story, our interest is satis

fied to a certain degree. However, we wonder if a secret of

this kind is sufficient reason for developing such an unusual

ly suspicious and introverted personality as that of Sunaga.

As discussed above, Soseki suffered from the problem of his

identity since his early childhood due to the secret concern

ing his real parents. By delineating Sunaga, who suffers from

the secret about his birth and who as a result develops a

suspicious and introverted personality, Soseki was probably

trying to analyze and understand the relationship between his

own birth and upbringing on the one hand and his personality

on the other, which he was to analyze in more detail later in

Mic:hikns-", The parallelism between the conflicting relation

ship between Sunaga and his father (which is mentioned only

briefly) on the one hand and Soseki and his father on the

other and also the parallelism between the harmonious

relationship between Sunaga and his step-mother on the

one hand and Soseki and his mother on the other point to

the possibility of this interpretation.

-----------~-_._- --.
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Soseki's conflict with society, which largely derives

from his individualistic outlook and anti-authority feeling,

is partially reflected in the above-discussed three charac-

ters' conflict with society. Kobayashi's attack and criticism

of the rich and the upper class remind us of Soseki's attack

on authority concerning the Doctorate problem. Soseki's

att~ck on authority, of course, is much more reasonable.

However, if we consider Soseki's tendency of making things

more difficult fOL the authorities than he should have con-

cerning the Doctorate problem, we can say that Kobeyashi's

conflict with society is an extension, though exaggerated to

an extreme degree, of Soseki's conflict with society.

Sensei's and Sunaga's conflicts with society and misan-

thropic outlook also reflect Soseki's way of thinking. Though

Soseki was a much more active person than Sensei and Sunaga,

his view of man and society was as misanthropic as those of

Sensei and Sunaga. He once told his disciples that they

should cry Banzai or give cheers for him when he dies because

death, Soseki believes, would be a more blessed thing than any

happy incidents that had happened to him in this world. 3 3 He

further elaborates on this point in his letter to Hayashibara

Kozo:

I think consciousness is everything in life, but I
do not think th~t the same consciousness is every
thing that I possess. Even if I die, I still exist.
Furthermore, I believe I do not return to what I
really am until I die. For the time being, I do not
like to commit suicide and will continue to live as
long as life lasts. And while I live I will
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demonstrate my weaknesses as any ordinary person
does. For I believe this is how life is. I detest
the terrible agony that one feels when one forces
one s elf to move from 1 i f e to d eat h as well as the
agony of life. Therefore I do not commit suic~Qe.

I choose death over life not because I am a pessi
mist but because I am a misanthrope.

Although Soseki was surrounded by many admirers thanks to

his worldly fame and success as an established writer, he

continued to feel a sense of alienation from people around him

and society. He clearly saw the egocentricity of the people

who gathered around him, as he had seen, as a little child,

the egocentricity of his foster parents, his father, and other

relatives. Soseki's search for a peaceful state of mind

discussed above is deeply related to his misanthropic philoso-

phy. The alienation from their family and society that the

above-discussed three characters experience is what Soseki

himself experienced. In the relative vagueness of the reasons

for his alienation and the fact that his alienati0n is somehow

related to the secret of his birth, Soseki s alienation may be

said to be the closest to that of Sunaga.

Conflict between Father and Son

The order of the frequency of the terms of conflict and

negativity involving each of the conflicts between father (or

foster father or father-in-law) and son in the last five

novels is as follows: 1) Ken zf and his foster father, Shimada,

in Michikusa (35); 2) KenzQ and his father-in-law in Michikusa

-------------~-------
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(10); 3) "I" and Father in Kokoro (7); 4) Tsuda and Father in

Meian (7); 5)· Jiro and Father in Kojin (6). Here again, I am

fully aware of the difference between the relationship of real

father and son and that of foster father (or father-in-law)

and foster son (or son-in-law). Unlike the case of brother

sister relationships, in which the in-law relationship was

treated last, the relationship between foster father and son

and that between father-in-law and son-in-law are treated

first, for they play the role of utmost importance among all

the father-son relationships listed above. (Surprisingly,

there is not a single reference to the conflict between Kenzo

and his real father, even though Soseki's conflict with his

real father played an extremely important role in his actual

life.)

Kenzo and Shimada

The conflict between Kenzo and his foster father is

delineated by using 14 terms of conflict and negativity in

category A, 20 in category B, and 1 in category C. The essen

tial cause of the conflict between Kenzo and Shimada is

Shimada's inability to express paternal love. To Shimada

Kenzo "was some kind of investment that might prove profitable

at a later date" (c h , 91). He is always calculating the

material benefits Kenzo will be able to give him. Once

Shimada says to Ke n z f as a child that he will make him get a

job as an office boy. Shimada's attitude of treating Kenzo as

a tool to make money rather than a human being with his own
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Any foster child

would hate a foster father such as Shimada who treats him in

such a cruel and unfeeling way.

Not only does Shimada lack the ability to express affec-

tion, he also lacks any positive traits as a human being.

Here I shall incorporate the discussion of the conflict

between Shimada and Ken z Sl s sister, O-natsu (which is

described by using 5 terms of conflict and negativity: 3 in

category A and 2 in category B), for their conflict reveals

other aspects of Shi~ada's ugly nature. For example, when

O-natsu cannot repay the money she borrows from Shimada, he

never listens to her excuses, insists that payment is overdue,

and is not leaving without it. O-natsu finally "loses her

temper" (Mk-26)" and tells him that he can take her iron

cooking-pot. To her surprise, Shimada actually takes it and

thus does not allow her to eat rice that day. When she tells

Kenzo this story which represents Shimada's meaness, "her tone

becomes vindic ti ve" (nikurashiso ~ goki, Mk-25). Referring

back to this kind of conflict between Shimada and O-natsu,

Shimada states to Kenz5:

"There was a time when she was always picking a
quarrel (Mk-128) with me. We were always quick to
make up [when we quarreled] (Mk-129), mind you--we
were like brother and sister after all. She used to
come whining to me for money all the time, I remem
ber. Of course I never turned her away, she was
such a sorry looking creature." (c h , 46)

These remarks of Shimada which will certainly make O-natsu

~- -~~"" "~- ._ .._--~_.- - ----------
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"furious" (Mk-130) typically show Shimada's maliciousness and

self-centeredness. Furthermore, Shimada has a reputation for

arrogance, which is reason enough for Kenz6's relatives'

"hating" (imikiratte iru, Mk-60) him. He is also a man greedy

for money and never buys a thing without haggling over the

price. There is little wonder that KenzQ hates Shimada like

anybody else around him.

Soon after KenzQ returns from abroad he unexpectedly

encounters Shimada on the street after fifteen or sixteen

years of not seeing him. Shimada's appearance "threatens"

(obiyakashita, Mk-l) Kenz6 because KenzQ can expect nothing

but trouble from Shimada and also because Shimada brings back

the unhappy memories of Kenz6's past. As Kenzo has feared,

Shimada's appearance means a renewed conflict between him and

Shimada. The cause of their conflict is again Shimada's

attitude of treating Kenzo as a source of income. Shimada's

repeated attacks on Kenzo to get money from him are effective

ly delineated by Soseki's using many terms of conflict and

negativity relating to attack (10 terms, which almost occupy

one-third of the total terms). First, Shimada asks Ken z d

through a man to associate with him as they used to in the

past. Ken z S is "torn between his s e n s e of indebtedness and

his hatred" U1k-39) (c h , 13). Though "he very badly [wants]

to avoid seeing 1:he man again" (tsukiai ~ ~ ~ ~ de

tamaranai, Mk-Sl), he cannot refuse to see Shimada.

Next Shimada asks Kenzo through Kenzo's brother-in-law,
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Hida, to become his adopted son again. Hida compares

Shimada's unbelievably barefaced proposal to "killing one's

child (koroshita kodomo, Mk-75) and then going to a priest

yea r s aft e r war dan d ask i n g him i f he can d 0 any t h i n g t 0 b r i n g

the child back to life" (ch. 27). This image of "killing

one's child," which is the only term of conflict and negativi

ty in category C concerning the conflict between Kenzo and

Shimada, symbolically points to the relationship between

Shimada and Kenzo. Shimada's complete lack of love and cruel

and unfeeling treatment of Kenzo killed Kenzo's affection and

there is no way of restoring the relationship to a harmonious

one.

Though KenzQ "rejects Shimada's proposal" (yokyu .2

kotowatta, Mk-85), Shimada visits KenzQ as if nothing has

happened. Each time he visits Ken z d , he simply "annoys"

(iyagarase, Mk-64) and "disturbs" (jama, Mk-133) him. KenzQ

mus t be con s tan t 1 y " 0 n gua r d " (t e i k0 - s hit e mig a mae, 1-1 k - 13 5 )

because Shimada "waits for the right opening" (suki ~ attara

tobikomo, Mk-134, 141). After his several unsuccessful

visits--Le., unsuccessful in getting money from Kenzo-

Shimada "comes to close quarters with him" (nikuhaku-

shiha jimeta, Mk-143), and says outright: "I'm rather short of

cash these days. You are the only person I can ask, so please

do whatever you can" (c h, 52). Ken z f pulls out the f e w bills

that are all he has in his wa Ll e t and gives them to Shimada.

Shimada continues to call on Kenzo and ~oes not leave without
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getting money from him. Shimada becomes more openly demand-

ing, and begins to ask for substantial sums. As Kenzo says to

O-sumi, Shimada is "absolutely despicable" (jitsu ni iya ~

yatsu, Mk-168), but Kenz d cannot "keep him away from home"

(z e kkd-es u r u , Mk-140, 171), as O-sumi advises him to do.

Though Kenzo hates Shimada who did not love him and treated

him as a kind of investment, he nonetheless feels indebted to

Shimada thinking of the time when Shimada pampered him and

bought him whatever he wanted despite the fact that he was

otherwise stingy. Thus, he decides to continue to see Shimada

until "a violent head-on clash (Mk-183) puts an end to the

whole unpleasant business" (ch. 62).

The clash (haret~u-shita, Mk-261) of the relationship

between Shimada and Kenzo occurs when Shimada's financial

situation worsens upon the death of his stepdaughter and he

asks Kenzo for more money. The last confrontation between

Kenzo and Shimada is described as follows:

"You're the only one that c a n help us. You've got
to do something, understand?"

"It will do you no good to push me," Kenz ii said.
"You are nothing to me."

The sly, probing look Shimada gave him as though
to determine whether or not he could be frightened-
made him all the more angry (Mk-256) •.•.

"Everybody needs money at the end of the year,"
Shimada continued. "That we too should want an
extra hundred or two is quite natural, wouldn't you
say?"

Kenzo never felt less sympathetic toward the man.
"I don't have that kind of money," he said•.•

"All right, let me ask you t h is : is it true you
get eight hundred yen a month?"

It was incredible. More shocked than angry,
Kenzo said, "What I make is my business--it has

-------- ..._- .__.__...
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nothing to do with you."•••. "So you won't help
me, no matter how hard up I am?"

"That's right. I won't give you a penny."..
The disgust (Mk-258) and anger (Mk-257) he felt
afforded him ample protection againt the other's
[attack] (Mk-259). (ch.90)

The immediate conflict between KenzQ and Shimada;over

money finally ends when KenzQ reluctantly agrees to give one

hundred yen to Shimada on condition that Shimada henceforth

avoid all contact with him. By looking at the superficial

resolution of the conflict between KenzQ and Shimada, O-sumi

and KenzQ's relatives feel relieved, but KenzQ in no way feels

at ease. For the causes of the more serious conflict between

KenzQ and Shimada, Shimada's lack of affection for KenzQ and

his ~reatment of him as a source of income, remain unchanged.

So long as Shimada does not change his attitude toward KenzQ

and so long as KenzQ cannot forget his indebtedness to

Shimada, Shimada will continue taking advantage of KenzQ.

KenzQ says at the end of the novel, "Hardly anything in this

life is settled. Things that happen once will go on happen-

ing. But they come back in different g u i s e s , and that's what

fools us" (ch. 102). This rightly applies to the conflict

between KenzQ and Shimada.

KenzQ and His Father-in-law

The conflict between KenzQ and O-sumi's father is de1in-

eated by using 10 terms of conflict and negativity: 4 in

category A and 6 in category B. The immediate cause of the

conflict between Kenzo and his father-in-law is money, but the
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deeper source of their conflict is that they are so completely

different types of individuals that they cannot understand

each other. O-sumi's father is a worldly and tactful man as

an efficient official often is. He tends to evaluate others

in terms of their practical ability. Kenz5's scholarly accom-

plishments are difficult to evaluate from O-sumi's father's

practical point of view. Also, despite his great aspirations

Kenzo has not accomplished anything important in his field

yet. We can easily understand why O-sumi's father thinks

lightly of Kenzo. Furthermore, Ken zds unworldly and frank

manners and his high self-esteem merely give a negative

impression to O-sumi's father:

Kenzo had seemed from the first impudent, always
too prone to ignore protocol. Moreover, he found
unpleasant. Kenzo's obvious conceit, his blatant
opinionatedness. And he found more ill-mannered
than honest Kenzo's habit of saying exactly what he
thought. [Kenzo's straightforwardness and obstinacy
which was very close to rudeness became a target of
his criticism] (Mk-219). (c h , 73)

Kenzo and O-sumi's father are two individuals who are made

so differently that they merely criticize each other's weak-

nesses.

When O-sumi's father unfortunately falls into a near-

desperate situation, he comes to Kenzo to ask for a financial

help. Despite his misfortune, however, O-sumi's father

remains as always ostentatiously polite. "Repelled by the

politeness and unable to approach him with any open sympathy,
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Kenzo's psychological reaction as he

listens to the difficulties of his father-in-law is delineated

as follows:

But it was impossible for him even to pretend
friendliness as he listened. And cursing (Mk-220)
his own inabilitv to dissemble, he wanted desperate
ly to explain: "It isn't because money is involved
that I seem so unfriendly--it isn't the talk of
money that I find [displeasing] (Mk-221). Please
[don't misunderstand (Mk-222). I'm not so base (Mk
224) as to think of this as an opportunity for
revenge (Mk-223)." But his nature being what it
was, he had to remain silent and run the risk of
being misunderstood (Mk-225). (c h, 73)

Though KenzQ offers as much financial help as he can to

his fa ther-in-la w, their rela tionship worsens. O-sumi' s

father finds Kenzo's seeming indifferent and boorish manner

unbearably improper and does not feel up to thanking his son-

in-law. Ken z d , on the other hand, "hates" (nonoshitta, Mk-

231) his father-in-law who makes him "hate" (nonoshiraseru,

Mk-230) what he believes to be his weaknesses. Kenzo recog-

nizes that he can quite easily be taken advantage of, but he

hates the idea that other people may think so. He, however,

also hates the fact that he has not come to have a state of

mind such that he does not care what other people may think of

of him. Each time he deals with his father-in-law, his

father-in-law's polite and distant manner makes it impossible

for him to express his natural goodwill and sympathy. Offer-

ing financial help to his father-in-law gives him no sense of

satisfaction that he is offering kind assistance. Worse yet,

he cannot help feeling that he is taken advantage of by his
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fat her - i n- 1a w, whi c h ma ke s him fee 1 "ani m0 sit Y" (h a nkan, ~·1 k

226) t o wa r d him. Thus, though the immediate conflict between

Kenzo and his father-in-law over the money ~roblem is

resolved, their deeper conflict due to their incompatible

personalities is aggravated.

"I" and Father

The conflict between "I" and Father is delineated by

using 7 terms of conflict and negativity: 3 in category A, 1

in category B, and 3 in category C. The conflict between "I"

and Father is much less serious than Kenzo's conflict with

Shimada and O-sumi's f a t he r , Three terms, katta (won, Kr-69),

maketa (lost, Kr-70), katte E!£. makete E!£. (lyhether he won or

lost, Kr-71), are those concerning the game of .8.£, a type of

Japanese chess, and d0 not indicate a conflicting relationship

betw~en "I" and Father. The rest of the four terms describe

the conflict between "I" and Father deriving from their dif

ferent value systems, which are often the causes of the

conflict between father and son.

When "I" returns to his hometown after he graduates from

the university, "I'''s father repeatedly says that he is glad

that "I" was able: to gr a dua t e , "I" remembers that though

Sensei also congratulated him on his g r a d ua t t on in words, he

secretly had contempt for such things as university degrees.

Comparing his father's unaffected pleasure with Sensei's

contempt, "I" becomes "displeased" (Kr-106) w i t h his father's
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dinner party to celebrate "I'''s graduation. "I" "hates" (Kr-

10 7 ) the country guests who come with one end in view, which

is to eat and drink. His father, however, is afraid of "being

spoken ill of" (Kr-108) if he does not hold a big pa r t y , The

confrontation between "I" and his father is delineated as

follows:

"I was merely saying that you need not do it for
my sake. But if you are afraid of gossip, then of
course it's a different matter. Who am I to insist
on something that may do you harm?"

"You embarrass me with your argumentative talk••
The trouble with education," said my father, "is

that it makes a man argumentative."
He said no more then. But in that simple remark,

I saw clearly the character of his resentment (Kr
109) towards me, which I had sensed before. Not
realizing that I myself was being rather difficult,
I felt strongly the injustice of my father's re
proach (Kr-llO). 01-3)

As" I '" s fat her poi n t sou t , the ma j 0 r rea son why " I " and his

father have come to have different values is that "I" went to

Tokyo to receive a university education. The conflict between

a father living in the country and a son educated in Tokyo was

one of the commonly observed problems in the Meiji era when

the rapid modernization of Japan was taking place. In addi-

tion to living in Tokyo, the center for anything new, a young

man absorbed modern ways of thinking through his education

whereas his father who remained in the provincial area fell

behind in the march of modernization. As a result a fGther

and his son came to have such different value systems that
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they were unable to understand each other. Though S6seki's

family was living in Tokyo, Soseki often felt a great gap

between his way of thinking and that of his family who did not

receive a proper education. The conflict between "I" and his

father is partly based on S6seki's own-experiences.

Through his association with Sensei in Tokyo "I" absorbed

Sensei's unworldly attitude toward an occupation: it is con

temptible for a man as comfortably placed as "I" to start

"whining for a job" (chii chii 1£ itte mogakimawaru, Kr-126)

soon after graduating. "I"'s parents, on the other hand, want

their son to find a job as soon as possible as any parents

would. "I"'s mother urges "I" to write to Sensei asking for

a job opportunity so that "I" can please his dying father by

finding employment. "I," however, does not do so because he

fears Sensei's "contempt" (Kr-119) far more than his father's

"anger" (shikararetari, Kr-117) or his mother's "displeasure"

(Kr-118). Though the conflict between "I" and his father is

not truly significant as it is depicted, it plays an important

role in the novel. For through it not only "I"'s rather

indifferent attitude toward his father is delineated but also

"I"'s unusually great admiration for Sensei, without which

Sensei's testament could never have been written to "I," is

illuminated by contrast.

Tsuda and Father

The ccnflict between Tsuda and his father is delineated

by using 7 terms of conflict and negativity: 4 in category A
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and 3 in category B. The cause of the conflict between Tsuda

and his father is money. As discussed above, Tsuda receives

financial help from his father on condition that he repay a

certain amount with his bonuses. \.Jhen he fails to keep his

promise, his father naturally becomes angry (Mn-35). Tsuda,

on the other hand, makes "disparaging remarks" (hinan-gamashii

kotoba £ morasu, Mn-6) about the thriftiness of his father in

front of O-nobu. Even when he learns that his father's

"anger" (Mn-184) is more violent than he has anticipated, he

does not at all reflect upon his conduct. Rather, he merely

wonders why his father uses such lies as having spent too much

money on the repairs of the fences and the arrearage of house

rent. Tsuda thinks, "if [his father] were going to punish

him, why had he not done so in a more manly way?" Though it

is Tsuda's fault that he is in conflict with his father, he

has no intention of apologizing to him. For he selfishly

believes that there is nothing wrong for him to depend

financially upon his father who can easily afford to offer

financial help to his son.

Later Tsuda doubts (Mn-227, 228) if his father is inten

tionally dealing with Tsuda's money problem in such a way that

his son-in-law, Hori, who mediated between Tsuda and his

father concerning Tsuda's money problem, will fulfill his duty

of guarantor to Tsuda's father by helping Tsuda out of diffi

culties. This way Tsuda's father does not have to spend any

money and has merely to express his thanks to Hori. Tsuda and
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O-hide, who cla~h on other matters, agree that they see in

their father's handling of the affair an extraordinary attach

ment to a small amount of money, which makes them "raise

[their] eyebrows" (.!!!2.Y.ll. .£. hisome, Mn-l89). The conflict

between Tsuda and his father over money ends because of the

money O-nobu brings for Tsuda. Though the conflict between

Tsuda and his father actually plays an insignificant role in

the novel, Tsuda's egocentricity is well illuminated through

his attitude toward his conflict with his father.

liro and Father

The conflict between liro and Father is delineated by

using 6 terms of conflict and negativity: 1 in category A and

5 in category B. The conflict between liro and Father is the

least serious among all the conflicts between father and son

described in the last five novels. The causes of their

conflict are trivial, and their conflicts are the kinds which

any father and son experience once in a while. For example,

liro's father enjoys cultivating morning-glories which have

strikingly writhing shapes and he forces everyone around him

to admire them. Though liro gives his father flattering

compliments about the flowers, he "speaks ill of" (Kj-l30) his

father's whimsical taste tehind his back. At another time

when liro teases O-sada, his distant relative and a girl who

helps around the house, regarding her marriage, his father

says in an amused and yet "reproving tone" (tashinameru ~ na

kucho~, Kj-l34), "liro is just a busybody" (III-7). Though
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Jire is reserved toward his father, he is not afraid of him.

When his father "scolds" (Kj-255) and "lectures" (Kj-256) him,

he feels small, but at the same time he often thinks inwardly

that his father is just another man. On the other hand, he is

somehow afraid of his gentle mother despite his thorough

familiarity with her. These des~riptions of Jira's relation

ship with his father and mother remind us of Seseki's rela

tionship with his real parents.

The only one rather strong term of conflict and negativi

ty, obikidasu, is used twice (Kj-257, 258) concerning the

interaction between Jire and Father. The word "lure out,"

however, does not indicate the conflicting relationship

between Jira and Father. After Jira has left his house, the

atmosphere of the household has even darkened. There is no

sign of improvement in the relationship between Ichire and

Nao, and Lc hI r d t s psychological situation deteriorates.

Father visits Jire's lodging-house and takes him to their

house hoping that Jire's visit will enliven the atmosphere of

the household. Father's use of the term "lure out" here is

merely an ostentatious and comical way of proudly saying to

his family that he has succeeded in bringing Jira howe and

therefore points to the harmonious relationship between Jira

and his father. Indeed, the relationship between Jira and his

father is the only genuinely harmonious father-son relation

ship Soseki described in his last five novels.

By looking at the conflict between father and son treated
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in the last five novels, we notice that the two important

causes of conflict between father and son are money and

differing value systems. These are the major causes of

Kenzo's--and therefore Soseki's--conflict with his foster

father and father-in-law. The conflicts between father and

son delineated in the last five novels clearly reflect

Soseki's own experiences.

One important question which comes to our mind concerning

Soseki's treatment of the conflict between father and son is

the relatively insignificant role it plays in the last five

novels except for Michikusa. In his own life Soseki's

conflicts with his real father and foster father played as

crucial roles as his conflict with his \~ife. However, in the

last five novels the conflict between father and son is not

delineated as thoroughly as the conflict between husband and

wife. While only Michikusa treats in detail the father-son

conflict, all the five novels except Higan sugi made t.eat in

detail the husband-wife conflict. This contrast is also

reflected in the great difference between the number of the

terms of conflict and negativity concerning the husband-wife

interactions (292) and that concerning the father-son interac

tions (70). The relative briefness of the treatment of the

conflict between father and son probably relates to the fact

that it is extremely difficult for any individual to come to

t e r ms wi t.h the fa c t t hat hew a s not 10 v e d by his rea 1 fat her

or foster father. It took many years before Soseki finally
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summoned up the courage to analyze and face his unhappy re~a

tionship with his real father and foster father once and for

all. The fact that the most important source of the conflict

between Soseki and his real father and foster father, the lack

of paternal love, is not treated in any \1orks other than

Michikusa seems to support this interpretation.
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CHAPTER IV

CONFLICT IN EACH INDIVIDUAL WORK:

HIGAN SUGI MADE, KOJIN, KOKORO, ~IICHIKUSA, MEIAN

In order to assess what characters' conflicts and what

kind ot conflicts of these characters play importanL roles in

each individual work and how effectively they are treated in

that work, five TABLEs, TABLE IV (Higan sugi made), TABLE V

(Kojin), TABLE VI (Kokoro), TABLE VII (Michikusa), TABLE VIII

(Meian), have been made. These TABLEs list intra personal and

interpersonal conflicts of the characters in each individual

work (in which more than five terms of conflict and negativity

are used) in conformity to the frequency of terms concerning

each conflict, and are placed at the beginning of the discus

sioil of each individual work.
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Higan sugi made

TABLE IV CHARACTERS AND CONFLICTS
--------------------------------------------------------------

1. Su na g a

2. Sunaga-Chiyoko (12)

3. Sunaga-Takagi (6)

4. Sunaga-Matsumoto (3)

5. Gedanke-his friend (5)

6.a Keitaro-Taguchi (6)

6.b Keitaro-his landlord (6)

8.a Sunaga-society (29)

8.b Keitaro-Taguchi's houseboy (6)

10.a Keitaro-Morimoto (5)

10.b Gedanke (27)

10.c Matsumoto-Taguchi (3)

13.a Sunaga-Keitaro (5)

13.b Keitaro-Matsumoto (6)

61

56

38

19

10

9

9

8

7

6

6

6

5

5

25%

23%

16%

8%

4%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

~ 245

*The number in parentheses indicate the social case
numbers in TABLE II.

The most conspicuous feature about TABLE IV is that

among 14 instances of conflicts almost two-thirds (9) of them

are rather insignificant ones which are described by using

less than 10 terms of conflict and negativity. 1 When we look

at the other four novels, we find that all the rest of them

treat far fewer instances of insignificant conflicts: Kojin
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treats four insignificant conflicts out of fourteen instances

of conflicts (see TABLE V), Misawa's conflict with musume

~'s parents (8), Ichiro's conflict with his family (7),

Jiro's conflict with his father (6), and O-shige's conflict

with her father (5); Kokoro treats four insignificant

conflicts out of twelve instances of conflicts (see TABLE VI),

Sen s e i 's con f I i c t wit h his r e La t i ve s ( 9 ) , " I "' s con f I i c t wit h

his father (7), "I'''s internal conflict (6), and K's conflict

with his foster parents (5); Michikusa treats four insignifi

cant conflicts out of ten instances of conflicts (see TABLE

VI), Hida's conflict with O-natsu (9), Ke n z dl s conflict with

O-natsu (7), Kenzo's conflict with impersonal objects (6), and

Shimada's conflict with O-natsu (5); Meian treats six insig

nificant conflicts out of seventeen instances of conflicts

(see TABLE VIII), O-nobu's conflict with Tsugiko (8), Tsuda's

conflict with his father (7), Tsuda's conflict with his aunt

(6), O-nobu's conflict with her uncle (6), O-nobu's internal

conflict (5), and O-nobu's conflict with O-hide and Mrs.

Yoshikawa (5). Though Higan l'ugi made treats relatively many

instances of conflicts, its really important conflicts are

much fewer than those in the other four works.

When we examine the ratios of the terms of conflict and

negativity of the significant conflicts out of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning all the instances of

conflicts described by more than five terms in each of the

five novels, we see that the impression that Higan sugi made
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treats fewer instances of significant conflicts than the other

four works is clearly supported by the percentages. While 75

percent of the terms of conflict and negativity in TABLE IV

(Hi ga n s ug i ~) con c ern s i gn i f i can t con f 1 i c t s , 89 per c e n t 0 f

those in TABLE V (Kojin), 90 percent of those in TABLE VI

(Kokoro), 88 percent of those in TABLE VII (Mi::hikusa), and 90

percent of those in TABLE VIII (Meian) concern significant

conflicts.

We also notice that out of the fourteen instances of

intrapersonal or interpersonal 'conflicts in TABLE IV only six

of them concern the male protagonist, Sunaga: six instances of

conflicts concern Keitaro, and three instances of conflicts

concern characters other than Sunaga and Keitaro. The fact

that a relatively few instances of intrapersonal or inter

personal conflicts (6 out of 14, 43%) concern the male protag

onist of the novel is a conspicuous feature in comparison with

the relatively large number of instances which concern the

male protagonist of the last three novels: 8 out of 12

instances (67%) concern Sensei in Kokoro; 7 out of 10

instances (70%) concern Kenzo in Michikusa ; 9 out of 17

instances (53%) concern Tsuda in Meian. (Kojin also has the

feature that relatively few instances of intra personal or

interpersonal conflicts [6 out of 14, 43%] concern the male

protagonist of the novel, Ichiro, and this feature will be

discussed in detail La t e r , )

Higan sugi made describes not only the important
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conflicts but rather insignificant conflicts which center

around Keitaro (which will be dis~ussed shortly below).

Soseki's dispersed focus in Higan sugi made exactly corre

sponds to the criticism of the work by Soseki critics.

Oketani Hideaki, for instance, maintains that in Higa~ sugi

made Soseki gives us an impression that he loiters on the way

before his main themes become clarified. 2 Oketani also states

that Higan sugi made is a failed work conspicuously poorer

than the other four last novels. Though I believe that Higan

sugi made plays a significant role in other respects which

will be discussed shortly below, Soseki should be criticized

for his dispersed focus.

Among the interpersonal and intrapersonal conflicts

listed in TABLE IV, the following conflicts have already been

discussed in chapter three: 1) Sunaga's intrapersonal

conflict: 2) Sunaga's conflict with Chiyoko; 3) Sunaga's

conflict with Takagi; 5) Gedanke's conflict with his friend;

8.a) Sunaga's conflict with society: 10.a) Kea t a r d l s conflict

with Morimoto; lO.b) Gedanke's intrapersonal conflict: l3.a)

Sunaga's conflict with Keitaro. Here we shall discuss the

rest of the interpersonal conflicts in TABLE IV: 4) Sunaga's

conflict with Matsumoto; 6.a) Kef t a r Els conflict with Taguchi;

6.b) KeLt a r Sl s conflict with his landlord; 8.b) Ke i t a r d l s

conflict with Taguchi's houseboy; l Ovc ) Matsumoto's conflict

with Taguchi; l3.b) KeLt a r E' s conflict with Matsumoto. Since

----- .------

this chapter tries to discuss the nature and the significance
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of the conflicts treated in each individual work and to assess

each work as an integral work of art, I pay more attention to

the relationship among various conflicts in each work rather

than to each one of the conflicts as an independent instance

of conflict. As a result I do not necessarily discuss the

conflicts in each work according to the order of the fre-

quencies of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning

these conflicts when it is better to neglect the order so as

to have a better picture of each novel as a cohesive work of

art.

The conflict between Sunaga and his uncle, i1atsumoto, is

delineated by using 19 terms of conflict and negativity: 7 in

cate~ory A and 12 in category B. Through the description of

Sunaga's conflict with Matsumoto we further learn about

Sunaga's negative self-image. A few months before Sunaga

graduates from university Matsumoto calls Sunaga, upon his

sister's request, to discuss the possibility of hjs marriage

with Chiyoko. Matsumoto asks Sunaga what he will do if

Taguchi agrees to give Chiyoko to him and if Chiyoko herself

consents. Sunaga shows a peculiar and inexplicable expression

on his face, which is too exaggerated to call awe and too

doleful to call pity. Then he unexpectedly blurts out "Why do

people dislike (H-272) me this much?" which leads to the

following confrontation between Matsumoto and Sunaga:

I [Matsumoto] asked him reprovingly (H-274) why he
complained (H-273) the way he did.

"I'm not complaining (H-275). I just state the
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facts."
"Then who is it that dislikes (H-276) you?"
"You of all people dislike (11-277) me."...

I guessed he interpreted that I stopped the flow of
our conversation because of the expression on his
face that was peculiarly his and that it had come
from my hatred (H-278) toward him. I began to do my
best to dispel his misunderstanding (H-279).

"'tlhy do I have to ha i.e (H-280) you? You know
what our relationship has been like since you were a
c h't Ld, Don't be ridiculous."

Being scolded (H-28l), he showed no sign of being
excited; he simply stared at me with an increasingly
pale face. (VI-4)

Sunaga's negative self-image is so strong that he cannot even

believe the affection of his uncle he has been close to since

he was a little child.

Confronting such a painfully negative self-image of

Sunaga, which, Matsumoto believes, derives from Sunaga's

warped nature, Matsumoto loses his usual composure and says,

"I'm your uncle. Where in this world is there an uncle who

hates his own nephew?" (VI-4) Sunaga smiles a lonely smile

in which Matsumoto perceives a deep contempt (H-282) for him.

Matsumoto immediately realizes that his remarks completely

lack persuasiveness. He also reflects upon the similar point-

less lectures he has given to Sunaga in the past as follows:

[O]nce in a while I would look down (H-283) upon him
out of the haughtiness of being older than he, and
although I was aware of my superficiality, I would
give him a temporary and meaningless lecture (H
284). Lc h i zS [Sunaga], being clever, did not dare
to do things which would degrade himself such as
availing himself of his superiority in order to put
me to shame, but each time I felt humiliated (H-285)
as if tis evaluation of me deteiiorated. (VI-4)
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In short, Sunaga is superior to Matsumoto in intelligence, but

his intelligence is not of a kind which enlightens others and

makes others respect him. As Matsumoto states, it is of a

kind which makes people who come in contact with him always

stay on guard so as to reveal as little as possible of any-

thing foolish. Thus, Sunaga's Lnt e Ll Lge nc» unfortunately

alienates him from people around him.

When Matsumoto points out that Sunaga's weak point is his

warped nature (H-29l, 292) Su na ga asks Matsumoto where his

warped nature comes from. Sunaga has felt keenly alienated

from people around him and has carefully pondered the source

of his alienation. Matsumoto, however, answers that since it

is his problem he should think about it himself. Hearing

Matsumoto's cruel answer, Sunaga's patience runs out, and he

begins to confront Matsumoto in an openly aggressive way:

"Am I warped (H-295)? I think I really am
[warped] (H-296). You don't have to tell me, I
know. Yes, I'm warped •.•• Only I want to know
how I've become what I now am. My mother, my aunt
Taguchi, and you--all of you know why. I'm the only
one who doesn't. I'm the only one who hasn't been
told. I asked you because of all the people in the
world you're the one I trust most. And yet you've
cruelly rejected (H-298) my request. From here on
I'll curse (H-299) you as my lifelong enemy (H-300).
(VI-4)

At this moment Matsumoto finally makes up his mind to

tell Sunaga the secret about his birth. Thus, the delineation

of the conflict between Matsumoto and Sunaga plays a crucial

role in the novel. Not only does it shed light on Sunaga's
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personality, it is also instrumental in disclosing Sunaga's

true identity. As we have discussed in chapter three,

Sunaga's internal conflict mainly caused by his painfully

introverted and somehow distorted personality is closely

related to his concealed identity. It is the disclosure of

his true identity which clarifies the thread of the story of

Sunaga's psychological anguish as the disclosure of the true

criminal clarifies the thread of the detective story.

In contrast with the significant role of Sunaga's

conflict with Matsumoto, the rest of the conflicts,. mostly

Keitaro's conflicts with rather minor characters, play an

insignificant role in Higan~ made and do not add much to

the novel as an integral work of art. Keitaro's conflict with

his landlord (which is described by 8 terms of conflict and

negativity in category A and 1 in category B), for instance,

simply shows that Ke i t a r S" s anger (H-9, 15) at his landlord's

"misunderstanding" (H-11) that he is a close friend of

Morimoto, a man with no education, job, or money. Because his

landlord lumps him together with a vagabond such as Morimoto

and suspects (H-12, 13, 14, 21, 22) t he t he has a connection

with Morimoto in some underhanded scheme, his pride is hurt.

Through Keitaro's conflict with his landlord we are again

shown Keitaro's ambivalent atcitude toward Morimoto: he

despises Morimoto despite his envy of his unusual experiences.

Keitaro's conflicts with Taguchi and Taguchi's houseboy

also play insignificant roles and simply show Keitaro's
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unworldliness and short-temperedness. When Keitaro visits

Taguchi's house in order to ask Taguchi to help him find

employment, he rer.eives rather humiliating treatment. Though

it is not uncommon for a man of Taguchi's wealth and social

status to treat lightly a young man who seeks employment such

as KeLt a r d , Keitaro becomes angry (H-33, 35, 38) with Taguchi

who refuses to see him twice. When he is refused by Taguchi

himself when he visits him for the first time, his pride is

not hurt. However, when he telephones Taguchi's house to ask

if Taguchi is free that day and receives a rather cold re

sponse from a houseboy, he feels displeased (H-24, 25). When

he visits Taguchi at the appointed time that day and is again

not allowed to see him by the houseboy, his displeasure (H-27)

and anger (H-26, 29) resulting from his feelings of humilia

tion becomes so unbearable that he "utters even a word of

anger" (aisozukashi .Q. tatoi ikku ~ .!!!.Q. kuchi ni shite, H-40).

Later Keitaro regrets h~s short-temperedness.

Keitaro finally succeeds in meeting Taguchi and is asked

to spy on the activities of a man on a certain day. Until

late at night Keitaro trails the man and a woman whom the man

happens to meet. The truth of the matter is that Taguchi made

Ke t t a r d the butt of his joke and makes him trail his brother

in-law, Matsumoto, and his own daughter, Chiyoko. Later

Keitaro goes to see the very man whom he s p y s on. Through his

conversation with Matsumoto he learns about Taguchi's person

ality as well as Matsumoto's. Matsumoto comments on Taguchi
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as a useful man but also a man deficient in brain power.

Keitaro is puzzled at Matsumoto because despite the violent

and abusive language (H-56, 57, 58) he uses about Taguchi,

there is nothing spiteful or hateful in Matsumoto's attitude

or tone. When Keitaro confesses his regrettable action of

spying on him, Matsumoto does not say a word. Interpreting

Matsumoto's silence as a sign of Matsumoto's "offense" (H-61),

Ke t t a r d is determined to "apologize" (H-63) before Matsumoto

"flies into a rage" (H-62). However, MatsumDto's anger ex

pressed by the vo r d keshikaran yatsu (all. outrageous man, H-64)

is directed at Taguchi rather than at Keitaro. Furthermore,

despite his anger at Taguchi, Matsumoto tries to explain

Taguchi's waggish personality, which as a result defends

Taguchi's action. Matsumoto also says to Keitaro that Taguchi

will find employment for him in order to make up for his

tomfoolery. Rather than the resentment (H-70) toward Taguchi

who fools him Keitaro's heart is filled with the feeling that

Taguchi is a trustworthy man

Through the conflict between Keitaro and Taguchi, between

Keitaro and Matsumoto, and between Matsumoto and Taguchi, we

learn more about the personalities of these three characters,

especially the contrasting personalities of Taguchi, all. effi

cient, worldly, yet somehow waggish businessman, and

Matsumoto, a reclusive and quirky gentleman. However, as I

have commented concerning the delineation of Keitaro's

conflict with Morimoto and Sunaga, Higan sugi made is not
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given added depth by the delineation of th~ personalities of

these minor characters. The same criticism applies to the

delineations of Keitaro's conflict with other minor characters

such as his landlord and Taguchi's houseboy. Among the inter

personal conflicts discussed in chapter four all of them

except the conflict between Sunaga and Matsumoto must be

considered insig~ifica~t. This makes the focus of the novel

dispersed and weakens the cohesion of the work.

Furthermore, the naive, short-tempered, curious, and

frivolous personality of Keitaro poses a question as to why

Soseki chose him as the person to whom Sunaga, Chiyoko, and

Matsumoto recount their stories. Though Keitaro is said to be

a friend of Sunaga, Keitaro seems to be too simple-minded and

frivolous to be a friend of the overly-prudent and painfully

~ntroverted Sunaga. Perhaps we should admit the possibility

that Keitaro and Sunaga, whose personalities are completely

different, become friends because these differences make them

attracted to each other. However, it is almost unrealistic

that both Sunaga and Matsumoto reveal Sunaga's spiritual

anguish and its major source, the secret about Sunaga's birth,

to such a simple-minded and frivolous Keitaro whose motive of

knowing more about Sunaga's problems is mere curiosity.

Because Soseki makes Sunaga and Matsumoto recount their

stories to a detached third party, KeLt a r d , it is rather

difficult for the reader to feel sympathetic with Sunaga and

his spiritual anguish. Also because too many insignificant
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incidents not directly connected with Sunaga (e.g., KeLt a r fi l s

job-hunting and his work as a detective) are included, the

reader's curiosity has been considerably weakened when Sunaga

finally begins to tell his story.

Here we must ask the question why Soseki loiters on the

way before he focuses on the delineations of Sunaga's psycho

logical angu~sh and its reasons. The answer seems to relate

to the fact that Higan sugi made is a landmark for his changed

attitude towards his works. 4 In his early period of his

career as a creative writer Soseki treated varieties of

themes, such as criticism of the modernization of Japan in the

Meiji era (e.g., Wagahai ~ neko ss~ and Sore kara) and the

question of the relationship between art and life (e.g .•

Kusamakura) •. However, after the great illness which made him

face death Soseki seems to have discarded all the themes other

than the ontological questions which are of his crucial and

immediate interest: the problem of his identity, his patho

logical psychology, man's egocentricity and alienation. Higan

sugi~ was the first work in which Soseki turned to explore

his internal world with a renewed interest and deeper analyti

cal attitude. 5 Since it was his "experiment," as Ara puts

it,6 he was naturally crude in some ways: dispersed focus, the

weakened cohesion of the work, and the indirectness of his

description generated by his complicated use of point of view.

Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to analyze one's psy

chology especially when one has to deal with such a painful
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Soseki, though unconsciously, did not

really want to analyze his internal world. The letters he

wrote while he was writing Higan sugi made clearly show

Soseki's reluctance to continue to write the work. 7

Despite its weak points discussed above, Higan sugi made

has great literary value. It was Soseki's first attempt

seriously to ask the question of his identity. Hi.=; r-elation-

ship with his mother, which even Michik'.~ does not treat, is

treated in Higan sugi made. The shock and the confusion that

Sunaga feels wh e n he learns the secret about his birth is a

fictional delineation of Soseki's shock and confusion when he

learns that the woman whom he t~ou~ht to be his grandmother is

indeed his mother. 8 Though the deception about Soseki's iden

tity derives from good intentions on the part of the adult

members of his family, Soseki nonetheless was deeply hurt

about the deception as Sunaga is when he learns of his true

identity. Soseki's hatred of untruthfulness and his keen

interest in the problem of identity partly derives from the

deep wound he received as a child. Though the theme of the

problem of identity is to be treated with more skill and depth

in the last four novels, Higan sugi made is indeed a commend

a b 1 e w0 r k as the be gin n i n g 0 fan e w s e r i e s 0 f work s wh i c has k

profound ontological questions.
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TABLE V CHARACTERS AND CONFLICTS
-----------------------------------_#_-------------------------

I. Ichiro-Jiro (2 ) 59 23%

2. Ichiro-Nao (11 ) 41 16%

3. Jiro-Misawa (5 ) 26 10%

4.a Ichir (27) 22 8%

4.b Ichiro-H ( 5) 22 8%

6. Jiro-O-shige (10 ) 18 7%

7. Jiro-Nao (10) 13 5%

8. Nao-O-shige ( 17) 12 5%

9. Ichiro-impersonal 11 4%

10 d a-Mother (9) 10 4%

II. Misawa-musumesan's parents 8 3%

12. Ichiro-his family (22) 7 3%

13. Jiro-Father ( 1 ) 6 2%

14. O-shige-Father (8) 5 2%

Total 260

The most conspicuous feature about TABLE V is that the

majority of the instances of the conflicts (11 out of 14)

concern the protagonist Ichire; and his famil y, the Na g a n o s ,

When we compare the ratios of the terms of conflict and

negativity concerning the male protagonist's conflict and his

family (including his parents, foster parents, and siblings

who do not live together at present) in each of the five

novels, we see that K5jin focuses exclusively on the
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interactions within the Nagano family. While 78 percent of

the terms of Kojin (in TABLE V) concern Ichiro and his

family's conflicts, 28 percent of those in Higan sugi made (in

TABLE IV), 14 percent of those in Kokoro (in TABLE VI), and 42

percent of those in Meian (in TABLE VIII) concern the conflict

of the male protagonist and his family. As for Michikusa,

which focuses on the conflict of KenzQ and his family in a

more detailed fashion (90 %) than Kojin does, we shall discuss

that matter later.

Another feature concerning Kojin is that relatively few

instances of intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts (6 out

of 14) concern the male protagonist, Lc hLr B, Ko jin also has

the feature that six instances concern another character as

Higan sugi made does. However, unlike Higan sugi made where

the six instances concern as relatively insignificant a char

acter as Keitaro, in Kejin the six instances concern another

member of the Nagano family and an important character, Jiro.

The difference in the importance of Keitaro's and Jiro's roles

in the respective works is clearly reflected in the numbers of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning them: while only

41 (17% of the terms listed in TABLE IV) concern Keitaro, 139

(53% of the terms listed in TABLE V) concern Jiro. Indeed,

the number of terms relating to Jiro's conflicts is four

fifths of that relating to Lc hLr-E' s conflict (162, which is

62% of the terms listed in TABLE V). Why so many terms are
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used to delineate Jire's interpersonal conflicts is one of

the questions that are to be examined in this chapter.

Among the intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts

li~ted in TABLE V the following conflicts have been already

discu33Gd in chapter three: 2) rehire's conflict with Nao;

3) Jire's conflict with Misawa; 4.a) Lc h i r ds intrapersonal

conflict; 4.b) Ichire's conflict with H; 6) Jire's conflict

with O-shige; 7) Jiro's conflict with Nao; 9) Ichiro's

conflict with impersonal objects; 12) Jire's conflict with

Father. Here we shall discuss the rest of the interpersonal

conflicts in TABLE V: 1) rehire's conflict with Jire; 8) Nao's

conflict with O-shige (12); 10) Jir5's ranflict with Mother;

11) Misawa's conflict with musumesan's parents; 12) Ichire's

conflict with his family; 14) O-shige's conflict with Father.

The conflict between rehire and Jiro is delineated by

using 59 terms of conflict and negativity: 32 terms of

conflict and negativity in category A, 17 in category B, and

10 in category C. The most conspicuous feature of the terms

of conflict and negativity concerning the conflict between

Ichire and Jiro, of course, is its great number, which is the

largest among the number of terms concerning any intra personal

or interpersonal conflicts treated in Kojin. Part of the

reasons for this great number is related to KOjin's point of

view--all the incidents and occurrences are seen through

Jire's eyes except for the last chapter, "Jin'ro" (Anguish),

where H describes Ichiro's intra personal conflicts in his
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letter to Jire. Another reason for the great number relates

to Ichire's suspicion that Nao may be in love with Jire. This

makes Ichire and Jire rivals over Nao, at least in Ichire's

mind, and provides a sufficient reason for the conflict

between Ichire and Jire.

Here we must remember that Ichire's conflict with Nao,

which seems to be as important as Ichire's conflict with Jire,

is described only by using about two-thirds of the terms of

conflict and negativity (41) of those describing Ichire's

conflict with Jire. This difference seems to derive largely

from the different personalities of Nao and Jire as well as

the different psychological distance between Ichiro and Nao on

the one hand and Ichire and Jire on the other. Ichire and Nao

share the same kind of taciturn and introverted personalities

and do not express their confli~ts overtly whereas Jiro is a

sociable and somewhat frivolous person who can easily asso

ciate with people including Ichire. As Jiro proudly states,

he is the only one in the Nagano family who has the courage to

enter Ichire's study and have a casual chat with him. Also,

as we have seen concerning the conflict between siblings such

as that between Tsuda and O-hide and between Jire and O-shige,

siblings can overtly express negative emotions to each other

because they do not have to be reserved. Since Iehire and

Jire are siblings who get along better than Tsuda and O-hide

and Jire and O-shige, it is no wonder that Ichire finds it

easier to communicate his feelings and emotions to Jiro than
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to his wife with whom he cannot get along well. Indeed, Jire

is the only one among his family members to whom Ichire opens

up his mind to a certain extent. At least this is so until in

the middle of the novel there occurs the sharp clash between

them concerning Jiro's evasion of reporting the result of

having tested Nao's faithfulness in the middle of the novel.

Thus, the great number of terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Ichire's conflict with Jiro is greatly related to

Jiro's personality and the closeness between Ichiro and Jiro

in the first half of the novel.

The conflict between Ichire and Jire develops and changes

its nature as important incidents occur. We can divide the

development of the conflict between them into the following

three stages. The f~rst stage is the long period of about two

decades and a half or more since Jire was born until Lc h i r d

begins to suspect that Nao is in love with Jiro. At this

stage Ichiro and Jire are siblings who get along well despite

Ichiro's jealousy of Jire, who seems to be Mother's favorite.

The second stage is the unspecified period of months or years

from the time when Lc h a r d begins to suspect that Nao may be in

love with Jire until the time Jire happens to test Nao's

faithfulness. At this stage, though Lc h i r S doubts Nao's

faithfulness he still has faith in Jire. The third stage is

the period of a little less than a year from the time when

Jiro evades reporting the result of having tested Nao's

faithfulness until the end of the novel. At this stage Ichire
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has lost faith in Jira, and they are in sharp conflict with

each other. In addition to his wife whom Ichira believes he

has lost to Jira, he has also lost Jira himself, the only

person in his family with whom he could open himself up. Thus

he alienates himself from his family as a whole, and he feels

devastated.

At the first stage Lc h Lr d and Jire are rivals to win the

love of their Mother as any siblings are to a certain extent.

Since Lc h i r d is shown far too much respect to be able to

express his resentment against his Mother's treatment of Jira

as her favorite, his resentment is not allowed to find re

lease. He also knows that any child cannot claim to monopo

lize his mother's love. Furthermore because Mother does not

show her favoritism too overtly and also because his rival,

Jira, does not flaunt Mother's indulgence of him, Lc h Lr d can

maintain a harmonious relationship with both Mother and Jira.

By comparing Mother's conflict with Jira (which is

described by using 10 terms of conflict and negativity; 2 in

category A, 7 in category B, and 1 in category C) w i th

Mother's conflict with Ichira (which is described by using

only 3 terms of conflict and negativity, all in category A),

we can have a better picture of their interpersonal relation

ship. The most conspicuous feature concerning the terms of

conflict and negativity relating to Mother and Jira is that

the half of the terms (5) are those relating to scolding

(shikaru). Scolding is one of the most common forms of

-- ._---- ----------- -------------- ...-
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behavior done by a mother to her child and does not neces

sarily indicate a relationship of conflict between mother and

child. In Japan parents, especially mothers, generally con

tinue to treat their children as children even after they

become grown-ups. Mother's scoldings (Kj-3, 4, 5, 68, 163) of

Jir3 over such trivial matters as his speaking ill of their

distant relative, O-kane, or getting soaking wet at the beach

like a little child, do not at all indicate conflict in their

relationship. They rather show that Mother and Jire are so

close to each other, they do not have to bp. in any way

reserved and can speak their ~ind as they wish. On the con

trary, the terms of conflict and negativity concerning Mother

and Lchd r S, iya ~ kao .2. shita (Kj-52), sukoburu ki ni

iranakatta, Kj-57), and hara .!!!.2.~ (Kj-262), indicate their

distance. Lc h i r S is "displeased" (Kj-57) with Mother's indul

gence of Jire. Mother, on her part, "resents" (Kj-262) Lc h i r d

who is so difficult to humor. However, since they are 'so

reserved with each other they do not overtly express their

negative feelings and emotions to each other. Thus, despite

the small number of terms of conflict and negativity concern

ing rehire and Mother, their relationship is much more one of

conflict than the relationship between Jire and Mother.

As long as Mother and Jiro are all by themselves their

relationship is quite harmonious. However, when either rehire

or Nao take part in their interaction, they find themselves in

conflict with each other. At one time when Jiro tries to
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borrow money from Mother for his friend's sake, she is rather

reluctant to give money to Jiro. Jiro is a little displeased

and is about to leave the room. Theil Mother stops him and

says, "Since your brother is more than enough, why must you

too torture (Kj-59) your old mother?" She gives the sum Jiro

needs and says, "Don't mention this to your brother." Jiro is

suddenly overwhelmed with "inexplIcable discomfort" (fuyukai

ni osowareta, Kj-60). This is one of many Lns t a nc e s of

Mother's ind~lgence of Jire behind rehire's back. Since

Mother's attitude displeases even Jire who is the receiver of

her favor, it is no wonder that rehire is greatly displeased

with Mother who indulges Jiro and tries to conceal it from

him. To give money to Jiro is her expression of love for

Jiro, but she knows that if she openly shows her indulgence of

Jire, rehire will object to it or accuse her of indulgence,

which will inevitably lead to the conflict among rehire, Jire,

and herself. As we have discussed in detail in chapter one,

it is important in Japan to avoid conflict and maintain an

interpersonal harmony, no matter how superficial it may be.

From Mother's point of view, to handle things without rehire's

knowledge is the only way in which she can gratify her desire

to pamper Jire while avoiding conflict. However, from

rehire's point of view, this way of Mother's handling things

seems artful and deceitful. Not only does it create psycho

logical distance between rehire and Mother but it also makes

rchiro hate anything untruthful.

--------- ----_.- -
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Another reason why Jira and Mother have conflicts is

related to the friendly relationship between Jira and Nao.

Even Mother, who is usually on Jira's side, "gives Jira a wry

look" (Kj-91) when Jira says that he has made a promise to Nao

to go to Wakayama with her alone. After Jire and Nao happen

to spend night in the same room at Wakayama, Jire feels that

"Mother's suspicion cuts him to the heart" (giwaku .!l£ 11!. .£

~ '1tj,.tsl.'ke,,,,,reta, Kj-100). Through Mother's suspicion of

Jira's relationship with Nao we learn that their relationship

is of a kind which even gets the attention of a third party

who is not as suspicious and overly-sensitive as Ichiro and

who is sympathetic with Jira.

The marriage between Lc h Lr fi and Nao is an unhappy one, as

we have examined in detail in chapter three. Largely because

of the unsociable, taciturn, and reserved personality Ichir5

and Nao share they find it difficult to communicate their

feelings and emotions despite the fact they crave each other's

love. When Ichira sees that Nao is friendlier to Jira than to

himself, he is naturally displeased. In the triangular rela

tionship involving Ichira, Jira, and Mother, Mother indulges

Jira more than Ichira largely because Ichira is difficult to

humor whereas Jira is easy to deal with. Nao's different

degrees of friendliness to Ichira and Jira also derive from

their different personalities. Since the relationship

between Jira and Nao is no more than that of brother-in-law

and sister-in-law who like each other, there exists, at least
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at first, no triangular r e La t Lons hI p involving Lc h i r d , Jire,

and Nao. However, as the relationship between Ichire and Nao

becomes worse, Ichire's displeasure against Nao's friendlier

attitude toward Jire turns into resentment. Though he did not

have right to monopolize his mother, he has the right to claim

to monopolize his wife. His suppressed resentment against

Mother's favoritism of Jire perhaps increased his resentment

against Nao's seeming favoritism of Jire. As Iehire's rela

tionship with Nao keeps worsening, rehire feels so desperate

t hat he beg ins tow 0 n d e r i fit i s bee a use Na 0 i s i 'n 1 0 v e wit h

Jire that he cannot grasp Nao's heart. Thus, the relationship

between rehire and Jire enters the second stage, in which Jira

is rehire's potential rival in love over Nao , However, at the

early period of the second stage rehire's suspicion is ex

pressed only occasionally and directed toward Nao and not to

Jire, and the relationship between lchire and Jire, on the

whole, is that of siblings rather than rivals over love.

When rehire openly expresses his suspicion that Nao may

be in love with Jire, the relationship between Ichire and Jira

begins to change slightly. For though rehire states that he

trusts Jire while he doubts Nao, the following first confron

tation between rehire and Jire immediately after Ichiro asks

Jire to test Nao's faithfulness betrays Ichira's ambivalent

psychology:

"Nonsense," I rejected the idea point-blank.

"Then, I won't ask. But this may make me suspect
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(Kj-73) you all my life."••. With my face down I
waited for him in a fit of rage (Kj-76) either to
pound my hat in with his fist (Kj-74) or slap my
cheeks (Kj-75). By taking advantage of the reaction
which would often follow the fit (Kj-77), I still
hoped to calm him down •••• But my patient wait
for his clenched fist (Kj-78) came to nothing. He
remained deadly silent, so much so that I finally
had to steal a look at him•.•. (II-24)

Moments later, however, my brother said excited
ly, "Jira, I do trust you. But I suspect (Kj-79)
Nao. And the suspect's partner (Kj-BO) happeo~ Lu
be you, unfortunately. It is unfortunate for you, I
mean, but it may turn out to be fortunate for me.
That's because, as I have jus~ now tried to make
clear, I can believe whatever you may say and can
speak my mind to you freely. That's why I am asking
you to do me this favor. Don't you see the sense in
what I am saying?"

It was then I felt the first glimmer of suspicion
(Kj-81) that there might be some deep meaning
implied by his words. Now suspicious that there was
some sexual intimacy between his wif~ and me, wasn't
he being unreasonable in his insistence? ...
"Lc h a r d, But this raises a very, very serious ethi
cal problem • . •"

"Indeed it does."
He replied very coolly and in a way which both

surprised me and aroused my suspicion (Kj-82) even
further.

"I would rather not do a cruel thing (Kj-83) like
that--even for my own brother."

"But it is she who is cruel (Kj-84) to me.".
"Lc ha r d, you suspect (Kj-87) me, don't you?

That's why you are making such an unreasonable
demand of me."

"No. I am asking you because I trust you."
"You say you trust me, but it seems clear that at

heart you suspect (Kj-88) me."
"Don't talk nonsense."
Talk such as this was repeated many times between

us and with each repetition both of us became heated
(Kj-89), an1 then one right word calmed us down as
suddenly as if a fever had abated.

While we were heated (Kj-90) there was a moment
when I seriously wondered whether his was not a
genuine mental case. (11-25)9

By using twelve terms of conflict and negativity concern-

ing Ichiro and Jira Saseki effectively delineates a rift which
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is developing between Ichire and Jire. Five terms relating to

suspicion (of which three are used in their conversation), in

particular, point to the fact that the trust they used to have

in each other is beginning to be lost. Through their conver

sation we can strongly sens~ that Ichire is experiencing a

sharp internal conflict between his desire to believe his

br~ther and his suspicion of his brother which no matter how

much he tries to suppress comes to his mind from time to time.

It is understandable that Jiro does not take what rehire says

at its face value. Furthermore, it is ethically and logically

incredible to ask someone to test one's wife's faithfulness.

For even if one receives the report that one's wife is faith

ful, how can one believe it if one has no faith in one's wife?

It is even more incredible to ask one's brother to test his

sister-in-law's faithfulness. This is especially true when

one does not necessarily have complete faith in one's brother

as in the case of Ichire. It is almost as if one is encour-

aging one's wife's adultery. It is no wonder that Jire

wonders whether Ichire is insane. This insanity cf Ichire

perhaps is an indication of Ichire's desperation about his

inability to understand Nao's true feelings. For when one

becomes desperate, one tends to become self-destructive. If

Ichire cannot believe Jiro even if Jiro guarantees Nao's

faithfulness after testing it, he will gain nothing. He will

merely end up losing not only his wife but also the only

person in his family to whom he can open himself. Thus,
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Ichire's request of Jire to test Nao's faithfulness is not

only unreasonable but also self-destructive. By coincidence

Jire happens actually to test Nao's faithfulness on the night

after Ichire makes the unreasonable request. Since such a

development of the plot at this point of the novel seems too

coincidental, Seseki should be criticized for contriving the

plot.

The following second direct confrontation between Ichire

and Jiro after Jiro spent a night in the same room with Nao

has a destructive effect on their relationship:

"Jire, now do you' know Nao's true nature?"
"No, I am afraid I do not."..•
"Do you think you can get away with such an

indifferent answer? Don't be childish."
"N0 , I ne 'I e r in ten de d t hat," was ",II I co u1 d

manage to say•..• (11-42)
"If that's not what you meant, then let me hear

you further," my brother continued with a wry face
(Kj-102) •••• Although it may sound, much to my
regret, as if I despised (Kj-103) him, I must admit
that his expression at that moment, or rather his
attitude, betrayed a childishness quite unworthy of
a grown man...•

Thus for a while I kept watching him. And it
o c c u r r e d to me h o v easy it would be to grapple with
him. He was out of temper (Kj-104); he was impa
tient (Kj-105); and he was consciously trying to
control himself. He was all tense .•••

"Jiro, do say something." His intense tone
struck my eardrums (Kj-107), and at the sound of his
voice I came to myself with a start.

"I was about t6. But the matter is so compli
cated that I am at a loss how to begin. Ichiro,
this is no ordinary matter. I shall have .to ask for
your patience and forbearance. Please don't scold
me too seriously (Kj-108) as if we were in court.
Aft e r all that can 0 :11 y make the words s tic k in my
throat."

My brother was sensible enough to see my point
at once. "You are right. I'm sorry. You are
q u i c k e t e mp e r e d , and I am easily angered.... jiro,
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you will give me the details when we are back in
Tokyo. But I wonder for the moment--can you tell
me your opinion in a word?"

"About her, you mean?"
"Of course."
"About her integrity there is nothing you can

doubt."
At this he changed color (Kj-l09) but said

nothing. And with that I left the room. (11-43)
Actually at the moment I was afraid that he might

hit me a hard blow with his fist (Kj-llO) or heap
curses (Kj-lll) on me from behind. Having angered
(Kj-1l2) him and, in leaving lily seat, deserted him,
I must have taken him lightly (Kj-113) indeed, cer
tainly far more lightly than usual. Furthermore, I
was ready to defend my sister-in-law even by force
(Kj-1l4) if necessary. That is, I felt added sympa
thy for her, though not because she was an innecent
party. In a word, I had begun to despise (Kj-llS)
my brother. And as I left my seat I even felt a
certain amount of belligerence (Kj-116) toward him.
(II-44)

Since this clash between Ichiro and Jiro is narrated

through the eyes of Jiro, we do not know what is going on in

Ichiro's mind. We can, however, easily guess that Ichiro, as

sensitive as he is, must have keenly sensed that Jiro is not

sincere. Indeed, after his spending a night with Nao in the

same room Jiro has changed his attitude toward Ichiro consid-

erably. Almost as if under the spell of Nao's aloof and

cynical attitude toward Ichiro, Jire looks down upon Ichiro

and is no longer a brother who deeply cares for him. Lc h i r S t s

reaction of changing color without saying anything or resort-

ing to force is an indication of the greatness of Ichiro's

shock. For not only has he lost faith in Jiro for his un-

truthfulness, but he is also convinced that there is something

suspicious between Jiro and Nao. Thus the relationship
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between rehire and Jire enters the thirn stRge, in which they

no longer trust each other.

At the third stage there occur two other confrontations

between rehire and Jire. The first occurs a few weeks after

they hear of an episode relating to a blind woman. Once

Jira's father was asked by a friend of his to visit an old

blind woman whom his friend once promised to marry more than

twenty years earlier. The blind woman then asked Jira's

father to let her know the true reason why the man broke the

promise to marry her scarcely a week after he made t t . She

wondered whether his decision to break the promise stemmed

from some turn of events or whether he suddenly discovered

something about her that ~ispleased him. The truth of the

matter is that the friend who thought he loved the woman

passionately discovered that his love gradually dwindled after

his sexual desires were satisfied. However, Father is con-

v i nc e d , as other worldly men would be, that he should ease the

woman's mind and make her happy by saying that there was

nothing frivolous about the man. Upon hearing this episode,

rehire deeply resents his father's frivolousness. Because

just as the woman strongly desires to know the true feeling

of the man whom she loved, so too does Lc h a r f desire to know

Nao's true feeling toward him. Also, Father's response

reminds him of Jire's untruthful answer to his own question

regarding Nao's faithfulness.
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When Lc h t r f again asks Jira to tell him the truth about

Nao, Jira avoids expla1ning the details of what happened at

Wakayama. He says, "No longer do you trust Father (Kj-179);

you don't seem to trust (Kj-180) me, either, because I am his

son" (III-22). lire further states that since there occurred

nothing suspicious concerning Nao's integrity at Wakayama he

felt it unnecessary to report it. He further states that

1chire's suspicion exists only in his mind and it exists

nowhere else objectively. Since both lire and

that what Jire is saying is partially untruthful lire cannot

dispel 1chire's doubt. Perhaps the only way lire could have

regained 1chiro's faith was to reveal all the details includ-

ing the fact that he has come to be attracted to Nao as a

woman after spending the night with her in Wakayama. But

lira, of course, does not have the courage to be that sincere

toward his suspicious brother. Thus, this time again the

confrontation between 1chire and lire merely aggravates their

relationship as the following passa3e shows:

"You fool! (Kj-182)" he [Tc h Lr S] shouted suddenly.
The shout which must have been audible even down
stairs, took me completely by surprise.

"Father's son that you are, you may know how to
get on in the world, but you are not cut out for
gentlemanlY intercourse. Why should I listen to you
concerning Nao? You frivolous creature!" ... Feel
ing this volley of fiery words directed at my back
(Kj-183), I closed the door and emerged on the dark
landing of the stairs. (1II-22)

The fourth and last confrontation between 1chire and lira

occurs a week after the third one when lira finally decides to
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leave the house and goes to see 1chire to report his decision.

Jire's psychology at the time is described as follows:

I had lacked the courage to stand up to him (Kj
193). I was aware that if I had had it (Kj-194), I
would have blown up (Kj-196) at the time I had fled
his abuse (Kj-195) .... But at the moment at least
my resentment (Kj-197) seemed to have dissipated
itself. I had beaten my retreat (Kj-198) as silent
ly and effortlessly as a ghost. Thereafter, I just
had not been able to bring myself to go and knock at
his study door, to apologize (Kj-199) to him. So
only at the dinner table did I see my brother and
his ever-sullen (Kj-200) face. (111-25)

After their third confrontation 1chire and Jire have given up

any meaningful communication. Therefore the last confronta-

tion between them is merely one-sided. As we have seen in

chapter three in detail, Ichire ffi0ntions the story in Dante's

Divine Comedy, of adultery between Paolo and his brother's

wife, Francesca. 1chire's closely reasoned argument which

betrays his criticism of Jire gives great displeasure (Kj-206,

208) to Jire. When Lc h i r f finally says, "You are going to

remain a victor (Kj-218), in the present, in the future, and

throughout all eternity, aren't you?" Jire wonders whether

1chiro is in a sort of momentary abnormal mental condition.

Though Jire feels gUilty, thinking that he is responsible for

producing this mental agitation in his brother, he still does

not understand the deep anguish of 1chire. For he also

wonders "if it wouldn't be a real relief to him [1chire] to

divorce (Kj-220) his wife, of whom he harbored such serious

doubts (Kj-219)." Now Lc ha r S is not only completely alienated

------------ -
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from people around him. but also on the verge of losing his

sanity.

Through the detailed delineation of the conflict between

Ichira and Jira we learn a great deal about Ichira, Jira, Nao,

and their family. First, we learn how much Jira means to

Lc h i r d s he is the only person in his family to whom he can

open himself up. We also learn how much Ichira hates anything

untruthful. He hates Mother's artful and deceitful attitude

in treating her two sons differently. He resents lira's

insincere attitude in avoiding reporting the result of having

tested Nao's faithfulness. He is also displeased with his

father's frivolous and un t r ut h f uI way of dealing with the

blind woman. What Ichira states to H in his letter, to the

effect that the world is made up of untruthful things, makes

sense only when we refer back to these instances of Ichiro's

hatred of everything untruthful and frivolous. In view of the

fact that the conflict between Ichira and Jira plays a crucial

role in the novel, it is understandable that so many of the

terms of conflict and negativity are used concerning them.

Unlike in Higan sugi~ where insignificant conflicts

do not add much to the work, in Kojin most of the relatively

insignificant conflicts have their respective roles in clari

fying the interpersonal dynamism of the Nagano family as well

as characterizing the major male and female characters,

Lc hLr S, Jira, and Nao , Through Nao's conflict with O-shige,

for instance, not only is Nao's personality shown from another
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perspective but her alienation from the members of the Nagano

family except for her daughter, Yoshie, and Jire is deli

neated. At one time when Jire teases O-sada about her

marriage, Ichire states that since O-sada is such an innocent

girl and ~s different in nature from Nao, she ought to be

treated more gently. Nao responds to this indirect criticism

of her by her husband by leaving the dinner table without

saying anything. As she leaves, she beckons to her daughter,

Yoshie. O-shige tries to detain Yoshie by saying, "Are you

leaving without even having dessert?" As soon as Nao disap

pears, however, Yoshie scampers after her mother. Though

there is no exchange of abusive language among Ichire, Nao,

and O-shige here, we can clearly hear the unspoken words of

anger, hatred, and displeasure. "Visibly dLs a ppr o v f ng"

(imaimashiso ni, Kj-135), O-shige follows Nao with her eyes.

An expression of displeasure is seen in Ichire's arched eye

brows (Seseki uses the term hac hi ~ ji, the Chinese character

"eight"). O-shige's way of eating pudding also s e e ms "as if

she was eating something she really didn't care for to sup

press the rage" (gohara, Kj-136). This is only one of the

many scenes that Jire witnesses after the last clash between

Ichire and himself.

Mother is worried that the conflict between Ichiro and

Nao is aggravated by O-shige's taking the side of Ichire. Her

moods, looks, and behavior all betray her desire to marry off

"the spiteful" (yosha ~ iro 2. misenai, Kj-137) O-shige as
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qUickly as possible to avoid any further conflict (Kj-138)

between O-shige and Nao. As Ichiro secludes himself in his

study more, O-shige grows even more hostile (kataki ~ L£ ni,

Kj-140) toward Nao. O-shige obviously "dislikes" (Kj-154) her

sister-in-law and "cannot stand being near" (soba ni iru ~ .Bi!.

~, Kj-156) her. At one time Nao says to O-shige as she

shows her O-sada's wedding garment, "O-shige, this is for

O-sada. Isn't it nice? You too ought to get married to

someone like Sano"lO (III-lO). O-shige's reaction toward

Nao's words is described using four terms of conflict and

negativity:

This, to O-shige, apparently was an all too obvious
innuendo (Kj-157). It could be taken to mean, "Be
quick to find someone to marry and do your own
sewing." Or perhaps there was the sarcastic hint
(Kj-159), "Well how long are you as a sister-in-law
going to spend your time annoying (Kj--158) me?"
Lastly, perhaps most jarring (Kj-160) was the impli
cation that she should get married to someone like
Sano.

In tears {)-shige went to my father's room to
complain. (III-lO)

Though there is no overtly verbal expression of the

hostility exchanged between Nao and O-shige, a psychological

battle is occurring behind the scene here. In terms of skill

in annoying others without using any negativ~ or abusive

language O-shige is no match for Nao. Unlike Nao who is

taciturn, aloof, and reserved, O-shige is simple-minded and

frank and becomes serious about ev~rything quite easily. Not

only her father but also Ichiro, who is otherwise difficult to

_______0 _

------ -----------
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humor, loves her genuinely. However, since O-shige is a young

girl whose education in no way matches that of Ichire, no

matter how harmonious his relationship with O-shige may be,

she cannot replace the role Jire used to play--the role of

opening up Ichire's mind--until the violent clash between

them.

Because O-shige is Father's favorite, the conflict

between O-shige and Father, which is described by five terms

of anger, is not at all serious. While Father, Mother,

Ichire, and Nao visit Osaka they leave Yoshie in Tokyo with

O-shige. After their return from Osaka Father says to O-shige,

"O-shige, I'm really amazed at the fine care you have taken of

Yos h i.e ! Why, apparently you are a woman, after all" (III-3).

Hearing this, O-shige becomes angry (Kj-121, 122, 123, 124,

125). As in the case of Jire and Mother, Father and O-shige

are outspoken and frank with each other because they are so

close to each other that they do not have to be reserved.

Thus, the terms of conflict and negativity concerning O-shige

and Father indicate their harmonious relationship.

Just as Mother's harmonious relationship with Jire is

deRcribed by using more term~ of conflict and negativity

than Mother's conflicting relationship with Iehire, so too is

O-shige's harmonious relationship with Father described by

more terms (5) than Ichire's conflicting relationship with

Father (3). Just as Ichire does not overtly confront Mother,

so too does he also not confront Father. He gives the
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following comment on Father which sounds like either a "com

plaint" (guchi, Kj-166), "sarcasm" (iyami, Kj-167), "innuendo"

(fushi, Kj-168), or fact:

"That's the whole secret of how the old man has
worked his way up. And that seems to be the way the
world really is. Those going through formal educa
tion, shaping ideas in earnest, are never appre
ciated by society. They are only looked down upon
(Kj-165). (111-16)

Jire did not understand what 1chire meant when he said this to

him. After the above-discussed episode of the blind woman,

however, he begins to understand that 1chire is criticizing

Father's worldly, waggish, and frivolous personality. By

criticizing Father who enjoys worldly success, 1chire is also

criticizing society which appreciates Father's type of person.

Though the number of terms of conflict and negativity concern-

ing Lc h Lr d and Father is small as is the number of terms

concerning Lc h i r E and Mother, Lc h Lr El s conflicts with Father

and Mother are much more serious than the numbers seem to

indicate.

The seriousness of 1chire's conflict with his parents is

also described by the terms of conflict and negativity con-

cerning 1chire's conflict with his family (7 terms of conflict

and negativity: 6 in category A and 1 in category B). The

majority of these terms (5) are terms relating to displeasure,

which simply iadicate that 1chire displeases his family. The

"dissatisfaction" (fuhei, Kj-259) of Father and Mother, in

particular, is deepened by their conviction that they have
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cared for him more than parents ordinarily would. They feel

that they in no way deserve to "be made miserable" (fuyukai ni

s a r e r u , Kj-260) by their own son and "lay a certain amount of

blame" (hinan .!!.£ imi .2. motasete iru, Kj-355) on Lc h i r S for

"making those around him miserable" (h a t a .!!.£ .!!!..2.!l2. .2. fuyukai ni

~,Kj-354). Through these descriptions of Ichire's

conflict with his family we clearly see how much rehire is

alienated from people around him.

The only conflict in TABLE V which does not play any

significant role in the novel is the conflict between Jire's

friend, Misawa, and musumesan's parents, which is described by

using 8 terms of conflict and negativity: 4 in category A, 3

in category B, and 1 in category C. Five of them are used in

Misawa's conversation with Jiro in which Misawa expresses his

anger (Kj-225, 226, 227) at the misunderstanding (Kj-228, 229)

of musumesan's parents in thinking that Misawa is the cause of

the girl's misfortune and also her dementia. When Misawa

says, "Her parents were really rude and disgusting," (Kj-22.3),

Nisawa's tont' is CiS harsh as if "lashing out with his fist"

(genkotsu ~ ~ furimawashiso ~ ikioi, Kj-224). The conflict

between Misawa and musumesan's parents is the conflicc least

integrated in the work among all the instances of conflict

listed in TABLE V.

I n Ko j inS i5 s e kid e v 0 t est 0 0 mu c h spa c e tot h e e pis 0 d e 0 f

this insane young lady. Indeed, if Soseki had shortenen the

first chapter, "Tomodachi" (Friend), Ko jin would have been a
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much better balanced work. However, when we compare Kojin

wit h Hi ga n s u g i .!!!. a de, we fin d t ha tin K0 j inS 0 s e k i 1 0 i t e r son

the way much less before dealing with his major themes. We

can clearly see the great progress Seseki has made in Kojin.

Not only does he focus on the major themes earlier, but he

also eliminates the descriptions of insignificant characters.

In the past studies of Kojin the following four points

have been mainly djscussed: 1) the serious crisis of the

husband-wife relationship of Ichire and Nao; 2) the delinea

tion of the tragedy of Lc h Lr d which happens to serve as a

prophetic critique of modern civilization; 3) the skillful

delineation of the delicate and romantic relationship between

Jire and Nao; 4) the problem of the relationship between the

first three chapters and the last chapter, which was written

after a temporary interruption due to Seseki's illness. I I

Through the detailed discussions of various conflicts in Kojin

we can conclude that the above four points are intricately

interwoven and that Kojin cannot be evaluated only from any

one of these points. We do not clearly understand simply by

looking at their interaction the true reason why Ichire and

Nao have such a serious conflict. Through the delineations of

their interactions with other characters such, as Jire, H,

Father, Mother and O-shige, we learn more about their rela-

t i o n s h i p , Also through Ichire's conflict with his parents who

he thinks are artful, deceitful, and frivolous, for example,

we learn Ichire's personality of hating anything untruthful.

---------_.. ---- -
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In fact, Ichiro's tendency of not accepting anything untruth

ful is seen throughout the various conflicts described in the

novel: his anger at Father's deceitful response to the blind

woman; Ichiro's clash with Jiro when Jiro evades reporting the

result of having tested Nao's faithfulness; Ichiro's anger at

H when he urges Ichiro to seek religious faith. Without the

descriptions of these instances of conflicts Ichiro experi

ences, we do not understand wha t Lc h Lr f means when he says

that people around him are hypocritical and untruthful and

that he detests the world which is ethically not as advanced

as he is himself. In this sense, the first three chapters and

the last chapter are well integrated in the work. 1 2

Another advance of Kojin in comparison with Higan sugi

made is its point of view. In Higan~ made the incidents

and nccurrences are either seen though the eyes of such rela

tively insignificant character as Keitaro or recounted to him

by important characters, Sunaga, Chiyoko, and Matsumoto. This

reduces the vividness of the delineation of the various

conflicts these important characters experience. Kojin, on

the other hand, has a much more simple and efficient point of

view. All the conflicts in TABLE V except for the conflict

between Ichiro and Nao are well delineated. For since Jiro

has a sufficiently meaningful relationship with most of the

characters whom he observes or with whom he interacts, he

largely understands what is happening within these characters'

internal world. Indeed, unless we have the delineation of the

------------- --
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conflict between Ichire and Jire and Jire and Nao, we can

never understand Ichire's intrapersonal conflict. Though

Ichire's 1ntrapersonal conflicts depicted in section four tend

to be too abstract, ,.,~ I-);lVo. sufficient clues :i.n the .e.arl.~!=r

three sections. In this way Soseki's choice of Jire as a

narrator has a crucial meaning. For one thing, Jire is the

only person to whom Ichire opens himself up in the first half

of the novel. He is also the person whom Ichire suspects Nao

may be in love with. Since Ichiro's relationship with Jiro

has a great impact on Ichire's intrapersonal conflict,

Seseki's relative success in analyzing Ichire's spiritual

anguish owes much to his choice of Jiro as a narrator.
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Kokoro

TABLE VI CHARACTERS AND CONFLICTS
-------------------------------------------------------------

1. Sensei-K (5 ) 65 24%

2. Sensei-Shizu (11 ) 38 14%

3. Sensei (27) 36 13%

4. Sensei-"I" (4) 33 12%

5. Sensei-society ( 29)
..,,, 'f'''
~v J.-..I,..;

6. Sensei-his uncle (3 ) 19 7%

7. Sensei-Okusan (14) 15 6%

8. K ( 27) 10 4%

9. Sensei-his relatives (23) 9 3%

10. "I"-Father (1) 7 3%

11. "I" (27) 6 2%

12. K-his foster parents (22) 5 2%

Total 269

The most conspicuous feature about TABLE VI is that the

majority of the terms of conflict and negativity directly

concern the male protagonist, Sensei. When we compare the

ratios of the terms of conflict and negativity directly

related to the male protagonist in each of the five novels, we

see that Kokoro exclusively focuses on Sensei's intrapersona1

and interpersonal conflicts. While 90 percent of the terms

(241) of Kokoro (in TABLE· VI) concern Sensei's conflicts, 76

percent of the terms (187) of Higan sugi made (in TABLE IV),

62 per c en t 0 f t he t e r ms (162) 0 f Ko j i n ( i n TABLE V), and 70
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percent of the terms (289) of Meian (in TABLE VIII) concern

the conflict of the male protagonist. As for Michikusa, which

also focuses on the conflicts of the male protagonist--86

percent of the terms in TABLE VII (188)--we shall discuss it

later.

When we discuss why Kokoro focuses exclusively on the

male protagonist's conflicts whereas the other three works do

not, we mus t treat the first two of the last five novels,

Higan sugi made and Kojin, and the last of the five novels,

Meian, separately. The reasons for the relatively low per

centages of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning

the male protagonist in the former two works are different

f r o m those in the latter work. Since Meian is to be discussed

in detail later, here let us simply ment'ion the fact that in

Meian Soseki delineates the problems of not only the male

protagonist, Tsuda, but also the female protagonist, O-nobu,

as well. Soseki also uses a completely different method in

depicting their problems from that he uses in describing

Sensei's problem in Kokoro. While Soseki makes his male

protagonist, Sensei, recount his own problems in Kokoro, in

Meian he delineates the interactions of vari0us characters

through which both Tsuda and O-nobu's problems are gradually

revealed. Since these interactions include those which do not

directly involve Tsuda, such as the ones involving O-nobu, the

percentage of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning

Tsuda naturally becomes relatively small.

---- ------------------------
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The exclusive treatment of the male protagonist's

conflicts in Kokoro in contrast with the relatively low per

centages of the terms of conflict and negativity concerning

the male protagonists in Higan sugi ~de and Kojin is closely

related to Soseki's development as a creative writer. Indeed,

as a work of fiction which comprises several sections, Kokoro

in many ways is the most successful of the three. While Higan

sugi made and Kojin include insignificant episodes and

conflicts which are not directly related to the main themes of

each novel (e.g., various insignificant conflicts centering

around Keitaro in Higan sugi made, and Jiro's conflict with

Misawa, Misawa's conflict with musumesan's parents, and the

repetitious reference to musumesan in Kojin, Kokoro includes

only the episodes and conflicts closely related to its main

themes. In other words, every episode and conflict delineated

in Kokoro is an integral and cohesive part of the work. The

inclusion of the insignificant episodes and conflicts in Higan

sugi made and Kojin typically derive from the fact that the

male protagonists of these novels, Sunaga and Ichiro, do not

appear immediately after the novels begin. Sunaga appears on

the 34th page and Ichiro appears on the 94th page of the

respective works, and it takes some time before the reader can

identify the male protagonists of these works. On the other

hand, Sensei in Kokoro appears on the first line of the first

page ot Kokoro in the sentence, "I always called him sensei."

---------------
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Hence the reader can immediately and easily identify Sensei

as the male protagonist of the novel.

The majority of the instances of conflicts listed in

TABLE VI hava already been discussed in chapter three, and

here we shall discuss only Sensei's conflict wi t h "I," which

is delineated by using 33 terms of conflict and negativity: 21

in category A, 12 in category B, and 2 in category C. The

most conspicuous feature of the terms of conflict and nega

tivity concerning Sensei and "I" is that a large proportion of

terms (two-thirds) are those in category A. This contrasts

sharply with a very small proportion of terms in category A

(one-fifth) concerning Sensei and K, who are in sharp conflict

with each other. This is understandable because "I" is a

great admirer of Sensei and he is never in sharp conflict with

Sensei.

Another feature of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Sensei and "I" is the relatively large proportion

of terms used in conversation between Sensei and "I" (one-

third). Though almost one-third (12 out of 38) of the terms

concerning Sensei and Shizu are also used in conversation,

none of the terms is used in conversation between Sensei and

Shizu, who are di.rectly involved in the conflict. This dif

ference is partly related to the fact that the incidents are

narrated through the eyes of "I," bUl it also is related to

the fact that Sensei reveals his tragic past to "I," whereas

he does not to Shizu. Because Sensei is determined to keep
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his past love triangle involving K, Shizu, and himself and his

betrayal of K a secret from Shizu, he sometimes finds himself

in conflict with Shizu due to the distance between them the

secret creates. For example, he never overtly expresses his

distrust of himself and man in general to Shizu because he

then must explain his reasons for his distrust. On the other

hand, when he is with "I," he does not have to hide his

distrust of himself and man in general.

"I" encounters Sensei at the beach in Kamakura during the

summer vacation when he is a higher school student. At first

Sensei gets his attention because he is with a Westerner.

During the Meiji period simply being with a foreigner was

unusual enough to get people's attention in Japan. "I"'s

curiosity is further aroused when he sees Sensei, this time

all by himself, arrive punctually at the usual hour and depart

as punctually after his swim. Sensei's aloof manner and his

indifferent attitude to his surroundings strike "I" as strange

in contrast with his earlier association with the foreigner.

For Japanese tend to assume that a person who associates with

a foreigner should be a sociable man. Waiting for a chance to

become acquainted with Sensei, "I" goes to the beach at the

same hour every day. He finally succeeds in talking to Sensei

by picking up the glasses which Sensei drops on the ground.

By reading the efforts that "I" makes in order to become

acquainted with Sensei, we get the impression that "I" is

almost in love with Sensei. "1'" s fee 1 in g tow a r d Sen s e i doe s
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seem to contain a homosexual element. 13 Soseki also hints at

this element in "I'"s feeling by making Sensei state:

"Did you not come to me because you felt there was
something lacking? .•• The friendship that you
sought in me is in reality a preparation for the
love that you will seek in a woman" (I-13, pp.
26-7) •

This type of infatuation on the part of a young man with

an older male who appears to have the answers to life's ques-

tions was commonly seen among many Japanese of the pre-World

War II and wartime generations. 14 Since Soseki as a young man

also experienced a similar feeling with two of his sensei,

Raphael von Koeber and James Murdoch, and Soseki also had many

disciples who were infatuated with him, the relationship

between Sensei and "I" is based on the harmonious relationship

that Soseki experienced with both his sensei and disciples.

Indeed, the relationship between Sensei and "I" is the most

harmonious relationship that two important male characters

ever have in the last five novels.

Then why ::'s it that a relatively great number of terms of

conflict and negativity are used concerning Sensei and "I?"

One of the important reasons for the conflict between Sensei

and "I" derives from the gap between what "I" desires to

receive from Sensei and what Sensei can give to "r." The

first term of conflict and negativity in the novel concerning

them, jishin.£ itameta (my self-confidence was shaken, Kr-l),

typically indicates this gap.

-~-- - ---------

When "1" and Sensei take leave

-----_._-------_._-- -
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of each other in Kamakura, "I" asks Sensei if it is all right

for him to visit Sensei at his home in Tokyo. Sensei answers

quite simply, "Yes, of course" (1-4, p , 7). Because "I" has

been under the impression that they were quite close to each

other and expected a warmer reply, his "self-confidence is

ra ther shaken." This gap, however, is the very reason tha t

"I" feels drawn to Sensei. Each time he experiences such a

trifling disappointment, "I" does not feel any desire to part

from Sensei. Rather, he wishes more than ever to develop his

friendship with Sensei further (I-4, p p, 7-8).

Since section one of the novel is the delineation of the

relationship between Sensei and "I" in a retrospective manner,

"I" knows why Sensei could not give him what he desired to

obtain from him. He explains as follows:

It was not that Sensei disliked me at first. His
curt and cold ways were not designed to express his
dislike of me, but they were meant rather as a
warning (Kr-2) to me that I would not want him as a
friend. It was because he despised himself (Kr-4)
[before he despised others (Kr-3)] that he refused
to accept openheartedly the intimacy of others.
(I-4, p, 8)

This explanation, however, does not help the reader understand

why Sensei treats "I" in a curt and cold manner. Rather, it

deepens the mystery. This is one of the many instances Soseki

arouses the reader's curiosity by creating a mystery.

satisfying the reader's curiosity immediately, he often

By not

frustrates the reader. The reader, however, becomes all the

more curious because of his frustration and desires to read
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more. As "I" feels drawn to Sensei all the more because of

his disappointment, the reader also feels caught up in the

novel all the more because of his unsatisfied curiosity. In

f act, So s e k i i s qui t e ski 11 f u1 i nus i ng theel e men t 0 f mys t e r y

in Kok o r o, In the above case Soseki effectively ~ses the gap

in knowledge existing between "I" and the reader. In most of

the cases in section one of Kokoro, however, it is the gap in

knowledge eXisting between Sensei and "I" that S6seki uses

most effectively. He makes Sensei give mysterious answers to

"I" and arouses "I'"s curiosity. This way he can also arouse

the reader's c uriosi ty, f or the reader shares "I "'s po in t 0 f

view.

The first of the many mysteries in section one is pres-

ented when Sensei and I go out for flower-viewing. There they

happen to see a young man and a young woman who look like a

newly married couple. "I." says, "They seem to be pretty fond

of each other, Don't they?" In response Sensei states as

follows:

"You made fun of the couple, didn't you? But
a c t ua L'l y , you sounded to me like a person who is
dissatisfied (Kr-29) because he has not yet been
able to fall in love, though he wants to .••. but
do you know that there is g u i Lt also in loving?"•.
. "You must remember that there is gUilt in loving.
You may not derive much satisfaction from our
friendship, but at least, there is no danger in it.
Do you know what it feels like to be tied down by
long, black hair?" (I-12, 13, p p , 26-7.)

Since Sensei knows that "I" has never fallen in love with a

woman, it is almost as if he were asking "I" this question
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merely to frustrate him. Naturally "I" is "displeased"

(Kr-30) and says, "Sensei, please explain more clearly what

you mean by 'guilt.' Otherwise, please let us not discuss

this matter again, until I have myself found out what this

'guilt' is" (1-13, p , 27.) Though Sensei is aware that he is

merely "irritating" (jirashite-ita, Kr-31) "I," he cannot stop

his talk in the middle and continues:

"Do you know why I go every month to my friend's
grave in Zoshigaya? ••• I have said the wrong
thing again. I was trying to explain my earlier
Temarks because I thought they have irritated (Kr
32) you. But trying to explain, I find that I have
upset (Kr-33) you once more. Let us forget the
whole matter. But remember, there is guilt in
loving. And remember too that in loving there is
something sacred."
(1-13, p , 28)

During these talks of Sensei all the major incidents which are

the causes of his spiritual anguish are hinted at: Sensp.i once

fell in love with a woman; Sensei did something guilty because

of his love: Sensei's monthly visit to his friend's grave has

something to do with his gUilt feeling. Thus, by making

Sensei utter mysterious remarks Snseki eftective~y foreshadows

the confession of tragedy of Sensei over love.

Another instance of "I'''s confrontation with Sensei also

implies Sensei's tragic past. As "I" becomes increasingly

admirous of Sensei, he comes to consider conversations with

Sensei more profitable than lectures at the university. When

Sensei points out that "I" is like a man in a fever and tbat,

--------_.._-- -
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when that fever passes, his enthusiam will turn to disgust,

"I" confronts Sensei as follows:

"Do you think me so fickle? Do you find me so
untrustworthy (Kr-34)?"

"I am simply sorry for you."
"I deserve your sympathy but not your trust (Kr

35). Is that what you mean, Sensei?"
He seemed vexed (Kr-36) as he turned his face

towards the garden•••.
"It is not you in particular that I distrust (Kr

37, 38), but [I distrust (Kr-39)] the whole of
humanity."•••

"Then you have no trust (Kr-40) in your wife
either?"•••

"I don't even trust (Kr-41) myself. And not
trusting (Kr-42) myself, I can hardly trust (Kr-43)
others. There is nothing that I can do, except
curse (Kr-44) my own soul." (1-14, p p , 29-30.)

Through the delineation of the confrontation between Sensei

and "I" in which he uses nine terms relating to suspicion--all

in conversation--Soseki effectively creates the image of

Sensei's distrust. Not only does he distrust others, he also

distrusts himself as well. As we have discussed in detail in

chapter three, this distrust of Sensei is one of the crucial

reasons why Sensei commits sUicide. Soseki, again, effective-

ly foreshadows the tragedy of Sensei.

The other r::ajor confrontation between Sensei and "I"

occurs when Sensei and "I" go out for a walk after "I" fin-

ishes writing his university graduation thesis. While they

talk about the property of "I"'s family, Sensei makes another

mysterious remark:

"There is no such thing as a stereotype bad man in
this world. Under normal conditions, everybody is

-------- ------
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more or less good, or at least, ordinary. But tempt
them, and they may suddenly change. That is what is
so frightening about men. One must always be on
one's guard." (I-28, p , 61.)

When "I" asks Sensei what kind of temptation Sensei is refer-

ring to, Sensei simply says, "Money, of course. Give a

gentleman money, and he will soon turn into a rogue" (1-29,

p.64). Being dissatisfied with the trite answer, "I" becomes

"spiteful" (gohara ni ~, Kr-85) and tries to "pick a

quarrel" (~ .£ tsuku, Kr-88). "I" points out Sensei's

excitement that he showed earlier when they talked about the

question of "I'''s inheritance. In response Sensei states that

he really becomes excited when he starts speaking of inheri-

tances because he has not yet forgotten the "indignities" (Kr-

86) and "injuries" (Kr-87) he received from his relatives many

years ago. Here Soseki again arouses the curiosity of the

reader as well as that of "I" as to what kind of unhappy

incidents Sensei experienced over inheritances. Thus,

Sensei's past conflict with his uncle over money is hinted at.

Through the several confrontations between Sensei and

"I," many mysteries concerning Sensei have been presented. No

wonder "I" gradually comes to have the impression that Sensei

is purposely evading telling something crucially important

about himself. Being a blunt young man, "I" finally chal-

lenges Sensei by asking Sensei to tell him of his past expe-

riences. Their last confrontation proceeds as follows:

"I value your opinions because they are the results

-.- ----- ----------------- . __._------------------ -
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of your experiences. Your opinions would be worth
less otherwise. They would be like soulless dolls."

"You are certainly an audacious young man," he
said.

"No, sir, I am simply being sincere. And in all
sincerity, I wish to learn about life."

"Even to the extent of digging up (Kr-98) my
past? ••• I wonder if you are being really
sincere. Because of what happened to me, I have
come to doubt (Kr-100) everybody. In truth, I d o u bt
(Kr-lOl) you too. But for some reason I do not want
to doubt (Kr-l02) you. It may be because you seem
so simple. Before I die I should like to have one
friend that I can truly trust. I wonder if you can
be that friend. Are you really sincere?"

"I have been true to you, Sensei," I said,
"unless my whole life has been a lie." My voice
shook as I spoke.

"Very well, then," said Sensei. "I will tell
you. I will tell you all about my past." (I-31,
p p , 67-8.)

At this moment Sensei's attitude toward "I" undergoes a

significant change, as Sensei later states in his testament.

Previously Sensei did not take "I" too seriously, for "I" was

too young to have .much experience and his thoughts and argu-

ments had no solid foundation. Though Sensei enjoyed "I'''s

company, he never completely opened himself up to him.

time "I" tries to have a closer relation with Sensei, he

Each

retires into his shell. But now, for the first time, Sensei

respects "I," for he is moved by his sincere decision to grasp

something that is alive within his soul. Sensei's earlier

mysterious remarks hinting at his tragic past were the expres-

sions of his desire, though unconscious, to confess his past

to someone he can truly trust. Now he has finally found a man

he can have complete faith in and confess his secrets to. By
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using the colorful and strong image of blood in the expression

shirrz5 Q tachiwatte atatakaku nagareru chishio Q susura (cut

open my heart and see the blood flow, Kr-13l), S5seki ex

presses the strength and seriousness of the impact that "I"

gives Sensei when he shows his sincere desire to learn from

Sensei's experie4ces. Because it is extremely painful for

Sensei to reveal his tragic past experiences, which we have

discussed in detail in chapter three, such a confession is

compared to "cutting open his heart" (shinz5 Q yabutte, Kr

132). Also by using another strong and colorful image,

"drenching his face wi th his blood" (~ chi Q~ .!!.Q. kao

ni abisekakeya, Kr-132), Soseki expresses Sensei's strong

desire that "I" will learn something from his experiences and

a s are s u Ltane w 1 i few i 11 1 0 d ge in"I '" sheart b y he a r in g

his story. Thus, Soseki turns Sensei's tragedy into something

that has a positive meaning for "I." As a result Sensei's

tragedy also becomes a meaningful experience for the reader as

well, for the reader shares "I"'s poi n t of view.

The conflict between Sensei and "I" is not at all a

serious one. All the confrontations between them derive from

the fact that whereas "I" wants to have a closer relationship

with Sensei, Sensei refuses to open himself up and retires

into his shell. When Sensei decides to open himself up to "I"

and to confide his past experiences in ,him, there no longer

exists any reason whatsoever for their conflict. Now their

relationship becomes a completely harmonious one. While
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Sensei's conflict with K and his intrapersonal conflict play

crucial roles in Kokoro in making Sensei take his own life,

Sensei's harmonious relationship with "I" also plays a crucial

role in the work. Without Sensei's complete trust in "I," his

testament, which is the central part of the work, would never

have been written. Furthermore, the reader feels relieved to

find that Sensei at least finds one person he can truly trust

before he kills himself. By delinea ting Sensei's trust in "I"

and not exclusively his distrust of himself and the human race

in general, Soseki prevents the work from becoming unbearably

bleak.

In addition to the above-mentioned merit that Kokoro has

in comparison with the two earlier works, Higan sugi made and

Kojin--every episode and conflict is an integral and cohesive

part of the work--Kokoro has two more strong points. One of

them is Kokoro's skillful use of point of view. Kokoro is

narrated by the first person point of view throughout the

novel. In the first two sections of the novel, the protago

nist, Sensei, is seen from outside through the eyes of "I,"

who is a sympathetic observer and admirer of Sensei. In the

third section of the novel Sensei recounts his tragic past

wh i chi s the c a use 0 f his s P i r i t ua 1 an g ,I ish and whi chi sal so

instrumental in making him commit suicide. It takes some time

before the spiritual anguish of the male protagonist is re

counted in the last section in Kokoro as it does in Kojin and

Higan sugi made (in which Sunaga's spiritual anguish is
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interactions mainly with "I," and through these interactions

he characterizes Sensei's personality as well as hints at

Sensei's tragic past. In section two, "Ryoshin !.£ wa t ak us hL"

(My Parents and I), though Sensei does not physically appear

on the see ne, he is a I way s pre sen tin "I "'s min d• When so me

thing happens concerning his parents, "I" wonders what Sensei

would say or ~o if Sensei were in his parents' position.

Being compared to "I'''s parents, who represent common people

with conventional ways of thinking, Sensei is characterized

from another perspective. Thus, both section one and section

two play indispensable roles in the novel.

The last and perhaps the strongest point of Kokoro is

that the spiritual anguish of Sensei is recounted by himself.

In Higan sugi made Sunaga's sufferings are narrated by both

himself and his uncle Matsumoto. However, at the crucial

moment of the story when Matsumoto reveals Sunaga's true

identity, Sunaga's reactions are described through the ey~s of

Matsumoto and we are not directly shown what is happening in

Sunaga's mind. Also, in Kojin Ichire's spiritual anguish is

explained and analyzed not by himself but by his sympathetic

friend, H. Though H's observations are much more detailed

than those of Matsumoto, we still regret that Ichiro's spir

itual anguish is shown indirectly. Moreover, H's explanations

of Ichiro's spiritual anguish tend to be too abstract a dis

cussion of Ichire's problem. We are not, for example, shown

what kind of direct confrontations Ichire had with Nao, which
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are one of the important causes of his spiritual anguish. On

the other hand, Sensei's testament includes both the expla

nation of concrete incidents and the analysis of his psycho

logical reactions toward these incidents. Thus, Sensei's

testament delineates Sensei's spiritual anguish in a much more

comprehensive way than Matsumoto's story portrays Sunaga's

sufferings or than H's letter describes Ichiro's spiritual

anguish. Though the reasons Sensei has to take his own life

are not perfectly clear despite the detailed self-analysis of

Sensei, Sensei's spiritual anguish recounted in his own words

appeals directly to our heart. This is part of the reason why

Kokoro deeply touches the reader.
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Michikusa

TABLE VII CHARACTERS AND CONFLICTS

i , Kenzo-O-sumi ( 11) 91 42%

2. Kenzo-Shimada ( 1 ) 35 16%

3. Kenzo (25) 25 11%

4. Shimada-O-tsune (11 ) 17 8%

5. Kenzo-O-tsune (9) 14 6%

6. Kenzo-O-sumi's father (1) 10 5%

7. Hida-O-natsu (11 ) 9 4%

8. Kenzo-O-natsu (10) 7 3%

9. Kenzo-impersonal objects (28) 6 3%

10. Shimada-O-natsu ( 12) 5 2%

Total 219

The most conspicuous feature of ~ichikusa is that the

work treats exclusively the protagonist Kenzo's conflict and

the conflicts concerning his family and relatives. As pointed

out earlier, 86 percent of the terms of conflict and negativi-

ty (188) in TABLE VII concern Kenzo, and 90 percent of the

terms (195) in TABLE VII concern Kenzo and his family. Even

the terms which do not concern Kenzo and his family concern

his relatives. Thus, Michikusa focuses completely--100

percent of the terms listed in TABLE VII--on the conflicts

c.on c e r n t n g Ke n z d, his family and his relatives.

The exclusive treatment of the conflict between and among

family members and relatives in Michikusa is also reflected in
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the extremely small numbers of terms of conflict and negativi

ty concerning the social relationships listed in TABLE III (a

list of eleven social cases about which the frequencies of the

terms of conflict and negativity are significantly large)

other than family and relatives. The number of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning two male friends (4 of

TABLE III) in Michikusa is 0, whereas that of the other four

works are 21 in Higan pugi made, 48 in Kojin, 65 in Kokoro,

and 72 in Meian. While the numbers of terms of conflict and

negativity concerning a male acquaintance and a female ac

quaintance (7.a of TABLE III) and two male acquaintances (7.b

of TABLE III) added together in Higan sugi made (71), K5jin

(22), Kokoro (19), and Meian' (30) are significantly large,

the number of such terms concerning Michikusa is only two.

One term simply shows that KenzQ as a child sometimes did such

a mischievous deed as climbing onto the roof, gorging himself

on·figs, and throwing the skins into the yard of the next-door

neighbor, which made the neighbor "furious" (Mk-9). The other

term indicates that O-sumi "does not like" (Mk-41) Shimada's

frequent visits to their house.

Also, whereas 18 terms in Higan sugi made, 9 in KOjin, 29

in Kokoro, and 39 in Meian concern an individual's conflict

with society, only one term in Michikusa relates to an indi

vidual's conflict with society. Even this one term does not

really indicate a character's conflict with society, but is

used to create an almost comical effect. Yoshida, a man who
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visits Kenzo to ask his financial help for Shimada, describes

Shimada's personality as follows: "He's such a decent, trust-

ing fellow he's constantly being cheated (Mk-38)," which, of

course, is completely contrary to the objective truth. Thus,

not only in terms of number but also in terms of content the

terms of conflict and negativity concerning the social rela-

tionships other than family and relatives in Michikusa play an

insignificant role in the work.

Among the intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts

listed in TABLE VII the following conflicts have been already

discussed in chapter three: 1) Kenzo's conflict with O-sumi;

2) Kenz5's conflict with Shimada; 3) Kenzo's intra personal

conflict; 4) Shimada's conflict with O-tsune; 6) Kenzo's

conflict with O-sumi's father; 7) Hida's conflict with

O-natsu; 8) Kenzo's conflict with O-natsu; 10) Shimada's

conflict with O-natsu. Here we shall discuss the remaining

two conflicts in TABLE VII: 5) Kenzo's cunflict with O-tsune;

9) Kenz5's conflict with impersonal objects.

Kenzo's conflict with his foster mother, O-tsune, is

delineated by using 14 terms of conflict and negativity, all

in category A. O-tsune is described as a complete egoist.

Her personality is vividly described in the following episode:

O-tsune was a practiced hypocrite. She had the
convenient knack, for instance, of being able to
burst into tears whenever it was in her interest to
do so•.

One day while gossiping with a guest she saw fit
to attack a certain woman in the most vicious terms
(Mk-92). Kenzo was there, taking it all in. It so
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happened that after the guest had left this woman
dropped in. "Why," O-tsune said to her new guest,
"I was just telling someone what a wonderful person
you were." This made Kenz d angry (Mk-93). With the
outspokenness of a spoiled child he blurted out.
"What a lie!"

When the woman had gone O-tsune said furiously
(Mk-94), "How dare you embarrass me like that in
front of a guest!". Ke n z d was unmoved. (c h, 42)

O-tsune's hypocrisy makes Ke n z f "loathe" (imikirau, Mk-95) her

and prevents him from having the natural affection that a

child usually has toward a person who takes care of him.

O-tsune's ugliness is further illuminated when her

husband Shimada has an extramarital affair. According to

O-tsune's side of the story she, O-tsune, is a good woman,

Shimada is an evil man, and Shimada's lover, O-fuji, is thor-

oughly evil. However, O-tsune's effort at winning Kenzo's

sympathy only makes Kenz5 "uncomfortable" (Mk-106). When

Shimada takes Kenzo and O-fuji's daughter to a shop special-

izing in sweet bean soup, O-tsune forces Kenzo to tell her

everything about the occasion. She is not satisfied with his

account and "s us pe c t s" (Mk-1l4) that Ken zd is hiding ~~mo_

thing. She st.ates, "That creature [O-fuji] was with you, I

bet. Come on, tell the truth. If you do, I'll give you

something nice. She went with you, didn't she?" (c h, 43)

O-tsune asks endless questions, shamelessly revealing her ugly

na t u r e , As a result Ke n z S is "thoroughly fed up v i t h her"

(aiso 2. tsukashita, Mk-1l7). The strength of Kenzo's hatred

of O-tsune's ugly nature is well described by Soseki's using

---------------.- -------- --- -
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many terms of conflict and negativity relating to hatred (7,

which is half of the terms concerning Kenzo and O-tsune).

Not only is O-tsune an egoist, but she also lacks mater

nal affection that the Japanese tend to idealize. It is human

nature for a woman to feel" jealous when her husband has an

affair. It is therefore legitimate for her to put up resis

tance to her unfaithful husband. Since O-tsune has nobody or

nothing to turn to except her stepson, Kenz S, she cannot help

using Kenzo to fight with Shimada. From this point of view

O-tsune is a pathetic we man. However, &3 discussed in detail

in chapter one, the relationship between mother and child was

idealized and still tends to be idealized as a model for a

harmonious relationship in Japar.. From this perspective it is

unforgivable for a mother to use her child as her only re

source in fighting her husband. No matter how legitimate it

may be to stand up for her right as an individual, a Japanese

mother is expected to and often naturally thinks of her

child's welfare first before her own welfare. In Michikusa

Soseki himself describes the incident which mode him realize

the greatness of a mother's love for a child. When there

occurs a fairly strong earthquake, Kenzo rushes out of the

house into the garden alone. Later O-sumi "reproaches" (Mk

267) him bitterly by saying, "There's no end to your self

centeredness. Can't you think of anyone but yourself?" (c h ,

93) "What she finds difficult to forgive (Mk-268) is that he

has no t put his children's safety before his own" (c h, 93).
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Looking back at his unhappy childhood, S5seki as a middle-aged

man could not forgive his stepmother, whose treatment of him

was contrary to how a Japanese mother is supposed to treat her

child.

Even consjdering the pathetic condition O-tsune finds

herself in at that time, if she were an affectionate mother

she would not have shown her jealousy so shamelessly as

O-tsune does, for it will shatter the child's confidence in

her. Rather than protecting Kenzo O-tsune deeply hurts him:

not only does O-tsune put Kenzo in a predicament by forcing

him to betray Shimada and to tell her everything, but she even

doubts his remarks. Thus, we can understand that Soseki

describes O-tsune as a woman incapable of having any consider

ation for her foster child, not to menticn maternal affection.

However, when we compare Soseki's delineation of O-tsune

with that of O-sumi, we cannot help feeling that there is no

effort on his part to try to see O-tsune's actions and behav

ior from her p o i n t of view as he does concerning O-sumi's

d~tions and behavior. We almost sense that Soseki's raw emo

tions, his hatred of, displeasure with, and anger at O-tsune,

burst forth from the pages of the novel. The fact that no

term concerning KenzQ and O-tsune is used in conversation also

seems to relate to Soseki's one-sidedness of the depiction of

the rela t i o ns h t p bet ween Ken z S and O-tsune. Furthermore, the

majority of the terms (12) describe Kenzo's emotional reac

tions, such as hatred (7), displeasure (4), and anger (1),
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toward O-tsune's egotistic and possessive treatment of him.

Soseki's harsh and critical attitude toward O-tsune, which

lacks any sympathy at all toward a jealous and desperate

woman, most likely indicates that the psychological scar

Soseki received from O-tsune was so deep that he has lost his

usual objectivity when he delineates her.

After Shimada's betrayal of her, O-tsune's possessive

attitude toward Kenzo is further strengthened. Her posses

siveness without genuine love is symbolically expressed in the

following remarks: ~Remember, I have no one but you now. You

mustn't ever let me down--understand?" (c h, 44) Such an

attitude of O-tsune toward Kenzo made him "unpleasant" (Mk

122) when Ken z d was a child and the memory of her as is

symbolized in the above remark still makes him hate her (Mk

124, 125). Ken zd l s negative feeling toward O-tsune in essence

is the same as that toward Shimada. The only difference is

that "in all likelihood he hates (Mk-125) her more than he

does Sh i mad a" (c h , 45). It seems strange that Kenzd hates

Shimada, who is the guilty party in the conflict between

Shimada and O-tsune, less than O-tsune who is the victim.

However, when we consider the fact that Soseki was exception

ally sensitive to hypocrisy of any kind, we can understand

Kenzo's stronger hatred of O-tsune than Shimada. Through the

character Kenzo Soseki is criticizing his foster mother's

hypocrisy. Soseki's foster mother self-righteously believed

that she was the victim of her husband's betrayal, but she was
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completelY unaware that she was also the guilty party who was

deeply hurting her foster son. Soseki's foster father, on the

other hand, was aware of his g u Ll t and in that sense not hypo

critical.

When O-tsune begins to visit KenzQ to ask for his finan

cial help, O-sumi makes the following comment: ~So grandma has

made her appearance at last. Grandpa has a partner now--he

doesn't have to haunt (Mk-185) you all by himself anymore~

(c h, 64). Though O-sumi means that they will financially

haunt Kenz d; the term "ha un t " here has a double meaning. Not

only do Shimada and O-tsune haunt Kenzo financially, they also

haunt him as the symbols of Kenzo's past.

When we examine Kenzo's conflict with impersonal objects

(which is described by using 6 terms of conflict and negativi

ty; 3 in category A and 3 in category e), we find that the

impersonal objects are mostly not substances with some shape

but they are abstract concepts such as "the past," "t he en vi

ronment,~ and ~the way life is.~ The only two impersonal

objects that are concrete are the flowerpots that Kenzo vents

his ill humor on. Because Kenzo is in constant conflict with

O-sumi and other people around him including Shimada and

O-tsune, and also because he suffers from an identity crisis,

he is always irritated (Mk-173). At one time for no special

reason he "kicks~ (Mk-174) off the verandah a pot of flowers

that belongs to his children. These pitiful flowers were what

his children got after days of begging. Realizing that now
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their own father has "destroyed" (muiihi ni hakai-shita,

Mk-175) them, Kenzo feels some remorse. Here Kenzo's displea

sure and irritation are expressed in a specific action so that

anybody around him can see his turbulent psychological state.

Kenzo's conflicts with his past and his environment, on

the other hand, are occurring only in his mind, and people

around him have no way of knowing what his problems are. His

problems can be summed up in the question, "How did I ever

manage to become what I am now?" (c h, 91) First he looks back

on his unhappy childhood when his foster parents gave him no

genuine affection and treated him as the proverbia2 goose who

would lay a golden egg. Their selfish and possessive affec

tion made him suppress his natural emotions and feelings. As

a result, he developed the character of an unfeeling child,

stubborn and unyielding. When he returned to his original

home and was treated like an unwanted piece of furniture by

his own father, his love for his father was destroyed. Even

in such a spiritually devastated condition he was too busy

grc~ing up to be disillusioned. He was ambitious and was

determined to study hard and become prominent. After many

lonely years spent in the library and school, he indeed

managed to become a university instructor, which was a presti

gious and highly respected position at the time the novel is

set. When he looKB back at his unhappy and difficult past he

cannot help feeling proud that he has "overcome his environ

ment" (shui l.2. tatakaioseta, Mk-260).
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Though Kenz d was successful in terms of status, he

suffers {rom an identity crisis due to the conflict between

his desire to accomplish something great and the economic

pressure which compels him to do work which merely uses up his

precious time. Moreover, his stubborn and unyielding person

ality and his inability to express his feelings, which are

largely the result of his unhappy childhood experiences,

create problems in his relationship with his wife. Kenzo and

O-sumi are so different in their outlook on marital relations

and philosophy of life, they will find it extremely hard even

if they communicate their feelings and desires to each other.

Since they never make any effort to talk about their problems

and compromise in some way, their conflicts are internalized

and intensified to an unbearable extent. While Kenzo suffers

from both intra personal and inte~personal conflicts, Shimada,

"a ghost of the past," appears before him and brings back

"unpleasant past memories" (Mk-126). There is little wonder

that Kenzo resents (Mk-138) the environment which constantly

irritates him.

The last term of conflict and negativity .in Hicilikusa

symbolically points to Kenzo's state of mind. The expression

kucho ~ hakidasu i£ ni niganigashikatta (spoke bitterly

almost with venom, Mk-28l) reveals Kenz6's bitter attitude

toward the way life is. He states, "Hardly anything in this

life is settled. Things that happen once will go on happen

ing. But they come back in different guises, and that's what
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4" ..,....
This remark of Kenzo has the utmost

significance: Kenzo's unresolved past problems emerge as

present problems, As we have already pointed out earlier, the

way Kenzo deals with interpersonal conflict with people around

him since his childhood remains the same though the person

with whom he interacts changes. Here we shall examine only

one example of how deep an influence his childhood experiences

seem to have toward his present interpersonal problems.

Kenzo deeply hates hypocrisy of any kind. A Japanese

child raised with genuine parental love naturally develops a

view that since human beings are not perfect they sometimes

tell a lie. Though they tell lies out of egotistic reasons

such as protecting their own interest, they also tell lies not

to have conflicting human relationships. For in Japan it is

most important to have a harmonious relationship with others.

Kenzo, however, was raised by his foster mother who told lies

any time it was in her best interest to do so. Thus Kenzo

developed unusually strong hatred of hypocrisy and anything

untruthful. When O-sumi tries to make up with Kenzo by buying

a kimono for him after one of their confrontations, Kenzo's

reaction is cold to an almost unreasonable degree. Though

----------------

O-sumi's effort to try to make up is well-intended and not

hypocritical, Kenzo's extraordinary sensitivity toward any-

thing artful makes him reject O-sumi's compromising action.

This unusual hatred of hypocrisy and anything untruthful is

the personal trait of all the major male characters who are

--------------- - ---- ------------
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spiritual brothers of Soseki, Sunaga, Lc h i r d , Sensei, and

Kenzo.

A strong hatred of hypocrisy and anything untruthful is

not typical of the Japanese. In Japan people value interper

sonal harmony so much that they sometimes refrain from telling

the truth when the revelation of the truth may break interper

sonal harmony. The hesitation of Matsumoto and Sunaga's

mother to tell the truth about Sunaga's true identity is only

one of the many examples. In fact, "You're a liar," which is

an extremely insulting remark in the West, is one of the

commonly heard remarks in Japan. And people who are called

liars do not resent it as much as Westerners do. If the lies

are well-intended, people usually do not strongly object to

them, for it is the good intention of the speaker and his

effort to maintain interpersonal harmony rather than the truth

oft he rna t t e r t hat i s imp 0 r tan t, But jus t as S 6" s e k i i s West 

ern in his individualistic philosophy, so too is he also

Western in his attitude toward hypocrisy and anything untruth

ful.

In Michikusa Soseki is trying to discover who he really

is by delineating various kinds of conflict he experienced in

the past as well as those he is experiencing at present. When

he analyzes what kind of people his foster parents, his

father, and his siblings were, how they treated him, and how

they interacted with each other, his attitude is remarkably

detached. At one time Soseki even makes Kenzo ask the
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following question: "If god were to look at my own life, would

he think it was much different from this greedy old man's?"

(c h, 48) Indeed, Soseki throughout Michikusa maintains

objectivity of a remarkable degree toward characters who are

almost identical wir.h people with whom he had conflicting

relationships. The only exception is his strongly critical

attitude toward his foster mother discussed above. When

Soseki thoroughly analyzed both his intrapersonal and inter

personal conflicts, he finally resolved his problem of iden-

tity.

By interpreting Michikusa as a work written by Soseki

with the intention of searching for his identity, we can

explain its exclusive treatment of the conflict between and

among family members and relatives. We can also explain

another conspicuous feature of great importance in Mi~hikusa:

it treats exclusively the negative side of Soseki's autobio

graphical facts and does not trea~ his harmonious relationship

wit h -r"d s mot her (t her e i s not a sin g 1ere fer e n c e t 0 his

mother), with his friends, and with his disciples. We must

consider that it is human nature to feel compelled to discover

the reasons why a certain human relationship is problematic

whereas a harmonious one does not give us an incentive to

analyze the reason why it is harmonious. In order to come to

terms with his painful past, Soseki did not have to look back

at his harmonious relationships.
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TABLE VIII CHARACTERS AND CONFLICTS
-------------.-------------------------------------------------

i . Tsuda-O-nobu ( 11 ) 84 20%

2. Tsuda-Kobayashi (5) 72 18%

3. Tsuda-O-hide (10) 45 11%

4. Kobayashi-society (29) 32 8%

5.a O-nobu-O-hide (17) 26 6%

5.b O-nobu-Kobayashi (14) 26 6%

7. Tsuda-Mrs. Yoshikawa 19 5%

8. Tsuda ( 27) 18 4%

9.a O-nobu-Mrs. Yoshikawa (20) 17 4%

9.b Tsuda and O-nobu-O-hide (23) 17 4%

Ii. Tsuda-Kiyoko (13) 16 4%

12. O-nobu-Tsugiko (18 ) 8 2%

13. Tsuda-Father (1) 7 2%

14.a O-nobu-Okamoto (12 ) 6 1%

14.b O-noDu-O-hide and Hrs. Yoshikawa (25) 6 1%

14.c Tsuda-O-asa (12) 6 1%

17. O-nobu ( 27) 5 1%

Total 410

The most conspicuous feature about TABLE VIII is that in

addition to the conflicts concerning the male protagonist,

Tsuda, the conflicts concerning the female protagonist,

O-nobu, figure prominently. When we compare the ratios of the

instances of conflicts concerning the male protagonist and the
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female protagonist in each of the five novels, we see that in

Meian the same number of instances (9) concern Tsuda and

O-nobu, whereas only one instance of conflict concerns each

female protagonist of Higan sugi made, Kokoro, and Michikusa,

and six, eight, and seven instances of these three works

concern the respective male protagonist. The one instance of

conflict concerning each female protagonist of these three

works happens to correspond to the conflict which the female

protagonist has wi th the male protagonist of each work. We

may assume that the characterization of the female protagonist

in these works is relatively shallow because it is mostly done

only through her interaction with the male protagonist. Our

assumption is correct as far as the characterizatio~s of

Chiyoko and Shizu are concerned, but it is not correct when it

comes to the characterization of O-sumi. As pointed out

earlier, since Soseki maintains a remarkably neutral attitude

toward Kenzo and O-sumi throughout the novel despite the fact

that the work is autobiographical, and also because the work

is written in the third-person point of view where Soseki

thoroughly analyzes the workings of O-sumi's mind, O-sumi is a

well-rounded character. Indeed, the characterization of

O-sumi is much better than that of Nao, about whom three

instances of conflicts are described. Though Nao is depicted

through her conflicts with Iehiro, Jira, and O-shige, the

delineation of her most important conflict, her conflict with

Lc h i r d , is limited due to the problem of the point of view,
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and her characterization is nowhere near as detailed as that

of O-sumi.

In Meian not only does Soseki thoroughly analyze the

~orkings of O-nobu's mind by using the third-person point of

view and also by maintaining a neutral attitude toward Tsuda

and O-nobu in his description of their conflict, he also

delineates O-nobu through her interactions with various char

acters. Since we are shown O-nobu as a sister-in-law, as an

acquaintance, as a cousin, and as a niece, in addition to her

as a wife, we get a full picture of her as an individual. In

this sense, the characterization of O-nobu surpasses that of

O-sumi, whose characterization is mostly done from the aspect

of her being a wife to Kenzo.

Soseki's usually extensive treatment of O-nobu in Meian

is also seen when we compare the number of terms of conflict

and negativity concerning each female protagonist in contrast

with the number of terms of conflict and negativity concerning

each male protagonist. While the number of terms concerning

O-nobu (195) is 69 percent of that concerning Tsuda (283), the

numbers of terms concerning each female protagonist in the

other four works, Chiyoko (56), Nao (73), Shizu (38), and

O-sumi (91), are 30 percent, 45 percent, 16 percent, and 48

percent of the number of terms concerning each male protago

nist of these works, Sunaga (187), Lchir S (162), Sensei (241),

and Kenzo (188). The small proportion of the terms of

conflict and negativity concerning Shizu exactly corresponds
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to the conclusion of our earlier discussion: Shizu plays an

insignificant role in Kokoro. In contrast, quite a large

ratio of the terms vi conflict and negativity concerning

O-nobu points to the significance of the role she plays in

Meian. -In fact, O-nobu is the only female character whom

Soseki treats to an almost equal degree as he does to his male

character.

Among the intrapersonal and interpersonal conflicts

listed in TABLE VIII the following conflicts have been already

discussed in chapter three: 1) Tsuda's conflict with O-nobu;

2) Tsuda's conflict with Kobayashi; 3) Tsuda's conflict with

O-hide; 4) Kobayashi's conflict with society; 8) Tsuda's

internal conflict; 13) Tsuda's conflict with Father; 16.a)

O-nobu's intrapersonal conflict. Here we shall discuss the

rest of the interpersonal conflicts in TABLE VIII: S.a)

O-nobu's conflict with O-hide; S.b) O-nobu's conflict with

Kobayashi; 7) Tsuda's conflict with Mrs. Yoshikawa; 9.a)

O-nobu's conflict with Mrs. Yoshikawa; 9.b) Tsuda's and

O-nobu's conflict with O-hide; 11) Tsuda's conflict with

Kiyoko; 12) O-nobu's conflict with Tsugiko; 14.a) O-nobu's

conflict with Okamoto; 14.b) O~nobu's conflict with O-hide and

Mrs. Yoshikawa; 16.b) Tsuda's conflict with O-asa.

O-nobu's conflict with O-hide is delineated by using 26

terms of conflict and negativity: 9 in category A, 9 in cate

gory B, and 9 in category C. Here we shall incorporate the

discussion of Tsuda's and O-nobu's conflict with O-hide (which
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is described by using 17 terms of conflict and negativity: 8

in category A, 8 in category B, and 1 in category C), for the

conflict between O-nobu and O-hide is closely related to their

respective relationship with Tsuda.

°T h e con f 1 i c t bet wee n 0 - nob u and 0 - hid e i son e 0 f the

typical conflicts which often happen between sisters-in-law in

.Ja pa n , In the same way as a woman who is strongly attached to

her son regards her daughter-in-law as an intruder in her

relationship with her son, a woman also sometimes regards her

sister-in-law as an intruder when she has a close relationship

with her brother. Because the married siblings come in close

contact with each other in Japan, a sister-in-law is a poten

tial trouble maker. If a husband and a wife get along well,

the husband's sister tends to be jealous of the wife, who is

an intruder in her relationship with her brother. When the

couple find themselves in conflict with each other, the

husband's sister tends to be partial to her own brother who is

a blood relative and to have a conflicting relationship with

her sister-in-law. As we have seen concerning O-shige's

conflict with Nao, the conflictin~ relationship between

sisters-in-laws further aggravates the couple's relationship.

When the couple causes some problems to their relatives, the

husband's sister tends to hold her sister-in-law responsible,

as in the case of O-hide. Though the sister-in-law problem is

usually not a family issue in the West, where the family ties

are not as strong as those of Japan, if we look at the
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conflict between O-nobu and O-hide as one between two women

who are in close contact with each other and who are in the

position to compete to get more attention or affection from

the same man, their problem is a nniversal one.

Saseki analyzes why O-hide meddles in Tsuda's problem

from the aspect of her position as a sister-in-law to O-nobu

as follows:

She was aware that even if she was not kept at a
respectful distance by her brother and his wife she
certainly was not thought of highly by them. And
yet she in no way felt that she ought to change her
attitude. First of all, precisely because the two
of them disliked (Mn-170) it s h e was loath to change
it. Since their dislike (Mn-171) of her attitude
was in effect the same thing as their dislike (Mn
172) for her, she stubbornly maintained her position
at that point. Second, she was firmly convinced
that she was right. She assured herself that she
did not care how much they objected to (Mn-173) her
position since she was maintaining it for her
brother's good. Thirdly, her attitude finally had
to be focused on the simple fact that she disliked
(Mn-174) her extravagant sister-in-law. (c h, 91)

Saseki further analyzes why O-hide blames O-nobu for her

extravagance when she can indulge in greater luxury. Though

she has married into a rich family and she is materially in a

position to be able to be extravagant, she has her mother-in-

law living ~ith hel., which deprives her of freedom of various

kinds including her freedom to be luxurious. Though O-hide's

"resentment" (Mn-168) towards O-nobu's extravagance derives

from her jealousy of O-nobu's freedom, O-hide is not aware of

it. For she does not think through matters analytically as

Japanese women generally do not. O-hide is also jealous
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(Mn-319, 320) of O-nobu because she believes that Tsuda is

completely under O-nobu's control and O-noba can always have

her o~n way. This misunderstanding arises largely because

Tsuda and O-nobu both try very hard to pretend that Tsuda

takes much too good care of O-nobu. O-hide's husband, Hori,

on the other hand, is a type of man who indulges freely in all

sorts of dissipation. Though he is not in any way difficult

towards his wife, he does not treat her with any great affec

tion. Thus, O-hide, though unconsciously, feels jealous of

O-nobu who seems to be treated with great affection by Tsuda.

Because O-hide dislikes O-nobu and feels jealous of her,

she mistakenly thinks that it is O-nobu's responsibility that

Tsuda breaks his promise with his father. O-hide believes

that although O-nobu knew about Tsuda's promise to his father

to repay the monthly supplements he has received from his

father with his bonuses she had Tsuda buy her a diamond ring

which prevented him from keeping his promise. Therefore even

when O-hide has the above-discussed sharp verbal confrontation

wit h Tsud a 0 v e r m0 n e y, she a 1 way s II poi n t s the tip 0 f her s pea r

at O-nobu" (hokosaki .Q. O-nobu ni mukete ita, Mn-2l3) and tries

to "b r i.n g down" (itomeru, Mn-216) O-nobu. These two terms of

conflict and negativity relating to specific weapons effec

tively point to O-hide's strong hatred (Mn-192) of O-nobu.

When O-nobu suddenly appears in front of Tsuda and O-hide

who are in the midst of their serious verbal quarrel and tries

to "take on O-hide's adversary in the quarrel" (kenka ..!l.Q. aite
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.£ hikiukeyo l.2. shita, Mn-227), O-hide "hates" her all the

more. For in O-hide's view it is O-nobu's fault that she and

Tsuda are in conflict with each other. Furthermore, O-nobu

brings money that Tsuda needs and prevents him from receiving

both O-hide's kindness and money. Though to help Tsuda finan-

cially is natural for O-nobu as a wife, she thereby deprives

O-hide of her chance to make her brother repent. Furthermore,

O-hide is beaten by O-nobu whom she is really attacking.

Therefore we can easily imagine how much "rage" (Mn-234) and

"bitter and violent hostility" (kuyashii II ka~ .!2. to ka

iu tekii, Mn-235) O-hide feels when O-nobu emerges as a

"victor" (Mn-238).

In her rage, however, O-hide does not lose herself, and

begins to point out the spiritual deformity that both Tsuda

and O-hide share as follows:

It's simply that both of you think of nothing but
yourselves. If only you are well off, no matter how
much others may suffer or be in need, you just turn
your heads away and take not the least notice•...
What I mean is that since you can think of nothing
but yourselves you've lost the ability to respond as
human beings to the kindness of others. In short,
you've fallen to the level of people who can't be
grateful for favors. Maybe you think you're self
sufficient. Maybe you think you haven't the slight
est need for anything. But as I see it, it's a
terrible misfortune for both of you. It's as if you
were deprived by God of the ability to be happy.
(ch. 109)

Though what O-hide says seems here too logical for a person of

limited education as in the case of Kobayashi's criticism of

Tsuda, her criticism of Tsuda's and O-nobu's egocentricity is
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correct. However, Tsuda believes that egocentricity is a

general human characteristic rather than a special character

istic of his own and that therefo~e there is nothing wrong

with his being egocentric. O-nobu, on the other hand, is

utterly amazed because she feels that there can be no more

gratuitous criticism of her. At this point, though their

reasons are different, both of th~m do not realize their

problems. For the criticism of a person to whom one feels

animosity is difficult to take no matter how true it may be.

Especially is this true when the person is self-righteous and

also not free from egocentricity herself as in the case of

a-hide.

Soon after her "rupture" (hatan, Mn-243, 244) with Tsuda

and O-nobu, a-hide starts to get revenge for their cruel

treatment of her. On the following day she visits Mrs.

Yoshikawa and tells her how "badly they treated her" (sanzan

i jimeta, Mn-309). Indeed the "fight" (Mn-311, 312) of a-hide

versus Tsuda and O-nobu as a team is nothing but an unfair

"attack" (i jimeta, Mn-314, 315) of her on their part.

O-nobu, on he~ part, also begins to take action to dis

cover Tsuda's secret concerning another woman which was

implied by both Kobayashi and a-hide. O-nobu visits a-hide

the day after she and Tsuda vanquished her together. Natural

ly O-nobu feels the faint fear of not knowing what sort of

revenge (kataki ~ utareru, Mn-291) a-hide may have in store

for her who has "won the previous day's battle" (sensa ni
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katta, Mn-292). O-hide, on the other hand, is feeling the

faint sense of gUilt because earlier on that day she visited

Mrs. Yoshikawa and told her how badly O-nobu treated her.

When O-nobu mentions Mrs. Yoshikawa's name, a-hide blushes,

and she suddenly changes the topic. She starts talking about

love. However, the love O-hide speaks of is neither Tsuda's

love, nor Hori's love, nor even her own love. Although a-hide

already has two children and is in everything far more domes-

tic than O-nobu, she is, on this point of preferring abstrac-

tions, far less practical than O-nobu. O-nobu feels like

saying, "Oh, that's mere words! Talk sense. I'll knock you

down in the real sumo ring (jitsuryoku ~~ £ torimasu, Mn-

296)."

In order to discover Tsuda's secret, O-nobu takes advan-

tage of the·topic O-hide brings up and states:

"If you speak that way, a person like me doesn't
really know what to say. You see, I'm dreadfully
concerned about whether Yoshio loves me or not. On
that point, Hideko, you're most fortunate, aren't
you? From the very beginning you've had every as
surance of your husband's love." (ch. 127)

a-nobu is referring to the fact that a-hide was selected by

Hori because he found her physically attractive. This reason

for Hori's selection made O-nobu feel "jealous" (Mn-297) even

before she actually met O-hide. When she discovered that the

fact that a-hide had been married for her beauty had little

real meaning, a h e even had the pleasant sensation of "revenge"

(Mn-298). Thereafter, a-nobu's attitude toward a-hide, on the
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iss ue 0 flo ve , has a 1 way s bee non e 0 f "d.i s da 1 n" .(Mn- 299) .

Therefore the above statement of O-nobu is a kind of "ridicule

(Mn-300)." Their conversation develops into the verbal con

frontation over love. Through this confrontation O-nobu tries

to find out about Tsuda's secret, but she fails, for she has

no eVidence to persuade a-hide to reveal Tsuda's secret.

Their direct confrontation (Mn-304) ends when O-nobu finally

declares, "1 want to try in every way possible to be loved

absolutely" (c h, 130). Merely showing her "disdain" (Mn-303)

of O-nobu, whom she thinks of as a woman sadly Lac k i n g in

understanding, O-nide coldly cuts off the conversation at that

point. a-hide thus gets her revenge on O-nobu who treated her

cruelly the day before. O-nobu leaves O-hide's house with

"the unpleasant (Mn-339) realization of having rashly irri

tated a-hide and of having bungled badly in so doing" (ch.

143).

Another psychological triangle in Meian involves Tsuda,

O-nobu, and Mrs. Yoshikawa. Since Tsuda's relationship with

Mrs. Yoshikawa has a great impact on O-nobu's relationship

with Mrs. Yoshikawa, we shall discuss Tsuda's conflict with

Mrs. Yoshikawa (which is delineated by using 19 terms of

conflict and negativity: 3 in category A, 10 in category B, 6

in category C) and O-nobu's conflict with Mrs. Yo s h i ka w a

(which is delineated by using 17 terms of conflict and nega

tivity: 11 in category A,S in category B, and 1 in category

C) together.
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Soseki uses quite an accurate image, "a cat playing with

a mouse" (nezumi .£ moteasobu neko, Mn-307), to describe the

relationship between Mrs. Yoshikawa and Tsuda. Being a wife

of a company executive, Mrs. Yoshikawa is in a position to be

able to exercise a great influence on her social inferiors

such as Tsuda. Her personality is described as follows:

Since she had unlimited leisure, whenever she had
the opportunity she delighted in meddling in other
people's affairs without even being asked, and in
giving advice in various ways to people beneath her
socially, particularly if they were social inferiors
whom she liked. At the same time she felt perfectly
free to show at every turn her basic nature which
made her act in such a way only for her own plea
sure. At certain times she would be over-eager as
she hurriedly and heedlessly tried to settle every
thing, while at oth£L times she would behave in
precisely the opposite manner ..•• For the person
who at such times was trapped by her, endurance was
all important. The reward for such endurance was
sure to come. (ch. 132)

In short she is a woman who enjoys manipulating people. She

also believes that her activity in meddling in other people's

affairs is th£ expression of her kindness ~nd goodwill.

Because she is completely unaw~·~ of her selfishness, she

never listens to other people's criticism. Moreover, no one

dares to criticize her because of her social status and power.

Tsuda is a man sensitive to his interest and believes

that "to content himself with being the mouse to her cat"

(neko E..2. ~ .!!..2. nezumi .!.Q. natte, Mn-308) is the best policy.

Mrs. Yoshikawa often treats him as a child, but he reacts

rather casually to "being teased (naburareru, Mn-10) so
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unreservedly by her." For one thing, their intimacy is of "a

particular kind that can arise only between a man and a woman"

( c h. J. 2) , and he has a pl e a san t fee lin g whie his s i milart 0

one "a man receives when he is s u d d e n Ly tapped on the back

coquettishly by a woman at a tea-house" (ch. 12). Tsuda

possesses in full measure a strong self, but he feels it is

better not to assert himself in front of Mrs. Yoshikawa. As

most men of the time he is prejudiced against women and he

also looks down on people who did not receive a university

education. He secretly "scorns" (Mn-9) Mrs. Yoshikawa, for

these reasons, but he is careful not to reveal it. For it is

to his best personal interest to gain the favor of Mrs.

Yoshikawa, who can help him in various ways in climbing up the

corpora te ladder.

Because Tsuda marries O-nobu after his special relation

ship with Mrs. Yoshikawa has been firmly established, Mrs.

Yoshikawa regards O-nobu as an intruder in her relationship

with Tsuda. At the occasion of the miai of Tsugiko, O-nobu's

cousin, O-nobu observes Mrs. Yoshikawa's technique of success

fully conducting the meeting. She recognizes "the extraordi

nary distance separating her own disposition from that of Mrs.

Yoshikawa," yet she also feels that this is "not a vertical

but a horizontal distance" (c h , 53). Indeed, O-nobu's obser

vation is correct, for both O-nobu and Mrs. Yoshikawa have a

strong personal character: extroverted, sociable, clever, and

have a strong desire to manipulate men as they wish. Because
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both O-nobu and Mrs. Yoshikawa want to be the person who

manipulates the same man, Tsuda, and also because they share

the same kind of strong personal character, they find them-

selves incompatible.

Their incompatibility is well described by 8 terms relat-

ing to kirai (dislike) which occupy almost half of the terms

concerning O-nobu and Mrs. Yoshikawa. Soseki describes

O-nobu's relationship with Mrs. Yoshikawa through O-nobu's

eyes:

She actually did not like Mrs. Yoshikawa very
much. She also thought Mrs. Yoshikawa disliked (Mn
63) her too. Moreover she vaguely sensed that this
unpleasant relationship (Mn-64) had arisen between
them because Mrs. Yoshikawa had disliked (Mn-65) her
from the outset. She was also quite confident that
Mrs. Yoshikawa had begun to dislike (Mn-66) her
without O-nobu's having given her any cause [for
being disliked (Mn-67)]. (ch.49)

Though O-nobu is a clever woman, she does not fully understand

the true nature of the link between Tsuda and Mrs. Yoshikawa.

It is in a way natural that O-nobu cannot see through the

strong tie between Tsuda and Mrs. Yoshikawa. For she does not

know the unhappy past incident that Tsuda and Mrs. Yoshikawa

experienced together. Before Tsuda married O-nobu, he had

loved another women, Kiyoko. And Mrs. Yoshikawa was the one

who had brought about this love affair. As usual Mrs.

Yoshikawa enjoyed manipulating the two young people by bring-

ing them together one time but by drawing them apart at anoth-

e r , At the crucial moment when she planned to have the two
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unite permanently, Kiyoko suddenly married another man. Both

Mrs. Yoshikawa's confid~nce and Tsuda's pride were "devastated

at one stroke" (ichibo oi bokusatsu-sareta, Mn-326). In the

midst of the confusion the problem of Tsuda's marriage to

O-oobu arose. Mrs. Yoshikawa again became involved in the

second relationship and-acted as the official go-between with

her husband. Tsuda interpreted Mrs. Yoshikawa's action as her

way of making up to him for her previous failure. He was

naively convinced that "to live on good terms with O-nobu was

one aspect of his duty towards Mrs. Yoshikawa" (c h, 134).

As O-uobu does not know the true nature of the relation-

ship between her husband and Mrs. Yoshikawa, Tsuda, despite

his unusua~ discernment, also does not see through the true

feeling that O-nobu and Mrs. Yoshikawa have toward each other.

The comments and evaluations they make about each other were

favorable ones. Therefore, when Mrs. Yoshikawa not only

"attacks" (Mn-3l7) Tsuda for his being too considerate of

O-nobu but also criticizes (Mn-318, 327) her, Tsuda is sur-

prised. Tsuda is further surprised when Mrs. Yoshikawa

states:

"You take such good care of Nobuko because you're
concerned about what my husband and Mr. Okamoto
might think, aren't you? .•• On the surface you
seem to be very affectionate towards Nobuko, don't
you? Even if inwardly you really aren't. That's
it, isn't it?"
(ch. 136)

The strength of Tsuda's shock is described by a strong image
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of conflict relating to sword: he feels exactly as if he had

been "pierced by a sword" (hitokatana ~ kirareta, Mn-328).

Not only does Mrs. Yoshikawa see through the true nature of

Tsuda's relationship with O-nobu, she also sees through

Tsuda's lingering attachment to Kiyoko. For Mrs. Yoshikawa is

blessed with a strong intuitive power and is a much cleverer

woman than Tsuda has thought. With her social superiority and

intuitive power, Tsuda is no match for Mrs. Yoshikawa. Thus,

he is forced to admit to his real feelings toward both O-nobu

and Kiyoko.

Then Mrs. Yoshikawa suggests that Ts~da should go to the

hot spring where Kiyoko is staying under the pretext of recu

perating after his illness. She says that she will even give

him the travel money. What she urges him to do is to see

Kiyoko at the hot spring and get rid of his attachment to her

once and for all. Seeing Tsuda's hesitation, Mrs. Yoshikawa

reprimands (Mn-333) him by saying that since he is a coward he

is concerned about h Ls d I gn Lt y and as a result he c a n uo t, bear

seeing Kiyoko. Tsuda decides to go not only because he cannot

go against Mrs. Yoshikawa but he also very much wants to

discover why Kiyoko jilted him.

Mrs. Yoshikawa demonstrates her tyrannical disposition

further when she suggests that she will manage to turn O-nobu

into a much more wifelike wife for Tsuda. When Mrs. Yoshikawa

mentions the word "O-nobu's education," Tsuda cannot help

doubting (Mn-334) Mrs. Yoshikawa's intention.
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He could not be sure that simply because she dis
liked (Mn-335) O-nobu she might not think up some
way of hurting (Mn-336) her. He could not be sure
that she might not be thinking up some means of
punishing her opponent (Mn-338) on the mere grounds
that she detested (Mn-337) her. (c h , 142)

Tsuda's doubt is justified, for Mrs. Yoshikawa dislikes O-nobu

because she considers her too conceited and stubborn. Inter-

estingly these dispositions are exactly what Mrs. Yoshikawa

possesses herself though she is not fully aware of the fact.

The major difference between Mrs. Yoshikawa and O-nobu is

their social positions. Since Mrs. Yoshikawa is a social

superior to most people, nobody objects to her even when she

exercises authority ever people. O-nobu, on the other hand,

is still a social inferior to many people around her including

Mrs. Yoshikawa, and therefore she is careful not to show her

pride and stubbornness and to be very polite on the surface.

This aspect of acting r.~refully according to the social

norm and keeping a low posture in front of her social supe-

rior is clearly reflected in the fact that no terms of

conflict and negativity concerning O-nobu and Mrs. Yoshikawa

are used in conversation. Indeed, she never utters any word

of conflict and negativity herself to anyone except when she

is with Tsuda and Kobayashi. (Out of 195 such terms concern-

ing O-nobu only 9 terms are uttered by her.) Because O-nobu

does not have to be t o o reserved with her husband she uses

four terms relating to suspicion and one term relating to

deceit in talking to him. With these terms she points out
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Tsuda's suspicion of her and his deception of her, but her

attitude toward Tsuda when she uses these terms is neither as

aggressive nor as blunt as Mrs. Yoshikawa is toward Tsuda. As

for four words relating to hatred, iyagaraseru, used in the

conversation between O-nobu and Kobayashi, we shall discuss

them later. Though O-nobu is clever enough not to challenge

Mrs. Yoshikawa overtly, Mrs. Yoshikawa sees through her true

nature and hates her as a potential challenger and an inter

ferer in her close relationship with Tsuda.

As is often the case between t w o people who have a common

enemy, Mrs. Yoshikawa and O-hide become allies in their fight

with O-nobu. A clever and sensitive O-nobu feels that "a

plot" (hakprigoto, Mn-340) has been hatched 'against her. "No

matter who the chief architect (shubosha, Mn-341) is, she is

certain O-hide is one of the plotters" (ch. 143). She is also

convinced that Mrs. Yoshikawa is also involved. Her despon

dent feeling is depicted by using the superb image of "an

isolated unit which has found itself surrounded on all sides"

(jiIi .!!E. uchi ni~ .£ miidashita, Mn-342). O-nobu thus

suffers from her conflict with two women united in attacking

her.

Another attacker of O-nobu is Kobayashi, who visits

Tsuda's house during his absence in order to get an overcoat

which Tsuda has promised to give him. O-nobu's conflict with

Kobayashi is delineated by using 26 terms of conflict anci

negativity: 12 in category Aj 13 in category Bj 1 in category

-- ----------------
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C. If the terms of conflict and negativity relating to hatred

(8) and those relating to contempt (5) are added together,

they occupy half of the total terms of conflict and negativity

concerning a-nobu and Kobayashi (26). These terms accurately

point to the nature of their conflict. a-nobu's feeling

toward Kobayashi is a mixture of "hostility" (ha nkts , Mn-141),

"disdain" (Mn-142), "distrust" (Mn-143), "hatred" (Mn-144),

and curiosity. Like Tsuda O-nobu despises (Mn-117, 118, 119)

Kobayashi simply because he is poor and has no social status.

However, she also feels uneasy and unpleasant when she is with

Kobayashi, for despite his low social position he is insolent

uul~ke other people of low social rank who have relations with

a-nobu within the limits carefully prescribed for them.

Kobayashi approaches her unreservedly, and "criticizes"

(akutai £ tsuku, Mn-120) the upper class. She has never met a

man such as Kobayashi who completely ignores social protocols

and conventions. Though a-nobu is usually extremely careful

not to show her negative feelings and emotions to other

people, when she is with Kobayashi she loses her usual artful

manner. For one thing, her disdain (Mn-117, 118, 120) of

Kobayashi as a social inferior is instrumental in making her

ignore the social convention of not overtly expressing nega

tive feelings. Kobayashi's insolent and almost challenging

words are also instrumental in making O-nobu express her

opinions straightforwardly.

The following climax of O-nobu's verbal confrontation
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with Kobayashi is surely the most lively and interesting

conversation any female character has in the last five novels:

"Do you mean to say then that you admit you came
here purposely to annoy me (Mn-145)?"

"Oh no, that wasn't my purpose. I came here to
get the overcoat."

"But are you saying that while you came to get
the overcoat you also came to annoy (Mn-146) me?"

"No, that's not it either. I came wi t h o u t; the
slightest ulterior motive. I think I'm much less
calculating than you are, Mrs. Tsuda."

"Be that as it may, won't you please answer my
question directly?"

"All right, that's why I said I came here per-
fectly naturally, without any ulterior motive. It's
merely that as a natural result I seem to have been
able to annoy (Mn-147) you."

"In other words, that was your objective, wasn't
it?"

"No, it wasn't. But it may have been my basic
desire."

"What's the difference between your objective and
y o u r basic desire?"

"You mean you don't think there is any?"
Hatred (Mn-148) flashed from O-nobu's narrow

eyes. They clearly warned him that he had better not
try to make a fool of her (Mn-149) just because she
was a woman.

"You mustn't get -an g r y (Mn-150)," Kobayashi said.
"I've merely tried to explain to you that I haven't
been trying to get revenge on you (Mn-151) from some
petty motive. I said that purposely because I
wanted you to understand I can't help it if God has
made me the kind of person I am and has ordered me
to go and annoy (Mn-152) people •• • • "

"Well then, you mean that as far as annoying (Mn
153) people is concerned, you can annoy (Mn-154)
them as much as you like but that you don't in any
way accept the responsibility for your actions."

"Yes, that's precisely it. That's my main
point."

"Such a cowardly (Mn-155)--"
"It's not cowardly (Mn-156). I'm not cowardly

(Mn-157) for not having a sense of responsibility."
(ch. 86)

Though the 13 terms of conflict and negativity used in this
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direct confrontation between O-nobu and Kobayashi are rela-

tively mild ones, such as iyagaraseru, katakiuchi Q shiteru,

and okotcha ikemasen, the effect of these words is quite

powerful because they are all used in conversation. (Out of

the 10 terms of conflict and negativity used in conversation

concerning O-nobu and Kobayashi, 7 are used in this climax of

their conflict.) By delineating O-nobu who is almost an even

match with such a good-for-nothing as Kobayashi, Soseki bril-

liantly characterizes O-nobu's clever, calculating, and strong

personal character.

The verbal confrontation between Kobayashi and O-nobu is

about to come to another climax when O-nobu "rebukes" (Mn-16l)

Kobayashi by saying:

"What you implied about Yoshio. Yoshio's my
husband. To have cast aspersions on a man's charac
ter (Mn-162) in front of his wife, and especially to
have done it in such a roundabout way, is a terribl~

thing, and it's your duty to explain exactly what
you mean." (ch. 88)

To this criticism of O-nobu Kobayashi reacts in a clever and

also cruel way. He states that Tsuda has a splendid character

and is a gentleman, and he will take back all that he has said

earlier. Of course, Kobayashi does not mean what he says and

is merely tormenting O-nobu further by keeping her in the dark

about Tsuda's secret. O-nobu is completely vanquished by

Kobayashi and bursts out crying after he leaves. Her "suspi-

cion" (Mn-163) of Tsuda which seized her first after her

confrontation with Kobayashi becomes stronger as she
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experiences other conflicts with her enemies, a-hide and Mrs.

Yoshikawa, and culminates in her direct confrontation with

Tsuda which has been discussed in detail in chapter three.

In addition to the above-discussed major conflicts O-nobu

experiences, the minor conflicts O-nobu experiences with two

of her relatives, her uncle, Okamoto (which is described by

using 6 terms of conflict and negativity: 1 in category A and

5 in category C) end her cousin Tsugiko (which is described by

using 8 terms of conflict and negativity: 2 in category A, 5

in category B, and 1 in category C) also function effectively

in further portraying O-nobu. Tsugiko is "forever childishly

shy and so naively constituted as not to have the sl~ghtest

anxiety" (c h, 51). Observing Tsugiko, whose disposition is

completely different from her own, O-nobu has an ambivalent

feeling. While she looks with jealousy at Tsugiko, who glows

with a maiden freshness (Mn-68, 70), she also has a feeling of

"disdain" (Mn-69, 73) at Tsugiko's unsociable and unsophisti

cated manner. Through the interaction between O-nobu and

Tsugiko Soseki makes both O-nobu and the reader compare two

women who are disposed in completely opposite ways. While

Tsugiko always refers to someone else's opinion, O-nobu is a

mistress of her own who has been thoroughly responsible for

her ac tions.

In the same way Tsugiko is depicted as a character who

possesses a contrasting disposition with O-nobu, Okamoto is

also delineated as a character who possesses a contrasting
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disposition with.Tsuda. Okamoto appears rough when he is

really delicate, he seems indifferent when he is sensitive,

and he speaks brusquely when he is at heart really kind.

Tsuda, on the other hand, appears polite when he is impudent,

and he seems affectionate toward O-nobu when he actually does

not care much about her. He is also devious because he is

exceptionally keen about his own interest. There is little

wonder that Okamoto "dislikes" (Mn-86) Tsuda. He is also

amazed at ho w a woman such as O-nobu is able to love Tsuda.

He even wonders if O-nobu "disliked" (Mn-88) men like himself

if she really loves Tsuda. O-nobu was reared in Okamoto's

family and has always been his favorite. She has learned how

to treat the opposite sex and has believed that "no matter

whom she married she would succeed if she applied this partic

ular method, precisely as it was, to her husband" (c h, 62).

In O-nobu we see the same tragedy of O-sumi who has formed the

image of man after her own father and h a p p a n s to marry a man

who is completely different from her image of a husband.

When O-nobu visits Okamoto after Tsugiko's miai, Okamoto

talks about his theory of yin-yang discord (Mn-I03, 104):

though men and womeD are attracted to each other and marry,

once they marry "what until then was tractive power is quickly

transformed into repellent power" (Mn-102). This theory

rightly points to the nature of the relationship between Tsuda

and O-nobu though O-nobu does not wish to admit to it. Per

haps Okamoto's discussion of yin-yang discord was his peculiar
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way of cheering up O-nobu who does not seem to get along well

with Tsuda, Since Okamoto is a sensitive man, he must have

seen through the true nature of O-nobu's relationship with

Tsuda. Okamoto ends his discussion of yin-yang discord by

saying, "So you've finally surrendered (i'1n-105), have you? If

so (Mn-106), I'll let it go at that (Mn-107). I certainly

don't want to press someone who's been defeated (Mn-108)," and

by giving O-nobu a check which he believes to be the most

effective medicine for yin-yang di~~ord. Though Okamoto uses

the rather strong terms of conflict and negativity relating to

victory and defeat repeatedly, what is conveyed by his words

and his action of giving her the check is his deep concern and

affection for a-no bu. Through O-nobu's i~teractions with

Okamoto and Tsugiko, we are shown that O-nobu becomes a dif

ferent person, neither artful nor tense, when she is with her

relatives who genuinely love her. For at the Okamoto home,

she feels free and relaxed.

The only physical conflict which appears in Meian is the

one between O-nobu and Tsugiko when they fight (Mn-95, 96) to

get a fortune box. They even let loose strange little girlish

shrieks which add interest to their "playful contest" (yiigi

teki .!@. tatakai, Mn-97). It is quite interesting that the

only physical conflict O-nobu experiences points to one of the

two genuinely harmonious relationships she ever has in the

work. O-nobu and Tsugiko were reared together as sisters and

have been close to each other. Their physical conflict is
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merely an extension of the physical conflict that they used to

have as children. O-nobu is venting her dissatisfaction with

her marriage in her playful contest with Tsugiko.

Tsuda's minor conflict with his aunt, O-asa, also por-

trays Tsuda's character further. Tsuda and O-asa have

conflicting views concerning marriage. O-asa is trying to

arrange the marriage of O-kin, Kobayashi's sister, with a map.

whom O-kin has seen but has never spoken to. Though this kind

of marriage arrangeme~t was common at the time the nevEl ~3

set, Tsuda, as a modern man of the time, objects to it. For

he feels that people who marry according to such an arrange-

ment think too lightly of marriage and lack seriousness.

O-asa, on the other hand, has doubted Tsuda's own seriousness

(Mn-28, 29) regarding marriage, and states:

[I]f the girl who becomes the bride does so serious
ly and if the man who marries her also is serious
about it, how can there possibly be any lack of
seriousness, Yoshio? •••

"Even without discussion it's quite clear my
position will win out (Mn-30) over yours any day,
Yoshio. I think people like me are much, much more
serious than those who are so particular in their
choice of a bride and who even after they're married
are still dissatisfied and can't settle down." (ch.
30)

O-asa's argument is quite persuasive, for she rightly points

to Tsuda's weakness. what O-asa means is exactly the same as

what Kobayashi points out about Tsuda: because Tsuda has so

much freedom and leisure, he endlessly pursues his desires and

yet he seems forever dissatisfied.
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Though people such as a-hide, Kobayashi, and O-asa point

out Tsuda's spiritual deformity, Tsuda does not seem to re

flect upon his egocentricity, for he believes that there is

nothing wrong about being self-centered. However, there is

one person, Kiyok~, whose criticism Tsuda cannot ignore. For

he is still attached to Kiyoko despite the fact that she

jilted him. The conflict between Tsuda and Kiyoko is delin

eated by using 16 terms of 'conflict and negativity: 7 in

category A, 7 in category B, and 2 in category C. Tsuda

unexpectedly happens to encounter Kiyoko in the corridor of

the hot spring inn at night. At the moment Kiyoko recognizes

him, she seems flustered. In her expression Tsuda sees

"doubt" (Mn-474), "warning" (Mn-475), and caution. In short

they all mean a "severing of relations" (zetsuen, Mn-476).

Without saying a single word, Kiyoko turns around SWiftly and

flees. On the following day Tsuda is afraid, judging from her

reaction the night before, that Kiyoko may refuse to see him.

In order to avoid her rejection Tsuda thinks of using a basket

of fruit that Mrs. Yoshikawa has given him. He writes on the

back of his visiting card, "How are you feeling? This is a

gift from Mrs. Yoshikawa," and asks her to see him. When

Tsuda sees Kiyoko, she seems to have completely forgotten the

sudden encounter of the previous evening and is relaxed and

composed. Her manner immediately reminds him of the harmo

nious relationship he used to have with her. When Tsuda dealt

with Kiyoko, he could always feel relaxed and function
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Kiyoko's attitude toward Tsuda is described as

follows: "Comparing her attitude to sumo wrestling (Mn-488),

she was always ready to begin the match after he had begun"

(c h, 185). This is a completely different mood from the tense

relationship eXisting between Tsuda and O-nobu which is

described by the following simile also using the sumo image:

"sumo wrestlers facing each other in the ring every day"

(Mn-58).

Seeing Kiyoko's composed and relaxed manner, Tsuda is

surprised, for it contrasts so sharply with Kiyoko's reaction

of the previous night. The conversation between Tsuda and

Kiyoko concerning their encounter of the previous night pro-

ceeds as follows:

"Actually, after I frightened you, I was sorry
I'd done it."

"Well then, you shouldn't have done it in the
first place.".

Her agitation, as she seemed to detect a delibe
rate act in his behavior the night before, startled
him. • • •

"Do you mean you think I might have been lying in
wait for you? Don't be ridiculous. No matter how
effective my nose might be, I could hardly have
known the time you take your bath."

"Yes, of course. That's quite true."
Since she said these words with a note of trying
very hard to convince herself that she meant them he
could not help laughing.

"Why in the world do you doubt (Mn-489) me?".
"There's nothing at all in my mind." ..•
"If so, where did that doubt (Mn-4890) come

from?"
"If it was wrong to doubt (Mn-49l) you, I apolo

gize. And I won't do it again."
"But haven't you already done (Mn-492) so?"
"Nothing can be done about that. That I doubted

(Mn-493) you is a fact. And it's also a fact that I
confessed to it. No matter how much I apologize I
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can't possibly eliminate them."
"That's why I say I'll be satisfied if you just

tell me those facts •••• If you only say you had
this kind of doubt (Mn-494) about me for this kind
of reason, everything will be over quite simply.".

"If that's the case, why didn't you say so
earlier? I haven't been trying to hide it, or do
anything of the sort. The reason's very simple.
It's just that you're the kind of person who'd do
that sort of thing." (c h , 186)

Here by using 6 terms of conflict and negativity relating to

suspicion, Saseki makes Kiyoko point out Tsuda's problem.

Tsuda is a man capable of underhanded tricks. Observing

Tsuda's interactions with various people, Kiyoko must have

seen through Tsuda's egocentricity: he is exceptionally keen

about protecting his own interest and always acts in such a

way that he will come off a winner. Especially when she saw

Tsuda try hard to curry favor with Mrs. Yoshikawa, she must

have thought that Tsuda might choose to side with Mrs.

Yoshikawa if she and Mrs. Yoshikawa would find themselves in

conflict with each other. Kiyoko could not believe in Tsuda's

love, nor could she think of living with such an egocentric

man.

Since the novel ends before we are shown Tsuda's psycho-

logical analysis upon hearing this comment of Kiyoko on him

and also before his interaction with Kiyoko ends, we do not

know what is going to happen in Tsuda's internal world. How-

ever, we can easily assume that Tsuda will have to look deep

within himself again. He will have to reflect upon his ego-

centricity which made Kiyoko "turn her back on him" (Mn-468)
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earlier and which also makes her say that Tsuda is the kind of

person who engages in s u c h an underhanded trick as lying in

wait for a woman.

Through the delineation of the various conflicts both

Tsuda and O-nobu experience, Soseki deftly analyzes the ego-

centricity of man in general. The characters whom Tsuda and

O-nobu come in contact with, such as Kobayashi, O-hide, Mrs.

Yoshikawa, and Kiyoko, are, with the possible exception of

Kiyoko,15 not free from egocentricity themselves They are,

however, quick to discover the egocentricity of both Tsuda and

O-nobu. For it is human nature that one is not usually aware

of one's own egocentricity while one immediately recognizes

that of others. Thus, Kobayashi, O-hide, and Mrs. Yoshikawa

each serves in the role of a doctor who diagnoses the egocen-

tricity of both Tsuda and O-nobu.

One of the great achievements of Soseki in tleian is his

creation of superb female characters, O-nobu in particular.

This was made possible because Soseki's attitude toward women

had changed by the time he wrote Meian. While he was writing

Meian, he received a letter from one of his readers who

objected to Soseki's treatment of O-nobu.

this, Soseki wrote as follows:

In response to

You were reading Meian, believing that there must be
some weak points behind the artifice of O-nobu.
However, even when O-nobu begins to explain her own
psychology as a female protagonist, nothing that you
have anticipated appears ••..

I know the way to write a novel by making the
female protagonist possess an extraordinary hidden
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psychology and terrible weaknesses such as you have
expected. However, I intentionally avoided it. For
that way the 'work will be a so-called novel which is
too banal to be interesting. I may not have been
able to create a novel as successfully as Tolstoi,
whom you have reierred to as an example. However, I
am c c n c e I t e d enough to think. :;: am able to create a
novel somehow within my ability--if only I thought I
would not mind becoming Tolstoian.•.• I believe
that in Meian I have proved the fact that the hidden
internal world of a woman, toward which some people
should harbor suspicion, does not have to include
a n y extraordinary "novelistic" weaknesses. l 6

As Takagi points out, Soseki's intention was to delineate

O-nobu as a spirited woman who is simply determined to "be

loved absolutely" by her husband. 17 In this sense, Soseki, at

least toward the end of his life, became one of the rare

Japanese writers who neither adulates nor despises women. He

was able to see women as they are: they have both weak points

and strong points, as men do.

As for the question of when the change of Soseki's

attitude toward women occurred, we can get some hints if we

compare the ratios of the numbers of terms of conflict and

negativity involving female characters in each of the five

novels: 23 percent (56) in Higan sugi made, 44 percent (114)

in Kojin, 22 percent (58) in Kokoro, 65 percent (143) in

Michikusa, and 68 percent (280) in~ respectively concern

female characters. We notice that in Michikusa and Meian,

Soseki pays much more attention toward female characters'

conflicts than he does in Higan sugi made, Kojin, and Kokoro.

Though the ratio of the terms involving female characters in

Kojin seems significantly large, as we have already discussed,
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Seseki's analysis of Nao's conflict with Ichire is far less

successful or detailed than his analysis of Ichire's intra

personal conflict or his conflict with Jire. We also find a

great difference in Soseki's attitude toward Nao and O-sumi

who are modeled after Seseki's wife, Kyoko. When Seseki

delineates the conflict between Ichiro and Nao he has not yet

acquired the r~i~aLkably detached and neutra~ attitude that he

employs in delineating the conflict between Kenze and O-sumi.

Thus, we can surmise that the change of Soseki's attitude

toward women has taken place sometime between the time when he

wrote Kojin and the time when he wrote Michikusa.

In Michikusa Seseki's characterization of both Kenze and

O-sumi is well-rounded. Kenze is delineated through his

various interactions with his family and relatives. In terms

of the profundity of a male character's psychological depic

tion, Seseki already reached his maturity in his delineation

of Kenze. However, when it comes to O-sumi's characteriza

tion, Seseki still has room for improvement. For the delinea

tion of O-sumi is mostly limited to that of her conflict with

her husband. O-nobu, on the other hand, is delineated through

her various conflicts with such lively characters as

Kobayashi, O-hide, and Mrs. Yoshikawa. Her extroverted,

sociable, clever, and artful character is shown beautifully,

for instance, through her heated discussion on love with

O-hide or her conversation with Kobayashi which almost emit

sparks.
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O-nobu, however, is not a mere copy of female characters

in Western literature of which Soseki had a rich knowledge.

For she is also shown as a woman who is keen about observing

th8 s0cial convention of not overtly showing her negative

emotions as any Japanese woman of her upbringing and education

is (out of 195 terms concerning O-nobu only 9 of them are

uttered by her). However, she is also gifted with such tact

and art that she can conduct her conversation intelligently

and interestingly so that she keeps arousing the interest of

the reader as well as the other characters. When she is

having covert conflicts such as those she has with Tsuda and

Mrs. Yoshikawa, Soseki skillfully uses narrative portions with

many terms of conflict and negativity including superb meta

phors. Indeed, O-nobu is the most lively and attractive

female protagonist Soseki has ever created. It is not an

exaggeration to say that O-nobu is one of the most fascinating

female protagonists that modern Japanese literature has ever

created.

In Meian Soseki also uses comparative techniques exten

sively. For example, Soseki compares O-nobu with Mrs.

Yoshikawa, who shares the same strong personal character. He

also compares O-nobu's strong determination to be loved by her

husband with O-hide's attitude toward her husband which is

described as a friendly attachment rather than affection. He

also delineates both O-nobu's and Tsuda's personality in

Tsuda's contrastive attitude toward O-nobu and Kiyoko. The

-------- ----------- ---
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secret of Saseki's mastery of using these contrastive tech

niques so successfully is his remarkable objectivity toward

every character that he delineates in Meian. Despite the

detailed and extensive analyses of the egocentricity of the

characters in the work, however, the reader does not get a

gloomy impression of the work as a whole. For Saseki's

attitude toward his characters is detached but warm. He

was fully aware that it is after all human to be egocentric

no matter how much we detest the fact. Scseki was also

aware that if we want to have a harmonious relationship with

each other, the first step we must take is to recognize our

own egocentricity and to become critical of it.

Though this study focuses exclusively on the conflict in

Saseki's life and the last five novels, I believe that I have

been able to analyze the problems that Saseki had in his life

and the themes that Saseki treats in the last five novels as

well. For the perspective of conflict is exactly the one

Saseki employs in delineating and analyzing the ontological

questions that he seriously asks through his characters in his

last five novels. Every male protagonist except Tsuda is

clearly a spiritual brother of Saseki. In Higan sugi made

Sunaga's shock and confusion upon discovering his true identi

ty is a reflection of Saseki's shock when he discovered that a

woman whom he thought to be his grandmother is indeed his

mother. Because ·it is painful for anyone to look back on his

unhappy childhood experiences that he is in no way able to
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undo, Soseki hesitated to deal with it until the very end of

the work. In addition to his problem of techniques which were

not developed fully to treat ontological questions, this psy

chological reason was ~. ~o instrumental in making the work

relatively unsuccessful.

In Kojin Seseki delineates Ichire's identity crisis

mostly in an abstract and philosophical way. The reasons for

his intrapersonal conflicts are hinted at pr~or to the

abstract discussions of it through the delineations of various

conflicts Ichire and Nao have by his relatively su~cessful

choice of the narrator, Jire. However, the analysis of

Ichire's internal conflicts is not completely successful yet.

Here, again, Soseki did not seem to have become ready to face

his unhappy childhood experiences as well as his current

problematic relationship with his family, especially his wife.

In Kokoro Sesek~ takes a completely different approach

toward ontological questions. Instead of analyzing his own

psychology on the problem of identity and alienation, he

creates a completely fictional character, Sensei. Through the

delineation of Sensei's spiritual anguish due to his tragic

past, Seseki describes man's problem of negative self-image,

distrust of mankind, and alienation. The work does not

include episodes which clearly reflect Soseki's own

experiences. Though the love triangle involving Sensei, K,

and Shizu is considered to be ~ased on Seseki's triangular

relationship by some critics, we have no concrete evidence to
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support these hypotheses. Kokoro delineates the intricate

workings of human psychology, including the difficulty of

understanding one's own psychology as well as that of others.

In terms of the profundity of analyses of human psychology,

the skillful use of the element of mystery, and the mastery of

other aspects of novelistic artistry including careful struc

ture and an effective use of point of view, Kokoro shows a

rare degree of sophistication as a work of fiction.

Soseki, however, personally did not resolve his onto

logical questions until he wrote Michikusa, his only clearly

autobiographical work. In Michikusa Soseki finally attempts

to analyze his problems of identity once and for all by using

an almost psychoanalytical method. Michikusa describes both

the trivial incidents that happen in Kenzo's family life as

well as the details of the past incidents which point to his

unhappy childhood. In this way Michikusa has become free from

the difficulty in understanding the protagonist's psychology,

a weak point that Kokoro possesses. With the accumulation of

minute descriptions of details concerning Kenzo's life as well

as the superb psychological analysis of his reactions toward

them, Michikusa becomes an excellent and sincere record of

man's development and struggle in search for identity.

After Soseki was able to come to terms with his painful

past in Michikusa, he v a s finally able to create fiction in

the true sense of the word. Nothing tragic or unusual such as

the suicides of K and Sensei happens in Meian. However,
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Soseki shows that a life of an ordinary man and woman is also

filled with int~iguing and interesting human dramas. Thus,

Meian, though incomplete due to the sudden collapse and death

of Soseki, turns out to be a true masterpiece of modern

Japanese literature because of the remarkable degree of objec

tivity the author maintains towsrd every character, its effec

tive use of point of view, its artistic use of the images of

conflict, and its creation of vital and believable characters.
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1 In general conflicts which are described by less than
10 terms of conflict and negativity are insignificant though
there are some exceptions to this generalization, such as
Sunaga's conflict with society, which is described by only 8
terms of conflict and negativity.

2 Natsume Soseki ron (A Study of Natsume Soseki) (Tokyo:
Kawade shobo shinsha, 1983), pp, 151-2.

3 I used Ochiai and Goldstein's translation starting from
"Only I want to know how••. ," p , 291.

4 Ara Masahito chosakushu (A Collection of Ara Masahito's
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9 I changed "Brother" in Yu's translation to "Lc h i r S"
because it sounds unnatural in English.

10 I changed "Oshige-san," "Osada-san," and "Sa no-san" in
Yu's translation to "O-shige," "O-sada," and "Sano" respec
tively because the latter terms sound more natural in English.

11 A Literature Review on Kojin in Natsume Soseki hikkei
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Seseki), Bessatsu Kokubungaku, No.5, Winter, 1980, p , 178.

12 Komashaku Kimi in her Soseki~ jikohon'i 1£ rentai
1£ (Seseki: His Individualism and Comradeship) (Tokyo: Yagi
shoten, 1970), pp, 92-104, also maintains, by referring to the
significant insertion of the episodes of the insane musumesan
and the blind woman as well as the married life of several
couples in contrast with that of Ichire and Nao, that the
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in the work.
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14 Doi, Psychological World, p . 108.

15 Komiya, Natsump;. Sos.eki, III, p , 277.

16 Letter 2197, SZ XV, p , 567.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The conflicts Soseki experienced in his own life are

closely reflected in his later novels treated in this study,

Higan sugi made, Kojin, Kokoro, Michikusa, and Meian. The

most crucial conflicts in Soseki's life, his intra personal

conflict, his conflict with his father and foster parents,

with his siblings, with his wife, and with society are treated

in detail by using many terms of conflict and negativity. For

instance, Soseki's problem of identity is reflected in the

problem of identity of the male protagonist in the last five

novels. The male protagonist's inability to communicate with

his wife and his sense of alienation from his family in the

last four novels is also a reflection of Soseki's own experi

ences. The egocentricity of a human being, a major cause of

the conflict between husband and wife, is what Soseki, as a

child, witnessed when his foster father and foster mother had

serious confrontations because of the former's extramarital

affair, and also what he comes to r e a Ld z e as he analyzes his

own conflicting relationship with his wife. His cold rela

tionship with his siblings and his conflict with society are

reflected in his depiction of siblings who do not get along

well with each other and in various characters' negative view

of society. Thus, Soseki extensively utilized his own

conflicts in his works.

When we look at the relationship between Soseki's problem

--------_._-----
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and the manifestation of them in his works from Saseki's point

of view, however, "to utilize" may not be the appropriate word

to describe the correlation. It may be more appropriate to

say that Saseki suffered from various conflicts so seriously

that he felt compelled to analyze them in his works. If we

compare the co~flict between husband and wife that Sc.seki

treats in Kojin and Michikusa, we have a better p I c t r.r e of the

correlation between Saseki's problem and his works. In Kojin

Saseki describes Ichira's problematic relationship with his

wife, but as for the concrete and reasonable causes for their

conflict, he fails to analyze them. As a result, the work did

not help Saseki fully understand his conflict with his wife.

It was only when Saseki analyzed in great detail the r.easons

for the discord between his wife and himself in Michikusa-

their different views of the marital relationship, their

different expectations of their spouses, their inability to

communicate their feelings and emotions, and their egocen

tricity--that he finally succeeded in having a full under

standing of his problem of conflict with his wife.

Another important example which shows how Saseki used his

novels to work out his problem is his conflict with his father

and foster parents. Though it plays as crucial a role as

Saseki's intrapersonal conflict and his conflict with his wife

ir. his life, it is treated much less extensively than the

other two conflicts in his last five novels. This largely

derives from the fact that it was painful for Soseki to look
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back on his unhappy childhood experiences that he was in no

way able to undo. He hesitated to face the fact that his

father and foster parents gave him no genuine affection which

is indispensable for a child's healthy development. It was

not until he ~~G~2 Michikusa, his only clearly autobiographi

cal novel, that he finally decided to analyze thoroughly his

conflict with his father and foster parents. Thus, the major

ity of the problems of conflict that Soseki treats in his last

five novels are the ones which are of crucial and immediate

interest to him, and he deals with them because he felt com

pelled to analyze them in the hope of somehow working out his

problems.

The conflicts Soseki treats in his last five novels have

both universal and Japanese aspects. They are universal in

the sense that such conflicts as intrapersonal conflict and

interpersonal conflict between father and son and between

husband and wife that Soseki's characters experience are what

any human being experiences. And yet they are also particu

larly Japanese because all the characters, with very few

exceptions, whom Soseki delineates are Japanese, and their

conflicts reflect Japanese patterns. However, by employing

the perspective at conflict Soseki shows that no matter how

much the Japanese value interpersonal harmony and try to avoid

conflict, they nonetheless suffer--often intensely--because of

it. In short, the essence of conflict Soseki delineates is
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universal, whereas the ways Soseki's characters deal with it

is sometimes particularly Japanese.

The conflict between husband and wife due to insufficient

communication, for example, is a universal one. However, the

difficulty that Kenza and O-sumi have in their communication

in Michikusa is partially influenced by the Japanese social

norm of discouraging people to confront each other. Here

Soseki shows that, ironically, "the cultural value of harmony

may intensify, instead of mitigate, conflict." 1 Indeed, since

most of the conflicts Soseki delineates in his last five

novels are covert, the conflicting relationships of the char

acters are not manifested in their verbal communications. As

a result, the majority of the terms of conflict and negativity

describing these conflicts are used in narration rather than

in conversation. In order to make the lengthy analysis of

characters' ps y c h o Lo g y more natural, Saseki uses various

devices such rs the insertion of letters, of episodes from

famous literature--interestingly, almost always Western--and

of a testament.

The most effective of all the devices Saseki uses in his

last five novels perhaps is his ingenious use of military

terms as metaphors in Meian. The great number of military

terms including such terms as sense (war), buki (weapons),

katsu (vanquish), and makeru (defeat), are effectively used in

describing the covert but sharp conflict between characters,

especially Tsuda and O-nobu. 2 Only by the careful analysis of
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the terms of conflict and negativity used in Meian do we come

to have a full understanding of Soseki's mastery of such

literary technique.

Another example which shows both universal and particu

larly Japanese aspects of conflict in Soseki's works is a

child's resentment against his father and foster parents who

give him no genuine affection. Kenz5's difficulty in coming

to terms with his unhappy childhood in Michikusa is a univer

salone that any child in his position experiences. However,

Kenzo does not express his anger at and hatred of his foster

father for his past treatment of him when his foster father

comes to ask him for financial help later in his life. His

sense of indebtedness to his foster father which is based on

the Confucian value of filial piety makes him unable to reject

his request. As a result he allows his foster father to take

advantage of him though he feels great resentment against him.

His conflict with his foster father is thus internalized.

Other conflicts which are particularly Japanese in the

great frequency of their occurrence are those between in-law

relationships such as the ones between sisters-in-law (the

pejorative term koiITto means "a little mother-in-law"), and

between father-in-law and son-in-law. Because of the social

convention which necessitates the closer association between

parents and married children, and between married siblings,

many Japanese experience the problem of conflict ~mong in-law

relationships. However, this does not mean that these
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problems are non-existent in the West. It is only that in

Japan they occur frequently enough to become major family

issues whereas in the West they generally do not.

In his last five novels Soseki shows a steady progress

in terms of the depth of the analysis of his characters'

conflicts as well as his literary techniques in delineating

these conflicts. After the "great illness" in Shuzenji (1910)

Soseki came to deal with the problems which were of crucial

and immediate interest to him--the problem of identity, ego

centricity, and alienation. Higan sugi made is an experi

mental work which explores profound ontological questions.

However, since Soseki's literary skill was not fully developed

by the time when he wrote Higan sugi~, the work has

several weaknesses. Among them, the most crucial one is its

dispersed focus, which is demosntrated by the fact that Soseki

treats many instances of insignificant conflict (9, which

constitutes two-thirds of the instances of conflict treated in

Higan sugi made). By looking at TABLE IV, we are also struck

by the fact that the same number of instances of conflict (6)

concern Sunaga, the protagonist of the novel, and Keitaro, a

relatively insignificant character from whom most of the inci

dents are seen or to whom major characters recount their

stories. This again points to the dispersed focus of Higan

sugi made. The great number of the terms of intrapersonal

conflict concerning Sunaga (61, which is far greater than tne

numbers of the terms of such intrapersonal conflict concerning

------------------ ----
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other male protagonists in the last four novels) emphasizes

the fact that Higan sugi made, despite its dispersed focus,

treats Sunaga's intrapersonal conflict as the major theme.

In Kojin Seseki made great progress in delineating the

intrapersonal conflict of the male protagonist, Ichiro.

Soseki's success largely derives from his choice of Ichiro's

brother, Jire, as the narrator. In addition to serving as the

narrator, Jiro plays a crucial role in Kojin which is substan

tiated by the great number of terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Jire (139, which constitutes more than five-sixths

of that concerning Iehire [162]). Ichire suspects Nao may be

in love with Jire, and scholars have often discussed Jiro's

possible romantic involvement with Nao. However, the crucial

role Jire plays in ~he novel--the fact that Jire is the only

person to whom Lc h I r d opens himself up, at least in the first

half of the novel, and the fact that conflict between Ichiro

and Jire has the greatest impact on Ichiro's intrapersonal

conflict--has been almost ignored. The great number of terms

concerning the conflict between Ichire and Jiro demonstrates

the important role this conflict plays in Kejin

Kokoro's success as a literary work derives largely from

its exclusive treatment of Sensei's problem which is shown by

the great percentage of the terms of conflict and negativity

concerning Sensei (90%, which is the largest among the per

centages of the terms concerning all the male protagonists in

Soseki's last five novels). Seseki's success also derives

---------~---- -~
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from his choice of "I" as th~ narrator in the first two sec-

tions and Sensei in the third and the last section. The

careful analysis of the instances of conflict concerning

Sensei and "I," who otherwise have a harmonious relationship,

illuminates how effectively Soseki uses an element of mystery,

thus foreshadowing the confession of Sensei's tragic past.

The last section, Sensei's testament, describes the way in

which the conflict between Sensei and Kover Shizu develops

and changes its nature as important incidents 0ccur. Here

again, since the conflict between Sensei and K is covert,

Soseki employs the literary device of a testament written by

Sensei which enables Soseki to analyze minutely
n .,

o e n s e a s

psychological reactions toward various incidents as well as

Sensei's observations of K by using many and colorful terms

of conflict and negativity.

Michikusa exclusively treats the life of the male

protagonist, Kenzo, and his interactions with his family and

relatives. This is clearly demonstrated by the fact that all

the terms of conflict and negativity concern either Kenzo, his

family, or his relatives. By comparing TABLE VII, which lists

significant conflicts Kenzo experiences, with the conflict

Soseki experienced in his own life discussed in Chapter II, we

can say that Michikusa, indeed, is a clearly autobiographical

work which closely reflects Soseki's own experiences. We also

learn that in Michikusa Soseki treats exclusively the negative

side of Soseki's autobiographical facts and does not treat his
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harmonious relationship with his mother, with his friends, and

with his disciples. For in order to come to terms with his

painful past, Soseki did not have to look back at his harmo

nious relationships.

The most conspicuous feature of Meian is that Soseki

delineates his female characters with great skill. This can

be substantiated by the great percentage of terms of conflict

and negativity concerning female characters in Meian (68%,

which is much larger than that in the other four novels except

for Michikusa in which the female protagonist, O-sumi, is also

depicted remarkably well). Soseki's detailed treatment of

O-nobu, in particular, is reflected in the great number of

terms of conflict and negativity concerning O-nobu (195, which

constitutes about 70% of that concerning Tsuda [283]). Anoth

er point substantiated by TABLE VIII is the great significance

Kobayashi plays in the novel which has not been sufficiently

emphasized by scholars. Because the Japanese tend to avoid

conflict, they do not overtly express their negative feelings

and emotions. Meian is no exception, and even O-nobu, who has

a strong personal character and is quite modern in other

respects, follows the proper Japanese behavioral pattern (out

of 195 terms concerning O-nobu only 9 of them are uttered by

her). Therefore Soseki's effective use of Kobayashi in the

novel is indispensable for his presentation of lively conver

sations in Meian. Because Kobayashi completely ignores Japa

nese social protocols and says or does whatever he wants to,
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Tsuda and O-nobu, who are usually careful not to show their

negative feelings to others, lose their temper when they

interact with Kobayashi. As a result, they often end up

showing their real feelings and emotions in spite of them

selves.

The methodology that I have been using in this study has

proved to be so effective that not only do we have a better

understanding of the conflicts of the characters in Soseki's

last five novels, but we also are frequently able to see these

novels from different perspectives and therefore able to come

to have different interpretations of them than heretofore. In

this study I hope I have explored the way toward more fruitful

interaction between sociological methodology and literary

criticism.

In conclusion I must say that I am aware that other

Soseki scholars have discussed specific conflict on his

novels, such as the marital discord between Ichiro and Nao,

and Kenzo and O-sumi, and the love triangle involving Sensei,

K, and Shizu, and Kenzo's conflicting relationship with

Shimada. However, no Soseki critic has ever analyzed Soseki's

later novels from the perspective of conflict as thoroughly as

I have done in this study. Nor has there ever been any critic

who has clearly pointed out the fact that conflict, both ovprt

and covert, plays a crucial role in Soseki's later novels.

Through this study, which focuses exclusively on the conflict

in Soseki's life and his treatment of conflict in his last
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five novels, I believe that I have been able to prove that

conflict is a perspective.rrf crucial importance in studying

both the life and the later novels of this man who is general

ly considered to be the greatest literary figure of modern

Japan.



NOTES

ill ~""nflict in- --"Nonconfrontational Strategies,"1 Lebra,
Japan, p , 56

2 The significance of the military terms was pointed out
to me first by Professor Viglielmo when we were reading Meian
in his graduate seminar. .
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This appendix is a list of terms of conflict and negativity

from the last five novels written by Soseki. These terms are

listed in the order in which they occurred in the novels. The

list begins with the first of the five novels written, Higan sugi

made (Until After the Equinox), and continues with the other

novels in the order in which they were written.

The list consists of terms in both English and Japanese (in

Roman characters and old kanji) the section numbers (for Higan

sugi made, Kojin, and Kokoro, which are given in Roman numerals),

the chapter numbers, the characters concerned, and the passages

in translation. Whenever several terms appear in the same

passage, or several terms seem to be treated better as a group, I

gave the translation of the passage only after having listed all

the images included in that passage. I have followed the

spelling and punctuation of the translator, whether British or

American.

I have used the Soseki zenshu, Iwanami Shoten, Tokyo, 1966,

as my basic text. Since the purpose of my thesis is to discuss

the terms of conflict and negativity in Soseki's works, I

excluded terms of conflict and negativity in translation which

the original work did not include. When the translation excludes

terms of conflict and negativity of the original or does not

convey conflict or negativity as clearly as the original, I have

modified the translation, which is indicated by an asterisk.

'vhen I gave the translation of the terms of conflict and
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negativity, I attempted to be as faithful to the original as

possible, but I have often, for the sake of readability, allowed

the translation of passages to stand where it does not faithfully

reflect the original conflict or negativity. Occasionally the

translation does not accurately reflect the number of terms of

conflict and negativity. For instance, in Chapter 103 in Meian

there are three instances of the terms~ (quarrel) in the

original (Mn-2l6, 217, 218) but there are only two instances of

the term "quarrel" in the translation because of the use of a

pronoun "it."

LIST OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY
IN HIGAN §QQl MADE (TO THE SPRING EQUINOX AND BEYOND)

The sections are I. "Furo aa asa" (After the Bath), II.

"Teiryujo" (At the Station), III. "Hfik o k u" (The Report), IV. "Arne

.!!.Q. hi" (A Rainy Day), V. "Sunaga aa hanashi" (Sunaga's Story),

VI. "Matsumoto .!!..2. hanashi" (Matsumoto's Story), and VII.

"Ketsumatsu" (Conclusion). I occasionally used a different word

or expression in the translated passage from the word or expres-

sion initially listed above for the sake of readability, which is

indicated by two asterisks.

VOCABULARY (English and Japanese)

1. curse, tatari ~?;r:.
"I was afraid of my wife's curse."

SEC.
CHAP.

1-3

CHARACTERS

Morimoto's
wife
-Morimoto
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2. commit a murder, hitogoroshi £
~

3. butcher's knife,

1-5

1-5

a man in a
rickshaw

a man in a
rickshaw

I thought that perhaps this rickshaw running at full speed
was carrying a customer who was wielding a butcher's knife
and who was intent on committing a murder.

4 b 11 h o n z I -:!:{:t ~Ji J~ I 6 Keitaro. ereb e i 0 us, mu 0 n g ~ a*'- Trt.....;j1 -

"As long as you keep your place, you can make your life into
anything you want. So if you are tempted to take chances or
be rebellious at a crucial point, you'll be unfaithful to
your parents ••••"

5. get angry, mutto-shite 1-8 Keitaro
-Morimoto

6. grab Morimoto by the scruff of the 1-8 Keitaro
neck and give him a good shake, kubi -Morimoto
suji £ tsukande tsuyoku yusubutta -j:§j"~1J 7':"~j, -7"?'" / -j;..,..;::. -,1:-

t:J fl7l ~11t .... l J~\','L::;.I/I"'" '1-

"Mr. Morimoto," he called, but Morimoto did not seem to move.
Keitaro, as patient a man as he was, got angry, and as soon
as he entered the room, grabbed Morimoto by the scruff of the
neck and gave him a good shake.

7. beat it to death, buchikoroshite

.:fT?~L1
Holding it down with a stick from
broil the meat, and eat it.

1-8 Morimoto
-a pit viper

afar, you beat it to death,

people1-9

~J(j) ~t1:t
"No matter how much you're determined to demean yourself,
people just don't give up everything and wander aimlessly-
unless they're trying to avenge their parents ••••"

8. avenge their parents,
katakiuchi

9. felt resentment, hara .!!.2. naka ~ 1-11 Keitaro
okotta ~t;, 'f ..~ -the landlordt J) -, I\:'" / -p..

10. get angry, okoru 1-11 Keitaro

~~ -the landlord

II. suspicion,~ tRWf 1-11 the landlord
-Keitaro

Ke i t a r E, being honest, felt resentment when he thought about
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the landlord's misunderstanding, as if he were being forced
to grip a cold pliant striped snake. The suspicion of the man
being so calm in pinching up shredded tobacco from his old
fashioned tobacco po~ch and filling his pipe made Keitaro
uneasy, as if his suspicion were true.

12. mistrust, jasui-shite 1-11 the landlord
-Keitaro

the landlord
-Keitaro

1-11suspect, shitsukoku utagutte

~5~t( ~"'71
"Furthermore, isn't it insulting that you mistrust me as

though I have been involved in some underhanded deal and
suspect me no matter how often I say I don't know anything
about him ••

13.

I ,·-y. outward signs of suspicion, utaguru

keshiki ~( 3~'~
1-11 the landlord

-Keitaro

15. got angry, okotte 1-11 Keitaro
-the landlord

Since he left the room without any outward suspicion, Keitaro
felt it was a good thing he got angry with him.

16. be suspected, utagawarete ~lJ.?n1 1-12 Keitaro
-Morimoto

17. misunderstand, gokai-shi "t1l1M l 1-12 Keitaro
-Morimoto

"if you suspect me at this point just because I've had an
unusual past, I'll regret having lost a good friend. So will
you please not misunderstand me because of what the landlord
has said?1I

18. entrap a person, ~ £ otoshiireyo 11-1 a detective

.J-... E ~il"\"7
Since the purpose of a detective is to expose a crime, his
occupation is based on his intention to entrap a person.

19. hate, nikuku omotte 5li.( $.-;1
Iv IV

II-I Keitaro
-Sunaga

Hating his cool attitude of ignoring me, I left his home.

20. despise, keibetsu-suru II-2 Keitaro-Sunaga

I despised Sunaga who lived modestly, but at the same time I
envied him for his quiet and decent life.
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the landlord
-Keitaro

II-521, 22. suspect, utaguro, utagurare

~('07 i!C;?fL
It was fortunate for Keitaro that the landlord believed in
him, for there could have been no end to the landlord's
doub,s if he had chosen to suspect Keitaro.

23. despise, anadoritai II-5 Keitaro
-Morimoto

He felt like loving, despising, and pitying his [Morimoto's]
face.

24. felt unpleasant. II-9
iva lli!. kokoromochi .8i!. shi ta _. ......-t"

)W'.?j.' I~ -f~ -f;:" L"P-

Keitaro
-Taguchi's
houseboy

"I see. Then please tell Mr. Taguchi I'll be there about one
o'clock."
With that he hung up. but he felt unpleasant within.

25. feel unpleasant. fuyukai ni~ II-9 Keitaro
-Taguchi's
houseboy

26. angry.~ ni sawatte iru

~~t: ~....,-( ~~
27. do not like. ki ni kuwanakatta

II-9

. II-9

Keitaro
-Taguchi's
houseboy

Keitaro
-Taguchi's
houseboy

However, when a person becomes obnoxious for five minutes as
did the houseboy answering the phone. it is natural that
Keitaro should feel unpleasant and hope that the houseboy
will not answer the pho~~ next time.

Keitaro-Sunaga

Keitaro
-Taguchi
& the houseboy

Keitaro
-Taguchi
& the houseboy

II-I0

II-I0

r ... -r:
.... 1-

M't E s:[ ., 7:J 1:-
30. express his complai~ts. II-I0
~ Q narabete ~'OJ E..Jt A:-{

He was angry only as a result of feeling insulted•••• He
thou8ht he would drop in at Sunaga's place on his way back.

f./fr! ~~
29. was angry, hara Q tatete ita

28. felt insulted. kutsujoku 2 kanjita
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tell him the whole story, and express his complaints until he
got it out of his system.

31. blame him for his impropriety by II-II Keitaro-Sunaga
using harsh language,
zuibun kageki ~ kotoba Q tsukatte ~~ futsugo Q semeru

M f;}~ ~!A.?·-f 1"~ -t< it. ..,-z t ;if.%~~!% y, ~
32. his feeling otanger, ,- II-11 - Keitaro-Sunaga

okotte yaro to iu ki -"-'"' -7.!1i}·' . ~
- - - ~\:,' .., ill.?? ~ , '7 't..L

If he saw Su n a g a , he was going to blame him for his
impropriety by using harsh language and leave his home saying
that he would never visit that man [Taguchi] • ••• quite
naturally his feeling of anger had faded.

34. cursed, akutai Q haita ~

~. ~ lL! 01. \" , t:

33. burst into a fit of
mukappara Q tatete

anger, II-12

t· 1)'-7 Hi~ :rz. 11
II-12

Keitaro
-Taguchi

Keitaro
-Taguchi

Keitaro
-Taguchi

35.

Since she spoke sympathetically for both Keitaro and Taguchi,
Keitaro completely left out of his story the part about how
he had burst into a fit of rage and cursed Taguchi.

fume with rage, pun-pun okotte II-12

7 0 'J 0' 1:;.7.. - •
...) 'f\; 'f\; I \j""7 (

Now that she mentioned this, it seemed that Taguchi really
was that kind of person as long as Keitaro kept in his place.
But if Keitaro fumed with rage as he did earlier, he
certainly would not get anything.

36. unpleasant, fuyukai Ii-14 Keitaro

There was a feeling of impatient and vague unpleasantness
beneath this.

37. disparage himself, jibun 0 azakeri II-14 Keitaro
- ~;,:r-" a~A (1 1) -himself

Even though there was something Eetween Sunaga and the woman,
Keitaro thought that it was none of his business and
disparaged himself by telling himself that it was so stupid.
Yet every so often his curiosity about Sunaga's relationship
with the woman came to his mind as it did now.

38. get angry, okotta II-14 Keitaro
-Taguchi,
the houseboy

Then he began to think that his short-temperedness. at getting
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angry at Taguchi's front door and giving up his study of the
woman was a weakness that threw his curiosity out of balance.

39. misunderstanding, yukichigai II-14 Keitaro
-Taguchi,
the houseboy

Keitaro
-Taguchi,
the houseboy

II-14utter even a single word of anger,
aisozukashi 0 tatoi ikku de mo kuchi
ni shite ;:: --- --r:7""~~ I

- --- ~~ -)'1}' L "E 1~i...!:p- - "j"( =t tJ t ; L1
About the occupation, too, he thought he should never have
uttered even a single word of anger over such a minor
misunderstanding and should not have made himself feel
awkward in visiting Taguchi.

40.

41. be despised, sagesumareru
~l"r' 1

~~'l,:n 3

II-14 Taguchi & the
houseboy
-Keitaro

But it would not amount to anything if Keitaro would ask for
another appointment and be despised for being a fool without
common sense.

42. reprove, shikaru II-21 Keitaro

It occurred to him that Taguchi's request should have been
more practical and only at that moment he felt he should
reprove his foolish imagination.

43. the bird which escaped the net, 11-28
E.!!!.i .Q. ha t ta naka ni kakaranai tori ~

x~"t;?~ ..... .-b -8:1 ~ l' \, \.';7:7
44. deceive, damasu iH"1 Co Jr, .....,/;. 'T "-1:!.r 11-28

Keitaro
-Matsumoto

the
fortuneteller
-Keitaro

45. source of vexation,
imaimashisa ~~

II-28 fortune telling
& cane-Keitaro

"''le bird which escaped the net he took so much trouble to
lay might have calmly fled from the west station. Taking
this into consideration, everything--the old woman's
prediction made up just to deceive him--the bamboo cane
which he took out carefully, and its suggestive
direction--became the S~~ this vexation.

46. be watched, nerawareru II-28 Keitaro
-Chiyoko

He could not figure out why he was watched by an unknown
woman as somebody who was up to no good.
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of

Chiyoko
-Keitaro
Chiyoko
-Keitaro

II-30

II-3047. have a strong doubt, waruku utagutta
~. <~(... ...,~

48. a sign of suspicion, fushin Q idaita

/f-;'f I 1e2 I. ' /:

It was questionable whether the woman had a strong doubt
about Keitaro's attitude or not, but Keitaro, having been
standing at her side for a long while, clearly saw a sign
suspicion in her.

49. knife, naifu II-33 Keitaro

He was looking at the knife on the plate and a piece of red
carrot beside it which were left in front of him.

50. stand firm, gojo Q haru ~IJ 111 t 7%..? II-33 Chiyoko
-Matsumoto

51. give in, kosan-suru II-33 Matsumoto
-Chiyoko

Keitaro secretly hoped in his heart that either the woman
would stand firm all the way or the man would give in at some
point.

52, 53. saber, ~ II-33 a soldic:~

With the noise of walking on the floor he rattled his saber.
• • • Since these noises disturbed the conversation between
the man and the woman, Keitaro's curiosity had been suspended
until the glitter of the saber settled in its place.

54. treat overbearingly, iatsu-shite

Jti. JM; l 1
III-3 Taguchi

-Keitaro

When taguchi treated him overbearingly, in the manner of a
highly disciplined military officer, he was perplexed.

why Matsumoto used abusive
such an extent. What struck him

~~tt% "£ -77t ""7
57. abusive languQ5e, nonoshiru kotoba

58. abused, nonoshitta

Matsumoto
-Taguchi

Matsumoto
-Taguchi

Matsumoto
-Taguchi

Matsumoto
-Taguchi

III-9

III-9

III-9

1II-9

akutai 'Q tsuku

~~.~! -g: oJ: (
gekigo Q hanatsu

~LJ~.';'.) I

understand
Taguchi to

Keitaro did not
language toward

55. use abusive language,

56. use violent language,
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as strange was that there was nothing spiteful or hateful in
Matsumoto's.attitude or tone when he used violent language.
Since his voice was so calm as that of a man who had never
abused anybody and since Keitaro heard his abusive language
through that calm voice, Keitaro did not want to oppose him
strongly.

59, 60. beat, uchisueru III-10 Taguchi-people

If it were Taguchi, he would beat the opponent tactfully but
would neatly change the situation and would not let the
opponent be at his wits' end.

61. be hurt, kanjo £

62. fly into a rage,

gai-shita

rrtll'~ E~ Lt:
okoridasu

R')~1

III-12

III-12

Keitaro
-Matsumoto

Matsumoto
-Keitaro

63. apologize, ayamaru III-12 Keitaro
-Matsumoto

Matsumoto
-Keitaro

III-12

:j-I L1r~ A, t8..
Keitaro, guessing that Matsumoto's silence was the re~ult of
being hurt, was determined to apologize quickly before
Matsumoto flew into a rage. Then Matsumoto began to speak
suddenly, "What an outrageous man Taguchi is!. "

64. an outrageous man, keshikaran yatsu

65. contempt, keibetsu 1II-12 Matsumoto
-Keitaro

That could mean either contempt or pity, and whichever case
it might be he felt very small.

66. something unpleasant, III-12 M~tsumoto

nani ka fuyukai .lli!. ~.!!!.Q!!2. _ -r: jtP:::- .... ~;;t.. -Taguchi
-{ tlJ 1]' /!"', ft«(( +K·F ~.\ 17!J

However, since there seemed to be something unpleasant in
Matsumoto's intention to pound these words, "high-class
prostitute," into Taguchi's ears, Keitaro did not want
casually to agree to say it.

67. be deceived, damasareta III-13 Taguchi
-Keitaro

68. be deceived, damasdreta III-13 Taguchi
-Keitaro

"Taguchi is more extraordinary than you who were deceived."
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It seemed to Keitaro that he was far more stupid than
Taguchi.

69. tactics, sakuryaku II1-13 Taguchi
-Keitaro

"He is not such a merciless man who would reveal tactics that
would make you look foolish even to his own daughter. "

70. resent,~ III-13 Keitaro
-Taguchi

Rather than regret his foolish conduct or resent Taguchi for
fooling him, Keitaro's heart was filled most with the feeling
that Taguchi was a trustworthy man.

71. be deceived, damasare g:~ -t"..J l
.'~)JltIl ~ II

111-14 people-Taguchi

"He must have been deceived by p e o p'Le during the long time
he's been employing them.

72. fight, tatakatte 1II-14 Taguchi
-society

"Since he's been fighting against society, keeping his sights
only on the success of his business,· his way of looking at
man is one-sided: he's always wondering whether a man could
be useful or be trusted to do the work. "

74. impatiently tell him, okorareta

-a ;:., At -r:
I\J /11 1-

Momoyoko impatiently told him that she
partner, for they would surely lose.

73. lose, makeru

75. be scolded, okorareta

IV-l Keitaro,
Momoyoko

Iv-I Momoyoko
-Keitaro

did not want tC' be his

IV--2 Chiyoko's aunt
-Chiyoko

Sunaga

Sunaga's
father-people

76.

77.

On one occasion she was scolded by her aunt for giving too
much candy to Yoiko.

become displeased, fuyukai ni~ V-3

" . 1fti'M! +~:"I: 7j. ~
g~ve an unpleasant ~mpress~on, V-3

iya ~ insho .Q.~ J~K.7j: ~r ~ E-* -<:

Whenever he saw his face in the mirror, he remembered how
much it resembled his father's and became displeased. It was
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not only because he was afraid that he wo u Ld give the same
unpleasant impression to people that his father did.

78. be so suspicious of,~ giwaku

!f-\,l Q~
79. evade, hagurakasare 11J( ~ r:]':!,-;( i

V-3

V-3

Sunaga-his
parents

Sunaga's
mother-Sunaga

I was at a loss to explain why I was so suspicious of what
they said, when it was not necessary to give any meaning to
their words•••• When I imagined the cruel result of mother
evading me, I could not bring myself to ask her about it.

husband-wife

Sunaga's
father-mother

-==- ... ,-(, ?o "L..~ ,J'
Since it seems to be usually the case that even a happily
married couple feel unpleasanc toward each other once in a
while, I think my parents, during their long years of their
marriage, must have found disagreeable dark areas in each
other's heart and felt bitterly discontented but endured it
without any outward expression•••• I had never witnessed
them having a ver~a1 conflict throughout my father's life.

feel unpleasant, kimazui omoi £ shiau V-4
~?Fo*" ~-:',E£~J,

find disagreeable dark areas ~n each V-4
other's heart,
omoshiroku nai shimi 0 soho no mune
no ura ni ll;ma~Z;-'--~--~ IV I-' -r: "7'J~ "'" iJ!iJc11@I-@"";>:
- -- -- IJIJ 8 I- I J.',.: J ~.o ~ xx, fJ v I n~J ~ - rv "....' L

feel bitterly discontented, V-4 Sunaga's
fuman z nigaku a jiwatte IF-~~!% <: o~ 1-:;: -.7 father-mother

have a verbal conflict, iiara~ V-4 Sunaga's
father-mother

82.

83.

80.

81.

84. speak ill of others openly, V-4 Matsumoto-
waruguchi £ rokotsu ni ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ people

,v·O c, ~·fll-:'\.'<?'
Matsumoto who openly speaks ill of others still acknowledges
that of us.

Sunaga

To reveal my inne~~08t feeling, it is completely contrary to
self-conceit. My excessive prudence, stemming from my lack
of confidence, depresses me.

86. have to struggle against, ou~ V-5 Sunaga-society
tatakawanakereba naranai Jf~ f)'IJ ~n11/11J.·

1J:-77"j.-".
When I consider the fact that had I had no inheritance I
would have had to take advantage of my Bachelor of Law degree
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and struggle against society no matter how painful it might
be, I feel a renewed sense of gratitude toward my dead
father.

V-6 Sunaga

I cannot remember ever having been treated as a man
thLVUghuut ~y lo~g association with Chiyoko. To her I have
always rematned a cousin whether I got angry or cried • . .

88, 89. do not want, iya

90. an imposition, meiwaku-su~~

91, 92. impose upon, meiwaku-suru

V-6

V-6

V-6

Sunaga-Chiyoko

Sunaga & his
mother
Chiyoko & her
parents

Sunaga & his
mother
Chiyoko & her
parents

Sunaga

At the end my mother asked me if I absolutely did not want
Chiyoko. I answered that it was not that, but that since
Chiyoko had no intention of marrying me nor did her parents
care to let her, I advised my mother to drop the matter, for
it would only be an imposition on them. My mother claimed
that it would be all right to impose upon them as they had
once made a promise. She also insisted that there was no
reason for them to feel that way and enumerated the many
times my father had taken care of Taguchi in the past.

93. look at things with a warped V-7
viewpoint,
higami .Q. okoshite mitari 1~""E ~ L1 ~ 1:. I)

I tend to think over a matter too seriously or look at things
with a warped viewpoint.

94. could not help smiling wryly as if V-9 Sunaga-Chiyoko
I were annoyed,
meiwakuso ni kusho-suru ~~ :'5'}~: ~ ':k1?
Hearing that Chiyoko still kept them, I could not help
smiling wryly as if I were annoyed.

the receiver from her

95.

96.

tried to snatch, ubao to shita

wrestle with, arasoi -1t11-7):: L r-:.

Stretching myself, I tr1:d to snatch

V-I0

V-I0

Sunaga-Chiyoko

Sunaga-Chiyoko
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hand. She refused to let go of it. When we began to wrestle
with the receiver, she qu~ckly cut the phone.

97. make them angry, okorasetarisuru V-ll Matsumoto
-Chiyoko &
Momoyoko

He always made them either laugh or angry, teasing them by
saying that their lips resembled a coin purse in that they
were too long in proportion to their thinness.

98. be struck by lightning, V-II Chiyoko-a
inazuma ill:. utareta ;f§ 1? I:' :tr P:. 1('1. r: person

99. furious at me, hageshiku okorarete V-II Chiyoko-Sunaga
7f:!. l ( t~· .j·jHI

Therefore the person at times felt as if struck by
lightning•••• The proof of that is I have often felt as
if I had been thoroughly cleansed by something pure even
when she was furious at me.

it is a
doubt,

Chiyoko-Sunaga

Chiyoko-SunagaV-12

V-12

~1 ~'711l?
That light does not necGssarily mean anger. Whether
light of compassion, love, or longing for virtue, no
I will be shot down and nullified by it.

101. be shot down and nullified,
isukumerareru

100. anger,~

102. despise, keibetsu-suru

She is one of the most
therefore she despises

~f~13 V-12

fearless people I have
a fearful man like me.

Chiyoko-Sunaga

ever known;

Chiyoko-Sunaga

Chiyoko-Sunaga103.

104.

behave domineeringly, , V-IS
iatsuteki & furumau JfX.. F 91 1: :rJK~ J,
angry look, erai kenmaku " .-m 1£ V-IS

-- A-7 l ' 1'if~
If I could behave to others as fearlessly, frankly, and
domineeringly (although often well-intentioned) as Chiyoko
did to me, I imagined how pleasantly even a man full of
faults like myself could make his way into the world, and I
envied this little tyrant very much.
"What an angry look!"

105. prisoner, horyo ... ' .J? V-IS Chiyoko-Sunaga1[:H J~
In short I became her prisoner.

106. make me depressed, fuyukai ni~ V-16 Taguchi-Sunaga

7f/I~,i*l;:1""3

--- ---------
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Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-Takagi

V-16

V-16

107. began to suspect, utagai ~ okotta
~ 1r"~""7~

108. begin to hate, nikumidasu 1 63 1.-

. I"E ~ j;. j
I envied him ever since I saw him. When i heard him talk, I
immediately felt I was no match against him. That was
enough to make me depressed. However, as I observed him, I
began to suspect him of proudly showing off his strong
points in front of me, his inferior. Then suddenly I began
to hate him.

V-16 Sunaga

S/J}'-"t -UJ -; -r,:: :1-/~ ';?i L;;- ~ I

109. prejudice, higami 1~ Jt

110, 111. doubt, uta guru ~(~

112. doubt myself,
jibun ~ utagawazu ni ~ irarenai

V-16

V-16

Sunaga

Sunaga-people

113. prejudice, higami-konjo 1ReH-iffd~

114. jealousy, shi tto -m. -f[p
V-16

V-16

Sunaga

Sunaga-Takagi

Now as I calmly look back on those times, I find that my
interpretation might have arisen from my prejudice. I often
doubt people but it is also my nature to be drawn into
doubting myself. As a result I cannot point things out
clearly when talking ~ith people. If my impression was
derived from my prejudice, there would be an unformed
jealousy behind it.

115. a jealous person, shit to ~ tsuyoi V-17 Sunaga
-1m -qp.1\ i)~y

116. my jealousy to be provoked, . V-17 Sunaga

shi tto .Q.~ ·14·~.:Qf: E& 1
I am not sure whether I am a jealous person or not. I was
brought up with great care as the only son, I had no rivals
in the family; there were no oppor~unities for my jealousy
to be provoked at least within my family.

Sunaga

Sunaga

V-17

become depressed, fuyukai ni ochiiru V-17

je ',z, E'" 7
jealousy, shi tto . /f I ft((l.'/", I : rfj ?

-aft -tIP
Whenever this feeling overcomes me, I become veLy depressed
wondering if my youthful self has turned into an old man or
a priest. However, it is probably due to this feeling that
I have never experienced the jealousy of love.

117

118.

119. jealousy, shittoshin V-17 Sunaga



120. the indescribable displeasure, V-17
.QIei jo-shiga tai fukai /b ~( L1'i \. ./f tl'-R
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Takagi-Sunaga

Takagi-Sunaga121, 122, 123. jealousy, shittoshin . / V-17
¢Iit"P 1'(;

Since I wish to remain a normal person, I do not wish to
boast of myself as a person without jealousy, but because of
the reasons that I mentioned, I had never been over-whelmed
by such strong feelings until I saw Takagi. I clearly
remember the indescribable displeasure I received at that
time. When I recognized that the jealousy was aroused due
to Chiyoko whom I neither possessed nor had the intention of
possessing, I felt I would be sorry for myself if I did not
suppress my jealousy, no matter what. Unseen by anyone, I
began to agonize over this jealousy in my heart which had no
right to exist.

have looked like a

124, be rebuked, nonoshirareta ~~)jL~
Being rebuked by Chiyoko thus, I must
naughty boy to everybody.

V-17 Chiyoko-Sunaga

126. be depressed, fuyukai

125. feel resentful, urameshiku

,lfJ<..6f) L<
If,i~,j*

V-18

V-18

Sunaga-his
mother

Sunaga-his
mother

Outwardly my mother's attitude was the same as usual, but
when I wondered what she was thinking about, comparing me
with Takagi, I felt both sorry for her and resentful at her •
• • • I was depressed enough as it was but added to that was
the pain of feeling sorry for my aged mother.

127. unhappy, fuyukai V-19 Sunaga

However, explaining from the conclusion, it is as follows:
if it was a fault I had in common with my mother, I was very
happy. Even if it was a virtue, if it was one that only I
possessed, I was quite unhappy.

128. make some kind of remark,
warukuchi .9.. .!..2.

V-20 Sunaga-his
uncle,
Chiyoko,
Goichi,
Momoyoko

"Ichizo is looking at us again, about to make some kind of
remark," said Momoyoko as she looked half-smiling at me.

129. felt jealous, shitto Q okoshita

iz-OC1[;£ "E ~ : LT:
V-23 Sunaga-Takagi



130. jealous, shi tto 1z1t -t[,t; V-23

490

Sunaga-Takagi

131. sense of rivalry, kyososhin ~~~., V-23 Sunaga-Takagi:i9... T ,'(,

I have alread1 confessed that I felt jealous of Takagi. I
was pro b a b 1 y j u s t as j e a lou s t h a t day a sIlO a s the day
before, but there was no sense of rivalry that stirred me.

132. fierce competition,
/~IJ ~IJ r:.~~

V-23 Sunaga
gekiretsu ill!. kyoso « ,'~" ;.. ;~,L.

133. compete, kyoso a .shi ~ ;-,-r" L V-23 Sunaga%Jl~ ~

134. competition, kyoso M~ V-23 Sunaga
~;(,

If I could not get her without as fierce a competition as
the love itself, I would give her up v I t h a detached air no
ma t t e r how much pain and sacrifice I would have to endure••
• • If she were a kind of a woman who would fall for anyone
depending on how fiercely a man would compete, I would say
she would not deserve such a competition.

135. be in the way, iama ~Ji
136. s a r c a am , iyami jf'K \?;f.

V-23

V-23

Chiyoko-Sunaga

Sunaga-Chiyoko

137. a great blow, itai dageki ;[ffj ~ ':fT~ v-23 Sunaga-himself

"Why? Am I in the way if I stay here?" she asked, showing
no inclination to move. Whether it would sound suggestive
or sarcastic if I explained that she should move because
Takagi was there did not matter. For I simply lacked the
courage even to say it. The fact that a kind of happiness
flickered in my mind when she said this was a good evidence
revealing that what I said and what I thought were two
contradictory things. Not having been conscious of my weak
willed character, this was a great blow to me.

138. loser, reppaisha ~ij~~ V-25 Chiyoko &
Takagi-Sunaga

139. scheme, mokuromi §~5t V-25 Sunaga

140. jealousy, shittoshin -iIIt if.; I ~' V-25 Sunaga-Takagi

141. sense of ri v a l.r y , kyososhin =$'%.:t \" V-25 Sunaga-Takagi,.;<.., ........1v

It is probably regrettable to those who listen to my story
that a sort of triangular relationship among Chiyoko, me,
and Takagi did not develop any further, and I, as the loser,
got away from the whi.l as if I perceived my f u t u r e ••••
It might sound as though I had set off to Ka ma k u r a with a
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scheme in my mind from the beginning, but the fact is, even
though my jealousy bore no sense of rivalry, a flicker of
conceit stirred in the depth of my dark and gloomy heart.

142. suspicion, giwaku V-25 Sunaga-Chiyoko

143. felt irritated, imaimashisa Q kanjita V-25 Sunaga-Chiyoko
I~'/!. L ~ Eo ~ LT:

She raised a suspicion in my mind as to whether she
controlled th~ changes: purposely becoming intimate on some
occasions and holding me off on other. That was not all. I
often felt irritated, for no sooner had I finis~ed

interpreting her words and actions in one way, than I would
interpret them in a completely oppos~te manner, and I did
not know which was correct.

144. desire to compete, kyososhin 1t1*,('" V-25

145. the sense of rivalry to win over, V-25
~ !£. iu kyososhin H~ . ~ J?-

rm-~7 t. \ '7 ;t~t J ,\~.

146. either winning or losing, V-25
~ .!s.2. makeru ~ M~-> 1]"/~ (1 ~ 1]'

Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-TakagiV-25~~
'''"'7(. 1"

overtake, osotte 'Jt-, -r V-25 Sunaga

I have mentioned that I had no desire to compete with
Takagi, but I would like to repeat it one more time just to
avoid any misunderstanding. If the three of us, Chiyoko,
Takagi, and I, were caught in the whirlwind of passion,
love, or emotion, I will declare here that the force which
wculd drive me would not be the sense of rivalry to win over
Takagi. ••• Since the result would be either winning or
losing against Takagi, it may look superficially like
rivalry, but the motivating force behind it was something
that worked in total independence. That force never
overtook me unless Takagi was there.

147. rivalry, kyoso

148.

149. superior, yusha 1~7§" V-25 Sunaga-Takagi

150. inferior, ressha *-JJi V-25 Sunaga-Takagi

Therefore I, who was on the train, was hal f the superior and
half the inferior.

151. dispute, .~ ot~ V-25 the two
young men
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the two young

the two young
men

152.

153.
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use language which brings disgrace V-25
on their personalities,
jinkaku ni kakawaru ~ ~ kotobazukai ~ shi

J...._ -;f~ I:: :r'O] (1- 3 itJ-<. 7'j.' 1;~1~.J1 E. L
strike each other, V-25

11-::: ~ A.
kobushi ~ furuiatta ~E.r4!·U'/o"""/"f;

There, two young men would be ~ngaged in a meaningless
dispute. Their faces would gradually redden in excitement,
and they finally would have no choice but to use language
which would bring disgrace on their personalities. In the
end they would get up and strike each other.

154, 155. ridicule, azakeru P~fl 11 J V-25 people-Sunaga

People may ridicule me by saying I am like an old man. If
an old man is one who does not go into the world expressing
himself only in poetry, then I am satisfied to be ridiculed.

156. jealousy, shitto t~ tai V-27 Gedanke

157. revenge, fukushu 11i3 ~ V-27 Gedanke
'~ ~

158. trick, keiryaku tt4 V-27 Gedanke

He said that althoug~ it was almost impossible to tell
whether what was written in the book was about jealousy,
revenge, a ser~ous prank, a whimsical trick, an earnest
act~on, a madman's reasoning, or an ordinary man's
calculation. I should read the book anyway, for spectacular
actions were accompanied by spectacular thought.

159, 160, 161. murder, korosu -#11 V-27 Gedanke-his
friend

162. murderer, geshunin V-27 Gedanke-his
friend

163. kill him in a complex way, V-2~

fukuzatsu .!!i!. koroshikata -:'ft9!:[1j.- "*!J:..l 7f
Gedanke-his
friend

A man who was in love with a certain woman attempted to
murder the man she had recently married not only because she
refused to have anything to do with him but also because she
married his friend. He did not simply want to kill him. He
felt it would be no fun unless he killed him in front o f the
wifels eyes. Horeover, he would not be c on te n t unless he
k i 'l La d him in a complex way; with the wife capable of doing
nothing more than bit her fingers and look on knowing all
the while that he was a murderer.



164. stratagem, sakuryaku

165. murder, satsujinzai

V-27

V-27
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Gedan~e

Gedanke-his
friend

He had dared to behave like a madman, was believed to be an
absolute madman by everyone who attended the dinner, and
celebrated the success of his stratagem•••• In going
through these elaborately planned preparations he was trying
to build up to an unresolvable murder.

166. kick down to the country of death, V-27
shi .!!.Q. kuni ni keotoso"'!'i.. ~' et"--r'"iQ _.:..,

-';I L if' 11::) J - Jl;h.... /<1'"~ /

167. can kill, koroseru ~a.:t! 3 V-27

Gedanke-his
friend

Gedanke-a man

168. strike him to death, uchikoroshita

:tTij fi L1:
169. doubt, utagatte.ir.!!. Q -"'?( ~ ~

170. doubt, utagai U v-

V-27

V-27

V-27

Gedanke-his
friend

Gedanke

Gedanke

That was the very home of his friend whom he had intended to
consign** to the country of death•••• He took up a heavy
paperwe:ght on the desk and suddenly asked whether it could
kill a Ulan •••• He put all the strength into the
paperweight and struck the woman's beloved husband fatally
in front of her•••• He also doubted his vindication.
Again he tried to vindicate his doubt.

171. conflict, arasoi V-28 Sunaga

172, 173, 174. submit to, kutsuju-suru V-28 Sunaga
...-, /(,1.13

175, 176. conflict, arasoi ~/_ j'iJ,;,t'Z.. V-28 Sunaga" ...• v
177. the conflict to shorten my life, V-28 Sunaga

waga inochi .2. kezuru arasoi . 'b1': ", J '7 '~
-JJ i 1)" Dr ~ I'll '?~ ~ '"

Whenever the confl~ct between the two occurred, I always
submitted to demands of my head. At times I thought I
submitted myself to them because my head was strong; at
other times I thought it was because my heart was weak.
Although this conflict was indispensable in order to live, I
could not escape from a sense of terror that made me feel as
though it was a conflict that would shorten my life.

178. revenge, fukushu V-28 Gedanke-his
friend
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be

Sunaga

Gedanke-his
friend

V-Z8

V-Z8

1:t~;· Jj: 7t. ~1
conscience,
gomon

~<..I \.I av~ ra1
All the intellect that he possessed became fuel for his
revenge and a means to carry out the cruel murder neatly,
and yet he felt no regret al all. ••. I thought I would
put to a terrible torture of conscience afterward.

180. torture of
ryoshin .!!.Q.

179. cruel murder, zan'nin ~ kyoko

181. jealousy, shitto -tzfi-ta
182. consume me, mi .2. yaku ~ "t ):1-"" <

V-Z8

V-Z8

Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-Takagi

However, I wondered what I would do if my jealousy toward
Takagi would develop through strange channels and consume me
as it became dozens of times stronger than the jealousy I
felt at that time.

183. revenge, fukushu V-28 Sunaga-Takagi

SunagaV-ZR
".",1-= ,,-i-

~~ ~ f1~ u'1J-/c' l :: fl':±. ..
185. a violent murder, moretsu ~ kyoko V-Z8 Sunaga

,X.::1- ~'J 7"",' liJ. Ij::;
'1J!l-'\\, ~ 70'/ J

Then I began to feel certain that i could take the same
level of revenge. In the end I thought only those who
usually suffered from the conflict between head and heart
irresolutely like myself could commit such a violent murder
calmly, calculatingly, and systematically.

184. suffer from the conflict between
head and heart,
~ 1.2. hato aa arasoi, ni nayande

186. displeasure, fukai V-Z8 Sunaga

intoxication
-Sunaga

~ )', J'f\ /i -r-;-~.;;", j" -r::rJ _ ~'J.. . _ -._

It was not one of genuine terror, uneasiness, or
displeasure, but it seemed far more complicated. The state
of my mind was the same as the case of a quiet man turned
bold with drinking who had the illusion that he could do
anything, but at the same time, aware that being conquered
by intoxication, he was a much more inferior person than he
normally was•••• Having this strange feeling, I dreamt

V-28

1M- I:: :r1-ij ~r=. ·JL t:
drive a heavy paperweight to the V-28 Sunaga-Takagi
back 0 f Takagi's head, -Ti" --j- 11,« - _...:- 0' _,~ ._
Takagi .!!.Q. asssa ni omoi bunchin.2. ,'i>'J /i'-..J) n~ *... (- S! L' ...........::4, ::.
hone .!!.Q. soko ~ uchikonda

188.

187. be conquered by intoxication,
yoi ni uchikatareta
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that, with eyes wide open, I drove a heavy paperweight into
the back of Takagi's head before Chiyoko's eyes.

~'1'; -: ?j'-V "t.;:.:£ii;:;:13 . :;g -: \, ,-,Iii"" <. c .," .,,~.- .;.;.,'" I

V-29 Sunaga-Chiyoko
~I:" r-!f ' ,D.. /11 r1(. -1;: fp~' ~ ,j'HI,(I '1( E !~..;; L I:.

V-29 Chiyoko-Sunaga

189. feel extremely depressed,
hijo ~ fuyukai ~ kanjita

190. force me to,
iyagaru~ ~~ ni shiite

Sunaga-Chiyoko
-himself

V-29

At ItT:. L 1) '--; 7:
When I noticed that, I felt extremely depressed. • Did I
turn my mind to it against my will? Or did Chiyoko force me
to? Whichever the case, I was exasperated.

191. be exasperated, haradatashikatta

192. cruel, hikyo V-30 Sunaga

193. be abused, nonoshirareru .W;S7l1.~ V-30 Sunaga

The question "How is Takagi?" was often on the tip of my
tongue. But since there was some impure motive other than a
simple interest pushing me forward, I felt as if I heard
myself being abused somewhat from a distance for being cruel
each time I wanted to ask the question, and therefore I felt
too ashamed to do so.

194,195. jealousy, shitto -izR-tz;{; V-30 Sunaga-Tak6gi

Was this the effect of jealousy? If those who listen to
this story call it jealousy, I have no objection at all.

196. jealous, shittobukai -Q1tlIiD~~L.' V-30 Sunaga

197. burn with jealousy,
shittoshin £a~

V-30**1;:fJ 1(,'1]" i'?5. ;t 3
Sunaga-Takagi

Then I must be twice or three times as jealous as other
people, and maybe that is the case•••• From my point of
view, since I was burning with jealousy toward Takagi even
after I had left Kamakura, it was not only because of the
deficiency in my character, but it was also largely
Chiyoko's fault.

Sunaga-Chiyoko

Sunaga-Chiyoko

time. The doubt

V-31

199. doubt, utagai Q V-31

I began to doubt her artifice for the first
was about to fasten itself upon me.

198. began to doubt, utagaidashita

a t/~tC LT;

200. lost my temper, kan £a okotta

1M 7']<~ 71:
V-31 Sunaga

--_ ...._--------- ---------_.---- ---
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201. lose, makete iru V-3l Sunaga-Chiyoko

Chiyoko-SunagaV-3lq~j..IJ'Wl1 -r
Therefore I felt foolish to suffer and lost my temper all
the more. • • • Imagining Chiyoko sleeping soundly in the
room below mine, I could not help but think'that I was after
all a loser** suffering this \:ay •••• I thought it a shame
tom a k e a no i sew hie h w0 u 1 d s how t hat I was una b 1 e to s 1 e e p ,
for it would sound like a sign of triumph to Chiyoko.

202. triumph, shari

203. behaved in an ugly mood, V-31 Sunaga-Chiyoko
kigen 2. warnktt ft1!'ll!!!atta ~ irR-g ?t ( tf"~,"F..

204. make people feel uncomfortable. V-31 Sllnaga-people
hi to .!!.2. ki .Q. waruku~ ) ...J'\,at~· (.1 ;,;

205. unpleasant, fuyukai ill!. if:il~/I*-"j: V-31 Sunaga

If I interpreted her attitude in this light, I must have
behaved in an unreasonably ugly mood in Kamakura to the
extent that Chiyoko, as simple-minded as she was, lost her
courage to mention Takagi's name in front of me. If that
were the case, I was an unpleasant animal who mingled with
peopleonly to make them feel uncomfortable.

206. use Takagi as a decoy to catch me, V-31 Chiyoko-Sunaga
Takagi .Q. otori ni boku .Q. tsuru -e: .iF--.... t 1t ~ I.'t. /?oJ(QJ ~ >r.... ,.,:; t: 1- ~.~ '..; ~.

207. fight, takakau ~3\ V-31 Sunaga-Takagi

208. fight, sen so da ~-X. '* E" V-31 Sunaga-Chiyoko

209. war,~ ~-¥ V-31 Sunaga-Chiyoko

210. fight it out till the end, V-3l Sunaga-Chiyoko
.~ni~

~'iil: ~~
211. lose, makete i!:.!!. ~Li' 13? V-31 Chiyoko-Sunaga

212. was angry at myself,
jibun .Q. kuyashiku omotta

V-31 Sunaga

~VJ]'-t '0 ,Ii L<'fL. / t:
Did she intend to use Takagi as a decoy to catch me? .••
Or did she enjoy watching Takagi and me fight each other? .
. . I thought if it were her artifice I would fight it. I
also thought if it were a war, I would fight it out till the
end. I was angry at myself for being unable to sleep and
for being a loser**.

213. plunder, godatsu-suru -;1$ ~1""
- j ..... --'t ') V-33 Chiyoko-Sunaga
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By walking away from the dressing table in the midst of it,
I avoided having to express my a~preciation, which a woman
with a beautiful Shimada hairdo would elicit** from a man.

214. tactics, senjutsu ~X ~ff V-33 Chiyoko-Sunaga

215. was dragged down, hikizuriotosareta V-33 Chiyoko-Sunaga

216. hate, nikumi
+~JT

~I ~ r1J I) 1i-::: 'II t T: V-33 Sunaga

217. lashed, muchiutta li -)..., 1:- V-33 Sunaga

However, I felt that even a man like myself had better
things to do than trouble himself over tactics like this
while I stood beside the oblong brazier. I~ was only
that since when I was dragged down as low as I was then, I
could not, as one of my weak points, let myself be
sidetracked. Since I was aware of the extent of how
b o o r Ls h I was, I h a t e d and lashed out at myself all the
more.

218. dislike, kirau Mft 3- V-33 Sunaga-false
pride

219. conflict, katto
l~

V-33 the so-called
~fi1f- high and

mighty

Because I dislike false pride as intensely as I do cruelty,
I believe it is honorable to tell people wha t I am really
like and therefore I try my best not to conceal myself, no
matter how petty or base I may seem. However, I wonder if
the so-called high and mighty in society have indeed
transcended all the lowly conflicts of life one comes across
standing beside an oblong brazier or in the kitchen.

220. felt it humiliating, V-33 Sunaga-Chiyoko
kutsujoku no Ii ni kanjita tr. ifi -;3:: ~ L"-

- - [<:Wi 1) '17K I: I~ '" ; -

I felt it humiliating to have Chiyoko see me preoccupied
with worry.

221. suspicion, giwaku ~~ V-33 Sunaga-Chiyoko

222. misunderstanding, gokai t*.1ij¥ V-33 Sunaga-Chiyoko

Had this relaxed situation lasted an hour or two hour
longer, I would have been able to dismiss the suspicion I
originally had of her simply as a misunderstanding.

223. be despised, keibetsu £ ukete iru V-34

~ 1{- t ~I"t 1 JS ~

--------_._--.

Chiyoko-Sunaga
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Just as I have already stated, she, in a sense, despised me
for being an indecisive and unsociable person.

Chiyoko-Sunaga224. despise, keibetsu-shinagara 'if0~. . V:.:}4
-r:I:.. FX: l /;1- -rr- '-;

She had never been able to understand me from a
before, and therefore, while she despised me in
also respected me as a man who had some fearful
somewhere in him.

long time
a way, she
quality

225. triumph, shari R~flJ

226. contempt, bubetsu ~~.

V-34

V-34

Chiyoko-Sunaga

Chiyoko-Sunaga

227. had been given a slap on the cheek V-34 Chiyoko-Sunaga
with all her strength,
hirate ~ yokottsura £ chikara-makase ni utareta

q 41" iJl00 -g 11 ·1-f "'t l =. =FT::.?f1. ;;
I refuse to recognize it as an expression ot'her triumph.
Without question, her eyes revealed a kind of contempt that
I had never seen. I stopped as if I had been given a slap
on the cheek with all her strength at an unexpected moment.

228. felt insulted, bujoku £ kanjita V-34 Chiyoko-Sunaga

hikyo ~* ~ ~ L"'i:229. coward, l+f, ~- ,I.;; V-34 Sunaga

230. cowardly, hikyo 4d~ V-34 Chiyoko

231. harsh word, gekigo =Wl. i'li- V-34 Sunaga-Chiyoko
J·Il! - 0 D

232. cowardly, hikyo ~LI~ V-34 Sunaga

"You're a c9ward," she said next. The sudden use of this
adjective surprised me. I wanted to say, it was she who was
cowardly, for it was she who came to talk to me when she did
not have to. But I controlled myself, thinking it was too
early to use the same kind of harsh word to a v e a k and young
woman like her•••• She seemed to have interpreted that
although I was aware of the meaning of the word "cowardly,"
I feigned ignorance when she pointed it out to me in order
to conceal my weakness from her.

233. cowardly, hikyo ~il-1. V-35 Sunaga

234, 235. a coward, hikyo ~+f. V-35 Sunaga

236. despise, keibetsu-shite l!:1!. ~p.~ L1~ -3 V-35 Chiyoko-Sunaga

237. despise, keibetsu-shite l!:1!. i~ri' L1>? ~ V-35 Sunaga-Chiyoko

"Viewed by an active person like you, Chiyoko, a retiring

---- --- ------
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man like me would appear cowardly. I'm a very irresolute
person who doesn't have the courage to say immediately what
I think, or to express it in action, If you call me a
coward on that point, then.. "

"I'm not calling you a coward because of that."
"But you do despise me. I know that quite well. II

"Aren't you the one who despises me? I know that even
better."

Chiyoko-Sunaga

SunagaV-35

V-35 Sunaga-Chiyoko
~'?:i I,;' ... (B l-r r: • .,-5-~ - -r
:;u;L.. ·1 i'\:; ...:- -=r I '1\ . j.. ...Jr:, 9;""" '.~ L t :

V-35 Sunaga

V-35 Sunaga-Chiyoko
i:t -r:' .' 1":::: . .- c.;1!:!. r: I\:' -11 -r;.... ~. \-,

V-35 Sunaga

feel very unpleasant,
hanahada kokoromochi ~ warui

E:i ..of"-r 'I'"t\
"That's the same thing as your looking down on me for being
indecisive. I don't mind you calling me a coward, but if
you think I'm a coward in the moral sense of the word,
you're mistaken. I don't remember ever haVing engaged in a
morally cowardly act as least as far as matters with you are
concerned. If you use the word Ilcowardly" in place of
irresolu~a or indecisive, it sounds as if I were lacking in
moral courage, or worse than that, as if I were a craven
individual who does not understand morality, and in that
case, I'm offended in the extreme and should lik~ to correct
you •••• n

"All right then, I'll explain what I mean by 'cowardly.'"

244. cowardly, hikyo

238. look down on, mikubitte iru ~ ¥f:::: ~-r"7. V-35-- Il;rj!!!:. , \ d

239, 240. a coward, hikyo ff-d~

241. engaged in a morally cowardly act,
'dotokujo hikyo ~ furumai ~ shita

242. cowardly, hikyo

243.

245. sneer, reisho V-35 Sunaga-Chiyoko

"You're always sneering at me thinking I'm a reckless fool.
"

246. be jealous, shitto-nasaru ~fttJa 1j.'~ ~ V-35 Sunaga-Takagi

She suddenly broke in, "Why are you jealous?"

247. coward, hikyo Jf-{I~ V-35 Sunaga

248. coward, hikyo jf. .-t V-35 Sunagaa d"'t\
249. doubt, utagatte irassharu Jtt-«/% V-35 Chiyoko-Sunaga

250. cowardly, hikyo if-tj.f. S -Jl \"3 V-35 Sunaga
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Sunaga-Chiyoko

Sunaga-Takagi
-Chiyoko

Sunaga-Takagi

Sunaga-Chiyoko

~~r~ 'f ~'",~iJ;;
"You're a coward, a moral coward! You even doubted my
motive of inviting you and your mother to Kamakura. That
was already cowardly of you•••• As a result of having
insulted a guest at my home, you have also insulted me."
"I don't remember having insulted anyone."
"Yes, you did. Your words and external manners don't enter
into it. It was your attitude that was insulting."

bujoku
I/r.; -:::=. / V-35251- insult, .2- ataeta ~![;j:-Ir" .:--:.Ci """'I't ~ ,A..I-

252. insult, bujo:<u .2- ataete imasu V-35

253. insult, bnjoku
1~~ !~, '-l;S 17

V-35.2- ataeta
:f¢Jft flU,"'/:

254. insulting, bujoku .2- ataete iru V-35

255. cowardly, hikyo V-35 man in
general,
Sunaga

2SG. coward, hiky~ V-35 Sunaga

"Men are cowardly. That's why you can make such stupid
remarks. Since Mr. Takagi is a gentleman, he's "tolerant
enough to accept you, but you'll never be able to accept
him. That's because you're a coward."

257. misunderstanding, gokai ~~¥ VI-1 Sunaga-Chiyoko

258. conflict, shototsu /,.,;,-
~ VI-1 Sunaga-Chiyoko1lff

259. clashing, shototsu ~ft~ VI-1 Sunaga-Chiyoko

It is not misunderstanding or anything at all. Both of them
believe it, and since they have good reason for their belief
we can call it a very natural conflict. Therefore, whether
they marry or keep company as friends, they cannot possibly
avoid clashing.

260. dislike, ki ni iranai VI-1 Sunaga's
mother
-Matsumoto

261. displease, fuyukai ni~

7F 'I~'lj( i ; -r ~

VI-1 Sunaga's
mother
-Matsumoto

262. criticism, hinan VI-1 Sunaga;s
mother
-Matsumoto
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263. complaint, fuf~ku VI-l Sunaga's
mother
-Matsumoto

264. knit one's brows, ma~ £ hisomeru

~~~J1I~

Vi-l Sunaga's
!l!other & aunt
-Matsumoto

What displeases my sister the most among many things that
she dislikes about me is the bad influence that I have.
exerted on my nephew. When I reflect upon what my attitude
towards Ichizo has been to this day, I find her criticism to
be reasonable. I also do not mind acknowledging her
complaint of my estranging Ichizo from the Taguchis. But it
is unquestionably wrong of them, my two sisters, to regard
Ichizo and me as eccentrics of the same mold and knit their
brows equally at us both.

265. curse. noroi VI-l Sunaga

Finally he is driven to the point whe.re he prays that he may
escape from this internal activity; however, his own
strength is insufficient, and he is driven as if by a curse.

266. despise, keibetsu-shite ~tJ'l 1 VI-l Sunaga
-fickleness

267. struggle, mogaite.ill 1i.:ri- .. '1.Q. 3 VI-l Sunaga

At first he despised fickleness •••• However, he has not
been able to practice it and is struggling.

268. hate, uramarete ~ Vi-2 relatives
-Matsumoto

My relatives hate me as the person responsible for making
Ichizo that way.

269. deprived, ub~tte VI-2 Matsumoto
-Sunaga

270. hate,~ VI-2 relatives
-Hatsumoto

even

Sunaga
-Matsumoto

Vi-3
.~ JP(. • L ,/ -::J .~ .
iZb,\;)? \ x.,r",i::'

Because he was made to see me even before he was through
with his examination, he looked somewhat annoyed and he
complained by saying that the older generation was too
impatient.

271. looked annoyed. meiwakurashiku mieta



272. be disliked, kirawareru

273. complain, guchi £ kobosu

276. dislike, kiratte iru

277. dislike, kiratte iru

V~l d>A \.0 VI-3

G'l' VI-3
~·#["f-~1

VI-3

VI-3
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people-Sunaga

Sunaga

Matsumoto
-Sunaga

Ichiz6 blurted out unexpectedly, "Why do people dislike me
this much•••• I asked him reprovingly why he complained
the way he did.
"I'm not complaining. I just state the facts."
"Then who is it that dislikes you?"
"You of all people dislike me."

281. be scolded, shikararete lOt:. 0-JlL 1

278. hatred, ken'o

279. misunderstanding, gokai

280. hate, nikumu

VI-3 Matsumoto
-Sunaga

VI-3 Sunaga
-Matsumoto

VI-3 Matsumoto
-Sunaga

VI-3 Matsumoto
-Sunaga

••• I guessed he interpreted that I stopped the flow of
our conversation because of the expression on his face that
was peculiarly his and that it had come from my hatred
toward him. I began to do my best to dispel his
misunderstanding.
"Why do I have to hate you? You know what our relationship
has been like since you were a child. Don't be ridiculous."
Being scolded, he showed no sign of being excited; he simply
stared at me with an increasingly pale face.

282. contempt, keibu VI-4 Sunaga
-Matsumoto

I perceived a deep contempt behind his loneliness.

283. look down, sanka ni mikudashite

§R.r: l: [-~ : -L {

VI-4 Matsumoto
-S::naga
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Matsumoto
-Sunaga

Matsumoto
-Sunaga

fl~ f tf6-(3
However, once in a while I would look down upon him out of
the haughtiness of being older than he, and although I was
aware of my superficiality, I would give him a temporary and
meaningless lecture. Ichizo, being clever, did not dare to
do things which would degrade himself such as availing
himself of his superiority in order to put me to shame, but
each time I felt humiliated as if his evaluation of me
deteriorated.

284. give him a lecture, VI-4
kunkai. nado.2. ataeru t1'Irt\;;'iEif¥.',3

285. feel humiliated, kutsu10ku .2. kanzuru VI-4

husbands-wives

Sunaga

parents
-children

Matsumoto
-Sunaga

VI-4

VI-4

kataki dashi---286. enemies to each other,

287. kill each other, inochi .2. ayameau ~ VI-4
-iP-E ~ ~&-J '

288. something distorted, higami Iv VI-4
Ifgt JT

7f-/I~ +~
289. unpleasant, fuyukai

290. dislike, kiratte iru VI-4 Matsumoto
-Su!1aga

"In this wide world, there may be parents and children who
are enemies to each other or husbands and wives who kill
each other•••• You're well educated and intelligent and
yet there's something distorted about you. That's your
weakness. You must correct it by all means. It is
unpleasant to see you that way."
"That's why I say you d~slike me."

291. warped nature, higami

292. warped nature, ~igami

VI-4

VI-4

Sunaga

Sunaga

293. be warped, higande l!:.!:!. IrJ~ , -,'''L 7- VI-4 SunagaII ..i1l-: I ~ ,;

"If you get rid of your warped nature, there'll be no
problem," I said in a light-hearted manner.
"Do I have that** about me?" asked Ichiz5 calmly.
"Yes, you do," I answered without thinking.
"In what way? Tell me frankly."

Sunaga
-Hatsumoto

VI-4urameo!.iso ni

d'[ Y1 L ::: -') l:
His eyes were looking at me with a reproachful look.

2q4. a reproachful look,



300. curse, noroimasu

295,

298.

299.

296, 297. be warped, higande iru ~ ~ JI-4
1MJ,..-i ,') ~

"Am I warped? I think I really am**. You
cell me, I know. Yes, I'm warped •••• "

cruelly refused, VI-4
zankoku ni kyozetsu-shita Zi~ ~ l-1"":;; f::.;), , -.:

- - 7 ?<,' t::Ia - 1 '- iJ:e:.. \. 1_

my lifelong enemy, shogai Q£~ VI-4

~~JiO) ~
VI-4
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Sunaga

don't have to

Matsumoto
-Sunaga

Sunaga
-Matsumoto

Sunaga
-Matsumoto

"You cruelly refused to tell me. I'll curse you as my
lifelong enemy."

301. be cursed, norowareru VI-5 Matsumoto
-Sunaga

Now that I think about it, I do not know why I had kept the
matter a secret until I was cursed by Ichizo.

302. despise, keibetsu-shite

li ~'L1

VI-5 Sunaga & his
mother
-conventional
mother & son

Nature has bound them to each other through a love so strong
that they can despise a conventional mother-and-son
relationship which exists only in blood relationships.

303. warp, higami VI-6 Sunaga

304. interpret things with a warped VI-6 Sunaga
viewpoint, higanda kaishaku {@f A..t"m,,*~
"If you can't think that WP..y, then that's what's warped
about you. I wonder if you understand that." ••• "Just as
you've said, I've always interpreted things with a warped
viewpoint •••• "

305. was offended. ki £ waruku-shita VI-7 Takagi-Sunaga
, ~ t ~.( ~ T:

It was just that I had heard from Ichizo and Chiyoko th~t
Lc h f z d was offended by Takagi when they had met the year
before at a summer resort in Kamakura.

306. be unhappy. fuyukai ni .!U!..E.!!. -;c 10..1!2. V,I-8
"I" '~~{ I 'J\.! :. 0-- ?

"Are you unhappy?" I asked him solemnly.

Sunaga



307, 308. hate, nikumu VI-ll
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Sunaga-a rich
man

But being a
him. To me
plunging a
people.

309. plunging a naked blade into a tatami VI-II a thief-good
mat to threaten good people, people
shiraha .!!.Q. nukimi .Q. tatami ni tsukitatete , _-::Ji'l"'J'
ryomin.Q. obiyakC'-shite iru E3ii]0'::l7i-ffirS ~1:~:-.u:.-{(R.2.~"'F.JL

L 1 ~~ .
When I heard the story, of course I hated h~m.

spiritless man, I reared him more than I hated
his behavior gave me the impression of a thief
naked blade into a tatami mat to threaten good

310. antipathy, hankan H ~
J'i.-J~0

Vll Keitaro
-Morimoto

And toward Morimoto as aaother human being he felt a sense
of sympa~hy and antipathy which were beyond intellect.

311. enemies, kataki Vll Sunaga-Chiyoko

312. He was not sure whether to regard them, after all, as
married couple, as friends, or as enemies.

313. curse, noroi Vll Keitaro
-snake 's head
of the cane

With a sense of something lacking, he cursed the snake's
head and at the same time with a feeling of good fortune, he
was happy about it.
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LIST OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY IN KOJIN (THE WAYFARER)

The sections are I. "Tomodachi" (Friend), II. "Ani"
(Brother), III. "Kaette karatr (Return and after), -rv. "Jin'ro"
(Anguish).

VOCABULARY (English and Japanese) SEC.
CHAP.

CHARACTERS

1. angered, okorashita 1-2 Jiro-Okada

I remembered how angered Okada had been as I said jokingly,
"Take my word for it, this is a fake. "

2. *speak ill of, waruguchi £ itta 1-3 Jiro-O-kane
~.. 0 '£ -t\ ,") r-.

*"But I heard you are'~he one who spoke ill of her to your
mother."

3. scolding, hikararete 1-3 Hother [Jiro's
mother]-Jiro

4. *be really scolded,
tehidoku yararemashita

Mother [Jiro's
mother]-Jiro

5. *be scolded~ shikarareta
ot:..~1trT:

1-3 Mother [Jiro's
mother]-Jiro

"I had a good scolding from my mother for that, you know •
• . Yes, those were my mother's very words and a real
scolding it was, too."
I described the situation in a somewhat exaggerated way as
though my mother's scolding might justify my former hlunder.

6. say such nasty things,
waruguchi .2. ossharu ~ f fep L~::5

"That's because you are saying such
replied, while smiling at me.

1-3 Okada-O-kane

nasty things," she

7. torture, iiirneru 1-6 Children
-parents

"There seems to be no greater torture to parents than their
own children."

8. curse, nikurashiku~ St.. ~!~ (7j:-,T:. 1-11, ......
Jiro-Misawa

I felt like cursing Misawa who had not written since that
postcard as cryptic as a telegram.
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9. angered, okotta -oJ. _-r:
I"';" / ( ... I-13 Misawa-Jiro

10. started arguing, giron £ shikaketa I-13 Misawa-Jiro
~tw~ 1-r~I-:-r"i:

Afraid that it might be harmful for him, I tried to stop him
from consuming anything other than his medicine and diet,
but this only angered him.
"Do you know how strong a stomach one must have to digest a
mere dish of ice cream?" he started arguing in earnest.

11. *said in a scolding tone, I-14 Jiro-Misawa's
shikaritsukeru 12. ni~ 0(, 1)1'1 ~1 ~-r :7 L:-z;. -'1 nurse

*"Is that all? Don't bother me any more by relaying such
ridiculous messages, "I said in a scolding tone.

12. quarreled, kenka-shita p~o,= LT: I-16 Jiro-Misawa

"The ice-cream we quarreled about the other day came fTom
that place," said Misawa, laughing.

a geisha-a man

a geisha-a man

a man-a geisha

a maid-a manI-16

back, I-16

~.. 0 l 1-"1)" hli..," ::5,,-,

I-1615. put her off, gomakaso -rQ,...... I -"'~
- ..JrJjl.lt~1 t, -~' /

16. got mad at, okorarete ita ....."';2. ,,7"" I-16-- ;v >f/tL l.1";i I:.

The maid tried to put him off with various excuses and
finally advised him to forget about the girl. She would way
nice things when she was with him, said the maid, but would
call him names behind his back•••• At another time the
geisha started a serious discussion and he had a hard time
putting her off. The geisha got mad at that and cried, "You
are spoiling my story."

13. put him off, gomakaso -rg r-f::r. 1" """'1'1'tln 1'I~iVII,.,.. ....

14. call him names behind his
waruguchi bakari naraberu

17. scoff, reiba-suru I-19 Misawa-Jiro

18. keep Misawa in suspense, I-19 Jiro-Misawa
sukoshi 1irashi te faro ,)--- L ,/f!: •.; L7~:;-)

By now I was ready to talk about the woman although I felt
sure that Misawa would dismiss the story as ridiculous or
nonsensical and s c o f f at me •••• I rather enjoyed the idea
that by telling that much I might keep Misawa in suspense.
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19. treat his own body so cruelly, 1-21 Misawa
onore no nikutai 0 zankoku ni toriatsukatta
-- - - C Ol rt] i! ~ 1~ ~~ I : Jli1Ji -, F:.

Why in the world should he treat his own body so cruelly?

20. *torture that girl's weak body, 1-21 Misawa-"that
ano onna no yowai karada 0 muyaku girl"***-- --- -- - "\"(
ni kurushimeta r - t[ -? a/;i;..?l-t: -:S:~? - ~ l Y\-:

y,iJ\ ) J\ §:) \.1"?'f ~::. ~ .... .:D- l -" .-

*Worse and more of it, his self-torture was foolish enough,
but way insist on torturing that girl's weak body?

Misawa1-21
2 nL / -: -t-a -:;- /." -r: . ...."..,-:
I ~'. .... ( "" l!t r ") . Jo I j '; -

with my own stomach and I tried to
Maybe she felt the same way."

"Besides, I was furious
coerce it with alcohol.

21. was furious with,
imaimashikutte tamaranakatta

22. doubts, utagawashii ~ ii.it l J. L \ ''Wb 1-23 Jire-Misawa

However, I began to have some doubts about this.

23. struggle with, kusen-suru 1-23 that girl-her
disease

Should that lessen in proportion to her illness, life would
be hopeless indeed for her now struggling with this foul
disease.

24. hate each other, nikumiau 1-25 that girl-her
nurse

Theirs, I explained, was a case of two good-looking women
who in jealousy had come to hate each other instinctively.

25. unpleasantness, fuyukaisa /f111l«</j'R:: 1-27 Jiro-Misawa

Thus, although I left him agreeably that day, I recalled
while returning to my hotel the unpleasantness that had
preceded our agreeable parting.

26. secret struggle, ante Ji- ~~ 1-27 Jiro-Misawa13 9 f[:!

27. jealousy, shitto l~ttlO 1-27 Jiro-Misawa

28. discord, shetotsu
Wt~

1-27 Jiro-Misawa

***"That girl" refers to the woman who was hospitalized in the
same hospital as Misawa.
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29. a battle of sex, sei .!!.Q. arasoi ;.- ,/. I-27 Jiro-Misawa
+t.J)~'U,"

Perhaps, it was a secret struggle we were neither conscious
of; a conflict compounded of that selfishness and jealousy
inherent in all of us; a clash of centerless interests never
capable of developing into either harmony or discord. In
short, it was a battle of sex, although neither of us would
like to admit it frankly.

30. baseness, hikyo ~,l·t I-27 Jiro

31- *baseness, hikyo ~lli I-27 Misawa

32. hated, nikunda ~ j, ," I-27 Jiro-Misawa
,"":; \.,~ man in general

33. baseness, hikyo ~'l'~ I-27 Jiro-Misawa
man in general

I felt ashamed of my own baseness as I walked along, and at
the same time I hated Misawa's, too. But I was well aware
that, wretched creatures that we were, it would be virtually
impossible to eradicate this baseness

34. felt my temper rising, ~~~ I-28 Jiro-Misawa

35. kept an angry silence, Rt 1j...'t: -,-r: I-28 Jiro-Misawa

~ shite damatte ita ,/.-t t L7 ~~>-i( ~ 1:.
36. get mad at, okotcha ~~ ~~~ I-28 Jiro-Misawa

,-v '':1\

There it was again and I felt my temper rising. He was
treating me like a stranger, and I was so offended that I
kept an angry silence.
"Please don't get mad at me." said Misawa.

I-28 Misawa-that
girl

"Not just to visit, but to apologize. It will do if I
simply say how sorry I am for the trouble I have caused her.
And as I can't just go, empty-handed, I asked for your help.

"

37, 38, 39. apologize, ayamaru ttl 3

lips she glanced at
the post and resumed

40. derisive smile, anadori no bisha
:;1'17"1---
/, I;;' 7Sfi. !e~ '1'.;'." li1F ?X. 0"' 1tV-..!C

With a somewhat derisive smile on her
me; then once more she leaned against
her reading.

I-30 that girl's
nurse-Jiro

41. *looked unpleasant, fuyukaiso ni I-32

/f"'~+1(~?l:

Misawa

---_._------- -' -
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He responded just like any other person, but somehow he
remained out of sorts and looked unpleasant •.

42. gave me a scornful look, 1-32 Misawa-Jiro
Lc h Lb e t au .!!2. bujoku .Q. jibun ni~ I = ., -,

;.;~ 11 'f¢-ti} :2. §1';' l :.~ /,

Misawa, taken by surprise, gave me a scornful look which I
had learned meant, "What a vulgar fellQw!"

1-33be annoyed, zuibun yowaraserareta43.

But before
annoyed by

fW..1J'~ ~ t!: ~ III t:
that I myself, as I have just
her boldness.

musumesan
-Misawa

no w said, was much

Misawa's
parents
-musumes;>.i1

1-33

:rg: I- \~ E"13
My father and mother frowned, and our maids giggled among
themselves.

44. frown, nigai kao .Q.~

45. upbraid, okoritsukete 1-33 Misawa
-musumesan

Misawa
-musumesan

1-33
i'V

, 1 L
\Z:'.. ~46. get mad, okoru

47. scold, okoro -f;.1. ' •
/-.::')7

1-33 Misawa
-musumesan

Once when she followed me to the door I was going to upbraid
her harshly, and glared back at her two or three times. But
the moment our eyes met I just couldn't get mad; nor could I
even say cruel things to such a pitiful creature•••• As I
looked back to scold her, there she was ••

48. torture, ijimenuita :!:1=,-f,-t~' -r:-"J CY I 'fR.... \.. \ I:'
1-33 musumesan's

husband
-musumesan

49. haunt, tatatte 1-33 musumesan

***Yu does not translate musumesan (a Japanese common noun
simply meaning the daughter of the house musume plus san which
adds a friendlier feeling toward the daughter) into English and I
listed it as it was in his translation.
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50. divorce, rikon 1-33 musumesan

As I heard the story, her husband, whether a rake or a
sociable man, soon after their marriage fell into the habit
of staying out or coming home late, and apparently this
tortured her unmercifully•••• With this experience still
haunting her, even after the divorce, and the onset of her
sickness, she was only saying to me what she had wished to
say to her husband •

51. gave me a queer look, ~~ .
hen ill!. kao .Q. shi te ;;~ 'j.:~ ~ LI

II-5 Nao-Jira

My sister-in-law gave me a queer look.

52. frown, iya ill!. kao .Q. shita /R1j: ~~ '£ L T: II-5 Mother-Ichira

Perhaps it was his rather cool tone that made my mot~er

frown.

53. trash it with his bamboo stick,
take .!!.2. lQ. de muyami ni uchitataku

ITT l' ~--(~.&if a : ;fj~p (

II-6 a ricksha man
-his dog

Ic~,ire-Jiro &
his family

II-654. make a sour face, nigai kao .Q.~

:ttl.' ~~E L1
When in good humor he was extremely pleasant not just to me
but also to Mother and his wife; but in a perverse mood he
would make a sour face and not speak a word.

55.

56.

be at odds with, shototsu-shite iru 11-6 Jira-Ichir0

m~:Ll~3
smouldered, muyami ni hara .&.!!~ II-6"", Jira-Ichira

~S~ l: H~ fJ':IL --, r::
When I for one heard some such evaluation while we were at
odds with each other I really smouldered and yearned to set
everybody straight.

57. displeased, sukoburu ki ni iranakatta 11-7 Ichira-Mother
ri-i .., f1J -... ~. r: ..... '....,-:-;
R..R.-'"I'>-I ••-...... >"1 I.

58. became peevish, kigen .Q. warukushita 11-7 Iehire
T'iltt S F.:.·( L t:

Such indulgence on her part displeased my brother very ~uch.

He became easily peevish at trifles, and as a consequence
would cast his own gloom over our otherwise sunr.7 ~offie.

59. torture, ijimeru 11 .... 7 Jira-Mother
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60. be overwhelmed with explicable 11-7
discomfort,
fuyukai ni osowareta /f-111f? ,hE.l: .~ 11-7-!l ;=
"Since your brother alone is more than enough, why must you
torture your old mother?".•• I felt so sorry for her that
I could not bear to raise my face. And, awkward as a child,
I received the needed sum from my mother. When in her usual
lowered voice she murmured, "Don't mention this to your
brother," I was suddenly overwhelmed with in explicable
discomfort.

61. angered at, okotta II-9 Father-Okada

My father, angered at this, had shouted, "What is this thing
like a vermilion-lacquered paper weight? I have no use for
it. Take it right away."

62. lost his temper, 11-9 Ichire-Jire
hi tokuchi it ta .!!£ .2. sr.3ku ni - _ ~ r::$.

- tJ ~..., i: Jl :::. :rrQ , z
Once when my brother and I were playing chess he had lost
his temper at something I had said and suddenly threw a
chessman at my forehead.

63.

64.

threw a chessman at my forehead, 11-9 Ichire-Jire
shogi .!!£ koma .2. jibun .!!£ hitai ~ butsuketa ~_ _. : .• _

1~~f.!t.J'\.~J;;]'E § lij'.· ...~ ........ -1,,'; .:
be irritated, shaku ni sawatta ~ 11-10 Ichire

~ R- -r:f,!1,: r.a..., r:
Since he had the habit of assumi~g such an air, I really
couldn't tell whether he was irritated or merely musing over
some difficult, scholarly ~atter.

65. with a sour face, nigai kao .2. shite 11-10 Iehire

%1. ' *~ s L-(
With a sour face my brother said •••

66. said irritably, ~, \ ~~! l 7 II-ll Lc h Lr-f
nigai kao .2.~ kotaeta /or'. -r:

~~I:'

••• when I had asked why he'd never told me the story, he
had said irritably that there was no need to.

67. displease, fukigen ~ kao .2. shita 11-12 Iehire-Jira
:f inH1k r; m"E LI:

This seemed somehow to displease him, however.

68. be chided, .shikararenagara CL.':·}Ilr:.:1)~';.~ 11-14 Mother-Jira
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Dipping water and chided by my mother, I accompanied the
three back to the hotel.

69. doubt, utaguru II-19 Ichiro-Jiro

"Simply because you blushed I doubted your word I How
insulting that was! Please forgive me, won't you?"

70, 71. cannot believe, .shin jirarenai '-.' II-21
1~:..')"JIl7j.',\

"Much as I try, I can't believe; no, I cannot
can only think, think, and think; that's all.
help me to believe."

72. scornfully, azakeru gotoku \l~M IJ '3-t!o ( II-24

Ichiro-Nao

believe. 1
Jiro, please

Ichiro-Jiro

"Jiro, don't be shocked," he repeated and looked at me
scornfully as I sat already chilled in shock.

73. suspect, utaguru II-24 Ichiro-Jiro

"Then, I won't ask. But this may make me suspect you all my
life. 1i

74. pound my hat in with his fist, II-24 Ichiro-Jiro
kobushi II boshi 1!Q. ~ ~ tonde kuru ~T}'::~~t-)'l..!:..l: R-t/",-~~·~

75. slap my cheeks, II-24 Ichiro-Jiro
hoho .!!.2. atari de pishari II~ Jt~J"t1/li: I} -r"t: ~\'!) .:: o.?)·~

76. in a fit of rage, II-24 Ichiro-Jiro
'kanshakudama 1!Q. haretsu-suru 1rn;~::t (j) ;;ii~13

77. fit, hare~ ~P>L~L II-24 Ichiro-Jiro

78. clenched fist, tekken no tonde kuru II-24 Ichiro-Jire
- --- ---~~J"Ht'A--(~'3

With my face down I waited for him in a fit of rage either
to pound my hat in with his fist or slap my cheeks. By
taking advantage of the reaction which would often follow
the fit, I still hoped to calm him down••••
But my patient wait for his clenched fist came to nothing.

79. suspect, utagutte iru ~C"""l1- =3

80. *be suspected, utagurareta Q(~7/ vt:

II-25

II-25

Ichire-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

Moments later, however, my brother said excitedly, "Jiro, I
do trust you. But I suspect Nao, And the suspect's partner
happens to be you, unfortunately. Ii

81. *began to suspect, utagaidashita
C:::" -r:
i:f'it·V',~ L I:'

II-25 Jiro-Ichiro
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It was then that I felt the first glimmer of suspicion that
there might be some deep meaning implied by his words.

82. suspicion, utagai II-25 Jire-Ichire

He replied very coolly and in a way which both surprised and
aroused my suspicion even further.

83. rather not do a cruel thing, . II-25 Jira-Nao
zankoku ~ koto ~ shitaku .!@.i 1""-l @~ 7): ~'l1 L ti : ~.;..' \..'

84. be cruel, zankoku naa .!!..2.9-t@~ I).'A..i: II-25 Nao-Ichire

85. cruelty, zankoku 1'l @~ II-25 Nao-Ichiro

"I would rather not do a cruel thing like that--even for my
own brother."
"But it is she who is cruel to me."
I didn't even want to know what he meant my this reference
to her cruelty to him.

86.

87,

test a person, hito a shiken-suru 11-25 Jire-Nao
- - '1eE tt\.~ 3

"Of course it is a question of integrity. I don't like,
among other things, to test a person at someone's request.
Much less that kind of ••• I am no detective."

88. suspect, utagutte irassharu 11-25 Ichire-Jirea (·.-,1 ~ ; '7 L\' ~
"Brother, you suspect me, don't you?" That's why you are
making such an unreasonable demand of me.
"You say you trust me, but it seems clear that at heart you
suspect me."

89. became heated, geki-shite kita 11-25 Ichire-Jire

~~t L1 ~-r:
90. be heated, geki-shita 11-25 Ichire-Jire

j7..LJ:
Talk such as this was repeated many times between us and
with each repetition both of us became heated, and then one
right word calmed us down as suddenly as if a fever had
abated.
While we were heated there was a moment when I seriously
wondered whether his was not a genuine mental case.

91. give a wry look, nigai kao Q shita 11-26 Mother-Jire
-:If. •.~~ II t;

To my brother I had to feign innocence. And it was my
mother who next gave me a wry look.

92. a shadow of suspicion, saigi n£ kage 11-26
X;t. c:;:.:. J) fi?,j
.,., A 'F~ ."[-1

Mother-Jira &
Nao
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In her expression, however, I was surprised to detect what I
thought was a shadow of suspicion.

93. be alarmed and alerted for possible II-27 Ichire-Jira
trouble to come, ..-, 1/' -t,.. ,~._
yo jin-shite konan .Q. saketa AI\..t \. (lj-5( ~'ff. "! JEi.l 1 i ~

On those occasions when he called me "boy," I was always
alarmed and alerted for possible trouhle to come.

94. hit me in a sore spot, kyusho .Q. tsuku II-3l Jira-Nao
'it Ffr $Z "R.' <

"But now you've stopped talking ~all of a sudden," she said
as though she wanted to hit me in a sore spot.

95. *dislike,~ II-32 Nao-Ichira

*"Frankly, do you really like him or dislike him?"

96. *dislike, kirai II-32 Nao-Ichira

Storm-Jira

"Why in the world do you ask such a question--'*Do I like
him or dislike him?'
Do you think I may love someone else?"

97. smash to pieces, ~ 1I-37
k . .. . h k . ~/;J3;}= ........ -d::
ona-m~ pn ill:. a a~-suru IrlJ 1~",!i:1: .t'JZ~K13
At such a moment I s e e me d to detect a prophecy that the
raving storm outside would not only, uproot trees, ze e r down
walls, rip off roof-tiles, but would also smash to pieces
that person smoking a tasteless cigarette in the faint
lamplight.

98. be mad, okotterunde -tP- -, A ; -I"~
tV'''"? ("J\.. II-40 Ichire-lira &

Nao

Toward the evening I met her at the foot of the stairs and
inquired, "How is Brother? Is he mad?"

tt<:··.-,-r h'7"7 l f'3
"Mother, you seem to be suspicious that there
between Sister-in-low and me, though. "

99. suspicious, utagutte irassharu II-4l Mother-Jira &
Nao

is something

100. *an arrow of her suspicion had IT-42 Mother-Jira
pierced me in the heart,

c:7. ~ '- _ ,;. _ c- ..
giwaku .!!.Q. II .Q.~ ni itsukerareta 'k-:-(.. .ll-;K. :::. fj~J '-~lj , . __ ii .

*Feeling as if an arrow of her suspicion had pierced me in
the heart, I entered the room where my brother was waiting.
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101. goad, jirasu II-42 Jire-Ichire

Analyzing my state of mind at the moment, I must now confess
that I was, indeed, goading my brother if not making sport
of him

Ichiro-Jiro

Jiro-Ichire

102. continue with a wry face, nigarikitte II-43
-:it: I) -fJ' -- ~(

10 ~ d . k e i b t () ~ , II-43_. esplse, el e su-suru __
~'t 5t1"?

"If that's not what you meant, then let me hear you
further," my brother continued with a wry face, and staring
at a picture on his fan •••• Although it may sound, much
to my regret, as if I despised him, I must admit that •

104. be out of temper, ~ ~ II-43
kanshaku .Q. okoshite iru ~~tl11fis~ Li .¢ ~

105. impatient, j;rekitte iru .~.')ntJ)--1-i~;; II-43

Ichiro-Jiro

Ichiro-Jiro

He was out of temper; he was impatient; and he was
consciously trying to control himself.

106. *bitter brother, niganigashii ani II-43 Ichire
:1:[12 L I \ q

But as a result of the previous 'oay's experience with my
sister-in-law I was quite unexpectedly able to view *this
bitter brother from the other side . . .

Ichiro-Jiro

court ••

his intense tone struck my ear-drums, II-43 Ichiro-Jiro
hageshii kotoba .Q. jibun no kOffiaku ni ikonda

,~1J L L 't" '!f"t §In\.O) !t~~ I: ~i ~,\;._~"
"Ji:.-o, do say sOmething." His intense tone-struck my ear
drums, and at the sound of his voice I came to a y s e l.f with a
start.

at: ')tf1,1
*scold, shikari tsukeraretcha '"Yo II-43

?iJl-t;;-t'
*"Please don't scold me too seriously as if we were in

"

108.

107.

109. changed color, iro .Q. kaeta ~! .~~~'"1: II-42

At this he changed color but said nothing.

Jiro-Ichiro

110. hit me a hard blow with his fist,
genkotsu .Q.~

~~E~J,

II-44 Ichiro-Jiro

Ill. heap curses on me from behind, II-44 Ichiro-Jiro
netsuba .Q. abisekakerareru ~ rE!? t; -r.: .

.....~ z /G't nrf) ':Illl '5

--------------
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112. anger, iro £ kaeta II-44 Ichiro-Jiro

Jiro-Ichiro

Jiro-Ichiro

Jiro-Ichiro

Jiro-IchiroII-44

II-44

II-44

II-44take him lightly, mikubitte ita
11 ~0~ -, 1 .i;J t:

by force, wanryoku ~ uttaete ~'

wre 17 r ; ~Ji:"1
despise, keibetsu ii'J- ~

-r-~ ~
belligerence, tekigaishin -.t!:,1-:" I'~ \.,

(0);<"1 ~~ I v

Actually at t h e moment I was afraid that he might hit me a
hard blow with his fist or heap curses on me from behind.
Having angered him and, in leaving my seat, deserted him I
must have taken him lightly indeed, certainly far more
lightly than usual. Furthermore, I was ready to defend my
sister-in-law even by force if necessary. That is, I felt
added sympathy for her, though not because she was an
innocent party. In a word, I had begun to despise my
brother. And as I left my seat I even felt a certain amount
of belligerence toward him.

113.

114.

115.

116.

117. chided teasingly,
azakeru gotoku chui-shita

II-44
-j;ij j"" 1[J '--:.-">-
~ I " 0 { " ·!3.l-:-r '" "'J:I:.,~ t ;

"Are you already packing? Isn't ita bi t too
chided my aged mother teasingly.

Jiro-Mother

early?" I

"That's right, to O-shige, your old foe."

118. old foe, kyuteki )-h 1I.'1
'/1 L. \0.l"

III-1 Okada-O-shige
[Jiro's
sister]

119. be entwined by a pliant
striped snake,
aodaisho ~ karada £ karamareru

111-1 Nao-Jiro

~ -r Jd; l:: F-\-,~ '"C' ~:; .... 1 z
n .1'\.... T!.J -/1 rJ l.::- '- ... 0 r: 11 \ -'

I found it both pleasant and at the same time: unpleasant to
think of her. I had the sensation of being entwined by
pliant striped snake.

120. the striped snake appeared to coil 111-1
tightly around his dormant mind,
crisscrossing it from top to bottom,
aodaisho ~ sujikai ni~ kara ashi
.!!.Q.~~ makitsumete i.!:E. gotOkUkan jita

Nao-Ichiro
11 ,,'A.'

~~ W5L ':.:~~ ..{t ~1"1"- i1"'1 D FI' 11.::... I •

c;fj -r-l"'~ ~ J1!:!;. :''='i -~
':-0, .. J 7..;..c,. I\.J":"'::'-'S

~ ~~ .r.-'.7- './ .~?.::.' /iJ,'""'" ,,~.Y" 1 :I > ( -, I ......

Across the abyss my brother was sleeping in I fiteral
sense--not so much physically as mentally. And the striped
snake appeared to coil tightly around his dormant mind,
crisscrossing it from top to bottom.
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121. get mad, okotteru III-3 O-shige-Father
[Jiro's
father]

'You are

O-shige-Father1II-3-0.2 .-
IC" {-;.

"O-shige, I hear you got mad w~en Father said,
indeed a woman, after all.'"
"I certainly did," she replied simply and.

122. *got mad, okotta

123. be mad, ok~~~eru III-3 O-shige-Father

"Are you still mad?"
"Still mad? I've already forgotten that •. "

124. anger, okoru III-3 O-shige-Father

"So you shouldn't be angered at that."

O-shige-FatherIII-3125. annoyance, ikari £ misete iru
R;-g ~t!1~3

With this swinging her obi-hidden hips right and left,
O-shige carried a vase toward my father's parlor, as though
using her hips to express her annoyance.

126. *a kind of cruel revenge, 111-3 Ichiro-Nao
zankoku ~ katakiuchi £~ fij ni· ~9l fID~ 1}: F.1l1T s1" ~ i9.l1 :
*It could be taken as not just a demonstration to her
husband of her pride, but perhaps even as a kind of cruel
revenge on him

127. provoking, imaimashiku ,~I2L( 1II-3 Yoshie-O-shige

But to O-shige this could only sound more provoking.

128. annoyance, fukureta hoho 0 miseta 111-3 O-shige
--ij~Gnt: ~E1"E ~ i! I:

129. *spoke ill of, waruguchi 2 itta 111-4 Jiro-Father
~,t:J~~,7:

I withdrew after offering~more flattering compliments than
my brother, and as soon as I was out of hearing 1 spoke ill
of him, "It's really awful to have to admire morning glories
like those •••• "

looked at me and laughed as

130. ridicule, azakeru i£ ni

o~A (i ~ \\) ) l -:

My mother and sister-in-law then
if to ridicule my ignorance.

1II-4 Mother & Nao
-Jiro
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131. *something bitter as if he were 111-5
cursing those eround him,
kare ~ shui Q norou i£ ni niganigashii

~S J) Fanjj ! 9~LJ, \'""::H: -:rri r::! L ~,
*Behind his worns I spotted something bitter
cursing those around him.

1chire-people
around him

as if he were

132. *be watchful, yojin ~ kanjin .' .', _ 111-6 Osada-marriage
ffi l'v fJ' Fjt I \:.

*"You might even have terrible experiences. It's important
to be watchful."

133. make a wry face, nigai kao Q shita 111-7 Ichire-Jira
~ I.' ~~ -g L -r:.

My brother, on the other hand, made a wry face.

134. reproving tone,
tashinameru Z£ ~ kucho de

"Jira is just a busybody,"
yet reproving tone.

111-7 Father-Jira

~ 7j: /Y'I ~ ~r,:fo] ~ -t
said my father in an amused and

135. disapproving, imaimashiso ni co; -'I A _ 111-7 O-shige-Nao
,0-\ .... ,1-

Visibly disapproving: O-shige followed her with her eyes.

136. the rage that was boiling inside, 111-7 O-shige-Nao
gohara de -1t ~'5'1"

?t'- n~
I t see me d as i f she was eat i n g so me thin g she rea 11 y did n ' t
care for to suppress the rage that was boiling inside her.

137. the spiteful O-shige,
yosha ~ ira Q misenai O-shige

138. conflict, katto ~ Hi-

111-7 O-shige-Nao

~fJ!"~ 'E! i i!:7j'I.' n' ill
111-7 O-shige-Nao

Her moods, looks, and behavior all betrayed her desire to
marry off the spiteful O-shige as quickly as possible--to
keep her out of any possible conflict •••

O-shige-Nao

Jiro-1chiro &
Nao

III-7

1II-7

re1rt J)

find me a wife as soon as she could to
of troubles between my brother and his

* •• and then to
remove the source
wife.

hostile, kataki ~ .rQ ni ~j(J),ill:140.

139. *the source of troubles, yakkaimono
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I was whiling away my time as usual, while O-shige grew ever
more hostile toward my sister-in-law.

141. get mad, okotta ~'I-/_
Iv -

"Now O-shige, don't get mad again••

II1-8

"

Jiro-O-shige

142. *make light of her, baka ni shite ita 111-8 Jiro-O-shige
f£;1fj (~ l -,1:.0-

143. to her humiliation, .. '1 tL - I "'.- 111-8 O-shige-Jiro
kuyashiso M kao .Q. shi ta D I:x:t- L -,\;'" -. s~.... -("'a .... / I J.. j.;;5< ~ L i:
*1 always made light of her, but once confronted with a
serious question of this kind I really didn't have anything
solid in reserve to fend her off with. Coolly I began
smoking a cigarette, however, much to her humiliation.

II1-8 Jiro-O-shige

O-shige started crying as I anticipated, for whenever we
quarreled and she did not cry I was disappointed at her
passivity, felt something was amiss.

145. antagonize, teiko-shisugiru ;r~.tLL.]l :"~ II1-8

"And you are too ready to antagonize her."

O-shige-Nao

146. humiliating, gahara 1( Wt 1II-9 O-shige-Jiro

147. slight, baka ni~ ita ~ rte: i- L-(I'?"7:'III-9 Jiro-O-shige-- ~~/~,-... rc t :

This was perhaps humiliating to her, and she raised a yet
more clamorous howl.
Although I had been intentionally slighting her •••

148. take me so lightly, baka ni suru ~ II1-9 Jiro-O-shige
- - --If 'rP

,~/~C.I:l'"3
"Why do you take me so lightly? After all, I am your own
sister. If

149. slap her face, ~<..I)1:tl11~ III-9 Jiro-O-shige
haritsukete yaritakatta '1T-..1]'-,T:
I felt like slapping her face but didn't dare for fear of
the fuss she might make around the house.

O-shige-Jiro

everyone
-O-shige

II1-9become furious, and seemed on the
poi~t of flying at me,
tsukamikakarikanemaiiki susamajiki ikioi .Q. shimesu

J[m J+ ~ I) iJ '71J. J L' ~ ~ L':- ~ t- E T. l T;
scorn. guro-sareru ~ _ L I11-9

.-.:) '¥t' ~1'1 J

150.

151.
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Hearing these words, she became furious, and seemed on the
point of flying at me. But her rage soon dissulved in tears
as she declared that everyone scorned her because she
couldn't get married ahead of 0-sada-s3n.

152. malicious innuendoes, ~11~3~ ,'.I, III-9
atekosuru II iu warui ill:Tt. sz:- tt· \ \ ;E30 ·1t!;,

O-shige-Jiro &
Nao

153. *detestful, ira ~ 1II-9 Jiro-O-shige

154.

155.

156.

Her favorite subjects were the link between our sister-in
law and me which she took every opportunity to allude to
with the most malicious innuendoes. *I found that most
detestful of all and even wiahed at that moment that I could
seize the lead from O-shige and marry any girl • • •

dislike, kiratte ita -/zl.--, ll-r: III-I0 O-shige-Nao

Because of intense sympathy for our scholarly and lonely
brother O-shige clearly disliked our sister-in-law.

very unpleasant, hanahadashii fuyukai III-I0 O-shige

1t t: L "/F-,j·itLI*
To O-shige herself, wl10 had remained quiet, this must have
been very unpleasant, however.

cannot stand being near, III-I0 O-shige-Nao

~ ni .ill .!!.Q. II ira +%',: ~ ~ VI f)'J~1-:.

It appe~r~d that O-shige couldn't stand being near my
sister-in-law.

157. obvious innuendo, ~:t!.1;":'~1TL.1' III-I0 Nao-O-shige
misebirakashi no tsuraate ao~

- a3

158. annoy, i1imeru ~~~3 III-I0 O-shige-Nao

159. sarcastic hint, fiishi, tj~~IJ III-I0 Nao-O-shige

160. jarring, shinkei .!!.i sawatta -'o-'_~,," _~ !.II-I0 Nao-O-shige
~,l.x..l- r§!·' t:

This, to O-shige, apparently was an' all to obvious innuendo.
It could be taken to mean, "Be quick to find someone to
marry and do your own sewing." Or perhaps there was the
sarcastic hint, "Well, how long are you as a sister-in-law
going to spend your time annoying me." Lastly, perhaps most
jarring was the implication that she should get married to
someone like Sano.

161. be thoroughly disgusted. III-II
aiso .2. tsukasareru ~ ;;t;:f:I 1;:§I!: .... ~_l l :;;

'.st I 'Y c:. 'i::ii- 1] c II ~

future husband
-O-shige
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III-II Jiro-O-shige

"n-~hige," I once made a special point to rail at her, "your
drumming is fine, but your face is just awful. ••• No
matter what an uta i-maniac your hubby may be, he will be
thoroughly disgii'S'ted with you if you put on such airs."

163. scold, shikarareru Ot: ';1l ~ III-II Mother-Jiro

Knowing that my mother would certainly scold me if I carried
this bantering too far while the kitchen and living room
were in such confusion, I r~turned to my room.

164. *detest, daikirai III-II Mother-utai

But unlike me, she *detested utai and answered, "I'm sure I
don't know•••• "

165. be looked down upon, keibetsu-sareru 1II-16
...._~ 2.
.f~ ~ ~?tl,;

society
-educated
people

"Those going through formal education, shaping ideas in
earnest, are never appreciated by society. They are only
looked down upon."

166. complaint, guchi ~-r~ 1II-16 Ichiro-Father
I~" '10 & society

167. sarcasm, iyami if( o,*,- 1II-16 Ichiro-Father
& society

168. innuendo, fiTshi ~L~'j III-16 Ichiro-Father
& society

My brother had once confided that to me without quite
revealing whether his remarks were to be taken for either
complaint or sarcasm, innuendo or fact.

169. seem to playa faint sneer, 1II-18 Nao
reisho .2. morashi te .ill .Y.£.!!.!!. A~'" _.~. - -''''..,;-,' 

::.-p *- ~ ~ ~ 1-:; l i "':;? \ 7,'~'

170. the strange tension, .. 1II-18 Ichiro-Nao
d k . - 'k i ?l11!."1.1'wa a'amatte .ll!!..I!!Y.(). nl:! Jean e .....~+' -77.' J~""" .)r1;:;

---- 'tIlET:I-"7 -( o? ~ -v,'y / j.' I:;,: l i,i~

And the contrast between his nervously intent eyes and my
sister-in-law's lips, around which seemed to play a faint
sneer, reminded me suddenly of the strange tension that had
for some time been brewing between them.

------_ .. __ ._----
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171. *the pressure from those around him, 111-18 Mr. ---
shui !!.£. jijo kara appaku .2. ukete l'f100 (j) :f::'"i7J'';;I:i3-&EriIT1

172, 173. displease. ki ni iranai 111-18 Mr. ---
):;: , 1". - the woman
;,al:'A.7 i'"

It seemed that scarcely a week after his marriage promise
Mr. --- had decided to break it. *Did this decision stem
from the pressure from those around him or had he suddenly
discovered, after having made the promise, something about
her that displeased him?

174. unpleasant expression, iva ~ hyojo 111-19 Ichiro-Nao
~7""~~~ /~~

At this reaction from my sister-in law I noted a certain
unpleasant expression spread over my brother's face.

!fJ:. l : 7""1-' -, T:.
"Yet, it may be that he really came to dislike
see it the fellow was first of all confounded.

175. came to dislike, ~ ni natta 1II-19 Mr. --
-the woman

her, but as I
"

176. be not enough to remove her doubts,
utaguri ~ tokenai ~I) 1)':~lf.IT7j.'1. \

111-19 the woman
-Father

177. to my dismay, yowaraseraremashita 111-19

~~ ~ t!: t;;?l1. -; l I:
"To tell the truth, at first, just as I said,
enough to remove her doubts, to my dismay.

the woman
-Father

it wasn't

178. trapped in the jaws of death,~; 111-20 Ichire-Jire
tsura~atte ayauku, shichi Ai ji'ji'J -?"'7 ~ ( 9t.-r-m ~ : r0?11 ; lit
otosh~irerareso n~ natta 1m. I~ V

- ~71:7j:"""T:

To confess, it was at such a moment of triumph that he
caught me, trapped in the jaws of death, so to speak.

179. do not trust, shin'yo-nasarazu
. _ Irtffir..·~~1"

180. do not trust, sh1n'yo-nasarana1

111-22 1chire-Father

111-22 1chire-Jire

it ffl Tf : ; r; •.
"No longer do vou trU1;lf: Ea t h e r t you don't seem to trust me
either, because I am his son •••• "

181. sound annoyed, doki .2.~f3~E~~~1111-22 1chiro-Jiro

"What?" cross-questioned my brother, sounding a little
annoyed.
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182. you fool, kono bakayaro rr--i'"';:F_~~~i\ II1-22 1chiro-Jiro
r .... ,':0J~t.., ~ J t''r.J

"You fooll" he shouted suddenly.

111-22 1chiro-Jiro
79'j I ,\~:g:1,;::c.\.;7 
. "~., " o ~/r"..... __ Fj ! ~ ..

r'3tl1-;)
directed at my back, I
dark landing of the

Feelir.g this volley of fiery words
closed the door and emerged on the
stairs.

183. volley of fiery words directed
at my back,
hageshii kotoba ~ senaka ni uketsutsu

184. unpleasant, fuyukai /f 111(;( 'i*. 111-23 Jiro-his
family

"Miserable. It's worse than a bunch of strangers dining
together. I wonder if other families are as unpleasant as
this."

~~, ...
185. not apologize, ayamaranai ~{: J? r J.', \ 111-23 Jiro-Ichiro

186. glare at me bitterly as if to demand, 111-23 O-shige-Jiro
kitsumon-suru 1.2. & jibun ~ t~r,,~-r~'\'7l: §.-7j'E'~.;L::7::
nikurashiso ni nirameta a~&'1J;.

187. fix my suspicious eyes on, IIi-23 Jiro-Misawa
utagai .!!.2. ~ ~ sosoida .lfiiJl 0K~ ~t \. 'E"

188. indignation,~

189. get mad at, okoru

~.
IV

111-23 Jiro-Misawa

111-23 Jiro-Misawa

I fixed my surprised and suspicious eyes on Misawa and,
apparently finding indignation there, he said, "Now don't
get mad at me."

190. out of spite, 111-24 Jiro-O-shige
t auraa t e .!!.2. kibun ni uchikatarete -;;:;,~ l~ ~ ,..~

II1J iJ U> ~'IT'l:: :T-; R77~~/i L'(
I informed her first of my Ln t e n t i.o n to leave the house out
of spite rather than out of affection.

191. quar~el, ~ 111-24 Jiro-O-shige

192. bickering, igamiau If) /'....JtJ,;t. r /Q ~ , 111-24 Jiro-O-shige

"O-shige, we've been quarreling with each ,.. ther
constantly. From now on there will be little chance for
bickering.. "

193, 194. stand up to him, okoriuru f~'H~3 III-25 Jiro-1chiro

------_.._.- ._---- ..
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1II-25 Iehiro-Jire195. abuse, nonoshiru

196. blow up, gekiko-suru

197. resentment, okoru-beki

III-25

III-25

Jiro-Iehiro

Jiro-Iehiro

198. retreated, taikyaku-shita ~~ .:t:-:rL-,-&,t.-\ _

199. apologize candidly, ayamaru tt-; ~

III-25 Jiro-Iehiro

1II-25 J~r6-Tehir5

200. ever-sullen face, ~' 1II-25 Iehiro-Jiro
nigai ~ .2. shite iru -'t \.. I lij" ~ L1 ~ 3
I had lacked the courage to stand up to him. I was aware
that if I had had it, I would have blown up at the time I
had fled his abuse•••• But at the moment at least my
resentment seemed to have dissipated itself. I had beaten
my retreat as silently and effortlessly as a ghost.
Thereafter, I just had not been able to bring myself to go
and knock at his study door, to apologize candidly to him.
So only at the dinner table did I see my brother and his
ever-sullen face.

201. scornful, misageta Ii.ill!. t 1- lj'j: 1t<.7J.0 III-25 Nao-Jiro

With both corners of her thin lips she smiled a faint, half
scornful half-teasing smile.

202. exchanged unpleasant words, III-25 Ichiro-Jire
fuyukai .ill!. ,kotoba .2. kokan-shi te ~ I P--I~..,... .......~ ~-~

/1 Ir~,\\ i o-,....':r· ~ ,9'_ E <Z1~ L -i
The contrast was all the more sharp now that, having
exchanged unpleasant words with my brother, who had once
been such a bully, I was about to leave home.

Iehire-Jiro

13' i~",Z ~
.• ~ 1 I~_

203. *attack me with much irony,
hiniku takusan ni jibun ~ mimi
.2. osotta

*His speech always attacked me

III-27
~ [,~,.- I.
/3i..J:'::i ~~;J...\ t :.

It/~
with much irony.

204. murdered, korosareru III-27 Paolo's
brother
-?aolo,
Franeesca

..• Franeesea and her brother-in-law Paolo, who carried on
their clandestine love affair behind the husband's back only
to be discovered finally and murdered by him.

205. be suspicious about, III.::~l Jire-Iehire
iya .ill!. ginen .2. sashihasanda JF' z- ~;1:- h~"t: ::.r,;. I' / -:'

J nf' ,. ~"'- I\.. c,.J A '- \" 1-
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a feeling of disgust, fuyukai no nen 111-27 Jire-1chire
"';"?:;..-.- /.::::......

"/F')iii:"t/-J(JI .~.
This story, I was further told, ~ppears in Dante's Divine
Comedy, but rather than focusing sympathetically on the plot
of this sad story I immediately was suspicious about my
brother's probable implicatio~. I could scarcely control a
feeling of disgust therefore

207. accuse, togameru 111-27 people-the
lovers

At the moment, then, '311 of us side with morality and accuse
the lovers of adultery, to be sure.

208. unpleasantness, !~ 111-28 Jire-1chire

••• so that my natural curiosity was altogether dulled by
a feeling of unpleasantness and frustration.

209. victor, shorisha ~'l~ II1-28

210, 21L loser, haibokusha ~~jt*" II1-28

212. victor, shorisha ~~-tIJ-i; 1II-28

man in general

man in general

man in general

"Jire, that's why those who side with morality may surely be
temporary victors, but they are losers for all eternity
while those who follow natu~e may be temporary losers, but
they will be eternal victors."

213. victor, shorisha ~tlJir II1-28 Ichire

214. loser, haibokusha
~t jtl1f 1II-28 1chire

"And I for one can't even be a temporary victor, For all
eternity I am a loser of course. "

215. tricks of sumo, §.!!!!!.2. .!!£ g i§:rt sv ;f- 1II-28 man in general

216, 217. win,~ ~-"7 II1-28 man in general

"Whatever tricks of sumo you may learn,you must
wrestler, when you don't have any strength•••
you have strength you will win, that's certain.
are bound to win. "

be a poor
• If only
Yes, you

218. victor, shorisha 111-28 Jiro-Ichiro

--~-~-_.. ---

219.

220.

harbor such serious doubts,
sore hodo utaguru :t;. ~¥ t:::.~ /" ~
-- -- -;"""'I;I;.~' "

di v o r c e , ri betsu-shi tara ~1E ~Ij L/:. S

1II-28

III-28

1chire-Jiro &
Nao

1chire-Nao
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Without venturing a reply, I simply listened. I even
wondered if it wouldn't be a real relief to him to divorce
his wife, of whom he harbored such serious doubts.

111-29 Jiro-Mother &
O-shige

222. restrict my freedom of action, 111-29 Mother &
iiyff kodo 0 samatageru ;:"§.-h~-""'-h "£VfJ·'-.., O-shige-Jiro

-- - _. 'rj;J 1!!J I J . l T '". ::;: . ~

Yet n p o n leaving I felt almost no sentiment to speak of, and
I rather resented the cheerless appearance of my mother and
sister sorrowing over our parting, for I somehow felt they
were trying to restrict my freedom ~f action.

223. disgusting, iva ~ yatsu

~1J.·U

1II-31 Misawa
-musumesan's
parents

224. lash out with his fist, 111-31 Misawa
aenkotsu de ~ furimawashiso ~~ -musumesan's

'*~ -(=C ;f;f<..l)~ l ~ 7~' ~'v'" parents
"Yes, I was in time all right. Yet her parents were really
rude and disgusting," he said as harshly as if lashing out
with his fist.

225. fume about, fungai +1 "a II1-31 11isawa
-musumesan's
parents

226. angry,~ -a.}_-.,.3 III-31 Misawa •
-musumesan-s
parents

227. make me mad, ~~ ni sawatta 111-31 Misawa

;);ff l:: ~ -, 1: ;:~:~~:san ' s
Actually, Misawa's fuming about this seemed a bit comical to
me, yet I nodded sympathetically. Misawa continued, "I
couldn't possible be angry if that was all there was to it.
But what followed made me mad."

228. misunderstand, gokai

229. misunderstand, gokai

III-31 Misawa
-musumesan's
parents

II1-31 Misawa
-musumesan's
parents

"Perhaps you misunderscand," I suggested.
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"Misunderstood?" he said loudly, and I became aware that I
had better hold my tongue.

230. wrest, ubaitotte III-31 Misawa
-musumesail's
parents &
husband

Indeed, his tightly closed mouth bespoke his firm
determination, a determination to surmount any difficulties,
should she be still alive, to wrest her forever from her
stupid parents and her frivolous husband, and to clasp her
fast in his own arms.

231. come near quarreling, III-33 Jiro-Misawa

kenka .2.~ tokoro ~~ vr[~ -g 1""3 pfr 1"":0- -, ~
We sometimes came near quarreling in the street.

232. displeasure, fukigen 1II-34 Nao-Ichiro &
O-sada

Nevertheless, I could well see that behind all this there
was a strained attempt to conceal her displeasure.

233. curse, juso III-36 1chiro
-marriage

Or even as he sat. probably cursing all marriages, he at the
same time savored the comedy and tragedy of the role of go
between requiring the bri~e and groom to hold their hands
together for their pledge.

234. quarrel, kerrka-shite II1-37 1chiro-Jiro

"New I can see very well it was perfectly natural for you to
quarrel with him and leave the house."

235. curse, .!!2£.2.!! tJ~3, IV-1 Jiro-spring

Thus I partly hailed spring and yet partly cursed it.

236. fool, honro ~"% IV-l the maid-Jiro

I noticed a certain smile about her eyes, that flash of
femintne pleasure at having fooled a man.

237, 238. suspicion, giwaku 8~ a IV-2 Jiro-Nao
*N:...../\::-

Suspicion caused the questions that flashed across my mind
the moment I saw her. This suspicion had started gnawing at
my mind from the very beginning, and I felt as if under
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constant pressure even as, in my usual manner, I chatted
with her across the brazier.

239.

240.

the relationship grows worse, IV-4 Nao-Ichiro
kankei ~ YOk\ nai ippo & susunde yuku

~ 1~ 1J';'1J.i- <7j..,. -1] I: il./..1""t1'f <
smarted as t~ough acid had been IV-4 Nao-Jiro
dashed on me,
ryusan ~ abisekakerareta ~ ni hiri-hiri !£~

;f!fL.@~ E ~%.'-.-e:.1J"'11 ~?t1 1: ,f! I :. 'r..,~I) 1-'I) z, l T:.
Still in such an uucomfortable posture, I was suddenly
informed th~t her relationship with my brother, even after I
left the house, had grown worse•••• Now that she had
herself reversed this policy altogether, and had started
deluging me with the fact of the frustrating situation I,
being essentially a coward, smarted as though acid had been
dashed on me.

241, 242. unpleasantness, kimazusa ..~,'/F-~:: IV-4 Nao-Ichiro

What she disclosed was, I was certain, no more than a flash
of the unpleasantness that existed between them. And as to
the immedi~te cause of that unpleasantness she "e.er spoke a
word.

243. the relationship keep worsening, IV-5 Nao-Ichiro
kankei ~ waruku kawaru ftt:l1Y-: 7)' ,,' ~. <~l.: 7

1:(11) /1, I v "Z.. oJ

244. heighten my suspense, jirasarerut. ~ IV-5 Nao-Jiro
. ,,,J~,,::" ttl ?

So long as the relationshi~ between her and my brother kept
worsening my mind could never enj~ypeace no matter where I
might flee •••• Thus her visit had no result other than to
heighten my suspense.

245. pent-up petulance, kanpeki ~ kojita IV-5 Ichiro-Nao

my

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

IV-5

Iv-5

;)M~~ iJ\ ~ (T= IV-5
mo shita ~:lC t;,}t""'f" IT.- -J Ill,. ,.. T ( t :

IV-5

beat his wire.
~lli!~ de

249. abuse, gyakutai

246.

247. beating, chochaku fT1f~

248. chastisement, sekkan ;fJT ?~
J:;; .....

j~~i
Piecing together this shadow and lightning, I wondered if
brother had by n o v taken to beating his wife as a release
for his pent-up petulance. The word "beating," associated
with chastisement and abuse, connotes something abominable
and cruel.
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250. the sound of a whip, muchi no oto IV-5 Ichire-Nao
-- ~~ (j\.1Z-

251. the voice of revenge, fukushu no ~oe IV-5 Nao-Ichire
//~ ~ '"~'I -\l...iiii;z. ::p

Therefore her reply, colder than usual, might possible be
taken for the voice of revenge echoing through her
husband's future the sound of his whip on her tender flesh.

I was frightened.

252. in a tantalizing suspense, jirasareta IV-5 Nao-Jire
·re -? -r " ..,, .. ,/~ .. 71,?

But certainly the word "appeal" didn't describe her manner
at all, for her statement could only result, as I have said
a moment ago, in a tantalizing suspense.

253.

254.

255.

256.

incessantly haunted, IV-6 Nao-Jira
~ yurei ni oimawasareta - 6 ., _

~~:t1"~~ l:'iQ..Av..~~',n t :
exorcising this curse, .- A~ IV-6 Nao-Jira
~ tatari Q. harainokeru Jtt~ .,. -t~ 1.,;..._.~ r"'7

}1\ ~ -r '" ~) -:.J
In the following few days, incessantly haunted by my sister
in-Iaw--even while drawing a plan on my office desk--I knew
no means of exorcising this curse.

scold, okoraretari "%''7',fl T: i) IV-7 Father-Jire.....-t;-
lecture kogoto 0 iwaretari I J. ~ c.~ IV-7 Father-Jire

, - L;.'?I1r=I)
When my father scolded and lectured my, I of course felt
small, but at the same time I often thought inwardly that he
was just another man.

257, 258. lure out, obikidasu J:")U';:~ ~1 IV-IO Father-Jire

My father was relatively gay as with somewhat exaggerated
humor he proudly related to my mother and sister how he had
lured me out. His "lure out" sounded to me ostentatious as
well as comical.

259. *dissatisfaction, fuhei IV-I2 Mother &
Father-Ichire

Ichire-Mother
& Father

260. be made miserable, fuyukai ni sareru IV-I2

;f. iif«<,/'J( (:. ::}J t 3
*Their dissatisfaction was made all the more deep by their
conviction that they had c~red for him more than parents
ordinarily would. Implicitly they seemed to insist that
they in no way deserved to be made miserable by their own
child.
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Father &
Mother-Ichiro

Their complaint also reflected what was really their sincere
sympathy; they were root a little worried abo~t his physical
health.

262. make me mad, hara ~~ Mtf 1I." IV-12 Ichiro-Mother

"And although he makes me mad of course, I can't help
feeling sorry for him."

263. resentful, nikunde iru ,j,~ A..-(;S ~

264. suspicious, utagutte iru ~;t-,1 is ~

IV-21

IV-21

Ichiro-Jiro

Ichiro-Jiro

To what extent was he resentful or suspicious of me?

265. rebellion,~ us. IV-22 scholars-his
family &
society

If they locked themselves up in their dens, it was not
necessarily the result of their rebellion against family or
society.

266. be annoyed,~ ni sawatta IV-24 Misawa-Jire

.~ ~ -r:
267. be annoyed, 1'r~ I:: r.i¥- -:J t:, IV-24 Jiro-himself

shaku ni sawatte naranakatta -~, - i;~ 1 or i:. -r- .;...,~---- -- ...!ttl ,_ f~~ / J.: .~ F .j." '.l -' .:

268. blame, semeru -t.j/l ~ IV-24 Misaw::l-Jiro

269, 270. geki-suru ~~t-r3 IV-24 Misawa-Jira

Apparently Misawa was pretty annoyed; so was I--at myself.
"What does she say? You are blaming me alone, but how do I
know her mind?"
"How can you? I haven't told her anything yet."
Misawa seemed impatient. I was disgusted with myself.

271. seem impatient, jirettaso IV-24 Misawa-Jire

272. be disgusted with myself,
jibun .!!!£ jibun 1@ fuyukai

Misawa seemed impatient.

IV-24 Jira-himself

§ J1J'f §/;7' 1;< /f-';ii~ ji(
I was disgusted with myself.

273. be disgusted with, aiso Q tsukashite IV-25 Ichiro-Nao
~.;f:§" ::r= 1)'" l 1

274. be rid of you, aisozukashi ni "i{. to...; ~.;::J- IV-25 Ichire-Nao
~- '/fl:l
~ ,v.-:i-tr L !:
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275. be disgusted with, aiso ~ tsukashite IV-25 Ichi~o-Nao

"He is disgusted with me." ~~!~ 7]'L 1
"Do you mean to say he's gone on thE trip to be rid of you?"
"No, not that. I mean he was disgusted with me and that's
why he has gone on the trip. In a word he doesn't think of
me as his wife."

JWK 7"j.:~ ! Lt:
My mother frowned as she saw the two of us

276. frown, iya .!@. kao ~ shita IV-25 Mother-Jiro &
Nao

sitting there.

Mother-NaoIV-26

My mother appeared displeased.

277. appear displeased, fuheirashii kao
~/T'~ I ~
, J~ ..J L \. ' /1j!=l

278. unpleasant feeling,~~ kanzuru IV-26 Jire-O-shige
7f:H!:. 1<~ -1'?

At first she had called me LittLe Brother, but because this
Little Brother gave me a peculiarly unpleasant feeling every
time I heard it, I at last had her drop that "little."

279. reprove, tashinameta
1i~~

IV-26 Mother-Ichiro
& O-shige

280. verbal fencing, zessen -;-P,X IV-26 Jiro-O-shige

My mother joined in at last, reproving us equally. Seizing
the opportunity, I dropped the verbal fencing.

281. expose my secret, himitsu ~ abakareru IV-27 O-shige-Jiro
;(;\i'~ E~ I 1."1) '7r1 ~

During that time I had found myseLf Ln a nice fix when at
last O-shige insisted en exposing what she had called my
secret.

282. became weary of, iya ni~~ IV-27 Jiro-marriage
mK I:' -rJ.'~l .*-.-r:

Not only that, I finally became weary of even listening to
such stuff.
Beating a hasty retreat, I left Bancho.

283. torture, atama ~ nayamasu

~ ~t/'~i.1
284.

285.

IV-31

play havoc With, IV-31
banmen 0 mecha-mecha ni kakimidashite

- 1~'Liji";~·*'2l':ll~-Ti-~iL LI
drive away these monsters, IV-31
kono mamono a opparau ct Jl~1) 1ill..:tf17 ,5'

Ichire-stones
over the board

Ichiro-stones
over the board

Iehiro-stones
over the board
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At last the white and black stones scattered over the board
began to look like monsters which were purposely gathering
and parting, separating and joining only to torture his
brain. In a few seconds' time he felt he might have played
havoc with the board to drlve away these monsters, your
brother told me.

286. disgustingly feeble,
fukai ni namanurui

H-Ichiro

287. disdainful glance,~~ ichibetsu IV-32 Ichiro-H

'~1~cn -~What I said here was only vague but really disgustingly
feeble. It was bound to wither beneath your brother's
sharp, disdainful glance.

288. quiver with impatience, IV-34 Ichiro-H
jirettaso .ill!. .!!!.2.!!.Q. ~ send0- sh i t e ~ "$_ __ _

289. proposal,
§ "-9'J 1= -r 7 '1:fJ' 1]' .!itit f1] L (

Ichiro-Hreject my .... - '- IV-35
moshide .2. kyozetsu-suru \$ Ltt E.:re*-e"1"3

290. *dislike,~
~1/'

IV-35 Ichiro-Miho's
Pine Grove

I had not t h e- faintest idea why on that particular occasion
your brother, who had so far let me have my way about our
itinerary, ventured to reject my proposal. *Later, when I
asked why, he explained that he disliked the place renowned
for Miho's Pine Grove and the Angel's Feather-Robe.

291. incredulous look, fushinso .ill!. yosu IV-35 Ichiro-H
/f ~: :! -7 7j.-1$ .f-

"A fellow like you can un~rstand such sentiment!" he
remarked with an incredulous look.

292. *become doubtful,
fUdhin .2. okoshimashita

293. doubt, fushin IV-36

H-Ichiro

H-Ichiro

"They are all mine too." Hearing these words repeated, I at
last had become doubtful. Yet I was not to have my doubts
dispelled on the spot. for in reply to my question he merely
smiled a lonely smile.

294. be contrived strategically, IV-36 Ichiro-H
koi ~ sakuryaku -t'J~. J))'F ~&-..

o ....... "V "' IVa
In reply I cited this German proverb which I happen to
remember--though it was no do~bt partly contrived
strategically to keep the.problem from getting complicated.
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Ichiro-H

Ichiro-his
family

295. suspicious, ginen 0 motte iru IV-37
- ---E?' ~, "( -r~....., '7 "3 -3

-,.i-L I 'v ... -r 'J l296. suspicious, utagutte iru IV-37

~ .....,-{ ~ 3
And he seemed more suspicious of his own family that he was
of me, his intimate friend.

Nao-Ichiro

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-lamb

Ichiro-Nao

Ichiro-Nao

IV-37

IV-37

IV-37

IV-37

297. strike his wife on the head, IV-37
~ ni .ll. .2. kuwaeta -iij V=- 4-"E nO ,,""-r:

298. a first blow, ichido butte mo IV-37

- Ji:rr"'i t
299. a second (blow), nido butte mo

- - !i.:f1-;>/ =t
300. resistance, teiko-suru ~& '

-n.\' :fit:13
301. the more blows, buteba~ h.2.&.2.

:fT I 11:'" ;f1-? I~ to'
iI:2
1-":;

302. wrath, ikari

303. wrath, ikari

304. cruel, zankoku

305.

306.

307.

resort to force, wanryoku ni uttaeru

cruel, zankoku ~~ 11 1-: %Jf ......... "3
§t-m*

hit her, butareta :fTi::tl1:.

IV-37

IV-37

IV-37

IV-37

IV-37

Ichiro~Nao

Nao-Ichiro

Ichiro-Nao

Nao-Ichiro

Iciiiro-Nao

308. do~':' st~nd up to me, ;fd.;j'(L II iJi?-ItL IV-37 Nao-Ichiro
te~ko-shl.te kur.enaka t ta 1; -r: 7"-

j.'17'--' I=-
309. don't resist, teiko-shinai rf3.:fit v';.' I. \ I~-37 Nao-Ichiro

310. don't say a single word back to me, IV-37 Nao-Ichiro
iiarasotte kurenakatta .:::;:.. § -t ,0 .-,n -e-: _

t--\I..'-r'" I *..11 "'J:-t)'-'j=-
He mer-tioned striking his wife on the head.
"At a fir.st blow she is calm. At a second she is still
calm. And at a third, although I expect resistance, there
is none. The more blows the more lady-like she becomes.
This helps all the more to make a ruffian out of me. It's
just like venting my wrath on a lamb, only to prove the
degradation of my character. Isn't she cruel to use her
husband's wrath in this way to display her superiority? Now
look. Women are far more cruel than men who resort to
force. I wonder why the devil she didn't stand up to rue
when I hit her. Ne, she didn't need to resist, but why
didn't she say so much as a single word back to me?"



311. violate, okasu IV-38 Mallarme
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This had gradually become the kind of time-honored custom
that no one dared violate.

312. detest, imu IV-38 Ichiro-society

313.

314.

Consequently, he detests the world which is--aesthetically,
intellectually, and ethically--not as advanced as he is
himself.

struggle as desperately as a IV-38 Ichiro
drowning man,
oborekakatta hito ~ Z£ ~ hitasura mo~aite ~:~.~ _ ~

~~~hn-i1'7]"'-:1r:.A.<TII*'''?I: R 'g' -~:r?: .. ' (,~?
the struggle, arasoi ' ~ IV-38 fcniro-himself

'1" ~I./"

For his part, scarcely able to bear it, he is struggling as
desperately as a drowning man. I can very well see the
struggle that is going on in his mind.

315. betray, uragiru IV-39 Ichiro's body
& mind-Ichire

Even this body--even these limbs--the little that is left in
my possession, betrays me mercilessly."

316,317. accuse, semeru -i"isII? IV-39 Iehire-himself

But it is his mind which interrupts, as well as his mind
which is interrupted; in the last analysis he is controlled
by these two minds which accuse each other from morning till
night just as a wife and her mother-in-law might.

318. strike me on the head,
~ Q utaremashita

IV-39
R~"E-1T~il1Lt:

Ichiro-H

319. this blow,~ Q utareru ~ EfT~il1.3 IV-39 Ichire-H

And quite unexpectedly he struck me on the head. But that
was the last scene which took place at Odawara. There was
yet another scene before this blow came; so let me tell you
about that first.

h~come irate, okoru IV-40 Ichire
-mountain

321.

322.

stamp the ground with chagrin, IV-40
jidandl!. Q funde kuyashigaru ,- 1"1'" .'"

~ ritl-*,," - Q7t.:.! -1 0 I '""5' L7]' ')
Yl.:- I:!J /c-; c: '"a w \

criticize, waruku hilian-suru IV-40

~ <11tt'11?

Iehire
-mountain

Iehire
-mountain
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"You are the kind of fellow who summons the mountain, and
who becomes irate when it doesn't come, the kind of fellow
who stamps the ground with chagrin, and only thinks of
criticizing the mountain •••• "

+"E~l11 ~ ,nVfl"{ro
g-C'?l1" I} ~ ::fT'S ~ L T~

IV-41 H-pecple

324, 325. be beaten, makasareru ~ 1']'\~'itt3

326. maddening, hara ~ tatsu Rl1J'.iJ.,-;
327. *the struggle, seriai ~~

H-people

IV-41 Iehire

IV-41 Iehire

IV-41 Iehire

IV-41 man-man

IV-41 Iehiro-H

IV-41

raise his hand and slap me
in the face,
~ ~ agete watakushi ~ yokottsura
~ pishari ££ uchimashita

329. get into serious brawls with,
arasotta .:¥--,~

330. incur one's wrath, okorashita

328.

323. be beaten, makeru

331. be spanked by my parents, IV-41 H's parents-H

~ & utaret~ :tFt l::' .:t1r:.->t17:
Just then suddenly your brother raised his hand as slapped
me in the face.
By nature I am insensitive as you well can see, thanks to
which I have thus far managed somehow to survive, without
either getting into_ serious brawls with others or incurring
their wrath. Probably because I was dull-witted, even as a
child I was not spanked by my parents so far as I can
remember.

332. was slapped in the face, ..::f L:'~ I':. IV-41 Ichire-H
~ a kao ni kuwaerareta tm >; ';-il1:.

333. took offense, mutoo shimashita IV-41 H-Ichire
-t.-, t L; L1:

Thus, when for the first time in my life I was slapped in
the face, I immediately took offense in spite of myself.

334. get mad,~ IV-41 Ichire-Ii

"You get mad just the same."
"Perhaps greater, for I am being beaten. But most of them
are not as good, not as beautiful, not as true as mine.
There is no reason why I should be beaten, and yet I am.
That's maddening."
*"You're talking about the struggle between feeble man. •
"
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335. doubts, utagai IV-42 H-Ichire

For my part I would prefer to admire his ordered brain while
reserving some doubts about his disordered mind.

H-Ichire's
mind

336. not be depended upon, IV-42
shin' yo ~ dekinai ~t ffi 11 tt,*,7j.: L \

This is what puzzles me: his brain is all right, but
something may be wrong with his mine--dependable and Xet not
to be depended upon.

then made in a self-

337. in a self-mocking
jicho .!lQ. kotoba

That was another
mocking tone.

tone,
6 .... ~ -==-=!i:
t::l o.!ffJ ~ ~ ~

remark your brother

IV-43 Ichire-himself

338. destroyed our meditation,
shisaku ~ hakai-suru

the fellow
next door
-Ichire & H

the fellow next door made such a hell of a noise he
destroyed our meditation, so to speak.

339. be conquered by, seifuku-sarete IV-43 Nature-Ichire
1iE. ~lLj" til 1

To him it was perhaps splendid indeed, to be conquered by
nature which harbors no hostility.

Ichiro

Ichire

IV-45

340. *struggle, aserinuite iru ~,~ ')11~\\1 IV-45
~3

341. struggle, mogaite .!..!:.!!. ~;f~I.' ('~ 3
"In short, I was born to explore topography only on a man;
yet I have all along been struggling to have the same
experience as a practical man in gaiters would have, ranging
over hill and dale. I am stupid: I am inconsistent: I know
my stupiditi: I know my inconsistency: and yet I still
struggle, nevertheless •••• "

342. become tired, iya ni lli!.!:.!! /fJ:.l:7J:3 IV-46 rchire-people
place

I guess he is the kind of person who q u Lc k Ly becomes tired
no matter where he may go and no matter with whom.

rchire's body
& mind-Iehire

343. knavish traitors,
jibun ~ uragiru kusemono

He speaks of his own body
knavish traitors.

04.7'"E -',OJ3 IV -46
-l+..>f+m
!:W'1Jij
and mind as though they were his
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H-IchiroIV-46
koto 0 ittari

~l;pf~ifJkrJ.-:fE:~-'7:)/~1:I).;: LT:
345. be struck by him on the head, IV-46 Ichiro-H
~~ butaremashita ~'l:i -'\ .r--, -r-r -r: -~, :f L-:

;:J;!. '- -r J t z:II \. 1- f-

Ever since we set out on our journey I have constantly said
and done what would hurt his feelings. And once I was even
struck by him on the head.

344. hurt his feelings,
ki ni sawaru ri ill!.
shitari shimashita

346. ominous danger, hJt~Jtx.·1J\·:~k
hametsu 2 hisonde ill ( ..~ 3

347. conflict, fuchowa If tfcl;fo

IV-46

IV-46

Ichiro

Ichiro

In terms of character this is a blemish; in terms of success
it is an ominous danger. While I lament this conflict for
your brother's sake, and trace all its causes to his overly
active intellect, 1 cannot rid myself of genuine respect for
that very same intellect.

348. say angrily, okorareso ~ . .;.~ i. ~7 IV-46 Ichiro-H

*For I was afraid he might again say angrily, "I won't come
to such a place again."

349. denounced, shikaritsuketa 'iiGI);f111~ IV-50 Isan-Hyakujo

Then he had gone to Isan. Isan denounced him, saying that
there would be no hope as long as he took pride in flaunting
his learning.

what

H-Ichiro

H-Ichiro

Ichiro-verbal
logic

-'~~ LI ~ 3
want you to doubt that. You can be sure that
said, and that what I didn't say hasn't been

"1 do not
I said is
said."
I did not v a n t to contradict him, but it seemed to me
slightly amusing that, clear-headed as he was, he sholVed no
reluctance to toy with that verbal logic he always despised.

350. doubt, utag~lrarete ~C~'/111 IV-51

351. contradict, sakarau ~~3\ IV-51

352. despise, keibetsu-shite iru IV-51

353. be spoiled, supoiru-sarete IV-51

:;z iT./j Il :! 'JIll
O-sada! s
husband-Osada

"O-sada-san as she is now, 1 tell you, has already been
spoiled by her husband."
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Iehire-his
family

Iehire-his
family

IV-52make those around him miserable,
hata .!l2. .!!.Q.!!.2. .2. f u Yuka i ni ~

1~ Jl =t G1) z/F-/I~d~ I:'"13
lay a certain amount of blame on, IV-52
hinan na imi .2. motasete iE.!!. ~Fli.J\Jt 05F-'E

. ~T;~l~3
All of you people seem to lay a certain amount of blame on
your poor brother for making those around him miserable, but
I don't think that one who is not happy himself has the
strength to make others happy.

354.

355.
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LIST OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY IN KOKORO

The sections are 1. "Sensei to watakushi" (Sensei and I),
II. "Ryoshin to watakushi""'(MyParents and I), and III. "Sensei
to isho" (Sensei and His Testament). Since the translation omits
the chapter numbers of the original work, I listed the page
numbers of the translation as well as the chapter numbers.

VOCABULARIES (English SEC. PAGE CHARACTERS
and Japanese) CHAP.

1. my self-confidence was shaken, 1-4 7 Sensei-!
jishin .Q. itameta § J.~ I:f'i. -rz- ,:) _ .7T) YI, -

My self-confidence, I remembered, was rather shaken then.

2. warning, keikoku 0 ataeta 1-4 8 Sensei-I
~~"E i#",~

3. despise, keibetsu-suru ~~'13 1-4 8 Sensei-I

4. despise, keibetsu-suru ~,*1'3 1-4 8 Sensei

His curt and cold ways were not designed to express his
dislike of me, but they were meant rather as a warning to me
that I would not want him as a friend. It was because he
despised himself *before he despised others that he refused
to accept openheartedly the intimacy of others.

5. annoyance, meiwaku ~A 1-6 13 Sensei-I/ ..
,~

6. dislike, ken'o a~ 1-6 13 Sensei-I

I cannot say whether it was annoyance, or dislike, or fear
that I saw in his expression.

7. should have been annoyed, 1-7
~ ni sawattaro ~~ _ '2jll'" __ ••

'11 ~ (- l1iiJ -, I:'? '7
Had anyone else spoken in such a way
have been annoyed.

15 I-people

to me, I think I should

began to say, then accepted

8. unwillingly, meiwakuso ni
~;X :Y7\=

"No I don 't really ... ~ ," she
the cup somewhat unwillingly.

1-8 16 Shizu-Sensei

9. argument, isakai

10. quarrel, isakai
,~

~~...... ':."'"o t...L- ¥

1-9

1-9

18

18

Sensei-Shizu
[Ojosan]

Sensei-Shizu

--------- '-"- -
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An argument, rather than an ordinary conversaCl0n, seemed to
be taking place. The living-room was immediately adjoining
the front hall, and I could hear well enough to know that it
was a quarrel • • •

11, 12. quarrel, kenka 01[p~ 1-9 19 Shizu-Sensei

13, 14. misunderstand, . ~~~-'r~ 1-9 19 Shizu-Sensei
gokai-suru, gokal """," rz-n

;;:;< FIt"
15. lost my temper, hara ~ tateta 1-9 19 Shizu-Sensei

flt."E !L1 T£
16. misunderstand, gokal-nasaru 1-9 19 Shizu-Sensei

~~ ~~7j..:y~
" Asam a t t e r 0 f fa c t ,~ I qua r rei e d wit h my wi f e ash 0 r t wh i I e
ago. And I allowed myself to become stupidly excited."
"But why did you••• ?" I began, but could not bring myself
to say "quarrel."
"You see, sometimes my wife misunderstands me. And when I
tell her so, she refuses to listen. That is why today, for
instance, I unwitt~ngly lost my temper.
"In what way does she misunderstand you, Sensei?"

okotte 1-10 20 Sensei-Shizu
-rd· ,1

I should not have left home in
"

"I did a terrible thing.
such a fit of temper ••

18. disagreement,~ ~~~~i I-10 20 Sensei-Shizu

I know then that the disagreement which had occurred between
them was not very sericus.

17. in such a fit of temper,

19. contempt, reihyo ~~t~ 1-11 22 Sensei-world

Sensei-his
classmate

20. say rather unkind things, I-II 22
buenryo .!!!! hihyo s kuwaeru -:!§:~~.. "1J,' .:m.nE

170 "'~"..
This remark struck me as being too modest, and I wondered
whether it did not spring from a contempt of the outside
would. Indeed, he was sometimes not above saying rather
unkind things about those of his classmates who had since
their graduation made names of themselves.

21. rebellious spirit, hanko T;l11L I-II 22 I-Sensei

I did not do this in a rebellious spirit. I simply
regretted the fact that the world was indifferent to Sensei,
whom I admired so much.

22. *grievance, fuhei 1-11 22 Sensei-world

--------_._.- .- .
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I did not know whether what I.saw was *disappointment,
*grievance, or grief.

23, 24. tragedy, higeki 7~~'j 1-12 24-25 Sensei

25. destroy, hakai-suru 1oitt!13 1-12 25 Sensei-Shizu

26. destroy, hakai-suru r!:: 't31:< 1-12 25 Sensei7P(~1.K.· 01

27, 28. tragedy, higeki ~t, r!'l 1-12 25 Sensei

29. dissatisfied, fukai /f/i*. 1-12 25-26 I

"But actually, you sounded to me like a person who is
dissatisfied because he has not been able to fall in love,
though he wants to."

I-13 27 Sensei-I

31.

*Also, I had no notion of what Sensei meant by "guilt."
felt a little displeased.

tt'"....m: l-l
irritated, jirashite ita lJf: 1-13 27-28 Sensei-I

"I had intended to make you aware of certain truths.
Instead, I have only succeeded in irritating you ••• "

I

32, 33. irritate, jiraseru .~.rt.i!3 1-13
I~

28 Sensei-I

34.

35.

36.

"I have said the wrong thing again. I was trying to explain
my earlier remarks because I thought they had irritated you.
But in trying to explain, I find that I have upset you once
more.
I could not know that there had been in Sensei's life a
frightening tragedy, inseparable from his love for his wife.
Nor did his own wife know how wretched this tragedy had made
him. To this day she does not know. Sensei died keeping
his secret from her. Before he could destroy his wife's
happiness, he destroyed himself.
I shall not speak her of the tragedy in Sensei's life. And,
as I have said before, sensei and his wife told me almost
nothing of their courtship, which had come into being as
though for the sake of the tragedy.

untrustworthy, fushin'yo 1-14 29 Sensei-I
::f1tlfJ

do not trust, shin'yo-sarenai 1-14 29 Sensei-I
1i'tJ ';:t1l1'"J:··

seem vexed, meiwaku~o ni ' 1-14 29 Sensei-I
-- ..!Jl- gX.~?' t::

zX...,~ ....
"Do you think me so f d c k Le ? Do you find me so
untrustworthy?"

----------_._... ---
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"I am simply sorry for you."
"I deserve your sympathy but not your trust. Is that what
you mean, Sensei?"
He seemed vexed as he turned his face towards the garden.

Sensei-I

Sensei-human
race

29

29

37, 38. distrust, shin'yo-shinai I-14
1%1fl L"r'p'

39 0 distrust, shin 'yo-shinai I-14

f~ ffi L7'";:. ,

"It is not you in particular that I distrust, but the whole
of humanity."

40. have no trust,
shin' yo-nasaranai 1~ ff)1";::: ~ 7j..••

I-14 29 Sensei-Shizu

41. de not trust, I-14
shin 'yo-shite inai ,f~F-fl L1 ~1j:\.\

30 Sensei

42.

43.

44.

cannot trust, shin'yo dekinai I-14 30 Sensei
1~ lfj tt *-1]:. '

cannot trust, shin'yo dekinai I-14 30 Sensei-people
1t fii 'i\~1";.', I

curse, norou I-14 30 Sensei
I??l..-J.

"Then you have no trust in your wife?"
Sensei looked a little uneasy. He avoided giving a direct
answer of my question.
"I don't even trust myself. And not trusting myself, I can
hardly trust others. There is nothing that I can do, except
curse my own soul."

I-14 30 people

A..v' 5.~ y,'::' L: ,~_! ~

i!~?
I-14 30 I-Sensei

45. feel betrayed, azamukareta

. . . ~Kt'iJv.1lf.46. be cruelly v~nd~ct~ve,

zankoku na fukushu h~ -':t.~./Jet!'i
7:X.@o/J.1~1f

47. *put your foot on a person's
head,
hi to .!!.2.~ ni .aili .2. noseyo

48. insult, bujoku

I-14

I-14

30

30

people

people

And if you ever allow yourself to feel betrayed, you will
then find yourself being cruelly vin~ic~ive."

"What de you mean?"
"The memory that you once sat at *a person's feet will begin
to haunt you, and in bitterness and shame you will want to
*put your foot on his head. I do not want your admiration
now, because I do not want your insults in the future.
"
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49. *put your foot on a person's I-IS
head,
hito .!!.2.~ .!!.2. ~ ni ashi s noseyo

32 modern men

).... l' 5]1 J'..t. I:: ILElX ~ ""\'-)

*It seemed that Sensei's words, "the memory that you once
sat at a person's feet will begin to haunt you, and in
bitterness and shame you will want to put your foot on his
head" applied to the modern world in general, but not to his
wife.

50. monstrous thing, forever
separating us,
jiyu ~ orai ~ samatageru

Indeed, the grave
separating us.

I-IS 32

b c-tl :J"I //~ *-«mamono E::Ja-i ,;t., c:

itn I"r ~ it ';fll]
stood like some monstrous

grave-Sensei
& I

thing, forever

51. *come to hate to see people, I-16 34 Sensei-people
hi to aa kao a miru .!!.2. 1@. kirai ni .!!E.!! ~J) ~§ ~ 'i3 ~ ;J)-r]":~ (:

~ /:1.... ,_ '<':f1;:..
7;:";;1

"No, hardly ever. *It seems that of late he has come to hate
to see people more than ever."

52. *be disliked, kirawarete iru I-16 34 Sensei-Shizu

~1-;?t11 ~?
"Certainly not. *I am one of those disliked by him."

53.

54.

55.

*come to dislike the world, I-16 35 Sensei-world
seken 1@. kirai ni~ ~ Ftli 1j"-I,z!1rl~~. 3
*dislike, kirai ni natta I-16 35 Sensei-world

--- -;7 ---
~ I:' '-.,:-,T:

dislike, kirai ni~~natta I-16 35 Sensei-Shizu
t~ I: 1'":J.•.....,1:

"You might as welrhave reasoned that he dislikes "'le, since
I am a part of the world that he dislikes."

I-Shizu

these

35I-17~ ...... "argumentative, m~ii!JE

giron ~ shikakeru 1-tr:h1 ~

But I was afraid of being taken for one of
argumentative men, and so i became silent.

56.

57. argumentative, ~t~'E
.s..iron ~ shikakeru 1rllrlt~

58. be scolded, shikaritsukerare

I-17

1-17

36

36

I-Shizu

Shizu-I

"Well, I don't want to be scolded for being a r g ume n t a t Lv e ,"
I answered.

59. *be disliked, k f.r awa r e t e iru

1~I1-n l1 (S ~

1-17 37 Sensei-Shizu
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1-17 37 Sensei-Shizu

1-17 37 Sensei-Shizu

1-17 37 Sensei-world

1-17 37 Sensei-people

60. be disliked, kirawareteru

ti:.11'l/\7 ~
61. *be disliked, kirawareru

-Qi. I ;: /t1. :s
62. *dislike,~ tj[
63. *dislike, kirai ~ -

64. *be disliked, kirawarete iru 1-17 37 Sensei-shizu
{j:1J.,j1-"(~T

"You still wish to maintain that Sensei dislikes you?"
"Oh , no, I don't think for a moment that I am disliked.
There is no reason why I should be. But you see, he seems
to *dislike the world. Indeed, it would. be more correct to
say of Sensei these days that he *dislikes people •.•• "
*1 began to understand what she meant by being disliked.

65. feel a kind of repulsion,
hampatsuryoku

1-18 38 I--women

Instead of being drawn to the woman, I would feel a kind of
repulsion.

should become a part of the

66. *be disliked, kirawarete iru
~1-;'?/11r..~

••• it was inevitable that she
object of Sensei's dislike.

1-19 40 Sensei-Shizu

67. *dislike, kirau 1-19 40 Sensei-Shizu

••• that Sensei had become weary of the world because *he
disliked her.

68. complain, kUjo.2. iu ::ig=,i~EL'3' 1-20 44 Shizu-I

But even when she complained thus, there seemed to be n o
real resentment in her voice.

69. won, katta

70. lost, maketa

1-23

1-23

48

48

I-his ~ather

I-his father

71. whether he won or lost, 1-23 48 I-his father

katte .!!!.2. makete.!!!.2. ~""1 t ~ l11 r
*When my father won, he always wanted to play another game.
when he lost, he also wanted to play another game. In
short, whether he won or lost, he liked playing chess on a
foot warmer.

72. unnatural violence,
fushizen ~ boryoku

1-24 53 men
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73. unnatural violence, 1-24 53 men
fushizen !!.!! boryoku '1jI( ~.

~ §:,,, 7):'!f':-11

74. commit suicide, jisatsu-suru 1-24 53 men

75. unnatural . B*t1"3 1-24 53v LoLe n c e , A:§~ r,. men
fushizen na boryoku r .," j.

- '?!

76. murdered,
*-fJ 1-24 53be korosareru men

77. unnatural violence,
a::;?l"t 3

1-24 53 men
fushizen !!.!! boryoku /f-§j¢ 1:. ~tJ,,,.,, ;fo ...1;".

78. be murdered, korosareru ~07n"3 1-24 53 men

79. *die by unnatural violence,
fushizen !!.!! boryoku ~ shinu

1-24 53 men
-r.:- 61~ 17. ~ '_" -rc Jr/'\
/1'1::17... ;. ff:-1J ( '9t..7A

"Surely, there are many men who die suddenly, yet quietly,
from ~atura1 causes. And then there are those whose sudden,
shocking deaths are brought about by unnatural violence."
"What do you mean by unnatural violence?"
"I am not quite sure; but wouldn't you say that people who
commit 3ui~ide are resorting to unnatural violence?"
"Then i suppose yo~ would say that people who are murdered
die also through unnatural violence?"
"I had never thought of that. But you are right, of
course." •.•
I did not worry very much about my father's illness that
night, nor did I spend much time thinking back over
*Sensei's words such as "natural death" or "die by unnatural·
violence."

80. *counterattack,
gyakush~ ~ kokoromiru

I-Sensei

*However, I was so full of spirit that day that I
counterattacked Sensei's irresolute attitude.

01. scolded, shikaritsuketa ot lJ11tt T: 1-28

He ran to the dog and scolded it.

82. be scolded, shikarareru \?t:.~1t13 1-29

61

63

a boy-his dog

Shizu-Sensei

"I had this coat made only recently.
my wife will scold me. Thank you."

If I get it too dirty,

83. hated, nikurashiku omotta I-3D 64
,,!~ .; L( yt "/-r:.

At that moment I hated Sensei.

I-Sensei



84. become spiteful, t » I-3D
gohara ni natta 1t C1~ t=.1l:-,i:
.f:._"::':=~ _ --- 'I" n~ u

85. humiliate, yattsukete ~--)!Tl 1-30

64

64

I-Sensei

I-Sensei

547

I became spiteful. I wanted to say something that would
humiliate him.

86. indignities, kutsujoku ~~
ju,' 'j

87. injuries, songai

I-3D

I-3D

65

65

Sensei-people

Sensei-people

"The indignities and injuries I suffered ten years ago--even
twenty years ago--1 have not yet forgotten."

tried to pick a quarrel with

88. pick a quarrel, ~ £~
~!{=j<

I, who a short while ago had
him, began to feel small.

1-30 66 I-Sensei

89, 90. be deceived, azamukareta

~~t 1]"7tl t:
91. indignity, kutsujoku

I~~
92. injury, songai

93. take my revenge,

94. take my revenge,

95. hate, nikumu

~~
.~ C1

fukushii

~'e IiiI
'I~~

fukushii

11..V

I-3D

I-3D

I-3D

I-3D

I-3D

I-3D

66

66

66

66

66

66

Sensei-his
uncle

Sensei-his
relatives

Sensei-his
relatives

Sensei-his
relatives

Sensei-his
relatives

Sensei-his
relatives

96. hate, nikumu I
I ....

"~t·
I-3D 66 Sensei-human

race

"I was once deceived by my own blood relations•••• The
effect of the indignity and the injury that they did me in
my youth is with me stilL ••• But I have never taken my
revenge on them. When I think about it, I have done
something much worse than that. I have come not only to
hate them, but *[to hate] the human race in general. That
is quite enough, I think."

97. carry so much hatred,
nikunde i~ ,,!~ A.. ...(~-)

1-31 67 'Sensei-human
race
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And looking at his face, I wondered how such a man could
carry so much hatred in his heart.

98, 99. expose,~ 1-31 68 I-Sensei

*"Even to the extent of exposing my past?"
Suddenly, the word "expose" hit me on my ears with fear.

Sensei-people681-31doubt, utaguritsukete iru
!it1)-'l1(~?

102, 103. doubt, uta guru ~3 1-31 68 Sensei-I

"I wonder if you are being really sincere," he said.
"Because of what happened to me, I have come to doubt
everybody. In truth, I doubt you too. But for some reason
I do not want to doubt you. It may be because you seem so
simple. Before I die I should like to have one friend that
I can truly trust. • • ."

100.

101,

104. became dissatisfied, 1-36 79 I-myself
fuyukai ni~ 7F-,/ij(t\-jb-: .ry......,t=
The more I thought about it, the more fickle I seemed, and I
became dissatisfied with myself.

105. *despise, kenashite iru

lj7J.·L7h~

II-I 81 Sensei
-university
degree

And I had greater admiration for Sensei with his secret
contempt for such things as university degrees than I had
for my father •••

106. *become displeased, 11-1
fukai ~ kan jiru /C /."12. r< rti L" Z

'1 '7'. '- I\':; -,;

82 I-father

*1 became at last displeased with my father's naive
provincialiso.

107. hate, kirai II-3 86 I-guests in
the country

I hated the kind of guests that came to a country dinner
party.

108. *speak ill of, kageguchi II-3 86 neighbors-l's

~O
father

He was afraid of being spoken ill of.

109. resentment, fuhei /f-f- II-3 87 I's father-I

- ------- ---
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110. reproach, fuhei /f-ZP- II-3 87 I's father-I

But in that simple remark, I saw clearly the character (If
his resentment towards me, which I had sensed before. ~ot

realizing that I myself was being rather difficult, I felt
strongly the injustice of my father's reproach.

I's father-I
& his mother

102II-9complain, fuhei £ uttaeru

/f-f- ~ tit ,"'~
He wished him to stay mostly because he was lonely, of
course, but I suspected also that he wanted someone to
complain to about our reluctance to give him the kind of
food he craved.

111.

112. up-pleasant feeling, fuyukai II-II 105 I-myself
/f,li«+f(

The unpleasant feeling that I had not worked hard enough was
one that I had often experienced before

113. be weighed down by the II-II 105 I-state of
depressing thought, /l?I:'r,";g, 11- . things
iya na kimochi ni osaetsukerareta /,1" j. '''''l.. (~ _

- - ;fCP i 11 !1;?Il I:'
I was weighed down by the depressing thought that such
perhaps was the normal state of things in every man's life.

114,

116.

115. *unpleasant feeling, fukai II-II 105 I-myself

Sitting thus unhappily, I thot'~~ again about my father's
illness•••• With my unhappy mind's eye I gazed upon these
two figures, so different from each other in position, in
education, and in character.
*de!;e:i.ved, azamuita ltt:-I.'!= 11-11 106 I-his mother

*1n effect, I had knowingly deceived her.

117. *be scolded, shikararetari II-11 106 I's father-1

118.
t?~';1t1 i:. I)

displeasure, kigen .2. sonjitari II-11 106 I-his mother

119. *be despised,
"m-ijf ~;f~ L"i:.')

II-11 106 Sensei-Im~sagerareru

I feared Sensei'
~ ':IT"';'*l ~

than father'scontempt for more Illy anger or
my mother's displeasure.

120. find it particularly galling, 11-13 1111's father
imikira t ta e -MIt -

I ,;; dt II.~ -» T-:.
For the first few days after the doctor had ordered him to
stay in bed, my father had found it particularly galling not
to be able to go to the bathroom.

--- --------------- -_..
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121. *finishing stroke, 11-14 1121's father
saigo .!!2. ichigeki ~~t.:1'l-!F

My father's illness advanced to the point where death was
but another step away, and there it seemed to linger awhile.

122. fight, kenka II-14 114 I's brother-I

123. left the fight in tears, 11-14 1141's brother-I
nakasareta .'':'" ...." t""=

.I.JJ- 1J '·/1 I~

We had fought a great deal when we were children, and I,
being the younger, had invariably left the fight in tears.

124. be annoyed at, fukai no nen II-IS 1151's brother-I
-- 7r-+t:!7'~'

I was annoyed <It him for 90 quickly forgetting what he had
been told in answer to his own questions.

125. beat her back with
a broomstick,
~~ senaka £ doyasareta

11-16 1181's father
-mother

!fl" =WfE i'\'~1/L-r=
Among the tales she was fond of telling was the one about
the time he had beaten her back with a broomstick.

126. start whining for a job, III-1 126 I-his job
chii chii II itte mogakimawaru re11II2IJt.L\""I~-T~:;:@3

Why should a fellow. I asked myself, as comfortably placed
as you, start whining for a job so soon after graduating?

Sensei-I126127. contemptuous glance, 111-1
niganigashii~ :f/2 L L' ~1T-

One brief and contemptuous glance in your direction, that is
about all I thought you deserved.

128. anger, okorasu ~'1,-,:; '» III-1 126 Sensei-I

I am not being purposely rude in order to anger you.

129, 130. *unpleasant feeling, 111-2 128 Sensei-I
iva .!!.2. kokoromochi /fi.. 7j.: I\'" 1"1
You will understand, then, that if I had not kept my promise
to you I should have felt very *unpleasant. The desire to
avoid such *unpleasantness was in itself enough to make me
pick up my pen again.

131. cut open my heart and see
the blood flow,

III-2 129 I-Sensei
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shinzo £ tachiwatte atatakaku
nagareru chishio £ susuro

132. cut open my heart and drench
your face with my blood,
shinzo £ yabut te .§.2.!!.2. chi £
~~ ~ kao ni abisekakeyo

You wished to cut open my heart and see the hlood flow ••.
• Now, I myself am about to cut open my own heart, and
drench your face with my blood. And I shall be satisfied
if, when my heart stops beating, a new life lodge itself in
your breast.

133. doubt, utagau III-3 130 Sensei-people

This nature of mine led me not only to suspect the motives
of individual persons but to doubt even the integrity of all
mankind • • •

134. *made grimaces, III-6
iya .!!.l! kao a shita (fJ:. 7j:.-1W. ELT:

137 Sensei-his
uncle

As far as I was concerned, a fiancee was no more desirable
than a Wife; end so I refused •. My uncle made grimaces.

135. refusal, kyozetsu II1-6 137 Sensei-his
cousin

My cousin cried
hurt by my refusal to

but because her woman's pride had been
marry her.

136. *suspicion, giwaka 1II-8 141 Sensei-his
uncle

Sensei-his
uncle

Sensei-his
uncle

Sensei-his
uncle

141

141

141

III-8

III-8

III-8138. had a conference, ~4: ~IJ E
dampan 0 hirakimashita ~

- ~I ~!L r:
regard him with suspicion,
saigi ~ ~

1~M.0) §~
"conference" dampan

, -::'J;.. ~ j
p t.. "II

137,

140.

139.

I was given another reason for suspecting my uncle.
At last, I had a conference with him, To s~y th~t "I had a
conference" may sound odd, but that is about the only way I
can describe our talk. My uncle persisted in treating me
like a child, while I regarded him with suspicion from the
very beginning. There was certainly no chance of our talk
ending amicably.
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Unfortunately, I am in too much of a hurry to describe the
results of the "conference" in detail.

141. hatred, ~ III-8 141 Sensei-his
uncle

With hatred in my heart, I was thinking of my uncle, who
seemed to typify all those ordinary men who become evil for
the sake of money • • •

me of my inheritance.

142. cheated, gomakashita

-f'l:l J:Wf I Y' I -r:on ;r:!::A"I'-' "'" ,-

In short, my uncle cheated

III-9 142 Sensei-his
uncle

142143. curse myself, kuyashiku Ii! L ( III-9
0' '9

At any rate, I can never think of those days
myself for being so trusting and honest.

Sensei-himself

without cursing

Sensei-his
uncle

142III-9

1ff~
*He wanted me to marry his daughter by stratagem.

144. *by stratagem, sakuryaku

Sensei-his
uncle

143be cheated, gomakasareru III-9

i5~Ii1t ~ 1ll 3
It is true that I would have been cheated even if I had
married her, but.

145.

146. *do no trust, 11 f:f] l -, III-9 143 Sensei-his
shinyo-shite imasen relative

~l\!A.
147. regard them as my enemies, III-9 143 Sensei-his

tekishi-shite imashita iljl,T',fl L7 ~ 1"l t: relatives

148. cheated, azamuita
1;:t·~ ,~

III-9 143 Sensei-his
uncle

149. *cheat, azamuku 1;« III-9 143 Sensei-his
relatives

Other relatives of mine stepped in to settle the quarrel
between me and my uncle. I had no trust in any of them. In
fact, I regarded them as my enemies. I took it for granted
that since my uncle had cheated me, they also would do the
same.

150. sue, oyakezata ni suru
,"'7 -r -J I,. -1( - -r z
fA l :}' ;,i- ...... I - 1 ~

III-9 143 Sensei-his
uncle
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151. angry, ikidorimashita

,va ') 1 Lf:
II1-9 143 Sensei-his

uncle

152. sue, sosha ~~ 111-9 143 Sensei-his-rft "tt; I:: ~ 3 uncle

There were two courses open to me; one was to sue him. I
was angry, but I hesitated. I feared that if I took the
latter course I would have to wait a long time before the
court reached a decision.

Sensei-people144153. take advantage of 111-9
one's difficulties,
fumitaosareru Rf J-t 1itj ~?i'1 ?
Beside, prospective buyers are always quick to take
advantage of one's difficulties.

154. *refuse, kyozetsu-sur~ II1-10 146 Sensei-Shizu &
Okusan
[Shizu's
mother]

*But I was afraid that such a f a mL'Ly would refuse to take in
a student about whom they knew nothing.

155. be scolded, shikarareru Dt::~)jl ~ II1-ll 149

When scolded, she became even less audible.

Okusan-Shizu

156. hate, tekishi-suru .".-- ;.N-13 II1-12 149 Sensei-his
(1]}...I/' relatives

157. suspicion, keikai ~~ 1II-12 149 Sensei-people

It was then that I began to think of my uncle, my aunt, and
all the other relatives whom I had COllie to hate as typical
of the entire human race. On the Tokyo-bound train, I found
myself watching suspiciously my fellow passengers. And when
any spoke to me, I hecame even more suspicious.

158. like a pickpocket who does 111-12 150 Sensei
not steal, ~_ -r- ~'~"
nusumanai kinchakukiri mi ta 1.2. ~ 11J:i( 1. Ij-.' l • I r /§ -C.]

~ da ~ J;. \"-7 ":"~. i J' T?.'
"I am behaving like a pickpocket who doesn't steal," I would
tell myself disgustedly.

~ /'-,-r;159. distrusted, utagutta ~~, . /_ II1-12 150 Sensei-people

,._._.. __ ..._----
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But let me say this: I had come to distrust people in money
matters

160.

161.

*warped, higanda(g~1vT: III-13
.....- -r:\'

suspicious, utagaibukai ~i!-t-'..;~ III-13
I.'

151

151

Sensei-people

Sensei-people

I suppose the fact that Okn s an and the rest of the ho us e ho Ld
took no notice of my *warped and suspicious manner gave me
great comfort.

162. *be fooled, gomakasarete ita _ 111-13 152
1.i~~~C ~'*l (:?I:

*Okusan might have been'rooled by me.

Sensei-Okusan

163. *betray, uragiru 1{-n ~ III-13 153 Sensei

••• and the cause of this L~S~iessness was the unnatural
feeling that I was somehow being a traitor to my true self.

were times when she appeared to be

164. on her guard
keikai-suru

On the other
on her guard

against,

~~1"3
hand, there
against me.

III-14 154 Sensei-Okusan

165. be cheated, azamukareta III-14 154 Sensei-his

t,;ct- 1)..,t!'l 'F:. uncle

166. suspect, utagai fiJ. 1./"
III-14 154 Sensei-Okusan

And having only recently been cheated by my uncle, I could
not stop myself from suspecting Okusan of duplicity •..

'f3I ~.t-~-,..,
167. contempt, mikubitte ita it.,I'J:a, . 111-14 154 Sensei-women

-- ~!:

In spite of my c o n t e mp t for women, however, I found it
impossible to to be contemptuous of *Ojosan. I am using the
macron for Ojosan which McClellan does not use but we
should.

168. antagonism, hankan III-14 155 Sensei-Okusan

I was growing more and more found of the daughter while my
antagonism towards the mother increased.

169. be mistaken about, 111-14 155 Sensei-Okusan
k a i hi t 't ' [.:' /.ij-f}.. ''!,.-go a~-S,l e ~ a ~"" ,-' 1 rr...__ .:

-- ;i-K -r
And then suddenly, for some reason or other, I began to
wonder if I had not been mistaken about Okusan.

---------------- ...



170,171. bec cme wat c h f u L, 111-14 155
keikai .Q. kuwaeru 1!J! ;x:EtJOr-...;;;..

172. *detested, imu III-14 155
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Okusan-Sensei

Okusan-Sensei
& Shizu

I decided finally that even when she seemed sudeenly to
become watchful after having encouraged her daughter to be
friendly with me, she was not truly changing her mind; *she
merely detested that we became closer to each other than her
sense of propriety allowed.

173. distrustful, utaguri t:::;;':.('t}IF,Lt,. III-IS 156 Sensei-people

This discovery was a great shock to me, who had learned to
be distrustful of everyone.

174. be deceived, damasare~u~~~ih? III-IS 156 women-men

Sensei
-incident

But later, I said to myself: "Is it not because women are so
trusting that they are constantly being deceived by men?"

175. unpleasant, III-IS 156
fuyukai .Q. kan jimashi ta -;;L)A 1.12 .,.".c L"::l= L-r:

"T"ij(((1 7'.. E 11-:':: J .tz
Concerning the incident that caused me to leave, I said
nothing. It was unpleasant for me to think about it, let
alone talk about it.

176. *suspicion, saigishin l~ ~/~' III-IS 156 Sensei-Okusan

177. put me in a suspicious III-IS 156- Sensei-Okusan
frame of mind, 157

, i=::,-,-:;'r" (" I.) J..t:.' l-+-t:utagurillajimeta '* ll. (Y' t :

178. become more and more III-IS 157 Sensei-Okusan
sus picious, t::.>. ~ - i:rl L.c'/ ;(R .~
giwaku wa dan dan to ne 0 hatte kimasu lKIJ:.....,·"'lJ..j-';!..''- . .....
- - - - - -- ~_ -,-y ;f:.J1
Before long, however, I began once more to suspect her
motives.
It was only something very petty that put me in a s u s p Lc t o u s
frame of mind.
But this did not prevent me from becoming more and more
suspicious as time went by.

179. cunning schemer, 11~:~A~iJ.' III-IS 157 Okusan-Sensei
kokatsu ~ sakuryakuka fO ..../.I 'it:.'

~\Wb"""~3<-

180. was filled with disgust, III-IS 157 Sensei-Okusan
niganigashii kuchibiru.Q. %,~ L I. .~~ plttJ;}t-'1 L· !_-
kamimashita .
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Okusan, whom I had taken for a kindly person, quickly became
a cunning schemer in my eves. I was filled with disgust.

181, 182. find myself on the
defensive,
keikai .Q. kuwaeru ~ 170 /'...?

III-IS 157 Sensei-Okusan

183. *laugh
chasha

184. *abuse

at myself in scorn,

o~M '*
1f h ' ~-mys e ,nonos ~ t ta ,~'I/-::

III-IS

III-IS

157

157

Sensei

Sensei

185. a schemer, §akuryakuka %L~~ III-IS 157 Shizu-Sensei

Once more, I found myself on the defensive. Of course, I
stood to gain nothing from such an attitude, since I
remained very much in love with *Ojosan. I laughed at
myself in scorn. *1 abused myself that I was an idiot.
But I began to be really miserable when the thought occurred
to me that perhaps *Ojosan was no less of a a c h e a e r than her
mother.

Sensei-his
frip.nd!'l

Sensei-his
friends

158III-16gokai-shitemisconstrue,

III-16 158
~ /.212 17.72 '
~ flf f flj=f 1)' /

Two or three of my friends misconstrued my silence, and
reported to the others that I seemed to be deep in some kind
of philosophic meditation. I did not try to undeceive them.

186.

t·*-~¥ L'(
187. undeceive, gokai .Q. toke

Sensei-himself

Okusan & Shizu
-Sensei

Okusan & Shizu
-Sensei

159

159

159

III-16

II1-16

II1-16

*betraying, uragiri-shite iru
-if.....,., , - ., -r:

derision, chasha 7«...'-'u:- {<1':;/:

o~B ';{

188.

189.

190, 191. be made a fool of,
baka ni sareta Ef_Jrii l- -t,J'L-r:...8 ~ ........ II 1-

But the fact that this self-respect was betraying my vulgar
curiosity showed in my discontented face. they laughed.
Whether they did so in derision, or out of friendliness, I
was too flustered at that moment to find out. Afterwards, I
repeatedly asked myself: "Did they make a fool of me, or
didn't they?"

192. hate the idea of being 111-16 158 Sensei-Okusan
enticed by,
obikiyoserareru _no za iya deshita -t~ '=t% ...... ,:.-J; ::z J" .,.,,';'V"r:· ; -:

- A.:::. 01:1 '-. ""j __ / /I \. #J' 1/ . •~/' \ .....



193. be

*be duped, damasare194.

duped, damasareta

~R~/n t:
1tr~'tl

III-16 159

III-16 159
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Sensei-his
uncle

Sensei-people

Bu t I h a t ed t ha idea 0 f being en tice d by Okusan to s wallow
her bait. No matter what happened, I vowed to myself, no
one would ever dupe me as my uncle had done.

195. deceive, azamuku tK"t- ( III-19 166 K-his foster
parents

196. repr?ached, najirimashita III-19 166 Sensei-K

r e pr oache d
~~ I) 1[.1:

I him, poin~J.ng out that he was deceiving his
foster parents.

197. dissatisfaction, fuhei 7f.1f- III-20 168 Sensei

With my heart filled with dissatisfaction, melancholy, ~nd

loneliness, I saw K again in September.

198. was furious, okorimashita III-21 169 K-his foster

-ta·t/1 1 1:
father

. ''', ... J-''''' .
199. cheat, damasu

.~Jffu1
III-21 169 K-his foster

parents

200. reprimand, kisseki ~-1'~ III-21 169 K-his original
~~ ~ family

Krs foster father was furious when he read K's letter. He
sent back a severe reply, in which he said that he would not
possible finance the education of one so unprincipled as to
cheat his parents•••• It was from his original family.
It was a letter of reprimand as severe in tone as the other.

201. acted as mediator, ~1-7 ..l-'- III-21
chotei Q kokoromi ta ~f,J'Ir:r ~ ~!\hT:.

170 K-his foster
parents

I knew also that one person had tried to act as mediator
between the two parties.

202. hurt his foster parents' 1I1-21 171 K-his foster
feeling, ~ ~ 1~""1' r:;:? "7 family
yoke .!!.2. kanji) Q gai-suru ~ ~::'1"1 ~~II"~'I %-1:;.

203. anger, ikari III-21 171 K-his original
family

• not only did he hurt his foster parents' feelings, but
he angered his original family as well.
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204. "expelled from his father's
house",
kando

1II-21 171

558

K-his original
family

He was, I suppose, "expelled from his father's house," to
use an old-fashioned phrase.

205. violently disagree,
hanko-sareru 0 ~j~~'~l~

I '- ~ l 'J '- /1 ..

1II-24 177 K-Sensei

I wanted to say all t h t s to K. But I knew that he would
violently disagree with me.

206. destruction, hakai-shitsutsu ,111-24 178 K
jl;R.t~ l "'/

H would wilfully procee~ to his' own destruction.

207. despise, keibetsu-shite iru III-25 179 K-Sensei
@.~~Lf~~

208. contempt, kei betsu :.._~ 1II-25 179 K-Sensei
Ia<CC •
-r1:- ~

I me r e l.y laughed--though I knew in my heart that I was being
despised.
It is possible that, in a sense, I deserved his contempt.

209 ••egarded them with contempt, 111-25 180 K-women
keibetsu no nen 0 shojita "i3tc't -rP. 1::--7;"1-:' ,,'..,..

- --~ - ;r-.!- P-i<. J) ,--S' ~ .::t.:~ i ;

And in his disappointment he had come to regard them with
contempt.

210. fortress of books,
shomotsu ~ joheki Q kizuite

It was very pleasing to me to
his fortress of books, and to
thaw.

III-25 180 K
-=- '~] ...," ,.~' p;:t; or ,'-,3E- "i" ,"tn'~ "~,,, x :~.-, \.6""" ,,"-\' .:::.~- / ... ~

see him gradually emerge from
see his heart beginning to

211. disliked, kirai deshi ta ~ " ....1II-26 182
x,K."1 L /-=-

I disliked women who laughed at such times.
can dismiss this weakness as something that
all young women.

212. be scolded, shikararete ot:.~lfl~{ 1II-26 183

Sensei-women

I suppose one
is common to

Okusan-Shi2:.u

*Ojosan looked at me and began to laugh. She stopped
qUickly enough when her mother scolded her.

213. contempt, keibetsu-shite iru

~t~'L1?33
III-27 184 K-women
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His attitude, which seemed to suggest that the subject did
not merit serious discussion. I took to be an indication of
the contempt with which he still regarded women.

214. jea]ous, shitto -frJi-!Jk III-27 184 Sensei-K

It is obvious to me now that I was already more than a
little jealous of him.

215. *begin to doubt, utagaidasu III-28 186 Sensei-K

&~v-~1
Unfortunately, this pleasant thought invariably led me
further to the point where I would begin to *doubt whether K
was not sitting there indulging in e~actly the same reverie.

216. *doubt, utagai ~1;' III-28 187 Sensei-K

*My doubt made me want to discover the real cause of the
change in him.

Sensei-K187II1-28
koto ~

.'1:!- L1 ~d'; -t; -~'"'" -r !if -," '*' ~ -r. ( 7:. :::J"'- ,1-,( Co p1" of ~'/" .:.l-' /r... f ·r <7

But if his new serenity had come as a result of his contact
with *Ojosan, then I would find it imp~ssible to forgive
him.

impossible to forgive,
kesshite kare ~ yurusu
dekinaku .!!1!!..!:!.

217.

218. felt impatient and irritated, 1II-29 188 Sensei
hagayui fukai ni nayamasareta ..J,!:;:- -r';; v1J - l::;z. I'" .. -- - - W '1 't'.' r l I /1' I A l: ' '&1 '1 :: ? '. ;

Many times, i was on the verge of telling him about *Ojosan,
*but being unable to do that, I felt impatient and
irritated.

II1-29 188 Sensei-K
;;7] ~ 101 s. -r: ,_., h
~~"I J ~ 'J ' ,

~ *: ~~ ...,-'i'
Often, in exasperation, I would feel like hammering a hole
somewhere in his head, so that a gentle, warm breeze might
blow into it.

219. hammer a hole somewhere in
his head,
atama ~ doko ka ikkasho 0 tsukiyabutte

220. timid, hikyo III-29 188 Sensei

I was no less timid than I had been in Tokyo.

221- suspicion, utagai Fti."(,,·" III-29 188 Sensei-K

222. apologized, wabimashitC!. t't'l,.<Hf: III-29 188 Sensei-K

223, apologize, wabinagara -f,"f 'G':7J.·~'~ III-29 .no Se.nsei-KJ.oo
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224. hate myself, 111-29 189 Sensei-K
iya _na kokoromochi ni _naru ~. .,... .' --r:::f -r: 'ZIFlI\. I J." /'(. '1 -=J I:' / J." -~

225, 226. doubt, utagai ~ 111-29 189 Sensei-K

And I would regret having suspected such ~ p~rson, and
inwardly apologize to him. I would then begin to hale
myself for my baseness•••. For very soon I would be
assailed by the same old doubts. At such times, I would
compare myself with K--always unfavorably, of course, since
the desire to compare originated in doubt.

227. attack, yarikomeru fil)i64'h? 1II-30 192 K-Sensei

228. insulting remarks,
bubetsu ni chikai kotoba

III-30 192
1.17ii1iF. _ , ~ >-~
'f't!T M 1- :z.u... \.. \;; ~

K-Sensei

229. de f e n d myself, benkai ~1 ~~ III-30 192 K-Sensei

Saying that anyone who had no spiritual aspirations was an
idiot, he began to attack me for my frivolity. My
apprehensions concerning *Ojosan had made me more sensitive
than I might have been to ['s almost insulting remarks. I
began to defend myself.

230. became aggressive,
hankoteki deshita

III-31

;[;t(L a~ -( LT:
192 Sensei-K

But in trying to point out his limitations I had become
aggressive, and I was in no mood to be objective a b o u t
myself.

231. be critical of, kogeki J77 ~ 111-31 192 Sensei-K

"If you only knew those men of the past as I know them," he
said sadly, "you would not be so critical of me."

232. be cursed by, tatatta ~...,-r.: 1II-31 225 Sensei-vanity
?I- I~

You may say I was cursed by my affectation or vanity.

233. resentful feelings, 111-31
hara no t.atta t:ln..;,-
-- - --- Il~ J) .JJ- .-, i;

I felt cheerful, forgetting that I had
without resentful feelings toward her.

194 Sensei-Shizu

left Tokyo not

234. scored a victory, 111-32 194 Sensei-K
gaika 0 so-suru II~ §Jj: -r: $"""1 "2

- ~ OJ 1"- C ':<.. 7 ~

I had scored 'a victory over K, and my heart was filled with
a sense of triumph.
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235. be overcome with annoyance, 111-33 196 Sensei

fuyukai ni~ 7f}fii';( H2:. I: 7J:~

But there were only cold white ashes where I had expected to
find red-hot charcoal. I was overcome with annoyance.

236. hate, kirai 1II-34 198 Sensei-Shizu

Sensei-Shizu237. be irritated, hara oa tatsu~~ 111-34 198
-- = --- rJt17,·:tL ..-,

She answered with a laugh--that laugh of hers which I hated
so much. Then she said, "I'll let you guess." I was a
touchy fellow in those days, and i was considerably
irritated at being treated in such an offhand manner by a
woman.

238. dislike, kirai III-34 199 Sensei-Shizu

239. *these traits which I dislike, 111-34 199 Sensei-Shizu
.lli& ~ tokoro -ijt7j: pfr
••. but there is no denying that she had some traits which
were common to all young women and which I disliked.
M.oreo~er, I began to notice these traits only after K had
moved into the house.

240. jealousy, shitto 1II-34 199 Sensei-K

241. jealous, shit toshin .fzii:fJ.h /\:; II1-34 199 Sensei-K

Perhaps, I told myself, they were no more than figments of
my imagination, caused by my jealousy of K • .. Mind you,
I have no intention of denying that I was jealous.

242. jealousy, shitto t~-t~ 1II-34 199 Sensei-K

I am digressing here, but don't you think that this kind of
jealousy is a necessary concomitant of love?

243. suspicion, ginen III-34 200 Sensei-Shizu

Sensei-K

Sensei-K

After K's entrance on the scene, however, it was the
suspicion that *Ojosan might prefer him to me that was
responsible for my inaction.

244. *be contemptuous of, 111-35 202
keibetsu-suru ~[ci ~,-rA

-1'":I: ;::x 7 '"

245. picked a quarrel, 111-35 202
~.2. hajimeta lJ~ lJl-Et~\JAr:.

*Ojosan must have thought that I was being *contemptuous of
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K..•• I might have picked a quarrel with them but for
K's manner, which showed no elation when *Ojosan started
taking h::,s side.

246. a confounded nuisance, jamamono 111-35 202 Sensei-K
-fPrw· f; c1I

"I have been thinking of you as a ~~nfounded nuisance."

247. ~rebel, hanko-suru li.:rtL"13 III-36 203 K

*He also had the habit of opening and shutting his lips like
a stutterer before he said anything, as though they rebelled
against his will.

248, 249. fear, osoroshisa, kvofu 111-36 205 Sensei-K
f% 3 l ~ 1J: ,l,fj'

That is why I felt then not only torment but a kind of fear.
It was the fear of a man who sees before him an opponent
stronger than himself.

250 • better strategy, tokusaku ~~ 't. 111-36 205 Sensei-K

. • • I was debating with myself whether I should make a
similar confession to K or whether it would be a better
strategy to say nothing about my love for *Ojosan.

having interrupted K's
him with my own confession.

251. *counterattack, gyakushu-shi
&~L

I began to curse myself for not
confession and *counterattacked

1II-37 205 Sensei-K

K-Sensei

K-Sensei

I wished
my room.
had been

*dash into, tosshin-shite kita 111-37 200

rt;:1f L1 ~T:
take me by surprise,~~ ~ ~ 111-37 206
fuiuchi ni~ -:c~ ~~ l-~ or:

/1- Iv =9'- - e .-, t z:

that k would once more open the door and *dash into
That morning, K had taken me by surpr~~e, ~nd !

totally unprepared.

252.

253.

254. haunt, tatarare 1II-37 207 K-Sensei

Perhaps I was beginning to think of him as a kind of devil.
Once, I even had the feeling that he would haunt me for the
rest of my life.

255. *doubted, utagatte III-39 210 Sensei-Shizu &
Okusan

I even *doubted if what the two ladies said and did truly
expressed their thoughts.
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parents

256.
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deceived, azamuite ita 111-39 211

1l:R.t, L '1 ~ T:.
Even the fact of his having deceived his foster parents for
three years had by no means impaired my confidence in him.

257. *fence with an opponent 111-41 213 Sensei-K
representing a different school,
taryii jiai A11J -j;;. ,.,..,. h

'I G ~11L. ~A a
*1 watched him carefully, as though I were fencing with an
opponent representing a different school.

258. *fortress, yesai II1-41 214 Sensei-K

*1t was as though I received the map of his fortress by his
own hand and took a leisurely look at it right in front of
his eyes.

259. *beat him by one blow, II1-41 214 Sensei-K
hitouchi. de kare .Q.~ - tr-( ~Ft! 1~'j 1"

260. *make a surprise attack on him, II1-41 214 Sensei-K
.!U:2. ni tsukekomu

~ (0; 1111" ~:t'
261. tactics, sakuryaku 1RGJ?b-- 1II-41 214 Sensei-K

Now is the time, I thought, *to beat him by one blow. *1
waited no longer to make a surprise attack on him. I turned
to' him with a solemn air. true, the solemnity was a part of
my tactics

262. vindictive, fukushii f[~ II1-41 214 Sensei-K
"

263. revenge, fukushiI ~'§ ~ II1-41 214 Sensei-K
-<2..-~

264. cruel, zankoku .!@. 9":1. @~7J.. II1-41 214 Sensei-K

Sensei-K265. obstruct his path of love, 111-41 214

koi .!!..Q. yukute ..Q. fusage ~:~. (J) ~T+~ ~ -1),'7
But I insisted that I was not being vindictive.
to you that what I was trying to do was far more
mere revenge. *1 attempted to obstruct his path
the very words.

I confess
cruel than
of love by

II1-41

II1-41266,

268.

267. argue with, hantai-suru

Rill'?
contempt, bubetsu 1'= tiP.

ffJ: ~.
I was already in love with *Ojosan by
to argue with him whenever he brought

215 Sensei-K

215 Sensei-K

that time, and I used
up the subject of "the
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true way." K would listen to me with a look of pity on his
face. Always, it was contempt that lay behind his pity

269. *run counter to, shototsu-suru III-41 215 Sensei-K

1tt'!i.1?
*What I feared was his intere1st might run counter to that of
mine if he decided to change his ways.

270. *a robber turn into a III-41 215 K-Sensei
violent burglar,
inaori gate e c:i ,) ='0 5R

/ t.J lE!- jrf. ..t!i2-
*At that moment I felt as though K were a robber who had
turned into a violent burglar.

271. lurk, machibuse

272. take him by surprise,
damashiuchi If e. L ~"t::

.~A1fJ '1 J ,;

III-42 216

III-42 216

Sensei-K

Sensei-K

Sensei216III-42e:J; .....
4""/I~

I lurked in the shadows, so that I might take him by
surprise•••• Had a voice whispered into my ear, "You are
a coward," I might at that moment have returned to my normal
self.

273. coward, hikyo

his weakness and tried to beat

275. beat, uchitaoso

Instead, I took
him.

> III-42 216

III-42 216

Sensei-K

Sensei-K

276. a wolf crouching before a lamb, III-42 216 Sensei-K
~ .!!.Q. gotoki kokoro .2.~ I\~ J.r -=\ .' \( ,:::::" -, -::::=
.!!.Q. nai hi tsu ji & muketa /}r,~') \1..11 - I\""(... -..j;:''/ ',' t, • --r

l:: tQ] II r:.
I was like a wolf crouching before a lamb.

277. *like a wolf sinking its
teeth deep in the throat of
a lamb,
~ .&.2. suki .2. mite hitsu ji
.!!.Q. nodobue ~ kuraitsuku L£ ni

*I was like a wolf sinking its
lamb.

III-42 216 Sensei-K

of a

278. triumph, shari III-43 218 Sensei-K
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It is possible that my eyes betrayed the triumph that I was
then feeling.

2i9. doubt, giwaku ~ 1II-44 220 K~;t ~ ,,-
280. *began to doubt,

~t(',)1ft; !1' 1:
III-44 220 Sensei-K

utagurihajimeta

•.• *1 began to doubt if he is "prepared" not to forswear
his love for Oiosan, but to reject his past once and for all
so as to be free from all doubt and suffering.

281.

282.

wanted to kneel before him 111-46 225 Sensei-K
~nd beg his forgiveness,
kare Q£~ ni ~ £ tsuite ayamaritaku ~~

/(It l1\ -'7 (: f' 'E '0 •'I ~ j I) T:. ( '1= ~r:
*begged his forgiveness,~J 111-46 225 Sensei-K
shazai-shitaro -m-l~ L1:. ~ '7
Suddenly, I wanted to kneel before him and beg his
forgiveness. It was a violent emotion that I felt then. I
think that had K and I been alone in some wilderness, I
would have listened to the cry of my conscience *and begged
his forgiveness.

283. cowardly soul, hikyo !? II~

I was a cowardly soul.

III-46 226 Sensei

284. his final blow,
saigo. Q£ dageki

III-47 227 Sensei-K

It would seem that K received his final blow with great
composure.

285. cunning, sakuryaku ~~ III-48 228 Sensei-K

286. won, katte W#-"7( III-48 228 Sensei-K

287. lost, maketa
~lrT: 1II-48 228 Sensei-K

288. contemptuous, 1II-48 228 Sensei-K
keibetsu-shite iru ~i1{ ll~?
I said to myself: "Through cunning, I have won. But as a
man, I have lost." My sense of defeat then became so
violent that it seemed to spin around in my h e a d like a
whirlpool. And when I imagined how contemptuous K must be
of me, I blushed with shame.
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289. kill nLm s e Lf , jisatsu-shite II1-48 228 K
§f~L 1

But that night, K killed himself.

290. regard me with contempt, 111-48 230 Okusan & Shizu
keibetsu-sareru ff 'j\- ~'J \. "3 -Sensei

I had feared that its contents would be of such a nature
that should Okusan and *Ojosan happen to see it they would
regard me with contempt.

291. *ki1l himself, jisatsu-suru 1II-48 230 K
§ fi-r"

*He had d~ciderl to kill himseff, he said because there
seemed no hope of his ever becoming the firm, resolute
person that he had always wanted to be.

Sensei-K

292. kill himself, 111-49 232 K
jisatsu-shimashita § fQ:.ll L1:.
"Okusan," I said, "K has killed himself."

,,1"
293. apologize, ayamaru t~j3 1II-49 232

294. apologize, wabiru "rf;

tt 'V~ ~
1II-49 232 Sensei-Okusan

& Shizu

Please take it that I was compelled to apologize to Okusan
and *Ojosan because I could no longer apologize to K
himself.

295. *be destroyed, hakai-sarete III-50 234 Shizu
-frightful
things

*1 was afraid that if I had a beautiful person such as she
see anything ugly and frightful, her beauty would be
destroyed.

296. beat down, muchiutsu lff7~ III-50 234 Sensei-pretty
flower

297. *unpleasant. fukai :if.+R: III-50 234 Sensei

I thought that to help destroy such beauty would be no less
*unpleasant than to beat down a pretty, innocent flower.

KIII-51 234298. committed suicide,
jisatsu-shita §aLT:.
On our way back from the funeral, a friend of our asked me:
"Why did he commit suicide?"
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299. killed, koroshita III-51 235 Sensei-K

It seemed that what the questioner meant to say was: "Why
not be truthful and admit that you killed him?"

KIII-51 235300, 301. killed himself,
jisatsu-shita § ft L-r:
It explained that he had been disowned ):1y his family and in
a fit of depression had killed himself. ••• He then told
me that in another newspaper, K's suicide had been
attributed to insanity.

302. *the abuse of fate, III-51 236 Sensei-fate
ummei no reiba :11 ,&", .~'fl- --- ~ ;>p en .I' " ,~

I tho', g h t 0 f the new s ton e, 0 f my new wi fe, and 0 f the new 1 y
buried white bones beneath us, and I felt *the abuse of
f a t e ,

~ ...:--
303. *destroy, hakai-sarete 1iR.t~::1nIII-52 237 Sensei

304. haunting, obiyakasareru i1J,~,jl~III-52 237 K-Sensei

*But when I began to live with her my hope was no more than
a fleeting daydream and was destroyed by harsh reality. How
could I continue to have hope, when the sight of her face
seemed always to bring back haunting memories of K?

Shizu-Sensei

Shizu-Sensei

Shizu-Sensei237

237

III-52

III-52signs of irritation,
kan mo koji ~ .;.~ L"
-- -- 11el (; r;)

~-;1
*reproachful remarks, engen!1TJ.~ III-52 237

,I.:. a
out there were times when she would show signs of
reproachful remarks: "Are you sure you don't dislike me?" or
"You are hiding something from me." And I would look at her
in misery, not knowing what to say.

306. dislike, kiratte

305.

307.

towards a goal which I had

308. *unhappiness, fuyukai A:l~l~
/ 1-' fl(~(' 'J'..

But I *was unhappy in striving
artificially set myself.

III-52 238 Sensei

I felt very strongly the

309. was cheated. czamukareta

iRT -tJ'7/ l T:
When I was cheated by my uncle
unreliableness of men.

III-52 238 Sensei-his
uncle
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310. be shattered, hakai-sarete III-52 238 Sensp.i
,~i[.rl~'7Il1

Because of K, however, my self-confidence was shattered.

311, 312. reproach, semeru III-53 239 Shizu-Sensei

But she reproached me on her own account. • I say that
she "reproached" me, but I assure yo~ that she never used
strong words.

Sensei-Shizu

Sensei

Sensei

Sensei-Shizu240

240

III-53

III-53

313. apologized, ayamarimashita
~~I)~Vi::

315. be disgusted with myserf, III-53 240
fuyukai ~ tamaranai 7F-/I~+~..1·'tl~ r;.. l \

315. apologize, llamaru ~l '".3 III-53 240

316 • apologize, ayamaru ~-17
- -;;<. d

Pl..

Sometimes--usua11y the morning after I had come home late in
a very drunken state--I would apologize to her. She would
listen to my apology and then laugh; or she would remain
silent; or she would begin to cry. whatever she did, I was
invariably disgusted with myself at such times. I suppose
that, in a sense, I was apologizing as much to myself as to
lier.

317. assail, osotte kuru ~'-'1*-"3 III-54 242 Sensei

From then on, a n~me1ess fear would assail me from time to
time.

318.

319.

320,

welcome a flogging, III-54 243 Sensei-people
muchiutaretai llt~11 LT: ' .
*be flogged, muchiutareru III-54 243 Sensei-people

321. *f10g myself, ~tr:..7Id' III-5/{ 243 Sensei
l~ ~ jibun £ muchiutsu

322. kill myself, ~'1}""(§17J''E~ '7 III-54 243 Sensei

jubun de jibun £ korosu §Jit--( §17)'-~ ~i1

It was this sense of sin that led me to feel sometimes that
I would .... e1come a flogging even at the hands of strangers.
When this desire for *being flogged became particularly
strong, I would begin to feel that it should come from
myself, and not others.
*Then it occurred to me that I should "kill" myself rather
than flog myself.
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323. cry out, donaritsukemasu III-55 243 Sensei-shizu
~ D,~ IH:frr11

In fury and grief I would cry out: "Why do you stop me?"

324. *a painful and unending battle, III-55 244 Sensei
kurushii~ 7f L~' ~ ~

325. commit suicide, jisatsu ',,11- III-55 244 Sensei
§7f~

Please understand that though I might have seemed to you to
be leading an uncomplicated, humdrum life, there was *a
painful and unending battle going on inside me. . • • When
at last it b e c a me clear to me that I could not remain still
in the prison much longer, and that I could not escape from
it, I was forced to the conclusion that the easiest thing I
could do would be to commit suicide.

326. the sword entered his bowels, III-56 246 General Nogi
katana .2.~~ tsukitateta 7J -: ~'i3 rf.:; ~ ."... -l Az:. -s; ' <, -x:::. _.l.1. i 01

327. commit suicide, jisatsu-suru III-56 246 Sensei

§~-4~
328. kill himself, shinda 1tA.i: III-56 246 General Nogi

329. kill hd mse I f, jisatsu-suru III-56 246 Sensei

E1 ~13
I asked myself: "When did he suffer greater agony--during
those thirty-five years, or the moment when the sword
entered his bo~els?"

It was two or 'chree days later that I decided at last to
commit suicide. Perhaps you will not understand clearly ~hy

I am about to die, no more than I can fully understand Why
General Nogi killed himself.
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LIST OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY
IN MICHIKUSA (GRASS ON THE WAYSIDE)

VOCABULARY (English and Japanese) CHAP. CHARACTERS

1. *threatened, obiyakashita :;:5!,..-rn-t)'L;: 2 Kenzo-ShimadaR \ ,.
Then, on the sixth day, he suddenly appeared once more, like
a threatening shadow from the hill behind the shrine.

2. watch for an opening, 2 Kenzo-shimada
suki ~ areba kare ni chikazuko p~~ '3''''JAil '. i··~·'i6:.A-:r '0 .... )

He was watching for an opening, for some sign of relenting
in Kenzo.

3. not only irritation but disgust, 3
kokoro kara imaimashiku omot ta ,\.-'-1)"-7 ,~, Q L<-

4. *scolded, shikari tsuketa 11 t:. 1)1q'nT: 3

Kenzo-O-sumi
..,..,
c:J., .... -:; -:
: -.."J -

Kenzo-O-sumi

5. scold her into silence, 3 Kenzo-O-sumi
atamagonashi ni yarikometa U1'i -"r_' 1- :~ I) ~ \. -

it-R - r L - 2.J2.. ~ ' I:'

He would feel not only irritation but disgust at her lack of
understanding. Sometimes he would get really angry and
scold her into silence.

6. bad temper, kanshaku ~~ 3 Kenzo-O-sumi

She would simply take his bad temper as just another
indication of his vanity.

7. wrestle, sumo ~ totte

8. *be scolded, okorareta

iffil{ Et-,~

ea ;:~ -r:
IV 7'11 L/-:'

4

4

Kenzo-Hida

Kenzo & Hida
-O-natsu

He remembered how they used to wrestle like children in the
house, much to the annoyance of his sister.

fiL E~ -S i6}Al f:
The next-door neighbor was furious when he
*Kenzo had thrown the skins into his yard.

9. furious, shiri ~ mochikomareta 4 Kenzo-next
-door neighbor

discovered that

10. *deceived and failed to buy,
da.:Jashita~ katte kurenai

11. sulk, urameshiku

4 Kenzo-Hida

.~~ Lf: ri-' I)'~ r» 1 <1/ ~ -r,... '
4 Kenzo-Hida
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And how he had sulked when his brother-in-law deceived and
failed to buy the compass in a wooden box that he h a d
promised him.

Kenzo-O-natsu

Kenzo-O-natsu

Ken zo-O-na t s u

Kenzo-O-natsu

never to forgive,
kannin-shite yaranai

14.

12. bitter quarrel, kenka ~ shite 4

cr:::'_~ tJl 't Lt 413. *apologize, ayamatte

t't1 ~ '/ 7 4

111) ill L1 -n .: 7'.:tt f V \ - -./ r- t '

15. *not to apologize, ayamaranai 4

He remembered too the time when he had that bitter quarr~l

with his sister. He was determined never to forgive her no
matter how she apologized. He waited, expectantly
nevertheless for her to come to him with a po l oga e s , When
she did not appear. he swallowed his pride and decided he
would have to go to see her.

16. *felt unpleasant, fukai ni kanjita 4 Kenzo
xl"" ~ .'-
F r' 1:::.1:: .-=: L I::

As Kenzo gazed at the call~graphy and thought of the couple
who had been so good to him he began to wish, with some
bitterness, that he could feel more affection Eor them now.

17. kicked, kettari 5 Hida-O-natsu

18. be at, tat a ita r i f.ii \" '1:.I ) 5 Hid a - 0- nat s u

19. drag me around the room by the hair, 5 Hida-O-natsu
kami s motte zashiki.ill ~~ .;1'14::'E.:f-!~"7-7ii1'Zrf
hizzurimawashitari ~ .

?){f~LI:.I)
20. not passive, maketeru ££ ~ nakatta 5 Hida-O-natsu

"2:l t1 ~1.i V'1"/f' tJ'''''~
21. never laid a hand on him, t;i! 1 5 Hida-O-natsu

te dashi .!!..§.!l ka sh ita ko tana i .:f;:t. Lr,..- A. 1]'L 'I:. ii- J'l :;-, 0

22. the fights, tachimawari 5 Hida-O-natsu

Never."
two used to

"You re member how vio len t he used to be-- bea t i ng
me, dragging me around the room by the hair.
"You weren't exactly passive yourself."
"What do you mean? I never laid a hand on him.
Kenzo could not help smiling. The fights these
have were by no means one-sided.

and kicking
"

23. *be deceived by her
otto ni damasarete

*It struck KenzQ as

husband, 5 Hida-O-natsu

1t I :. .~~ :! 7tl I
pathetic that this once high-spirited

------------- ._.
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woman should now be so ready to be deceived by her husband's
lie.

24. angry, haradatashiku mo atta t=.. 6 Kenzo-O--natsu
- --1:[:rr.:t: l ( t ~-,r:

*He felt pity for her and angry at the same time.

25. her tone became vindictive, 7
nikurashiso ~ goki ::rG. L0'(' • ..". ~ ~-::u:.. '- . --) . L' ",,j;l. ''''

, ..... "... T r' a ",
She started reminiscing about him, and
became vindictive.

O-natsu
-Shimada

he; tone once more

told him I didn't have a penny

26. lost my temper, hara ~~

~t.",..Jt ., 7:
Finally, I lost my temper and

7 O-natsu
-Shimada

qfit~:nt.
27. *blamed, hinan ~ nagekaketa l1'".:ffhri: 9

*She, on her part, blamed her husband.

Kenzo-O-sumi

28. *be scolded, shikarareta oe:. ';11'11:.

29. *sc01d, shikaru

9

9

Kenzo-his
children

Kenzo-his
children

*Sometimes they were allowed to come into the study, but
they always ended up being scolded for their mischief. Now
that they were staying away from him because of his
scolding, he felt something lacking.

30. resent her lack of concern,
dojo n~ toboshii saikun
ni tai-suru ~ ~ kokoromochi

31.

9 Kenzo-O-sumi
:;t:. A' 4,..::E-- 'if:-l ~ ~.

~ rI'iii l:: z: Ll • f-a 117 I: ;"J d /li''-
7'",;: 1 'V.~

felt unpleasant, fuyukai ni omotta 9 Kenzo-O-sumi
~+BWd'1(L:'~..,~

Neither did he, but he resented her lack of concern. She
felt un pl e a s an t , hating his pride and reserve, and thinking:
it's his fault that I can't behave like a wife.

32. became irritated at her aloofness, 9 Kenzo-O-sumi

tasho hara ~~ f9t)/ ~t1),'tI..-7 ~
Again he became irritated at her aloofness, which seemed
parti~ulaLly calculated this morning.

33. *felt displeased, 9 Kenzo-O-sumi
iva ~ kokoromochi ~ shita !fJ.t;., ,'.:t'n 1),'l i::.
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She's very careful to observe the formalities, he thought
bitterly.

t 1- Iff17~ P-7:
Privately each found the other's conduct unforgivable.

34. find the other's conduct 10 Kenzo-O-sumi
unforgi va ble, -7"7 ~ v ~ 'g ") <:PI ~

;<.1'....17 c: 't '1",,- ) I 
soho !.Q!!!.2. hara .!!£ naka ni ~ fuhei ~ atta

35. i n dis gus t, i ya .!:!2. ka 0 .2. s hit e r;:;i;- ~ 10
--J~r.J'J.' i~~ ~ l."(

In disgust she left the room.

Kenzo-O-sumi

36. Angrily, haradatashiso ni WtlLT=.l ::71: 10 Kenzo-O-sumi

Angrily he stared at her back as she walked away.

37. mounting distaste, ~

i ya .!:!2. ko ko romochi 1WK.1J.· /'V' .:rf ,
12 Kenzo-Shimada

With mounting distaste Kenzo listened to Yoshida's repeated
references to Shimada's poverty.

38. be cheated, damasarete _~~ ~7n1 12 Shimada-people:

"He is such a decent, trusting fellow," Yoshida said, "he's
constantly being cheated. "

39. hatred, ken'o .!!£.i2. 13 Ken zo-Shi:::ad a

He remained silent, torn between his sense of indebtedness
and his hatred.

JW1"1"~,?
40. repugnant, ~ ~ naranakatta 13 Kenzo-Shimada

t+-1)'IT:
Kenzo reluctantly admitted to himself that no matter how
repugnant the prospect of associating with Shimada might be

41. don't like, .ill desu ~ ~1'17f') 14 O-sumi-Shimada

"But I don't like it.
hanging around."

42. resent, fuhei ~ atta

I don't want horrid men like that

Kenzo-O-sumi

43. overbearing aloofness, 14 Kenzo-O-sumi
kempei zuku.!:!2. otto.!!£ taido ....:0 '

'I~ ffi1--;' '< 7'j: =K ~ ~~ ;t
Inwardly, however, she ne ve r stopped resenting it. She
could hardly be expected to take kindly to his overbearing
aloofness.

-------- .. ----- ._-
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Kenzo-O-sumi1444. ill-concealed resentment,
iyake ~ sashi te J~ Rr ....,'..J( l1fl ~ 'I _

45. antagonistic, kempei zuku iJ1i ff!J-i( 14 Kenzo-O-sumi

Usually at such a point in the conversation she would
retreat into silence, and Kenzo, seeing her ill-concealed
resentment, would become even more antagonistic.

46. formally break with, zekko ~~"X. 14 Shimada-Kenzo
& his father

47. quarrel, kenka 14 Shimada-Kenzo
& his father

Shimada-Kenzo
& his father

Shimada-Kenzo
& his father

14

14

f<;li;-
:I'~ 'j....

"I was told that before he died he said that he had formally
broken with Shimada, and that you were not to have anything
more to do with him."
Kenzo remembered only too well the final quarrel that led
to the s~vering of relations between his father and
Shimada. But he had never been very fond of his own father;
neither could he remember'being given any formal strictures
concerning Shimada.

48. the severing of relations, gizetsu

~.~
49. *formally break with, zekko

50. refuse to see, ~! 1>" 14 Kenzo-Shimada
tsukiai 0 kyozetsu-suru KP~"E:re~e-r~

"As far as I am concerned, there isn't sufficient
justification for refusing to see Shimada."

Kenzo-Shimada14

t'- i\~-n~' ~'l'~'-, ..... t!..:; .:~. ,x... r'j"··1 / ~/'" }j:j/\. t ;. ,-"-, .-'

go against everybody else's wishes, 14 Kenzo-O-sumi &
itazura ni minna no iken ni everybody
hal1tai-s"li"ru--- - --I - t-;;t; - .,.

'i:%- i.. !: .....f:j /i' J .... 'i1" I':J J~ ~1 :;~
~I~,; L..I ~ ; '0../ "it ~.... 7'----, J _' ~

His wife could not know how very badly he wanted to av o i d
seeing the man again. She thought that her husband was
simply being stubborn, and that in his perverse way was
enjoying going against everybody else's wishes.

51. how very badly he wanted to
avoid seeing the man,
tsukiai ~ iVa ~ iva ~ tamaranai

52.

53. armor, yoroi 15 Kenzo

54. *helmet, kabuto 15 Kenzo
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Kenzo even possessed a miniature suit of knight's armor and
*helmet, authentic to the last detail, that fitted him
perfectly.

55, 56, 57, 58. real sword, wakizashi 15 Kenzo
§Pf]~

He was also allowed to play with a real sword small enough
for a boy. ~he ornamental carving attached to the hilt
depicted a mouse trying to drag a red pepper.. Often he
tried to pull the blade out of the scabbard, but it was
securely locked in.

59. harsh thoughts, hankan 15 O-sumi-Shimada

60. hate, imikiratte iru

Had Kenzo shared his memories with his wife, she might, in
return for the chance to wallow in feminine sentimentality,
have discarded some of her harsh thoughts about Shimada; but
he kept entirely to himself.

Shimada
-O-natsu &
Chotaro

Indeed, as far as Kenzo's brother and sister were concerned,
Shimada's arrogance alone was enough reason for hating him.

61. *unpleasant expression, fukai ~ kao 16

:f,1~0' ~ij
*He tried his best not to show an unpleasant
his two guests.

Kenzo-Shimada
& Yoshida

expression to

62. angry, hara g£ tatsu 16 Shimada
-carpenters &
plasterers

And as he imagined how angry the carpenters and the
plasterers must be, he could not help smilin~.

63. look away in disgust,
.i.ll. ~ kao £ shi ta mK.l'J.· iW. f L1:
Kenzo looked away in disgust.

17 Kenzo-Shimada

64. annoy, iyagarase 17 Kenzo-Shimada

It:s as though he came simply to annoy me, he said to
himself; is that what he wants?

65. *did not like, ki ni iranakatta 4[ll:~ 18 Kenzo-O-sumi
.; 1'j:11'-' T:.

*He did not like her insensitiveness not to apologize for
being late.
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66. an accusing tone, fukan 19 Kenzo-O-sumi

In an accusing tone she said, "Your brother lola:> shocked when
I told him that Shimada had been at our house. "

67. *grimaced, iva ~ ka~ £ shita 20 Kenzo-O-sumi

She grimaced.

68. doubted her sincerity,
fujun £ utagatta

21

/f ~Lt ""E ~t1]< -, T:
Kenzci-O-sumi

Kenzo doubted her sincerity.

69. *became unpleasant, 21 Kenzo-O-sumi
fuyukai ni natta /f1/]«<II-1 l:' 7""J..'-"7f;

*As he watched her leave, he became more unpleasant.

70. angry with himself, haradatashii 21 Kenzo
~[ll.t: L l \

Kenzo could not pay much attention to what she was saying;
he was too busy being angry with himself for having b~come

so callous, so different from what he used to be.

71. sly joke, choro o~A:ff 22 Kenzo-Shimada

The "apology" sounded suspiciously like a sly joke.

72. said angrily, imaimashiku natta ,'0'2L< 23 Kenzo-O-sumi
--- If -, 12

"You might have been happier, you know."
*"Probably," he said angrily.

73. be rebuked, tashinamerareru ~7J:dt\~il~ 23 Kenzo-O-sumi

She did not have it in her to let the rebuke go
unchallenged.

1tl1-7tL1~3
The money trouble was about to assail them.

74. *assail, osoo!..Q. shi te iru 24 O-sumi's
father and his
family-money

Shimada2775. *the child whom one killed,
koroshita kodomo j.-lll--: .1..1j!.

'OJ(.. t: ;'1 ..

'It's like killing one's child and then going to a priest
years afterward and asking him if he can do anything to
bring the child back to life. I

76. committed murder, hito £ koroshita

A.~~L-r:

29 geisha

----------- --
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This woman, when still a young geisha, had committed murder.
and after twenty miserable years in prison had recently been
released.

77. chided, kogoto .2. it ta I J "1"~ i\ '-'-r; 30 Kenzo-O-sumi

He was inclined to be skeptical particularly when, after he
had chided her about her habit, she would promptly slip into
it without apparent shame.

78. *scolding, kogoto 30 Kenzo-O-sumi

79. pe r ve r seness, tsuraa te ® ~ "7 30 Kenzo-O-sumi

80. *murmured bitter comolaints,
niganigashii tsubuyaki .2.
kuchi .!!.2. uchi ~ morasu :±g!2 L I • olli

30 Kenzo-O-sumi

He k n e w t hat in v Le w 0 f her ten den c y to h Ys t e ria he
shouldn't be too critical, but *he often thought that her
uncouth habit might spring from mere perverseness and
*murmured bitter complaints.

81. hated, nikunda 30 Kenzo-O-sumi

He hated her for what he took to be her perverseness and
incorrigibility.

82. not harmonious, gatapishi-suru . "" 35 Kenzo-O-sumi
1)'T:.t'L1~

"Yes. ,we did. That's pr o ba bLy why our marriage hasn't been
exactly harmonious."

83. resen tmen t, fUhei~.zp. 36 Ken zd-eChS't a r S

Kenzo-Chotaro3684. torment his brother,
ani .2. kurushimeta 1l"'E 1f L JJ1-r;
Kenzo, vain as he was, resented this oversight, and began to
direct his resentment even at the innocent prospective
sister-in-law. He tormented his weak brother by insisting
that he would not accept as sister-in-law an uneducated
woman of such low station.

85. duly rejected, yokyu.2. kotowatta 37 Kenzo-Shimada
~;r~ "E~~"" f.

Chotaro told him that Shimada's proposal had been duly
rejected.

86. cut his life in two, ryodan-shiyo 38

~!fir L\'787. be sliced off, kirisuterareru 38

t7] I)it ~1f( ~

Kenzo

Kenzo
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He tried to cut his life in two, the past and the
present. Yet the past refused to be sliced off, and
was with him constantly.

88.

89.

felt more anger than pain, 41
iVa de tamaranakatta }~1C-(ti!'; rf,'-f]'-,-r:

ha ted, iminikunda C, iff ~., l-: /:." 41
,\"" tV

Kenzo-O-tsune

Kenzo-O-tsune

Sometimes he felt more anger than pain, and would stand
stiff as a boaLd, refusing to answer. But O-tsune would
simplemindedly decide that his silence was due to his boyish
shyness; she did not know how much he hated her at such
times.

90. *deprived him of
jiyu Q ubawareru

And the more they
his liberty.

his liberty,

§ \lJ "E l"11-'1}"l 3
pampered him the

41 Kenzo-Shimada
& O-tsune

more tney deprived him of

91. got hold of the hair and pulled out, 42 Kenzo-a
kam i. 110 k e 0 mushiritotta ~~ .:. -r: -,KllO;;:; _ servant boy
-- - - - ~J1""C t 'l''7J A~II:

Once, when being carried on a servant-boy's bc c k , he got
hold of the poor fellow's hair and pulled out handful.

92. attack a certain woman in
vicious terms,
kikizurai hodo nonoshitta

the most 42 O-tsune-her
_.,. .' , '1;: ';ll? a c qua i n tan c e
!=l~. :t -; J-; L \ -r:;' ~:-......, I:41 v ... -.~

Kenzo-O-tsune4293. *got angry, hara Q tateta tit"E.]1.,-r:.
One day while gossiping with a guest she saw fit to attack a
certain woman in the most vicious terms. Ken zS was there,
taking it all in. It so happened that after the guest had
left this woman dropped in. "Why," O-tsune said to her new
guest, "I was just telling someone what a wonderful person
you were." This *made Ken zd angry.

Kenzo-O-tsune94. furious, taihen ni okot ta -c~ .1Z:;'...,-e:: 42
r-: >'..1 - l'lj' I.

When the woman had gone O-tsune said furiously, "How
you embarrass me like that in front of a guest!"

dare

95. *hate, imikirau ~, J-t- -tit J \ 42 Kenzo-O-tsune

*He was beginning to hate her at the bottom of his heart.

96. revile, nonoshiriatte ~ 1)~-;l 43 Shimada
-O-tsune
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One night Kenzo awoke to find the two reviling each other at
his bedside.

97. quarrel, arasoi ~~V· 43 Shimada
-O-tsune

98. '.l-reviling voices, nonoshiru koe 43 Shimada

13l73~
-O-tsune

.~ .,p

99. *began to strike each other, 43 Shimada
g .£ dasu 4Ete.1" -O-tsune

100. the sound of beating, ~ ato 43 Shimada

;fT-;~
-O-tsune

, a
10I. the sound of kicking, fumu oto 43 Shimada----

~~t-*"
-O-c,une

102. fight, kenka
P~DJ

43 Shimada
-O-tsune

After this hardly a night passed without their quarreling.
Their *reviling voices became louder and louder, and finally
they went beyond mere exchange of words. He would be
awakened by the sound of beating, kicking, and screaming,
and would lie there stiff with fright, waiting for it all to
end. At first they would stop *their fight when they
realized he was awake. But after a while they ceased to
care what he saw or heard.

103, 104. hate, kiratta, kirau--- 43 Kenzo-Shimada
& O-tsune

His childish, unknowing mind offered him no answer; all he
knew was that he hated what he was forced to witness.

105. face twisted with rage,
kuyashikutte tamaranai 1.£ iu
kaoJ:sukj

43 O-tsune-O-fuji

iJ +1- L<""1 "til j Sr; , ' t. \ 'J,
tij1:1

106. uncomfortable,
kokoromochi .£ waruku~

107,108. enemy, kataki

43

I~':r~ -g 7t. ( -;"3
43

O-tsune-Kenzo

O-fuji-O-tsune
& Kenzo

109. get even with her, ka takiuchi 1tLr1 43 O-fuji-O-tsune
& Kenzo

110. ground her teeth,
ha .£ giri-giri kanda

43
~~~. lj ~.'j ~ i. r::' O-tsune-O-fuji
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"That creature," "that thing," she repeatedly called her,
her tear-stained face twisted with rage. But h~r violent
misery merely made KenzQ uncomfortable. He felt no sympathy
whatsoever.
"She's our enemy, remember that," she said, grinding her
teeth, "your mother's and yours. We'll get even with her if
that's the last thing we do."

Ill. eyes filled with hate,
ken' aku ~ ~ Pii'?t. 7'j: §F<.

43 Shimada
-O-tsune

shaking, he would spit

113. his pent-up venom, ikidori

112. his lips shaking,
ikari ni furueru kuchibiru

His eyes filled
out his pent-up

43
t8. - GQ ~
I ",,' L- £! t;1. A. ~ I~'"

43

II'~
with hate, his lips
venom at his wife.

Shimada
-O-tsune

Shimada
-O-tsune

114. *suspected, utagutta 43 Kenzo-O-tsune

Kenzo-O-tsune

*She suspected Kenzo.

115. disgust, fuyukai .!!.£ asn /f-+~(d~:J)1='~· 43

With mounting disgust KenzD looked at her and said nothing.

116. jealousy, shitto 43 O-·tsune-O-fuji

------------

117. be thoroughly fed up with, 43 Kenzo-O-tsune
aiso .£ tsukasare ~-<-<=I...:::f;?-

Ii\:: 1f"t:J. -c .-0:-:: .J-" -'r~}l
.;L I v Co.:aa.. I J .. Ij

The jealtius woman went on and on. She was incapable of
seeing that she was revealing herself shamelessly to her
foster child, not yet ten years old, and that by now he was
thoroughly fed up with her.

118. talk bitterly and in tears, 44 O-tsune
kuyashii kuyashii l.£ it te nai ta _ .J- -Shimada

I:].jjt. L \ ' 0 ,j,:Iij- L ' . z; 7:, -, 1 ~ J.L \ 'T-:.
119. haunt when I'm deaa, e 44 O-tsune

shinde tatatte yaru nt'l" ~ -7 -.t:>~ -Shimada
'7 r; r;R'-' l \ '"

120. violence, kemmaku iff ~ 44 Kenzo-O-tsune

O-tsune talked about Shimada to anybody who would listen,
always bitterly and in tears. "I'm going to haunt that
good-far-nothing when I'm dead," she would say.
Her violence served only to push KenzD even further away
from herself.
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121. *annoy, fuyukai.!@. 7F;I'~+1C 7j.', 44 Kenzo-O-tsune

*Young and ignorant though he was, he somehow knew this and
occasionally the knowledge annoyed him.

Kenzo122. unpleasant circumstances, fukai r-r: '.1l- 44
-- /j';I-A

And now, under ~npleasant circumstances, the boy had forced
his way back into Kenzo's consciousness.

Kenzo-O-tsune

Kenzo

Kenzo-O-tsune

45

45

45

"fv'eH-~3•
hate, ken'o .!!.2.~ -Irlt~ ~'3£ rJ) ~.,

I \.;I. I v
Kenzo was of course relieved, but his conscience was not
altogether at ease. He should hardly forget that she had
taken care of him once. What made it all so difficult for
him was that his dislike for her had by no means lessened •
• • The only difference perhaps was that in all likelihood
he hated her more than he did Shimada.

125.

123. his conscience was not at ease,
kokoromochi .!!.2. warui ", '"'t";i: ::rr,

--- Iv ~-:r ~~..... '
124. dislike, imikirau

126. *unpleasant past, fuyukai na kako 46 Kenzo-his past
- --- \r1-t

'fr: ,j-;fa'<+1!: 7}:fu]. -z:\
Shimada, the harbinger of unpleasant memories, appeared
again five or six days later.

127. refuse the request outright, lifh.-'9K.' 7,'111 46
danzen sore 0 kyozetsu-shita 1,;// ,." I

-- - 'E. :re f'e L1:
Or perhaps Hida had not refused the request
claimed.

Shimada-Hida &
Kenzo

outright as he

Shimada
-O-natsl\

Shimada
-O-natsu

46

46me,

p~..., f i1~"7 t:

pr§' al129. *quarrel, kenka

128. pick a quarrel with
kutte kakatta

There was a time when she was always picking a quarrel with
me. We were always q uLck to make up, mind you--we were like
brother and sister after all.

130. furious, okoru 46 Shimada
-O-natsu

And how furious O-natsu would be if she could hear what he
was saying.

-- ---------------
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Shimada-Hida &
Kenzo

47131. refuse, kippari kotowa££

~ -» l "J:G1) WiT ~
"What I can't tell is whether he made the crazy proposal in
the first place simply to shock us into seeing him or
whether he was quite serious and when Hida refused decided
to give up the idea."

132. make a wry face, nigai kao .£ shite 47 Kenzo-Shimada

He turned around looked
:f \~. iffi E ~ 1

irritably.a .... hI'! mald

133. *disturb, jama f~Jt 47 Kenzo-Shimada

*Why does he have to come so often only to disturb me?

134. a new look of cunning,
suki ~ attara tobikomo

kenzo-Shimada135.

49 Kenzo-Shimada

~. 1r" ~ -, T-- i; 1ft. <>.' il;,1 ?
be constantly on guard, 49
teiko-shi te migamae. --rC: -r,::;- L11i,.~

1~ in. 7J /Ipt'<,

. • • the innocent preoccupation had gone, and a new look of
cunning, it seelJl,~d to Ke n z d , had appeared in his eyes.
It gave Kenzo no pleasure at all to be so constantly on
guard • •

136. predatory look of the crouching
beast,
suki ~ attara kare .!!E. futokoro ni
mogurikomo 1£ iu ~ ~ iro

The predatory look of the crouching

49 Kenzo-Shimada

rtf 17" Y1 -7 T:.. ~ 1il. .;Ili·!tI:
~. ).. -:+. -r ~. __ .~

~~ I) ~.:f. 7t v ' ,J');//\ ',::::",
beast was still there.

137. scoldihg, kogoto 50 Kenzo-maid

Normally he would have c~lled the maid back and scolded her.

138. resentment, !uhei, 51 Kenzo
-circumstances

And his resentment at all the circumstances which prevented
his pursuit of a peaceful life of the mind increased.

139. be attacked, osowareru 52 Kenzo-Shimada

140. be through with, zekko-suru ~~R13 52 Kenzo-Shimada

"What will he want the next time?" he said to his wife, with
an apprehension of being a t ta c k e d by the man .••• "Instead
of worrying s o much about it, why don't you simply tell him
you're through with him?"
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Kenzo-Shimada52

*took aim at, nerai £ tsuket~ ita
b[~Ai111-? t:

*came to close quarters with him,
nikuhaku-shiha jimeta cP~· 1 frt. ;,.,..,-r:

rAJ ~:r \... 'L" V / t >

*He had taken aim at Kenzo. He had tired of waiting for tP~

right opening, which might never have come anyway. With no
further attempt at delicacy, *he came to close quarters with
him.

143.

141. wait for the right opening, 52 Kenzo-Shimada
suki ga attara tobikomo P1¥.17"Jj-,-"7r:.0 *'1.,~'f61)

52 Kenzo-Shimada142.

1:enzo-O-surni53144. *triumph, sh~ri ~tlJ

She was smiling, and Kenzo thought that in her smile there
was a touch of smugness ~nd *triumph.

145. irritate beyond endurance~ ;jftl:' ~""7 54 Kenzo--O-sumi
shaku n1 sawatte t ama r a n a a 1£-

. :t ?7j.'~'

146. beat me, ~ .:tT-? 54 Ke n z Sv-Oe-sun f

147. kick me, keru i1rt~ 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

148. *irritate, ki £ iradataseru ,lli:~.~.1L~'t!3 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

At times he would be irri~ated beyond endurance by the sight
of her lying cheerlessly on the floor, and from spite would
command her to get up and immediately attend to his need•.
• • *Beat me or kick me if you like, she seemed to be
saying, see if I care. And in smug si1ence--she said little
at the best of times--she would watch her husband being
consumed by *irritation.

149. direct his hatred,
zoo ~~ hikari £ nagekaketa

150. hatred, zoo I@:::rc;
I • 6 ;U::-.;;

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

At this person~fication he would then direct his hatred.
But for all the concern she showed, he might as well have
hated a fish.

151. be mean, jaken 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

152. increased his resentment, 54 Kenzo-O-sumi
hageshiku nikunda -:fIJ l i{F / -"

J~ < ,v/'v/~
Sometimes he thought he saw a threat in her eyes; "If you go
on being mean like this, I'm going to get hysteria again."
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the threat, imagined or not, filled Kenzo with fear; at the
same time, it increased his resentment.

153. "All right, die. " shin iimae.9tA.--S"-;-,,- 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

154. razor, kamisori f{ t'J 54 kenzo-O-sumi

155. the blade, ha -n- 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

156, 157, 158. razor, kamisori fL~'J 54 Kenzo-O-sumi

And he wc uLd feel like shouting, "All right, die, yuU silly
woman!fl
One night he woke up to find his wife staring fixedly at the
ceiling. In her hand was the razor he had brought back from
Europe. To his relief he saw that at least the blade was
still in the ebony sheath. He was frightened nevertheless.
"Don't be a fool!" He reached over, grabbed the razor, and
flung it across the room. It shattered the glass pane in
the sliding door and fell on the verandah outside.

159. kill herself, hamono zanmai

*razor, kiremono t7J th ~ r/I 54 O-sumi

womanly tricks to vanquish, 54 O-su~i

uchikato .t£~~ .!!£ sakuryaku .... ...;; .--0

:IT? ~~f::. '7 z l' ~ -tr;1' ;;R.rt!~
cheap feeling of victory, 54 O-sumi
seifukuyoku ni kararete /,{T ag~.. i:: ilro. 2,.-Jll

.lLt1r>.. l\;'" .'::7~" II

Was she so desperately unhappy that she was seriously
thinking of killing herself? Or had she suffered an attack
and lost control of herself? Or was she resorting to
underhanded *womanly tricks in order to vanquish her
husband? If so, what did she hope to gain? Greater
kindness and understanding from him--o, some cheap feeling
of victory?

160.

161.

162.

54 O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi163. unpleasant occurrences, 55
fuyukai ~ bamen :f11'At,/i 1"J.' -.t~ aD
Usually after such unpleasant occurrences there would be a
period of normalcy to give them the respite they needed.

164. anger, nikurashii 55 Kenzo-O-sumi

Angered by her attitude, he would repeat the order seve=al
times.
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165. be cheated, damasareta 55 Ken:zo-O-sumi 's
mother

166. resentful, fuyukai 55 Ken;~o-O-sumi &
her mother

But alas, her manner after her return was exactly as it had
been, and Kenz d began to nurse the feeling that somehow he
had been cheated by his mother-in-law. The more he thought
about it, the more r~sentful he became, and finally he found
himself asking, "How much longer is this going to last?"

Kenzo-Shimada56167. get angry, ikidotta +t...,1:
••• and at s u c h times Ke n z d had no choice but to stay put
in the living room, waiting impatiently for the old man to
go, and getting angrier and angrier.

Kenzo-Shimada56168. absolutely despicable, __
j itsun i i Ya ill!. ya t s u f l :. J~K 7j: ta.

169. in a rancorous mood, hara ~~ 56 Kenzo-Shimada
a'S .J

"He is absolutely despicable." rJ-Q..-t]'ll-'-'
When in a rancorous mood, Ke n z d was apt to use such words as
"absolutely" and "extremely."

170. Kenzo's face went stiff, mutto-shita 56
:t·..,~L~

171. *sever the relationship, zekko ~.e'X:.. 56

Kenz5's face went stiff. Her comments were
obvious. *"1 can sever the relationship any
to."

Kenzo-Shimada

Kenzo-Shimada

unnecessary and
time, if I want

172. *mistaken concept, gokai t$l~~ 56 Kenzo-O-sumi

KenzQ decided that it was too much trouble to disabuse her
of her mistaken concept.

173. irritability, k~nshaku flf~.

174. kick, ketobasu ~t' if'i1;. L-t"-j"iP'r -Itt;' It- 't

57

57

Kenzo

Kenzo

His irritability was such that sometimes he thought he would
go mad unless he gave vent to it. Once for no reason at all
he kicked a pot of flowers that belonged to the children off
the verandah.

175. destroyed them ruthlessly, .'... 57.... Kenz Sv-f Lower s
mu jihi ni hakai-shHa ~~ ~,,=. 1- -rr.i7 ....1'f. LT:..

- • • ... I ~ I v - jr;/"-... y -'1"'- -
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These pitiful flowers, he thought, had seemed beautiful to
the children, and now their own father had destroyed them
ruthlessly

176. scolded, shikatta oG'-'T:. 57 Kenzo-maid

177. angry at himself, onore 0 ikatta 57 Kenzo-himself
--Z-..-J.~l-c t;!";z.~-r::

I\",- II C I'-=.• .. ,~
.•• he would angrily scold the innocent girl in a voice
loud enough to be heard by the caller. Later he would be
ashamed, angry at himself for his inability to treat
ordinary harmless people like an insurance agent with a
modicum of graciousness and goodwill.

Kenzo & his
family-irony

178. be struck, tehidoku uchisuerareta 58

4=J~fL.( 1T-;mZ... <711'1 T:
The contrast between himself and them might have struck him
as funny had it not been quite so bitterly ironical.

Kenzo-Shimada60179. an g r y, h a r a .&.<;! tat s u Rt -ri':iL-"")
Rather, it made him angry to think tha t Shimada should
regard him, of all people, as a source of additional income.

Kenzo-O-sumi's
parents

Kenzo-O-sumi

61

61

ijj a C;;"~ I rs'~
*There was a tone of criticism that he does not act like a
man. She herself had always refrained from nagging at her
husband even about matters that touched her v~ry cceply,
such as the animosity between him and her parents.

180. *criticize, hinan-suru qf 'J-li13
181. animosity, omoshiroku nai aidagara

.k!Ji;. 7. ;;;'\c1l'--l1-1f l 117'; co

*"He is disliked by the Shibanos, you know.

182. *be disliked by, kirawarete iru 61 Shimada-the
Shibanos

"

Kenzo-Shimada62clash,

~fT~L(
he decided resignedly, but to continue
a violent head-on clash put an end Lo
business.

There was no choice,
to see Shimada until
the whole unpleasant

183. a violent head-on
shototsu-shite

184. sworn enemy, kataki 62 Shimada
-O-tsune

.•. when the person who soon appeared on his doorstep
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turned out to be not Shimada but the old man's sworn enemy,
O-tsune.

185. be haunted, tatarareru 64 Kenzo-Shimada
& O-tsune

"Granpa has a partner now--he doesn't have to haunt you all
by himself anymore."

186. got on his nerves,
kibun Q fukai ni shigeki-shita

KenzQ was not sure whether she
being funny. Her attitude got

64 Kenzo-O-sumi

;[Vlr--S /f-r/i:' : 1 1j ~',- 1:
was merely being cheerful or
on his nerves.

187. enemy, kataki 64 Shimada-Kenzo

Or "Shimada is your enemy," she might say, and this
particular obsession, like the theme of some banal moving
picture, would be restated ad nauseam.

188. recount the wrongs Jone to them, 64 heroines in
damasareta urami Q nobete 1f~ ~,~.: -: jJ1 -c "-I'~ <>: melodramas

.8~ ~ II \ I - I ~<. - u'!.:./"' I

She reminded one, in fact, of heroines ••• tearfully
recounting the wrongs done to them .

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

190. *felt displeased,
kokoromochi ~ warukatta

189. *unpleasant, kokoroyoi ~~ ~ nai 65

11*j:\.'=t(}'l·-(l~7j:\., 65

65 Kenzo-O-sumi
~ t;:- "';t:n~~ -+t:J. (...,. "-rJ" -"'I..e-, .-,-:-) 1"' 1<'tr- v : 0 ~ ~ -1><.. i / L :;) .. I •

65 Kenzo-O-sumi

191. *criticize each other,
hinan ~ kotob~ Q nagekakeatta

192. *criticism, hinan ~F~i

*But such forbearance only gave her unpleasantness. KenzQ
felt even more displeased.

*They criticized each other's obstinacy; yet, sensing the
seething resentment that the other secretly harbored, each
was forced to acknowledge there was good reason for it.

193. quarrel, kenka 65 Kenzo-O-sumi

"You know, we wouldn't quarrel so much.
very irresponsible."

We're both being

194. enemies, l:ataki doshi 65 Kenzo-O-sumi
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"Bu t v he n t 1'10 peo p1elive to ge ther, no rnat ter ho w bad thi ngs
may get between them, they somehow manage to stay close•••
"

195. *felt displeased, fukai Q kanjita .66 Kenzo-himself
-+ I.f- f I~ l t:

It was a cruel way to think and't'J{ough"'he forgave himself
for it, thinking it natural and necessary, he could not help
feeling angry at his own mercenariness.

Chotaro66196, 197, 198. razor, kamisori ~%\]
"Oh no. What he had to do was something I never heard of-
you put a razor on your head, you see, and keep it there
during the incantation."
Kenz d hardly knew what to think. Finally he said, "He
probably convinccG himself that he was ill in the first
place, and now he's convinced himself he's better. A ladle
or pot lid on the head would have done just as well."

199. razor, kamisori ~~IJ 66 Chotaro

Razor or no razor, the important thing was that his brother
was better.

200. annoy, iyagaraseru JW(1)' t? -tt 3 67 O-natsu-Hida

As one would expect, her considerateness was often a great
source of annoyance to her husband, for it was no less
irrational and unpredictable than his selfishness.

201. kill my self, j isa tsu-suru @;f~1" ~ 68 Kenzo

"Here I am, slowly killing myself, and no one cares a damn."

Kenzo-O-natsu

O-natsu
-Chotaro

69

69

203. anger, haradatashiku

202. doubted, utagutta
~it('-7 t:

~t:tr. t: l «
204. felt like shouting, ~.Ofb')11 69 Kenzo-O-natsu

donaritsukete yaritaku natta IV'" _

(11 ;l,)T=.( ~'-'J:'
It was hard to believe, but she was actually doubting
Chotaro's good faith.
The letter was both idiotic and mean--mostly it angered him.
"Shut your mouth!" he felt like shouting.

205, 206. be fooled, damasareta .~;~I ~?h r: 70 Kenzo-Chotaro

207. be fooled, damasareta 70 Chotaro
-O-natsu

--------- ---- ------
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208. be fooled, damasareta .~~ ::711 T:. 70 O-na tsu

209. be fooled, damasarete iru.~tJ::71l-{;;;~ 70 everybody

210. never be fooled, damasarenai .~~~1fl7J.·L'70 Hida-O-natsu

*"I was fooled by Ch d t a r d , I suppose you could say." The
whole thing was a farce, he might have added.
"That may well be," she said, "but the important thing is
that she's well."
"It wasn't Chatara's fault anyway. He was fooled by her.
And she in turn WaS fooled by her own ailment. Well, that's
how the world goes--everybody being made a fool of•••• No
matter how ill his wife may seem, he's never fooled."

:7';l: _

211. was irritated, shaku ni sawatta ?ffIl- 70 Kenza-O-sumi
- pi...,~

Ken z d was irritated. "I suppose 'you think you're all right,
then?"

212. *antipathy, hankan 70 Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenza-O-sumi

Kenza-O-sumi

"Anachronisms like that don't grow on every tree these
days," she said .with antipathy, -thinking what incredibly
egocentric creatures men were.

213. *conflicts, shototsu-suru tiT ~13 71 Kenza-O-sumi

214. took offense, fukai a kanjita ~I~~ 71 Kenza-O-sumi
I,,,, l t:

Herein lay the cause of most of their *conflicts.
Whenever he was made aware of her desire to assert her
existence as a person, he was qUick to take offense.

215. be kicked around, fumitsuke ni sarete 71

~1.t ~i111' I:: ~'Iit(
216, 217. look down on, baKa ni ~a:'i;' __71

::::]I!:C. I - j '3
"I don't care if I'm only a woman, I won't be kicked
around." And tn the end he would find himself resorting to
his wife's argument: "It's not because you're a woman that
I look down on you--it's because you really are stupid•••
"

218. resentment, fuhei 71 Kenza-O-sumi

And h e c 0 u 1 d see t hat her pre sen t t a cit urn i t Y wa s not
touched by resentment or churlishness, as it so often had
been before.

------- --------

219. *a target of criticism,
hinan ~ mato =if~[J\~m.E(l

73 Kenza-O-sumi's
father
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*Kenzo's straightforwardness and obstinacy which was very
close to rudeness became a target of his criticism.

220. cursed, ~~ ita 73 Kenzo-himself

221. *displeasure, fuyukai 73 Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

222. i~misunderstand, gokai

223. revenge, katakiuchi

t*-~~

fo]~ti

73

73

Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

225. misunderstand, gokai

224. base, hi kyo ~ ~/I~ "1'

t~~1f

73

73

Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

And cursing his own inability to dissemble, he wanted
desperately to explain: "It isn't because money is involved
that I seem so unfriendly--it isn't the talk of money that I
find *displeasing. *Please don't misunderstand, I'm not so
base as to think of this as an opportunity for revenge."
But his nature being what it was, he had to remain silent
and run the risk of being misunderstood.

226. animosity, hankan 76 ::enzo-O-sumi 's
father

But what he really felt was animosity; the indifference was
merely a cover.

Kenzo-O-sumi77227. *criticize, hinan-suru ~f j'Ef13
*••• he would wonder whether her comments were not an
oblique way of criticizing that he spent too much time \,ith
his book.

228. began to hate, nikumidashita

~,LL tt Lt:
, '>.;;) I7T

He now began to hate his father-in-law
for his calculated way.

77 Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

with all his heart

229. hated himself, jibun £ nonoshitta
§/7T-~ Ii -a:

230. made him hate, nonoshlraseru~

-=', ~
.~ ?\!

78

78

Kenzo-himself

Kenzo-O-suml's
father
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231. hated, nonoshicta 78 Kenzo-O-sumi's
father

Yet he was inconsistant enough to hate himself for what he
believed to be his weakness, and he hated even more those
who made him hate himself.

232. enemy, teki 78 Kenzo-his in
-la'''s

And sometimes, being her allies necessarily meant that they
were his enemie~.

Kenzo-O-sumi79233. unpleasantness, fuyukai /ft\~/I--t

• he told himself with finality, quite convinced that
the unpleasantness would never lessen

234. *tacitly criticized "her,
.2..!l ni hinan-shi ta at l": ~ F"}i1f. Lr:
He tacitly criticized her.

81 Kenzo-O-sumi

235. *scolding, kogoto 83 Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi236.

Sometimes he would elect to join the group, and make an
attempt at asserting his authority, much to his wife's
amusement.

strike back, katakiuchi 0 suru F.i'tt:r 83- -- t"1~

"But it's true. Isn't that how a dissatisfied wife often
strikes back at her husband?"

he was saying.

237. warped, higami Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

He was not

so clever with

83

83

And

1fpt d-t

1~ ;It
that's your trouble.

perverse, higami

"You're warped,
words too."
Ke n z d really believed what
consciously being perverse.

238.

as

Kenzo-O-sumi

KenzG-O-sumi83be cruel, ijimeru239.

~i.E Hfl
240. *be vanquished, seifuku-sareru 83

~/jl 3
"Why do you have to be so cruel?"
The children, who had been watching all along, now looked
though they too might start crying. *He felt oppressed.
*Knowing that he would be vanquished in the face of such
display ~f weakness, he began to apologize.



241. hold each other in contempt, 84
keibetsu-shiatta iiiZi,~. i J?-..--j-t;.

..,..~ r", I. ~ (-

242. ':'opposed, hanko-shi ta k.~ L·-p. 84

243. hated, imaimashiku kanjita ''&'/~l(~L"";:84

592

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi244.

Alas, Kenzo had proved no less unalterable than herself.
I was inevitable, therefore, that they should have come
to hold each other in contempt. Always ready to judge
by her father's standards, she *opposed her husband in
her heart. Kenzo in turn hated her for her
unwillingness to give him the recognition he felt he
deserved. "I'l'" ~ .•

•!=7/~l::'l1-17'
insult, baka ni bakari~ 1)1"3 84

"Why not do something about it? Teach me, instead of
insulting me."

84 Kenzo-O-sumi

84 Kenzo-O-sumi

245.

246.

*never follow blindly,
mo i ii-suru !!!..£!!..Q. ka @1tt.1" 3t ~ 1) \

verbal quarrel, kotoba arasoi
-- -i::" 1t~"'1 ..

- :j i.I
What fool would sit at you"'r ee t , was
*The verbal quarrel which was repeated
old one.

her thought.
between them was an

247. resentment, urami 85 O-sumi

Yet no matter how faintly recognized, it brought with it a
sense of accomplishment, and at the same time resentment.

248. *unpleasan tness, fuyukai Jf+ffi(,I4t
249. *became icritated, mushakusha-shita

87

87

Kenzo

Kenzo
1:-lf7(l\'Lf:

250. *got angry, hara ~ tateta I::: 87 Ken z d
A.a. t t: I r:

*He was putting up with the unpleasantness all by himself.
Each time he worried about his health, he became irritated.
At times he got angry thinking: "They did this to me?"

251. complaints, £uhei 87 O-tsune-soil
-in-law

With cold indifference he lis~ened to O-tsune's complaints.

252, 253. quarrel, kenka 88 Shimada
-O-tsune
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"Do you think they'd start quarreling even now?"
"It's not wha t they might do to each other that worries me.

"

254. *enemies, kataki doshi 89 Shimada
-O-tsune

*Since they were not born to be enemies, they must at times
have been happy together .

255. animosities, zoo 89 Shimada
-O-tsune

It was as though when the money disappeared from his life,
all his old animosities and attachments went with it.

256. make him all the more angry,
gekko-saseru 'err 9 ~-rl "2

~1i,'4.. ~r" I.:.. -.J

90 Kenzo-Shimada

The sly, probing look Shimada gave him--as though to
determine whether or not he could be frightened--made him
all the more angry.

257. anger, ikari ~.I) 90 Kenzo-Shimada
IV

258. disgust, fukai 7f- d-7Z 90 Kenzo-Shimada---
259. *attack, shugeki ~~ 90 Kenzo-Shimada

<..-==f"

The disgust and anger he felt afforded him ample protection
against the other's *attack.

260. *fought out with, 91
shlii II tatakaioseta I~ I] t ra~ "V ~t!: t:

Kenzo~his

environment

He really did wonder; but there was conceit in the question,
for it not only suggested a pride in having overcome his
environment but assumed also that what he was now was what
he had wanted to become.

--rTj;~IJ L-r"
:.:. 6 1. f 0 ugh t wit h, hare t s u- s hit a /17 /;...~ i : 9 1 Kenzo-Shimada

262. hate, imu c: -t'".
I 'V. t.. 91 Kenzo-O-tsune

He had fought with Shimada, he had c o n t I n u e d to hate
O-tsune, he had moved away from his brother and sister and
from his father-in-law--all because of what he was now.

263. had a row, sh5totsu-shitari 92 Kenzo-O-sumi's
~ , brother
~~J r:Ijt LT ' i

"They were afraid that you and my brother might have a rOI,',
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which would then have made things rather uncomfortable
between yOll and them."

264. was deeply hurt, kizutsukerareta 92...' --- 11 11<;'?tl 7:-
Deeply hurt, she looked at him rebelliously.

Kenzo-O-sumi

-re--" , Z265. beat me down, nejifuseru '1;{,' ,:d-Zt:"J 92 Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi266. c ra wl a way, ne j i fuserareru -1-4' -r: A-t'~","~1Z.92
-1,\, 7'11\,.'_/11 .J

"But when you argue, I can't help thinking that you do so to
beat me down, not to explain anything.
"You think that because you aren't very bright."
"Maybe I'm not, but that doesn't mean I should crawl away
every time you come out with some ponderous statement chat
means nothing."

267. reproach, hi nan 93 Kenzo-O-sumi

268. what she found difficult to forgive,
fuhei

93 Kenzo-O-sumi

269. When he sent back into the house his wife reproached him
bitterly: "There's no end to your self-centeredness. Can't
you think of anyone but yourself?" What she found difficult
to forgive was that he had not put his children's safety
before his own.

270. angered, fukai ni shita /f +* l=l"l-:.
Kenzo's obstinacy angered her.

98 Kenzo-O-sumi

271. twisted, higanda me ~ hito £ mite

"Why must you be so twisted. •

98 Kenzo-O-sumi
I.,n J -r:"Q~ -i: 1. 7,( 'fi--,

" /Pt"- /;.. t1L..:... l / ..... '- ~~ t

how
despised.

Shimada
-O-natsu-Hida

99

~1tLI~~
"And now that their own circumstances had changed,
blandly they set about imitating the man *they had

272. *despised, keibetsu-shite ita

273. insult, buioku 100 Kenzo-his
siblings

274. *hated them as if they 100
were his enemies,
kyuteki aa gotoku nikunda 11Lfi(J,,})1zD ( II'~ A.-t:

275. treat cruelly, tsuraategamashii 100

fiJ '1' 1)"} l T:

Kenzo-his
si blings

Kenzo-his
siblings
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He hated them for the way they had insulted him and as he
watched them gaily chat Ling away, seemingly unmindful of all
the hurt they had c a u s e d , he could not help wondering why
they had chosen to treat him so cruelly.

Kenzo-his
siblings

Kenzo-his
siblings

100

100aiso Q tsukashita

~~. -g ~1]'L t:
aiso Q tsukasu

disgust,

& -;ffJ -r:~ -t}'1-Y- ,~. c.. ~
He had expressed his disgust through silence. And in the
end he had fuund satisfaction in the thought that there was
no worse punishment for his brother or his sister than to be
despised by someone of their own blood.

277. despise,

276.

278. k i 11 off, uchi k oro s u ::t117 ,*2:l' 100 Kenzo

279. kill, korosu 100 Kenzo

"And even if I could ignore pas& events, I couldn't very
well kill off my feelings that I had at the time. They will
be a part of me always. I could try to get rid of them, but
the heavens would never let me."

280. defy his own body, .:- - _ -?T""-:!:"1
byoki ni ka taki uchi ;~ ~ t ; m~ ~.

101 Kenzo

281. thirst for blood, chi

282. suck his own blood,
jibun .!!Q chi Q susuru

Kenzo

Kenzo

It was as if he wanted to defy his own body, as if he wanted
deliberately to abuse it for haVing failed him so badly. He
thirsted for blood, and since others were not available for
slaughter, he sucked his own blood and was satisfied.

283. skepticism, fushin

284. *resistance, hanko

102

102

Kenzo-O-sumi

Kenzo-O-sumi

285. spoke bitterly almost with venom, 102 Kenzo-1ife
k uc hd ~ hakidasu ~ ni niganigashikatta .., _ _

'iJ tf.\ \1-p~ ~ :±:.11i.t :1;"'2 L17'~I:
There was skepticism and *resistance in her eyes.
"Hardly anything in this life is settled. Things that
happen once will go on happening. But they come back in
different guises, and that's .hat fools us."
He spoke bitterly, almost with venom.

-----------_._--
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LIST OF TERMS OF CONFLICT AND NEGATIVITY
IN MEIAN (LIGHT AND DARKNESS)

VOCABULARY (English and Japanese) CHAP. CHARACTERS

Tsuda21. blade, hamon~ ~1m

The gleam of the cold blades, the sound as they touched each
other, the dreadful pressure which suddenly squeezed the air
out of both his lungs at once, •..

2. depressed, fuyukai ni natta IfI Iffi;(r/,:£: 2 Tsuda
I :. /J-'-' r::

He was depressed. Suddenly his mood changed, and he
gazed at his surroundings.

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

5

3. feel great antagonism, hankanteki ni 5
iI.JtY; (I:; I :

4. disparaged, mikubitta a~ .~

x.;j~-' t:
Occasionally he would be disposed to try to wheedle her out
of her attitude but at other times he would, on the
ccntrary, feel great antagonism and want to escape from her.
In both cases, however, he inwardly disparaged her in a way
that was tantamount to saying •..

5. irritated, kimochi 0 waruku saseta 6 Tsuda-O-nobu
- ~';p.f~~.(~i!r:.

This habit of hers at tj~m~s s'Erangely stirred him but at
others it just as inexplicably irritated him.

6. make these disparaging remarks, 7 Tsuda-his
hinangamashii kotoba.£ morasu ;;jFl1i1)"~L\\ father

"t'€ ~;! ~1
Tsuda usually feared that O-no1ru would look down on his

father; nevertheless he felt he had to make these
di~paraging remarks about him in front of her .

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

11

§~t §':]l::
still other times it made him seem as if he were
off sparks from his self-defensive, arrogant nature.

But at
giving

self-defensive, jieiteki ni./

8. blunt attack, rokotsu ~ dageki

1t~ 7'J.' ;fT '"
9. scorned, mikudashi ~ ita

~r- L-, c6-s

11

11

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa
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For he w a s able with the latter, in the face of this blunt
attack, simply to scorn her coldly.

10. be teased, naburareru 12 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

Thus, while on the surface he was reacting rather casually
to being teased so unreservedly by her .

11. the sharp gleam of knife, 14 Tsuda-O-nobu
naifu .!!.£ hikari -r~ 7 1/

~~1] J) 7c
For, in the midst of the dull, everyday routine he felt that
this dramatic way she had of appearing suddenly before him
gleamed like a knife.

12. defeat, haiboku 14 Tsuda-O-nobu

To ask the reason and have her make a joke of it would seem
like a defeat for him.

13. make snide remarks, 15
waruguchi .2. ii tagaru ~. 0 ! ~ '(/,F:. +;:?

Tsuda's father
-Kansai region

His father had been born and reared in Tokyo, and, on the
slightest pretext, had made snide remarks about the Kansai
region • • •

14. disparagement, keibetsu 21 Tsuda-the
juggler

Tsuda craned his neck slightly, with an expression of
mixed disparagement and admiration.

15. air r i fl e, kuk i j IT

16, 17. gun, teppa

23

23

Makoto

Makoto

rinally Tsuda was dragged into a toy shop by this
bewildering young cousin of his and was forced to buy him a
one yen fifty sen air rifle .•.
'I WOh't be able to hit sparrows with this sort of cheap
gun. '
'That's because you can't shoot well. If you're a poor
shot, you can't hit them no matter how good the gun is.'

passed through

18. a rifle suddenly sound~~, 24
totsuzen don 1.2. iu jiisei ~ okotta '-R;~~ \-"/ z ,

J&->"f-
19. aim at, sogeki-shite 1L.!:!. ~ii ~ l-{ ~ '3 24

When Tsuda had walked down the lane and had

Makoto-Tsuda
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Fujii's gate at the end of it, a rifle suddenly sounded a
few yards in front of him. He recognized, with a strained
laugh, the dark figure of Makoto, carefully aiming at him
through the hedge on the right-hand side.

25 Tsuda, ~12.:':oto,

O-asa [Tsuda's
aunt]

She raised a quizzical eye towards him, and did not even
.thank him for the air rifle he had bought for her son.

20. the air rifle, kUkijIT

21. air rifle, kukiju 25 Makoto

At that moment Makoto's. air rifle started popping in the
rear of the house, and Tsuda's aunt immediately picked up
her ears.

22. be stolen, nusumareta 26 Kobayashi
-thief

26*theft, tonan Kobayashi
-thief

At the time he had given Tsuda the excuse that his Western
clothes had been stolen, and in this connection had also
asked him to lend him about seven yen. He said that a
certain friend had sympathized with him for having had his
clothes stolen.

23.

24. in a tone that seemed to show
that he was a bit offended,
kigen £ sonjitarashii goki ~

Tsuda's uncle turned to him
that he was a bit offended.

29

~~t£1~L"f:
~LI.'1%~--(
in a tone that

Tsuda-Fujii
[Tsuda's

uncle]

seemed to show

Makoto,
Kobayashi

Do you want me to

30

'I have a one yen fifty sen air rifle.
bring it and show it to you?'
He I n s t a n t Ly stood up and ran into the small room at the
back; when he returned to the sitting-room carrying his new
toy, Kobayashi was forced to admire the shiny air rifle.

25, 26. air rifle, kukiju

27. air rifle, kukiju 30 the Fujiis,
Tsuda,
Kobayashi

Thanks to the air rifle, they all began speaking to each
other again.

28 d b t h i -'"~ ~ \<:- "(• ou C 1.S s e r a ous ne s s , ~n" f3 f. ~\.J'
seijitsu £ utagau ~

30 Tsuda-O-asa
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He could only think that it was indeed his aunt who, having
shown by her manner of speaking that she doubted his
seriousness regarding marriage

29. criticism of him as not
being serious,
fumajime 1£ iu ginen

Tsuda-O-asa

He did not have a very close relationship w t t h her nor did
he have any interest in her, but since, to reject his aunt's
criticism of him as not being serious

30. win out, katteru 30 Tsuda-O-asa

'Even without discussion it's quite clear my position
will win out over yours any day, Yoshio.

31. angry with each other, tekigaishin
ffJr..ll~ I\;"

32. had a quarrel, kenka de mo shita'
--- -- --Dr§oi"l"~LT:

'Somehow you both seem angry with
actually had a quarrel?'

31 Tsuda-O-asa

31 Tsuda-O-asa

each other. Have you

33. *became unpleasant, fuyukai ni natta 32 Tsuda

if-II~l: 1;:'~T:34. *displec:::~~:::, fukai 32 Tsuda
/f+~

*And when he realized what he was doing he could not help
becoming unpleasant•••• His feelings taught him only too
well thGt in this behaviour, together with his pride, there
had also been latent a kind of displeasure.

35. angry, okotteru 32 Tsuda-his
father

Tsuda-a-hide32imaimashiso ni I~; /2 L
~~H:

'I suppose he's angry.'
'I don't think O-hide should keep telling him all those

things she does.'
Tsuda seemed slightly annoyed as he mentioned his sister.

36. seem annoyed,

37. defeat, haiboku 32 Tsuda-O-asa

despise, keibetsu-shite iru

he did not forget to drag

38.

Because of his defeat,
Kobayashi along • •

however,

34 Tsuda-poor
people
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Tsuda-poor
people

34

~/f.~ 'Ie ~;
'You despise this sort of people, don't you? You've

always looked down on them as not worthy of sympathy.'

39. look down on, mikubit~e iru

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

3640, 41. despise, keibetsu-suru
-- ~ '7

"'~ ~1:j
'When I'm wearing a dirty suit you despise me for being

dirty, don't you? And when occasionally I have on some
clean clothes you then despise me for being clean.

42. capi tulation, kosan R1L,~ 36 Tsuda
r'2f--~ -Kobayashi

Since Tsuda, who felt he could no long tolerate
Kobayashi, had finally realized the convenience of
capitulation ••

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

3743. cruelly wounded his companion,
aite .!!..£ kibun .2. zankoku ni inuita

iffj.:}-£1' ,~.:'7J"'E lj~. ~ I =~:r1r\. .~
To the extent that Tsuda~s words contained a logic self

evident to anyone, they were the equivalent of cruelly
wounding ~is companion.

44. be made a fool of, baka ni sareru 37

Ef~ ,-,,:...JL '2.;;':J/!:=t,.l- ..... 1/ 'J

'Ye s , I'm definitely going. It's much,
to Korea or Formosa than to stay here and
by everybody.'

Kobayashi
-everybody

much better to go
be made a fool of

45. de f ea ted, nai boku-shi ta ~~:j,t, l -r-:.

He finally acknowledged defeat

39 Tsuda-O-nobu

46,

48.

47. scissors, kiremono, hasami

t711JJJ ~3tassailed, ikaku-shita

42

42

Tsuda

Tsuda-the
sound of the
scissor;;

From time to time Tsuda heard the sound of the *scissors
touching the pla~e. The sound of the scissors cutting dully
through the flesh assailed his eardrums, greatly
exaggerated.

49. *suspicion, giwaku t:::..... ~ '~3 Tsuda-O-nobu
q<~ I\:;

Viewing the matter in that way, he felt that even her motive

--_._,------- -, --------------
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in measuring precisely the time of his operation became open
to question.

Tsuda-O-nobu4450. an expression of displeasure,
fuhei ~ kao 7Ff-r;.- ~~

When, with an expression of displeasure rather than
distrust, he rolled over on his side, the upstairs floor,
which was not too sturdily constructed groaned heaVily, as
if to complement his feelings.

51, 52, 53, 54. doubt or suspect, utaguru 44 Tsuda-O-nobu
~~("3

'Somehow or other you still doubt me, don't you? Well, I
don't at all like being suspected by you in that way!'

She twitched her eyebrows, greatly displeased.
'I'm not doubting you.. '
'You see, you do suspect me after all, don't you?'

55. compete, tatakau 44 Tsuda-himself

But pven while both desires competed with each other for
mastery of his mind, he would have seemed relatively calm to
an impartial observer.

56, 57. suspicion, ginen 47 Tsuda-O-nobu

She normally harboured the suspicion that although she
earnestly and with the best intentions showpd him every
kindness there seemed to be no limit to the sacrifices he

. demanded of her, but such a suspicion came to her mind
abruptly then in deeper hue.

58. sumo wrestlers facing each other, 47 Tsuda-O-nohu

~ s~ i r u 1§. !l? ;fEI 1t""E: Jil "/ I .-? ~ '"\' '7 7,["

59. enemy, llli fij~ 47 Tsuda-O-nohu

In a certain sense, when she and Tsuda privately viewed
relationship, very similar to that between sumo wrestlers
facing each other in the ring every day they felt that it
was of a kind where she was always his opponent and
occasionally even his enemy.

60. pistol, pis u t.£E..!:!. f-11t 48 Hajime

61- a wooden sword, bokken :;f.1:"1J f01.- 48 Hajime

62. murder, hitogoroshi ~*Q:. L. 48 Hajime

'Those won't do at all! If it's not a pistol, or a

_ .. - _.._---------
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wooden sword, or something he can pretend he's murdering
someone with, he won't like it. '

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

49

49

49
~ 1)' 1zt'6h1:

*unp1easant relationship,
fuyukai na .8.ensho /C I/.!:'-I-n..,.. .....~ 'rP

- --- , ,.... I ij(( I '7'. / ,j.' :J:..7... q;;...

67. dislike, kirawareru, tlI1~tl13
kiraiha jimeta -Idfi..kt..-r:

~'V' ~tl Sf'. r:
She also t ho ug h t Mrs. Yoshikawa disliked her too. Moreover
she vaguely sensed that this *unp1easant relationship had
arisen between them because Mrs. Yoshikawa had disliked her
from the outset. She was also quite confident that Mrs.
Yoshikawa had begun to dislike her without O-nobu's haVing
given her any cause.

66,

63,64. dislike, kiratte iru, 1l.-;Jl"~3
kirai hajimeta

65.

w1i
••• she looked with slight jealousy at this cousin who
seemed to be forever chi1di3h1y shy and so naively
constituted as not to have the slightest anxiety, and who
glowed with a maiden freshness. Even though in O-nobu's
attitude there was a note of condescension towards Tsugiko

68. looked with slight jealousy, 51 O-nobu-Tsugiko
karui shitto .!!.£~ .!k mita ~ ... ,~1[';-11 F.lfl ....(;;:["T=

69. condescension, bubetsu 51 O-nobu-Tsugiko

70. *looked at with
shitto no me ~

*It was also of
the hand of the
with jealousy.

jea10us Y, 1:n:. "Q1o i7) aP<..l '· 51 O-nobu-Tsugiko
nagameta

§il'- ~-r:
a kind chat made her want to grasp tightly
very person she had just been looking at

71. *weapon, buki 51 Tsugiko-her
prospective
husband

*And yet your innocence will not work as a weapon by which
you capture your prospective husband's heart.

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

53hakairyokudestructive force,

7;ft -j;1f-h
in addition to Mrs. Yoshikawa's peremptory attitude,

which seemed to arise from her special position at that
time, there might emerge from her a fearful destructive
force.

72.
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73. a feeling of disdain, keibu ~ ~~

'"'" 1.,(3...,- ~..::r.::. -~'''' I~

Finally there arose also a feellng of
pathetic state.

54 O-nobu-Tsugiko

disdain at Tsugiko's

74. suspicion, utagai ~ 55 O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

55

55kirawarete iru

~i! =Pe7<
This was not a suspicion caused by Mrs. Yoshikawa's manner
of speaking or her attitude at that t f me but rather a
hypothesis with a somewhat more profound basis••.• O-nobu
did not interpret this behaviour of Mrs. Yoshikawa as
resulting solely from Mrs. Yoshikawa's dislike of her. She
thought there was still another reason••.. When the time
finally came for them to leave their seats, and Mrs.
Yoshikawa began talking to her again, O-nobu was not
satisfied with simply suspecting that Mrs. Yoshikawa's
explanations were lies.

75,76. be disliked,

~1J.ltlt~3
77. suspect, utagai ~ idaku

78. such unpleasant thoughts,
kore hodo fuyukai ~ kanji

57 O-nobu-Tsuda
e -< 0 - IJ::>... I jz. _. r::"G "
!:i2...)fi /r-' .~(;( ;»< i r I~~ l

O-nobu's feeling, ~hich she had already had at the theatre,
was only strengthened that she would never have had such
unpleasant thoughts about her beloved husband if she had not
met her that evening.

79. could not but despise, 58 O-nobu
kei betsushinai wak~ n i ikanaka t ta :ft~ L71.'\ 'W I : ~t ",,""'1'

'f]''''' I:
..• and she could not but despise herself for being a
thorough sluggard. in not jumping up out of bed as soon as
she opened her eyes.

80. observed with derision, 58 O-nobu

azakeru 1.£ ni .!l.2.&,~ 'O~ij l-r"3 t"j t:' §~t iYJl-:.
When, with her mind's eye which had for a time been
liberated, she observed with derision her over-anxious state
of the previous evening .

81. be offended, kigen a warukusuru 58 Tsuda-O-nobu
- ~tttK,(-r~

But he was one who wou d be offended if she did not.

82. disdain, keibu j""1,s 59 O-nobu-Tsugiko:t:--q-
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As O-nobu turned back to look at the figure of Tsugiko
descending the hill with a brisk light step, she again had
the usual feeling towards her of mingled respect and
disdain.

Tsuda-O-nobu6183. decei ve, azamui te iru =met· ~'"7 ;; 3
At the same time she could not help feeling she was
deceiving Tsuda.

62 O-nobu-Okamoto
& O-sumi

[O-nobu's
uncle & aunt]

62damasarete iruin,

.@;~ ::1'1 { .Q 3
Having in this way deceived her uncle and aunt, she was

also confident that they had been completely taken in by
her.

85. be taken

86. dislike, kiratte ita ~""Il.>r:. 62 Tsuda-okamoto

O-nobu-Okamoto6287. disliked, kirai datta J..~ -r'- ..,
I[;tj:. 1':.- "7 /0:.

Her uncle .•• had already seemed to dislike Tsuda
-basically from the time he had first met him.
then, you dislike men like me, don't you?'

'Well

88, 89. cutting remarks, waruguchi SZ ~
/0 \-I

62 Tsuda-Okamoto

90. jealousy, shitto 62 Tsuda-Okamoto

Since her first reaction to her uncle's words had beec that
she felt he was making one of his usual cutting remarks, she
had merely laughed. And then she had been elated when she
secretly interpreted his remark as issuing from jealousy.

O-nobu &
O-sumi-Okamoto

63poked fun at, .f.E;JfE.l:..l 'l
baka ni shite hiyakashita ~~-- - -- >17 ~T LT:.

Both O-sumi and O-nobu poked fun at this light-hearted
men, who made distinctions between them on this basis.

91.

O-nobu6392. *unpleasantness, fuyukai /f/l~lj*

O-nobu answered in this way, and pondered with
unpleasantness and dissatisfaction the gathering of the
previous evening •

93. reprimand, kogoto d, t 68 O-nobu-O-sumi

94. reproof, kogoto ,J,~o
68 O-nobu-O-sumi
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Her aunt's reprimand did not sound merely like a formal
remark made out of consideration for her uncle •..• But
the more she realized that her aunt's reproof was justified,
the more she wanted to cry.

95. wanted to tussle with, arasoitakatta"*1/' T: 1]' -:J t:
70 O-nobu-Tsugiko

O-nobu-Tsugiko

O-nobu-Tsugiko

Tsugiko-people7198. long standing-dissatisfaction,
kanete .!!E.. fuhei .j: 1 (J) 71"4-

In her tone of voice, which all but declared her carefree
manner, was also mingled her long-standing dissatisfaction
with being treated by everyone as a well-bred young lady who
knows nothing of the hard facts of life.

99, 100, 101. warshi.p, gunkan ~f1i 74 Hajime, his
father

'Dad, wouldn't it be fine if our house were a warship?
What do you think?'

'I think I still prefer a simple house to a warship.'
'But if it's a house, and t he r e l s an earthquake, it will

fall down, won't it?'
'I see, you mean if it's a warship it won't fall d o v n no

matter how strong the earthquake is.'

102. repellent power, hampatsusei N....1%t,I.1 76 man-woman

103. discord, fuwa 76 man-woman

What until then was tractive power is quickly transformed
into repellent power •••• In effect, man has created the
idea of yin-yang harmony merely to understand the principle
of yin-yang discord that shortly must follow.

104. discord, fuwa 76 man-woman

O-nobu-Okamoto

O-nobu-Okamoto

76

76

76

Ov-no bu c-Okamo t o

~:i:1J :::'/; :-..- I -ss -c "~ ."m7/j- I~' L.." ~E3.. t: ~.!.. .-, i

106, 107. surrender, kosan-shita

P't~ Lt:
at 11 t:

with a most victorious expression
shorisharashii kao £ yosotte

l09.

108. be defeated, maketa

105,
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'Yes, it's as if he's acting purposely to create the very
yin-yang discord he's been talking about.'

'So you've finally surrendered, have you? If so, I'll
let it go at that. I certainly don't want to press someone
who's been defeated.

He stood up with a most victorious expression.

110. discord, fuwa 76 O-nobu-Tsuda

'O-nobu, when there's yin-yang discord, this is the most
effective medicine.

78 O-nobu
-somebody

78 O-nobu
-somebody

78 O-nobu
-somebody

Ill. loa the, nikumimasu fW Ji-i1

112. despise, keibetsu-shimasu

,~:~. vii
113. spit, tsuba £ hakikakemasu

D!.-g 01.~ .:J1h1 i 1
'If someone doubts me, I loathe him, I despise him,
on him because I know the truth better than he •••

I spit,

114, 115. doubt, utagai 79 O-nobu-Tsuda

But after having once been drawn to her, was he not now
gradually Withdrawing from her again? Her doubt was almost
a reality for her. To eliminate the doubt she had to
overturn the reality.

116. be killed, korosareru 82 O-kin-somebody

'There's less danger of her being killed by somebody that
way. '

117. disdain, bubetsu 84 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

O-nobu had always looked down upon Kobayashi. Behind this
disdain, half based on her husband's evaluation ••

118. roam about unpleasantly, Jw:"-fJ'S't! l: 84
iyagarase ni rr.agotsukiaruku ... -"J-< ~ ~ /

- 1- - "OJ .. '.7~"

Kobayashi
-people

119, scorn, keibetsu 84 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

He merely roamed about unpleasantly, complaining that he Jid
not have a roof over his head.

Mingled with this scorn there was always a certain degree
of unpleasantness.
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Kobayashi-the
upper class

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

spoke on
criticized the upper

84

84120. criticize, akutai ~ tsuku

~.W! ~ 0.1 (
121. disdain, keibetsu ~_ ~

~<f r5G'
She had never met anyone like him who
important subjects, and who constantly
class.

When the unpleasant aspect latent in her disdain came to
the fore abruptly •

85sharivictory, O-nobu
-Kobayashi

Waves of sarcasm flowed over Kobayashi's face. An
expression of victory clearly appeared, announcing that no
matter which way she moved he had her trapped.

122.

85 Tsud:i
-Kobayashi

long time. Even now he
Tsuda's changed a great
me is concerned, that's

,~~:
'Tsuda's despised me for a very

despises me. As I've been saying,
deal. But as far as his despising
the same as ever. '

123, 124, 125. des pis e, aiL«~. ~.-.Y11
keibetsu-sarete (twice) ~I-;::;(. .... /ll

keibetsu

Kobayashi
-people world

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

85iru

l2.1t.· ~-tl1 ;;~
128, 129. despise, 85
kei betsu-sarete iru (twice) iil'~ i..Jll .;z: :.z
~"7-:'-=-::..::.=-.:.:=:.::-:::.::.;::. -- -f""'- ,...,/#v .... -I) - ,--,:JI

kei betsu-shi te i ru d:lZU"'/l? 7.. '?

- =f;r.. F=l<.' L1 t/;,) :J
'To tell the truth, Tsuda's not the only one who despises
me. Everybody despises me--even the lowest streetwalker.
Actually, the entire world's conspired to despise me.'

127,

126. be despised, keibetsu-sarete

Kobayashi
-peo::.le

Kobayashi
-people

85

85

fi ~ ~',H t: .., 7
'My, but you're certainly *warped, aren't you?'
'Yes, maybe I am. But whether I am or not, a fact's a

fact. But it really doesn't matter. Since I seem to have
been born a good-for-nothing, I suppose it's not strange
that I should be so despised.

130, 131, 132, 133. *be warped,
higande iru (twice) 1~$k\";; ~
higamu (twice) 1fof t

134. be despised, keibetsu-saretatte

135. be disliked, iyagarareru If?:. '1]';'i->~'\3 85 Kobayashi
-people

- -------------
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85

136. say and do things people don't like, 85
hito .!!.£ iyagaru ..Y.£ ~ koto .9. /~J'1 ml'17"3~j7J:
it tari shi tari suru r;l[-t: - -r.) ~ )1 ":'-- -=r c. -z;......, I:' I ,fA T:. • ";l

137. be despised, keibetsu-sarete 85

~zt. ~ ~'/ft1
138. revenge, katakiuchi

~-::::--t
'lIplt- o-J

Kobayashi
-people

Kobayashi
-people

Kobayashi
-people

139. be disliked, kirawar,:te. t!l1111. i 85 Kobayashi
-people

'Mrs. Tsuda, I live to be disliked. I purposely say and
do things people dcn't like. If I don't, it's so painful I
can't stand it •••• And no matter how much people despise
me I can't carry out any revenge. Since there's nothing
else I can do, I've actually tried to be disliked. That's
what I really want.'

140. dislike, iyagatte .1X..£ JfK 1J~'.-,1 ~ '3 85 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

'You've disliked me from the beginning, Mrs. Tsuda.

14l. hostility, hanko k=1rL
142. disdain, keibetsu ,~~
143. distrust, fushin ~~
144. hatred, ken'o ~~I~'

86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

Hostility, fear, disdain, distrust, ridicule, hatred,
curiosity--she was certainly unable to bring together these
various feelings • • •

to get the

here to get the

86

came

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

you came here

I came

146. an no y , iyagaraseru ~-t].:..t; t!: ~
'Do you mean to say that you admit

purposely to annoy me?'
'Oh no, that wasn't my purpose.

overcoat. '
'But are you saying that while you

overcoat you also came to annoy me?'

145,

147. annoy, l:i.agarareru ftlK1J''t77fl3 86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

'It's merely that as a natural result I seem to have been
able to annoy you.'
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148. hatred, zoo ,I,w § 86
El ,v'

149. make a fool of her, baka ni~ 86

.@;J{l:.-r'3
150. mustn't get angry, okotcha ikemasen 86

~ "'71; -ru /r--q-e:k
151. get revenge on you,

katakiu~hi ~ shiteru
86

O-nobu
-Kobayashi
O-nobu
-Kobayashi

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

Kobayashi
-people

86annoy, iyagarasete~

)fK 1)':~ it1 itttL
Hatred flashp.~ from O-nobu's narrow eyes. They clearly

warned him that he had better not try to make a fool of her
just because she was a woman.

'You mustn't get angry,' Kobayashi said. 'I've merely
tried to explain to you that I haven't been trying to get
revenge on you from some petty motive. I said that
purposely because I wanted you to understand I can't help if
God*** has made me the kind of person I am and has ordered
me tQ go and annoy people.

152.

153, 154. annoy, iyagaraseru ~1)';':~ t'3 86 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

155,156,157. cowardly, hik.Yo. if-+~ 86 Kobayashi

'Well then, you mean that as far as annoying people is
c o n c e r n e d , you can annoy them as much as you like but that
you Gon't in any way accept the responsibility for your
ac t f.o n s , '

'Yes, that's precisely it. That's my main point.'
'Such a cowardly--'
'It's not cowardly. I'm not cowardly for not having a

sense of responsib~lity.'

158. feel annoyance, fukai £ kanjita 86

if,/4( ~ J% L" 1:
She felt even greater annoyance.

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

159. endure a most unpleasant experience, 87
san zan iva ~ omoi. s saserareta

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

***The Japanese original has ten, literally "heaven,"
instead of "God." --
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160. hateful, uramesiliku mo atta +f<.YlL( t 87 O-nobu-O-toki
- -- YJ-,E

But when she thought that because of O-toki's delay she had
had to endure a most unpleasant experience with Kobayashi,
she could not but consider O-toki hateful even though she
had tried to be helpful.

161. rebuke, kisseki-shita

t~ i li:
O-nobu rebuked him with.

88 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

162. cast aspersions on a man's character. 88

jinkaku .2. utaguru 1.2. .!@. A-1~~ lite':;) -f'7 lj.'
Tsuda
-Kobayashi

'To have cast aspersions on a man's character in front of
his wife, and especially to have done it in such a
roundabout way •

163. suspicion, giwaku 89 O-nobu-Tsuda

164.

Suddenly a dark suspicion seized her.

cast a suspicious eye, ~ ~e ~

utaguri ~ ~ .2. sosoida ~~~p~~~

~j:.\.' r::
O-nobu cast a suspicious eye on her.

90 O-nobu-O-toki

165. derisive laugh, sagesunda warai
::'\ d· -4" ---

~~~A- E" '* ;V"
O-nobu gave a faint derisive laugh.

90 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

166. a very disagreeable expression, 90 Tsuda
taihen iVa .!@. kao .2. nasaimashita -Kobayashi

1C ~fl. If( 1;:~ 16 7;,~ , ' =fL 1:
'And then when he aski~ mL wh~tlier Mr. Kobayashi was talking
with you and I said he was, he had a very disagreeable
expression. '

167. look even more displeased, 90
.!@..2.~ .!@. kao .2. nasaimashita

~~ Jfk 1j: mi ! 7;~ , . t LT:.
'Then he looked even more displeased.

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
-O-nobu

an unjust criticism,
kinodoku ~ hihan

168.

169.

h~rboured resentmen~, ~~~i.!.~If'
hlnan .2. nagekakete lta ~ ~

-rst .. rr 7.. -
-1't.f' l I i "d 1-

91

91

O-hide-O-nobu

O-hide-O-nobu
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She always harboured much more resentment towards O-nobu,
who said nothing, than towards her brother, who would often
speak sharply to her •••• Yet she never realized that such
a desire was nothing more than partiality towards her blood
relative and that it was an unjust criticism of O-nobu.

170, 171, 172. dislike, iyagaru

NfJ"~
173. *be disliked, iyagararete

JiK1]"~'?n-I

91

91

O-hide-O-nobu
-Tsuda

O-hide-O-nobu
-Tsuda

O-hide-O-nobu91174. dislike, kirai ~

First of all, precisely because the two of them disliked it
she was loath to change it. Since their dislike of her
attitude was in effect the same thing as their dislike for
her, she stubbornly maintained her position at that point••
• . She assured herself that she did not care how much they
objected to her position since she was maintaining it for
her brother's good. Thirdly, her attitude finally had to be
focused on the simple fact that she disliked her extravagant
sister-in-law.

175. feel d i sp leased', fukai.2. kan j i . 93 Ts uda-O-no bu

/f-"* -s: ~ C'Even though he had suddenly begun to feel displeased about
her behaviour, he could not carry the argument as far as
that.

176. feel displeased, 93 Tsuda-O-nobu
kokoromochi .2. waruku-shite iru IX"~ ..,..;;t:.-r a;; / -l::7."'J.

v -1:[ ~ ~-.:-' <, L. :',J 0

Thus he could do nothing but remain silent and feel
dj.spleased about the entire episode.

177. his face grew pained and bitter,
nigai kao .2. shita ~ ,,\ ~! L1:
His face grew pained and better.

93 Tsuda-O-nobu

178.

179.

180.

unpleasant, iva ~ kao .2. nasaru 94 Tsuda-O-hide
mK: 7'i-'~~ 7j.'~ ~

appeared annoyed, iva ~ kao 94 Tsuda-O-hide
)~{,:1}:,~

criticize, hinan-suru 94 Tsuda-O-hide
4~li-r'3

'But it seems so unpleasant for you.'
O-hide was not one to hold back--at least not with her

brother--simply because he appeared annoyed. On the
contrary, he even thought she was her usual self,
criticizing him over nothing at all.
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181. tri umphed over, uchika t ta :f-r-S ~.~ ~ 94 Tsuda-O-hide

182. was annoyed, shaku datta A -r:....~"F.. 94 Tsuda-O-hide

Tsuda-O-hide183. hurt people,
hito ~ kanjo .£. gai-suru

94

(-tt7 O'\)~ II'~ ~ ~-r~
I U I \.:,:' rJ '- ~ ., ~

Tsuda was annoyed because it seemed very much to
note of pride in her having triumphed over him .
than once or twice he had even wondered whether,
was far better-looking than average, she was not
better able to hurt people.

represent a
• • • ~1 0 r e
since she
thereby

184. anger, ikari 95 Tsuda-his
fa ther

185, 186. scold, shikaru 95 Tsuda-his
fa ther

According to the letter, as relayed by O-hide, his father's
anger was more violent than he had anticipated•..• If he
were going to punish him, why had he not done so in a more
manly way?

father95rebuke, kisseki Tsuda's
-Hori

Upon receiving from Tsuda's father a letter which ~as

practically a rebuke, he had been amazed, since he had
almost put the entire episode out of his mind.

187.

188. clash, shototsu 96 Tsuda-O-hide

O-hide-her
father

96raise her eyebrows, mayu .£. hisome

~E1lm
No matter how much they might clash on other matters, in

the matter of not admiring such behaviour in their father,
Tsuda and O-hide were of one accord. Even though, in every
sense, she sympathized with her father, when it came to this
one matter, even she, like Tsuda, had to raise her eyebrows.

189.

190. deal himself a crushing blow, 97 Tsuda-O-nobu
jibu'l ni dabokusho .£. ataeru 6tn'-. _ -t-i~!J'iJ -r ;:;=1 :z.

El'i) t - --1 J -1-f,'q]c~ -', .-
For him to destroy O-nobu's confidence in her husband
was tantamount to dealing himself a crushing blow.

191. discomfort, fuyukai 97 Tsuda-O-hide

He deliber3ted between the pain of revealing the situation
to O-nobu and the discomfort of receiving assistance from
O-hide.
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192. hated, nikunda 97 O-nobu-O-hide

193. resented, gohara ~ atta

tW{-r Jill 1:

97 O-hide-her
father-Tsuda
-O-nobu

Furthermore she hated the fact that behind him stood the
self-satisfied, idolized O-nobu. She also profoundly
resented the fact that her father acted as if her husband
were responsible for the fact •

194. *unpleasant, fuyukai 98 Tsuda-O-nobu

Since he secretly did not look very kindly on O-nobu's going
only to the theatre a n d not visiting him at the hospital
either that day or the previous day, he becaQe even
*unpleasant.

195. weapon, buki 98 Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu98196. vanquished, seifuku-shita tE.~[LT:.

By the force c f this powerful weapon, which gleamed for but
a moment, she always vanquished him instantly.

98197. despise, keibetsu-suru '~~1~

Tsuda was fully aware that by having always
relentless in despising him he had laid the
Kobayashi's view of him.

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

been utterly
groundwork for

Tsuda99198. unpleasantness, fuyukai /F,It"+~

After he had endured the unpleasantness two or three times .

199. angry look, kenmaku

It's exactly as if I were being

200. cross-examine, kitsumon ~~
til:'

'My, what an angry look!
cross-examined, isn't it?'

99

99

O-hide-Tsuda

O-hide-Tsuda

201. annoy, jirasu 100 Tsuda-O-hide

As a result, she succe~ded only in annoying him.

202. tantalize, jirasu t:£'1.... t.; 100 Tsuda-O-hide

'To tantalize me, or to give it to me?'

203. carried tales to, tsugeguchi ~ shita 100

-*tJ!li:.
Tsuda-O-hide

------- -------- -- ---------------
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Tsuda-a-hide100204. looked at askance,
~~ kataki ni shite. §[V1~x:.I: L"1

'I suppose you're always thinking that I've carried tales
to Mother and Father, aren't you?'

'That's not so. That's certainly why I'm always being
looked at askance.'

205. ~'armed wi th prejudice, fFvr ~ 1··~V¥<.. 101
henken ~ buso-sarete ita ~'7i'\I"r..

Tsuda-a-hide

206. attack, kogeki 101 Tsuda-a-hide

207. felt discomfort, fukai £ kanjita 101 Tsuda-a-hide
/f+R: '£ Tf$ L: T-:.

'a-hide, as Tsuda saw her, was *armed ~ith prejudice
against him. The last attack in particular was nothing more
than the activity of prejudice itself. •.• He felt no
little discomfort in front of a-hide since she interpreted
all his behaviour as directed towards satisfying his wife •

Tsuda-O-hide

expression.

101

:If, I~ i LfI~ ji)1:
face hardened into a bitterGradually his

208. hardened into a bitter expression,
nigai kao £ shihajimeta

209. defeat, ma1:e 101 Tsuda-a-hide

Tsuda had to acknowledge defeat openly.

push him head over heels into
the deep valley of repentance,
zange no shinkoku ~ massakasama
ni tsukiotosu

210. 101 Tsuda-a-hide

II~ Ijl~ ]I~~~r-.~ ''j i~
~-::l= f- ~ ~-r-:;-r
'- :l- ~ - rc:»; ;~ J

Although she had intended, with a bit more effort, to push
him head over heels into the deep valley of repentance, she
now began to wonder whether he might still have some level
ground behind him.

211. challenges, chosen r~t~ 102 Tsuda-a-hide

He did not seem to respond any longer to her challenges.

212. disdain, keibetsu f~ ~

It only me e n t, that all his d d s da a n
a lukewarm fashion.

102 Tsuda-a-hide

of a-hide was conveyed in

213. pointed the tip of her spear
at O-nobu,

102· O-hide-O-nobu

-------------
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hokosaki.£ O-nobu ni mukete ita *lc~~'~l:;-;]l'Tl1)r:

O-hide-O-nobu

O-hide-Tsuda

O-hide-Tsuda

102

102

102

itomeru*shoot at,216.

215. stand in the front line,
.Y1!.£.!!!.£ll n i ~ l:f:...00 I :; :IL./

JFr c.~ ~ ~
Previously she had always pointed the tip of her spear at
O-nohu by passing through him. It would not have been wrong
to say that she was also attacking him, but even when she
negle~ted him as he stood in the front line, her true intent
was above all to bring down her sister-in-law who lurked in
the rear.

214. attack, kogeki-suru

217. insult, keibetsu-nasaru f~ ~~.~;; 102 Tsuda-O-<lide

'If you persist in insulting me that way, I'll simply
tell you as a warning, Will you let me?'

218. doubt, ginen 103 Tsuda-O-nobu

Since her mind was filled with the doubt implaated by
Kobayashi, for a few minutes she could not take her eyes off
them and looked at them intently.

Tsuda-O-hide

And she herself
quarrel without

103221. kenka220, ~11t
p.§. tJ-l'-

It was quite clear ~h~v were quarreling.
had been drawn into the very midst of the
knowing anything ~hout it.

219,

222. gunfire, hogeki 103 O-hide-O-nobu

But at that moment the sentence burst forth from
O-hide like a final barrage of gunfire and suddenly shook
O-nobu to her very heart.

223. discord, fuwa /F-to 103 Tsuda-O-hide

She also had always known tha t the cause of their discord
lay with her.

224. dislike, kiratte ita Ik 7: i o« O-nobu-formal~....,{ ;F.. manner

She secretly disliked such a formal, distant manner, but in
other people's presence, especially O-hide's, she felt
compelled, for some reason or other, to use this unnatural
way of speaking.
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Tsuda-O-hide

O-nobu could read Tsuda's feelings very clearly. She
secretly feared a second clash.

226. take on his adversary in the quarrel, 105 O-nobu-O-hide
kenka .!!..£,aite.2. hikiukeyo II shita pI? ~ ":c:l";'-?1:li'~"'-t'"'7

--- .§. o""'!""" 1l/JtJ-r~ "j, ... . ....... ,. _

Thus she tried to. take on his adversary in the quarrel :.- ~ :;
herself.

227, 228. doubt, utaguru 105 Tsuda-his
father

'Yoshio doubts Father's sincerity and thinks there's some
underhand scheme at the bottom of it all.'

'That's not very nice, dear--to doubt your own father.,

229. ~uarrel, kenka 105 Tsuda-O-hide

Of course I realize that whenever Yoshio and I get: t o ge t h e r
we're bound to have a quarrel--particularly on this
subject. '

230. hated, nikunda 106 O-hide-O-nobu

Since she had been pushed to the point where she had somehow
to explain herself in front of her sister-in-law, she
secretly hated O-nobu even more as she spoke in this way.

231. be forced to quarrel, / 107
arasowanakereba naranakatta ~11~' (1?/'ll-;"

~.; ~'1]'''''-+:
They were, however, forced to quarrel.

O-hide-Tsuda
& O-nobu

232. hatred, zoo 11./~8 §.
,~

Tsuda looked at a-hide. In his
clearly shone, and there was not a
heart.

107 Tsuda-a-hide

fierce eyes hatred
trace of shame in his

233. despise, keibetsu-surll 1t~( 1f'1:Z
f- F-x. '" 108 Tsuda-money

Though he felt more keenly than others its necessity for
having things one wants, with regard to despising money
itself he was of a disposition that accorded completely with
O-nobu's words.

234. rage, ikari ~,I)
IIV

108 O-hide-Tsuda
& O-nobu
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235. bitter and violent hostility, 108 O-hide-Tsuda
kuyashii 1£ ka asnsa .£~ .!E.. ka & O-nobu
i utekiii.... ,....., a»; .. i' ~!r~
- --- 'Q 18 LL. \ t "1J\~. %; r- z,11' L \ L \ ,PJ~ flv '
However, in her cool eyes dwelt a light which was not only
that of rage. In addition to a bitter and violent
hostility, something else which was yet to be determined
flickered therein.

236. brother-and-sister quarrel, 109 Tsuda-O-hide

kyodaigenka Sl t~o'.[o'
'But in any case, if you'll stay here with us, O-nobu,
everything will be all right, because if it should turn into
the usual brother-and-sister quarrel you can intervene and
stop it.'

237. had clashed with, shototsu-shita 110 Tsuda-O-hide
1.iT Ii": L-r:

In contrast with that of a~b~nt-earlier when she had
clashed with Tsuda, she now adopted a completely different
attitude, passing from extreme agitation to complete
tranquillity.

O-hide-O-nobu110238. victor, shorisha ~~tIJ 7W
However, since from the beginning of the encounter she was
enjoying the leisure of the victor, she could remain silent
without too much dissabisfaction.

O-nobu-Tsuda

O-nobu-O-hide

111

111

the strife, katto 1i[..;-.';:"
Qij~

One was the unpleasant sensation she had at its conclusion.
In that unpleasantness was woven the realization of the
strife that would probably continue between them.

241.

239, 240. unpleasantness, fuyukaisa

:ifdi«</I~-::

242. suspicious eyes, saigi .!!.£~ ~~ .%t.O\§f<...lll Tsuda-O-nobu

Of course it was only a temporary advantage, namely that she
had luckily escaped her husband's suspicious eyes.

243, 244. rupture or dispute, hat an -r"Fi z..r.::> 112--- /Ph..iFAt,
O-hide-Tsuda
& O-nobu

245. unpleasantness, fuyukai 112 O-hide-Tsuda
& O-nobu

This rupture with O-hide, which could only be termed an
unforeseen event, was, in effect, the dawn of rebirth for
her. She could now see a faint pink glow on the distant
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horizon, and with this fond hope she forgot all the
unpleasantness that might arise from the dispute.

246. doubt, giwaku 112 Tsuda-O-nobu

The one mysterious phrase which had burst forth from O-hide
also had become a cloud of doubt, casting its pall over her.

248. be despiserl, keibetsu-sareru

Tsuda's heart,
to preserve his
involuntarily.

Tsuda-O-nobu

guarded

Tsuda-O-nobu113

been carefully
her, softened

-?- ~<..ll247. *be armed, busoshite ita jl;~ ~~
'Z-r;
'7~ I.

which until then had
dignity in front of

On this point particularly he deeply feared she would
despise him.

249. suspicion, kengi ~~~ 115 a man-a nurse

250. beat, nagurasero . lfrt -t! "7 115 a man-a nurse
~g~'7 )

The story, about a man who, suspecting that a patient had
died because a nurse had administered the wrong medicine,
had barged into the medical office and had a~~olutely

demanded that the nurse be beaten as punishment, was, from
Tsuda's point of view, quite amusing.

251- dislike,~ -flit 116 Tsuda-Noh
chanting

252. discontent, fuhei 7f-2f- 116 Tsuda-Noh
chanting

The Noh chanting, which he disliked intensely, which someone
nearby had been engaged in for quite some time, further
irritated him .••• since he realized full well that he had
no right to stop pe o p Le from doing what they wanted to do,
he could do nothing whatever about his discontent.

253. angry, okotte kita 116 O-nobu-Tsuda

254,255. annoy, ijimeru 116 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

angry, wasn't she?'She was quite
she might be.'

'That's because
'I didn't annoy

I certainly thought

you annoyed her so.'
her.. '

256. be deceived, gomakasareru bFlI$fL1t:.~·)i[3117 Tsuda-O-nohu

...,.
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Judging from her normal behaviour, he thought she would
surely have deceived him.

257. became more annoyed,
.!!.2.2. fuyukai ni natta

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Kobayashi made the same type of comment as before. Tsuda
became even more annoyed.

258, 259, 260. be made a fool of,
baka ni sareru j:f ~ I ~ -t'~: ""2

,~/ft:.. - '" /I. ~

117 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Though it was a simple ~atter to decide that Kobayashi was 3

fool and let it go at that, if Tsuda once began to think
that maybe he was the one who was being made a fool of, then
there was no limit to how far such an interpretation could
be carried•••• But I n a situation such as that one, in
which his own weakness was even partially involved, he could
not but lean towards the interpretation that it was actually
he who was being made a fool of.

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

118261. be threatened, obiyakasareru

i' '\"-tr-"0 If'-\. -3
262, 263. c a p i t uLa t e , !<osan·,shikitte iru 118

fl*~L1:77 ->l--? ~
And each time he did, in a mock-serious tone, Tsuda felt as
if he were threatened by him.

'But you're quite different from me. You're very clever
about ito Every body thinks you've capitulated completely
to O-nobu.'

'Since I actually have capitulated completely to her, it
can't be helped if it does look that way.'

264. had a fight with your
kyodaigenka £ shita

'So you had quite a,

sister, 119 Tsuda-O-hide

7LtI;f..I1'§ of. ! LT:.
fig!:t with your sister, didn't you? .

they always say husband

man-his wife

man-hi.s sister

Tsuda-O-hi.de

119

119

119

fight that way with
;t.~o~ 11~

'But it isn't like you, Tsuda--to
O-hide.' .

'So that's the way it is, eh?

265. fight, kenka £ ~ Or§' of 'E.} ~

266, 267. husband and wite fight,
fiifugenka a - -tt'-K-q~ "g111f.

268. fights between brother and sister,
kyodaigenka

- -- ------ -----
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and wife fight a lot but actually fights between brother and
sister are much more common, I suppose. '

269. get angry, hara no ta tsu ~t7) T'T...., 119 Tsuda-a-hide

270. make [a-hide] angry,
O-hide-san ~ okoraseru

-£-~ .119
.~ ~?, ..... "711 11 ... .(! ,....;? \.; ;I

Tsuda-a-hide

271. have a fight, kenka .!!.2..!l. ka~ _ 119 Tsuda-a-hide
a'i3 tif If' A-"f}<f ~

'No matter how good a orother he may be there are bound
to be times when he gets a bit angry.'

'But I suppose even you don't think it's a good policy to
make O-hide angry, do you?'

'Of course I don't. Who in the world would want to have
a fight?'

Tsuda-people

Kobayashi
-people

119

272, 273, 274, 275, 276. quarrel or fight, 119
kenka 'Or§. 17~

277. quarrel, kenka e ~--- O,g 0=r

'I'm the sort of fellow that it doesn't matter who I quarrel
with. I'm so down and out already I can't lose a thing no
matter who Lv f Lg h t with. In fact if anything comes or the
fight at all it certainly won't be any loss to me, because
I've never had a thing to lose in the first plac~ In fact,
any change resulting from a fight can only mean some gain
for me, so I'm rather of the type who hopes for them. But
you're different, Tsuda. Your quarrels could never possibly
be of any benefit to you. '

278, 279. make [a-hide] angry, okoraseru 120 Tsuda-a-hide
~:i.'; 't:'3

'In the first place, to make a-hide angry wasn't at all the
thing to do, was it, from your standpoint? And then, by
having made her go running to the Yoshikawas was stupid of
you, wasn't it? '

280, 281. antipathy, hankan fi- ~
;z....~~
• I\:,)

121 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

Even as only seen through his eyes, the Mrs. Yoshikawa who
would just have been filled with biased ideas by O-hide, and
the Mrs. Yoshikawa who was not yet incited to antipathy,
were quite different.••• For he was more than convinced
that by meeting her only once he could easily overcome
whatever prejudice or antipathy Mrs. Yoshikawa might bring
with her.

282, 283. annoying, jama 121 Kobayashi
-people
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In fact, depending on the time and circumstance, he was even
one who, knowing how annoying he was, would purposely annoy
others.

284. surrender, kosan-suru 121 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

285. send him away, gekitai-suru ~5t~g -r z.:::r i...[s... 1 d
121 Tsuda

-Kobayashi

Tsuda was not yet in the mood to surrender to him.
Nevertheless he was even more lacking in the courage to send
him away immediately.

upon for

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

121

'~~~tflt:
He even feared that if he would ever be looked down
associating with such a man his own future might be
adversely affected.

286. be looked down upon, keibetsu-sareta

287, 288. be in the way, jama 1f~ 121 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

'Yes I do. do you mean I might be in the way?'
'You certainly will be! So please leave right away

before she gets here.'

289. dislike most, mottomo sukanai 123 O-nobu-Hori's

~_t tf7:1'·~·I.·
mother

But his mother was the woman O-nobu disliked most in the;
entire family.

290. adversary, kataki -T;"..,. 124 O-nobu-O-hide
~~

O-nobu-O-hide

O-nobu-O-hide

••• it also created the disadvantage of her having to
confront her adversary O-hide with no one else present.

OI1'~

'~T t-291. won the battle, sensa ni katta ~ ~ 124
-----A~ -r:

(1'"1';--; /"

292. revenge, kataki.2. utareru :W:r~-t- .-'I"Z 124
r;J"-~"'1 ; t-...il\ d

It was merely a kind of awkwardness arising from her [ride
in having won the previous day's battle, it was the falnt
fear of not knowing what sort of revenge O-hide might have
in store for her

293. troops in ambush, fukuhei ~~~ 126 O-hide-O-nobu

Undoubtedly the main reason this one trite, over-used word
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appeared before O-nobu with the suddenness of troops in
ambush was that it stood alone

O-hide

O-hide

126

126

294. a large cannon, taiho 1\.. Ta'?2
295. the dagger, kU8un go bu tL1"Ji!;J..........

At times a humorous situation would arise as she would
employ a large cannon instead of the dagger that WES

required.

296. *knock you down in the real
sumo ring,
jitsuryoku ~ sumo Q torimasu

126 O-nobu-O-hide

r.:'2 " 1i .,.- ~-."'"

~ 1] l' i§ -1:1<..~ iR I) 1 ~

*She wanted very much to say, 'Oh that's mere words! Talk
sense. I'll knock you down in the real sumo ring,' and ..

297. jealous, shitto Q kanjita vii-lz70 -;~ 127 O-nobu-O-hide
L"i:

298. revenge, fukushu /.'9 ~ 127 O-no bu-O-·hide
1~ '&

299. disdain, keibetsu f<i 1{ 127 Ov-n o bu-O-hide

300. ridicule, choro O~A ?f 127 O-nobu-O-hide

When O-nobu had first heard about it from Tsuda, she had
felt slightly jealou~ of O-hide even without having met her.
But when she later learned that the fact ..• She had even
had the pleasant sensation of revenge, while she had given a
faintly sarcastic smile. thereafter O-nobu's attitude
towards O-hide, on the issue of love, had always been one of
disdain. •• More crudely, it was a kind of ridicule.

301. doubt, utagatte iru 127 O-nobu-Tsuda

O-nobu did not want to give O-hide any indication that
she doubted Tsuda even for a moment.

302. lost her footing and plunged 129 O-nobu
into the mire,
michi £ ayamatte~ fukada QQ naka ~ fumikonda

p.~ 'E t g "'j: ..., '1 - ~~~ rfll11 ep "- E7~ J-t~ Iv7:,"
As this sneer appe~red much more prominently than it had a
moment earlier, O-nobu felt she had lost her footing and
plunged into the mire.

303. disdain, keibetsu 130 O-nobu-O-hide

O-hide showed her disdain by her expression.
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304. in direct confrontation, ~;{'Jd

tatakatte iru
131

623

O-nobu-O-hide

While O-nobu and O-hide were in direct confrontation, at the
hospital

305. quarrel, kenka .2.~ t7~ t7~ ~13 131 Tsuda-O-hide

306. won, katta 131 Tsuda-O-hide

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

'That's why, whenever I quarrel with her, I always break off
the discussion as soon as possible. And when I do, she
always seems pleased and goes around everywhere telling
everybody things to suit her convenience as if s he won the
argument or something. I

307. a cat playing with a mouse, 132
. t b k /.=> - '7 7 .' .~ -rt:nezuml .2. mo easo u ne 0 .vr'..:E~'7~i\ /11:9

Her behaviour at such times was like that of a cat playing
with a mouse

308. be the mouse to her cat, 132 Tsuda-Mrs.
neko no mae no nezumi to natte Yoshikawa
-- - -- ~fa.nwr (J'l If"\. t TJ,:"" 1
His usual posture was to content himself with being the
mouse to her cat and to allow her to toy with him exactly as
she wished.

132
%'/( 3\~J.....----

fl:[tirtl 132

309. treated her very badly,
~1!E.. i jimeta ::rtx a ~ a:«:

F1~"" "1 an I::'

310. became extremely angry,
okotte punpun hara .2. tatete

311, 312. fight, kenka

'orgtl:f
313. blows, naguriai

~'i.')~
314, 315. attacked, ijimeta ~ -r

~6hr:.

132

132

132

O-hide-Tsuda
-O-nobu

O-hide-Tsuda
-O-nobu

O-hide-Tsuda
-O-nobu

O-hide-Tsuda
-O-nobu

O-h i de--Ts uda
-O-nobu

'Didn't Hideko say you treated her very badly? Both of
you, that is?'

'We did nothing of the sort! It was just that she became
extremely angry and finally left.'

'Yes, that's so. i3ut you did f t g h t , didn't you? When I
say "fight" of course:' don't mean you came to blows, but.,

'And I suppose that then you and Nobuko attacked Hideko
together. '
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'We didn't attack her.
Christian nonsense.'

she just spouted a lot of that

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

316. meekly accept her reprimand, 132
~ ni shikararete iru ~ -;1:, r> L:.....,J.' -7 -i ;Z

- ~ l§.. l :: 0 L.- .I iI l tf) '"

He could do nothing but meekly accept her reprimand

317. attack, pinan-suru 133 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

318. attack, hina~ 133 O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

'By attacking me in saying it's wrong for me to be too
considerate of O-nobu isn't she after all also attacking
O-nobu herself?'

O-nobu-O-hide133319, 320. *jealousy, shitto ti tAj

An element of jealousy was added to her appraisal of him and
O-nobu which was al.eady characterized by a kind of
exaggeration of every detail. He did not know how such
jealousy had arisen.

321. jealousy, shitto 133 O-nobu-Mr. &
Mrs. Fujii

322. dislike, ken'o 133 Mr. & Mrs. Fujii
-extravagance

133 Mr. & Mrs.
Fujii-Tsuda I:'.

O-nobu
Here there existed neither exaggeration nor jealousy but
instead a very strong dislike of extravagance. Therefore
the result was much the same as misunderstanding.

323. misunderstanding, gokai

324, 325. misunderstanding,gokai the Okamotos &
the Fujiis
-Tsuda

He had had a special reason for having let this
misunderstanding continue; and it was precisely the one that
Kobayashi had already seen through. For Tsuda had tried
very hard to maintain, for his own convenience, the goodwill
of the Okamotos, which he had easily gained b v this
misunderstanding.

326. be devastated at one stroke, 134 Kiyoko-Tsuda
ichi bo ni bokusa tsu-sareta - ff-l:.r{ ~~ ~it I:'
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*Nor had Tsuda been in any way able to salvage his pride
either. At one stroke both had been devastated.

134hinan-suru O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

•.. he should now be qui te surprised at discovering, even
though it was very much veiled, an indication of Mrs.
Yoshikawais hostility towards O-nobu.

'~cri ticize,327.

328. be piered by a sword, ,,~ " _ , __
hitoka tana ~ kirareta -7]1 ~tT '7i l/:

136 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

329. be pierced, kirareta 136 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

He felt exactly as if he had been pierced by a sword.
But, having been pierced, he asked the reason for her cruel
remark.

330. misunderstanding, gokai 136

'You have
know.. '

a iJasic

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yo s h Lk a wa

misunderstanding of the matter, you

139331. won, katta

Once she had
truth of her

Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

won her point she showed him evidence of the
statement.

139criticism, hinan Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

'In fact I accept without complaint the criticism that I'm
behaving foolishly, so please explain things to me.'

332.

333. reprimand, kogoto IJ'1r
Tsuda was amazed Lt ,er vehemence,

continued.

141 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

but her reprimand

142 Tsuda-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

Although Tsuda answered with the commonplace 'Oh really?'
he still had his doubts.

334. doubts, ~iwaku

335. dislike, sukanai -q.} 17' 7'"J..' , ' 142 O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

336. hurt, iiime ni kakaru :tfY1!: 1]'17'~ 142 O-nobu-Mrs ....-....--
Yoshikawa

337. detest, ki ni kuwanai ~~: c1:l1 ~'~' 142 O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

338. punish her opponent, -.\- I'" .-," 142 O-nobu-Mrs.
teki .£ uchikorasu m'.Z! .:f1-tj~3? '1 Yoshikawa
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He could not be sure that simply because she disliked O-nobu
she might not think up some way of hurting her. He could
not be sure that she might not be thinking up some means of
punishing her opponent on the mere grounds that she detested
her.

O-nobu-O-hide142339. unpleasant realization, fukai 7F+R::
Her mind was filled with the unpleasant realization of
having rashly irritated O-hide and of having bungled badly
in so doing.

142

142

142

tt' .....- --',.-
~ . pi

hakarigoto5 plot, O-nobu-O-hide
& Mr s ,
Yoshikawa
O-nobu-O-hide
& Mrs.
Yoshikawa
O-nobu-O-hide
& Mrs.
Yoshikawa
O-nobu-O-hide
& Mrs.
Yoshikawa
O-nobu-O-hide
& Mrs.
Yoshikawa

She even went so far as to think that a plot had been
hatched against her and was secretly progressing somewhere.
No matter who the chief architect was, she was certain 0
hide was one of the plotters .••• The feeling assailed her
from afar that she had become like an isolated unit, which,
without its knowing it, has found itself surrounded on all
sides.

340.

i.~*
342. find oneself surrounded on all sides, 142

jE~ Q£ uchi ni jibun £ miidashita
=iPllcn??l: §h}"'E tL.:!:'.li:.

343. an isolated unit,'~ 142

~\~
344. assailed, osotte kita

--~""713tl~

341. the chief architect, shubosha

345 d b . ~ ( .. .., 1 ~ 3• ou t, utagutte ~ ~ a? 143 O-nobu-Tsuda

She had first to put everything aside and run to him. For
even though she doubted him she still retained some faith in
him.

346. cursed, norotta 143 O-nobu-Mrs.
Yoshikawa

Since this psychological action new had to come to a
halt, O-nobu, from the bottom of her heart, cursed the
streetcar she had just seen.

347. refuge, hinanba 143 O-no bu-i'lr s ,
Yoshikawa
& O-hide
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She was forced to this idea at the very moment that she
was thinking only of running to her husband to find a
refuge.

348. destroy her self-respect, 144 O-nobu-herself
kvoeishin .2. uchikorosu ~ ,i;j; ,""ti"""'" - ,;11--

J~ ';KI v .:..1 1 /;f~ I
. what she most despised was the honesty that would make

her destroy her self-respect on a moment's whim.

his

Tsuda-·Mrs.
Yoshikawa

144

~"pIV

nurse gave no indication of concurring in
remark, he had to continue talking alene.

Since the
unflattering

349. unflattering remark, waruguchi

350. *counter-attacked, gyakushTI-shita 145 O-tsuki-Tsuda
4~ L I=.

Instead of answering she suddenly countered with:
'By the way, what's your wife's name?'

351. deceive, gomakashite 145 Tsuda-O-nobu

He tried to deceive her about the entire episode.

352. suspicion, utagai 145 Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu145353. be suspected, utagawareru ~lJ:lll '3
But it was quite sufficient to arouse O-nobu's suspicion.
Having already a vulnerable point which could very well be
suspected by O-nobu, he now felt that he had blundered.

354. try to deceive, gomakaso "tRf;ii1t::!? 146 Tsuda-O-nobu

'Kobayashi never even came here, and there was nothing of
the sort, but you thought you'd try to deceive me by
purposely making up such a story!'

355. secret battle, anto 8~ ~~ 147

356. defend, mamoru rr~ 147

357. attack, semeru -;;1] YJ~ 147

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

147
~

• WJ I::

began, 147

~~ -1]'ld= 7h .!;t L:
147superior, yusha ...<Si_..:It

I~IS
before the contest started,
seriawanai mae ni ~ II A -r -r ,-- '?vI" 'ra t ~ /j.'

359.

360.

358. before the fighting
tatakawanai saki ni---
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361. be in a winning position, katte ita 147 Tsuda-O-nobu
rYH-'"? 1 7.; F-

This extremely peaceful secret battle had to be enacted as a
test of nerve and artifice. It was only natural, however,
that since Tsuda had the vulnerable point which he was
defending, O-nobu, who was attacking, should, to that
extent, have had the advantage. Therefore, setting aside
the natural endowments of the two, and looking onJ.y at their
relative positions, one would have had to say that O-nobu
was already the superior before the fighting began. Even if
one made the clear merits of the case the standard, she was
already in a winnlng position before the contest started.

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

147

147

147war, sensa

contest, shab2=!.

362.

363.
~+

I~/i
364. a fortress which would be extremely

difficult for her to breach,
otoshinikui shi..E..£ ~L ?to '" I~

365. weapons, buki te\~ 147 Tsuda-O-nobu

It was natural that their was had to attain a certain
phase on the basis of whether =hese internalized facts could
be brought to the surface precisely as th~r were. If only
Tsuda were honest, there could hardly be an easier contest
than this one for O-nobu. But if he retained a particular
area of dishonesty, he could also become a fortress which
would be extremely difficult for her to breach.
Unfortunately for O-nobu she had not yet prepared the
weapons with which to expel him from his strong position.

366. won the contest, katta 147 Tsuda-O-nClbu

as well 147 Tsuda-O-nClbu

morn ~ ~ ... :' ..
h k b i d "6 .r,-!' 1I';"J'-,-:-2.i:::..a a 1 asu .-ii-r...:: ::t. -r

147 Tsuda-O-nobu

367. had the form of victory
as the substance,
gaika .9. katachi .!!2. ~ ni made

368.

why could she not conclude everything beautifully, having
won the ccntest in her heart? Why could she not be
satisfied unless she had the form of victory as well as the
substance? .•. She had far more important problems to
consider than this contest.

369. contest, shobu ~~~ 147 Tsuda-O-nobu

370. vanquish, katsu
R~/

147 Tsuda-O-nobu

371. dispel her own suspicions, 147 Tsuda-O-nobu
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utagai 0 harasu

And it was not only this, for actually, as far as a-nobu
was concerned, this contest did not have primary
significance•••• Her principal objective was to dispel
her own suspicions rather than to vanquish her husband.

372. *attempt to kill, koroso ~ shi~~ 147 a-nobu-nature

Ex~ending far above and beyond her, it did not hesitate to
cast: an impartial light on the young couple and even to
attempt to destroy her in her pitiable state.

373. doubt! utagutte ~7t ri "]

374. be doubted, utagurareru ~ (0111"3
r-

147

147

Tsuda-a-nobu

Tsuda-a-nobu

'But I've never doubted your devotion to me in the
slightest!'

'I should hope not! If on top of everything else you
should start doubting me, it would be far better for me to
be dead!'

375. suspicions, utaguri 149 Tsuda-a-nobu

376. misunderstandings, gokai ~/~~ 149 Tsuda-a-nobu

'But if you start having suspicions and misunderatandings
and they get spread about recklessly that's quite annoying,
so I can't just remain silent.'

377. be suspected, ut:agawarete iru ~i'J":'l1- .149 Tsuda-a-nobu
-- ill:15 3

But he qUickly concluded that he was then only suspected and
that it was not that a-nobu held any actual evidence against
him.

378. look down upon her for being a woman, 150 Tsuda-O-nobu
.2.!!..!!.2. da _~.2, mioroshinagara 1rr:.··t [."F3 L7f.-1]';"';

379. battle over love, ai no sensa 150 Tsuda-O-nobu

380. loser, haisha ~t~ t~ ~i:-# 150 Tsuda-O-nobu

381. be subjugated, seifuku-sareru ~lE~fL 150 Tsuda-O-nobu
~-A 1 .~

382. be subjugated, seifuku-sareru ~~~a~'ifl3150 Tsuda-O-nobu

383. give himself up, kifuku-suru ~'mi-n 150

384. be duped, damashiuchi ni ~~~e iru 150

.~ L:fTI: 't-") f ~ 3

Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu
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Tsuda-O-nobu

Tsuda-O-nobu

'fsuda-O-no bu

150

150

150
~ ~-r~

his strength was not equal to hers
and he was pinned down, '
chikara oyobazu kumishikareru 1J&i"t.'-(fi:.fidi·1}f1..1Jv-A i ~

lose, makeru

"">0"7
JU I.

385. vanquish e, seifuku-suru 1.lI mI.13
386.

Tsuda-O-nabu150388. surrender, kosan-suru. ~$.1" ~
Even though he viewed his married life with O-nobu as a
battle over love and even though he had always been the
loser, he also had considerable pride. And since he had
been subjugated by O-nobu against his will, he had obviously
not given himself but rather that he was always being duped
by her. Just as O-nobu, without realizing that she was
undermining his pride, felt the satisfaction of love only in
vanquishing him, so too did Tsuda, who disliked losing,
surrender each time that his strength was not equal to hers
and he was pinned down, although he still regretted so
doing.

389. beat, katsu 150 Tsuda-O-nobu

'I's ud a-eOe-n o bu150390. despise, keibetsu-suru f~~1~

While still retaining his vulnerable point and trying to
dodge her thrusts, he had for the first time been able to
beat her. The result was quite clear: he could finally
despise her.

391. no matter how many victories 150 Tsuda-O-ncbu
she had won over, '
donna ni kachihokotte. E1...!2. ·{Q)"A..,7J:L: M#-"S~-Jl:t

The attitude of her husband, with wh o m she had never been
satisfied until then no matter how many victories she had
won over him •

392. showed her displeasure,
i, ya ll£. k a Q 2. shit a JWK 7J.'~~ ~ LT:
O-nobu showed her displeasure.

151 Tsuda-O-nobu

attack, kogeki-suru 152393.

Furthermore,
think it's a

O-nobu
-Kobayashi

you're forever attacking his character, but I
bit unfair.

394, 395. discontent, fuhei 152 Kobayashi
-people &
society
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'It's simply because of his discontent. ~nd if you want to
know why he feels that way, it's just that he can't make any
money. '

Kobayashi
-people

He actually
whom he fights

152tJr? -rt
Bp1:ft
- 1""

He likes to fight with everybody, you know.
came here and boasted openly that no matter
with it can only be to his advantage.

396, 397. fight, kenka

152

152

Kobayashi
-Tsuda &
O-nobu
Kobayashi
-Tsuda &
O-nobu

'That's why if I turn down his request now, he'll be
fur ious. And if "he'd onl y bec 0 me fur ious tha t woul dn' t be
so bad, but he'll surely do something. It's certain he'll
get his revenge.

398, 399. be furious, okoru

400. revenge, katakiuchi

Kobayashi-the
upper classes
Kobayashi-the
upper classes

152

152

~ t:J 1"3
attacked the upper class and made nasty
people in general as a kind of abstract

'Also if he only
remarks about rich
doctrine •

401. a t tacked, kogek i-shitar i -;:/7!f. LT-- 1)

402. make nasty remarks, akko-suru

not

154 O-nobu
-Kobayashi

Whether he broke his promise to Kobayashi or not, it was
at all impossible that she might Willingly undertake to
represent him if it was a matter of repelling Kobayashi
thereby.

403. repel, gekitai-suru

155 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

He felt this was appropriate even as a simple act of spite
divorced from any consideration of advantage.

404. act of spite, ishugaeshi

405. rebuke, shikaru i£ ni 156

Tsuda,
'Don't

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

rather embarrassed, rebuked him with:
be ridiculous!'

406.

407.

wer t h des pis i n g , <!i~ iif. _1ii 15 7
keibetsu ni atai-shite iru ~ ~ 1- ~

Ll"~ 3
be despised, keibetsu-sarete ~-_"'""" 157

z«= ""·'-r:I..FK," ~·II L

Tsuda
-Kvbayashi

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
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'Maybe from the point of view of a man with your
sensitivity, Tsuda, a dull clod like me is worth despising
on all points. I recognize that myself. I know it can't be
helped if I'm despised.

157 Kobayashi
-circumstances

But more followed just at the point where he felt there was
nothing to do but listen to his complaints.

408. complaints, fuhei

409. be despised, keibetsu-sareru

,~~ ~1t1."3
410. be despised, keibetsu-sareru

f~ ~::1l~
'So what happens as a result?

you, and not only by you, by your
everybody. •• '

157 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

157 Kobayashi
-Tsuda &
O-nobu &
everybody

I'm forever despised by
wife too, and by

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

have to say now
so listen to me.
despise you too.'

157

157411, 412. despise, keibet$u-shite iru

~~L7~~
413, 414. contempt, keibetsu ~_ ~

Ell'" ~ ..-r:!. r:x:
'Anyway, there's no telling that what I

won't be of some use to you in the future,
Actually, in the same way you despise me I

'I'm quite aware of that.'
'No, you're not. You may know the effect of my contempt

for you but neither you nor your wife has yet really
understood the meaning of it •••• '

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

157

'You despise
1 1 m proud of,

415, 416, 417. despise, keibetsu-suru

~f~1"3
me for that, don't you? But on the c o n t r a r y
it, and in turn I despise you for despising m~.

418. looked displeased, iya ~ kao Q shita 158 Tsuda

di~Pleased. mK1j:t~I Lt:
-Kobayashi

Tsuda looked

419. contempt, keibetsu iT« ~. 158 Tsuda
-r~

-Kobayashi
420. revenge, fukushiI I,'S .~ 158 Tsuda

'I~ ~ -Kobayashi
421, 422. malice, tekii fij:z1t- 158 Tsuda

-Kobayashi
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423. despise, keibetsu-shite iru ft1k L-(
~3

424. contemptible, keibetsu-subeki

158

158

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda

-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi

158

158
!if: ~. 1 '"'~

f1iX
shabu Q kesshiyaout,

~/~ EJt L "f-?
'Oh, nothing particular. It's just that I'd finally have

my revenge for your contempt of ~e.'

Tsuda changed his tone.
'Do you have that much malice towards me?'
'Why in the world do you call it malice? ••• But it is

a fact that you're forever despising me. And even though
I've seen behind your attitude and pointed out to you the
contemptible areas in yoursel~ as well, you've remained
loftily unconcerned, haven't you? ••• And so I'm rn er e Ly
saying that since you'll only learn from *actual battle I'm
forced to fight it out at that point.'

426. fight it

425. *actual battle,' jissen

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi

159

159

159

159

430, 431. won, katta

mf ""7"f-7j"
429. capitulated, kosan-shita R~Lh

r2!--'~ l 1:.
~i;}7~

427, 428. put one over on you, katta ~

432, 433. despise, keibetsu-shite yaru,
kei betsu fI:"'-': -«, =. I r: ..H-7". 3 '$:(, 1iif.F\ \"., L \ ~~)(

'I've put one over on you, haven't I? How about it?
You've capitulated, haven't you?'

'Well, if you think you've won, go right ahead and think
so if you want to.'

'What you really mean is that you'll despise me even
more. But I don't give a damn about what you think of me.'

434, 435. *actual battle, jj.ssen t,,~ 159 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

436. defeat, haiboku-suru 159 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

'This is what I'd call *actual battle. And no matter how
much leisure you have. if you're d e f e a t e d in *actual
battle that's all there is to it.

437, 438. be despised, keibetsu-sarenagara 159

-e;", ~ -r ~~'t r:. .;.." t',-r:::. r~""" I'} -r- IJ "

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
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you.

'I don't hesitate to assert that iust as
taste, where, while I'm despised -by you

while I'm despised by you I'm in a,

in the matter of
I'm happier than you
freer position than

439. get revenge, fukushu Q yatteru

~'t~1~-'1 ~
'It's the law of retribution whereby
revenge on the rich and noble.'

160 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

the poor and lowly get

Tsuda160

160 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

'And that's reason enough for you to despise me, I
suppose.'
*actual battle, jissen tiP ~~

~~
441.

440. despise, keibetsu

Tsuda

160

160

teki*enemy, Tsuda
-Kobayashi

'You won't understand unless you actually experience it. I
predict that, so let's wait and see. Soon the real battle
will begin. And then you'll finally understand that you're
not a match for me.'

442. battle, tatakai

443.

444. be defeated, makeru lEO Tsuda
-Kobayashi

445, 446, 447. fight, tatakau 160 Tsuda

'It would be an honour for me to be defeated by someone like
you who's lost to all sense of shame.'

'You're quite obstinate, aren't you? But I didn't mean
you'd fight with me

'Well, with whom then?'
'You're already fighting right now with yourself ••

448. fight a vain, losing battle,
mueki nQ makeikusa Q saseru

'Your leisure's
battle.'

160 Tsuda-leisure
~ Ml- ~Pll.:,.,'~ ~
.... i;<"V\ I;< ~..< ... :r~: ':i

egging you on to fight a vain, losing

'Because you've realized from the outset, and
for me, that I have n e i t h e r the means nor the
it. '

449. contempt, kei~etsu 161 Tsuda
-Kobayashl
with contempt
'Ni11 to return

450. sow dissension between your
married friends,

161 Kobayashi
Tsuda & O-nobu
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tomodach:b. .!l2. fiIfu-naka .2. saku U rJ"I f:..1l~ 11' ~ %IJ <
'Wouldn't it be better if you stopped your little pranks

of sowing dissension between your married friends.?'

451. resentment, hankan 162 Tsuda-Hara

452. felt even more uncomfortable, ~1 162 Tsuda-Hara
masumasu ~ E1!. kimochi ni nat ta /_~)~~''';-. ~. .-

~ ~;\. .: " ~.:f.fl:: 7].' -, t :
It appeared to be a nervous glint a r Ls i n g from 3. mixture of
the resentment, fear, and pride of someone who has grown up
wild and is not accustomed to society. Tsuda felt even more
uncomfortable.

453. knife, naifu Jr17 162 Kobayashi
Kobayashi quickly turned the point of his knife upward

and thumped on the table with the handle of it.

163454. annoy, iyagaraseru

But in addition to his excessive boredom
conversation there was ~lso one positive
annoyed him.

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
-Hara

at their
factor which

bUjoku .2. ataeruinsult, Tsuda
-Kobayashi

·'It's disgusting to see someone as insulting as you.'

455.

pistol, pisutoru456. rr.-~
!-J'~ '~JL.

'This fellow just might pull
poke it at my nose.'

163 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

a pistol out of his pocket and

Kobayashi's
friend-his
aunt-;< /"'-.... ~IJ ::2~1 ~·7 L l:: 5F1j :;"in-[~ 3

She's calculating in everything, is concerned only with
appearances, and is forever finding fault with me and
needling me.

457. find fault with me and needle me, 164
chiku-chiku sasaredoshi ni sasarete iru

458. bring a curse, tatatte kuru

~""7«~
The weird life in this fantastic place
of being in a frightful nightmare from
is bringing a curse down on my head.

164 Kobayashi's
friend-his
uncle & aunt

gives me the feeling
morning to night and
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164 Kobayashi's
friend-his
uncle & aunt

this demon-besieged place
outside.

place, aku~ no jui

1E /1!~ -?if @
I ~ 7rt:- (f) ~ I~

ray of light from
broad human world

I wonder if a
can reach the

459. demon-besieged

165

165

165insult, bujoku

Tsuda
-Koba.yashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi

For Kobayashi to force him to make material sacrifices and
then to put him in the position where he could say to him,
'See, y-uu~-ve f inall y ca pi t ula ted, ha ven' t you? I wou l. d be 5 n
unendurable insult. His pride in D0t wanting to fall in
with this scheme of Kobayashi's no matter how many ?oor
wretches he was threatened with, naturally came into play.

462. threaten, ~dokashi

461.

460. capitulated, kosan-shita

Tsuda165463. conflict of conscience,
ryoshin .£.£ 1 a takai. tt, L,' av ~~ '(/'"

'At the same time since you actually don't want to give any
money you're feeling the uneasiness that comes from a
conflic~ of conscience.

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
s Hara
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
& Hara

166

166

166

'/~ 7SII '(;1:1 :u;:
S t-er

utagai
~

suspicion,

;i:t::ftt \..::' 7';'-,1 g: ~ I ~ l "1:Q "3,,, 11~ ~ .~/r;:t.

What can only be described as a swift current of hatred
passed through his body in an instant.

At the same time a suspicion flashed in his clever mind:
'I wonder if these two haven't been plotting to make a

fool of me all the while.'

464. hatred, zoo

465.

466. plot to make a fool of,
guru ni .!:!1!.ll.~ bal<:.2. ni shi tc iru

'That's fine. Let's see who wins ••

467. win, katsu 167 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Tsuda-Kiyoko

Tsuda-Kiyokoturned her back on me,
senaka £ mukerareta

468.

469.

171

~rf~Mll~it;:
be cursed, ~tararete iru ~ ·..-Jl-r03:5 171

'" ?/1actually from the moment Kiyoko turned her
I was already cursed by this feeling of being in

back on me,
a dream.
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470. cracked his whip against the 172 driver-horse
buttocks of the gaunt horse,
yaseuma aa shiri .2.~ ~~ f\.~~ n -,-r:
Earlier, the driver, apparently fearing that it was getting
late, had wantonly and frequently cracked his whip against
the buttocks of the gaunt horse.

Tsuda-himself
& Mrs.
Yoshikawa

172

-+ 7[71- "fit."E -tia r-: 3
But if the pathetic animal in front of him, breathing
heavily through its nostrils, was actually Tsuda himself,
who then was the one who was applying the cruel whip?

471. apply the cruel whip,
teara na muchi £ kuwaeru

472, 473. war, sensa 173 Tsuda

But, until he did 50, a war raged within his heart.
Oh, but of course I won't be behaving like a fool. Only
when this war had finally been settled would he be able to
spring to his feet.

474. doubt, utagai 176 Tsuda-Kiyoko

After a period of surprise, one of wonder, an: one of doubt
had all elapsed, she finally became completely rigid.

475. warning, keikai 177 Tsuda-Kiyoko

4 76 ~ severing of relations, zetsuen ~~t~ 177 Tsuda-Kiyoko

•.• and t h e sound of the bell as she quickly rang to call
the maid, he sensed that they were all a warning. they all
meant caution. And they all meant a severing of. relations.

Tsuda-himself177477. reprove, shikarinagara bt, ')~'17';" ~

The result was clear: while reproving it, he coddled his
conceit; while he lent an ear to it, he abhorred the suund
of the alarm-bell.

178 a man-his
moustache

• that man's name too might not so smack of a me r c h a n t;

as to obliterate his un-merchantlike moustache.

478. *murder, Eyakusatsu

479. contend, tatakau

480. enemy, teki

181

181

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

Tsuda
-Kobayashi

-------_._.~.- --
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He automatically tensed his shoulders as he thought about
this exasperating friend--or, more accurately, enemy--with
whom he had to contend as with changeable weather.

Tsuda
-Kobayashi
Tsuda
-Kobayashi
you. '

181

181482. dislike, iyagaru ff{f;..1J' 3
'For nothing in particular. Just to annoy
'But for what reason?'
'Why in the world do I have to have a reason! As long as

you dislike me, I'll simply hound you forever no matter
where you go.'

481.

483. punch in the face,
yokottsura .2. naguru 11 ,yflij"E-1t3

181 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

181 Tsuda
-Kobayashi

He would suddenly feel compelled to clench his fist and
punch Kobayashi in the face ••

'You hit me, you wretch! All right, have it your way!'

hit, nagutta484.

485. be b,=traye'd, uragirareta t "tJl'7'~'l r: 183 Tsuda-Kiyoko

And because he had relied too much on it he had, ins~ead,

been betrayed.

486. traitress, hangyakusha &~"* 183 Tsuda-Kiyoko

Kiyoko the traitress, on that point, was more fortunate
than the loyal O-nobu.

Ts uda-O-no bu185487. do battle, asen-suru ~.~~13

And he would have to endure the tension and effort of d c i n g
battle with h€:i"".

488. *sumo wrestling, sumo 1EJ:rt 185 Tsuda-Kiyoko

*Comparing her attitude to sumo wrestling, she was always
ready to begin the match after he had begun.

489. doubt, utagutte 186 Tsuda-Kiyoko

'Why in the world do you doubt me?'

490,491,492,493,494. doubt,
utagai (twice). ~tv: ~C3
utaguru.
utagutta (twice) ~f "7-,--'::AJ.. _

186 Tsuda-Kiyoko
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'If so, where did that doubt come from?'
'If it was wrong to doubt you, I apologize. And I won't

dui t again.'
'But haven't you already done so?'
'Nothing can be done about that. That I doubted you is a

fact •.••
'It's quite easy, isn't it? If you only say you had this

kind of doubt about me for this kind of reasen, everything
will be over quite simply.'

495. warning, keikai 187 Tsuda-Kiyoko

As he stared at her nimbly moving fingers, he was compelled
to recognize this brilliant flash of warning in the midst of
his absent-minded reflections on the past.
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A. l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

.8.

9.

10.

dis plea s ur e (f u yuka i) 1=-t1fr«+~" 7F-d~, If-Zf-, :r:t'2 L~ .
hatred (zoo) ,j!d1-1"", ~ 2:,./2 L l\ )Wt' ,~·t· (l' ,::'A~7j.·",

-- ~ ~" ')l.1'F--- to I"'" " t']'~ .. I ~ .,

(
.-? ::!r;::; ~ 7 ~ ~ .-, !' :::; -;;:

anger ikari) ~', "?13. n~ I IL 1 ~'. #t I: rfl! c. "€l c<

suspicion (utagai) t:=.:t ~ its !lS-r~ 7t=-~ ~1~1~tflJ:.., ~ "". '1,'1 _. I -ar . 'J,

j e a lou s y e.s h it to) -/z£ 1Lh. -iziR tiP I'\-'

cowardice (hikyo) if. +~
, '. .p~ "'12

perverseness (higami) ~ Iff, 1.JEj./.....,.I ~;; ',)

hostility (tekii) '$H'~, h ~ ~K.d·i J'(,'
I"J~ Iv '" f:'-, ....... \

irritation (iradachi) .~.11/. :W'J~.'~~'. rL't"(L?-r~, ....
hum il i a t ion (k u t s u j 0 k u ) fft. &}, (7 J/i L~ \

II, vengefulness (urami)

12. wounded pride (itameta

13. others

jizhin)

tl'fL.~L\. \
~ J~ _ i''';;; ,-r-
81)~ 25 'l-9h6Tl I:'

B. l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

contempt (keibetsu) $«( -';;!i·-:t'3 ·r!J-~' ~-r1. ~.~;b 3-r s Pi< 'I. . ;(, ,

criticism (hinan) =J~li13, tc0~. ~,CJ"E~? ~3. t~ 3

attack (kogeki) Tifft, U13. ~1r'1, tf.¥'L 7~l\?

discord (fuwa) /F-:fo. *3-, ~fT *:. t~~, * '1 z; ::'"
enmity (teki) 'ifh tfI1 ~-t Ij~ ~ pq j\ 1{ -e77 '3

r'Z]~, IgJ~ ~1, .. /p...... ~, I...... ,/

quarreling (kenka) IJ~0'. o~. ttft-, -r ~~ "3
annoyance (meiwakuj' ii£ ~;)J-r~, it·j::t!! 5l3, ~l';C-~

ridicule (azakeri) I7fj~l"rl), o~H*..~iftl:'13. ~*._;-:

9. reprimand (kogoto)

10. deceit (azamuki)

11. misunderstanding (gokai)

.!;~1. -;~ i$\.1t.-1
-~~¥
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1 2. reb e 11 ion (h a n k 0 ) fiLfrt13 \ Ii~ , ;[6-:f1t1 ~. tl:f'Ji-L
13. r e j e c t ion (k Y0 z e t s u) .:1e t~~ . ~@, *~.~~

14. alarm (keikai) ~hJ~. ffj,\.:;13
"

15. deprivation (gadatsu) i1~,~1J. ~-7. ~t:

16. others

C. 1. violence (baryoku)

8. destruction (hakai)

9. rivalry (kyososhin)

2. victory and defeat (shabu) ~.'i f}Jff-~. /WJ.lr~ R~tiJ. pt~:s.

3. specific weapons (buki) n~. Lt if}. j/;7. ~~:J. A.:P~

4. war (sensa) ~:\:+ V-x 3·\ f ~
5. mu r d e r (s a t s u j in) -¥tA \ *Q.9
6. scheming (sakuryaku) 1ff ffJ~. ~tt. J..-"E Puxt 3
7. suicide (jisatsu) §~li. §l'~'-(§0'! ;?£"J

7pR :t~1" '3
~ 1J-'~' _-r- h . -'-r ~ ..j-
,,'1 I -'-',jC-IQ I:' -;, 1'R. i:E
;v Iv • IL.-
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